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PREFACE TO THE ORIGINAL EDITION

This book has its origin in a resolution adopted by the Assembly
of the League ofNations in September 1930 by which it was decided
that an attempt should be made to co-ordinate the analytical work
then being done on the problem of the recurrence of periods of
economic depression.
The literature conc~rning economic depressions and what is
currently and somewhat loosely described as· the trade cycle is
abundant, and the publication of a further book on the theory of
such cycles was not the primary object of the enquiry undertaken
as a result of this resolution. This book is incidental to the first
step in that enquiry.
It is apparent from the persistence with which depressions
occur, from the gravity of their economic and social effects, and
from the growing consciousness of that gravity, that-however
abundant the literature on the subject, however elaborate and
specious the theories-our knowledge of the causes of depressions
has not yet reached a stage at which measures can be designed to
avert them. This failure of society to control its own destinies
may be due to one of three causes. It may be due to the fact that
the causal relationship of events has not up to the present been
ascertained; it may be due to the fact that, although the truth
has been discovered and stated, it lies buried and obscured in a
mass of false theory; finally, it may be due to the fact that, although
the truth is known and recognised, depressions are as inevitable
a phenomenon of our present economic structure as famines were
of a more primitive economy which lacked means of transport
and of storage.
The ultimate object of all enquiries into the occurrence of
depressions must be to find ways and means to avert depressions
or, if they slre in fact inevitable, to render the structure of society
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more apt to meet the shock which they cause. But, if practical
measures to avert depressions, or to lessen their· intensity or duration, or to adapt the economic structure to them can in the end be
found, their discovery is likely to result from a slow and protracted
process of research and their practical value is likely to result from
a slo\v and painful process of trial and error.
With these considerations in mind, the enquiry undertaken by
the League has been designed, not with a view to the elaboration
of a new and complete theory of the cycle, but with the object of
analysing and sifting (if necessary, supplementing) the theories
which already exist and subjecting those theories to the test of fact.
The first stage in the League enquiry, therefore, has been to
examine existing theories with a view to ~certaining what they
had in common, the points at which differences of opinion arose
and, in so far as possible, the causes of those differences.
In the second stage, which has now just been initiated, .an
endeavour will be made to confront these various theories with
the historical faets--to subject th~m in so far as these facts can be
quantitatively expressed to statistical analysis, in so far as they are
not quantitatively expressed to the recounted records of the past.
This present volume is concerned with the first stage only.
Professor Haberler, to whom the conduct of the enquiry in its
initial stages was entrusted, has divided it into two parts. The
first part contains a systematic analysis of existing theories; the
second an attempt to weave from those theories a general synthesis.
A first draft of the systematic analysis was sent to the authors
quoted for comments and criticisms. While this precaution was
clearly necessary (and ready and most valuable help was affordeq),
it must not be interpreted as implying that the various authors have
thus made themselves responsible for the summary of their reasoning contained in the following pages. . A summary can never be
a perfect reflection ofwhat it summarises, and indeed one authorthough only one-replied that his exposition would not remain
recognisable if thus compressed.
In the course of this analysis of existing theories, it became
apparent that many of the seeming differences of doctrine were due
rather to the use of diHerent terminologies than to any more
fundamental causes.
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The measure of agreement which appeared to exist between
those who have deVoted special attention to the problem of the
trade cycle seemed to justify an attempt to make from their theories
even at this early stage of the work the general synthesis which
constitutes the second part of this volume. This synthesis, however, is more than a simple patching together of the theorems of
others : it is an attempt to create a living and coherent, if incomplete, theory on the basis of the knowledge at present available.
But it is confessedly tentative and preliminary : as Professor
Haberler states in his Introduction, there are many points at which
no definite solution can be proposed. At such· points, various
possibilities are suggested and these possibilities will be examined
during the second stage of the enquiry. Indeed, the whole of
this general synthesis will be subjected, together with the first
part, to statistical control and test during the second stage of the
enquiry. The intention is to confront the theories with the
ascertainable facts-at first with those which can be expressed in
terms of figures and later with those less tangible facts which the
annals of the past record-with a view at once to testing the
accuracy of the explanations or partial explanations of the cycle
now current and to furnishing the basis of fact necessary for the
further development of theory where theory is weak, views are
discordant or doubt exists.
The publication of this work may, it is hoped, give rise to further
discussion in a wider circle than could be approached by direct
correspondence or by meetings.

A.

LoVEDAY,

Director of the F inannaJ Section
and Economic Intelligence Service.
Geneva, September 193 6•

PREFACE TO THE 1939 EDITION

In preparing the new edition of this book, Professor HABERLER
has subjected the whole manuscript to a thorough revision.
The references to the literature on the subject with 'which he deals
have been brought up to date. In the light of criticisms received,
each step in the analysis has been carefully reconsidered and, in a
number of cases, the argument has been modified or clarified.
The main innovation, however, is the addition of a new chapter
at the end of the first part. This chapter deals with the very rich
literature on the subject which has come'into existence since the
completion of the manuscript of the first edition. The manuscript of Part I of that edition was substantially completed as long
ago as December 1935, and that of Part II by the middle of 193 6.
The objects of this new chapter are to assess the contribution
of this recent literature to business-cycle theory as a whole and,
as in earlier chapters, to consider how far apparent differences
between theories are real or due only to the use of different
terminologies.
A.LoVEDAY,

Director' of theFinaneiaJ S celio"
and Economic Intc/JigcfltC Scrv;CI.
Geneva, April 1939.

PREFACE TO THE 1941 EDITION

In the preface to the first edition of this book, I wrote that Hour
knowledge of the causes of depressions has not yet reached the stage
at which measures can be designed to avoid them.
Anyone studying
the I939 edition, or more especially the new Part III which Professor
Haberler has prepared for this edition, cannot fail to be struck by the
exceptional advance which has been made in recent years in the particular branch of economic science with which this volume is concerned. Is our knowledge today sufficient to enable us to avert depressions? Will governments be· able to use it successfully after the war?
No one, I imagine, would reply to either of these questions with a
categorical affirmative; but at least the categorical pessimism I expressed inI936 would no longer be justified.
The interest that has been stimulated in this problem of the alternation of prosperity and depression and the abundant literature that has
been published since the first edition of Profes.sor Haberler's book was
issued have given rise to the need for these two enlarged editions.
This edition cE>ntains no changes in Parts I and II. But a third part
has been added, in which Professor Haberler deals successively with the
theory of the multiplier; the foreign trade multiplier; the multiplier -and
the acceleration principle in dynamic models; the problem of the turning points; the so-called ttRicardo effect"; price inflexibility, wage
rigidity and unemployment. He adds a final section which is _directly
concerned with certain problems of policy.
The analytical table of contents has been expanded, and supplementary name and subject indexes have been added to cover Part III. The
manuscript of Part III was completed in June, I94 I .
H

A.
Princeton, July 194 I

LOVEDAY

Director of the Economic, Financial
and Transit Department
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INTRODUCTION

As has been explained in the Preface, this book
Purpose
is a first step in a more extended enquiry undertaken
dj the book. by the Economic Intelligence Service of the Secretariat of the League of Nations into the causes of
the recurrence of periods of economic depression.
The present study confines itself to the task of analysing
existing theories of the business cycle and deriving therefrom
a synthetic account of the nature and possible causes of economic
fluctuations. However, the next stage in this investigation-the
application, as far as possible, of quantitative tests to the various
causal hypotheses-has largely influenced the manner in which
the preliminary problem has been approached in the following
pages. The reader is invited to keep in mind, while studying the
present report, the fact that it is planned as but a part of a greater
whole.
In view of the scope of the investigation as a
AnalJsis whole, the purpose of the first part of this reportof theories. i.e., of the Systematic Analysis of the Theories of
the Business Cycle-is not to present a history of
the development of economic thought on this subject (although
every attempt has been made to interpret as accurately as possible
the meaning of the various writers whose theories are discussed),
nor to give anything like an exhaustive bibliography of businesscycle theory. The purpose is rather to gather together various
hypotheses of explanation, to test their logical consistency and
their compatibility with one another and with accepted economic
principles. It is intended to give a rounded picture of the possible
explanations of economic fluctuations and it is hoped that) by
theoretical reasoning, the number of these possibilities can be
conside~ably reduced.

111/rotltiGtioll
The second part of the present report-the SynSYll/hltit thetic Exposition relating to the Nature and Causes
IxpoJilifJII of of Business Cycles"-contains the comprehensive
tIN nalRn of explanation which emerges from the analysis of
the !Jtll. theories in the first part. As has been said, it does not
claim to be an entirely new theory, but a synthesis and
development of existing theories, so far as they can be synthesised.
What is presented there is furthermore not a closed and rigid system,
but a flexible and open one: there are many points where no definite
solution can be proposed, but whe~e the existence of a. number of
possibilities will be indicated. The choice between these can then be
made· only on the basis ofempirical investigations. In many cases,
theoretical reasoning supported only by such broad facts as one
happens to know without special statistical or historical investigations can put intelligentquestions, but cannotdefinitely answer them.
That by analysing various theories it should be possible to give
an explanation of the business cycle which, while leaving some
questions open or offering in other cases alternative answers,
neverthelessclari£ies a number of problems. presupposes that the
difference between the theories analysed is not so radical as is
sometimes believed. In fact, the assumption is that the real
differences in opinion have been frequently exaggerated, and that,
for certain important questions, a much greater harmony between
writers of clliferent schools can be established than the superficial
observer- would believe or even than these same writers would
be willing .to admit. It is a natural thing that most writers are
inclined rather to dwell on the controversial issues than to stress
the points of general agreement. Here the opposite principle
will be followed and, itt the following sections, it will be shown
how theories which seem prima fad' to contradict one another can
sometimes be reconciled.
C(

Part I

SYSTEMATIC ANALYSIS OF THE THEORIES
OF THE BUSINESS CYCLE

CHAPTER

1

PRELIMINARY REMARKS

§

I.

THE EXPLANATION OF THE BUSINESS CYCLE

Before we begin the exposition of the various theories of
the business cycle, some remarks may be advisable on the
general logical nature of any explanation of the· cycle, and on the
mutual relation between various possible explanations (theories).
The implications of these observations will be fully realised only
in the light of subsequent pages where these formal principles are,
so to speak, put to work. Nevertheless, it seems useful to touch
upon these things at the beginning in order to avoid misunderstandings. The study of the various theories will be more fruitful
if the following general remarks are kept in mind.
Such a complex phenomenon as the business
Plurality cycle, which embraces almost all parts of the
of causes. economic system, does not easily lend itself to
explanation by anyone factor. Even if we assume
from the beginning that the same explanation of the business
cycle holds good in the highly industrialised countries of Western
Europe and America as well as in industrially less developed
countries such as New Zealand.or Roumania, and in the twentieth
century as well as at the beginning of the nineteenth-neither·of
which assumptions is by any means self-evident-it is not easy
to speak of the cause of the business cycle. Few writers have
ventured to proclaim just one single factor as the cause of the
business cycle or of depression in particular. In fact, explanations
which run in terms of one single cause have been more and more
discredited and should be regarded with suspicion. The majority
of modern writers on the subject are careful to point out that a
whole set of factors, and perhaps not always the same combination
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of factors, contribute towards producing an alternation of prosperity and depression. Frequently, the difference between various
theorists is rather a difference in the emphasis laid upon the different
factors· than a difference in the enumeration of contributing causes
and conditions.
Even those writers whose theory centres round one single
.factor which dley make responsible for the business cycle--e.g.,
crop variations, or inventions, ,or the acceleration of derived
demand, or changes in demand, or waves of optimism and pessimism-ate forced to admit that what they call the cause of the
business cycle can produce its effect only in a certain economic
institutional environment. They assume, explicitly or implicitly,
a certain structure of the exchange economy, a certain rigidity of
wages and contracts, a certain behaviour of investors, the presence
or absence of a certain amount of knowledge and foresight amongst
entrepreneurs, a certain· mo~etary organisation, etc. The business
cycle might well not appear (a) if those" active" forces (crop
changes, inventions, changes in demand, etc.) were absent, or
(b) if one or several of the significant features in the economic institutional framework were changed ; if, for example, wages and
contracts were perfectly plastic, if entrepreneurs behaved in a
diffe~ent way, if they possessed perfect foresight or if the monetary
organisation were different and monetary authorities took steps
to prevent repercussions : in a word, if they were to behave
differently from what they actually do.
It might therefore just as well be maintained that the rigidity
of our economic system, or its financial or monetary organisation,
or particular features of the latter, are the causes of the cycle as
that inventions or crop changes or changes in demand are
responsible.
Normally, a complex phenomenon such ,as
Theon,s
the business cycle is caused and conditioned
differ mainlY as by a large number of factors and circumstances.
10 emphasis. Even if the same theory ·holds good for all
cycles, there is still room for a multitude of
cc different'" explanations which need not all be logically exclusive
and contradictory. Each of them stresses one or other of the
relevant factors and conditions and calls it the "dominant " or
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Ie causally relevant" one.
The other factors are neglected, or it
is assumed that they· do not change or cannot be changed, or that
it is for some reason not desirable to change or eliminate them (e.g.,
inventions) or that their changes cannot be further explained (at
least not by the economist) and dlat they must therefore be taken for
granted. In particular, monetary and non-monetary explanations
of the business cycle seem to be frequendy reconcilable. The nonmonetary theorist (who stresses, e.g., the impact of inventions,
or changes in demand with intensified changes in derived
demand) often tacitly asswnes-or ought logically to assumethe willingness and ability of the banking system to expand
credit on existing terms, whereas the nlonetary theorist takes such
disturbing events as inventions or changes in demand for granted
and blames the monetary authorities for not adjusting the terms
of credit.
These considerations suggest that it is useful
Classification to distinguish certain types of causal factors.
of callJa/ One may draw a djstinction, for instance.
factors.
between active and passive factors or, in other
words, between causes and conditions or· between
conditions per quam and conditions si", fJlIa non. Inventions, crop
changes, changes in demand are active factor$, while institutional
circumstances such as are mentioned above should be classified
as passive conditions. Sometimes this distinction may be useful;
but frequendy it is difficult or impossible to draw a sharp line
between the two types of factors. How is. it possible to decide
whether any given action on the part of the banks, such as lowering
the discount rate when reserves are running high or failure to
raise the rate when the demand for credit rises (i.e., when the
cc natural rate" has risen), is an " active" or a " passive" factor?
This is· obviously a terminological question and it is fruitless to
press for an answer in every single case.
The real distinction --in some cases-is between tOlltro//ab"
and NlU'ofJfrollabJe factors. 1 The weather, e.g., is uncontrollable,
while institutional factors are at least in theory controllable.

1 Ct. J. M. Clark, St,.at8,ie Factors in· Business Cycles, New York.
1935, pages 4-5 and passim.
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Among factors, furthermore, which can in principle be controlled,
there are those which one does not find it desirable, for one reason
or another, to control or to eliminate altogether-e.g... inventions,
or the liberty of the recipient of income to spend his income or
to save it, or to exercise freedom ofchoice in regard to his consumption or occupation. Needless to say, opinion as to what it is
possible and desirable to control or influence varies from time to
time and from person to person.
A more usual if less pragmatic classification is that of causes
which originate within and causes which originate outside the
economic system. Wars, inventions, crop changes (so far as
they depend on the weather and are not economic adjustments to
changes in demand, prices or cost), spontaneous changes in demand
(so far· as they are due to changes in taste and are not simply a
reaction to changed supply conditions) are examples of outside
causes. Changes in production due to changed demand conditions, price changes due to rise in cost, intensified demand for
producers' goods due to changes in demand for consumers' goods
are examples of economic causes. But what is to be called an
economic and what a non-economic factor or circumstance is frequently
rather a matter of convention than of argument.
Closely connected with the distinction between
ExogenollJ and economic and non-economic factors and causes is
endogenollJ the distinction between "exogenous" and "6ndog,theories. nOlls" theories of the business cycle. Exogenous
theories are those which assume external disturbances-e.g., crop changes or inventions-in order to explain the
business cycle. Endogenous theories rely exclusively on move..
ments which can be explained economically. This distinction, too,
is not always definite. Is the monetary theory, which explains the
business cycle in the light of certain actions or a certain policy
on the part of the banking authorities, to be regarded as exogenous
or endogenous? If the banks lower the rate of interest, thereby
inducing a credit inflation, their action will presumably be regarded
as an exogenous factor: but suppose they do not raise the rate
sufficiently in face of a rising demand for credit (due, e.g., to inventions) with the same result in the shape of a credit inflation-is that
the operation of an exogenous factor?
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It has been attempted to give more precision to the distinction
between exogenous and endogenous theories by saying that the
former assume movements in the data, while the latter suppose
the data to remain constant.! This distinction is precise enough
once the general theoretical system on which a writer builds his
theory of the business cycle has been determined and accepted;
but it is not possible to lay down beforehand once and for all what
phenomena are to be regarded as accepted data and what are
magnitudes to be explained and determined in the light of those
data. What the theory of yesterday accepted as data, we try to
explain to-day; and the independent variables (data) on which
we build to-day may become dependent variables to-morrow.
All attempts to make a definite distinction between data and results
lead back to the earlier conception which regards forces or movements' of a " non-economic" nature or " external " to the economic
system as the" data" of economic theory. But this distinction
between "economic" and "non-economic" phenomena is a
purely conventional onc. There is no reason why forces or movements not to be classified as economic should not become " dependent" or " explained" variables of a general-as distinct from
an economic-theory.
With very few exceptions, all serious explanations are neither
purely exogenous nor purely endogenous. In almost all theories,
both the " originating factors " and the " responses of the business
system)) (to use the expression of J. M. CLARK 2) play a role.
On the one hand, a purely exogenous theory is impossible. Even if
one assumes a weather cycle, the peculiar response of the business
system, which converts harvest variations mto a general alternation
ofprosperity and depression, has still to be explained. On the other
hand, a purely endogenous theory is hardly satisfactory. It is
not likely that, without outside shocks, a cyclical movement
would go on for ever : and, even if it did go on, its course would
certainly be profoundly influenced by outside shocks-that is, by
changes in the data (however these may be defined and delimited
by economically explained variables).
1 See especially Tinbergen: "Suggestions on Quantitative Business
Cycle Theory" in Econometrica. Vol. III, NO.3, July 1935, page 24 1 •
J See his book : Strategic Factors in the Business Cycle, passim.
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The interaction of exogenous and endogenous forces is intricate,
and the logical possibilities of their mutual impacts are numerous.
We shall not, however, discuss these problems in the abstract here
at the beginning. They will find their solution as we proceed in
our theoretical enquiry, especially in Part II of the present report.
One methodological rule of thumb may be
Inhlrmt suggested-at this .point, however, although it will
ills/ability find its full justification only later. For various
ill thl IGDfJo11lk reasons, it seems desirable, in the explanation of the
.[1.111111.
business cycle, to attach as little importance as
possible to the inBuence -of external disturbances.
In the first place, large swings in the direction of prosperity and
depression as we find them in real life are difficult to explain
solely by exogenous forces; and this- difficulty becomes an impossibility when _the alleged U disturbances " do not themselves
show a wavelike moveme~t. Even if a periodic character is
assumed (I.g., in the- ase of crops or inventions), the hypothesis
is full of difficulty. The responses of the business system seem
prima faae more important in shaping the business cycle than.
external shocks. Secondly, historical experience seems to demonstrate that the cyclical movement has a strong tendency to persist,
even where there are no outstanding extraneous influences at
work which can plausibly be held responsible.!- This suggests
that there is an inherent instability in our economic system, a
tendency to move in one direction or the other. If it is possible
(as we believe) to demonstrate that such a tendency exists and to
indicate the conditions under which it works, it will be comparatively easy to fit all kinds of external perturbations; including all
State interventions, into the scheme. Exogenous forces will then
figure as the originators or disturbers of endogenous processes,
with power to accelerate, retard, interrupt or reverse the endogen.
ous movement of the economic system.'
1 What is to be regarded as " outstanding" and
plausible" is, of course,
a matter of dispute. As there is always something happening somewhere,
it is always poss~ble to find some external events which can be made the
basis of a tentative explanation.
• For this reason, anything like perfect regularity in respect of the
amplitude, length, intensity and concomitant symptoms of the cyclical
movement is II priori improbable.
If
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A frequently used analogy may be adduced, not
Mechanical to prove anything, but to make the meaning of
analogy.
what has been 'said clearer. We can compare the
economic system with a pendulum or with a rockingchair. A rocking-chair may be made to perform fairly regular
swings by quite irregular impulses (shocks) from the outside.
(Besides it may conceivably have a mechanism ~stalled which
makes it swing without outside forces operating on it.) In the
explanation of the movement ofthe chair we must now distinguish
two factors : the structure of the chair and the impulses from the
outside-endogenous and exogenous factors. The structure
of the chair is responsible for the fact that irregular shocks are
transformed into fairly regular swings. An ordinary chair would
ordinarily respond quite differently, although some particular
kinds of impulses are thinkable (regular pushes and pulls) which
would make it move in regular swings.
Naturally, the structure of the rocking-chair-and hence the
nature of the swings produced by external sh&cks-may be very
different in detail. The system might be so constructed that
incessant regular swings are produced if, after having been pushed,
the system is left to itself. Or else the swings may gradually
disappear-that would be the case with an ordinary rockingchair; we speak in that case of " damped oscillations " and may
distinguish various degrees of dampening. The opposite may be
true, the swings may become more and more violent; the fluctuations are then said to be " explosive " or cc antidamped ") or the
system is in an unstable equilibrium.
The methodological suggestion made above then comes to
this. We tentatively assumethat, for the explanation of the fairly
regular s;Wings of the economic system (just as for those, ofthe rocking-chair), itis more important to study the peculiar structure of the
system and hence its responses to outside shocks than to look for
regularities in the occurrence of these shocks. This hypothesis is,
of course, subject to subsequent confirmation or rejection.
If,· therefore, in many of the following sections, not much is
said about such external influences (and in particular about the
various forms of intervention in the economic process' by the
State or other public bodies, which. figure so prominently in the
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daily comments of economists, politicians and economic journals
on contemporary events)~ this must not be taken to imply that, in
our opinion, or in the opinion of the writers whose theories are
reviewed, these factors do not influence the economic situation.
Our object is in the first instance to isolate the responses of the
economic system, in order to stage the scene and to describe the
environment in which the external influences have play.

§

2..

METHOD OF THE FOLLOWING ANALYSIS

The scope of the following analysis of theories
Principles has been defined in the Introduction (page 1).1
of selection. The method followed in the exposition is
thereby largely determined. No attempt has been
made to. present the various theories in chronological order
or to picture the· theoretical and sociological background of the
various writers (except in so far· as it may have been necessary in
order to elucidate their doctrines). It has been preferred to present
the theories in a systematic order, beginning (so far as possible)
with the less complicated and proceeding thereafter to the more
complicated. Frequently it happens that the latter cover all the
factors on which the former lay stress, while drawing attention
to others which the former have overlooked or treated as irrelevant
or put aside by means of a convenient simplifying assumption
(e.g., by. a ceteris paribus clause).
It has been necessary to select certain authors or certain works
as illustrative of the various lines of thought. Preference has
been given, where there was no reason to the contrary, to the more
recent and more accessible works. No attempt has been made to
trace every thought or hypothesis back to its origin in the history
of economic doctrines.
1 This special purpose explains the difference between the following
exposition and the classification of theories and theorists given in such
works as A. H. Hansen : Business Cycle Theories, Boston, 1927 ; W. M.
Persons : " Theories of Business Fluctuations" (Quarterl)' Journal oj
Economics, Vol. 4 I, reprinted in Forecasting Business Cycles, New York,
1931) ; F. A. Hayek: lv[onetafy Theory and the Trade Cycle, London,
1933 ; Macfie : Theories ot the Trade Cycle, London, 1934.
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Naturally, the work of those writers who have themselves
attempted a synthesis of theories-such as MITCHELL, PIGOU,
ROBERTSON-had to be mentioned at several points in connection
with the various lines of thought which they have incorporated
in their systems. Mention is not made) however, at every point
of all the writers who have made useful contributions to the problem in hand. The method followed has been dictated by the
purpose of the present enquiry : it does not pretend to do justice
to the originality and importance of different writers' contributions. It is not intended to be an appraisal of the merits of various
writers, but a review and analysis of explanatory hypotheses.
The various theories under review have been
Heads of examined, as far as possible, under the following
analYsis. heads:
General characteristics.
Explanation of the upswing (prosperity).
"
"
"
upper turning-point (crisis).
"
"
"
downswing (depression).
,)
lower turning-point (revival).
"
"
Reasons given for recurrence, periodicity, etc.
International complications.

CHAPTER 2

THE PURELY MONETARY THEORY

§

I.

PRELIMINARY. REMARKS

Money and credit occupy such a central position
in our economic system that it is almost certain that
f1uctllafjons they play an important role in bringing about the
of· MV. business cycle, either as an impelling force or as a
.conditioning factor. During the upswing, the
physical volume of production and of transactions grows while
prices rise or, in some rather exceptional cases, remain constant.)
This means that the money volume of transactions rises. During
depression, the money volume of transactions falls. In other
words, the work which money must and does perform rises and
falls with the ups and downs of the business cycle.. It follows,
then, that the product (MV) of the quantity of money (M) and its
velocity of circulation (V) rises and falls. This does not necessarily mean that the rise and fall of M and lor V is in all cases the active
cause of changes in business activity : it may equally well be a
passive condition or even a mere symptom. It is conceivable
that MV may adjust itself automatically to changes in the volume
of business without exerting any influence by itself. But, in any
case, the analysis of a theory which puts the monetary f~~or at
the centre of its scheme of causation will almost certainly reveal

Cyclical

1 The outstanding example of a boom without a rise in prices is the
American boom of 1926-1929. The stability of prices was, however,
confined to the wholesale-price level. A more general price index (as
constructed by Mr. carl Snyder) shows a marked rise.
I It should be noted that this is not implied by the definition of prosperity and depression. Itis conceivable that the rise and fall of the volume
of production mi~ht be accompanied by an opposite movement of prices,
80 that the money value of the volume of production or of transactions
in general would remain constant or even vary inversely with the physical
volume.
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important features of the- business cycle which no adequate synthesis can afford to neglect.

§ 2..

THE THEORY OP MR. R. G. HAWTREY:
GENERAL

CHARACTERISTICS

The purely monetary explanation of the
business cycle has been most fully and most
uncompromisingly set out by Mr. R. G.
outJay.
HAWTREy.l
For him the trade cycle is cc a
purely monetary phenomenon" in the sense that
changes in "the flow of money" are the sole and .sufficient
cause of changes in economic activity, of the alternation of prosperity and depression, of good and bad trade. When the demand
for goods in terms of money (that is, the flow of money) grows,'
trade becomes brisk, production rises and prices go up. When
demand .fal1~ off, trade slackens, production shrinks and prices
sag. The flow of money-i.e., the demand for goods in terms
of money-is proximately determined by "consumers' outlay",
that is, by expenditure out of income.s Consumers' outlay
comprises, however, not only expenditure on consumers' goods,
but also expenditure on new investment goods-that is to say,
that part of consumers' income that is saved and invested.· (For
consumers' outlay, one can substitute MV, if one defines" V"
as "income velocity", in contradistinction to "transaction
Ifllpor/ante
of tonsl/fllers'

1 See Good and Bad Trade, London, 1913 ; M onetory Reconstruction,
1923, 2nd ed., 1926; Currency _and Credit, 1919, 1923, 1928; Trade
and Credit, 1928 ; Trade Depression and the Way out, 1931, 1933 ; The Art
01 Central Banking, 1932 ; The Gold Standard in Theory and Practice, 3rd

ed., 1933 ; Capital and Employment, 1937.
• See, especially, The Art 01 Central Banking, London, 1932, Chapter III.
Independently, very similar ideas have been expressed by Professor
Albert Hahn in his earlier writings. See his Volkswirtschaltlicke Tkeofi6
des Bankkredits, 1st ed., 1924 (3rd ed., 1930). Since then he has, however
changed his view considerably.
Many of the propositions advanced by Mr. Hawtreyand reviewed in
the following pages, especially those on the relation between interest rates
and prices, have had, a long history and were given an early expression in
A. Marshall's evidence before the Gold and Silver Commission, 1887.
(See Official Papers of A. Marshall, 1926, pages 52 and 131, reproduced and
elaborated in his ~loney, Credit and Commerce, pages 75-76 and 254-257.)
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velocity" as it figures in .IRVING FISHER'S famous equation of
exchange. But, V being thus defined as the ratio of consumers'
outlay to the quantity of money, the two magnitudes-MVand
consumers' outlay-are by definition the same; and not much is
gained by the substitution of one expression for the other.)
Non-monetary factors such as earthquakes, wars, strikes, crop
failures, etc., may produce a general impoverishment: others,
such as harvest changes,· over-development of certain industries
(e.g., over-investment in constructional industries), may produce
a partial depression in particular branches of industry. But a
general depression in the sense of the trade cycle-i.e., a situation
in which unused resources and unemployment are general-cannot
be induced by non-monetary forces or events except in so far as they
give rise to a fall in consumers' outlay-i.e., in the flow of money.
Changes in consumers' outlay are principally
Instability due to changes in the quantity of money.
of money Everyone agrees that a sudden diminution in
and credit. the quantity of money, an outright deflation,
has a depressing influence on economic activities,
and that an increase of the circulating medium, an inflation, has
a stimulating influence.
If the quantity of money diminishes, demand falls off, and
producers who have produced in anticipation of the usual demand
will find that they cannot sell the usual output at the anticipated
prices. Stocks will accumulate; losses will be incurred; production will fall; unemployment will be rife; and a painful process
in which wages and other incomes are reduced will be necessary
before equilibrium can be restored.
Inflation has the opposite effect. Demand exceeds anticipations, stocks decrease, dealers give larger orders to producers,
and prices rise. Production increases and unemployed factors
of production are gradually absorbed.
This is the familiar picture o~ a "Government deflation or
inflation ". According to Mr. HAWTREY, the trade cycle is nothing
but a replica, on a small scale, of an outright money inflation and
deflation. Depression is induced by a fall in consumers' outlay due
to a shrinkage of the circulating medium, and is intensified by a
decline in the rapidity of the circulation of money. The prosperity
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phase of the cycle, on the other hand, is dominated by an inflationary process.
If the flow of money could be stabilised, the fluctuations in
economic activity would disappear. But stabilisation of the flow
of money is no easy task, because our modern money and credit
system is inherently unstable. Any small deviation from
equilibrium in one direction or the other tends to be magnified.
Mr. HAWTREY starts with the assumption that, in the modern
world, bank credit is the principal means of payment. The
circulating medium consists primarily of bank credit, and legal
tender money is only subsidiary. It is the banking system which
creates credit and regulates its quantity. The means of regulation
are the discount rate and open-market purchases and sales of
securities. The power to expand credit is not, of course, vested
in each individual bank, but in the banking system as a whole.
A single bank cannot go very far in expanding credit on its own
account; but the banking system as· a whole can, and there is a
tendency to make the whole system move along step by step in
the same direction. If one bank or group ofbanks expands credit,
other .banks will find their reserves strengthened and will be
induced, son1etimes almost forced, to expand too. In this way a
single bank or group of banks may carry with it the whole system.
(These are familiar propositions of modern banking theory.
It does not seem necessary at this point to work them out in detail
with all necessary qualifications.)!

§;.

THE UPSWING

The upswing of the trade cycle is brought
Driving force about by an expansion of credit and lasts so
of bank long as the credit expansion goes on or, at
expansion. least, is not· followed by a credit contraction.
A credit expansion is brought about by the
banks through the easing of conditions under which loans are
1 C/., e.g., the exposition in I{eynes' Treatise on Money.
The history
of thought on this subject has been written in great detail by V. Wagner,
Geschich.te der Kredittheorien, Vienna, 1936, and A. W. Marget, The Theory
of Prices: A Re-examination 0.1 the Central Problems of Monetary Theory,
Vol. I .• New York, 1938.
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granted to the customer. Borrowing may be encouraged in
various ways. The banks can apply a less severe standard to
security offered; they can increase the maximum period for which
they are willing to lend; they can refrain from discriminating as
to the purpose for which the borrower wants the loan. But the
principal instrument of expansion is a reduction of the discount
rate; and each of the other measures is equivalent in some way to
a reduction in the costs of credit.
Mr. HAWTREY is aware of the objection, which
The strategic has been raised very frequently, that a reduction of
position of I or 2. % in the interest on bank advances is too
the merchant. unimportant an item in the profit-and-Ioss account
of the average business-man to induce him to expand
his business and to. borrow more. His answer to this objection
is that there exists one class of business-men which is very sensitive
even to small changes of the rate of interest-namely, the merchants.
The merchant buys and sells large quantities of goods compared
with his own capital, and he adds to what he buys the relatively
small value which represents the dealer's profit. To him, a change
in interest charges of I or 2. %is not negligible, as it is perhaps to
the manufacturer. It is not denied, of cotU'se, that there are other
considerations besides the rate of interest which might induce a
merchant to borrow more (or less) and to increase (or reduce) his
stocks of goods. If prices are expected to rise, or if a fall is· anticipated, a reduction in the interest rate may be unnecessary or
insufficient. But.a general rise or fall in prices sufficient to induce
the majority of merchants to increase or decrease their borrowing,
irrespective of minor changes in the rate of interest, is unlikely to
occur except as a consequence of an expansi~n or contraction of
credit and will be discussed later.
Thus, according to Mr. HAWTRBY, the merchant is in a strategic
position. If the rate of interest is sufficiently reduced-and in
ordinary circumstances a slight reduction is sufficient-merchants
are induced to increase their stocks. They give larger orders· _
to the producer. Increased production ·leads to an enlargement
of consumers' income and outlay. This " means increased demand
for goods in general, and traders find their stocks diminishing.
There result further orders to. producers, a further increase in
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productive activity, in consumers' income and outlay, and in
demand, and a further depletion of stocks. Increased activity
means increased demand, and increased demand means increased
activity. A vicious circle is set up, a cumulative expansion of
productive activity")1 which is fed and propelled by a continu~us
expansion of credit.
"Productive activity cannot grow without
Effects of limit. As the cumulative process carries one
rising prices. industry after another to the limit of productive
capacity, producers begin to quote higher and
higher prices ." 1 When prices rise, dealers have a further inducement to borrow. Rising prices operate in the same way as falling
interest charges : profits are increased and traders stimulated to
hold larger stocks in order to gain from a further rise in prices.
In the same way, the producer is stimulated to expand production
and to borrow more freely in order to finance the increased pro...
duction. The cumulative process of expansion is accelerated
by a cumulative rise in prices.
There is yet another accelerating element.
Instability In addition to the expansion of the circulating
of the velocity mediu,m~ there is an increase in its velocity of
of circulation. circulation. When prices fise and trade is
brisk, merchants and producers not only harrow
more : they use up any idle balances which may be at their
disposal. Idle balances are the inheritance of the previous
depression. If they exist to a large extent, "it may be that
an enlargement of the consumers' income ·and outlay is
brought about with little or no expansion of the outstanding
bank credit".
" Thus there is a principle of the instability of velocity of circulation, which is quite distinct from the principle of the instability
of credit, but is very apt to aggravate its effect."·
To sum up, expansion is a cumulative process-that is to say,
once started, it proceeds by its own momentum. No further
encouragement from the banks is required. On the contrary,
1
I

The Art 01 Central Banking. page 167.

o.p. cit., page 17I.
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banks have then to be careful not to let the expansion get out of
hand and degenerate into wild inflation. They should raise the
rate of interest drastically : slight increases will not deter people
from borrowing if prices rise and are expected to rise further.
That is what is meant in saying that the process has gained
momentum. A discount rate which would have sufficed
to nip the expansion in the bud would later be much too
low to stop it.
§ 4.

THE UPPER TURNING-POINT

Prosperity comes to an end when credit
Credit
expansion is discontinued. Since the process
restriction of expansion, after it has been allowed to gain
reJponsible. a certain speed, can be stopped only by a jolt,
there is always the danger that expansion will be
not merely stopped but reversed, and will be followed by a
process of contraction which is itself cumulative. (There are
other' reasons for this, which will be discussed presently.)
" If the restriction of credit did not occur, the active phase of
the trade cycle could be indefinitely prolonged, at the cost, no
doubt, of an indefinite rise of prices and an abandonment of the
gold standard." 1
Man-made limitations on the amount of the
T hI wage-lag, circulation-that is, limitations imposed by
the cash drain law and custom-constitute the barrier which
and the
prevents our present economic system from
gold standard. getting rid of its cyclical movement with all
its .bad consequences. So long as there is a
gold standard, or other restriction in the supply of legal tender
money (e.g., that· involved in the attempt to ~tabilise the exchange
rate vis-a-vis another country which does not itself expand credit),
the banks are sooner or later forced to stop expansion and even to
contract.
Cash-i.e., legal tender money-is predominantly used for small
and retail transactions, because for these purposes credit has no
1

Tf'ade and Ct'edit, London, 1928, page 98.
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greater convenience to compensate for its inferior security. The
amount of cash '\vhich passes into circulation depends largely
on the incomes, expenditures and hoards of working-men. An
expansion leads sooner or later to a drain of cash out of the holdings of the banks while, as earnings and wage rates rise, an increasing amount will be retained in cash balances. This, however,
is a slow process, because the rise in wages lags· considerably
behind the expansion of credit and the rise in prices and profits.
Meanwhile, the central bank, in its anxiety to maintain exchange
stability, declines to supply cash to the commercial banks indefinitely. The latter are therefore forced to put the brake on and
to stop the expansion. When they start to do this, the cash holdings of the working population still continue to increase-by
reason of their lag behind the credit expansion-and go on rising
after the expansion has come to an end. This induces the banks,
not merely to stop expanding, but actually to contract; and so
the depression is given its start.

§ ,.

THE

The process

DOWNSWING

of contraction is

cumulative

The reverse no less than the process of expansion. "When
of the IIp.swing. credit has definitely turned the corner, and a
contraction has succeeded to an expansion, the
downward tendency of prices is sufficient to maintain the process
of contraction, even though the rate of interest is no longer,
according to the ordinary standards, high." 1
The process is cumulative for the following reason. When
prices are falling, merchants expect them to fall further. They
try accordingly to reduce stocks, and .give smaller orders, or no
.orders at all, ~o producers. Consumers' income and outlay
decrease; demand flags; stocks accumulate in spite of endeavours
to reduce them; borrowing is reduced further-and so on in a
long and painful process. All the factors which tended to stimulate the upswing conspire now to push contraction further and

I

CUl'1'ency and Cl'edit, 3rd ed., London, 1928, page 153.
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further. The vicious spiral downward is in all respects the
negative counterpart of the vicious spiral upward. The details
need not be repeated.
§ 6.

REVIVAL

During a depression, loans are liquidated and
gradually money flows back from circulation into
the reserves of the banks. The reserve ratio
becomes normal, and· reserves above normal
are slowly built up. Interest is by this time
fallen to an abnormally low level; but, with prices sagging and
with a prevalence of pessimism, it may be that even an exceedingly low level of interest rates will not stimulate people to borrow.
According to Mr. HAWTREY, however, there are almost always
some people who are willing to increase their borrowing; and this
should enable the banks to get over the dead point. But if, as
happens in abnormally deep depressions, pessimism is so widespread that no rate above zero will induce an expansion, the
central bank has another weapon for overcoming the reluctance
of the business community to make use of existing credit
facilities-and that is the purchase of securities in the open
market.
When the central bank buys securities in the open market, cash
is pumped into the banks and their liquidity 'increases. For a time,
the new money may be used to repay debts to the banks, so that
the only result is a change in the composition of the assets of the
banks (cash increases, loans decrease). But Mr. HAWJ;REY
is confident that eventually, if only the purchases of securities are
carried far enough, the new money will find an outlet into circulation, consumers' income and outlay wi~ begin to rise, and a selfreinforcing process of expansion will be started. Mr. HAWTREY
believes that the ordinary measures of banking policy~scount
policy and open-market operations-may be trusted to bring
about a revival and that -it is therefore· not necessary to have
recourse to m9re drastic methods (such as public works) to start
an expansion. . This attitude of his is closely connected with his
theory that changes in the rate of interest must operat~ through

Sufficiency
of credit
expansion.
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influencing working capital rather than through stimulating
investment in fixed capital. We shall have to come back to this
proposition because it conflicts sharply with the theories of
many other writers, with which we shall have to deal.
In his earlier writings Mr.

HAWTREY

had already

A credit
deadlock.

mentioned the theoretical possibility of a complete
credit deadlock arising. That is a situation where
even exceedingly low interest rates fail to evoke a
new demand for credit. In such a situation, the ordinary means
of bank policy prove wholly ineffective. In his Good and Bad
Trade l he ascribes this phenomenon to the fact that the rate ot
depreciation of prices" may be so rapid that" nothing that the
bankers can do will make borrowing sufficiently attractive" to
lead to a revival in the flow of money.
In more recent publications, under the impression of the slump
of the nineteen-thirties, Mr. HAWTREY has modified his views to
some extent. 2 He now doubts whether it can be legitimately
assumed that "the expectation of falling prices is (always) the
result of a preceding experience of a prolonged actual fall "8 and
that such a condition of stagnation is. not possible except in the
course of a reaction from a riot of inflation. 4
He still believes that" a failure of cheap money to stimulate
revival " is cc a rare occurrence ", but he admits that cc since 1930,
it has come to plague the world and has confronted us with problems which have threatened the fabric of civilisation with destruction ". 0
These admissions and qualifications go a long way to meet the
objections of those who do not share Mr. HAWTREY'S unshakable
optimism regarding the efficacy of the traditional methods of
banking policy for bringing about a revival,
(C

1

1913, page 186.

• ct. his T'Yade Dep'Yession ana

the Way Vut, 200 ed., pages 29-31 and
133-1351 Capital and Employment, pages 85-87, " A Credit Deadlock" ;
and his contribution to The Lessons of Moneta'Yy E~pe'Yience (edited by
A. D. Gayer), " The Credit Deadlock ", pages 129-145.
• The Lessons 01 Monetary Experience, page 131.
, Ibid., page- 131, and Moneta'Yy Reconstruction, page 133.
• Capitq,l and Employment, page 86.
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Apart, however, from such a contingency, and

Wage-lag and for a typical trade cycle under the gold standard
bank poliry. before the war, Mr. HAWTREY describes the transition from depression to prosperity in the following
way. During the depression, money begins to flow back to the
banks. But, again, there is that lag of the flow of cash behind the
movement of credit. As the outflow of cash does not at once
follow the expansion of credi4 the inflow of cash lags behind the
contraction. The consequence is that, when the banks come to
the conclusion that they can stop contracting, because their reserves
have reached the desirable level, the process of inflow of cash has
not yet come to an end. People's cash balances respond slowly.
Cash continues to flow in fora considerable time after contraction
of credit has been arrested. Surplus reserves accumulate, and
these excessive reserves tempt the banks later on to over-expand
and so begin another cycle.

§ 7.

RHYTHM AND PERIODICITY

Mr. HAWTREY'S theory explains why there are not

PJgid reserve merely small oscillations around the equilibrium, but
proportions. big swings of the pendulum in the one or the other
direction. The reason is the cumulative, selfsustaining nature of the process of expansion and contraction.
The equilibrium line is like a razor's edge. The slightest
deviation involves the risk of further movement away from
equilibrium.
But even so, Mr. HAWTREY thinks, the recurrence of the breakdown is not inevitable. The expansion could go on indefinitely,
if there were no limits to the increase in the quantity of money.
Thegold·standard is, in the last resort, responsible for the recurrence
of economic breakdowns. Under the gold standard, it is the slow
response of people's cash balances which prevents the banks from
stopping expansion or contraction in time. "If an increase or
decrease of credit money promptly brought with it a proportionate
increase or decrease in the demand for cash, the banks would no
longer either drift into a state of inflation or be led to carry the
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corresponding process of contraction unnecessarily far." Given,
however, this slow response of the people's cash balances, "so
long as credit is regulated with reference to reserve proportions,
the trade cycle is bound to recur ".1
.
Under the automatic working of the gold standard, " the length
of the cycle was determined by the rate of progress of the processes
on which the cycle depended, the absorption of currency
during the period of expansion and its return during the period of
contraction ". 2
Since 1914, the automatically working gold stanNo trade cycle dard has ceased to exist. After the war and postJince the war. war inflations, the gold standard--a managed gold
standard-was once more restored; but the first
major shock upset it. Therefore, according to Mr. HAWTREY, the
former marked regularity and periodicity in the alternation of
periods of prosperity and depression, of expansion and contraction,
can no longer be expected and do not, in fact, any longer exist.
cc For the time being there is no trade cycle " if by " cycle " is
meant a periodic movement of marked regularity. There are, of
course, periods of prosperity and depression; for the credit system
is still inherently unstable and there are forces more powerful
than ever, the operation of which makes for expansion or contraction. But the intricate mechanism which produced the former
regularity in the alternation of expansion and contraction is
completely dislocated.
Periodicity is not, however, essential for the purposes of
Mr. HAWTREY'S theory. On the contrary, he is entitled to claim
for his theory that it does not postulate exclusively movements
of a definite length and regularity. The regular cycle can always
be interrupted by non-cyclic forces. It must be admitted that an
explanation which is flexible in. this respect is preferable-if it is
tenable in other respects-to a more rigid one.

1 Monetary Reconstruction, 2nd ed., London, 1926, page 135.
• Currency and Credit, 3rd ed., page ISS.
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SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE THEORY

As has been mentioned, Mr. HAWTREY'S theory
stands in contradiction to many other related theories
in that it contends that a change in the rate of
interest influences the economic system, not through
a direct influence on investment in fixed capital,
but through the provision of working capital and
particularly stocks of goods. The alternative view will be discussed
later. Here it must be asked how Mr. HAWTREY'S theory can account
for the undoubted fact that the instrumental industries experience
greater cyclical fluctuations than the consumption industries. The
explanation offered is that activity brings a more than proportional
increase in profits; and, as profits (whether reinvested by corporadons or distributed to shareholders) are the principal source of
savings, the funds available from savings for capital outlay are
similarly increased. The disproportionate fluctuations in the
instrumental. ,industries are therefore a consequence of changes
in consumers' income and outlay, and are not due (as many writers
believe) to any repercussions which credit expansion may havedirectly, or indirectly through changes in long-term-interest
rates-on investment in fixed capital. That credit expansion has a
certain effect· on investment in fixed capital is not altogether denied
by Mr. HAWTREY; but he holds it to be unimportant as compared
with the direct influence on the merchant and on working capital.
To complete the picture of Mr. ,HAWTREY'S
Implications theory, a word must be said as to the policy banks
for· policy. should pursue in order to eliminate the credit cycle,
and with it the trade cycle. The banks, and
especially the, leaders of the banking system, the central banks,
should not watch the reserve proportions so much as the flow of
purchasing power. The demand for goods, the flow of money,
is the important thing-not the outstanding aggregate of money
units. The aim of banking policy should be to keep the consumer's
outlay constant, including (as has been pointed out) outlay for
new investment. But account should be taken of changes in the
factors of production-not merely the growth of population, but

F JllcfuationJ
in investment
in fixed
capital.
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also the growth of capital-and allowance ought to· be made for
the p~oportion ·of skilled labour of varying grades and for the
appropriate amount of economic rent. In other words, the aim
should be to stabilise, not the price level of commodities, but the
pric.e level of the factors of production.l

§ 9.

INTERNATIONAL COMPLICATIONS

With the purely monetary explanation of the business cycle, it
is comparatively easy to account for various kinds of intemational
complications. The analysis of any given international constella·
rion involving two or more countries must invariably turn on the
question ofhow the money supply in each of these countries is likely
to be affected. This analysis has not yet been worked out systematically from the standpoint of the explanation of the business
cycle. But the instruments of the analysis .are ready to hand.
The theory of the intemational money mechanism under different
monetary standards is one of the most fully elaborated chapters
of economic science.1

§ 10.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A feature of particular interest in Mr. HAWTREY'S monetary
theory of the business cycle is the demonstration and analysis of
the cumulative nature of the process of expansion and contraction.
In this respect, there is, as we shall see, much agreement between
theorists of different schools of thought. Mr. HAWTREY'S pro·
positions on this point, largely taken over from MARSHALL and the
Cambridge tradition, have found a place in the theory of a great
number of writers.'
Other features of Mr. HAWTREY'S theory are more questionable.
His contention that the reason for the breakdown of the boom is
See his paper U Money and Index-Numbers tt in Journal of 1M
Royal Statistical Society, 1930, reprinted in The Art 01 Central Banking,
pages 3°3-332.
• See below Ch. 3, §§ 8, 16, and Part II, Ch. II.
I No attempt has been .made to establish priorities or to trace the
various lines of thought to their historical origins.
j
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always a monetary one and that prosperity could be prolonged
and depression staved off indefinitely, if the money supply were
inexhaustible, would certainly be challenged by most economists.
These and other features of the purely monetary explanation
of the cycle will be referred to, explicitly or implicitly, in connection
with the discussion of the non-monetary theories.

CHAPTER 3

THE OVER-INVESTMENT THEORIES

§

I.

GE1'.TERAL CHARACTERISTICS

In this section, it is proposed to analyse some
MaladjuJtments, closely related theories of a great number of
vertical and writers, which may be labelled generically" overhorizontal.
investment theories".
The central theme of all these theories is the
over-development of industries which produce producers' goods
or capital goods in relation to industries producing consumers'
goods. They all start from the universally admitted fact that the
capital-goods industries are much more severely affected by the
business cycle than industries which produce for current consumption. During the upward phase of the cycle the output of producers' goods rises much more, and during the downward phase is
much more curtailed, than the output of perishable consumers'
goods. Durable consumers' goods, such as houses and automobiles, are in a special position approximating to that of capital
goods.
According to the over-investment theorists, this phenomenon
is the symptom of a serious maladjustment which develops during
the upswing. The capital-goods industries, it is argued, are
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relatively over-developed : the production of capital goods as
compared with the production of consumer's goods is pushed
farther than the underlying situation can permanently tolerate.
Thus it is a real maladjustment in the structure of production
that causes the breakdown of the boom, and not a mere
shortage of money' due to an insufficiency of bank reserves.
It follows that, after the boom has once been allowed to develop,
the setback cannot be staved off indefinitely by monetary
measures.
The situation as it develops during the boom, according to the
over-investment school, may -be described as a " vertical disequilibrium or maladjustment" in contradistinction to a "horizontal
disequilibrium -or maladjustment" in the structure of production.
The distinction between vertical and horizontal maladjustments
can be formulated as follows. Supposing that by some means
the aggregate mor~ey flow is kept constant, equilibrium in the
structure of production will be preserved, if the allocation of the
factors of production to various employments corresponds to
the distribution of the money flow-i.e., the monetary demand
for the products of the different branches of industry~ This
distribution is, broadly speaking, determined by (I) the decisions
of the population as to spending ~d saving, (z) the decisions of
consumers as to the distribution of expenditure between various
lines of consumption goods, and (3) the decisions of producers
at every stage as to the distribution of their cost expenditure
between different forms of input. If the structure of production
does not correspond to the first set of decisions, we have ~
"".tiGal maladjustment-vertical because the industries which
are not hanDoniously developed are related to each other in a.
ce vertical" order, as cost and product.
One may also speak
of "higher" and "lower", or "earlier" and "later" stages
of production-in which case "lower" and ", later" mean
"nearer to. consumption ". If- the structure of production
does not correspond to the second or third set- of decisions,
we have a horizontal disproportion-a disproportion between
industries of the same cc rank" as measured by distance from
consumption.
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We have seen· that Mr. HAWTREY also recognises
'Money and the fact that the cyclical movement is much more
the structure violent in the capital-goods, industries. But in
0/production. his view, this is merely the consequence of fluctuations in the flow of money (consumers' income and
outlay). It is not an evil in itself. According to' the overinvestment theories, fluctuation in investment is the cause of the
business cycle, and the forces which bring about expansion (being
to a large extent of a monetary 'nature) have a direct effect on
investment-viz. (mainly) on investment in fixed capital. Fluctuations in investment generate fluctuations· in consumers' income
rather than the other way round.
Thus, according to these theories, the business cycle is not a
purely monetary phenomenon. But that does not preclude the
possibility of money's playing a decisive role in bringing about
the cycle and causing periodically a real maladjustment. Some
members of the over-investment school consider monetary forces
to be the impelling factor disturbing the equilibrium. Others
believe that certain monetary arrangements are conditioning factors,
which, do not actively disturb the equilibrium but are the instruments through which the active forces of a non-monetary nature
operate.
We can distinguish three sub-groups with a still
The schools of greater variety in detail.!
over-investment
theoristJ..
(A) Writers who believe that monetary forces
operating. under a particular form of credit organisation (banking system) produce the disequilibrium between the
lower and higher stages of production.
This type of theory, which is frequently called the "NeoWicksellian" school, may perhaps be included amongst the
monetary explanations of the business cycle, inasmuch as the active
cause which disturbs the equilibrium is a monetary one. But the
business cycle is for these writers more than a purely monetary
phenomenon. Monetary forces produce a real maladjustment,
1

Naturally, other groupings are possible, but that selected seems to

be the most natural and useful.
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the consequence of which is the breakdown of the boom. Crisis
and depression cannot be explained purely by contraction of the
circulating medium, although deflation may come in as a secondary
and intensifying element. Among the writers whose theories
fall within this group are HAYEK, MACHLUP, MISES, ROBBINS,
ROPKE and STRIGL. WICKSELL has provided the theoretical
basis for this theory, but belongs himself rather to the following
group (group (B)), while ROBERTSON holds an intermediate
position between group (A) and group (B).
(B) This group consists of writers whose theories do not
run in terms of money. They stress factors in the sphere of
production such as inventions, discoveries, the opening of new
markets, etc.-that is~ circumstances which provide new investment opportunities. Some of them refer to the money factor
only incidentally or incline to minimise it. But it can be shownand is indeed frequently recognised by the writers in questionthat certain monetary forces are indispensable for the active
factors on·which they lay stress to produce the effect postulated.
CASSEL, HANSEN, SPIETHOFF and WICKSELL are prominent in this
group. ROBERTSON has been already mentioned. PlGOU'S and
SCHUMPETER'S analyses go parallel for a long way with the
theories of these writers.

(C) There is a third view which adds much to the force of the
over-investment theory-namely, the theory that changes in the
production of consumers' goods give rise, for technological
reasons, to much more violent fluctuations in the production of
producers' goods in general and fixed capital equipment in particular. This so-called principle of "the acceleration and magnification of derived demand" has been elaborated by AFTALION,
BICKERDlKE, CARVER and PIGOU. In recent years, J. M. CLARE
and R. G. HARROD have laid great stress upon it in their explanation of the business cycle. MITCHELL, ROBERTSON and SPIETHOFP
mention it ,as a factor which intensifies the cyclical movement.
The principle can also be used, as we shall see, in support of a
special type of the under-consumption theory of' the business
cycle.
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GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS AND THEORETICAL FOUNDATION

The theories of the following writers will
Banking
now be examined: F. A. HAYEK,1 F. MACHLUP"I
syJtem and L. MISES,8 L. ROBBINS,. W. ROPKE 6 and
money supplY. R. STRIGL.8 The explanation given by these
writers of the upswing and of the down-turn
(crisis) is fundamentally the same. Such differences as exist are
mainly in. respect of amplifications in the later publications.
Serious conflicts of opinion are to be found, on the other hand,
in respect of the description and explanation of the downswing
and the up-turn (revival). Professor ROPKE, in particular,
dissents .strongly from the opinion of the other writers named
in the interpretation of the later phases of such prolonged
depressions as that of 1929- I 936. The writers of this group have
this in common with the purely monetary theory of Mr. HAWTREY.
that they assume an elastic money supply. They argue that the
circulating medium consists. under modern conditions .primarily
of bank money (deposits), and that the banking system regulates
the quantity of money by changing the discount rate and by
conducting open-market operations. It has long been recognised
that there is a complicated functional relationship between the
interest rate, changes in the quantity of money and the price level•
.l Monetary
Theory and the Trade Cycle, London, 1933 (translated
from the German). Prices and Production, London, 1931, enlarged
edition, 1934. See also his latest exposition, Preiserwartungen, monetare Schwankungen und Fehlinvestitionen" in N ationalokonomisk
Tidskrift, 1935 (translated into French : Prevision de prix, perturbations monetaires et faux investissements" in Revue des Sciences eronomiques. 1936).
'BHrsenkredit, Industriekredit und Kapitalbildung. Vienna, 1931.
I The Theory of Money and Credit. London, 1934 (translated from
the German). Geldwertstabilisierung und Konjunkturpolitik, Jena, 19~8.
, The Great Depression, London, 1934.
6 Crises and Cycles,
London, 1936 (translated from the German).
"Trends in German Business Cycle Policy", Economic Journal, September 1933.
• Kapital und Produktion, Vienna, 1934.
ft
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These relationships have been· expounded systematically by KNUT
WICKSELL ; his theory, outlined below, is the basis of the
explanation of the business cycle which follows. 1 It should be
added that, in what follows, we shall leave international complications for the moment out of account and disregard the fact that a
change in the interest rate in one country will influence the flow
of credit from and to other countries. These complications can
easily be inttoduced into the picture later. For the present, we
presuppose a closed economy.
WICKSELL distinguishes between the "money
Natural rate rate" or actual "market rate of interest" as
and money rate influenced by the policy of the banks (and other
of interest. monetary factors) on the one hand and the
" natural rate of interest" on the other. The latter
is delined by WICKSBLL as cc that rate at which the demand
for loan ca.pi~al just equals the supply of savings ".1 If the banks
lower the market rate below this natural or, as it should· perhaps
more correctly be called, equilibrium rate, the demand for credit
will rise and exceed the available amount of savings, and the supply
of credit must be supplemented by bank credit created ad hotthat is, by infladon. If, on the other hand, the rate is 'raised above
the equilibrium level, the demand for credit will fall, some portion
of the total saving will not be used, and credit will be liquidated
1 Interest and Prices, London,
1936, tran$lated from the German,
Geldzins und Gutet''Pt'eise, Jena, 1898 ; Lect'Ut'es on Political Economy,
London, 1934, Vol. II, translated from the Swedish: "The Inlluence· of
the Rate of Interest on Prices", Economi& ]Of/,rKal, June 1907. On the
evolution of Wicksell's theory, see the eJtCellent introduction by Professor
B. Ohlin to Intet'est ana Prices. Compare also the elaboration of
Wicksell's theory by recent Swedish writers as summarised in Professor
G. Myrdal's paper "Der Gleichgewichtsbegriff als Instrument der geldtheoretischen Analyse " in Beit,age .rut' GeldtheOt'ie, ed. by Hayek, 1933,
and E. Lundberg, Studies in tke Theot''Y QI Economic Expansion, ~ondon,
1937. Some aspects of the theory and their history have been discllssed
at great length by A. W. Marget, Ths Tke(w'Y 01 Pt'ices, Vol. I, Ch. VII-X.
In Vol. II, which has not yet appeared, the discussion \\Till be continued.
I
VOt'lesungen ubeY N ationalokonomis, Vol. II, page 220. It is
possible to trace in Wicksell's writings an alternative definition of the
natural rate-viz., as that rate which would prevail in a barter economy
where loans are made in natu,a. This conception presents, however,
great theoretical difficulties. We shall therefore disregard it.
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or deflated. l WICKSELL goes on '-1:0 argue that, if the market rate
is below the natural rate, prices will rise : if it is above, prices will
tend to fall.
There is, however, a fallacy in this last proTwo meanings position, as was pointed out for the first time by the
of fhe concept Swedish economist DAVIDSON. 2 In a progressive
"natllral rate". economy, 'where the volume of production and
transactions rises, the flow of money must be increased in order to keep the price level stable. Therefore, the
rate of interest must be kept at a level low enough to induce a net
inflow of money into circulation. The rate which stabilises the
price level is below the rate" at which thedem~d for loan
capital just equals the supply of savings ".
Making allowance for this discrepancy, we may formulate the
theorem as follows. If the banks lower the interest rate, f1feriJ
paribus the flow of money incomes will expand or, ifit was shrinking,
1 Inasmuch as money loaned out is supposed to be used for productive
purposes (that is to say, is invested), we can also say that the equilibrium
rate is that rate at which savings-voluntary savings as distinct' from
"forced savings"-become equal to investment. If the market rate is
below the equilibrium rate, investments exceed savings : if it is above,
investments fall short of savings. Saving, in this 'context, has not to be
interpreted according to the unusual definition adopted by Mr. Keynes
in the Treatise on M onev, and later discarded by him in the General
Mr. Keynes now
Theory of ·Employment, Interest and Money.
employs a definition of saving according to which aggregate saving is
only another aspect of aggregate investment, both being defined as the
difference between the money value of output and expenditure on consumption. This is not the sense, however, in which saving is used by the
authors now under consideration. For them, additions to the value of
current output do not immediately constitute disposable income; and it
is thus open to them to regard saving as something different from investment. When they say that investment exceeds saving, they mean that
there is in progress an inflationary increase in the money value of output
which is not immediately translated into increased incoules. When they
say that investment falls short of current saving, they mean that there
is in progress a process of hoarding, a deflationary decrease in the money
value of output. Which terminology is the more convenient-whether
it is better to regard saving as necessarily equal to investment or not-is
at present still an open question which will he discussed at some length
in Chapter 8, below.
• Cf. Brinley Thomas, "The Monetary Doctrines of Professor Davidson "
in Economic Journal, Vol. 45, 1935, pages, 36 et seq., and F. A. Hayek,
Monetary Theory and the Trade Cycle, passim.
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the process of contraction will be stopped or slowed down :
prices will rise or, if they were falling, the fall will be arrested 01'
mitigated. If the banks raise the interest rate, ceteris paribus the
How of money incomes will contract or, if it was expanding, the
expansion will be stopped or slowed down : prices will fall or,
if they were rising, the rise will be arrested or mitigated. Under
given conditions, there is one rate which keeps the price level
constant and- another which keeps the flow of money incomes
constant. The two coincide only in a stationary economy. In
a progressive economy, the rate which stabilises the price level is
below the rate which keeps the How of money incomes constant.
Which of these two rates is called the" natural" 01' " equilibrium rate" will depend on which is thought the likelier to maintain
the equilibriu~ of the economic system. We shall see that those
writers of the group under review, whose analysis takes account
of the difference, reserve the adjective "natural" for the rate
which keeps the flow of money incomes constant. But for the
moment we shall ignore this distinctiol1, which the writers in
question themselves are by no means consistent in respecting.l

§ 3.

THE UPSWING

According to the ·theory with which we are
dealing, the boom is brought about by a discrepancy between the natural and the money rate of
interest. How this discrepancy is produced, and
whether there is any reason why it should recur
again and again in a more or less regular fashion,
will be discussed later. If the money rate stands below the equilibrium rate, a credit expansion will ensue. As soon as prices begin
to rise, the process tends to become cumulative for the reason that
there is a twofold causal connection between interest rates and the

Interest
rates
and
prices.

I Independently from Wicksell, Mr. Hawtrey introduced the notion
of the "natural rate" (which he distinguished from the "profit rate")
in his first book Good and Bad Trade (London, 1913). But, since he
did not use this concept in any of his later writings. we have made no
reference to it in the summary of his theory. The concept of a "natural
rate" (and even the term) can be :found in earlier English economic
writings.
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price level. A low interest level tends to raise prices and a high
level to depress them ; but, on the other hand, rising prices tend
to raise interest rates and falling prices to reduce them. If prices
rise and people expect them to continue to rise, they become more
eager, to borrow and the demand for credit becomes stronger.
Falling prices have the contrary effect. Rising prices are equivalent
to a premium for borrowers, falling prices are a tax on borrowers.
Professor IRVING FISHER distinguishes between the "nominal
or money rate of interest" and the " real rate of interest ".1 The
first is the rate as we find it in the market: the second is the money
rate corrected for changes in the value of money in terms of goods
and services. Thus, if prices rise by 30/0 during the year, a nominal
rate of S% is 'equivalent toa real rate of(approximately) 2~0, because
the purchasing power of the capital sum falls by 3%~ If prices
rise by (say) 10% a year, a nominal rate of less than 100/0 becomes
equivalent to a negative real rate, because the creditor loses, in
terms of real purchasing power, more on the capital than he
receives as interest. If prices fall by (say) 10% annually, a money
rate of 5~'~ becomes equivalent to a real rate of about 150/0.
Mr. HA~y proposes the term" profit rate" for true profits
of business, which he describes as being the ratio of labour saved
per annum by the capital actually in use to labour expended on
first cost, corrected for price changes.a
The most convenient way of approach to the
Demand understanding of these rather complicated interrelationships is to conceive of the situation in
and
.rupplJ of terms of the supply of, and demand for, credit.
loanable The supply is furnished by the savings of individuals
and corporations, supplemented by inflationary
funds.
bank credits. The ability of the banks to create
credit makes the total supply more elastic than it would otherwise
! See the latest version of his theory in The Theory 01 Interest, New
York, 1930, Chapter II. The first version was contained in his Appreciation and Interest (1896). Ct. also Adarkar, " Fisher's Real Rate Doc-

trine" in EcoflOlnic Journal, Vol. 44, 1934, page 337, and Professor D. H.
Robertson, " Industrial Fluctuations and the Natural Rate of Interest ",
ibid., pages 650 et seq.
• As Professor Hansen has pointed out, many of these concepts must
be interpreted as referring to U expected," rather than to I I contemporary"
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be. A considerable increase in the demand will be met without
much rise in the interest rate, though the supply of voluntary
saving may have increased only a little or not at all. The demand
for credit is a very complex and volatile phenomenon. We shall
see later on, in connection with the analysis of other theories,
that it is exposed to sudden influences from various sides ~nd is
subject to rapid changes. To elucidate the theories here under
review it is sufficient to assume that, at any given moment of time,
there is a negatively inclined demand schedule. The lower in
such case the price of credit-i.e., the interest rate-the larger
the amount of credit denlanded.
We start from a situation where the banks maintain a level of
interest rates at which the demand for, and supply of, credit exceeds
the supply of savings. A credit expansion ensues, prices rise, and
the rise in prices raises profits. The demand for credit rises: at each
rate of interest, more is demanded than before. But the monetary
expansion does not expand savings to the same extent, and the
equilibrium rate of interest rises. Consequently>. if the banks
persist in maintaining the same rate of interest, the gap between
the equilibrium rate and the market rate will be even wider than
before, and the amount of credit expansion required even greater.
Prices rise higher still, profits are raised, and the vicious spiral
of inflation continues. After the movement has gathered momentum, it can only be stopped by a considerable rise in the rate of
interest being enforced by the banks.
The process need not be discussed in greater detail, because so
far the monetary over-investment theory runs parallel with the
purely monetary theory.l The only difference is a difference of
terminology-namely, the introduction of the terms" natural or

magnitude. It is the expected" profit or yield from capital investment
which must be set against the money rate of interest. Fairness to the
older writers demands this interpretation, even if they frequently failed
to emphasise expectations" to the extent which has since become
fashionable.
I It should be remembered that the present theory has been developed
independently of Mr. Hawtrey's. \Vhether and to what extent they
have historically a common origin in the Marshallian tradition and earlier
English and Continental writers will not be discussed here.
.11
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equilibrium rate of interest " for a concept which is equally implicit
in Mr. HAWTREY'S analysis.
The
So much for the monetary aspect of the upswing.
But, according to the theory under review, it has
capitalistic
its complement in a distortion in the structure of
strlleture
'i.fp d t' production, a maldistribution ofeconomic resources.
OJ. ro tiC tOn. Thi"
. 1S
. now proposed to consider.
s reaI" aspect 1t
The rate of interest has not only the function of regulating
the quantity of money. Like every other price, it has, in an
individualistic economy~ the more fundamental function of serving
as a guide to the allocation of·the factors of production to the
different branches in the production process.. It is the vertical
structure, more specifically, which is governed by the rate of
interest. In order to explain this part of the price mechanism,
it is necessary to go somewhat deeper into the theory of capitalistic
production.
At any given moment, the available means of production are
in some way apportioned between the various stages ofproduction.
Some of them .~re at work in the industries which produce consumers' goods; others in the industries just before the last stage ;
others are applied to produce half-finished goods, raw materials,
tools and machinery.
The apportionment of the factors of production devoted to the
production of consumers' goods and to the earlier stages of production respectively can, of course, be modified and is being
modified continuously.. Economic progress has to a large extent
been conditioned by the fact that an ever-increasing proportion
of the available productive resources has been devoted to earlier
stages ofproduction. New stages have been added or interpolatedt
with the result that the vertical structure of production has been
elongated. In other words, the methods of production have
become more indirect, more " roundabout" and more " capitalistic ", in the sense that a greater amount of capital, intermediate
goods such as machinery and raw materials and half-finished products, is used per unit of output of consumable goods.! The
1 Intermediate goods and consumers' goods are measured in value
units. Since we are concerned with a proportion of values, we are not
bothered by the objection that there can be no common measure for
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ultimate aim of the accumulation of capital is naturally an increase
in the output of consumers' goods. But the percentage increase
in capital stock piled up behind the consumption industries is
greater than the percentage increase in the rate of flow of
consumers' goods.
The force which determines the lengthening of the process of
production is, broadly speaking, the rate of saving. The signals
for the entrepreneurs to elongate the process are the availability
of new capital and the lowness of the rate of interest.
If a part of current income is being saved-i.e.,
Saving and if not all income is devoted to buying consumers'
interest. goods-the demand for consumers' goods falls off
and factor$ of production are made available.) If
the money saved is not withdrawn fronl circulation, but is offered
in some way in the capital market, the rate of interest will fall
and this will induce entrepreneurs to make new investments.
There are always opportunities for investment which cannot be
undertaken for .want of capital. Labour-saving machinery can
be installed (which involves the creation of a new stage in the
process of production), railways can be electrified and in a hundred
other ways the process of production can profitably be lengthened
-if only the rate of interest is low enough and the necessary
amount of capital available. It is the function ofthe rate of interest
to select among the great number of existing opportunities for
investment those extensions of the production process which can
be undertaken with the existing supply of capital (savings). The
rate of interest distinguishes those of the new roundabout methods
of production which are permissible from those which are not.
valuations at different time points. The problem of the "time-dimension" of capital has given rise to endless disputes, especially in recent
years. We shall, however, refrain from going more closely into the matter,
since, the theories at present under discussion can be analysed without
a final decision on this point. (CI. Nicholas Kaldor: " Annual Survey
of Economic Theory : The Recent Controversy on the Theory of Capital "
in Economet~ica, Vol. V, 1937, page 201 et seq, the reply by F. H. Knight
and rejoinder by N. Kaldor. loe. cit., Vol. VI, 1938. See also Hugh
Gaitskell : "Notes on the Period of Production ", Zeitsch'Yilt tu'Y
Nationalokonomie, Vol. 7, 1936, ang Vol. 9, 193 8 .)
1 01., e.g., Bresciani-Turroni :" The Theory of Saving", in Economica
(New Series), Vol. 3, 1936, pages I et seq., and 162 et seq.
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If a certain plan of investment, which from the technological
point of view seems to be productive and useful, cannot be realised
for the sole reason that the expected yield would not justify the
investment at the existing rate of interest-i.e., because the profit
rate is lower than the prevailing rate of interest-that by no
means pr9ves the imperfection of our present pricing system,
but simply shows that there exist other opportunities for
improving the productive process which hold out a higher rate
of return and should rationally, therefore, be undertaken first.
Ifthe rate ofinterest falls because ofincreased savings, the demand
for capital can be satisfied to a greater extent and the equilibrium
point moves down along the curve of demand for capital.
Investments which were extra-marginal under the higher rate now
become permissible. Factors of production are shifted from the
lower to the higher stages of production. The production process
is lengthened and eventually the 0l.!tput of consumers' goods per
unit of input (in terms of" original factors" of production) is
raised. l
From the point of view of the entrepreneur who
" Artificial" wants to embark on new schemes ofinvestment, the
lowering of situation is not changed if the lowering of the rate
the interest ofinterest is due to capital's having been made more
rate.
plentiful, not by an increase in voluntary saving, but
by an expansion of bank credit. Such an artificial
cheapening of capital will also lead to a lengthening of the process
1 I t has been questioned whether this process of saving and investment
runs smoothly. A great number of writers believe that the process
of saving is likely to· produce serious disturbances (a) because saving
produces depression in the consumption industries which then spreads to
the higher stages, (b) because money which is saved frequently disappears
on the way and is not invested (deflation), (c) because increased
investments eventually bring about an increase in the production of
consumers' goods, which cannot be sold at the prevailing prices unless
the flow of money is increased. But it is not with these alleged frictions
and disturbances that we are here concerned. They will have to be
discussed at a later stage of our enquiry. The theorists now under review
believe that ordinarily the process of saving and Investment runs
smoothly. According to them, trouble,s arise only if voluntary saving
is supplemented from" inflationary sources ", that is, by new bank
credit or by exp~nditure from money hoards (which is equivalent to by a
rise in the velocity of circulation of money).
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of production. If we start from an equilibrium position of full
employment with no excess capacity-we shall see later that the
argument can also be adapted to apply to a situation with unemployment and unused plant-means of production will be drawn
away from the consumption-goods· industries. These industries
will have to contract and the .higher stages of production will
expand.
This comes about in the following way. Entrepreneurs who
want to invest are provided with purchasing power by the banks
and compete for capital goods and labour. Prices will rise or
be prevented from falling-this last case we shall discuss in detail
later-and consumers' goods industries (the demand for the product of which has not risen, or not risen so much as the demand
for capital goods, which is swollen by the newly created purchasing
power) will be unable to retain at the enhanced prices all the
factors of production which they used to employ. They will be
compelled, therefore, to release means of production for use in
the higher stages of production-that is, for the production of
additional capital goods.!

1 The concept "forced saving" has a long history (cf. F. A. Hayek,
"A Note on the Development of the Doctrine of Forced Saving" in
Quarterly Journal of Economics, Vol. 47, page 123). In addition to the
writers of the present group, Professor Schumpeter has given it a prominent place in his account of the upward phase of the cycle. (See his
Theory 01 Economic Development, English translation from the last
German edition, 1934. First German edition, 1911.) Unlike the monetary over-investment theorists, however, he does not use the alleged
peculiarities of forced saving to explain the crisis. This point will be
taken up later (ct. Ch. 5, § 3). Recently the doctrine of forced saving has
been attacked by Mr. Keynes (The General Theory of Employment, Interest
and Money, pages 79-81, 183). But, as Professor Robertson has pointed
out (ct. U Some Notes on Mr. Keynes' General Theory of Employment"
in Quarterly Journal of Economics, Vol. 51, 1936, page 178), Mr. Keynes'
objections are purely verbal. He banishes the word, but is forced to
recognise the thing which the word denotes, though in another dress, when
he says that, under the pressure of investment which is imperfectly
foreseen, there may occur a "temporary reduction of the marginal propensity to consume" (loc. cit., pages 123 and 124).
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Obviously, the necessary condition is that the

Credit expan- demand for consumers' goods does not rise pari
sion and passt/ with the creation of credit and the rise in
"forced demand for capital goods. Either there will bea
.raving". lag in the rise of aggregate incomes, or-what is
probably the same thing from another angle-the
increment of income will not at once be available (owing to discontinuities in the receipt of it) for expenditure purposes. Prices
will thus rise quicker than disposable income, and consumption
will be curtailed. In addition, the rigidity of certain contract
incomes such as rents, pensions, salaries, etc., may have the effect
of. modifying the distribution of income in favour of classes who
are more disposed to save and have greater incentives to do so,
with the result that consumption will tend to be still further
reduced. People are to some, extent forced, and to some extent
induced, to save more; and this" forced saving" has the same
result as is usually brought abou thy voluntary saving-viz., a
restriction of consumption and the release of productive resources
for the production of additional capital' goods. In other words,
the real capital which is needed for the increased investment is
extorted from the consuming public hy means of rising prices.
Treatment of these theories is complicated by the fact that there
is as yet no agreement as to the exact use'of the expression" forced
saving". It has been used to indicate the extra saving created by
the transfer of resources and incomes from creditor to debtor,
from render to State, from wage-earner (at least temporarily) to
employer, as the result of inflation. Professor STRIGL has objected
to this theory of forced saving 1 that, if those with relatively
fixed incomes get less and are obliged to restrict consumption,
others expand their incomes to a corresponding amount and,
unless they refrain voluntarily from expanding consumption to
the required extent, there cannot be a net increase in capital formation. In other words, there is no forced saving, but only ordmary,
voluntary saving.
1 Kapital und Produktion, Vienna, 1934, page 195, and" Die Produktion unter dem Einfiuss einer Kreditexpansion ", in Schriften des Vereins
fur Sozialpotitik, Vol. 173, 1928.
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Apart, however, from the increase of saving as a result of what
Professor PIGOU styles a " doctoring of past contracts", there is a
more direct channel whereby additional bank credits may increase
investment. This is the process which Professor ROBERTSON
discusses at J~ngthin Banking Policy and the Price Level under the head
of" Automatic Stinting". Either dishoarding or the expenditure
of newly created money, he says, " brings on to the market an
additional daily stream of money which competes with the main
daily stream of money for the daily stream of marketable goods,
secures a part of the latter for those from whom the additional
stream of money flows, and thus deprives the residue of the public
of consumption which they would otherwise have enjoyed ".1
As PIGOU· argues in the particular case of the expansion of bank
credits : "What in substance has happened is that the bankers
have transferred to business-men purchasing power and, through
purchasing power, real, stuff in the form of wage goods and so
on, formerly belonging to other people. They have done this
by giving new money titles to business-men while leaving the
money titles in other people's hands untouched in exactly the
same way as they would have done had they taken money titles
from other people and handed them to business-men."2
Neither Professor PIGOU nor Professor ROBERTSON seems to have
in mind a reduction in total consumption, but only are-distribution
of consumption in favour of wage-earners, an augmentation of
the real-wages bill, which, according to Professor PIGOU, brings
with it an augmentation of capital. But this is the same type of
mechanism envisaged by Professor HAYEK,and Professor MISES as
the instrument by which investment is financed in excess of voluntary saving in the case where an increase in capital involves a
diminution of the flow of goods available for consumption. In
the latter case, however, it is implied that the incomes created by
the additional investment do not immediately become available
to be spent or saved.
Professor Francesco VITO uses the expression" forced savings"
for what is usually called "corporate saving". Ifa business firm or
company fails to distribute its entire profits to the shareholders,
1

t

Banking Policy and the Price Level, 1932 ed., page 48.
Industrial Fluctuations, 1929, page 14I.
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this may mean that the latter have been" forced" to save (against
th eir will) by the directors of the corporation. Professor VITO
believes that this type of forced saving is likely to cause the same
troubles as the type envisaged by Professor HAYEK. 1
§ 4.

THE DOWN-TURN (CRISIS)

Why must this process. of monetary expansion and heavy investment always end in a collapse? Why does it not go on indefinitely
or tail off into a more -stable situation ?
According to the over-investment theory, this is
Abandonment impossible, because, by the artificial lowering of the
of over- interest rate, the economy is lured into long roundcapitalistic about methods of production which cannot be
processes. maintained permanently. The structure of production becomes, so to speak, top-heavy. Forces are
set up· which tend to restore the old arrangement. For some time,
increasing advances by the banks enable entrepreneurs to carry on
construction by the new roundabout methods. But sooner or
later-and the later it happens the worse the result-it becomes clear
that the newly initiated extensions of the structure of production
cannot be completed, and the work on the new but incompleted
roundabout processes must be discontinued. The investment
boom collapses and a large part of the invested capital is lost.
Before discussing in detail how this comes about and what
the external symptoms are, it will be useful to make the broad
lines of the argument clearer by comparison with a centralised
communistic economy.
The Russian Five-year Plan was a supreme effort to increase
the " roundaboutness " of production and thereby the future production of consumers' goods. Instead of producing consumers'
goods with the existing rather primitive methods, they curtailed
production for immediate consumption to the indispensable
minimum. Instead of food, shoes, clothes, houses, etc., they
!
':>~d .F. Vito: " II Risparmio fOr2;ato e la teoria di cieli eeonomici "
in Revista internazionale di scienze sociali, 1934, and" Die Bedeutung des
Zwang-sparens far die Konjunkturtheorie n in Beitriige zur Konjunkturleh"e, 1936.
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produced power-plants and steel works : they sought to improve
the transportation system : in a word, they built up a productive
apparatus which could turn out consumption goods only after a
considerable period of time.
But suppose it had become impossible to carry through this
ambitious plan. Suppose the Government had come to the
conclusion half-way that the population could not stand the enormous strain and had decided to change the policy. In such a case,
they would have been forced to give up the newly started roundabout methods of production and produce consumers' goods as
quickly as possible. They would have had to interrupt the construction of power-plants, steel works and tractor factories and
try instead to produce as quickly as possible simple implements
and tools to increase the output·of food and shoes and houses.
That would have involved an enormous loss of capital, sunk in
the abandoned construction works. l
Exactly the same thing happens, according to the monetary
over-investment theory, in our individualistic exchange economy at
the turning-point from prosperity to depression during the ordinary
business cycle. The only difference is this : what in a communistic society is done upon a decision of the supreme economic
council is in our individualistic economy brought about as
the net effect of the independent actions of individuals and carried
out by the price and interest mecllanism.
It is not so easy to trace this process ill detail, step by step, as
it is to convey the general meaning of the argument : and, at this
crucial point, the reasoning of our authors is not always altogether
clear and consistent. It should be kept in mind that we are
still concerned with what happens at the end of the boom and with
the nature of the maladjustment which necessarily emerges and
leads to the collapse. What happens after the turn will be discussed later. We shall see that, once the depression has started,
1 Since the appearance of the first edition of this book, a very lucid
analysis, also in Ureal" terms but much more elaborate than the above,
has come to the author's notice: Autour de ta crise amb'icaine de 1907,
ou Capitaux~reels et Capitaux-apparents, by Marcel Labordere (enlarged
reprint from the Revue de Paris of February 1st, 1908), Paris, 1908 .
This important study has been entirely overlooked by the whole literature
on the subject.
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the whole economic scene is completely changed and quite
different arguments apply.
The proximate cause for the breakdown of the
Shortage of boom is almost invariably the inability or unwillinginve.stible ness of the banking system to continue the expansion.
funds.
Furthermore, it can be shown that a mere stoppage
of expansion without actual contraction is very
likely to lead to serious trouble. The process of expansion· and
investment involves the banking system in heavy commitments
for the future, not in the legal but in the economic sense. The
newly started roundabout methods of productiqn can be completed
only if a flow of capital is available over a considerable period. If
this flow is not forthcoming, the completion of the new schemes
is impossible. This must not be interpreted in too narrow a sense.
What is meant is not merely that the. constructiort of an indivisible
piece of investment, a railway line or a power-plant or a new
Cunarder, may have to be interrupted.! A much more important
case is where a higher stage in the structure of production has been
so much developed that it can work with full capacity only if the
lower stages are adding to their equipment. If the steel industry,
for example, has been developed to satisfy the needs of a rapid
expansion in the building or automobile industry, it may suffer
a contraction as soon as the building or automobile industrywithout actually contracting-stops expanding and no longer
adds to its equipment. This proposition will be discussed in
greater detail in connection with the so-called " acceleration principle". It explains or helps to explain why the transition from
expansion to a stationary state is so difficult.
As has already been said, the fact that banks are forced to stop
expansion for monetary reasons is the proximate cause of the
boom's coming to an end. Shortage ofcapital causes the collapse;
but the term " shortage of capital " is provisional and has to be
used with great care. In the first instance, it may be interpreted in
the monetary sense as equivalent to a shortage of investible funds.
1 Such an over-narrow interpretation of the" Aust 'ian " theory seems
to be implied in Professor D. H. R"obertson's article: " Industrial Fluctuations ,and the Natural Rate of Interest" in Economic Journal, Vol. 44,
19341 page 653.
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The whole over-investment school, however, deny that the
difficulty is a purely monetary one. They deny that monetary
measures could avert the crisis, and. contend that they could
only postpone it. If all legal and customary limitations were
renloved and the necessary funds provided, the monetary expansion
could go on, but prices would inevitably rise. There would
be no end to this rise of prices, which would proceed with increasing rapidity like the German inflation in 192.1-192.3; and, if the
credit expansion were not stopped, it would be brought to an end
by a complete collapse of the monetary system-that is to say,
the public would eventually abandon and repudiate the rapidly
depreciating currency, as the German public started td do with
the German Mark in I92.3.~
Great pains have been taken to explain this
Hayek's process in terms of relative prices and of supply
theory
and demand for particular types of goods. To
of capital Professor HAYEK we owe the most elaborate
shortage. analysis. It runs as follows :
The whole stream of money or flow ofpurchasing
power-that is, the demand for goods in terms of money per unit
of time-is at any given point of time divided between producers'
goods and consumers' goods. Since the productive process is
split up into numerous successive stages-or, in other words,
since the original factors of productioft (whatever that may mean)
have to undergo numerous successive transformations betore they
are ready for final consumption-the money volume of transactions
in producers' goods per unit of time is a multiple of transactions
in consumers' goods. Much more money is spent -per unit of
time on producers' goods in all stages than on consumers' goods.
If a part of income is saved and invested, ceteris paribus 1 the proportion between the demand for consumers' goods and the demand
for producers' goods is modified in favour of the-latter; and it
1 This qualification is. necessary, because there are other facts which
influence the proportion mentioned in the text. If, for example, two
or more successive stages of production are merged and run by a single
:firm instead of by two independent firms, the transfer of the intermediate goods from the former to the latter will from that time on be
accomplished without the help of money. The amount of money required
in the business sphere is reduced by such an act of integration.
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must be permanently modified because, by the act of saving, the
stock of capital, as well as the volume of transactions in capital
goods, has been permanently increased.
An analogous change in the· proportion between. money spent
for consumers' and producers' goods may be induced by injections
of bank credits for production purposes. But in that case, in
contra.distinction to the case of voluntary saving, there isa strong
probability that individuals will tend to restore the old proportion. " Now, the sacrifice is not voluntary and is not made by
those who will reap the benefit from the new investments. It is
made by consumers in general who, because of the increased competition from the entrepreneurs who have received the additional
moneyt are forced to forgo part of what they used to consume .••
There can be no doubt that, if their money receipts should rise
again, they would immediately attempt to expand consumption
to the usual proportion. "1 And receipts will rise sooner or later,
for the new money is spent partly to hire labourers, partly to buy
capital goods of all sorts; and in both cases the money, partly at
once, partly after a while,· becomes additional income in the hands
of the owners of the factors of production.
There is another factor which tends to swell the
Faulty
demand for consumers' goods. Bookkeeping is
bookkeeping more or less based on the assumption of a constant
practices. value of money. Periods of major inflations have
shown that this tradition is very deeply rooted and
that long and disagreeable experiences are necessary to change
the habit. One of the consequences is that durable means of
production-such as machines and factory buildings-figure in
cost accounts at the actual cost of acquisition, and are written off
on that basis.· If prices rise, this procedure is illegitimate. The
enhanced replacement cost should be substituted for the original
cost of acquisition. This, however, is not done, or is done only
to an insufficient extent and only after prices have risen considerably. The consequence is that too little is written off, paper
profits appear, 2 and the entrepreneur is tempted to increase his
IIayek : Prices and Production, 2nd ed., London, 1934, page 57.
These paper profits are also likely to add to the cumulative force of
the upswing, because they stimulate borrowers and lenders to borrow
1
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consumption. Capital in such case is treated as income. l In
other words, consumption exceeds current production.
If the demand for consumers' goods cises rela·
The onjef tively to the demand for producers' goods, consu·
of the
mers' goods industries become relatively profitable,
depression. and factors of production are enticed away fronl the
higher stages of production and employed in the
lower stages. The price of labour (wages) and of other mobile
means of production, which can be used in various stages and can
be transferred from the higher to the lower stages, rises. This
involves a rise in money cost, which affects both lower and higher
stages of production. But, while in the lower stages demand has
risen, this is not true of the higher stages. Hence losses and a
curtailment of production in the higher stages. The collapse
of the boom has begun.
It sounds perhaps paradoxical that a general increase in demand
for consumers' goods should have an adverse influence on the
production of capital goods in general, which derive their economic
value from the consumers' goods which they help to produce.
The paradox has puzzled many writers, but it is not difficult
to explain. 2 It should be borne in mind in the first place that
and lend more. They foster the optimistic spirit prevailing during the
upswing, and so the credit expansion is likely to be accelerated. This
phenomenon has its exact counterpart during the downswing of the cycle.
See the excellent analysis of this phenomenon by E. Schiff, Kapitalbildung
und Kapitalaujzehrung im .Konjunkturverlauj (1933), esp. Ch. IV, pages
113-134 ; also Fr. Schmidt, Die Industriekonfunktur--ein Rechenjehler
(1927), who has tried to build a complete theory of the cycle on this factor.
I In so far as entrepreneurs repay loans to the banks, they find themselves in possession of a real surplus, since their obligations have remained
unchanged, while their receipts, etc., have risen owing to the rise in prices.
This surplus may, and probably will, to a certain extent be utilised for
increased consumption. Prbfessor Robertson has drawn attention to
this consideration: see his Banking Policy and the Price Level, 2nd ed.,
London, 1932, page 73. A further factor which operates in the
direction of increasing demand for consumers' goods is the fact that, with
rising prices, the consuming public is likely to dishoard and to hurry
on with the purchase of goods (such as clothes and motor-cars) of
which the exact moment of purchase ~an be varied within pretty wide
limits" (Robertson, Ope cit., page 75).
.
J A. H. Hansen and H. Tout, in
Investment and Saving in Business
Cycle Theory," Econometrica, April 1933, have pointed out the underlying
assumptions.
It
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the proposition holds good, only if all factors of production are
reasonably well employed or if at least some of the factors attracted
to consumers' goods trades would otherwise have been employed
elsewhere. In other words, under full employment, the production
of consumers' good or that of producers' goods are alternatives. l 2
At the end ofthe boom, the condition of reasonably full employment
can as a rule be assumed to be true. Secondly, it is assumed that
the demand for consumers' goods' rises relativelY to· the demand for
producers' goods. This second assumption excludes the possibility of a compensatory expansion of credit, since, if credit for the
purpose of acquiring producers' goods could be expanded pari
passu with the increased demand for consumers' goods, it would
no longer be true that the proportion between demand for consumers' goods and producers' goods has changed. 8 The change
involves a rise in interest rates; for prosperity in consumers' goods
industries holds out good prospects of profits in the higher stages
of production. Producers in the higher stages of production will
be eager to 'continue lengthening the productive structure and will
try to raise the necessary funds by borrowing from the banks.
Demand for credit rises; but supply is unchanged, or not sufficiently changed-for it is assunled tha.t credit ceases to expand, or
does not expand sufficiently. This entails a rise in interest rates;
,and such a rise, as Professor HAYEK has shown, falls more heavily
on production costs in the htgher than in the lower stages of production. The situation is now, therefore, that money cost has
1 If competition in the labour market and the mobility of labour are
imperfect, the condition of full employment can, of course, be relaxed.
• The fact that the production of consumers' goods can be expanded
only at the expense of a reduction in the production of producers'
goods and vice versa does not, of course, hold if there are idle factors of
prodl.\ction available. Furthermore, it does not preclude the possibility
that, besides this physical connection between the production of the two
categories of goods, there may be connections of another nature-e.g.,
an increase in the production of consumers' goods may tend to stimulate
the production of producers' goods, as postulated by the" acceleration
principle" (see below, § 17 et seq. of this chapter), or there may be a
causal connection in the opposite direction as postulated by the so-called
" multiplier It (see below, passim).
3 The proposition therefore does not apply during depression when
there are unemployment, unused plant in almost all branches of industry,
and a plentiful supply of credit.
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risen, but demand has not risen (or not sufficiently risen), because
the necessary funds are no longer forthcoming.
This is the exact and full interpretation of what is loosely called
a " shortage of capital "; and it is a shortage of capital in this welldefined sense that is supposed to be the real cause of the breakdown. "Shortage of capital " in this sense is equivalent to undersaving and over-consumption. If people could be induced to
save more-that is, to spend a smaller part of their income on
consumers' goods and devote a larger part (through the intermediary of the capital market) to the purchase ofcapital goods-the
flow of money and the structure of production would be brought
into harmony and the breakdown avoided.
If this cannot be achieved-and the chances that
The fruits of it will be achieved are almost nil-the new extenthe boom lost sions to the structure of production are doomed
in. the crisis.. to collapse. With some slight exceptions which are
introduced as after-thoughts and treated as theoretical curiosities of no practical importance~ the authors of the
monetary over-investment school conclude that every credit expan..
sian must lead to over-investment and to a breakdown. It is
asserted over and over again with great emphasis thatit is impossible
to bring about a lasting increase in the capital stock of society as a
whole by means of forced saving and that no permanent extension
of the structure of production can be accomplished with the help
of an inflationary credit expansion. What is thus built up during
the upswing will inevitably be destroyed in ~he breakdown.1
In the specific case of the American boom of 1925-1929, the
authQrs are emphatic that the same thing applies to an expansion
which does not lead to a rise in prices, but is just enough to prevent
a fall in prices that would otherwise have taken place because of
1 The durable means of production constructed during the upswing
outlast, of course, the boom. But the contention is that they are lost
economically. They are not used at all or are used in such a way that
their marginal product does not cover the cost of reproduction. It
should, however, be noted that important qualifications are called for
in. respect of permanent goods or instruments where the cost of maintenance is negligible compared with production cost.
Compare H. S. Ellis, German Monetary Theory 19°5-1933 (1934),
pages 425-431, on other views on "The 'Productivity' of Bank Credit".
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a continuous increase in the volume of production. For reasons
which will be expounded in the subsequent pages, it seems, however, that the undertaking to prove this latter point rigorously
has not been made good.
In his Prices and Production,! Professor HAYEK
Nei./se,.'.s argues that, even where the extension of /the
criticism. structure of production which entrepreneurs were
induced to undertake by the artificial cheapening
of credit is completed, the old arrangement tends to be restored
later on for the reason that consumers will "attempt to expand
consumption to the usual proportion "2 and "the money stream
will be re-distributed between consumptive and productive
uses" 3 in the same, or nearly the same, proportion as it was
distributed before' such proportion was artIficially distorted from
the normal by the injection of money.
. But, as Professor NEISSER4 has shown, there is no reason to expect
this return to the old arrangement, if the new roundabout methods
of production have been brought to completion. When they
are completed, the flow of consumers' goods which was temporarily
reduced will rise again, and will even reach a higher level than that
from which the expansion started, so that consumers can safely
expand their consumption. Forced saving will cease to be
necessary when the new processes of production are completed.
When they are completed, all that is required to maintain them
is that the entrepreneurs-not the consumers-should refrain
from "disinvestments ", that is, from consuming capital or
from spending amortisation quotas on consumption. There is
no reason why the old proportion, between money spent for
consumers' and for producers' goods should be restored. It is
not true that the whole of newly injected money becomes income
eIther at once or after a while. Part of it must be retained by
the entrepreneurs in order to pay for intermediate goods (in
2nd ed., pages 55 et seq.
Ibid., page 57.
• Ibid., page 58.
I
"Monetary Expansion and the Structure of Production" in So&ial
Research, Vol. I, New York, November J934. pages 434 et seq. Similar
objections had been raised by Piero Sraffa, Economic Journal, March 1932.
1
I
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contradistinction to payments for the original factors of produc.
tion). In other words, only a part of the new money becomes
income. Another part remains permanently in the business
sphere. It is only if entrepreneurs" dissave" -i.e., if they eat up
their capital and refrain from investing that part of their gross
receipts which is not net income (working capital and amortisation
quotas)-that the pre-inflation arrangement is restored.
We may conclude that the theory under review is bound either
to assume that the fornler proportions between capital and income
will be restored by actual capital consumption or that the expansion
must be discontinued before the new processes have been completed
-or rather before all the new processes have been completed.
This latter qualification seems to be called for, and is important,
because it sheds doubt on the contention that no permanent extension
of the process of production can be effected by a credit expansion.
It is a plausible assumption that, when the expansion comes to
an end, there will always be some new processes in an incomplete
state. But there is no reason why others should not have been
completed. The latter can be retained when the former have to be
scrapped. This cessation of work is the essence of the crisis.
But why must there he any incomplete processes at all when the
expansion has to end? Professor HAYEK admits the possibility
of the expansion's tailing-off gradually, in such a way that the
started processes are completed but no new ones are inaugurated
(except where voluntary savings are available). But, evidently,
he does not believe that this possibility has any practical importance.
Much seems to depend on the intensity of the expansion and on
certain "indivisibilities ", on which Professor ROBERTSON lays so
much stress. But the writers of the. group under review have
not discussed this point in detail. We shall have occasion to
deal with it in another connection.
It is evident that no collapse would occur if the
W~ need credit expansion could go on indefinitely.
It
the expansion follows-the point is m~de by Professor HAYEK
end?
himself-that a crisis is equally inevitable in the
case of voluntary saving if the. flow of saving is
suddenly reduced. It is, however, asserted-although the reasons
given are not always quite convincing-that sudden changes are not
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likely to occur in respect of voluntary saving, while forced saving
must come to an end abruptly. It is therefore very important
to ask why should the expansion of credit stop. The answer
is that in a closed economy, leaving out of account purely monetary
and institutional factors (inability of the banking system to continue
expansion within the limits fixed by the gold standard or some
other legal or customary rules), the continuance of the expansion
will involve a progressive rise in prices. A progressive rise in
prices and the danger of a complete collapse of the monetary system
is the only insurmountable barrier which prevents an indefinite
continuation of the expansion. t
It seems to follow that the present theory does not prove, as
it claims· to do, that a credit expansion which does not lead to a rise
in prices but only prevents a fall in prices must have the same evil
effect as the more violent type which brings about a rise in the
absolute price level. In a progressive economy, where the output of
goods in general grows continually and prices tend therefore to fall,
there is scope for a continuous expansion of credit at a steady rate.
Against this objection, the following argument has
Necessity of been advanced. 2 It is true, in an economy where
quantitative the output, owing to improvements in the methods
assumptions. of production, grows at a constant rate, that a
steady expansion in terms of money· may be made :
that is to say, per unit of time a constant amount of new money may
be put into circulation. 3 But even if this is just enough to keep the
1 Hayek : "Capital and
Industrial Fluctuations" in Economet1'ica,
Vol. II, April 1934, page 161. Reprinted as Appendix to 2nd ed. of
Prices -and Product1,on. See also E. F. M. Durbin: Purchasing Powe1'
and T1'ade Depression, London, 1933, pages 153-155. The latter concludes
that the crisis isa purely Inonetary phenomenon, brought about by the
refusal of the banks to continue the expansion of credit.
2 Hayek, Ope cit.• pages 160 and 16r.
a Mr. Durbin argued that if the rate of increase of production is constant
(say 10% per year) an increasing ambunt of money can be put into
circulation without raising prices, because the absolute increase in output
per unit of time increases (the 10% is reckoned from an are ever-increasing
total). Evidently, different quantitative assumptions can be made, and
it is impossible to say which one corresponds best to reality. For further
comments on the failure of the writers of the present school to make
their assurnptions quantitatively precise. see the following paragraph.
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price level· of finished goods constant, prices of factors of production will rise continuously. Hence, successive additions to the
money stock will only be able to buy successively diminishing
amounts of the factors of production. But, to render the completion of the newly initiated processes of production possible, the
entrepreneurs in the upper stages must be enabled to absorb
factors of production at a constant rate ;, and, as the prices of factors
of production rise, a credit expansion at an increasing rate will be
necessary to enable them to do so. The conclusion is that a
relative inflation, such as can be made within the limits of a constant
price level, is not sufficient to allow of the completion of the new
roundabout methods of production which have been initiated
under the stimulus of the expansion. Either the rate of expansion
of credit will be sufficiently increased and prices will be driven up
and the inevitable breakdown will be postponed, or the boom
will collapse at once owing to an insufficiency in the capital
supply.
1 J.J..L~ ... ""~soning is, however, not convincing.
Incomplete The result will depend on a complicated quantitaassumptions. dve relationship between certain factors-namely:
(a) the rate of progress of the economy: that is,
the rate of increase in efficiency or output which determines
the rate of credit expansion that can be made without raising
the price level ; (b) the supply of capital which is required in
successive periods to make possible the completion of productive
processes which have been started in the past. In respect to
both factors, Professor HAYEK'S argument makes implicitly certain assumptions, the bearing of which is not quite clear. The
problem has not been either clearly visualised or explicitly stated.
The concrete circumstances by which the magnitude of the two
factors is determined are left vague. It is open to grave doubt
whether generalisations can be made on this point without extensive
factual investigations.
In any case, the theory in its fuUy developed form seems to
make the emergence of a serious disequilibrium dependent upon
relatively small, fluctuations in the rate of forced saving. This
being so, the question arises whether fluctuations of this order of
magnitude are not equally likely to occur in the flow of voluntary
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savings.1 If they do occur, evil consequences· must be expected,
even in the absence ofcredit inflation. (We shall see, in connection
with the discussion of other theories, that there are numerous other
disturbances possible which may interrupt the upswing and
start a vicious spiral downward-disturbances which are probably
of the same, or even of a higher, order of magnitude than the
fluctuations in the rate of forced or voluntary saving discussed
above.)
To sum up, we may say that the theory has not proved rigorously that a stabilisation of prices in a progressive economy must
always lead to over-production, crisis and depression. 2 The
practical importance of this conclusion is considerable in view of
the American prosperity in the twenties, a notable feature of which
was the fact that wholesale prices did not rise.
§ 5.

THE DOWNSWING

The theory of the depression is not nearly so
The depression fully elaborated by the authors of the monetary
as It period over-investment school as the theory of the boom.
of readjust- The depression was originally conceived of by them
mente
as a process of adjustment of the structure of production, and was. explained in non-monetary terms.
During the boom, they argued, the process of production is unduly
elongated. This elongation has accordingly to be removed and
the structure of production has to be shortened or, alternatively,
expenditure on consumers' goods must be reduced (by retrenchment of wages and other incomes which are likely to be spent

1 Ct. C. Bresciani-Turroni,
The Thee>ty of Saving" in Economica, 1936,
pages 165 et seq.
• The following statement of a prominent adherent of the monetary
II

over-investment theory is significant: "This theory does not make
the pretence of being the only explanation of all cycles and crises that
have ever occurred, nor does it pretend that it states unconditional
necessities" (F. MachIup, "Professor Knight and the 'Period of
Production' " in Journal ot :Political Economy, Vol. 43, October 1935.
page 622.
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wholly or mainly on consumers' goods) sufficiently to make the
new structure of production possible. This involves a lengthy
and painful process of rearrangement. Workers are thrown out
of work in the higher stages,. and it takes time to absorb them in
the lower stages of production. In modern times especially, with
inflexible wage systems and the various other obstructions represented by all kinds of State intervention, this process of shifting
labour and other means of production is drawn out much longer
than is necessary for purely technological reasons. 1
This non-monetary explanation of the depression
The secondary is, however, admittedly incomplete and unsatisfacdeflation.
tory. The majority of the authors of the group
under review were at first very reluctant to recognise
that there is a cumulative process of contraction corresponding
to the cumulative process of expansion. But eventually it was
admitted that, in addition to the difficulties which must arise from
the fact that the structure of production does not correspond to
the flow of money (in other words, the disturbances which result
from the deflection of the money stream from the higher to the
lower stages of production), there must be a deflation-that is, a
shrinkage in the aggregate flow of money. The difficulties which
result from this general shrinkage in the flow of money are superimposed on the disturbances involved in the necessary readjustment
in the structure of production. Without assuming a general
deflation, it is impossible to explain why the depression spreads
to all stages and branches of industry, why it is not confined only
to those industries which are over-developed and must therefore
eventually contract (the higher stages), but extends also to those
which are under-developed and must therefore eventually expand
(the lower stages). It has become customary to speak of " secondary deflation", by which it is intended to convey that the
deflation does not come about independently, but is induced by the
maladjustment in the structure of production which has led to
the breakdown. Without the latter, it is believed, the deflation
would not start at all.

1

See especially L. Robbins: The Great Depression, London, 1934.
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The mechanism of secondary deflation has not been analysed
very closely by the members of the school under review. Broadly
speaking, there are two views.
(a) Professor ROPKE has studied the question in various publications 1 and has come to the conclusion that the process of deflation has a tendency to become cumulative and self-perpetuating.
Genetically, it is true, it is connected with the extravagances of the
preceding boom and the real maladjustment which the boom has
produced. But the intensity of the deflation by no means necessarily corresponds to the extent of the over-investment. It is
also untrue-, he believes, that the deflation contributes (as is more
or less vaguely suggested by the other authors of the monetary
over-investment school) to bringing about the necessary adjustment
(shortening) in the process of production. Once started, the
deflation is propelled by its own momentum and by a number of
institutional factors. What these factors are and how they work,
we shall discuss at greater length in another connection. HAWTREY:J
KEYNES, PIGOU and ROBERTSON have contributed most towards
the understanding of this phenomenon. 2
Those who believe that the deflation has·a life of its own, so
to speak, which is largely independent of the disequilibrium bred
out of the preceding boom, are naturally inclined to assume that
it can be directly counteracted, even if the boom has been allowed
- to give rise to a maladjustment in the structure of production.
(b) The other group, in which we may reckon HAYEK, MACHLUP,
MISES, ROBBINS, STRIGL, is, or was, of the opinion that the deflation
is the necessary consequence of the boom. If once the boom has
been allowed to develop and to give rise to maladjustments, the
1 See: Crises and Cycles, London, 1936 (translated from the German).
"Geldtheorie und Weltkrise in Deutsche, Volkswi,t of September 25th,
1931., "Praktische Konjunkturpolitik" in Weltwirtsckaftlickes ArckifJ, 34.
Band, 1931. "Trends in German Busin~ss Cycle Policy" in Economic
Journal, S~ptember 1933.
t See, in particular : E~eynes : A Treatise on Mone')', London, 1930.
Robertson: Banking Policy and the Price Level, and the controversy
in Economic J ou-,na] of the following dates: Robertson, "Mr. Keynes'
Theory of Money", September 19-31; Keynes, "A Rejoinder to Mr. Robertson", September 193 I ; Robertson, :' Saving and Hoarding", September
1933, and three notes on "Saving and Hoarding ", by Keynes, Hawtrey
and Robertson, December 1933.
II
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price has to be paid in the shape of a process of deflation. It is
admitted by some that, at a certain point in the contraction process,
an injection of money may help to shorten the contraction. But
they warn us at once that the medicine is very dangerous, that it
has to be given in careful doses, and can he useful only at a certain
stage of the process and must be administered in a certain way, and
will do harm if anyone of these conditions is not strictly complied
with. As this is too much to expect from the monetary authorities,
the only practical policy is to let the deflation run its course and
avoid interventions which would only make things worse.
The most coherent theory of the depression
The struggle along these lines is that of Professor STRIGL. 1 He
for liquidity. admits that the breakdown of the boom induces a
process of hoarding and deflation. Mter the
breakdown of the boom, the banks will not merely stop expansion:
they will contract credit in order to increase their liquidity. Under
the influence of the general feeling of insecurity and pessimism,
industrial firms will also seek to strengthen their cash reserves, and
amortisation quotas will be kept in liquid form instead of being
invested. This general struggle for liquidity involves hoarding.
It means that money, whose function it is to be the vehicle of
investment of real capital, fails to fulfil this function and is sterilised
for the time being in swollen cash reserves or, in the case of bank
money (deposits), annihilated altogether. The general price fall
which ensues op~rates as a further deterrent to investment. The
profit rate falls below the money rate. Perhaps the most important external symptom of this process is the intense liquidity and
the extremely low rates on the money market which develop during
the depression. The low money rates are caused by the fact that
the overflow of funds from the money market to the capital market
is impeded by an L1.visible barrier of distrust and pessimism.
It goes without saying that the writers of the group not only
admit, but even stress, the fact that the pressure of deflation is
intensified and prolonged by all kinds of ill-advised intervention
by the State and other public bodies, such as the competitive raising
of tariffs, the scramble for gold in order to liquidate existing
1

I<apital und Produktion, Vienna, 1934, pages

208

et seq.
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gold-exchange standards, and all similar measures designed to
keep up prices and incomes. l
§ 6.

THE UPTURN (REVIVAL)

If left to itself, the economic system would
['he effective gradually return to equilibrium with reasonably
quantity of full employment of all productive resources. The
money.
equilibrium could be maintained, if only the banks
would refrain from a new credit expansion-in other
words, if the money rate of interest were kept on the equilibrium
level. The equilibrium rate is implicitly or explicitly defined as
that which keeps the effective quantity of money (MV) constant.
The concept " effective quantity of money " is very complicated. It is not easily defined in theory and is hopelessly difficult to
measure statistically. The difficulty comes in principally through
the factor " V". The velocity of circulation meant is not the
transaction velocity, nor is it the income velocity. One might perhaps call it trade velocity, the term being understood to cover all
transactions which involve an exchange of goods in all stages of
production, but to exclude financial transactions (e.g., on the stock
exchange). If the quantity and the transaction velocity of money
remain constant, but at the same time the requirements of the
financial circulation rise, the result will be a decrease in the effective
quantity of money as defined above. But these qualifications are
not yet sufficient. Allowance must also be made for integr~tion
and disintegration of the process of production. If two or more
successive stages in a particular line of industry (such as spinning
and weaving), which are carried out by independent firms, are
integrated by the formation of a vertical trust, the transfer of the
intermediate product from the higher to the lower stage, which
formerly gave rise to monetary transactions, may in future be
effected by mere entries in the books of the new firm. Thus the
merger may set free a certain amount ofmoney. The trade velocity
of money need not be changed, but the supply of money ought to

1

See especially L. Robbins : The Great Depression, London, 1934-
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be restricted; otherwise inflationary consequences will ensue. 1
From these considerations, it follows that the prescription to
cc keep the effectiv'e quantity of money constant" is by no means
an easy one to follow.
The writers of the group under review are,
Recovery in however, well aware of the great danger that the
demand for discrepancy between the money rate and the equilicredit.
brium rate of interest, which prevailed during the
depression, will at once be succeeded by a discrepancy in the opposite direction. In view of the falling prices and
the state of pessimism and discouragement, the money rate during
the downswing stands above the natural rate. When the fall of
prices comes to an end and pessimism gives way to a more
optimistic outlook, the current money rates,without being changed,
will soon stand below the equilibrium rate. In other words, the
equilibrium rate is likely to rise above the money rate. a In terms of
1 On this subject, compare 1\'1. W. Holtrop: De OYJl.!oopssnelheid van. het
geld, Amsterdam, 1928, and" Die Umlaufsgeschwindigkeit des Gelrles ,1in Beitrage zur Geldtheorie, ed. by Hayek, Vienna, 1933, pages 115-211.
Compare further ].l\Iarschak: "Volksvermogen und Kassenbedarf" inArchiv fu, Sozialwissenschatt u. Sozialpolitik, Vol. 68, 1932, pages 385-419, and
"Vom Grossensystem der Geldwirtschaft," loco cit., Vol. 69, 1933, pages
492-504. H. Neisser : Der Tauschwert des Geldes, lena, 1928. "Der
Kreislauf des Geldes n in Weltwirtsckaftliches Archiv, 1931, Vol. 33, pages
365-408. "Volksvermogen und Kassenbedarf" in Archiv fur Sozialwissenschajt u. Sozialpolitik, Vol. 69, 1933, pages 484-492. A. W. Marget:
"A Further Note on Holtrop's Formula for the 'Coefficient of Differentiation' and Related Concepts n in Journal of Political Economy, Vol. 41,
pages 237-241 and" The Relation between the Velocity of Circulation of
Money and the Velocity of Circulation of Goods", loco cit., Vol. 40 , 1932,
pages 289-313 and 477-512. ]. Schumpeter : "Das Sozialprodukt und
die Rechenpfennige" in A rchiv fur Sozialwissenschaft u. Sozialpolitik,
Vol. 44, pages 627-715. The whole literature on this subject is well
reviewed and summarised by Professor H. S. Ellis, German 1\lonetary
Theory 19°5-1933 (Cambridge, ~Iass., 1934), Part II, and by A. \V. ~larget1
The Theory of Prices. A Re-examination of the Central Problems of Moneta1'Y Theory, Vol. I, New York t 1938, passim.
t In the earlier versions of the theory, the assumption was made, more
or less explicitly, that the discrepancy between the equilibrium rate and
money rate of interest is always brought about by a lowering of the money
rate-that is, from the supply side. It is now pretty generally accepted
that the situation is more complex and that the equilibrium rate is likely
to move upward under the influence of psychological forces, price changes,
inventions and discoveries, etc.
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supply and demand, this can be expressed by saying that the credit
demand curve will move to the right or, loosely speaking, that
demand will rise. At the same time, the banks will be in a liquid
position, and there is every reason to expect that they will liberally
comply with the increased demand for credit. The barrier between
the money market and the capital market is broken down, and the
funds accumulated behind the barrier flow into the investment
market. 1
Thus a new upswing starts smoothly-at first, almost imperceptibly-out of the ashes of the last boom. No special stimulus
from outside is required in the shape of inventions, crop changes,
discoveries, etc. We shall see, however, that the writers of the
next group believe that such an incentive from outside is necessary.
In this respect the present theory is the more" endogenous" in the
previously defined sense. But it would seem to be difficult and
not very helpful to lay down hard-and-fast rules as to whether
the upswing must be assumed to be brought about by forces
cc internal " or " external " to the economic system.
It is convenient at this point to introduce the
Expansion question of the existence of unused productive
resources of all kinds. The explanation given by
from a
position th~ writers of the school under review for the
of partial upswing, or rather for the boom, almost invariably
emplo)'menf. starts from an equilibrium position with full employment of the means of production. 2 But the argument can easily be adapted to the other case. If there are unemployed resources, evidently the expansion of credit may go on
much longer than when all resources are employed. There need,
then, be no shift of factors from the lower to the higher stages,
1 Strigl, Ope cit., Anhang 1.
It may be added that, owing to the existence of the various reserves which will have been accumulated during the
depression, the expansion can go far with little or no help from the
banks.
• Professor l-Iayek in particular has laid down the methodological rule
that the analysis of the cyclical movement should never start on the
assumption of existing unemployment, because· that would beg the
question of why unemployment can exist at all. This postulate would
seem to narrow down unduly and quite unnecessarily the scope of such
analyses.
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but only the absorption of unused resources predominantly in
those~ stages of production which are especially stimulated by the
expansion-namely, in the upper stages (capital goods industries).
Arguing along the lines of the theory under review, one has to
assume that the unemployed resources are mainly put to work
in the higher stages (capital-goods industries). But, so long
as there is a reserve of unemployed resources, the reaction from
excess investment, which consists (as we have seen) of a
comparative rise in the demand for consumers' goods, will not
produce a breakdown, since there is no necessity to detach factors
of production from the higher stages. Prices need not rise much.
The expansion of credit can go on.
This process has never been analysed so closely as the process
of expansion starting from a position of full employment.! But,
applying the same type of reasoning, the conclusion seems to be
as follows : A disequilibrium between the higher and the lower
stages is produced by the fact that the unemployed resources are
not distributed among the different stages of production in the
way they ought to be if ultimate equilibrium is to emerge. Alarger amount is absorbed into the higher stages than can in
the long run he employed there with the given rate of voluntary
saving. Thus the recovery from the depth of the depression has
a wrong twist from the beginning.
§ 7.

RHYTHM AND PERIODICITY

Professor MISES gives the following answer to
The ideological the question why the cycle of prosperity and
basis
depression recurs again and again. 2 The behaviour
of inflation. of the banks is responsible for the occurrence of
the business cycle. If the banks did not push the
money rate below the natural rate by expanding credit, equilibrium
would not be disturbed. But why do the banks make the same
mistake again and again? "The answer must be : because the
1 See, however, Bresciani-Turroni,
The Theory of Saving" in Economica, May 1936, pages 172-174.
11 Geldwertstabilisierung und Konjunkturpolitik, Jena, 1928, pages 56-6r.
If
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prevailing ideology among business-men and politicians looks on
the reduction of the rate of interest as an important aim of
economic policy, and beca:use they consider an inflationary
expansion of. credit the best means to attain that objective"
(page S8). " The root cause of the phenomenon that one business
cycle follows the other is thus of an ideological nature" (page 60).
Professor MISES believes, furthermore, that the commercial banks
alone without the support of the central bank can never produce a
dangerous credit inflation, because they would immediately lose
cash and become insolvent. It is only with the backing ofthe central bank that it is possible to expand credit sufficiently to produce
a dangerous boom. The ability of the-central banks to increase the
circulation is due to the monopoly which they hold of the issue
of bank-notes. If the issue ofnotes were not a monopoly, if competition were restored in this field.of the central banks' activities-that
is to say, if every bank had the right to issue notes, convertible into
legal tender money (gold)-a dangerous expansion of credit and
reduction of the interest rate would be impossible. Theunsound
banks would quickly be eliminated, and the sound banks would
learn by experience that expansion is punished by bankruptcy.l
All the other members of this group of writers
What banking believe that the solution of the problem ofthe rhythpoliry will mic nature of the cycle is not so simple as the above.
eliminate
They would all probably agree that there must exist
the eycle? some form of banking policy by following which
the business cycle would be eliminated. But they have
become more and more conscious of the difficulties ofgiving precise
criteria for the ideal policy. It is not a sufficient explanation to say
that from time to time banks lower the rate too much. As has
been pointed out above, it is rather the rise in the equilibrium
rate than the fall in the money rate which creates the discrepancy
between the two.
It follows that it is impossible ~o define the policy which the banks
should pursue in negative terms by saying that the banks should
refrain from lowering the rate. of interest. It must be stated in
1 Compare Professor H. Neisser's criticism in his article: "Notenbankfreiheit ?" in Weltwirtsckattliches Arckiv, Vol. 32, pages 446-461, and
Vera Smith, The Rationale 01 Central Banking, London, 1936.
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positive terms that they should vary the rate in such a way that
no credit expansion or contraction ensues in the face of changing
demand for credit. But this, again, seems simple and exact only
on a superficial view. It has been pointed out above how difficult
it is, even in theory, to define exactly what is meant by saying that
the effective quantity of money should be kept constant. In addition to the theoretical difficulty of giving exact criteria, there is the
extremely difficult task of applying these criteria in concrete cases.
Professor HAYEK has pointed out that, for the individual banker,
it is impossible to distinguish between deposits which have been
created by voluntary saving and deposits which have an inflationary
origin. The velocity of circulation of money, especially of bank
money (deposits), may change without affecting the reserves of
the banks. Neither bank reserves nor reserve ratios nor the price
level are an unfailing criterion of the correct credit policy from
the standpoint of the theory under review. Expansion may
take place '\vithout any action on the part of the banks.
Professor MACHLUP 1 has called attention to one
Cyclical factor which helps to explain the recurrence of the
implications cycle and throws into relief the passive role of
of seasonal the banks, at any rate during the first phase of the
variations upswing. It is this. A considerable portion of
in credit. the payments which have to be made during a
given period, say a year, are not evenly distributed,
but are concentrated at certain dates, some of them at the end of
each month and others at the end of each quarter. Therefore,
even with the most elaborate clearing and compensation arrangements. no complete continuous offsetting of the debts and
liabilities of each firm is possible. At the critical dates, at the end
of the month and of the quarter, there is therefore always a strong
demand for short-term credit and a resultant strain on the money
market. If the banks were not able and willing to relieve this
monthly and quarterly tightness of money by granting temporary
credits, individual firms would be compelled to provide for their
requirements at the critical dates by accumulating cash during
I

See his book, BOfssnkredit; 11'ldustriekredit und ]{apitalbildung, Vienna,

1931, pages 161-178.
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the intervals between them. But, as the banks lend money to
overcome these difficulties-credit expansion for such a temporary
stringency being generally regarded as perfectly legitimate and
safe-it is not necessary to accumulate cash, and the sums involved
can be invested instead.
It is clear that we have here a source ofinflation; and the inflation,
according to Professor MACHLUP, will not be confined to the single
occasion of the first introduction of these "ultimo loans ", but
will tend to recur cyclically. " While the utilisation of temporary
surplus cash together with (inflationary) bank· credit created the
possibility of initiating illicitly long processes .of production,
the depression, after the elimination of the untenable enterprises,
will release these sums again " (pages 175 and 176). During the
depression, the investment of these sums is impossible, and they
accumulate on the money ma~ket; but, as soon as the .spirit of
enterprise revives, they can be utilised for financing the boom for
a long time without any, or with very little, additional bank credit. 1
We may conclude that the question why one cycle
Summary. follows another without interruption cannot be
answered, on the basis of the theory under review,
by a simple formula. The inevitability of the sequence " forced
saving-breakdown-depression" has been somewhat whittled
down. The severity of the decline is no longer believed to vary
rigidly with the degree of the structural maladjustments which gave
rise to it. There is no longer the same confidence in the inevitability or the curative function of the depression. Above all, it has
been realised to be impossible to fix the sale responsibility for the
boom on the expansionary propensities of the banking system.
Even in a 'purely cash economy, movements of hoarding and
dishoarding might be induced, with the result that waves of expansion and contraction of economic activity would take place. It
thus seems impossible to reduce to a few simple rules the problem
of what ought to be done to eliminate the cycle. The high expectations which were originally entettained in this respect have given
way to a much more cautious and much more sceptical attitude.
1 \Vhilst there can be little doubt that we have here a possible source
of inflation (whatever its quantitative importance), it is difficult to see
in this factor any independent cyclical significance.
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INTERNATIONAL COMPLICATIONS

A systematic account of the international aspect
of the business cycle on the basis of the theory
principles. hitherto Under consideration has never been
attempted. With the help of the theory of the
intemational money mechanism, it is, however, possible to trace
out the way in which (if one accepts the monetary over-investment
theory) the course of the cycle in &. particular country must be
influenced by its position in the intemational economy, and the
manner in which the cyclical movement in such country is likely
to react on the country's intemational trade and on the intemal
situation of other countries.
As iQ the case of the purely monetary explanation of the business
cycle, the first questions· to be asked are: How does a given change
in the international situation of a country influence the expansion
or contraction of credit? Is it likely to facilitate and prolong,
or retard, an expansion akeady under way? How is a contraction
in process influenced by a given change in other countries? It is
impossible to enumerate and systematise at this point all the
conceivable contingencies. But a few principles may be laid down
some illustrations be given.
Any improvement in the balance of payments
Influences -that is to say, any increase in the demand for
through tbe the means of payment of a given country in terms
balance of of the money of other countries-will have an
payments. expansionist influence. This improvement may
be due to a great variety of circumstances-ehanges
in the demand for particular commodities, crop changes, capital
movements, etc. The erection of new tariff waIls by an individual
country, if not followed by compensatory action on the part of
other countries, will have a favourable influence on the international
monetary situation of the country which has raised its tariffs. In
other words, it will enable the latter to expand its circulation
without a deterioration of its exchange rate. Thus, the immediate
influence of protectionist measures may be a stimulation of
prosperity or an alleviation of depression. But the conditions
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in which this is true must be bome in mind. If many countries
pursue this policy at the same time, the stimulating influence is
lost. In the long run, the rais41g of tariff walls impairs the national
dividends of all the countries involved.! .Indirect effects (e.g., on
capital movements) may prevent even tJ:1e immediate stimulation
afforded by protectionist measures. Finally, an improvement in
the balance of payments can always be utilised as a means of
increasing the· gold and foreign-exchange reserve in lieu of
expanding the circulation.
While intemation~ influences are capable of stimulating of
retarding a process of expansion or contraction, they may also
arrest and reverse it-that is to say, intemational forces may start
a revival or precipitate a crisis and depression in a country.
Under the gold standard, the monetary
The gold authorities are obliged, if the country is losing
standard. gold, to put the brake On expansion. Gold may
Bow out either because the country has expanded
more rapidly than other countries and prices are getting out of line
with those in the rest of the world, or because other countries have
started to contract or because there is a movement of capital (which
may have been brought about by a great variety of causes), or
because of a crop failure which necessitates increased imports or
reduces exports, etc. Instead of contracting, a country may choose
to leave the gold standard. If this is not thought safe, as being
~e1y to lead to a flight of capital, resort may be had to exchange
control. Thus, innumerable possibilities may arise, which cannot all
be worked out at this point: but they can easily be analysed in the way
indicated, althQugh it may be extremely difficult to foresee in any
given case the outcome of the many forces and reactions involved.
The fact that a crisis and depression or a revival is brought
about in one way or another by " international forces" in no way,
therefore, invalidates the theory of the business cycl~ even though
the theory has been elaborated without taking into account these
international complications.
Therefore, the statement made iIJ. the text is perfectly compatible
The qualifications made should be
sufficient to exclude protectionist measures from the arsenal of a rational
depression policy.
1

with the free..trade argument.
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In arguing op the basis of the over-investment
International theory, special attention must be paid to international
capital
capital movements. l They not only affect the
mOl'emel1ts. purely monetary situation by stimulating or retarding the expansion or contraction of credit : they
have also a bearing on the structure of production. An individual
country may finance a boom, wholly or partly, by capital imports
from other countries instead of by an internal expansion of credit
and forced saving. So long as this is possible, the reaction which
the theory under review holds responsible for the breakdownnamely, a corresponding rise in the demand for consumers' goods
-may be staved off. Thus, in so far as a particular country is
concerned, the boom may be prolonged. On the other hand,
international capital movements are subject to risks and disturbances
which are absent in the case of an internal expansion.
An interesting question is how the compositio..n
The
of exports and imports of a country changes during
composition the different phases of the cycle. It might be supof exports posed that capital. imports during the upswing are.
and imports. bound to be effected through the import of capital
goods. As a general statement, this would,
however, be wrong. In any given situation in respect of tariffs
or otherwise, what a country imports will depend on the comparative cost situation or, in other words, on the comparative facilities
of the various countries for the production of different types of
goods. It is conceivable that eapital for investment purposes
may be imported, not in the shape of capital goods (raw materials,
machinery, electrical equipment, etc.), but in the shape of consumers'
goods. ,This will be the .case in' a country where capital-goods
industries and the production of raw materials are well developed,
while consumers' goods industries are less SO. 8
I See especially R. NurlGe : Internationale 1<apitalbeweg1(,ngen, Vienna,
1935, Ch. V, pages 187-211.
I We need not go into the causes which give a country an advantage
in the production of this or that type of goods. They range from climatic
conditions and the quality of the soil to the structure of the tariff and social
legislation. Ct. H. Ohlin, Inter'regional and International Trade, passim,
Cambridge, Mass. (U.S.A.), 1933.
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It is difficult to find concrete examples which illustrate this·proposition, since in actual fact the situation is usually very complex.
Countries do not usually specialise solely in the production of consumers' goods, capital equipment, or· raw materials, etc. Still, the
economic equipment is usually deficient in various directions,
though protectionist policy has done much to diversify national production and lessen international specialisation. On the whole, industrial countries are at the same time exporters ofcapital. Therefore, it
is natural that capital movement should take place chiefly through
the shipment of machinery, railroad and electrical equipment, etc.
The outstanding example of capital movements taking place through
the import of foodstuffs, other articles of consumption and raw
materials is Germany in the post-war and post-inflation periodthat is, from 1924 to 192.8.
It is hoped that these remarks give an idea of the almost endless
multiformity of the international complications, and at the same
time of the possibility of analysing each of these innumerable cases
with the help of a few principles, and of understanding them as
special cases which can be brought under the general doctrine.

§ 9.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The most valuable and original contributions of the monetary
over-investment theory are (1) the analysis of the maladjustment in
the structure of production brought about by the credit expansion
during the prosperity phase of the cycle and (2.) the explanation
of the breakdown as consequent on that maladjustment. But our
analysis has also shown that the theory is not in all respects com..
plete. The claim to exclusive validity is open to doubt. It is a
little difficult, for example, to understand why the transition to a
more roundabout process of production should be associated with
prosperity and the return to a less roundabout process a synonym
for depression. Why should not the original inflationary expansion of investment cause as much dislocation in the production
of consumers' goods as the subsequent rise in consumers' demand
is said to cause in the production of investment goods? 1
U

1 ct. Durbin: The Problem 01 Credit Policy, 1935 ; Bresciani-Turroni,
The Theory of Saving" in Economica, May 1936; pages 175 and 176.
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As to the explanation of the depression, especially the later
phases of the depression, there is not a high measure of agreement
between the vario~s members of the school. 50 far as the existence
of a vicious spiral of deflation is admi~ted, the analysis of the
deflation is, on broad lines, not dissimilar from the analysis given
by writers of other schools.

B.

The Non-monetary Over-investment Theories

§

10.

GENERAL CHARACTERIS'rICS

The most prominent writers in this group are
Principal Professors A. 5PIETHOPp l and G. CASSEL. 2 In the
authors. writings of these two authors (of SPIETHOFF especially), we find the culmination of a very important
line of thought which can be traced back to MARX. Spiethoff's
immediate forerunner was the well-known Russian author TUGANBARANOWSKI.3 Both SPIETHOPP and CASSEL have had a great
influence on business .cycle theory, particularly in Germany,4 but
also in the Scandinavian and Anglo-Saxon countries. WICKSELL
himself adopted SPIETHOPP'S explanation of the cycle.
With regard to Professor CASSEL, it must be remarked that we
are here dealing primarily with the theory as expounded in the
earlier editions of his Theory of Social Economy. In his later books
and especially in his popular writings, he has more or less

1 See "Vorbemerkungen
zu einer Theorie der Ueberproduktion"
in j ahrbuch fur Gesetzgebung, Verwaltung und Volkswirtschaft, 1902.
" Krisen ., in H andworterbuch de" Staatswissenschaften, 1925.
'I See Th.eory of Social Economy, revised ed., London, 1932, Vol. II
(translated from the German) .
•' See Les Crises industrielles en Angleterre, Paris, 1913 (translated from
the Russian).. For iurther references, see A. H. Ifansen, Business Cycle
Theory, 1927, Ch. IV.
• Cf., e.g., the highly interestir~g analysis of the cyc~ical movement on
the basis of the Cassel-Spiethoff theory by Professor Georg Halm in his
article" Das Zinsproblem am Geld- und Kapitalmarkt" in jah"bUche,
tar Nationalokonomie und Statistik, Vol. 125, 1926, pages 1-34 and 97- 121 •
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accepted a purely monetary explanation, at least so far as the 192.91936 depression is concerned. 1
It is significant that Professor SPIETHOFF, with his quite different
theoretical background, has reached, so far as concerns the interpretation of the later phases of the upswing

and

of the situation

which leads to the collapse, substantially the same result as the
writers of the monetary over-investment school and Professor
CASSEL.

The difference between the monetary and nonStress on monetary over-investment theories concerns, as
production of the names suggest, .the ·role of money and monetary
capitalgoods.. factors and institutions in bringing about the boom
and the over-investment which leads to the collapse
and depression. The theory of the writers of this group does not
run in monetary terms; they mention monetary forces, but relegate
them to a relatively subordinate role. It can, however, be shown
that they are compelled to assume an elastic currency or credit
supply in order to prove what they wish to demonstrate. But
monetary factors are for them passive conditions which can be
taken for granted rather than impelling forces.
Both Professors SPIETHOFP and CASSEL emphatically assert that
the business cycle is characterised by changes in the production of
capital goods, especially of fixed capital equipment. The production of consumers' goods does not exhibit the same regularity of
change during the business cycle. Professo! SPIETHOFF makes the
point that upswings have occurred during which consumption has
actually fallen. This was the case, according to him, in Germany
in the years 184'-1847/48, when the economic situation of the
working classes positively deteriorated because of rising food prices
due to a series ofcrop failures. 2 But, even if no account is taken of
changes in agricultural production, which are only remotely
connected with the ups and downs of industrial production, " the
1 See, e.g., The Downfall of the Gold Standard, Oxford, 1936.
Like
Mr. Hawtrey,he believes that" the economic development of post-war
times has been so strikingly dominated by great monetary disturbances
that trade cycles of the earlier kind are no longer applicable" (The
Theory of Social Economy, Vol. II, page 538).
a See Spiethoff's article" Krisen" in the Handworle'Ybuch dey Staatswissenschalten, Vol. VI, 4th ed.~ Jena~ 192 5, page 49.
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production of consumption goods shows no marked dependence
on trade cycles. This means that the alternation between periods
of boom and slump is fundamentally a variation in the production
of fixed capital, but has no direct connection with the rest of
production. "1
§

II.

THE UPSWING

Professor SPIETHOFF describes the mechanism of
Cumulative the cumulative and self-sustaining process of expanexpansion sion, which begins to work after the dead point of
process.
the depression has been overcome, in approximately
the same way as the monetary over-investment
school. (In respect to this particular problem, indeed, there is
now much agreement even outside the schools which we have
analysed so far.) The revival of investment activity generates
income and purchasing power. Demand rises, first for capital
goods and investment materials (iron, steel, cement, lumber,
bricks) .and later also for consumption goods. Prices rise, mainly
prices of capital goods and investment materials. This stimulates
further investment. Profits are made which swell the funds
available for investment and provide an important psychological
stimulus for further expansion. Thus, like a snowball, prosperity
increases rapidly as it proceeds.
The monetary side of this process is not closely analysed. But
Professor SPIETHOFF admits that " credit is an indispensable means
to the upswing". 2 Professor CASSEL is less explicit in this
respect. But it can be inferred from various remarks which he
lets fall that he realises the necessity for an elastic currency supply.
Both writers seem to believe that monetary funds are accumulated
during the depression, on which the producers can draw during
the upswing to finance the expansion. It follows that no positive
steps need be taken by the banking system, at any rate during the
first phases of the upswing. It is, however, not denied that, after
a certain point, support by the banks is required to carryon.
1 G. Cassel: The Theory 01 Social Economy, revised ed•• London, 1932,
page 552.
• Ope cit., page 74.
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These monetary conditions and the monetary mechanism of credit
expansion have been more thoroughly explored by the monetary
school. In the writings of Professor ROBERTSON, Mr. KEYNES and
Professor PIGOU (all of whom have much in common with
SPIETHOFF and CASSEL) will, be found the best synthesis of the
monetary and non-monetary aspects of the process.

§

12..

THE DOWN-TURN (CRISIS)

The non-monetary over-investment school offers
Shortage ~l its most valuable contribution to the theory of the
capital.
business cycle in connection with the explanation
of the breakdown of the boom. The upswing
cannot go on indefinitely; but how, precisely, is it brought to an .
end?
Professor SPIETHOFF rejects all under-consumption theories
which assume that the collapse is due to a shrinkage of the demand
for consumers' goods, or to its failure to rise (owing to the lag in
the rise of wages behind the rise of prices and profits), or to the
fact that too much is being. saved by individuals and corporations.
He believes, on the <.,;ontrary, that it is an actual shortage of capital
that brings about the crisis; and he is at gre~t pains to point out
that capital shortage does not mean simply a deficiency ofmonetary
funds, but is the symptom of a serious disproportion in the
production of certain well-defined types of goods. Therefore,
monetary measures can never prevent the crisis. It is not oversaving but under-saving which is responsible for the collapse ; it is
not under-consumption but, in a sense, over-consumption which
leads to a scarcity of capital and brings about the end of the boom.
In order to show this in detail, Professor SPIETHOFF
distinguishes four categories of goods : (I) goods for current
consumption (food, clothing, etc.); (2.) durable and semi-durable
consumption goods such as residential buildings, water supply,
electric light installations, gas plants and other public utilities
(furniture and motor-cars occupy an intermediate position between
(I) and (2.)); (3) durable capital goods (fixed capital) such as mines,
ironworks, brick and cement factories, textile plants, machine
factories, railroads, power plants, etc.; (4) materials required for
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the construction of durable goods (" goods for indirect or reproductive consumption "), such as iron, steel, cement, lumber, bricks.
It is between the production of these categories of goods, he
says, that a disproportion regularly develops during the boom.
The result is a. situation in which there is shortage and plenty
at the same time. As these categories of goods are complementary,
a shortage of one category means ipso facto over-production of the
other. It is as if one glove of a pair were lost. The one that
remains constitutes a useless and unsaleable surplus stock; the
missing one represents an actual deficiency.
Over-production occurs'regularly in the case of
Overdurable capital goods, and also in the case of durable
production consumption goods. This necessarily involves a
0.( durable decrease in demand and over-production of congoods.
structional material such as iron, steel, cement, etc.
This discrepancy between demand for, and supply
of~ durable instruments has its causes on the supply side as well as
on the side of the demand. Additions to the capital equipment
are paid for out of " capital " (" Erwerbskapital "). Therefore,
the production and marketing of durable capital goods (and to a
certain extent also of durable consumption goods) must depend
on the amount of "capital" which seeks investment. (To-day
we should rather say that- the demand for such goods is constituted
by savings out of income,' plus supplements to the flow of saving
arising out of various inflationary sources-additional bank credits
and hoards of all kinds.) According to Professor SPIETHOFF, the
formation of monetary capital (" Erwerbskapital ") tends usually
to diminish at the end of the boom for various reasons. Wages
rise-which has an adverse effect on the rate of saving; and the
increased production encourages the adoption of wasteful methods
and leads to losses. Thus the demand for capital equipment
falls off.
More important, however, than the decrease in demand is the
increase in production and supply. A'large proportion of the new
capital equipment constructed during the boom is used to produce
materials which are required' 'fOl the further production of such
new equipment. So the supply rises progressively in face of a
constant or falling demand.
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This over-production has been greatly facilitated-or rather,
perhaps, made possible-by the development of modern methods
of production, which have rendered the production of fixed capital
goods largely independent oforganic growth. Professor SPIETHOFF
refers especially to the substitution of iron, steel and cement for

lumber, of mineral coal for charcoal, etc. Contributing factors are
furthermore the long interval between the beginning of the construction of plant and factory and the po~t at which they begin to
turn out their products, and the durability of these instruments.
(These latter circumstances will he discussed more fully in connection with other theories of the cycle in which they are pivotal.)
Thus there develops an over-production of
Shortage of producers' goods and durable consumers' goods.
labour
These are the remaining glove. But where is the
and means missing one? Is not the missing one a purely
of subsistence. monetary phenomenon-namely, investible funds
which could be supplied by the printing press?
No, answers Professor SPIETHOFF. The lack of monetary funds
available for investment represents a shortage ofphysical goods of a
certain kind. It becomes impossible to utilise the whole supply of
raw material and equipment destined for the construction of more
capital equipment and durable consumption goods, for the simple
reason that they alone cannot do the job. They could do it only in
collaboration with labour and incidentally with means ofsubsistence
for the labourers. A lack of investible funds simply means that
these complementary goods are not available. There we have the
missing glove. It consists of labour and consumers' goods.
From this propo~ition we must draw the conclusion (although
Professor SPIETHOFF does not do so himself) that, if the rate of
saving did increase-i.e., ifsome people did refrain from consuming
their whole income-the complementary goods would be forthcoming and the boom could continue.
If we have correctly interpreted Professor SPIETHOFFS' theory,1
his diagnosis of the disequilibrium at the end of the boom is
substantially the same as that given by the monetary overinvestment school. The allocation of factors of production to
I See the penetrating critical analysis by Professor G. Halm (loc. cit.,
pages 3°-34).
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the various stages of production does not correspond to the
flow of money. The lower stages in the structure of production
are under-developed; the higher stages which produce capital
goods are over-developed.
It might sound paradoxical that a "lack" of
Con.rumer.r' consumers' goods should be the cause of the
good.r
breakdown in the capital-goods industries. If
and capital- there is such a shortage, consumers' goods industries must flourish. But should not that be a cause
good.r
industrie.r• for rejoicing rather than for despair to the capitalgoods industries? Professor SPIETHOFF does not
analyse this objection explicitly. But, obviously, the question
must be answered in the same \\7ay as it was answered by the
monetary over-investment school.· If the necessary credit is
available and the rate of interest remains low, the prosperity of the
consumers' goods industries will automatically spread to the higher
stages, because the latter will then be in a position to compete successfully for the factors of production with the former. If unused
factors of production, unemployed labourers, surplus stocks and
idle plant) are available and if there are no special causes (e.g., lack
of confidence due to political risks) which deter people from investment in spite of profitable opportunities, an all-round increase in
production will follow with no rise, or only a slight rise, in prices.
If this, however, is not the case, if additional credit is not available
and all factors are reasonably well employed, as is the case at the
end of the boom, the rate of interest will rise and the capital-goods
industries· will not be able to retain all the factors which they used
to employ : they will be depressed although, or even because, the
consumers' goods industries prosper. (It is not d~nied that the
prosperity of the latter also will soon come to an end, because the
difficulties in the capital-goods industries will lead to a destruction
ofpurchasing power and a fall in the demand for consumers' goods.)
Such a situation is clearly possible, although it looks superficially paradoxical. The phenomenon (alleged to be frequent) 1
1 Recent statistical studies have made it verv doubtful whether such
a lag actually exists. Compare, e.g., Professor j. Tinbergen in Statistical
Testing 01 Business-Cycle Tke01'ies II. Business cycles in the United States,
1919-1937. In preparation.
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of consumers' goods industries feeling the setback of the depression
much later than the capital-goods industry is regarded as a verification of the theory. Another question, which will be raised in
connection with the discussion of rival theories, is whether this
is the only possible outcome of the boom, or whether there is
not another cause of the breakdown just as conceivable as a
shortage of capital in the sense of a relative over-development of
producers' goods industries, which is again equivalent to undersaying or over-consumption.
Professor CASSEL'S explanation of the collapse of
The Cassel the typical investment boom is much the same as
variant.
SPIETHOFF'S, although couched in different language
and not so fully· developed in terms of goods.
In the first phase of the upswing, he says, the increase in production runs parallel to, or is even caused and encouraged by, a
corresponding shift in the flow of money. That is to say, there
is a strong tendency towards an acceleration of the formation of
capital-i.e., an increase in the flow of savings. In the later phases,
capital accumulation in this sense slows down, while the production
of fixed capital equipment increases. The discrepancy between the
flow of money and the trend· of production eventually brings
about the crisis. "The typical modern trade boom does not mean
over-production, or an over-estimate of the demands of the
consumers or the needs of the community for the services of fixed
capital, but an over-estimate of the supply of capital, or of the
amount of savings available for taking over the real capitalproduced.
What is really over-estimated is the capacity 'of the capitalists to
provide savings in sufficient quantity."1

§ 13.

THE DOWNSWING (DEPRESSION)

Professor S PIETHOFF lays great emphasis on the
P{Ychological psychological reaction which is bound to come
elements.
after the excesses of the boom. Pessimism and
reluctance to invest and to embark on new
enterprises prevail during the depression. The severity and
I

The Theory of Social Economy, Vol. II, page 649.
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length of the depression depend very much on whether the boom
has collapsed with the great detonation of a crisis, financial panic
and numerous bankruptcies, or whether it has come to an end
gradually) without thunder and lightning-a point much stressed
also by Professor PrGou. Much depends also on the international
situation of the country. If the boom was financed from abroad,
the consequences of the cessation of capital investments, according
to Professor SPIETHOFF, will probably be less severe, because in
that case the capital-exporting country has to bear its share of the
difficulties and the capital-importing country is to that extent
relieved.
The process of contraction also has a cumulative nature. Pessi..
mism and reluctance to invest cause a shrinkage in the volume of
purchasing power. Money is hoarded or used to finance losses
instead of being invested and spent on producers' goods. Since
savings are not invested, everything that increases the rate of saving
(e.g., inequality in the distribution of income) has a depressing
influence. (During the upswing the influence is quite the reverse.)
Prices fall and this intensifies the prevailing pessimism. There
are many other intensifying factors of an institutional nature-e.g.,
reluctance to reduce prices, especially on the part of industries
that are cartellised, and rigidity ofwages.
The analysis of these factors, which intensify the depression,
has, however, been carried much farther 1n recent years, especially
by English writers belonging to various schools such as KEYNES,
PIGOU, ROBBINS, ROBERTSON. At this point of SPIETHOFP'S
description the monetary aspects are somewhat neglected.

§ 14. THE UPTURN

(REVIVAL)

According to Professors SPIETHOFP and CASSEL,
the revival is never brought about by an increase
in the demand for consumers' goods, but always
through increased investment. New investments
are stimulated by the lowering of construction cost
of capital equipment which ensues during the
depression as a result of reduction of \vages, fall in
the price of raw materials, reduction of interest cha~ges, adoption

Cost
adjus/ment..r
and new
investment
opportunities.
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of improved methods of production, etc. Professor· CASSEL lays
stress on the fall of the rate of interest as exercising an immediate
and powerful influence on the value of fixed capital equipment.
But on the whole, according to Professor SPIETHoFF-Professor
CASSEL is less pessimistic in this respect-these adjustments" which
are automatically made during the depression, are not of themselves
sufficient to revive the spirit of enterprise and overcome the dead
point of the depression. Stronger incentives must come from
outside, such as new inventions or discoveries of new markets or
good harvests-factors which open out new opportunities for
investment and raise the prospective rate of profit. There is
now agreement among a great number of students of the subject
that the cycles of the nineteenth century were ushered in by discoveries and inventions. In the terminology of the monetary
school, it may be said that the discrepancy between the money rate
of interest and the profit rate was brought about by a rise in the
profit rate rather than by a fall in the money rate.
It would appear that in this respect no hard-and-fast rule can
be laid down. If the rate of interest is low and credit plentiful
and easily available, the expansion will come sooner or later ; but,
if a special stimulus appears in the shape of an invention, the
opening-up of new territories or the like, the expansion will come
earlier and will gather momentum more quickly.
Many further details can be, and have been,
Schumpeter added to the picture. Psychological and sociological
and the role factors can be adduced which may play a role in
of the business bringing about an acceleration or retardation in the
pioneer.
response of entrepreneurs to existing opportunities
for profitable investment. The psychological factors will be analysed separately. At this point, however, we may
mention the explanation which Professor SCHUMPETER has offered
for the fact that innovations appear en masse. 1 One must distinguish,
1 See The Theory o{ Economic Development, Cambridge, l\iass., 1934·
(Translated from the German. The first German edition was published in
191'1.) It must, however, be noted that Professor Schumpeter puts forward
this theory, not as an explanation of the lower turning-point, but of the
movement of the system away from equilibrium. He believes that it
is possible to divide the upswing as weI} as the downswing in two sharply
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he says, between additions to our technological knowledge (that
is, inventions which create the possibility of innovations in the
productive processes actually employed) on the one hand and the
practical introduction of the new methods on the other hand.
What matters is not the discovery in the laboratory of a new process
but the actual application of a new technique-it may be, a technique the feasibility of which was discovered a long time ago.
There is no reason why inventions should not be distributed more
or less evenly in time; but there are good reasons for believing
that, in practice, new methods come into use in a mass. Only
a few business-men have the imaginative power and energy
successfully to introduce innovations such as new productive
processes for the production of goods already on the market or
the introduction of new types of goods, opening-up of new
markets, improved methods of marketing and the like. But, while
only a few are able to take the lead, many can follow. Once
someone has gone ahead and demonstrated the profitability of a
ce new combination of the factors of production " (as Professor
SCHUMPETER puts it), others can easily imitate him. Thus,
whenever a few successful innovations appear, immediately a host
llistinguishable phases: a movement towards equilibrium called revival
and recession respectively, and a movement away from equilibrium,
prosperity (or boom) and depression. Revival and prosperity constitute
the upswing, recession and depression the downswing. The recuperative
forces of adjustment inherent in the economic system are sufficient, so
Professor Schumpeter believes, to lift output and employment from the
subnormal level to which it has been reduced by the vicious spiral of
deflation during the depression phase ; no special. incentives are needed
to explain the lower turning-point. Professor Schumpeter's "genial
entrepreneur" and the crowd of imitators who follow him come in later
during the upswing and prevent the system from settling down for any
length of time at an equilibrium position.
Serious objections can be raised against this view. But the idea that
the system passes through an equilibrium, or at least approaches a normal
position, somewhere between the upper and the lower turning-point seems
to have been vaguely envisaged by many writers. It will be clearly
elaborated in Professor Schumpeter's forthcoming volume on the business
cycle. It may be added that the fact that Professor Hayek starts his
analysis from an equilibrium position seems to indicate rather a methodological principle than the proposition that the system actually passes
through an equilibrium position on its way from the lower to the upper
turning-point.
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of others follow them. (While Professor SCHUMPETER'S account
of the revival and the description of the cumulative process of
expansion fits in perfectly well with Professor SPIETHOPP'S theory t
his story of the upper tu;ning-point is quite different and will be
considered later.)

§ I 5.

RHYTHM AND PERIODICITY

We may well start the discussion ofthis section with
Business a famous metaphor from Professor SpmTHoPp'S foremechanism runner---Michael TUGAN-BARANOWSKI. 1 TUGANlikened to BARANOWSKI likens the working of the businessThe
steam-e~~ine. cycle mechanism to that of a steam.;engine.
accumulation of free, loanable capital plays the role
of the steam in the cylinder; when the pressure of the steam on the
piston attains a certain force, the resistance of the piston is overcome, the piston is set. in motion and moves to the _end of the
cylinder; an opening appears for the steam and the piston recedes
to its old position. In the same manner the accumulating free
loan capital, after having attained a certain pressure, forces its
way into industry, which it sets in motion; it is spent and
industry returns to it~ earlier position. "2
Now the question arises: What corresponds in the business
system to the fuel of the steam-engine? Why is it that the cyclical
movement goes on and on and never comes to an end? Why do
these waves of economic activity not gradually die down like the
movement of the steam-engine when no fresh fuel is added?
Professor SPIETHOPP'S answer to these questions must be inferred
from his theory in general, because he does not put the· question
explicitly.
The fact that oscillations are large is to be
Inevitability explained by the cumulative nature of the expansion
of the cycle. and contraction process, which again is largely
due to psychological reactions. Expansion creates
optimism which stimulates investment and intensines expansion.
Contraction creates pessimism, which increases contraction.
U

1
I

Studien fur Geschichte de" Handelsktisen in England, Jena.
Loc. cit., page 251.
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Expansion comes to an end because it is almost impossible to
estimate correctly the supply of savings and capital. The
construction of capital goods must be undertaken in anticipation
of demand, which in turn is constituted by saving and cannot
be foreseen correctly. The durability of instruments on the one
hand and the length of the construction period on the other make
it difficult for supply and demand to keep pace.
The state of depression is interrupted (a) because it creates
automatically a situation favourable to the revival of investment,
(b) because pessimism disappears with the lapse of time, and
(c) because of the introduction of stimuli from outside. Professor
SPIETHOFF would probably subscribe to Professor PIGOU'S theory
of the mutual generation of errors of optimism and pessimism
'
(which will be discussed later on 1).
Professor CASSEL says explicitly that the cyclical movement
would gradually die down, if no ~timuli were provided from time
to time from the outside in the shape of inventions and discoveries.
On the whole, it may be said that the question has not been
systematically discussed or satisfactorily answered by the writers
of the school under review. But the tenor of the theory suggests
an answer in terms of both endogenous and exogenous forcesi.e., of responses of the economic system to shocks from without.
There is, however, an idea vaguely indicated at
Re-investlnent various points in Professor SPIETHOPP'S writings
cycles.
which can be used for the explanation of the regular
recurrence of cycles of prosperity and depression.
I mean the idea that the massing of the construction of fixed capital
equipment at certain dates or during certain short periods of time
gives rise to the recurrence of such outbursts of investment, or
rather re-investment, in the future, owing to the fact that machinery
and other durable equipment installed around a certain date will
come up for replacement massed, although probably less densely,
around a certain date in the future. This idea that, given an
initial boom in capital construction, replacement tends to assume
a cyclical pattern, that re-investment moves in cycles, can be traced
back to Karl MARX. It has been fully elaborated with all necessary
1

See Chapter 6, § 2, page 148 below.
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qualifications by Dr. ]ohan EINARSEN, who has also written its
history and has applied the principle to a concrete case with the
help of modem statistical devices in his admirable study, Reinvestment Cycle..r and their Manife..rtation in the Norwegian Shipping Indu..rtry.l

§ 16.

INTERNATIONAL COMPLICATIONS

The question of international complications has not been exhaustively and systematically treated by the theorists of the present
group; but it is in principle not very difficult to imagine how. the
cyclical movement in one country must be assumed, from the point
of view of the non-monetary over-investment theory, to influence
other countries and to be influenced by international trade conditions. What has been said in this respect in connection with the
monetary over-investment theory applies also to the non-monetary
version of the over-investment school. It has been mentioned
already that the opening of investment opportunities in new
territories is considered to have been one of i the most potent
incentives for the revival of investment during the 19th century. 2

C. Over-investment resulting from Changes in the Demand
for Finished Goods: The Principle of Acceleration and Magnification
of Derived Demand

§ 17.

INTRODUCTION

The monetary over-investment theory starts
from the discrepancy between the natural and the
money rate of interest, and holds monetary factors
responsible for the recurrence of over-investment
and disequilibrium. The non-monetary branch
of the over-investment school emphasises nonmonetary factors, technological. changes, innovations and discoveries. The difference between the two types of over-investment

Influence of
consumers'
demand on
ifJ1Je.stment.

1

Published by the University Institute of Economics, Oslo, 1938.

See also article by the same author, " Reinvestment Cycles" in the

Remew ot Economic Statistics, Vol.

20, February 1938.
This idea is fundamental to the Neo-Marxian theory of Imperialism
of such writers as Rosa Luxemburg, Akkumulation des Kapitals, and
I
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theories is not very great : there are intermediate positions, and
the two types shade off into each other. They are at one in the
belief that the impetus which sets the process of expansion in
motion comes from the side of investment and not from that
of consumption. Demand for consumers' goods is, however,
affected indirectly by changes in investment; and variations in
the demand for consumers' goods are an important link in the
cumulative processes of expansion and contraction. But it has
not been sufficiently investigated how changes in consumers'
demand react back on investment.
We have now to discuss an explanation of the business cycle,
given by a number of writers, which assigns a leading role to
changes in the demand for consumers' goods. It is the proposition that, for technological reasons, slight changes in the demand
for consumers' goods produce much more violent variations in
the demand for producers' goods. This proposition alon~ does
not furnish a c9rnplete theory of the business cycle. It must be
combined with other relationships between economic variables,
and there are various possible schemes into which it can be fitted.
It does not necessarily lead to the over-investment theory; and, in
fact, .the explanations which are built on the acceleration principle
are not as a rule classified as over-investment theories. But we
shall see that it can easily be combined with the over-investment
explanation. The acceleration principle and the over-investment
theory as discussed in the preceding pages are in reality not alternative but complementary explanations. The proposition that
changes in demand for consumers' goods are transmitted with
increasing intensity to the higher stages of production serves,
in conjunction with other factors which have already been mentioned, as an explanation of the cumulative force and self-sustaining nature of the upward movement. It adds an important touch
to the picture of the typical business cycle as painted by the overinvestment theoreticians. The matter is of the greatest practical
importance for the reason that much light is shed on the fact, which
in the last few years has been more and more recognised and
Fritz Sternberg, Imperialismus (t928). For a brief review,. criticism and
references to this literature compare H. Neisser, Some International
Aspects of the Business Cycle, Philadelphia, 1936, pages 161- 1 72 •
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emphasised, that it is the production of durable goods, of consumers'
goods as well as of capital goods, which fluctuates most violently
during the business cycle.
The following authors have developed the acceleration principle
-Albert AFTALION,1 BICKERDIKE,2 Mentor BOUNIATIAN,8 T. N.
CARVER,' and MARCO FANNO. 6 In recent years, it has been
expounded most fully by]. M. CLARK,' SIMON KUZNETS," A. C.
PIGOU s and R. F. HARROD.' W. C. MITCHELL,10 D. H. ROBERl'SON,l1 and A. SPIETHOFp12 have incorporated it into their account
of the cycle as a contributory factor. 13 Mr. HARROD has, without
much reference to the previous literature, rechristened the principle
as "the Relation ".le
The discussion will proceed in two stages. First, the economictechnological principle will be expounded with the necessary
Les crises periodiques de surproduction, Paris, 19T3.
"A Non-monetary Cause of Fluctuations in Employment" in Econom'ic Journal, September 1914.
• Les crises economiques, Paris, 1922 ; 2nd ed., 1930.
, "A Suggestion for a Theory of Industrial Depressions" in Quarterly
Journal 0/ Economics, May 190 3.
~ Beitrage zur Geldtheorie, ed. by :Hayek.
• " Business Acceleration and the Law of Demand tt in Journal of
Political Economy, ~Iarch 1917. Economics of Overhead Costs, Chicago,
U.S.A., 1923. Controversy with Ragnar Frisch in Journal of Political
Economy, October and December 193T, April 1932. Strategic Factors in
Business Cycles, New York, 1934, pa~es 33 et seq.
7 " Relations between Capital Goods and Finished Products in the
Business Cycle" in Economic Essays in Honour 01 Wesle}' Clair Mdchell,
New York, 1935.
• Industrial Fluctuations, 2nd ed., 1929, Ch. IX.
• The Trade Cycle, Oxfqrd, 1936, Ch. II.
10 Business Cycles, 1913.
11 A Study 01 Industrial Fluctuation, London, 1915, Part I, Ch. 2. Banking Policy a1~d the Price Level, 3rd improved ed., London, 1932, Ch. 2.
11 If Krisen " in Handworterbuch der Staat.swissenschaften, 1925.
11 Compare also the critical discussion of the principle by J. Tinbergen,
" Statistical Evidence on the Acceleration Principle ". in Economica,
Vol. V (New Series), May 1938, pages 164-176. Professor Tinbergen
does not find much statistical evidence, but this is not surprising in
view of the many qualifications which must be made (see below in
the text).
U This would not seem to be a fortunate terminology, because, apart
from the relation between consumption and investment which is postulated by the acceleration principle, there are relations between the two
magnitudes of another kind (see below).
1
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qualifications and amplifications; and secondly the way in which
it can be used, within the framework of the over-investment
theory, for the explanation of the business cycle will be examined.

§

18.

STATEMENT OF THE PRINCIPLE

Changes in demand for, and production of, finished goods and
services tend to give rise to much greater changes in the demand
for, and production of, those producers' goods which are used for
their production. "Finished goods" need not be interpreted
in the narrow sense as consumers' goods, but in a broader sense:
goods at any stage are" finished" relatively to the preceding stage
of .production. The acceleration principle holds, not only for
consumers' goods in respect to the preceding stage, but for all
intermediate goods with regard to their respective preceding stages
of production. Slight changes in the demand for consumers'
goods may thus be converted into violent changes in demand for
goods of a higher order; and, as this intensification tends to work
through all stages of production, it is quite natural that fluctuations
should be most violent in those stages of production which are
farthest removed from the sphere of consumption. It may even
happen that a slackening ~n the rate of growth of demand in one
stage is converted into an actual decline in demand for the product
of the preceding stage.
We can distinguish three cases of the working of
Demand for the acceleration principle which, as we shall see, can
durable goods be easily brought under a single formula.
and commodity (a) Durable pr()ducers' goods.-The intensification
stocks.
runs here from changes iri demand for the finished
goods (which may be durable or perishable) to
changes in demand for durable producers' goods (machines,
buildings, etc.) required for the production of the finished
article.
(b) Durable and semi-durable consumption goods such as apartmenthouses, automobiles, wireless apparatus, etc. Here the intensification runs from changes in demand for the service (apartments) .
to changes in demand for the instrument Whi{':Jl provides the
service (houses).
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(c) Commodity stocks.-Even if there are no individually durable
producers' goods (such as machines), there may be an intensification
running from changes in demand for the product to changes in
demand for
various goods in process, in cases where a certain
stock of these various goods has to be held, the amount ofwhich
is relatively fixed in proportion to the magnitude of the output.
Such necessary stocks can be regarded as durable in toto, although
the parts which'constitute the whole are perishable individually.
In order to illustrate the working of the principle,
Monetary we assume a change in demand for a particular
aspects.
finished article-say for shoes, hats, automobilesand investigate the influence of this change on
derived demand for producers' goods in the preceding stage. Two
very important questions which come at once to the mind will be
discussed later, viz. : (I) Where does this first increase in' demand
originate-i.e., is it due to a switch-over of purchasing power from
other uses so that, as the demand for commodity A increases, there
is a corresponding decrease in the demand for B, or does it constitute a net increase in aggregate demand out of inflationary sources?
Again, (2.) How is the induced change in the demand for, and
production of, producers' goods financed? By an expansion
of credit or by current savings? Obviously, these problems
are closely connected with the problem of the place of the acceleration principle in the theory of the cycle. They will be discussed
later. For the moment we shall assume that there is an increase
in the demand for particular commodities-wherever this increase
comes from-and shall endeavour to explain why the derived
demand changes more violently.

the

§ 19.

ACCELERATION OF DERIVED DEMAND DUE TO THE EXISTENCE
OF DURABLE PRODUCERS' GOODS

Take

the

following-static-situation.

The

Preliminary value of the yearly output of (say) shoes is 100.
statement of The original and replacement cost of the fixed
the principle. capital equipment-that is, c;>f durable means of
production which we shall call "machines"required for this output is 500, 10% of which' must be replaced
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each year, because the machinery wears out at that rate. In other
words, the lifetime of such a machine is ten years. Under this
assumption, new machines at the cost of 50 must be constructed
each year for replacement.! Now suppose the demand for shoes
rises, so that, if it is to be satisfied, production must be increased
by 10% to 110 a year. If there is no excess capacity and if
methods of production are not changed, this increase necessitates an
increase of 10% in the stock of fixed capital-that is, an additional
production of machinery of 50, which brings the total production of
machines from 50 to 100. So an increase of 10% in the demand
for, and production of, £nished goods necessitates an increase of
100% in the annual production of equipment.
The absolute
magnification of the change in demand is from 10 to 50 ; an
increase in current production of 10 requires new investment of 50. 2
But this increased volume of production of machines can be
maintained only if the demand for consumers' goods goes on rising
by the same annual amount of 10. If, in the second year, the
increase in demand for shoes slows down to (say) 5) so that the
demand for shoes in the second year is 115, the demand for machines
will be 75 (50 for replacement and 2.5 for additional machines).
Derived demand has therefore fallen absolutely in consequence
of a mere decrease in the rate of increase of the demand for the
finished product. Assuming replacement demand constant,
derived demand for durable producers' goods changes with the rate
1 A continuous replacement presupposes, of course, that the existing
capital stock has been constructed in a continuous series of instalments.
If that is not the case, replacement will be also discontinuous. "Replacement waves" may ensue, if the construction of the capital stock
proceeds by fits and starts.
I This statement is somewhat simplified for purposes of exposition.
It is here tacitly assumed that the demand for, and supply of, the finished
product jumps suddenly at the beginning of a new year to the extent
of 10 per annum. Simultaneously, new machines must be available
to the extent of 50, which, added to the replacement output of 50 per
annum, brings the total machine output for the year to 100. It would
be more realistic perhaps to suppose that the rise in demand comes about
grad~ally and evenly in the course of the year. In this case the machine
output would, as before, be 100 (i.e. an increase of 50 over the year before
the expansion began) ; but the augmentation of the output of the finished
product would amount only to 10 /2 = 5. It is further assumed that machines
retain their productive efficiency unimpaired throughout their lifetime.
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of change-and not with the direction of the absolute change of the
final demand; it does not, in other words, depend on whether final
demand is rising or falling in an absolute sense.
The assumption that replacement demand is
Replacement constant calls for a quantitative qualification to which
demand.
Professor FRISCH l has drawn attention. If capital
equipment is being continuously increased by equal
amounts per unit of time, the demand for replacement must rise
after a while to a new level. In our numerical example, this point
would be reached after ten years, when the 50 additional machines
of the first year are worn out and must be replaced. If at this
point the demand for the finished product ceases to rise, the
disappearance of the demand for additional machines will be
compensated by the increase in replacement demand. Hence it
is not quite correct to say that a decrease in the rate of increase
of demand for the finished product must always lead to an actual
decrease in the derived demand. It is worthy of note, however, that
in each situation (under the conditions assumed) there is one, and
only one, state of demand for finished goods-sometimes a rising
or falling, sometimes a constant, demand-which will preserve
stability in the demand for machines. The exact relationship
between the various magnitudes involved could be formulated
mathematically. 2 We shall see later that a number of restricting
and modifying qualifications must be made : it seems hardly
worth while therefore at this point to attempt an absolute precision
which cannot in any case be maintained in applying the theorem.
One point should, however, be clearly realised:
Influence of and that is the circumstance that the degree of
degree of magnification of derived demand depends ceteris
durability. paribus upon the durability of the machines. If we
assume the service life of the machine to be twice
as long-viz., twenty years-the replacement demand for a stock
1 "The
Inter-relation between Capital Production and Consumer
Taking" in Journal of Political Economy, Vol. 39, October 193 1, page 64 6•
See also the subsequent discussion between Frisch and J. M. Clark in
Vols. 39 and 40 of Joufnal of Political Economy. Pigou has already
made sufficient allowance for this quantitative qualification in his formulation of the acceleration principle in his Industrial Fluctuations, Ch. IX.
II See the above-mentioned article by Frisch.
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of 500 is only 25 per year. But, if an increase in demand of 10 %
for the finished goods supervenes and requires an increase in the
stock of equipment of 10 %, the total production of machines
jumps from 25 to 75 -i.e., it is trebled, instead of doubled as in the
previous case of a service life of ten years. To go to the other
extreme: suppose the service life is zero; that is to say, suppose
that there are no durable means of productiqn but only materials
and labour. Then, in a static situation in regard to production,
there being no permanent stocks, the whole supply of materials
must at once be replaced. ~ If the output of the finished article
(shoes) is 100, and the material (leather) used for this is 50, the
whole amount must be replaced. If the demand for shoes then
rises by 10 °h to I 10, the production of leather must rise also by
10 % to 55.
There is no magnification at all.
The qualifications of the principle which are implicit in our
assumptions should be kept in mind. The existence of unused
capacity is excluded, and a fixed relationship between output and
capital equipment is assumed. These and other qualifications have
their counterpart in the other two cases set forth in § 20 and § 2 I
below, and will be discus~ed in connection with the combined
statement of all three cases.

§

20.

ACCELERATION OF DERIVED DEMAND IN THE CASE
OF DURABLE CONSUMPTION GOODS

The case of durable consumption goods is perhaps
the most important of the three. As an example,
with previous. take apartment-houses. The situation is exactly
case.
analogous to the case of the production of shoes
analysed in. § 19. We have only to substitute
'c annual service of the house " for " annual production of shoes ",
and U apartment-houses" for" machines used for the production
of shoes". In other words, we can conceive of the durable
consumption goods as producing a stream of services.
We start again from a static situation. The annual production
of the service (housing accommodation as measured, say, by
apartment rent) is 100. The stock of durable goods-that is, of
houses-from which this stream ofservices originates is (say) 1,000,
Analogy
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of which 100 (10%) must be replaced each year, corresponding to'a
durability of ten years. If there is an increase in the demand for
apartments of 10%, the number of houses, or rather the amount
of ·dwelling-space, must also be increased by Io%-which means a
doub'jng of the construction of new houses, 100 for replacement
and 100 as addition to the existing stock. Thus, an addition to
the annual flow of servir~s of I 0 ne~essitates an investment of 100.
The further analysis is exactly the same as in the case of the shoes.
The case of less durable goods such as motor-cars may also be
analysed in the same way by distinguishing between the flow of
services and the durable instrument whose value is a multiple
of the value of its annual service. (There is, of course, this important institutional difference that, in the case of dwelling-houses,
the ownership of the instrument is usually or frequently divorced
from the use of the services, while the consumer of the services of
an automobile is, as a rule, the owner of the instrument. The
technological principle is not altered by this· circumstance; but it
has other consequences which will be discussed later.)
One important quantitative peculiarity of certain
Depreciation types of durable consumers' goods may be pointed
and running out at this point. The cost of the final service
cost.
(annual rent of an apartment) consists of two parts
-viz., the contribution of the durable instrument
and the runping expenses (heating, water, maintenance, etc.).
If demand for the service rises, the acceleration principle becomes
effective in respect of the ~st part. The quantitative effect-that
is, the absolute ma~nification of derived demand-depends, other
things (especially the durability of the instrument) being equal,
upon the relative importance of the two parts. In the case of the
dwelling-space, the contribution of the durable instrument (the
house) is probably relatively large, say four-fifths of the cost of
the total output. In our example of the shoe factory, we assumed
that the total output was 100, of which only one half consisted of
contribution of the durable instruments, the other half consisting of materials and labour. Under these assumptions, other
things being equal, the absolute magnification of derived demand
is much greater in the case of an increase in the demand for apartments than in the case of an equal increase in the demand for shoes.

the
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If the demand for shoes rises from 100 to 1 10, the demand for
machines rises from 5 to 100. If the demand for apartments rises
from 100 to I 10, the demand for houses rises from 80 to 16o.

°

§ 21.
AS A RESULT OF

ACCELERATION OF DERIVED DEMAND

nm

EXISTENCE OF PERMANENT STOCKS OF GOODS

Even if there are no durable means of production,

Analogy there may be a certain magnification of derived
'With previous .demand, if distributors and producers hold stocks
cases.
in a fixed (or relatively fixed) proportion to the
rate of sales or production. The assumption that
the stock bears a fixed proportion to the rate of sales or to output
is the counterpart of the assumption that there is a fixed relationship
between output and n1acmnes.
Let us start again with a static situation, say, with a monthly sale
of 100,000 pairs of shoes. Suppose that dealers usually hold permanent stocks equal in magnitude to the sales of one month and
that demand and sales rise to 110,000 and the increase is believed
to be lasting. Dealers will then increase their orders with producers
by m.ore than their sales have gone up in order to bring their stocks
up to the usual ratio to sales. They will order 12.0,000 pairs; but
the larger orders will be maintained only if sales go on rising. If
the increase in sales ceases at the end of one month, even though
there is no decrease, stocks will no longer be augIIlented and orders
for producers will fall to 1 I 0,000 (although not to the original level
of 100)000).
The principle works~ however, in the other direction as well.
H the demand for shoes falls off, dealers will reduce stocks and their
orders will therefore fall by more than the amount by which their
sales have decreased. Derived demand fluctuates more violently.
Although from the formal mathematical point of
Some
view the parallelism between the case of stocks and
qualifications. the case of fixed capital is complete, the case of the
stocks presents some quantitative peculiarities, the
consequence of which is to imply much more drastic qualifications
and reservations in the' application of the principle. (I) The
assumption of a comparatively fixed relationship between sales
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and stocks is much more precarious, and subject to more serious
and frequent exceptions, than the corresponding assumption as
to the fixity of the ratio between output and capital equipment.
Stocks can be easily diminished or increased: they can be consumed
rapidly, and are therefore subject to speculative cLangl~s. (z) The
durability is smaller than in the case of fixed equipment. Hence
replacement demand responds much more rapidly to an increase
in output and sales in the case of stocks than in the case of m~chines.
If new machinery with a service life of ten" years is installed, its
installation does not affect replacement demand until after ten years.
If sales go up and stocks are increased correspondingly, replacement demand rises in the succeeding period.
For these reasons, the stocks factor is less likelyto exhibit clearly
the acceleration of derived demand than the fixed capital factor.

§

22.

GENERALISED STATEMENT OF THE PRINCIPLE

In all three cases which h~ve been distinguished, the relevant
circumstance is that, in order to increase the rate of output, it is
usually necessary to. make heavy immediate investments in the
shape of stocks or-what is in practice much more importantin fixed capital, the fruits of which investments mature only in the
more or less distant future.
The same thing can be put in another way. The durability of instruments makes it necessary to provide all at once for future demand
over a considerable· period. The supply required to satisfy the
demand for any given period to come must be produced immediately
and stored up in the shape of stocks and durable instruments.
If we assume that there is a periodic up-and-down movement in
the demand for a finished article as represented by a sine curve,
the movement in the requirements for the capital equipment has to
be represented by a steeper curve of the same type. This derived
curve, which represents the effect, will usually show a lead vis-a-vis
its cause. It will reach the high points and low points before the
causal curve. This is a rather paradoxical situation, because one
would expect the cause to precede the effect and" not the effect the
cause. But the dominant factor is, with certain qualifications which
have been made above (§ 19), not the direction of the change (the
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mere fact that demand for the finished product is rising or falling
absolutely), but the rate of change, or changes in the rate ofchange,
in the demand for the finished prbduct.

§ 2.3.

QUALIFICATIONS

We spoke of changes in "the requirements for
capital equipment". If we want to substitute for
this "demand" for, or "production" of, capital
goods, we must consider that demand and production cannot become negative.1 As soon as the
production of capital goods falls to zero-the
demand for the finished product continuing to decline--excess
capacity will develop; and, when demand for the finished product
rises again, the production of capital goods will not be: resumed
until after the accumulated surplus has been absorbed. So long
as there is unused capacity (or dealers are overstocked),2 the
acceleration principle of derived demand will not come into play.
Excess capacity has been excluded by the assumpVariable tion that there is a constant ratio between rate of
proportions output on the one hand and capital equipment and
of factors. stocks on the other. In reality, this ratio is not
constant, even apart from inventions and improvements in the technique of proditction which allow an increase in
output per unit of capital equipment. Exi~ting.capital equipment

Limited
application
in negative
sense.

1 This point has been well put by Professor J. Tinbergen.
I n the
article mentioned on page 87, he says:
U In its more rigorous form, the acceleration principle can only
be true if the following .conditions are fulfilled.
U (a)
Very strong decreases in consumers' goods production
must not occur. If the prinCiple were right, they would lead
to a corresponding disinvestment and this can only take place
to the extent of replacement... If annual replacement amounts
to 10% of the stock of capital goods, then a larger decrease in
this stock than IO~{, per annum is impossible. A decrease in
conSl1mers' goods production of 15% could not lead to a 15~{,
decrease in physical capital as the acceleration principle would
require. It is interesting that this limit is the sharper the
greater the duration of life of the capital goods considered. n
I The term "unused capacity" lnust be interpreted with great care.
There is always some inferior capacitywbich can handle an increase of
demand.
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may be utilised more or less intensively: Overtime can be
worked or more hands can be·· engaged. Nor is this all. If
demand for the product rises and new machinery has to be installed,
the durability of the new equipment may be different. Whether
more or less durable machines are employed, whether more or
less fixed capital is combined with a given amount of labour and
circulating capital, depends among many other things on the rate

of interest and the rate of wages and on the general outlook, that
is the expectations 'entertained by producers about the future development of wages, interest and other· cost items on the one hand
and the future state of demand on the other.
This raises very fundamental questions, and it might be well
to reflect once more on the essential nature of the principle.
In its more rigorous form, it postulates a certain quantitative
relationship between the production of finished goods and that
of their means of production. In a less ambitious form, taking
all qualifications into consideration, it simply says that an increase
in demand for, and production of, consumers' goods fends to
stimulate investment and that a fall in the former tends to affect
the latter adversely.
In this less ambitious sense, its validity can hardly
Various be doubted. It should, however, be noted that
interrelations this does not preclude the possibility of (a) there
between
being causal connections between the production
con.rumption of consumers' goods and investment of a different
and investment. sort than the one ~ostulated by our principle and
even operating in the opposite direction in certain
cases,l and (b) the production of capital goods (investment) being
influenced, not only by changes in the demand for consumers'
goods, but by other factors as well. It may perhaps be said
that any investment, directly or indirectly, is looking forward to,
and is made in the expectation of, a future demand for consumers'
,goods. But, as Professor HANSEN has pointed out,2 there are
Compare e.g., § 4 of this chapter, page 45 above.
See his criticism of Harrod's rather unqualified utilisation of the
acceleration principle in The Quarterly Journal 01 Economics, Vol. 51,
May 1937, pages 509 et seq. (now reprintec1 in Full Recovery or Stagnation,
New York, 1938).
1
I
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types of investment which look forward for their utilisation to a
very distant future-e.g., the opening up of a new region by the
constr :ction of a railroad. In such cases, the connection between
the investment and the present state and recent movement of the
demand for consumers' goods is very slender. Long-run expectations determine investment decisions ofthis sort, and the influenceof
the current output offinished goods on these expectations can hardly
be assumed to follow a uniformly defined quantitative pattern.!
Besid"es these adventurous kinds of investments, there are other
investments, in working and fixed capital, which follow more or
less closely the ups and downs of consumers' demand-routine
investments one might call them. It is with these that the acceleration principle in its more rigorous form is concerned.

§ 2.4.

THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE PRINCIPLE OF DERIVED DEMAND
TO THE EXPLANATIOI\l OF THE GENERAL BUSINESS CYCLE

It has sometimes been assumed that, in order to
utilise the acceleration principle for the explanation
of the general business cycle, one has to presuppose
a cyclical alternation of expansion and contraction
in consumers' demand. 2 The acceleration principle
then serves to explain the larger fluctuations in the
capital-goods industries. The situation is, however,
much more involved, because consumers' demand
and capital production (investment) interact on one another.
In order to throw light on this inter-relation, the two questions
which have been raised above and reserved for later discussion
must now be dealt with.

Reciprocal
action
of consumers'
demand
and capital
production.

! This has also been well put by Professor D. H. Robertson. " ... Some
of the principal forms of investruent in the modern world-the instruments of power-productionl .of transport, of office activity-are, after
alll very loosely geared to the visible demand for particular types of
consumption goods and depend rather on fairly vague estimates of the
future progress of whole areas and populations. (See his review of
Harrod's The Trade Cycle in The Canadian Journal oj Economics and
Political Science, Vol. III, 19371 pa.ge 126,)
• Criticism by C. O. Hardy hefore the American Statistical Association,
December 1931. Quoted by J. M. Clark in Journ.al 01 Political Economy,
October I93z, page 693.
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Where does the increase in the demand for the
N aft.lre of the finished· product come from? Two cases· have to
initial
be distinguished, viz. : (a) the case of a net
impulse. increase in aggregate demand due to a monetary
change, an increase in the quantity of money,
dishoarding or an increase in the velocity of circulation; and
(b) the case of a mere shift in demand from one commodity or
group of commodities to another.
Ad (a). If an (inflationary) increase in the aggregate demand
for finished goods in terms. of money takes place) the acceleration
principle is sufficient explanation of the marked stimulation experienced in the higher stages of production. Demand for capital
goods rises, and this involves a rise in demand for bank credit.
The profit rate rises, and our principle reveals an important factor
which makes for progressive expansion and adds to the cumulative
- force of the upswing.
Ad (b). The situation is rather different where there has been
no rise in aggregate income, but only a shift in demand from
commodity A to commodity B. Demand for capital goods derived
from A falls, demand derived from B rises. Do not these two
changes cancel each other out, so that, on balance, activities in
industries producing producers' goods will not be stimulated?
The answer is that they may cancel out, but that there is not only
no necessity for them to do so but even a probability against it.
It is likely that in many cases a net increase in demand for producers'
goods will result.
The outcome will mainly depend' on three circum·
Factors
stances: first; on the relative importance and
affecting durability of fixed capital in the production of A
the outcome. and B; secondly, on the existence 'or non-existence
of unused capacity and pn the relative magnitude
of the same in the two industries; thirdly, on whether and to what
extent the machinery used· for the production of A can also be
used for the production ofB.
14 in the production of B (say automqbiles), the demand for
which has risen, fixed capital plays a more important role, and a
more durable equipment is needed than in the production of A
(say textiles) where demand has fallen, then this shift in demand
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for finished goods will induce a considerable increase in the demand
for capital goods.
But, even if the proportion of fixed to working capital and the
durability of the fo.rmer is the same for A and B, it is quite possible
that the shift in demand from A to B will create a net increase in
demand for fixed capital (provided the machinery producing A is
such that it cannot be used for the production of B). The principle
of acceleration of derived demand works in both directions, as we
know. But, inthe downward direction, its operation is limited by
the fact that production cannot fall below zero. If, therefore, in
the case of a shift of demand from A to B, the demand for machinery
producing A falls to zero, this loss 'may very well be more than
compensated by an increase in the demand for new equipment
producing B.I
The net result
of a shift in the demand for finished products
I
on the demand for capital goods will be lessened, if machinery
producing A can be used without alteration, or with only slight
alterations, for the production of B. It is very likely that, in some
higher stage, the two streams of production, traced backward from
A and B, coincide.. The steel industry, for example, is common to
a number of Industries besides A and B-e.g., railway construction and the building industry. Obviously, it makes a great
difference whether the production processes of A and B" coincide
in (say) the second,. Ot only in the fifth, stage of production.
If the two commodities A, and B are far removed from one
another in the sphere of production, only a small part of the
fixed' capital devoted to the production of A can be used for
the production of B; and so in the event of a shift of demand
from A to B, any increase in the demand for new equipment
and for the materials needed to construct it will be comparatively strong.

1 It follows that the expansionary effect of. a shift in the demand is
more likely to be great if it occurs during a period when the demand for
equipment in both industries is at a relatively low level. If it takes place
while a general expansion is in progress, the acceleration principle has
free play to operate in both directions and the effects on industry A and B
are therefore more likely to compensate each other.
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Two alternatives are open. for (liscussion. The
new investments can be financed (a) by means of
of ftllalking current savings or (b) by way of inBation through
the III.
the creation of new bank credit and/or more inten·
i1lllesfmtnl. sive utilisation of existing means of payment. In
other words, the increased investment mayor may
not be. consistent with the maintenance of the stability of the
monetary circulation-i.e., of MV.
Ad (a). Suppose that, with the working of the acceleration
principle, a shift or an increase in the aggregate demand for finished
goods affords new investment opportunities, but that the supply
of capital in terms of money is not increased by way of inflation.
There is no elastic credit supply, and no hoards of any sort which
producers can draw on. The consequence will be a rise in the
rate of interest. This will produce a retrenchment ofinvestmentof reinvestment or new investment, as the case may be-in
different branches of industry, offsetting the increased investment
in industries in which the demand for the finished product has risen.
The aggregate demand for producers' goods cannot therefore rise.
Ad (b). It is of course recognised by the leading exponent
of the acceleration principle, Professor J. M. CLARK, that the
principle cannot serve as an explanation of the business cycle,
nor even as an incomplete and partial explanation, except in
conjunction with an elastic credit supply. Unless it entails a
credit expansion, an in~rease in investment in particular branches
of industry cannot produce a general up-tum in business activity.
]f there has been an increase in the circulating. medium, income and
demand for finished goods will rise; this will further stimulate investtnent, and so a cumulative process of expansion will be started.
The acceleration principle is thus assimilated by the over.investment theory, and adds an important feature to the· picture of the
c:ycle as drawn in the preceding sections.
Ooser analysis reveals further points of connecFNrfher:
tion between the acceleration principle and the
fonsiderations. over-investment theory.
The, fact that durable instruments are required
in order to satisfy current demand for finished goods or services
Jnay be characterised, in the terminology of the monetary over-
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investment theory, as an incentive to the initiation of roundabout
methods of production. The more durable the instrument, the
longer the roundabout methods of production.
It has been mentioned already that the durability of the instruments, and the amount invested in them in response to an increase
in demand for a finished product, cannot be taken as economic
constants, determined solely and rigidly by the state oftechnological
knowledge. As a rule, there are various methods of production
to choose between; and more or less durable equipment can be
installed, the more durable varieties being more costly. (Less
durable instruments which cost as much as their more durable
rivals are, of course, ruled out as uneconomical from the beginning.)
The choice between these depends mainly on the rate of interest.
The lower the rate the more durable the instrument and the longer
the roundabout process of production. There is, furthermore,
the risk factor. In an atmosphere of optimism and confidence,
people will be more inclined to undertake heavy investmentr
than in a state of uncertainty and fear. Also the rapidity of
replacement of existing equipment, and therefore the length of its
service life, will be influenced by these factors.
The production of durable consumers' goods may give rise to
credit expansion no less than the production of durable producers'
goods. If demand .for apartments rises, the construction of
houses may be undertaken with the help of inflationary bank
credit. In the case of semi-durable goods, such as automobiles,
where it is usually the instrument (and not only the service) that
is bought by the last consumer out of his income, an instalment
purchase scheme may enable consumers to extend their current
purchases beyond their current income. Thus a slight increase in
the income which allows its recipient to increase current consumption may bring about a much larger increase in demand in general.
Naturally, not only art acflla/, but also an antinpated, increase
in demand for a finished product may bring about an increase in
investment many times as large as the expected annual increase
in demand for the finished product.
All these considerations bring out the importance of the role
played by the acceleration principle in the mechanism of expansion
as described by over-investment theorists.
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After the upward movement has been started, the acceleration
principle explains the rapid absorption of unused factors of production in the upper stages of production. Naturally, the principle
cannot work unobstructed after all the factors, or· particular types
of the factors, of production have become fully employed. But
these questions have been discussed above in connection with the
monetary over-investment school.
The nature of the cumulative process of expansion
Causes
having been thus explained, there remain various
of the
possibilities of explaining the collapse of the
breakdown. boom. One explanation is that sooner or later a
shortage of capital in the previously defined sense
arises.
It has been pointed out above that a decrease in the rate of
increase of demand for a finished product (say railway lines) need
not entail an actual- decrease in demand for, and production of,
producers' goods (say steel). It is possible that the decrease in
new demand will be compensated by an increase in replacement
demand. If the construction of new railway lines decreases only
after a long period, the steel industry need not experience any
decline at all. Whether this _condition can be fulfilled depends
to a large extent (but not wholly) on the availability of capital.
If a shortage of capital develops, -railway construction must be
curtailed and the steel industry will suffer a decline in demand.
We observe here again a close interrelation between the overinvestment theory and the acceleration principle.
But shortage of capital is not the only conceivable explana.tion
of the breakdown. Professor AFTALION, who is amongst the
exponents of the acceleration principle, has put forward the theory
that the turning-point comes, not because the new investments
cannot be completed owing to a shortage of capital, but, on the
contrary, after the new roundabout processes of production
(construction of durable instruments) have been completed and
begin to pour out consumers' goods. Prices faIl; consumers'
goods industries. become depressed; and this depression is transmitted with increasing violence to the higher stages of production.
This line of thought will be discussed again in connection with
under-consumption theories.

•
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A somewhat· different standpoint in this matter is taken up by
Professor ROPK~, who has recently laid great stress on the acceleration principle as affording an explanation of why a serious breakdown is unavoidable after a period of rapid expansion. t His
analysis of the role of the acceleration principle in the mechanism
of expansion is the same as that which is· given above. He does
not, however, explain the ensuing breakdown by the emergence
of capital shortage or of an insufficiency of consumers' demand:
nor does he believe that the breakdown can be avoided by more
saving (as the capital shortage theorists do) or by more spending
(as the under-consumption theorists do). He believes that, owing
to the operation of the acceleration principle, a situation in the
structure of production is bound to develop which can under
no circumstances .be maintained-either by less saving on the
part of the 'public or by more-so that a serious breakdown is
inescapable. According to him, this type of maladjustment is
unavoidable after a period of rapid capital accumulation, even
in a planned socialist economy of the Russian type.
But how, it may be asked, does he describe this maladjustment
from which there is no escape except through a more or less severe
crisis? "It is the steep rise of the absolute amount of investments which matters, not the fact that our economic system must
rely on credit expansion to make this rise possible."2 And
again : "The scale of investment grows, and so long as the
rate at which .it grows remains constant, or even increases,
the boom has the power to last. Eventually, however, the
moment must come when investment is not suddenly broken off
certainly, but ceases to grow at the previous rate. We cannot
always be building and' rationalising' further, always constructing new electricity works, etc.-especially as the power of
the cre4it system to go on continually financing this investment
delirium is finally exhausted. At this point, the boom must come

Crises and Cycles (I936), pages 102 et seq. See also his article
Planning and the Business Cycle" in Journal 01 Political
Economy, Vol. 44, June 1936. A similar analysis is to be found in R. G.
Harrod, The Trade Cycle, Oxford (1936), page 165 and passim.
a Crises and Cycles, page 110.
1
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to an endJ since the shrinkage of the capital goods industries is
unavoidable." 1
\
These quotations do not make the situation envisaged by our
author perfectly clear;! but it is the nearest we can get to his meaning. In the second pa.rt of this book (see § S of Cha.pter II) it is
proposed to work out a situation which perhaps covers wha.t
Professor ROPKE really has in mind.

Crises and Cycles, page 102.
• It is not clear whether he has visualised the theoretical possibility of
replacement demand's stepping into the shoes of new investment in such
wise as to bring about a smooth transition to a stationary equilibrium.
1

CHAPTER 4

ClfANGES IN COST, HORIZONTAL MALADJUSTMENTS
AND OVER-INDEBTEDNESS AS CAUSES OF CRISES
AND DEPRESSIONS

§

I.

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we shall discuss certain factors which have
sotnetimes been put forward as the causes of the periodic recurrence
of crises and depressions. The .argument, however, goes too
far. It is not in this case a question of elaborate theories embodying a full explanation of the business cycle comparable to the
monetary explanation or the over-investment theory, but of
certain particular factors which contribute something to the
explanation of certain phases of the cycle. To recognise that
these factors may sometimes, or frequently, playa role in shaping
the course of the cycle is by no means incompatible with acceptance
of the monetary or over-investment theory of the cycle, though
of course all members of these two schools would not attribute
much importance to the factors in question.

§ 2..

CHANGES IN COST OF PRODUCTION AND EFFICIENCY
OF LABOUR AND PLANT

In a competitive business economy, the statement that a restriction in industrial activity is due to the fact that production cost has
risen above selling price does not add much to the mere statement
that industrial activity has been reduced-at any rate, if "price"
is interpreted (as it obviously should be) as the expected future
price and" cost" as marginal cost at the expected volume of activity. This statement is compatible with any explanation of the crisis
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and depression. Whether a series of crop failures,. over-investment, monetary deflation, under-consumption or anything else is
ultimately responsible for the breakdown of the boom and for the
depression, the proximate cause of the reduction in industrial
output is the fact that expected prices do not cover production
cost. All these factors must finally find their expression somewhere in a disappearance of the profit margin. (There are other
formula: which are as vague and unhelpful as the cost-of-production formula--e.g., the assertion that the breakdown is due to the
fact that demand has fallen short of supply, .to a disequilibrium
between production and consumption, or to over-production
in certain lines of industry and so on.)l
The rise of production cost during the prosperity
Mitchell on phase and the reduction of production cost during
the cyclical the depression playa prominent role in the explanamovements of tion of the cycle by Professor W. C. MITCHELL.
production The following is his description of the process :
cost.
"The decline in overhead cost per unit of output
(which was brought about by the first increase in
production after the trough of the depression) ceases when enterprises have once secured all the business they can handle with
their standard equipment, and a slow increase of these costs
begins when the expiration of the old contracts makes necessary
renewals at the high rates of interest, rent and salaries which
prevail in prosperity. Meanwhile, the operating costs rise at
a relatively rapid rate. Equipment which is antiqua.ted and
plants which a~e ill located or otherwise work at some disadvantage are again brought into operation. The price of labour
rises, not only because the standard rates of wages go up, but also
because of the prevalence of higher pay for overtime. Still more
serious is the fact that the efficiency of labour declines, because
overtime brings weariness, because of the employment of ' undesirables', and because crews cannot be driven at top speed when
jobs are more numerous than men to fill them. The prices of
raw materials continue to rise faster, on the average, than the
selling prices of products. Finally, the numerous small wastes
J.

Compare L. Robbins, The G'Yeai, Depf'ession (1934), Chapter II.
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incident to the conduct of business enterprises creep up when
managers are hurried by a press of orders demanding prompt
delivery." 1
A corresponding process of cost reduction is going on during
the depression and prepares the ground for a revival.
In the passage quoted~ the operation of a number
Elements of factors is very luminously described. But,
contained in analytically, the various forces making for higher
other theories. unit cost, partly in real terms, partly only in terms
of money, are very different in nature.
That cost ofproduction in terms of labour rises because inefficient
workers and undesirables must be employed and because antiquated
equipment must be brought into operation when production is
expanded is quite natural. This is. simply a way of expressing
the law of decreasing returns. The supply price rises, and this
ce obviously limits the extent to which production expands in
response to a given rise in demand; and, since the wh<?le process
takes time, it is natural that we should find expansion carried forward continuously up to a point, and then stopped" I This does
not, however, explain why expansion is followed by a breakdown
and depression.
That money wages rise during the upswing (and fall during
the downswing) has been shown in connection with the theories
. reviewed earlier in this book. This rise (and fall) in wages is
a consequence of credit expansion (and contraction). It does
not explain anything, unless it is possible to show why efficiency
wages must rise, or are likely to rise (or fall) more (or less)
rapidly than prices-that is to say, if a time-lag can be established
between the movement of wages and-prices.
The rise in interest rates is, as the monetary over-investment
theory has shown, a symptom of a vertical maladjustment in the
structure of production. It works out in an increase- in money
costs, but affects the higher stages of production more severely.
As a link in the analysis of the over-investment theory or a purely
1 See
"Business Cycles" in Business Crcles and Unem,ployment,
New York, 1923, pages 10 and II. A-similar description is to be found
in other writings by Mitchen on the subject.
• Pigou, Industrial Fluctuations, 2nd ed., London, J929, page 228.
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theory a fa HAWTREY which explains the breakdown
by an act of hoarding or credit-restriction, the rise in interest rates
adds something to the explanation of the business cycle; but it is
not very helpful if regarded only as contributing to the increase
of the money cost of production.
A new point, not so far mentioned in our analysis,
MOfJements is the argument that efficiency tends to fall during
in efliciency. the upswing, because waste crops up everywhere
(and efficiency tends to increase .during the down. swing because of the elimination of waste). Since money wages
generally rise during the upswing (and fall during the downswing),
this is equivalent to saying that efficiency wages· rise faster than
money wages during the upswing (and fall faster during the
downswing). This is probably a factor which affects all branches
and all stages o~ production alike; or, if it does not, the differences
are due to accidental circumstances, and there is no tendency for
higher and lower stages-i.e., the production of durable c~pital
goods and of perishable consumers' goods-to be affected in a
different degree.
This tendency of efficiency wages to rise during the upswingthe reader will easily make the necessary adjustments for the application of the argument to the downswing-is surely a factor which
must .unfavourably affect the whole situation. Other things
being equal, the breakdown would at least be postponed if this
lowering of efficiency could be avoided. But the avoidance of
waste and the maintenance of the level of efficiency attained during
the depression would not in themselves mean the avoidance of
vertical and horizontal maladjustments in the structure of production. If, on. the other hand, there is no horizontal or vertical
misdirection of investments, the influence of an all-round lowering
of efficiency may be compensated by an increase in prices or a
reduction of money wages.
It cannot, however, be denied that, theoretically, a heavy fall
in efficiency, unaccompanied by a corresponding fall in money
wages and not compensated by a rise in prices, may produce a
general depression.
The same effect may per~ps be brought about by a rise in money
wages, induced from the supply side, unaccompanied by a rise in
mone~ry
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efficiency· or a general increase of prices. There are reasons to
believe that something of this sort happens dqring the later phase
of the upswing of an ordinary business cycle. The decrease in
efficiency alone, on the other hand, is probably not of the same
order of magnitude as the rise in general prices.
But this involves a quantitative estimate and calls for statistical
investigation; and it is not easy to find a statistical measure for the
changes in the efficiency of labour. The well-established fact that,
in a number ofindustries, output per head ofthe employed labourers
rises sharply during the depression and falls during the upswing
of the cycle is not a sufficient proof, because it may be entirely
due to the fact that antiquated plants, etc., are put into operation
during the upswing and are closed down during the downswing,
and that less efficient workers are engaged during the upswing
and discharged during the downswing. In technical parlance,
the change of efficiency which we have in mind must be represented
by a shift of the productivity curve, while the statistically observed
changes in the output per head of the labour employed may be due
-and to a certain but unknown degree undoubtedly are dueto a movement along the curve.
§ 3.

HORIZONTAL MALADJUSTMENTS

The distinction between" horizontal" and " verCapable oj tical " maladjustments in the structure of producexplaining a tion was explained above. We have seen that,
general
according to the over-investment theory, a vertical
depression. maladjustment is normally the cause of the collapse
of the boom; and the exponents of the monetary
form of the over-investment theory especially seek to show that
such a vertical maladjustment (of which the outstanding symptom
is capital shortage and a sharp rise in the interest rate) does not
arise by pure chance, but develops as the natural and necessary
consequence of the inflationary forces which are at work during
the upswing, falsifying certain essential price relationships by
distorting the rate of interest.
Even if one accepts this theory as fundamentally correct, it
does not follow that horizontal maladjustments are not equally
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likeiy to arise, or in certain cases to be responsible for the
breakdown.
It is true, a horizontal maladjustment alone (that is to say, an
over-development of a particular branch of industry) can explain
only a partial-as opposed to a general-depression for the reason
that, if industry A is over-developed, there must be an industry B
which is under-developed and, if A is depressed, B must prosper.
But the same is true, as we have seen, of a vertical maldistribution
of the factors of production.
In order to explain ageneral depression, it is necessary to recognise
that a deflationary cumulative process can be set in motion by
partial dislocation of the productive process. If this is accepted, .
there is no difficulty in assuming that such a vicious spiral of
contraction may be started by a horizontal, as well as by a vertical,
maladjustment in the structure of production.
Such horizontal maladjustments can be brought
cc Error
about by a great number of circumstances which
theories." may be classified as (I) shifts in demand and (2.)
shifts in supply.
It is here that the " error theories " of the business cycle, or
rather of the crisis, have their proper place. These theories stress
the great complexity of our economic system, the lack of knowledge,
the difficulties in foreseeing correctly the future demand for
various products. One producer does not know what the other
is doing. A given demand cannot be satisfied by, producer 1\ :
producers B, C, D, etc., are accordingly called upon to satisfy it,
and this creates an exaggerated impression of its volume and
urgency. This leads to competitive duplication of plant and
equipment, involving errors in the estimation of future wants.
The circumstances conducive to bringing about such mistakes
have been most fully described and analysed by Professors F. W.
TAUSSIG,l A. C. PIGOU,2 Sir WILLIAM BEVERIDGE3 and T. W.
MITCHELL. 4

Principles oj Economics, 3rd ed., 1925, Vol. I, pages 388.et seq.
Industrial Fluctuations, Chapter VI (" The Structure of Modern
Industry and Opportunities for Errors of Forecast ").
a Unemployment, new ed., London, 1930.
Competitive Illusion as a Cause of Business Cycles in Quarterly
Journal of Economics, Vol. 38, August 19241 pages 631 et seq.
1

2

,
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Clearly, mistakes which lead to a misdirection of productive
resources can be made at any time. But there are good reasons
for the view that they are specially likely to arise during the upswing.
The prosperity phase of the cycle is characterised by heavy· investments for the reason that, in many lines of industry, provisions
are made for satisfying future needs of the ultimate consumer as
well as of producers .in the intermediate stages of production.
Evidently, the longer ahead demand has to be estimated the greater
the risk of serious errors. If the estimate has to be made in a
period of rapid changes in the economic system in general, and if
new methods of production and the production of new types of
goods are involved, the risk becomes still greater. Indivisibility
and durability of instruments and the complicated relation between
changes in the demand for finished goods and the demand
for durable producers' goods (as postulated by the acceleration
principle) combine to make a smooth adjustment of cost and supply
to changes in demand extremely difficult.
The border-line between horizontal and vertical
" Horizontal" maladjustments is sometimes very difficult to draw.
and
But since the two are not mutually exclusive, since
" vertical" they can, and probably frequently do, coexist and
malacfjust- reinforce one another, the fact that classification is
ments.
sometimes difficult in concrete cases does not weigh
too heavily in the balance.
To illustrate the close relationship between horizontal and vertical maladjustment, take' again the case where a demand for a
capital good (say constJ:'uctional steel) drops violently as a result
of a decrease or cessation of growth of demand for the product
(say houses or motor-cars). It has been argued (as already stated)l
that this is in reality the consequence of a shortage of capitalin other words, of a vertical maladjustment in the structure of production-and that, if the. necessary capital were forthcoming, the
building activity and motor-car production could continue until
the replacement demand for houses and cars was such that the
steel mills could use their whole capacity to satisfy it.
This may be so : but it is just as possible, and a good deal more
probable, that the decrease in demand for new houses and motor1

By Professor Hayek.
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cars is due to the demand situation-i.e., that the demand for
houses and cars has been well satisfied for the time being relatively
to other needs, and that savings are therefore invested in other
directions, where no steel, or not so much steel, is needed. In
this ca.se~· we have a. hori~ontal maladjustment in the·' structure of
production. So far as the deterioration of the steel industry and
the repercussion which this might have on tributary industries and
on the volume of the circulating medium are concerned, the
consequences of a: horizontal and a vertical maladjustment are
exactly the same.

§ 4.

OVER-INDEBTEDNESS

Professor IRVING FISHER! thinks that there are
IntroJl/&tory. two main causes of the recurrence of economic
depressions, namely "over-indebtedness" and
" deflation". These two factors, he thinks, tend to produce and
to reinforce one another. Deflation swells the burden of debts,
and· over-indebtedness leads to debt liquidation, which engenders
a shrinkage of the money stream and a fall in prices.
Professor FISHER'S debt-deflation theory is embedded in a
general view about the trade cycle which soUnds prima fade
somewhat strange. He likes to call " the" business cycle a myth.
But a closer examination shows that he deprecates only the use
of the term " cycle " in the sense of a strictly periodic and regular
movement. He stresses the differences in the appearance, amplitude and length of the various " cycles"-that is~ in :the alternations of good and bad years-which we find in the economic
history of the last hundred years. He admits and even emphasises
the fact that the economic system is liable to deteriorate in a cumulative process-that there is a vicious spiral of contraction and
another vicious spiral of expansion. But how far expansion or
contraction goes depends (he maintains) on innumerable
Fircumstances, which differ from case to case.
I Ct. his article "The Debt-deflation Theory of Great Depressions"
in Economet,ica, Vol. I, NO.4, October 1933, pages 337 et seq., and his
book Booms and D~pressions, London, 1933.
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This difficulty cleared away, it is comparatively easy to determine
the place of the debt-deflation theory in our system of explanations
of the cycle, and to distinguish those elements· which add something
new from those which have been already discussed in connection
with other theories.
The description of the vicious spiral downward, which comes
into play after the depression has once been started, is substantially
the same as we found it in the writings of the monetary and
over-investment schools. A fall in demand leads to a fall in
prices, to the disappearance of the profit margin, to a reduction
in production, to a decrease in the velocity of money, and so
to a contraction of credit, a further drop in demand, pessimism,
hoarding, etc.
What, then, is the role of debts and over-indebtedness? They
influence the course of the cycle in two respects. In the first place,
the existence of large debts expressed in terms of money tends to
intensify the deflation, and in the second place a state of overindebtedness may be the cause which precipitates the crisis.
Professor FISHER does not distinguish the two cases in these words,
but the distinction is clearly implied by his analysis.
I. The existence of large debts in terms of money
Debts
is certainly a most potent factor (although not the
intensify only factor) tending to aggravate the depression.
deflation. The burden of debts becomes heavier with the fall
in prices; and this leads to -distress selling, which
depresses prices further. Thus, directly and indirectly, a liquidation of bank credits is induced, which means a shrinkage in the
volume of the circulating medium and of-the demand for goods
in general.
It would seem that the intensifying influence of money debts
on the contraction process is an important corollary of the theory
of the deflation as elaborated by the writers previously reviewed.
Deflation would cause depression and the process of contraction
would be cumulative, even if (as it is conceivable) the upswing
were financed by shares and not by bonds, and by the producers'
own capital instead of by borrowed money; but the depression
would be milder if the amount of debts was smaller. (To this
problem we shall return presently.)
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A much mote precarious proposition is that
Over-indebted- which regards the state of "over-indebtedness "
ness may as the normal cause of.the collapse of the boon/.
cause the What is meant by over-indebtedness? "Ove) .
downturn. indebtedness means simply that debts are out-of-line,
are too big relatively' to .other economic factors." J
How is over-indebtedness brought about? "It may be started
by many causes, of which the most common appears to befle1lJ
opportunities /0 ;1fPe./t at a big prospectilll profit, .••• such as through
new inventions, new industries, development of new resources,
opening of new .lands or new markets. Easy money is the great
cause of over-borrowing.":a
It seems clear that in these cases over-indebtedness is closely
connected with over-investment. To say that the cause· of the
breakdown is dver-investment is the same thing as saying that
investments have been made which later turn out to be unprofitable : that is, in other words, sales proceeds do not cover cost, and
one i~portant cost itemis interest on £Xed and working capital. The
over-investment theory tries to show why this is the necessary consequence ofany inflationary boom, and how entrepreneurs are lured
into too heavy investments. Professor Irving FISHER) on the other
hand, stresses the fact that these over-investments have been made
with borrowed money. But clearly over-investment, rather than
over-indebtedness, is the primary cause of the breakdown. If the
investments are excessive (in the sense that the structure of production is not in equilibrium), then these enterprises will suffer
losses, whether they are financed with shares or with bonds, with
borrowed capital or with the entrepreneur's own capital. Further
investment will be stopped and deflation is likely to ensue. If, on
the other hand, the structure of production is in equilibrium, there
is no reason why the indebtedness of the new enterprises should
cause ~rouble. It may, however, readily be admitted that the
repercussions of the breakdown of the investment boom are likely
to be much more severe where the investments have been financed
with borrowed money.

Boontsand Dep'lessions, page II.
The Debt-defiationTheory," loco cit., page 348.
original.
1
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We may thus conclude that the" debt-factor" plays anindependent role as intensifier of the depression, but can hardly be regarded
as an independent cause of the breakdown. 1

§ 5.

FINANCIAL ORGANISATION AND THE SEVERITY
OF THE DEPRESSION

Mr. A. LOVEDA~' has called attention to certain
features of our present financial organisation which
tend to aggravate the consequences of a fall in the
price-level. "We may not-we do not-know",
he says, " the causes' of the recurrence of periods of
depression; but we do know many of the factors
that contribute to their severity."I. "When prices and the national
income expressed in money values diminish, the money claims
represented by the' contracts remain unchanged; the contractors
who have received a money claim obtain a greater share of the
national dividend and others obtain less. When contracts are
for short periods, • . • the shift in the distribution of income may
be nugatory or nil. They can be changed as rapidly or almost as
rapidly as the prices of commodities move. But when they
stretch over a period of years, or when rapid change is in practice
difficult~ they must affect the distribution of income and thus of
purchasing power. . . .
" • . • The point which I desire to throw into relief is that, in
a financial organisation such that claims on national income vary
less readily than do prices of goods, the rigidity of those claims
itself constitutes a contributory cause of further price declines.
The greater the' proportion of monetary fixed claims in society
as a whole the greater the danger.
" In the international field, the effects of such fixed claims are
still more serious, because the transfer of wealth from debtor to

Rjgid money
contracts
intensify
deflation.

1 There are other factors of which Fisher seems also to think when he
talks of over-indebtedness, e.g., war debts and reparation payments.
It may, of course, be readily conceded that, if such political debts are
excessive and if the countnes concerned do not pursue an appropriate
policy, the existence of such debts may lead to contraction and depression.
• " Financial Organisation and the Price Level " in Economic Essays
in Honout' 01 Gustav Cassel, London, 1933, page 409.
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creditor that has.to be made is not within the country. It is not
the distribution of ,a national income that is affected directly, but
its amount. A larger slice must be cut off the national income of
the debtor State and handed over to the foreign creditor." 1
Mr. LoVEDAY then points out that for various
BonJ.r
reasons these financial rigidities have increased.
,,"SII.!
cc In recent years, the joint-stock system, under
efjllities.
names varying with the law in different countries,
has replaced to a. constantly increasing extent the
more personal enterprise. . . . Gradually with the growth of
the big industrial concern, with the extension of the multiple
shop,. • • a greater and greater proportion of. the population
has been thrust out of positions of direct» independent control into'
the mass of wage-eaming and salaried classes. Such persons can
no longer invest in themselves; to the extent that they play· for
safety or apparent safety, and give preference to fixed-interestbearing obligations over profit-sharing equities, they inevitably
add to the rigidity of the financial system. Man y forces have
induced them to prefer safety to profit "I-that is» fi~ed-interest
bonds to shares and participations.
The rising importance of the small investor as compared with
the large capitalist has increased the preference for bonds, since
the small capitalist has not the means of a large investor to spread
his risk, and is not in a. position to form a rational judgment about
the chances of investments in equities. Therefore, he prefers
savings deposits and fixed-interest obligations. To an increasing
extent, moreover, intemational investments have taken the form
of 6xed-interest-bearing obligations in preference to shares.
There can be no doubt that these circumstances have played an
important part in aggravating the depression of 192 3 to 1933.
These factors must therefore be incorporated in a fully elaborated
theory of the business cycle: but they can find a place in any theory
which recognises the deflationary nature of the depression.

1 01'. cit., pages 410 and 411.
• 01'. cit., page 4 12 •

CHAPTER 5
CNDER-CO~SU~IPTION

§

I .

THEORIES

I~TRODUCTIOl'

The under-consumption theories have a long

Historical history. In fact, they are almost as old as the science
background. of economics itself. Lord LAUDERDALE, MALTHUS
and SIS:MONDI are prominent among the early
adherents of this school of thought. The authors who have done
most in recent times to re-state and propagate the under-consumption theory in a scientific \vay are Mr. J. A. HOBSON l in England,
Messrs. W. T. FOSTER and \Y!. CATCHINGS 2 in the United States,
and Professor Emil LEDERER 3 in Germany.. The cruder versions
of the theory, which exist in innumerable varieties in all countries,
will not be considered here, as their fallacy has been clearly demonstrated on various occasions. 5
1 See The Industrial System., London, 1909, 1910 : Economics 01 Unemploytnent, 1922 ; Ra.tionalisation and Unemployment, London, 1930.
• See Money, Boston, 1923 ; Profits, Boston, 1925 ; The Road to Plenty,
Boston, 1928.
• "Konjunktur und Krisen" in Grundriss der Sozialokon01nie, Tiibingen,
1925 ; Technischer Fortschritt und Arbeitslosigkeit, Tiibingen, 1931.
t While not himself primarily an advocate of the underconsumption
thesis, Mr. Keynes. has laid great stress on the deflationary cha~acter
of acts of saving. In the General TheO'rY 01 Employment, Interest and
.J.'loney, London, 1936, he has forged, in the concept of the U propensity
to consume" an instrument apt for the purposes of the underconsumption theory. The implications of this concept have been more fully
developed by Mr. Harrod in his work, The Trade Cycle, Oxford, 1936.
• For example, by E. F. ~I. Durbin's Purchasing Power and Trade
Depression, London, 1931, and H. Gaitskell's contribution to What
Everybodv wants to know about Money, ed. by G. D. H. Cole, London,
1933, pages 348 et seq.
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It is difficult to summarise these theories because, with some
notable exceptions, their scientific standard is lower than the
standard of those reviewed earlier in this volume. They cannot
be reviewed as systematically as the over-investment and monetary
explanations, for it is only in regard to certain phases of the
cycle that these theories have anything original to contribute.
The under-consumption theory is a theory of the crisis and depression rather than a theory of the cycle. Those members of the
school who attempt to explain the cycle as a whole and deal with
all its phases (e.g., Professor E.LEDERER) have taken over many
features from-or have much in common 'with-the monetary
and over-investment theories.
The following pages will therefore be not so much a review
of a theoretical system totally different from the theories reviewed
in the preceding pages as a selection of certain hypotheses which
admit of consideration in conjunction with parts of the theories
examined earlier. It is possible, as we shall see, to find a logically
tenable alternative to the explanation of the crisis given by the
over-investment theory; and the new explanation of this particular
phase of the cycle seems to be quite compatible with the monetary
and over-investment theories' account ofthe nature of the upswing
and the downswing.
§

2.

DIFFERENl TYPES OF UNDER-CONSUMPTION THEORIES

Another reason why it is difficult to summarise
the views of the under-consumption theorists is
that under-consumption is not a clear-cut, wellestablished concept, but covers a great variety· of
phenomena. It is true that all under-consumption
theories are concerned with the alleged insufficiency
either of money incomes or of expenditure on consumers' goods
out of those incomes; but the variations between the different
theories are very great. We shall now consider briefly the different
ways in. which under-consumption in one sense or another has
been held responsible for the recurrence of economic depressions.
Two versions of the theory. will finally em~rge which seem to
merit closer examination.

Various·
senses
of underconsumption.
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1. The unqualified statement that, owing to technological
improvements and inventions and to the accumulation of capital,
there is a tendency for production to outgrow the capacity for
consumption-this is the under-consumption theory in its crudest
form-can be dismissed offhand as wholly unfounded.
2.
Very frequently, "under-consumption" is used to mean
the process by which purchasing power /is in some way lost to the
economic system, and therefore fails to become income and to
app~ar as demand in the market for consumers' goods. Money
disappears or is hoarded, and the income-velocity of money
diminishes. In this sense, under-consumption is just another
word .for deflation. Deflation is, of course, a possible cause of
the breakdown of the boom and the main cause of the d~pression;
but, as such, it is covered by the monetary explanation of the
business cycle.
3. The under-consumption theory is frequently
Underput forward in the following form. There is, it is
consumption said, a secular tendency for the volume ofproduction
and the .reclilar to grow. The population increases. Inventions
fall of price.r. and improvements raise the output ofgoods. Additions are made to the stock of capital-that is, to
tools and implements. Commodity prices must therefore fall and
depression ensue, unless the quantity of money fs continuously
incr~ased so as to create the consuming power necessary to absorb
the increasing output of goods at stable prices. This is certainly
too sweeping a statement to be of much value in explaining the
course of the cycle. The various factors which make for an
increase in the volume of production must be treated separately.
In particular, a distinction must be made between growth factors
which involve a decrease in the unit cost of production and those
which do not. Technological improvements reduce the unit
cost of production. Most authorities conclude, therefore, that
an increase in production which is due to such improvements
does not call for an increase in the quantity of money. In
that case, a fall in prices is not harmful, because it goes
parallel with a fall in cost and does not involve a fall in
money wages and incomes in general. On the contrary, in the
face of falling cost, a price-stabilising policy would create a
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profit inflation and. lead to a dangerous boom and later on
inevitably to a collapse and depression. To this proposition we
shall return later.
In the case of a growing population, the situation is different.
Here most authorities (with the notable exception of Professor
HAYEK) would agree that the quantity of money ought to increase.
Otherwise all prices, including the prices of the factors of production, principally wages, must fall. It goes without saying that
this is not a satisfactory arrangement, if only because of the rigidity
of wages. 1
More difficulties a.re presented in the case of a growing capital
stock. Should the quantity of money be increased in such a
way that prices remain stable? And which pric~s : commodity
'
prices or factor prices ?
These problems, which cannot be dealt with exhaustively at
this juncture, have been much discussed, principally by monetary
writers (in recent times, for example, by Mr. HAWTREY and
ProfessoA: ROBERTSON).- They occur in the writings of the underconsumption theorists intermingled with other arguments which
will be discussed presently. (It is for this reason that they have been
touched upon here, although they do not constitute the heart of
the under-consumption theory.)
But what is the bearing of these considerations on the explanation of the business cycle? The growth of population, the
enlargement of the capital stock, the improvements in the technical
1 This Professor Hayek too would admit.
But he thinks that the
injection of money necessary to prevent the fall in wages would create
a vertical maladjustment in the structure of production, of the kind that
we have discussed in the section on the monetary over-investment
theory. See Prices and Production, 2nd ed., 1934, page 161.
t Compare also G. Haberler, The Different Meanings attached to th'!- Term
" Fluctuations in the Purchasing Power of Gold" and the Best Instrument
or Instruments for measuring such Fluctuations (Memorandum submitted
to the Gold Delegation of the League of Nations, 1931). A German
translation appeared under the title: " Die Kaufkraft des Ge1des und die
Stabilitat der Wirtschaft, " in Schnioller's Jahrbuch, Vol. 55, 1932. See
also W. Egle, Das neutrale Geld, Jena, 1933, and J. G. Koopmans, U Zum
Problem des neutralen Geldes, " in Beitrage zur Geldtheorie, Vienna, 1933.
The older literature is well reviewed in C.M. Wash. The Fundamental
Problem in Monetary Science, New York, 1903.
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processes of production, are all secular movements. Therefore,
the proposition that the supply of money does not keep pace with
the growth of production cannot, per se, explain a cyclical movement. It is hopeless to explain the business cycle without taking
account of the cumulative nature of the "short-run" processes
of expansion and contraction. The considerations in question
do not show why these processes are cumulative. Nor do they
explain why those processes come to an end sooner or later and
give rise at once to a cumulative process in the opposite direction.
Their value is rather as a means of determining the trend, a deviation
from which, in the one or the other direction, is liable to start
a cumulative process of expansion or contraction.
There remains the possibility that the growth of production
or the increase in the supply of money moves in cycles. The
volume of production shows, of course, a cyclical movement.
But this is exactly the phenomenon which is to be explained : it
cannot be taken as an independent cause.! The second assumption that the supply of the circulating medium changes cyclically
is the essence of the purely monetary explanation of the business
cycle.
We conclude that these arguments put forward under the name
" under-consumption" theory are partly irrelevant for the
explanation of· the short cycle and partly covered by other
theories.
4. In its best-reasoned form (e.g., in the writings
Over-saving of Messrs. J. A. HOBSON and FOSTER and CATCHINGS),
thC01Y.
the under-consumption theory uses "under-consumption " to mean " over-saving". Depressions
are caused by. the fact that too large a proportion of current income
is being saved and too small a proportion. spent on consumers'
goods. It is the process of voluntary saving by individuals and
corporations which upsets the equilibrium between production
and sales.

1 By an "independent cause" is meant a change produced by outside
factors which can be taken for granted by the economist, such as ch~nges
in agricultural production, due to weather conditions. Nothing of this
sort is to be found in industrial production.
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The next step in Mr. HOBSON'S analysis is the contention that the
cause of over-saving is to be found in the unequal distribution of
income. It is principally the recipients of larg(.. incomes who are responsible for most of the saving.! If the wage level could be raised
and the nauonal dividen~ more equally distributed, the proportion
of savings would no longer be dangerous. The. demand for
equalisation of income as a means of reducing cyclical fluctuations,
which is very popular in certain quarters, has one ofits roots here.
We shall leave this part of the argument on one side, however,
and concentrate on the fundamental proposition that over-saving
is the cause of the evil.
The activity of saving may conceivably exert an adverse influence
on the economic situation in three different ways.
(a) Saving may lead to depression because
Saving
savings do not find an outlet in investment. There
and hoarding. may be an excess of savings over new investment
which will be intensified by every additional act
of saving, at any rate where saving extends beyond a certain limit.
In other words, saving produces a deflation, a decrease in aggregate
demand for goods, because the sums saved are used to liquidate
bank credit or are accumulated and hoarded in the shape of cash
or idle deposits. There is the further possibility that savings are
spent, not in financing new investments, but in buying ptoperty
and titles to property sold by people who are forced to sell because
they have suffered. losses. During the depression, when the spirit
of enterprise runs low and pessimism prevails, it is probably true
to a large extent that saving engenders deflation rather than new
investments, and that the slump is to that extent prolonged and
intensified. But the breakdown ofthe boom can hardly be explained
in this way. There is no evidence that an absorption of savings
occurs during the boom or.before the crisis: on the contrary, there
invariably exists a brisk demand for new capital, signalised by high
interest rates. There is an excess of investment over saving and
not ·the contrary.. The situation changes, of course, completely
1 Statistical evidence is to be found, e.g., in America's Capacity to
Consume# edited by the Brookings Institution, Wa:shington, 1934.
• It should be noted that the terms savings" and "investment" are
used here in the ordinary meaning of the two words. Mr. Keynes, in
U
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after the turning-point, when the depression has set in. Then
there is an excess of savings over investment.
But this analysis is no special contribution ofthe under-consumptionists : it is the common ground of the monetary and overinvestment theorists (especially Professor ROBERTSON).
Now we come to the heart of the under-consumption or over-saving theory.
Saving
decreases
(b) Savings lead on the one hand to a fall in the
demand/or, demand for. consumers' goods, because the money
and increases saved is not spent on consumption.
(c) On. the other hand, savings are, as a rule,
supPlY of,
consumption invested productively. The sums saved are used
goods.
to add to the capital equipment of the community.
Factories, railways, power-plants and machines
are constructed. The ultimate aim of all this is to increase the
production of goods for ~al consumption.
Thus the demand for consumers' goods is reduced, ~eir supply
is increased and their prices must fall. The market for consumption goods holds the central position in the economic system.
So long as all goes well there, the whole productive apparatus,
which is piled up behind the consumers' market and is there only
to serve it, will run smoothly : when the equilibrium is disturbed
there, the whole economic system will suffer.
To this theory there are serious objections. To
Criticism. say that/the situation in the earlier stages of production depends exclusivelY on the state of affairs in the
consumption industry-that, if the latter flourishes, the fonner will
prosper and that, if production falls or stagnates in the latter, the
former will· necessarily decline or stagnate too-is, in this general
and categorical form,certainly wrong. We have already had
occasion to discuss a case where a general increase in demand for
, consumers' goods and a consequent tendency of the consumption
his Treat1"se on .1V[oney, has given them a very peculiar definition, according
to which an excess of savings over investment does not imply deflation
but is, by definition, equal to losses, and an excess of investment over
savings equal to profits. An extensive discussion of the px:oblem of
defining saving, investment and hoarding is to be found in Chapter 8,
below.
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industries to expand production are not only not a sufficient
condition of prosperity in the higher stages of prqduction, but~
on the contrary~ the cause of its collapse. The monetary overinvestment theory has shown the possibility that, when at the end
of the boom the demand for consumers' goods rises and their
production tends to increase, this upse~ the equilibrium between
costs and prices in the higher stages, because there are then no idle
factors of production which can be drawn into employment in the
higher stages, and there are not the necessary funds (capital supply
in terms of money) to retain employed factors of production
against the competition of the consumption industries.
According to the over-saving (under-consumption) theory, the
equilibrium is upset by the opposite course of events-that is, by
a decrease in the demand for consumers' goods. The criticisms to
which the theories of Messrs. FOSTER AND CATCHINGS (who have
elaborated the over-saving theory most fully) have been subjected
by Messrs. DUBBIN, HANSEN, HAYEK, ROBERTSON and others,l have
at least shown that, in spite of a high rate of saving, there is always
an equilibrium position po.rsible with full employment of the
factors of production. This is true in the .first instance (that is;
during the period of construction of the new capital) as well as
in the long run (after the new capital equipment has been put into
operation).
Looking at the problem broadly, it is clear that
The ftmetion the social function of saving is to release resources
of .raving. from the production of goods for immediate consumption for the production of producers' goods. 1
Temporarily, the production of consumers' goods is curtailed
in order to permit of increased production at a later point with the
help of capital goods which have been constructed in the meantime. The fall in the demand for consumers' goods has therefore its function. The monetary incentive for the entreprepeur
1 See Durbin: PuYchasing Powey and Tyade DepYession LondoD 6 1933 ;
Hansen: Business C'ycle TheoYy, 1928, Chapter III ; Hayek: " The
Paradox of Saving tt in Economica May 1931 ; D. H. Robertson: " The
Monetary Doctrines of Messrs. Foster and Catchings n in Economic Essays
and Addyesses of Pigou and Robertson London 1931.
t Compare especially C. Bresciani-Turroni, " The Theory of Saving, tI
in Economica 1936.
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to undertake the construction of new capital equipment, in spite
of decreased demand for consumers' goods, is provided by a
fall in the rate of interest, which permits a lowering of unit cost
through the utilisation of roundabout methods of production
of superior productivity. The cruder versions of the underconsumption theory do not offer an adequate analysis of these
essentials of the capitalistic method of production. They therefore do not deal with the possibility of a smooth adjustment of the
production process to saving. But it must be admitted that, while
their opponents have shown the theoretical possibility of a smooth
absorption of savings in new investments, they have not shown
its necessity. Entrepreneurs may make no use of the possibility
of extending the structure of production. The consumers' goods
industries and the immediately preceding stages will thereupon
eurtailproduction; and this may lead to a destJ;uction of purchasing power. This in turn may deter producers in the higher stages
from embarking on new investments, in spite of the incentive
provided by the fall in the interest rate. All depends on their
psychological reactions, on their anticipations. If the money
saved is not invested, a cumulative process of deflation will start
and saying may thus defeat its own end.
Thus we are back at case (a) discussed above. Much will
depend on whether there is a continuous flow or a gradual increase
of savings, whether there are violent changes, and whether there
is a brisk and continuous demand for new credit (capital) so that an
increasing supply is readily absorbed at slightly falling interest rates. 1
Let us now apply this analysis to the broad facts of the business
cycle. Durihg the depression, demand for new capital is at a
low level and inelastic. There is therefore a great danger of new
savings running to waste instead of being invested. During the
upswing, demapd is brisk and new savings easily find an outlet
in new investment. Can the over-saving doctrine contribute
anything to the explanation of the crisis, the down-turn from
prosperity to depression?
There is no evidence for the assumption that the rate of saving
rises at the end of the boom and so creates serious difficulties.
1

Bresciani-Turroni, loco cit.
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On the contrary, for reasons which have been touched upon in an
earlier passage, it would seem rather that the rate of saving falls
in the later phase of the boom.
5• But it has been argued by many writersValuable and the argument may be said to represent a· new
aspects of the version of the under-consumption theory-that
. underthe end of the boom comes when the fruits of the
consumption new processes which have been initiated with the
theory.
help of voluntary and forced saving during the
upswing begin to emerge. The crisis is brought
about, not by a sudden rise in the rate of saving (i.e., a fall in the
demand for consumers' goods) but by a rapid rise in the rate of
output (i.e., in the supplY of consumers' goods). This theory,
which is the direct opposite of the shortage-of-capital explanation
of the breakdown, merits cJose examination and will be discussed
in the next section.
6. Another valuable version of the under-consumption theory
is the doctrine that the failure of wages to rise rapidly enough
during the upswing-more explicitly, the lag of wages behind
prices-is the cause of excessive profits, which in turn entail a
dangerous credit inflation and eventually engender serious disturbance of existing relations culminating in a crisis. This theory
will be discussed in § 4 of this chapter.

§ 3.

INSUFFICIENCY OF CONSUMERS' DEMAND VERSUS SHORTAGE

OF CAPITAL AS THE CAUSE OF THE COLLAPSE OF THE BOOM

So far we have encountered, and discussed, the
following answers to the question why the cumuladve process of expansion always comes to a more or
less abrupt end : Disturbances from outside the
economic system; insufficiency ofthe money supply;
shortage of capital in the sense ofa vertical maladjustment of the structure of production; horizontal
maladjustments; a general rise in "cost" and decline of efficiency.

Capital
shortage versus
insuflicienfY
of consumers'
demand.

The hypothesis with which we have now to deal is the exact
counterpart of the shortage-of.capital theorem. It is important
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to make the issue and the two answers quite clear. The problem
is this: Is the turn from prosperity to depression brought about
by a shortage of capital or by an insufficiency of the demand for
consumers' goods? Does the investment boom collapse because
the supply of capital becomes too small to complete ~e new
roundabout methods of production, or because consumers'
demand is insufficient to sustain the increased productive capacity ?
The argument of the under-consumptionists is this. During
the upswing of the cycle, society develops its productive apparatus.
But it takes some time before the production of consumers' goods
begins to increase. In the meantime, their supply is deficient;
prices rise; and there is therefore a constant stimulus in the direction of further investment. :But as soon as the new roundabout
methods of production are completed, the new investments are
finished, consumers' goods begin to be poured out; the markets
for consumers' goods are glutted : and this reacts with increasing
intensity on the higher stages of production.
According to the other.··view, exactly the opposite is true. The
trouble is due, not to a deficiency of consumers' demand, but to
the contrary tendency. The demand for consumers' goods tends
to rise because the newly created purchasing power, which has
been placed at the dispos·al of entrepreneurs, becomes income in
the hands ofthe owners of the factors ofproduction and is spent on
consumers' goods before the supply of these goods can be sufficiently increased. The demand for consumers' goods is thus too
large rather than too small. There is not enough " waiting", not
enough" lacking" in the terminology of Professor ROBERTSON,
or, in ordinary words, not enough saving to complete the investments initiated. The consequence is that the rate of interest tends
to rise, and the banks are called upon to provide the necessary
amounts of capital. Sooner or later, however, the inflation must
be stopped; the flow of new credit comes to an end; and the completion of a great number of new investments becomes impossible.
They are consequently abandoned, and this is the break which
sets in motion the downward spiral of contraction.
Both theories contemplate what we have called a. vertital maladjustment in the structure of production; but these vertical maladjustments are not of the same order. As we shall see at once, the
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(( top " of the structure of production according to the one theory,
the cc bottom" according to the other, is over-developed in relation to the flow of money. In a sense, both theories can be
described as over-investment theories. In the· one case, new
investments are excessive in relation to· the supply of saving; .in
the other case, they are excessive in relation to the demand for
the product. That the distinction is important may be seen from
the fact that the conclusions drawn as to the appropriate policy
to follow in order to avert, mitigate or postpone the breakdown
are diametrically. opposed. According to the one view, every
measure that tends to increase consumers' demand and to reduce
saving is helpful. According to the other view, exactly the
opposite policy is called for. (But such poliey, it should be noted.
holds only for the later phase of the boom. As soon as the downward movement has got under way and the spiral of deflation has
been started, the position changes completely and quite different
considerations come into play.)
We must tty to make. the distinction still clearer and to distinguish these two cases from horizontal maladjustments and from
a purely monetary insufficiency. This is not always easy : it is
sometimes difficult to ascertain which case a writer has in mind.
The best method of finding out the exact meaning
TIN sltWhIr, and implications of the different tlleories is .to ask
ofprodll&tioli what are the appropriate measures called for, and
and the flo'JII to what extent the crisis can be averted by the public
of 1IJon~. changing its habits of saving and spending and the
mode of spending (without considering whether in
practice this change can or cannot be brought about by State intervention). If an insufficiency of the supply of money, a credit
contraction pure and simple, is the sole cause of the termination
of. prosperity, the situation can be remedied by purely' monetary
measures-viz., by an increase in the money or credit supply by
means of a reduction of interest rates. With a very few exceptions '
(among whom Mr. HAWTRBY is prominent), most writers would
agree·that in most cases this is impossible.! The down-turn and
1.

See A. Amonn:

U

Zur gegenw3.rtigen Krisenlage und inflationistischen
Nationalokonomie~ Vol. V, 1934, page 1

Krisenpolitik" in Zeitsch,rijt jur
and passim.
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the depression can be postponed, but not averted, by a cheapmoney policy. The reason is that the difficulties do not arise, or
do not solely arise, from an insufficiency of the flow of money in
general so much as from the fact that the structure of productioni.e., the allocation of the factors of production to different stages
and branches of industry-does not correspond to the flow of
money as determined by the distribution of individual money
incomes between saving and spending and the different branches
of spending. Such a discrepancy cannot be remedied by a simple
expansion of credit. The authorities may perhaps determine
where the new money is to be spent at first. They . can, that is to
say, choose the point of injection of the new money into the
economic system; but they cannot hope-at any rate without
drastic reorganisation of the whole economic system (i.e., without
abandoning the existing individualistic organisation of the system)
-to control how the money is spent by the successive recipients.
But suppose it were feasible to change at will the people's habit as
to saving and spending, what changes would be best calculated to
forestall serious trouble? Obviously, ifwe rule out an insufficiency
in total demand, there must be such a distribution of the national
income as will make the flow of money correspond to the flow
of goods.
The capital-shortage theory replies that all trouble could be
avoided if .people would. consume less and save more, and thus
supply the necessary funds for completing the uncompleted
roundabout processes of production. The reply of the pure
under-consumptionist is the contrary. If people will expand
consumption and save less, he says, the breakdown can be averted.
That is very well, if the difficulty is due to the too early completion
of the new roundabout processes of production. The situation
is that people intend to save more, to wait longer. This implies
that they are not yet prepared to take over an increased output
of consumers' goods. Over-investment is not a correct description of. such a situation. Under-investment would be a better
description, since the crisis can be avoided, for the time being at
least, by undertaking longer roundabout processes of production-i.e., more ambitious investment schemes which \vould
postpone the appearance of consumable goods on the market.
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These two situations can b~ well described with
the help· of the terminologica\ apparatus developed
by some Swedish writers.! These writers distinguish in respect of saving, in-vestment, income and
similar concepts between an ex-ante and an ex-post
sense in which these concepts can be used. On the
one hand, it is necessary, for the practical business man as well
as for the theoretical economist, to find out ex-post what actually
happened during a certain period. There must be a system of bookkeeping which " answers the question what has happened during
a past period. It is an account ex-post" (OHLIN, 1oc. cit.,
page 58).
" This, however, explains nothing, for it does not describe the
causal or functional relations. As economic events depend on
man's actions, one has to investigate what determines these actions.
They always refer to a more or less distant future. Hence,- one
must study those expectations about the future which govern
actions. •• Thls analysis of the forward-looking type can be
called ex-ante, using MYRDAL'S convenient expressions" (OHLIN,
/oc-. cit., page 58-59).
With the help of these concepts, we can now formulate as follows
an equilibrium condition which is implicit in the two rival theories
under discussion : Ex-ante saving should be equal to ex-ante investment. In other words, the investment plans of entrepreneurs should
correspond to the intended savings of the public. If the two do
not coincide, some producers will be disappointed and the equilibrium will be disrupted.
The situation envisaged by the capital shortage theorists can
now be described as an excess of ex-ante investment over ex-ant,
saving, which must lead to a disappointment and losses of producers of capital goods (in the higher stages of production), as
analysed in detail by Professor HAYEK.

Saving and
investment
ex-ante and
ex-post.

i

1 Compare especially
G. Myrdal,
Der Gleichgewichtsbegriff als
Instrument der geldtheoretischen Analyse n in Beitt'age zut' Geldtheo,ie,
edited by Hayek, 1933, and B. Ohlin, " Some Notes on the Stockholm
Theory of Savings and Investment tt in Economic ]o'urnal, Vol. 47.
1937, pages 53 et seq, and pages 221 et seq. For further details of this
approach, see Chapter 8.
U
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On the other hand, the situation which, according to the underconsumption theorists, typically arises at the end ofthe boom, can
be described as an excess of ex-ante saving over ex-ante investment,
which must lead to disappointment and losses on the part of producers of consumers' goods. 1
Both kinds of maladjustment could be avoided by an appropriate
change in the saving and spending plans of the public.
If horizontal maladjustments are involved, a shift in the distribution of income between saving and expenditure on ·consumers'
goods cannot remedy the situation. Changes in consumption
habits will then be necessary to restore equilibrium. For example,
if the· motor-car industry is over-developed, people must be made
to buy more motor-cars instead of something else.
It is clear that shortage of capital and insufficiency of consumers'
demand are alternative explanations. The public cannot be
reproached at ~he same time for saving too little and saving too
much. But, as Professor ROBERTSON has pointed out,I it is quite
conceivable that, if in a given situation. capital shortage was " the
actual spear-head of relapse", insufficiency of consumers' demand
in presence of an increase in output would have brought about the
crisis somewhat later.
Vertical maladjustments of each type on the one
Difficulty in hand and horizontal maladjustments andinsufficiency
distinguishing of total demand (insufficiency of money supply) on
vertical and the other are quite compatible. To a certain
horizontal extent they probably always go together and are
maladjust- frequently difficult to distinguish. Since many
ments.
writers do not carefully distinguish these cases, it is
often difficult to know which· they have in mind.
The reason for this ambiguity is perhaps to be found in the fact
that, in all these cases, the proximate cause of the breakd.own is
an insufficiency of demand as compared with the supply .coming
on the market. This is true. alike in the case of a horizontal
1 Certain differences, fundamentally of a terminological kind, between
the Swedish analysis and the analysis used by the writers dealt with in
the text will be discussed more thoroughly in Chapter 8 below.
S In" Industrial Fluctuations and the Natural Rate of Interest,"
Economic J oU'Ynal. December 1934·
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maladjustment or an insufficiency of demand for consumers'
goods. and in the case of a capital shortage, which finds its expression in an insufficiency of demand for producers' goods and
cc machines" in particular, since possible purchasers cannot get hold
of enough cc capital" to purchase them (SPIETHOFF). Furthermore,
as Professor LEDERER1 has remarked, the fact that the breakdown
begins in the producers' goods industries need not mean that capital
shortage is the real cause of the trouble. It is conceivable that
the consumption industries may quickly become aware of the
limitations of their further expansion in view of the insufficiency
of consumers' demand. If that is the case, they will restrict
their orders, and by so doing may precipitate a crisis in the higher
stages of production without having themselves got into trouble.
This can only be made clear by putting and answering the
question with which we started : How should the flow of money
between saving and spending and between the various branches of
spending be modified in order to restore equilibrium?
Professor LEDERER explains the breakdown of the
Lederer's boom chiefly by insufficiency of consumers' demand.
theory.
(How he explains the genesis of this insufficiency
will be seen in the next section.) He says thatequilibrium could be easily restored if wages were increased and profits
lowered I -that is to say, the rate of saving (he says, of cc accumulation") must be reduced and the rate of consumption increased.
This is brought about eventually during the crisis. and depression.But he makes an important qualification. He says that, so far
as "the crisis originates from a disproportion in the sphere of
production" (in contradistinction to a disproportion in incomes),
it cannot be cured by a rise in wages. He seems to be thinking
of what we call horizontal maladjustments in the structure of
1 "
Konjunktur und Krisen II in Grundyiss de" SozialOkonmnie,
IV AbteilunK. 1. TeB, Tiibingen. 192 5, page 394.
I 01'. cit., page 4°1.
lOp. cit., page 394. He seems to overlook the alternative possibility
of the breakdown being caused by capital shortage-that is, by untler-

saving and over-consumption. Speaking about Spiethoff's theory, he
says : "An over-production in the earlier stages of production, in the
coal-mines, iron-and-steel works, etc., obviously means only that the
demand for finished goods cannot rise to that extent which would Correspond'to the actual production of producers' goods" (page 386).
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production, and (later on) of the deflation during the depression.
If the value of money ,,~hich was lowered during the boom is
gradually restored during the depression, wages must fall. But
he insists that wages should fall less than prices. If they fall more
rapidly than prices, the crisis is intensified.
Professor Hans NEISSER has worked out a theory
A monetary
which could be described as a "monetary underunderconsumption theory ".1 He explains the breakconsun,pfion
down of the boom by under-consumption in the
theory.
sense defined above and analyses carefully how
the difficulties in the consumers' goods industries are likely
to entail deflation and so spread the trouble to all parts of the
system. He is not exclusively an under-consumption theorist;
he.points out that other reasons for the collapse of the boom, such
as under-saving (the opposite of under-consumption), are not at
all inconceivable and have actually brought a number of cycles to
an end. He believes, however, that the situation is especially
serious if the trouble first arises in the consumption industries,
for this constitutes, so to speak, an " endogenous " cause of deflation. When consumption ipdustries suffer losses, investment
will at once be curtailed and recession will spread immediately
to the upper st~ges of production while, according to him, a difficulty which arises in the capital goods industries is in itself no
sufficient reason for a decline of production in consumers' goods
industries.
An influential sponsor of the view that the
Importance t;j breakdown of the boom is brought about, not by a
,"onsfruction shortage of capital, but by insufficiency of demand
period in the in face of a rapid increase in the output of
upJ'RIing. consumers' goods is Professor Albert AFTALION. t
Professor AFTALION builds his theory largely on
the acceleration principle. Moderate increases or reductions in
I
General Over-production. A Study of Say's Law of Markets" in
Journal of Political Economy, Vol. 4 2 , 1934, pages 433-4 65. Ct. also his
book: Some International Aspects of the Business C'}'cle, Philadelphia, 1936.
t Les crises periodiques de surproduction, Paris, 1913.
See also his
article "The Theory of Economic Cycles based on the Capitalistic
Technique of Production" in the Review ot Economic Statistics, October
19 2 7, pages 165 e.t seq. Only part of Aftalion's theory will be examined
U
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the production of consumers' goods give rise to relatively large
fluctuations in the production of capital equipment. The boom
is stimulated by a deficiency of consumers' goods; and this leads
to an increase in the production of capital goods. But the modern
capitalistic process of production is time-consuming. The con..
struction of capital goods which must precede the production of
consumers' goods takes months or even years. Therefore, the
output of consumers' goods does not rise at once, or at any rate
does not at once rise sufficiently. Prices of consumers' goods
remain high, the profit margin persists, and there is a constant
stimulus to produce capital equipment. This phase of capitalistic
production, in which c~pital goods are being created, is the period
of prosperity. It is the capitalistic technique of production, the
fact that, a long time must elapse before the output of consumets'
goods can be increased,which prolongs the prosperity period,
over-stimulates the construction of capital goods, and leads finally
to a disruption of economic equilibrium.
The breakdown comes when the roundabout processes of production which have been started during the upswing ~re completed
and consumers' goods begin to pour out. It is of course true
that the duration of the processes of production is not unifot1n
for all types of goods.. Therefore, the processes 'of production
which have been initiated will not all be completed at the same
time. The prosperity does not terminate when a single process
is finished; it ends only. when a great quantity of capital in ~e
majority of industries is set to work turning out consumers' goods.,
Professor APTALION compares the time required for the manufacture of means of prodqetion to the time which elapses between
the moment of rekindling a tire and the moment at which it begins
to give off heat. "If one rekindles the me in the hearth in order
to warm up a room, one has to wait a while before Oile has the
desired tempe~ature. As the cQld continues, and the thermometer
here. On the whole, his theory cannot be classified as an under-consumption theory : but his explanation of the crisis as reviewed in the text is
the same as that of tlie under-consumptionists. His explanation of the
cycle as a whole suffers from the inadequacyofthe analysis of the monetary
factor. Compare the crIticism by D. H. Robertson in Economic ] ou~~"
Vol. 24, 1914, page 81~ and A. H. Hansen's review in Business Cycls
Theory, pages 1°4-111.
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continues to record it, one might be led, if one had not the lessons
of experience, to throw more coal on the fire. One would
continue to throw coal, even though the quantity already in the
grate is such as will give off an intolerable heat, when once it is
all alight. To allow oneself to be guided by the present sense of
cold and the indications of the thermometer to that effect is fatally
to overheat the room." 1
The idea that the length of the prosperity phase of the cycle
depends on the duration of the new productive processes
(which is, in the main, the period of construction of new capital
equipment) has been widely.re-echoed. Professors PIGOU and
ROBERTSON attribute to what they call the gestatioll p"';ol1 of
capital goods, t which is substantially equivalent to the period of
construction, an important role in determining the length of the
upswing. It is also part of Professor SCHUM PETER'S theory that
the boom is terminated when the new productive processes are
completed and an additional flow of finished goods appears in the
market.
The view of·these writers is that the upswing is usually concentrated in one or two leading industries-railway construction in
the third quarter of the nineteenth century and, later, electrical
machinery and automobiles.
It must be admitted that the exact classification of these theories
is not easy. It is not always apparent whether all these writers
are thinking of over-saving in the strict sense in which we have
defined it above, when they say that the consumers' demand is
insufficient to absorb the swollen stream of goods flowing into the
market. It is not always quite clear whether they are not thinking
also of horizontal maladjustments or some other maladjustments
which may have no place in this conspectus of the position. The
cc gestation period" of durable goods may also be interpreted
as meaning that the capital supply (i.e., the flow of saving) is
1 Substantially the same theory is advanced by F. W. Taussig, Principles of Economics, 3rd ed., Vol. I, pages 391 and 392. This idea has been
frequently used for the explanation of cycles in particular industries--i.e.
the " hog cycle n, " shipbuilding cycle tt, etc.
• This is also stressed by F. Lavington : The Trade Cycle, an Accouftl
of the Causes fwoducing Rhythmical Changes in th8 Activity of Business,
London, 1922, page 72.
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insufficient to absorb the new capital goods as they are completed.
The obscurity will remain· in the absence of answers to the initial
question as to what changes in the flow of money from saving to
spending, from spending to saving, or from one branch ofspending
to another, are capable of restoring equilibrium or forestalling
disturbance. 1
Unfortunately, explicit answers to this question are few and far
between. But, since we are interested rather in possible theories
(that is, in hypothetical explanations) than in theorists and their
doctrines, we may leave the matter there.

§ 4.

THE FAILURE OF WAGES TO RISE SUFFICIENTLY AS THE CAUSE
OF THE EXCESSES OF THE BOOM

In its bare outline, the argument is this. The
prosperity phase of the cycle is characterised by a
great increase in the production of capital goods.
wage-rise
I
slil1JllJales The breakdown is caused by over-investment".
invlstmlnt. (As will be seen later, it is not always clear exactly
what the authors whose theories are discussed in
this section mean by over-investment.) The ,necessary stimulus
and the necessary funds for these investments are derived, in. part
at any rate, from the excessive profits of entrepreneurs. This
profit-inflation can and must arise because wages and certain other
incomes fail to advance in harmony with rising prices or falling
costs due to rapid technical progress.
This theory has been used to explain the business cycle in general
by· E. LEDERER 1 and E. PREISER.8 In recent writings, it has
frequently been advanced as an explanation ad ~ of the last
American boom.t
It is obviously closely connected with the monetary overinvestment theory. A certain l~g of wages or other income
Lag in

U

1 Cases are of course conceivable in which no such change would be
sufficient to restore equilibrium.
s Lederer, Ope cit., pages 393 and 394.
• Preiser: Gftundzuge dey KonjunktuytkeoYie, 1933.
, Ct. A. D. Gayer : ~fonetaY~J Policy and Economic Stabilisation, pages
113-131, 1935, and A. B. Adams: Our Economic Revolution, pages I-IS,
1934·
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(especially t of the relatively inflexible incomes such as those of
State officials, pensioners, rentiers, the holders of fixed-incamebearing securities, and the like) is a. normal and important corollary
of forced saving-that is, of the formation of capital by means
of an inflationary expansion of credit. If wages and all other
incomes were to rise automatically with, and to the same extent
as, prices with each injection of new money, there would be little
scope for forced saving.
As we have seen, the monetary over-investment theory runs
mainly in terms of the rate of interest. According to it, the
expansion is brought about by the fact that the rate of interest
is too low, either because the money rate of interest has been
lowered or because the natural rate has risen. It is obviously
compatible with this view that the movement of wages and other
incomes should also have a determining influence. If wages, etc.,
fail to rise, profits swell; and this provides a. strong stimulus for
further expansion of credit and investment. In the terminology
of the over-investment sch.ool, the profit rate rises; hence the
demand for credit goes up and credit inflation ensues. Thus the
lag. of wages and other income is an important factor in the
reinforcement of the cumulative expansion process. It follows
that the boom could be stopped by a sufficient rise of wage rates
as well as of interest rates.
So far, this type of under-consumption theory 1 and the monetary
over-investment theory are in no way contradictory, but are rather
complementary to each other. There seems also to be agreement
that credit expansion is a necessary feature of the picture.
1 It may, of course, be argued that this type of theory is not properly
an "under-consumption" theory, since it stresses the cost aspect ofwages,
etc., rather than the fact that they constitute demand for consumers'
goods. There is also a certain contradiction, at least on the surface, in
that the same writers who see in a lag of wages a stimulating factor for
the boom are nearly all of the opinion that a fall in wages intensifies
depression. That is to say, they advocate a rise in wages in order to
check the boom and to combat the depression. It would, however,
seem possible to reconcile these two propositions by special assumptions
about the monetary situa.tion. During the depression, a fall in wages
may conceivably lead to the liquidation of bank credit, while a failure
of nominal wages to rise during the upswing does not have the same
deflationary or anti-inflationary effect.
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The difference between the two groups arises over

Wage-lag as the question, why exactly does the boom eventually
viewed by collapse ? What is the nature of the disequilibrium,
over-investment and which factor does the mischief?
theorists and According to the over-investment theory, the
by under- credit expansion is the villain of the piece. Excessive
consump- profits due to the lag in wages and other inflexible
tionists.
incomes are harmful only in so far as they are
responsible for inflationary credits, which in turn
lead to over-investment in the sense defined above.
To the under-consumptionist group, the danger
Excessive in the excessive profits is not that they induce a
profits
credit inflation, but that they are the, source of
as source excessive saving. It is a widely held belief, accepted
of saving. by socialists and liberals, under-consumptionists
and over-investment theorists 1 alike, that the bulk
of a nation's savings comes from the higher income strata. The
profit-recipients and not the wage-earners provide the funds
for investment. Therefore, when profits rise relatively to wages
and other incomes, the flow of savings grows. Thus far the
monetary over-investment theorist is in agreement. In fact, he
welcomes the idea as a useful addition to his picture of the boom.
The expansion of capital-goods industries relatively to consumption
trades is financed, not only by inflationary credits (flowing from
various sources) and ordinary voluntary savings, but also by new
additions to voluntary savings out of the big profits realised during
the boom. 2 These profits are supposed to be very substantial,
and the sums set aside for investment purposes are excessive. Too
much is invested; and this leads eventually to the collapse of the

~

1 The one group draws the conclusion that an unequal distribution of
income is a good thing, the other that it is a bad thing.
I This is also Mr. Hawtrey's view.
He does not believe that these
voluntary savings are supplemented to any considerable extent by
inflationary bank credit placed at the disposal of producers. According
to him, additional bank credit enters the economic system rather by way
of the dealer-that is, near the consumers' end of the structure of production-tl)an by direct stimulation of investment in fixed capital and
in the higher stages of production as the monetary over-investment
theory would have it.

Part, I
boom. The breakdown could be avoided, if the profit-recipients
would choose to expand their consumption instead of investing.
The process as pictured by the under-consumptionists can also
be described as over-investment. But a closer analysis shows
that, by over-investment, they mean the contrary of· what the
monetary over-investment theorists· mean by over-investment.
For the writers with whom this section is concerned, investments
are excessive in respect to consumers' demand and not in respect
to capital supply. Over-investment is equivalent to insufficiency
of consumers' demand and not to lnsufficiency of the flow of
savings. cc The failure of the income of the final consumer in the
end checked the process" of expansion in America in 19%9.1
CC· Relatively to the means of the ultimate consumer, the vast
expansion of capa.city in durable-goods industries and the huge
volunle of domestic and factory buildings erected were altogether
excessive.'" ce This lopsided growth in the division or distribution of the national money income brought about a rapid development ofindustry, ending in our present condition, which is marked
by excessive productive· power and a deficiency of consumers'
money income.'" This seems to be also the idea of Mr. PREISER.t
Thus, this version of the under-consumption theory turns out
to be the same as that discussed in the previous section. But the
conclusion was not inevitable from the first. H we start with
the proposition that a lag of wages and other income during the
upswing intensifies the boom, it is quite possible to pursue the
argument alon~ the lines of the monetary over-investment theory
and to hold that· the collapse is brought about by an insufficiency
of capital supply (i.,., of the flow of savings).
It would seem logical to conclude that an increase in the flow of
invc;stible funds which is due to a rise in profits (that is, to a rise
and redistribution of income) has exactly the same influence and
Gayer, ope tit., page 127.
Ibill., page 128.
, Adams, ope cit., page 9.
« Ope cit. : The continuation of the production process finds its barrier,
in every case, in the ultima.tf" r.onsumption (page 106). "The recession
comes, because the accumulation was excessive" (page 110). It is true,
however, that there are other passages where he seems to be thinking
of .. horizontal disproportionalities" -e.g., on pages 84 and 85.
1

I
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consequences as an increase due to a rise in the rate of voluntary
savings (without any change in the size and distribution ofincome).
Hence, those writers whq lay the blame on high profits should also
take objection to any rise in the rate of savings.
This conclusion is, however, expressly rejected
" Auto- by Mr. PREISER. He has the idea that a rise of
nomoNS " investible funds due to higher profits (he calls
and " het,rfJ- this "heteronomous" saving) is a quite different
nomous " phenomenon from an increase due to a rise in the
saving.
rate of saving from an unchanged income (CC autonomous" saving). While the first must lead to
a collapse, he sees no reason why the second should not go on
indefinitely. The difference is not only of degree, but also of kind.
It arises from the alleged fact that the appearance of profits makes
the misdirection of capital inevitable. In the case of autonomous
saving, it is the rate of interest which guides the entrepreneur in
his investment policy. The savings are directed over the capital
market, which guarantees a rational distribution. When profits
appear everywhere, the investor has to grope in the dark. He
has lost connection," so to speak, with the demand of the ultimate
consumer; for" heteronomous " savings do not flow through the
capital market (pages 80 and '84). The pass~es quoted in an earlier
footnote show that the author does not make it clear what he
means by misdirection .0£ capital; is there too much all round in
relation to aggregate consumers' demand, or too much in particular branches at the expense of others?

CHAPTER 6

"PSYCHOLQGICAL THEORIES"

§

I.

INTRODUCTION

It is in a way misleading to speak of " psycholoPsychoJogica/ gical" explanations of the trade cycle or of particular
and economic phases of it. Every economic fact has a psycholofactors.
gical aspect. The subject-matter ofeconomic science
is human behaviour-chiefly conscious and deliberate behaviour-which can hardly be separated from its psychological
basis. The psychology of human behaviour is therefore a constituent part of the subject-matter of economics. When we assume
that an entrepreneur will increase his output if demand rises or
cost is reduced, or that workmen will respond to changes in money
wages but not so readily to changes in real wages, or that consumers
will buy more of a given commodity if the price falls and less if
they think it will fall further, or that people will hoard money if
the value of money rises-all these assumptions are assumptions
about human behaviour which presuppose a certain state of mind
on the part of the human agents. Propositions about such actions
may be considered as belonging to the sphere ofapplied psychology:
but they also figure continually, whether implicit or expressed, in
the economic theories of the cycle. What, then, distinguishes
a " psychological " theory from an " economic" one?
There is really no fundamental difference between the" economic" theories already reviewed in these pages and the so-called
cc psychological " theories. Both make assumptions as to economic
behaviour in certain situations. The real difference is sometimes
this~ The" psychological" theories introduce certain assumptions, about typical reactions, mainly on the part of the entrepreneur
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and the saver, in certain situations; and these reactions are conventionally called psychologicalt because of their (in a sense) indeterminate character. But the distinction between the writers who give
prominence to these " psychological" factors and the writers so
far reviewed iS t taken as a wholet a distinction of emphasis rather
than of kind. The" psychological" factors are put forward as
supplemental to the monetary and other economic factors and not
as altemative elements of causation, while on the other hand, though
they may be assigned a less prominent place in the chain of causation, they are in no sense overlooked by the majority of writers
of the other group.
§ z.
IN

ANALYSIS OFTH~PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTOR
THE EXPLANATION OF THE BUSINESS CYCLE

The writers who have laid the greatest stress on
Stress on "psychological" reactions in the -explanation of
expectations. the various phases of the cycle are KEYNES, 1
LAVINGTON,' PIGOU 3 and TAUSSIG. 4
Of the writers whose theories have been analysed earlier in this
report, MITCHELL, ROBERTSON, ROPKE, SPIETHOFF aU attach a
certain importance in their system to "psychological " elements.
It remains to define more precisely the actions and reactions
in connection with which the operation of "psychological"
factors is postulated by these writers in their explanation of the
cycle. " Psychological" factors come into consideration in
economic theory in connection with anticipations and expectations.
Static theory and those business-cycle theories which are in the
main based on the static hypothesis-of, which the most typical
exponent is perhaps Professor HAYEK-picture the entrepreneur's
decisions as to the volume, and alterations in the volume, of
output and employment as being determined by a comparison of
prices and costs-that is to say, the price of his product or products
1 General Theory 01 Employment, Interest and Money, London, 1936,
Chapter 22 (" Notes on the Trade Cycle ").
2 The Trade Cycle, an A ccount of the Causes proauci'ng Rhythmical
Changes in tke Activity of Business, London, 1922.
3 Industt'ial Fluctuations, 2nd ed., London, 1929.
£ Principles oj Economics, 3rd ed., Vol. I, page 393.
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and the price of the means of production. cc Price" and cc cost"
are economic terms : but what the economist is concerned within all but a few unimportant limiting cases-is expecteJ future
prices and cost. The prices, costs, profit margins, etc., by which
the producer is guided in his decision, should be conceived of,
in short, not simply as given factors, but as factors expected to rule
in the future. 1 This is so even in the simplest case-the case which
seems to underlie a large part of static theory-where the producer
is guided in his decisions solely by current prices. Prima fade, it
might seem that in this case no element of expectation is present.
But this is not so : the expectation in this case is the hope or belief
that current prices! will continue to dominate the future.

1 In recent years, it has become fashionable to lay stress on the
element of expectation. Keynes' General Theory of EmplO'yment, Interest
and Atone)' is conceived in terms of expectation: and, at an earlier dat.e,
the concept of economic ~xpectation was interpreted and developed
by the Swedish school (especially E. Lindahl, G. Myrdal and B. Ohlin:
see Myrdal's report on this Swedish literature in his article U Der
Gleichgewichtsbegrifials Instrument der geldtheoretischen Analyse I t in
Beit"iige zu,. Geldtheorie, edited by Hayek, Vienna, 1933 : see also a number
of articles by J. R. Hicks, viz., "Gleichgewicht und Konjunktur" in Zeilscnnjt fUr Nationalokonomie, Vol. IV, NO.4, 1933, pages 441 et seq. : "A
Suggestion for simplifying the Theory of Money" in Eccnuwnica, February
1935, page 1; and Mr.Keynes' 'General Theory of Employment, Interest
and !.foney'" in Economic Journal, Vol. XLVI, June 1936). It should
not, however, be forgotten that even the theories of authors whQ do not
usually refer explicitly to expectations and, anticipations can, and should,
be interpreted in terms of expectation, as the authors in question are
themselves often well aware (cl., for example, Hayek's article "Preiser·
wartungen, monetAre Storungen und Fehlinvestitionen U in N aIiottalekonomisk Tidsskrift, Vol. 73, pages 176-191 -French translation" Pr6visioD
de prix, perturbations monetaires et faux investissements" in Revw dis
Scienus economiques, 1935). Professor Morgenstern has a trenchant
analysis of the problem of expectations and anticipations in his Wi",schaftsP"og,l,ose, eine Untersuchung ih"ef' l'orausset.r·ungen unil M oglie.·
keiten, Vienna, 1928, and his article" Vollkommene Voraussicht und
wirtschaftliches Gleichgewi~gt'" in Zeitsdlri/t tilt' NatiO'JUllOk~,
Vol. VI, Vienna,· 1935, pages 337-358.
• The reference in this case is to prices : but what is true of prices is
equally true of other factors in economic decisions. In perfectly competitive circumstances, price is the only factor which the producer has to
forecast. In monopolistic circumstances, it is rather the " demand"
than the "price" with which he is concerned, since the price is not in
such case independent of the action of the producer.
II
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With the introduction of the element of expectaExpectations tion, uncertainty enters the field. Future events
are lIflCertain. cannot be forecast with absolute precision; and the
farther they are distant in the future, the greater
the uncertainty, and tile greater the possibility of unforeseen and
unforeseeable disturbances. Every economic decision is part of
an economic plan which extends into the more or less distant
future. In principle, there is therefore always an element of uncertainty in every activity. There are, however, certain cases where
the element of uncertainty is especially great and conspicuous,
such as the case of investment of resources in long processes and
dw:able plant and the provision of funds for these purposes. The
longer the processes in which capital is to be sunk, and the more
durable the instruments and equipment to be constructed, the
greater the element of uncertainty and risk of loss.
Naturally, economic actions and reactions in such cases are less
rigidly determined by observable facts than in other cases. It is
therefore mainly here that the "psychological" theories make
their essential contribution. Optimism and pessimism are introduced as additional determinants. An attitude of optimism is an
attribute of the prosperity phase of the cycle, and an attitude of
pessimism an attribute of the depression; and the turning-points
are marked by a change from optimism to pessimism and vice versa.
What do these new elements add to the picture
Optimism of the expansion and contraction process which has
and
emerged from the analysis of the "non-psycholopessi",isM. gica1" theories reviewed so far? H the psychological argument that during the upswing
people take a more optimistic, and during the downswing a more
pessimistic, view meant no more than that people invest more
freely during the upswing and are reluctant to invest during the
downswing, it would add nothing at all to the picture of the
upswing and downswing as drawn by the monetary over-investment theory. But the psychological theories mean, of course,
more than that. Optimism and pessimism are regarded as causal
factors which tend to induce or intensify the rise and fall of investment which are characteristic of the upswing and downswing
respectively. But are optimism and pessimism really separate
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factors definitely distinguishable from those analysed in the
non-psychological theories of the cycle? The factors and forces
making for cumulative expansion may be defined, broadly speaking
-as they are defined in these theories-as low interest rates and/or
the appearance of new investment opportunities as a result of
inventions, changes in demand, etc., which are themselves the
consequences of growth of population, the need for replacement
of outworn equipment and so on. An increase in investment,
however brought about, leads to an inflow of new money into
the circulation and so to a rise in the money demand for goods in
general which in tum stimulates investment : the process is cumulative. An indispensable condition is of course an elastic money
supply. What now is changed, if to this list of factors optimism
and pessimism are added as intensifying elements? If all that is
meant is that a fall in the rate of interest, or the appearance of an
invention requiring for its application a heavy investment of
capital, or a rise in demand makes people anticipate better returns
from particular investments, there is no new element in the
mechanism as pictured by, say, the monetary over-investment
theory, since to the latter too profits can only mean expected
profits.
But the introduction of optimism and pessimism
Bntrepre- as additional factors signifies more than this. It
nellrs'
implies that the connection between a fall in the
reactions are interest rate and a change in the other objective
indeflrminafe. factors, on the one hand, and the decision of the
entrepreneur to invest more, on the other hand,
is not so rigid as the " economic" theories sometimes maintain.
If in a given situation the rate of interest falls, or demand increases,
or there is a change in the technological situation (exploitation
of an invention or introduction of an innovation), it is not possible on the basis of these da.ta alone to predict the strength of the
entrepreneurs' reactions or the extent to which they will increase
investment. It is true, such phrases as " the degree of optimism "
or cc a change in optimism" are omnibus formulre which conveniently cover a number of other factors such as the general political
situation and other elements likely to influence the outcome,
though to an unknown extent. It should be clearly recognised
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that, while it is true that developments are not determined wholly
by the objective factors with· which the, non-psychological theories
are concerned, the: introduction of the determinants " optimism"
and " pessimism" •makes no positive contribution· to the explanation of the cycle so long as the optimism and pessimism remain
purely psychological phenomena-i.e., states of mind of the entrepreneurs (or other members of the economic community with
whose behaviour the theory is concerned). We cannot observe
states of mind; but it is possible to make certain observations from
which states of mind or changes of mind can be inferred. It is
at this poitlt that the "psychological" theories have a positive
contribution to make.
What observable factors are there (other than
" Irrational" those which have already been taken into account
influences by the "non-psychological " theories) that go to
stressed ~'Y make people optimistic or pessimistic-i.e., that
"pfYcholo- stimulate or discourage investment? There is in
gical "
the first place the fact that, in a period when demand
theorists. and production are rising in many branches of
industry, producers in branches which have not
yet felt an increase in demand are inclined to expect one. The
connection between the objective factors (interest rate, etc.) with
which the non-psychological theories are concerned and the
volume of investment is, as it were, loosened. The response of
total investment to changes in the objective factors becomes
stronger than " rational" economic considerations would suggest.
Professor PIGOU, in this connection, speaks of cc errors of
optimism ".LAVINGTON likens business-men who infect each
other with confidence and optimism to skaters on a pond.
" Indeed,· the confidence of each skater 'in his own safety is likely
to be reinforced rather than diminished by the presence of numbers
of his fellows. . . . The rational judgm~t th~t the greater
their numbers the greater will be the risk is likely to be submerged
by the mere contagion of confidence which persuades him that
the greater the numbers the more safely he himself may venture. "1

!

op. cit., pages 32 and 33.
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Another point to which the psychological theories direct attention is the fact that, when demand and prices have continued for
a while to rise, people get into a 'habit of expecting more and more
confidendy a further rise of equal or approximately equal extentthat is to say, they project current experience too confidently into
the future. All this leacls them to an excessive valuation of capital
assets. As Mr. KEYNES says : "It is an essential characteristic of
the boom that investments which will in fact yield, say, 2.% in
conditions of full employment are made in the expectation of a
yield of, say, 6%, and are valued accordingly."l
The theorists who stress the psychological factor,
E"ors of especially Professor PlGOU and Mr. KEYNES, point
optimism out, furthermore, that the discovery of errors of opcreate e"orJ tirnism gives birth to the opposite error of pessimof pessimism. ism. Professor PIGOU speaks of "the mutual
generation of errors of optimism and pessimism".1
The above passage from Mr. KEYNES continues : " When disillusion comes, this (optimistic) expectation is replaced by a contrary
'error of pessimism', with the result. that the investments which
would in fact yield 2. %in conditions offull employment are expected
to yield less than nothing; and the resulting collapse of new investment then leads to a state of unemployment in which the investment, which would have yielded 2.% in conditions of full
employment, in fact yields less than nothing."s
Professor PIGOU points out that "the extent of the revulsion
towards pessimistic error, which follows when optimistic error
is disclosed, depend~, in part, upon the magnitude of the preceding
optimistic error. .. But it is also affected by what one may
call the detonation which accompanies the discovery of a given
amount of optimistic error. The detonation is greater or less
according to the number and scale of the legal bankruptcies into
which the detected error explodes."4 If the enterprises which
are making losses have been financed by the entrepreneurs with

1

I
I

~

Ope cit., page 321.
Industrial Fluctuations, Chapter VII.

Op cit., page 322.
Op. cit., page 94.
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their own moneyJ the repercussions are less serious than in the
case wJ:1ere they have been financed by borrowing, especially by
borrowing from the banks.

§ 3. SUMMARY
We can now sum up our analysis of the contriCompatibility bution of the psychological explanation of the
.,jib other cycle and its relation .to the non-psychological
theori,s. explanations.
The "psychological ,J theorists are writers who
lay more stress on--or attribute more independent influence
to-the cc psychological", as opposed to the " non-psychologica.I ",
factors than other theorists. The argument that optimism or
pessimism is a contributory factor in the process of expansion or
contraction simmers down to the proposition that, for a number
of reasons, the reaction of investment to a change in the determinant objective economic factors (interest rate, flow of money,
etc.) is likely to be stronger than the analysis of the purely
" economic JJ theories would at first sight suggest.
Mr. HAWTREY, in his review of PrGOu's IndNstria/ F lwltialions,1 endeavours to make the .point that optimism and pessimism
are wholly dependent on the policy of the banks. People are
optimistic, he says, so long as credit expands and consequently
demand rises : they become pessimistic when credit· is contracted
and demand flags. On the whole, this is probably correct. But
the fact remains that the reaction of activity (i.I., mainly~ of investment actiVity) to given changes in interest rates and in the demand
for consumers' goods, etc., may be diiferent under different
circumstances. The cc psychological " explanations seek to analyse
certain of the more elusive circumstances on which the strength
of the reaction depends. In· terms of the demand-and-supply
schematism of investible funds, we may say that the reference to
the psychological factor or factors is to be represented by an
accentuation. of the shift of the demand curve to the left during
the depression.and to the right during the upswing of the cycle.
1

Trade and Credit, page 168.
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There is one other important point. The psychological theories
as such are not concerned '\vith specific assumptions as to the
nature of the maladjustment which brings about the collapse of
the boom. The result of the optimistic error with which the
psychological theories are concerned may be shortage of capital,
insufficiency of consumers' demand or horizontal misdirection
of capital : the "psychological" theory· is compatible with any
or all of these hypotheses. 1

1 In the passage quoted, :\Ir. !{eynes seems to suggest that no actual
losses are needed to make a boom collapse-i.e., that no maladjustment
in the structure of production need occur (where by maladjustment is
meant an arrangement of the productive structure 'which implies losses
at least for some firms). A fall in profits, he seems to argue, may be
sufficient to make the boom collapse, if, for example, it ere.ates expectations of a further fall in profits to zero or less than zero. This interpretation of Mr. !{eynes' theory presents, however, great difficulties, inasmuch
as, in his Treatise on J.lioney, he defines an entrepreneur making losses
as one whose remuneration has fallen to such a level as to induce him to
restrict output. The difficulty is perhaps purely verbal, due to a change
in his definition of loss and profit. In any case, th~ idea is not sufficiently
developed to admit of fruitful discussion.

CHAPTER 7

HARVEST THEORIES.
AGRICULTURE AND THE BUSINESS CYCLE

§ I.

INTRODUCTION

The relation between changes in the agricultural
Theories of situation and industrial fluctuations is much more
periodichar- complicated than many people think. There exist
vest variation. a good many theories on the subject, which are
not easy to reconcile though all are either based on,
or backed by, statistical research. One' group of theories, which
includes the writings of W. S. ]EVONS,l H. S. ]EVONS,· and
H. L. MOORE,8 seeks to account for the periodicity of business
cycles by establishing the existence of a similar \periodicity
in agricultural output. The chain of causation runs from cosmic
influences to weather conditions, from weather conditions to
harvests, and from harvests to general business.
The authors of these theories are generally willing to admit
that the effects of weather-induced harvest variations may be
1 The Solar Period and the Price 01 Corn, 1875 ; The Periodicity 01
Commercial Crises and its Physical Explanation, 1878 ; and Commercial
Crises and Sun-spots, I87g-all reprinted in Investigations in Currency
and Finance, 2nd edition"London, 1909.
• The Causes 01 Unemployment, The Sun's Heat and Trade Activity,

London, 1910; and "Trade Fluctuations and Solar Activity" in
Contemporary Review, August 1909.
• Economic Cycles: their Law and Cause, New York, 1914, and Generating Economic Cycles, New York, 1923.
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partially or totally offset by the effects of other causes, whether
causes outside the economic system (wars, revolutions, inventions,
currency depreciations and so forth) or causes inherent in the
economic system. On the other hand, these factors may also
operate to reinforce the harvest variations. W. S. ]BVONS
suggested on one occasion1 that cc if, then, the English money
market is naturally fitted to swing or roll in periods of ten or eleven
years, comparatively slight variations in the goodness of harvest
repeated at like intervals would suffice to produce those alternations of depression, activity, excitement, and collapse which
undoubtedly occur in marked. succession ".
Professor H. S. jEVONS believes that the industrial system and
the emotional outlook of the business community take longer to
revolve than the period of a complete harvest cycle, and that the
impulses liberated in two or more harvest cycles accumulate
accordingly until a major business cycle is generated.
One consideration which tells against those theories is the
absence of agreement as to the exact period of crop variations.
W. S. ]EVONS based his argument on a crop-cycle of ten and a-half
years, Professor H. S. ]EVONS on a period of three and a-half years,
and Professor H. L. M09RE on an eight-year period. It is,
however, conceivable that the same agricultural series may contain
fluctuations, or, tendencies to fluctuate at intervals of different
lengths (i.e., shorter cycles superimposed on longer ones) as also,
for that matter, that general business should exhibit a similar
tendency. Moreover,· different branches of agricultural output
show fluctuations of difterent periods. The crop-fluctuations
which had the greatest effect on general business in the eighteenth
and early nineteenth centuries may not be same as those which
have bad the greatest effect in succeeding epochs. The attempt
to find an explanation of the changing periods of business cycles
on lines consistent with their agricultural origin is not therefore
hopeless.

I In a paper read to the British Association in 1875 on c& The Solar
Period and the Price of Com " (in Investigations in Ctwren&Y awl Finance,
page 185).
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It is not necessary, in order to establish a causal
Other vinlS connection between agricultural output and the
as to the business cycle, to assume a cyclical movement in
relation
agricultural output itself. Fluctuations in cropbefJIeen
yield or in the output of live-stock and animal
agrim/tm-e products may be regarded as analogous to inventions,
and bu./inl./s. wars, earthquakes, etc., which appear at irregular
intervals, and set in motion cumulative processes
of expansion or contraction in the industrial system, or altematively reinforce or retard a concurrent expansion or contraction.
Harvest fluctuations which do not happen to coincide with a
turning-point in the business CYcle will tend rather to disturb the
periodicity of the cycle than to determine it.
The above may be presumed to be the view taken by Professor
PIGOU 1 and Professor ROBERTSON, I since, though they treat harvest
variations as important potential causes operating to precipitate
cumulative upward and downward movements, they attribute to
these cumulative processes a life of their own with periods deter~
mined-in part-by psychological and other factors and in any
case with no relation to the periods. of crop-fluctuations. Professor SPIETHOFF,' for his part, speaks of good harvests and innovations as two amongst many possible initiating factors ofindustrial
expansion~ But none of these writers can be represented as putting
forward an "agricultural theory" of the trade-cycle. They do
not ignore the agricultural factors; but they combine them with
other factors in integrated but flexible schemes, in which allowance
is made for various processes of response-monetary, psychological and technical.
There is a third view, held mainly by American economists
such as Professors A. HANSEN & and J. M. CLA.RK~I which denies
that fluctuations in agricultural output are among the· causes of the
cyclical fluctuation of business. Agricultur~ these writers say,
I Mus/rial Fluctuations.
A Study 01 Industrial Fluctt·,ation and Banking Policy and the P,ice
Level.
I Article" Krisen" in "Handworterbuch der Staatswissenschaften."
, "The ,Business Cycle in its Relation to Agriculture in J ouynal 01
Farm Economics, .1932.
• Strategic Factors in the B14siness Cycle.
1
I
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is not an active but a passive element. The very inelasticity of
agricultural supply exposes the farming community to considerable instability of income as a result of changes in demand arising
out of trade fluctuations brought about by internal forces of the
business economy. In the words of Professor HANSEN, agriculture
is the" football of business ".
These three points of view are not necessarily
Compatibility mutually exclusive. It is possible to reconcile a
of different general lack of response on the part of agricultural
theories. output to changes in demand with occasional or
periodic spontaneous variations which may have
an effect on business. The writers of the second and third groups
referred to are probably not so much at odds on the theory as on
the statistical question whether the influence of agricultural fluctuations can in fact be traced in business indices.
It is a more serious shortcoming of these" agricultural" theories
that they are not agreed on the important point as to whether
plentiful harvests are correlated with prosperity and poor
harvests with depression, or the other way round; and their
divergence in this respect is symptomatic of a fundamental disagreement as to the channels by which th~ influence of agricultural
fluctuations is brought to bear on other departments of economic
life.
We have therefore, if we are to investigate the problem systematically, to consider the various possible ways in which (I) agricultural fluctuatio~s can influence general business and (2) industrial
fluctuations can influence agriculture.
§

2.

HOW AGRICULTURAL FLUCTUATIONS INFLUENCE INDUSTRY
AND TRADE

Here, as in so many departments of economic
Assumption theory, it· is necessary to begin with the consideraof a closed tion of a closed economic system. The world
economy. economy as a whole has to be brought under
review before it is possible to discuss the relationship of parts of the whole (e.g.) single coun~ries) with the rest
of the world. The following enumeration of the repercussions
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(through all the different channels) of fluctuations in agricultural output relates, therefore, in the first instance (sections A
to H) to a self-sufficient economic system. In section I, the position is considered from the standpoint of the external trade relations of an individual country.
Professors PIGOU and ROBERTSON link up harvest
A. "Real" variations and industrial fluctuations by arguments
elasticity appropriate to .an economic system without a
theories. common medium of exchange (i.e., a barter economy),
and then proceed to take account of the modifications introduced into the relationship by the fact that economic
incentives present themselves in a money form.
The successive steps of the argument, as culled from various
chapters of Professor PIGOU'S Industrial Fluctuations and his Theory
of Unemplqyment, seem to be as follows.
An exceptionally good harvest leads to a larger demand on the
part of agriculturists in terms of agricultural produce for the
products of industry.1
In so far as this raises the real income of the community, it will
lead to an increase in the supply of new capital from savings, a
downward tendency in interest rates and an increase .in the demand
for labour in terms of wage-goods. 2
In so far as it involves an increase in the employers' expectations
of the yield of labour in terms of goods in general, the rise in the
agricultural demand for industrial products will increase the
employers' demand for capital and pro tanto-whether the demand
is satisfied out of stocks or savings-the demand for labour in
terms of wage-goods. 8 Whether the big harvest will in fact
increase the employers' expectations of the " real" yield of labour
depends, according to Professor PIGOU, on the "elasticity· of the
general demand for agricultural produce ". He writes : "If the
general demand for agricultural produce is highly inelastic-i.e..,
has an elasticity less than unity-the enlarged amount ofagricultural
produce obtainable" for a unit of industrial output represents,
Industrial Fluctuations, 2nd ed., Chapter IV,page 41.
lbid.# Chapter' III, page 20.
• I bid., Chapters III and XI.
1
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not an enlarged~ but a diminished amount of things in general ".
In this case there will not be any increased willingness to save nor
yet any increased expectation ofyield to induce employers to borrow
more for the purpose of increasing their real demand for labour.!
Supposing, however, that the general demand for agricultural
products is elastic, the increase in the demand for labour in terms
of wage-goods will lead to more employment for the reason that
the supply-schedule of labour, thanks to the rigidity of wage rates,
is highly elastic.'
So far, the analysis proceeds on the assumption of a purely
barter economy. The following is Professor PIGOUtS adaptation
of the argument to a money economy.
The additional borrowing requirements of the employers,
induced by their improved expectations of yield, are satisfied partly
by the banks. The result is a monetary expansion of a cumulative
nature which, in a variety of ways, enhances the demand for labour
in terms of wage-goods and thus increases industrial outpu t. S
Since workers under the influence of the cc money illusion "
are willing to accept lower real wages' if they appear in the shape
of rising prices, the rise in prices which results from monetary
expansion has the dlect of increasing the supply of labour available
at a given real wage. Hence, industrial activity responds more
sharply to an increase in the real demand of the agriculturists. t
This argument is obscured by the ambiguity of the
E/flJticitJ phrase cc elasticity of the general demand for· agriculof demlJllll tural produce". Normally, we think of an elasill terms ticity of demand in terms of money; but it might be
of 1/10111.1 and translated into cc real" terms as relating to the
tJj cc effort". quantity of industrial produce, the use or consumption of which the industrial population as a whole
is willing to forgo in exchange for varying quantities of agricultural
produce, the total production of industrial produce remaining
Wlchanged-.
CC

Industrial Fluctuations, 2nd ed., page 41.
Ibid., Chapter II, page 20,; and Chapter XX.
I Ibid., Chapter III, page 33, Chapters XVI and XVII, etc.
• Theory 01 Unemployment, Part IV and Part V, Chapter IX.
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This would seem the most natural interpretation of the phrase.
But an examination of the footnote on page 42., and of the whole
discussion in Chapter V, of PIGOU'S Industrial F ItlCtlltl/ions
shows that PIGOU supposes any increase or diminution in the
amount of industrial goods offered for agricultural produce to
represent an equivalent increase or diminution in the production
of industrial goods. In this case, "elasticity of demand for
agricultural produce " seems to relate to the total amount of effort
or activity industrialists will undertake to produce go.ods for their
own consumption and for exchange against varying quantities of
agricultural pr0duce. Thus, by assuming the elasticity of the
industrialists for agricultural products in terms of effort as given,
Professor PlGOU assumes a knowledge of how total industrial
output changes .in response to changes in the harvest. But it is
this magnitude which .the theory is concerned to discover. It
is the unknown quantity. It must not be assumed in advance.
It is only when interpreted in the first sense mentioned above
-viz., in terms of money (or its complement in real terms)-that
the phrase cc elasticity of demand " can play a useful role in the
explanation of the repercussions on industry of agricultural
fluctuations. But, a soon as U elasticity of demand" is thus
intetpret~ we .are confronted with the difficulty that movements
in the mong demand for industrial labour vary in the contrary
direetio!l to the Ie real" demand in the sense in which the term
" real" is employed by Professor PIGOU. He says that the
increased supply of agricultural produce represents an increased
" real" demand for industrial produce (and gives rise to an
increased cc real" aemand for labour) only if the demand for
agricultural produce is elastic. But these are the very circum..
stances in which the mon~ demand for industrial output will
diminish, since a greater proportion ofexpenditure goes in such case
to agricultural produce: and, since wage-earners respond primarily
to the money·· demand for labour, an e/as/it demand for agricu1~
tural produce in terms of money and of goods already produced
means an ine/astil demand in terms of effort and employment.
Similar difficulties and ambiguities are encountered in connection with Professor ROBERTSON'S treatment of the problem in his
Banking Policy and the Price Lel/el. He enquires by what process,
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and with what price accompaniments, a given response in industrial output (represented by iron) to enhanced agricultural output
(represented by wheat), such as would take place in barter conditions, will be reached under the operation of this or that policy
on the part of the monetary authority. He realises, and expressly
states, that "iron-makers" react more readily to increased
money receipts than to falling prices in the objects of expenditure:
but, for him, the money demand for iron depends only on the
effort-elasticity of the demand for wheat and the general price-level
as determined by monetary policy. He appears to overlook the
fact that the buyer's elasticity of demand for wheat in terms ofiron
-in the absence of any change in the total money demandinfluences the money demand for, and supply of, iron and pro tanto
the effort-elasticity of the iron-makers' demand for wheat.
In a monetary economy, it is never possible to take the effortelasticity of the demand for a particular commodity-or, generally,
of the demand of industry as a ,\\;"hole for agricultural produceas a psychological datum, as it is convenient to do in the case of
the elasticities of buyets' demand for a single good. Producers
are stimulated almost entirely by monetary incentives, so that a
long process of analysis by progressive stages, coupled with
assumptions as to the operation ofthe monetary factors throughout,
is required if it is desired to arrive at conclusions as to the actual
effort-elasticity of demand in any given case. It is not therefore
permissible, in order to indicate the probable consequences on
industry of agricultural fluctuations, to assume a particular effortelasticity from the start; for this is equivalent to assuming the solution of the problem. Nor is it permissible to estimate the effortelasticity of demand from actual experience of how industrial
production has responded to agricultural fluctuations, and to
proceed to treat the estimate as a relatively stable psychological
function, independent of monetary conditions.
Changes in agricultural output of all sorts exercise
B. Influence on a dominating influence over those industries which
industries using utilise agricultural raw material, such as the food
agricultural and textile industries, as also the industries engaged
raw materials. in the handling and transportation of the crop or
animal produce.
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The nexus between an industry and its source of raw materials
is necessarily very close. In the absence of surplus stocks which
can be drawn on,. a short crop will restrict the activity of the
industry which it serves. A bumper crop will lower the price
of the raw material in relation to that of the finished product, till
either the manufacturers decide to absorb it all by· increased output or the holders decide to keep the surplus in store. In any case,
the activity of the later stages will be increased, because the holding
of stocks never completely offsets harvest fluctuations.
Transport concerns which are accustomed to handle agricultural
produce are in much· the same position vis-a-vis crop fluctuations
as are the industries utilising the produce as raw material.
In dealing with the " effort-elasticity U theories, it
C. Influence was pointed out that the supply of labour varied
on real rather with the money demand for labour than with
wages.
the demand in terms of goods and .services. But
the "real" equivalent of the money wage is not
something quite irrelevant to the incentive to work or to accept
employment. If, for example, food prices fall, it may be easier
to reduce money wages or to prevent them from rising, and vice
versa if food prices go up. This is particularly likely to be the
case where wage-scales are based on cost-of-living indices. On
the whole, however, this factor is probably of little practical
importance in the short run.
There is another channel by which the industrial
D. Migration ·labour supply may conceivably be influenced by
of labour good and bad crops. Most crops taken indivibetween town dually, and certainly agricultural production as a
and
whole, have to face an inelastic demand (in terms
countryside. of money) on the part of consumers who have the
choice between agricultural and non-agricultural
commodities. Therefore, good crops mean low farm incomes.
It is conceivable that a fall in agricultural incomes may give
rise to an exodus of labour from agriculture to industry. The
process is known to work in the opposite direction in many
countries, where the agricultural labour supply varies with
industrial prosperity. The converse movement, though rarer, is
not unknown.
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The more contentious questions arise when we
come to deal with the effects of crop fluctuations
on industries not utilising agricultural raw materials.
These may be divided for convenience into consumers' goods industries and producers' goods
industries, or again into industries serving the
agricultural population and industries serving the
nonagricultural population. It may fairly be assumed that, except
in advanced phases of expansion, the elasticity of supply of goods
in face of an increase in the money demand is considerable.
The effect of a big harvest on non-agricultural consumers' goods
industries will depend on whether the money demand for consumers' goods of agricultural origin is elastic or not. The less
elastic it is the more probable it is that the big harvest and the
consequent fall in the price of food will result in a diversion of
demand from food to non-agricultural goods, inducing a rise in
the supply of the latter, the extent of which depends on supply
conditions. The same is true, ifill/a/is mlltandis, of poor harvests.
While there may be a general tendency for crop
F. Farmers' chang~s to affect non-agricultural consumers' goods
ptlreha.ring industries as a whole in a given direction, a distinc·
power.
tion must be made between those which supply the .
agricultural population and those which supply the
non-agricultural population. It is often asserted that changes in
agricultural output affect general business by changing the pur·
chasing power of the agriculturist. Good harvests either increase
or diminish the farmer's income, according as .the elasticity of
demand is greater or less than unity, and so affect the prosperity
of the branches of indus4Y which serve his· needs. It is clear,
however, that this.argument in itself proves nothing. For what
the farmer loses in purchasing power other people are bound to
gain, and "ice tler.ra. Business Bags in the case of the industries
supplying the farmer, b~t is brisk in the case of the industries
supplying other people. ,"The net result of this redistribution of
purchasing power will depend on the concrete situation,
the phase of the trade cycle, the credit situation· in the
various countries and lo~ities affected by the redistribution, and
so on.
E. Effec/s on
non-agrimJ/tIraj consllmers'
goods
indmlries.
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It is important to consider the effect of crop flucG.

Effects tuations on investment both because of the initial
on
effect on the activity of investment-goods industries

and because of the indirect effect on monetary
expansion or contraction in subsequent periods.
Roughly speaking, the following may be expected to be the
effects of a good harvest, for which the demand in money terms
is inelastic:
illl1Utllll1lt.

(a) A fall in investment by agricultural producers;
(b) A rise in investment by industries transporting and
utilising the crop;
(G) A rise in investment by consumers' goods industries
not utilising agricultut;a1 materials, particularly those not
serving the agricultural population;
(tl) A change in the amount of/ investment in holding
stocks of agricultural produce. This aspect has recently
been stressed by Mr. KEYNEs. 1 A distinction must be made
between the initial effect occurring immediately after the
harvest (which will probably be a fall in the value, as distinct
from the physical quantity, of stocks held as compared with
a normal year) and the subsequent effect (which may be an
increase in the value of the carry-over).
Strictly speaking, these movements refer less to investments
than to the " tendency to invest", or the demand for investment
funds. To what extent this demand will be satisfied, and the tendency to invest take the shape ofactual investment, depends on the
elasticity of the supply of investible funds in ftte various countries
concemed. It is not impossible, for example, that a violent
redistribution of incomes between agriculturists and others,
accompanied by a flow of money from agricultural to non-agricultural countries, or viGe versa, might ultimately result in a deflationary
shock to the credit system, which would tend to neutralise any
inaeased demand for investible funds that might be simultaneously
engendered.
I

Tlu General Theory 01 EmpIO)'tnent, Interest and MOn8Y, pages 32getseq.
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Before any conclusions can be drawn as to the
H. Effects further consequences of crop fluctuations on the
on saving. industrial economy by way of cumulative monetary
expansion or contraction, the effects on investment
must be compared with the effects on saving. An excess of
investment over saving would generate an expansion, while an
excess of saving over investment would cause a contraction.
Mr. J. I-I. KIRK 1 bases his conclusions as to the deflationary
effects of big harvests on the tendency of consumers to save a
part of the extra purchasing power accruing to them through
the fall in agricultural prices. Obviously, no conclusion as to
the net effect can be drawn a priori: but, in any concrete case,
the attempt must be made to strike a balance between all the
tendencies towards changes in investment and all the tendencies
towards changes in saving. As was pointed out, tendencies
towards increased investm,ent, in conjunction with an elastic
credit-supply, engender monetary expansion, while tendencies
towards increased saving, if unaccompanied by increased
investment, engender monetary contraction.
We may now pass from the analysis of the effects
1. Inter- of fluctuations in the total crop of a self-sufficing
national economy on the industrial activity of that economy
aspects.
as a whole to an examination of the effects of
fluctuations in the crop of a geographical subdivision of the total economy (a district or country) on the industrial
activity of that subdivision.
The elasticity of demand for the crops of a single country (in
terms of international money) is of course much greater than that
for the crops of the world as a whole: and the smaller the country,
and. the more perfect the world market for the crops, the greater
the elasticity of the demand. It is greater, for example, in the
case of New Zealand than in the case of the United States of
America, and greater in the case of wheat than in the case of most
animal products. Thus, in many or most cases, an increase in
the crop of one country, unaccompanied by any change in the
crops of other countries, \vill result in an increase in the money
1

A gricultufe and the Trade Cycle, London. 1933.
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receipts of the agriculturists in .the country concerned. (If the
elasticity of demand is less than -unity, agriculturists elsewhere
will lose to a more than equivalent extent.) Furthermore, a given
increase in the money receipts of the agriculturists will mean an
even greater increase in the money receipts of the country as a
whole, since the home population will be spending less than before
on farm products and (probably) more than before on home
industrial products, so that both the agriculturists and industrialists
will rejoice in increased receipts-and that increase can only come
from outside.
This initial increase in the receipts and incomes of the country
which has been blessed by a good crop will provide an inflationary
stimulusto the industry of that country (though we must take
account of the continual " leakage" of purchasing power abroad).
It will be .gathered from the new considerations thus introduced
in the argument that conclusions as to the general effect on world
industry of a net world crop variation cannot be drawn from a
comparison between the agricultural fluctuations of any given
country and the industrial activity of that country. In the case of
countries like Australi~, New Zealand, Roumania, Argentine,
Canada, etc., this is obvious; but it is often lost sight of, particularly
in the case of the United States.
It will be apparent that the channels through
Sununary. which fluctuations in agricultural output (good and
bad harvests) exercise their effect upon the economic
system in general and industrial activity in particular are no other
than those with which we have become familiar in the perusal of
the various theories discussed in the earlier sections of this work.
The several processes of monetary expansion. and contraction
originating in the varying demand for capital, of over-saving
reslillting from plenty, and of the dependence of investment .on
consumers' demand-to each of which a varying degree of importance is attached by the different schools of thought-are all relevant
to the problem. There can be no "agriculture theory" of the
cycle in the sense of an alternative to, say, the monetary theory or
the over-investment theory any more than there can be an "invention theory" or an "earthquake theory". All that can be
attempted in this direction is to bring out the importance of
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agricultural fluctuations as one amongst other potential stimuli in
the economic· system. What has been said of agriculture and the
trade cycle might be said with scarcely any modification of inventions and the trade cycle, or even of earthquakes or wars and the
trade cycle.
It will be observed that no attempt has been made to strike a
balance· between the arguments for and against the proposition
that good harvests are good for trade and bad harvests bad. On
the whole, the arguments in favour of the proposition that good
harvests have a stimulating effect dominate the literature on the
subject, though the opposite view is not without support. There
is of course very little doubt that a good harvest in a particular
country tends to stimulate the business life of that country. The
problem only becomes obscure when a completely closed economy
is the object of study.
A. priori, analysis cannot settle the question, because forces are
released which pull in opposite directions; and only estimates of
the quantitative importance of the different factors~effect on
investment, effect on saving, effect on the credit structure, etc.can supply a basis for judgment as to which tendency will prevail.
Much probably depends on the phase of the business cycle in which
the disturbance occurs. It is conceivable that a good harvest may
exercise now a stimulating and now a depressing influence according to the phase of the cycle and the portions of the earth's surface
and the world's population affected. Nor must it be too readily
assumed that a good wheat crop and a good cotton crop have the
same kind of effect. After·it has been decided in all the different
possible cases whether the influence of crop-fluctuations on general
business is positive or negative and whether that influence is
important enough to outweigh other influences operating simultaneously, it· will still remain to consider to what degree crop fluctuations are cyclical and, if they are cyclical, to what degree they are
spontaneous and independent of the general business cycle.
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INFLUENCE OF THE BUSINESS CYCLE ON AGRICULTURE

As each part of the economic system is to some

Inelasticity degree sensitive to developments in all other parts,
oj farm industrial fluctuations are bound to exercise a certain influence on agriculture. This influence operates through the demand for, and price of, agricultural produce on the incomes· of the agricultural classes. If there
was a fairly immediate and substantial reaction on the part of
agricultural output to the nlovements in monetary demand, there
would be no reason why the trade cycle should be regarded as a
primarily industrial phenomenon. In fact, however, agricultural
output is, on the whole, so unresponsive to money incentives that
the trade cycle is often regarded as confined (so far as production
is concerned) to industry, and in particular to that branch of
industry which is not s:upplied with its raw materials by agriculture
-namely, the production of durable and investment goods. It
is not, however, altogether· impossible that industrial fluctuations
may influence agricultural output in the long run, though only
after a period so long that the words " response " or " elasticity
of supply" cease to have much meaning. The" responses" in
such case will have the same effect as spontaneous variations in
output. On the other hand, industrial fluctuations will affect
both the demand for agricultural products and-to a lesser degree
-their cost of production.
Many writers, including L. H. BEAN, l ]. M. CLARK,Effe~t on
A. HANSEN8 and ]. H. KIRK,' recognise the impordemand. tant influence exercised on agricultural incomes by
fluctuations in industrial activity accompanied by
similar fluctuations in money demand in general. There is a
output.

1

E.g., "Post-War Interrelations between Agriculture and Business

itt the United States," U.S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau 01 A griculiural Economics 1.9. EC.752.Pa.
Strategic Factors in the Business Cycle.
The Business Cycle in its Relation to Agriculture" in J ouynal of
Fa'Ym Economics, 14 : 59-68, 1932.
4 Agricultu'Ye and the Trade Cycle, Part I.
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relationship of reciprocal causation (as will be shown in Part II
of this work) between increasing supplies of effective money and
increasing industrial activity; and the same holds true of the
downswing. In view of the importance to consumers of products
tnanufactured \vith agricultural raw materials, it is not surprising
that part of the general rise and fall in monf:Y demand should
be passed on to agriculture. But the process is tempered by two
factors:

(I) The demand for consumers' goods as a whole is more
stable than the demand for all goods;
(2.) The demand for consumers' goods of agricultural
origin is more stable than that for consumers' goods as a whole.
On the other hand, the inelasticity in the supply of agricultural
output tends to make the fluctuations in demand greater, at least
in the first instance, than they might otherwise be.
The close correlation betWeen agricultural prices and industrial
activity, due to the causal connection between industrial activity
and the demand for agricultural produce, may be taken by the
unwary as a proof that low agricultural prices and incomes, due
presumably to agricultural over-production, are responsible for
low industrial activity.
.
The cost items of agriculture are largely of agriEffect on cultural origin; and to some extent they will vary
costs.
with the demand for agricultural produce-the
variation being only another aspect of the
inelasticity of the supply.
To some extent,· however, industry competes with agriculture
for factors of production; and this competition may be so strong
as to force a reduction of agricultural output when demand is high,
and vice versa.
(1) With respect to the supply of implements and the investment funds for buying them, it seems probable that the farmers'
increased desire to acquire instruments in good times will outweigh
the competitive demand of industry for both of these things. The
farmer can :finance increased purchase in part from his own
increased earnings.
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(2) On the other hand, there is an important tendency in many
coup-tries for labour to be drained off from agriculture to industry
during boom periods and to flow back during slumps.1
The above review of the possible interactions of
Concluding agriculture and industry on one another cannot be
remarks. said to yield a clear picture. Industrial crises may
arise for monetary or other causes, and then work
out their effects on agricultural incomes and-to a lesser extent,
and by obscure channels-on agricultural output.
Spontaneous agricultural fluctuations may have a positive or a
negative effect on the general business cycle and on monetary
demand and may react back on agriculture through this channel.
Lastly, variations, however caused, in the demand for and cost of
agricultural produce may, after a time, give rise to variations in
agricultural output which will act on industry like spontaneous disturbances, and set up a vicious circle of expansion or contraction.

1 See, especially, Gustav Cassel: The Theory of Social Economy, Vol. II,
Book IV, Chapter XV, § 65.

CHAPTER 8

SOME RECENT DISCUSSIONS
RELATING TO THE THEORY OF THE TRADE CYCLE

§

I.

INTRODUCTION

The greater part of the literature to be discussed
in this chapter emanates from, and centres around,
Mr. KEYNES' General Theory of Emplqyment, Interest
and Money. It i~ not all business-cycle theory in
a strict sense, but rather general economic theory
dealing with analytical tools which 'may be used
for trade-cycle analysis as well as for other purposes. To a
large extent, the theories to be discussed are not even of a dynamic
nature, but are static-equilibrium theories. (This point will come
up for detailed discussion in § 6 of this chapter.)
For a number of reasons, it is very difficult to review these
theories. First, they are comparatively young and have not yet
found anything like a definitive formulation. They are still in the
process of development and clarification; there exist, and continue
to appear, versions 1 which are by no means identical in all respects.
The points at issue are frequently very subtle, and the argument
necessarily becomes complicated and involved.

General nature
of the
literature
ret1iewed.

1 Ct. mainly contributions by various writers to recent issues of the
Economic Journal, Econometrica, Economica, Zeitschrilt fur Nationalokonomie, Quayterly Journal of Economics, etc
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Secondly, these theories' suffer from the fact
that their authors have not been able to make cleat in
all cases whether apparent differences between their
views and those of other writers rest on different
empirical assumptions or only on a different usage
of terms; in other words, whether differences are of
a material kind or of a purely terminological nature.
There can be no doubt that, in recent years, the discussions on saving
and investment and the possibility of their being unequal, on
hoarding, liquidity-preference and the rate of interest, and similar
topics, have made it increasingly evident that purely verbal misunderstandings and slight, differences in the definition of terms have
played a very great role. l ' The exaggerated impression of importance which prevailed with respect to the real (as against purely
terminological) 'differences between different schools of thought,
especially between what some writers 2 like to call the " classical "
and the " modern " view, has already been modified. But it is
safe to assume that this process of terminological clarification is
not yet completed, and it is hoped that the present chapter will do
a. little to hasten it.
Even in those instances where the new theories amount to
nothing more than a terminological innovation and cannot be said
to be in material contradiction to the traditional views, they have
sometimes served a useful purpose, by, bringing to light hidden
implications in the older theoretical schemes and forcing the
propounders of " rival" theories to make all their assumptions
clear and explicit.
All this will be illustrated in the following sections.

Differences in
terminology
versus
differences in
substance.

1

Professor

Robertson has recently made an attempt at separating

terminological from substantial differences. Ct." A Survey of Modern
Monetary Controversy" in The Manchester School, Vol. 9. No. I, April
1938 .
I Ct., for example, A. P. Lerner: U Alternative Formulations of the
Theory of Interest" in the Economic Journal, Vol. 48, June 1938, passim.
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SAVING AND INVESTMENT 1

In preceding chapters, we have repeatedly had
Everyday occasion to speak of saving and investment, and
meanin.g 0./ S differences between them, without giving a precise
and I
definition of these terms. The reason is that the
ambiguous. writers whose theories have been reviewed have
refrain'2d from giving careful definitions of the
terms, consistent with the use to which those terms are put. They
evidently thought they could safely rely on the everyday meaning of
these terms.
The discussions in recent years have clearly shown that this is
not the case. Not only is the everyday meaning of these terms
not unambiguous-different writers interpret it in different waysbut also it has been demonstrated that one particular definition,
which it is fair to call a good primajacie formulation of the everyday
meaning of those terms, makes it impossible to speak of differences
between saving and investment, because, on that definition,
S and I are not only equal by definition, but are in reality the same
thing.
In the Neo-Wicksellian literature and related
Neo-Wick- writings reviewed above (Chapter 3) under the
sellian
title of "The Over-investment Theories ", it is
usage of S usual to speak of differences between S and I.
Phrases such as the following occur again and
and 1.
again : " Investment may be financed, not only out
of (voluntary) saving, but by inflation", "out of newly created
money ", " out of hoards ". Conversely:" Not all the current
savings need be invested ", " a part of them may go into hoards ",
"may disappear in the banking system ", "may be used for
repaying bank loans " and thus" run to waste n.

1

5

In the following pages, we shall frequently use the following symbols:
Saving, I = Investment, Y = Income, C = Consumption.

=
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Equality of S and I has been used as a criterion of equiljbrium. 1
Any divergence between S and I means a disruption of equilibrium.
If I exceeds S, we get inflation; an excess of S over I means deflation.
Prosperity periods are caused, or at least characterised, by an
excess of lover S; depression periods, by an excess of S over I.
This language is irresistibly convenient and seems to express very
realistically what actually happens during the upswing and the
downswing of the cycle respectively.
It has, however, been questioned by Mr. KEYNES
Mr. Keynes' and his followers.' Why is it considered fallacious?
equality of That is very simple to explain. We have only to
S and I. reflect for a moment on what we really mean by S
and 1. Mr. KEYNES' definitions are these : For the
economy as a whole-just as for any individual-saving is that part
of total income which is not spent on consumption: S = Y - c.
Investment is that part of total output (in value terms) which
is not consumed: I = Output - C. On the other hand, income
of society as a whole is defined as the value of output. Therefore
I = Y - C. Hence, S = 1.8
If we accept these definitions, which appear prima facie to
correspond quite well to the everyday meaning of the terms,
S· and I are necessarily equal over any period; of time, because
they are identically defined: both of them as Y - C. It then
beconles nonsensical to speak of, or to imply) differences between
them.

1 The use of the equality of saving and investment as an equilibrium
condition has been ably criticised by W. Fellner in his article" Saving,
Investment and the Problem of Neutral Money n in Review 0/ Economic
Statistics, Vol. XIII, November 1938.
2 See especially: Keynes,
General Theory, passim; A. P. Lerner,
" Saving equals Investment" in Quarterly Journal 0/ Economics, Vol. 52,
February 1938, and" Mr. Keynes' General Theory of Employment " in
International Labour Review, October 1936 ; Mrs. ]. Robinson, Introduction to the Theory of Employment (London, 1937), especially pages 14 to
16, " The Hoarding Fallacy" ; R. F. Kahn's review of the first edition
of the present book in the Economic Journal, Vol. 47, 1937, page 6TJ. ;
and R. F. Harrod, The Tiade Cycle, London, 1936, pages 65 et seq.
3 General Theory, page 63.
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Now a number of questions arise which will be
Controversial taken up one after the other. First, some readers,
issues.
who are accustomed to speak of differences between
I and S, would probably like to see how, in typical
cases, the equality of I and S works out in detail. Such an analysis
will reveal that the definitions given above are, after all, not always
in harmony with the everyday usage of the terms.
SecondlY, the question arises as to how S and I can be re-defined
so as to make sense of the whole body of doctrine which speaks of
differences between them. We shall see that this can be and has
been done in several ways, and that it would be superficial to
dismiss as meaningless all theories which imply a difference between
S and I, even if some of the theorists in question may have carelessly defined them in such a way that they are necessarily equal.
ThirdlY, it might be asked whether, if we adopt Mr. KEYNES'
definitions, Sand I are not, in reality, identical rather than necessarily equal. Do S and I not really denote, are they not only
different symbols for, the same thing-unconsumed output? If
that is so, why retain two terms? Why not drop the one or use
them interchangeably?
Let us first do some exercises in the application
How S and I of our definitions by discussing a few typical cases.
are equated Assume that new investments are made either by
in the case the Govemment or by private pro,ducers and that
of inflation. they are financed by the creation of new money;
for example, a factory or a railroad is being constructed. Suppose that there are unemployed workers and idle
resources, so that total production can easily be expanded. The
money is created by the banks and handed over to the entrepreneur
(or the Govemment) either as a short-term loan or by purchasing
long-dated securities, new ones or old ones which have so far been
in the possession of the constructor of the railroad.
There is then a certain amount of (new) investment, but, if
we adopt Mr. KEYNES' definitions of I and S, we are precluded
from saying that these new investments have been financed by
cc inflation ", instead of by " voluntary" saving. 1
According to
1 I put" inflation" in quotation marks, because some writers would
like to reserve the word " inflation" to such an increase in the quantity
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Mr. KEYNES' and his followers' account of the matter, there must
be somewhere savings corresponding to the amount of new
investment. Where are they? The answer has been given most
clearly by Mr. HARROD. "For a few days, the whole of the new
net investment may be financed by those who receive the money;
before they begin to spend that money, they save what they
receive. "1 That is to say, the workers who are engaged in
constructing the railroad are said to save ¢'e money which they
receive, say, on Saturday until they spend it during the following
week. Ifthey keep all the money over night, they are said to have
saved it. When they then gradually spend it on consumers'
goods and consume these latter, they.are said to dissave. The
expressions "receiving" and "spending" are replaced by
" saving" and "dissaving". But when people thus dissave,
the stocks of consumption goods will be depleted; this involves
disinvestment. " 2 So the new investment is first rnatched by
saving and then cancelled by disinvestment; S is always equal to I.
If, on the other hand, the production of consumption goods
increases pari passu with the rising demand (by chance,- or because
producers have correctly foreseen the coming rise in demand),
there is no disinvestment to cancel the original new investment; but,
since the new money. must always be somewhere, those people
who hold it and have not yet passed it on are said to perform the
necessary saving.
This account of the matter may seem strange; it is not usual
to say that the savings which £fiance the construction of new
capital are provided by the workers who are engaged in that
construction job and not by those who provide the money which
U

of money as leads to a rise, or to an " excessive " rise, in prices; they
resent the use of the word for cases where the increased amount of money
(or of monetary demand) is matched by an increase in the flow of goods
and hence does not bring about a rise in prices. (Cf., for example,
Mr Kahn's review of the first edition of this book in the Economic Journal,
Vol 47, 1937, page 675, and my answer, ibid, Vol. 48, 1938, pages 326
and 327.)
1 The Trade Cycle, page 7 2 .
l! Ibid., -page 72 •
If prices of consumers' goods rise, the income and
savings of the retailers go up.
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is used to hire those workers. It, is furthermore not in accord
with the everyday usage of the terms to say that a man saves if
he keeps his income in the form of money for a short time,
owing to the simple fact that income is paid out discontinuously
and spent more continuously. Only if it is kept unspent for
longer than the usual income period, would one ordinarily say
that it has been saved.
It mus~, however, be admitted that this unusual way of putting
the matter follows from the literal application of the definition :
S = y - C. On Saturday evening, the income of the worker has
increased; his consumption has not yet gone up; hence he has
saved. l We have here an example where this prima facie plausible
definition of S diverges clearly from the everyday meaning of the
term. I

1 Mr. Lerner admits that
if we take artificial'periods-say of ten
minutes each--our definitions acquire an artificial flavour too. We
would then have to say that in the ten-minute period in which a man
receives his weekly wage, he saves (nearly) all of it, and that in all the
other ten-minute periods in which he makes any expenditure, he dissaves "
(Quarterly Journal of Economics, Vol. 52, 1938, page 304.) Mr. Lerner is,
however, not right when he says that this artificiality disappears if we
take reasonable periods". Owing to the overlapping of periods, it
never disappears completely. Moreover, the order of magnitude of the
phenomenon in question is not correctly indicated by speaking of tenminute periods.
'Sometimes another account of bow S and I are equated has been
given by followers of 1\1r. Keynes. For instance, Mrs. J. Robinson, in
her Introduction .to the Theory of Employment, puts the rnatter in the
following way. As&um~ £1 per week is invested in housebuilding. Then
make certain assumptions about the saving by the successive recipients
of the money. "At each round ", a certain proportion is saved by
workers, profit earners) etc. On this assumption, the author constructs
a series of a~ts of saving which add up exactly to the figure of investment
outlay (pages 20 and 21). If by u round :', turnover (change of hand)
of money is meant, and if money does not circulate with infinite rapidity.
this account of the matter proves the contrary to what it is intended to
prove. For it takes time (strictly speaking, an infinite period of time
under Mrs. Robinson's assumption) before the savings made at successive
rounds add up to the total wbich is equal to the investment. What can
be said is that there is a tendency for S to approach I, but owing (a) to the
infinite length of these series and (b) to the overlapping of series set up
by successive acts of investment, there can never, or only under very
special assumptions, be an absolute equality of S and I.
U

U
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L.et us no\v consider the converse case, where
money is withdrawn from circulation. Let us
assume that some people do not spend the whole of
their in come, or more generally of their money
receipts,1 and accumulate cash or idle deposits.
This has been conveniently expressed by saying
that saving exceeds investment, because part of the savings are
hoarded 2 instead of being invested.
According to Mr. KEYNES' definition of saving and investment,
this way of describing the nlatter is no longer permissible. There
can be no divergence between J and 1. How are they then equated
in this case? The answer is very simple. If some people save
part of their income and keep it in liquid form, one of two things,
or a combination of them, must happen : either goods which
otherwise would have been sold accumulate and that constitutes
investment which corresponds to the saving, or else sales are
maintained at the former level by cutting prices, and the retailers
suffer losses; these losses reduce their income--and hence their
saving-by an amount equal to the original decrease in spending. 8
Hence, the original saving is cancelled by· an equal decrease in
saving (which, if we start from a position. of zero saving, becomes
negative-dissaving) by somebody else.
How 5 and I
are equated
in the case
o.l deflation.

1 Not all money received by an individual or a firm is (net) income.
Part of the receipts of a producer is to be set aside for the replacement of
capital, either of working c,apital or of fixed capital. In the first case, it
is sometimes said that the money constitutes" working capital" ; in
the second case, we speak of " depreciation allowances n or " amortisation quotas". Naturally, the more durable a capital instrument is,
the greater is the freedom and arbitrariness in distributing over the
period of its life-time the corresponding amortisation allowances. Therefore many writers (for example, Mr. Hawtrey) define gross income
inclusive of depreciation allowances. It should, however, not be forgotten
that the transition from fixed to working capital is gradual and that, in
principle, the same problems are involved in the replacement of either.
• It should be noted how easy it is to describe the phenomenon without
using the words" saving" and U investment" in terms of receiving and
spending of money.
• It could be objected that a retailer may cut his consumption and
maintain his saving. This is quite true, but this further decrease in
consumers' outlay (act of saving) can be treated exactly as the original
one: it must again reduce somebody else's income and cannot give rise
to a divergence between 5 and I.
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It seems to be pretty clear that there is no real problem at issue
between those who speak of a difference between S and I and
those who maintain that S and I must be equal. Both schools
speak about the same phenomenon in different terminologies.
No statements about facts are disputed, for· what may happen
if some people reduce their rate of spending is as.rumed and can
be described, in a neutral terminology which avoids the word
" saving" and uses instead the terms" receipt" and "expenditure"
of money.
There remains, however, the question of how
Alternative saving and investment should be defined to enable
deftnition.r. us to be consistent in speaking about differences
between them.
Three sets of definitions under which S need not be equal to I
will be discussed: first, Mr. KEYNES' definitions of S and I as given
in his Treati.re on MonO'; secondly, Professor ROBERTSON'S" period
analysis " j and, thirdly, the Swedish distinction between ex anll
and ex po.rt saving and investment, which is also made by
Mr. HAWTREY.
It was Mr. KEYNES' Treatise on Money which made
The terminology the catchwords" excess of saving over investment"
of Mr. Keynls' and " excess of investment over saving " popular
Treatise on in English literature.! Since, however, this piece
MonO'.
of verbal machinery of the Treatise has been
abandoned by its author, we may be very brief.
Mr. KEYNES defined income as exclusive· of losses and profits.
I was defined as the value of unconsumed output; and S as income
minus consumption. 2 Hence, an excess ofsaving over investment
1 Mr. Harrod, for example, speaks of
the new-fangled view, sponsored
by Mr. Keynes in his Treatise, that the volume of saving may be unequal
to the volume of investment ("Mr. Keynes and Traditional Theory", in
Econometrica, Vol. 5, 1937, page 75). On the Continent, the view that
S and I need not be equal has been held at least since Wicksell, and, as
Mr. Hawtrey has pointed out, In the classical English writings the equality
of S and I has always been regarded as an equilibrium condition rather
than an identity (although not all the impHcations of this view have been
recognised or explored).
I The reader's attention might be called to the possibility of interpreting what Mr. Keynes was aiming at in terms of the Swedish ex ante and
ex post analysis, which will be reviewed below (page 180). Y is clearly
II

II
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was so defined as to mean losses; and an excess of investment
over saving, so as to mean profits. In turn, profits and losses were
defined as that amount by which actual entrepreneurial income
exceeds, or falls short of, that level which would leave the
entrepreneur under no induce~ent to change the rate of output
and employment.! In consequence, entrepreneurs, by definition,
had an incentive to expand output whenever investment exceeded
savings, so that an excess ofinvestment over savings was robbed of
all the causal significance which was imputed to it.
We now come to Professor ROBERTSON'S definition of saving,
which seems to give the best and most precise expression to what
is in the mind of those who spoke and speak unsophisticatedly of
differences between Sand 1. 2
Professor ROBERTSON explicitly introduces from
Professor the beginning the discontinuity of the income
Robertson's streams by adopting a "period analysis". He
definition of assumes that money income 3 received in the current
period-" to-day"-becomes available for expensaving.
diture only during the next period- " to-morrow".
Such a " day" may be longer than a day; it may be as long as, say,
a week. The exact length depends on the habits and techniques
of payments. For any day, Professor ROBERTSON distinguishes,
accordingly, between disposable income and eamed income. The
disposable income of to-day is the earned income yesterday, and
the eamed income ofto-day becomes disposable income to-morrow.
Saving for any da.y is defined as disposable income of the same
day (= eamed income of the day before) mintls consumption
expenditure of the same day. Investment"on the other hand, is
defined as an ex ante concept, while profits and losses are ex post magnitudes. Likewise, S is defined in ex ante terms and I in ex post terms.
(This was pointed out to me by Dr. Redvers Opie, Oxford.)
1 This has been pointed out by Professor Hayek, Professor Hansen,
Mr. Tout and Mr. Hawtrey in their respective analyses of the Treatise.
C/., especially, Hawtrey: The Aft ot Central Banking, pages 334 et seq.
I Vide his article" Saving and Hoarding, " Economic Journal, Vol. 43,
September 1933, page 3'99, and the subsequent discussion between
Professor Robertson, Mr.. Keynes and Mr. Hawtrey, ibid., page 699.
a The analysis must, of course, be extended to payments other than
income payments.
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defined as actual expenditure on new investment goods during the
day. Hence, investment can be greater than saving, because money
may be spent out of other sources than from (disposable) income.
Expenditure may be made from newly created bank money or from
hoards. This money becomes, of course, earned income on the
same day and disposable income on the following day. Thus an
excess of lover S implies an increase of to-day's (earned) income
over yesterday's (earned) income. Similarly, an excess of S over I
implies a decrease of to-day's in'come as compared with yesterday's
income. This evidently expresses precisely what is meant, when,
in an unsophisticated way, it is said that, if I runs ahead
of S, infla.tion ensues, and tha.t an excess of S over I implies
deflation.
It should now be pretty clear how statements in the language of
those who (explicitly, like Professor ROBERTSON, or implicitly,
like many others) distinguish between disposable and eamed
income can be translated into statements in the language of
Mr. KEYNES, which does not make this distinction. This has
been clearly realised by Mr. KEYNES himself! and by Professor
HANSEN. 2

There is another point of ambiguity which
Money income may give rise to misunderstanding. Professor
verSIIS money ROBERTSON and 'Others use cc income" in the
value of sense of actual money income involving monetary
output.
transactions (a transfer of money). This need not
be quite the same thing as income in the sense of
the money va.lue of the output as a whole.8 A corresponding
distinction should be made about saving, whilst investment is
almost invariably used in the sense of money value ofunconsumed
output. Mr. KEYNES uses the terms cc income " and cc saving "
in the value sense, and Professor OHLIN says explicitly that

General Theory! page 78.

• Ct. his review of the General Theory in the Journal 0/ Political Economy,

Vol. 44, 1936, page 674, now reprinted in Full Recovery or Stagnation,
New York, 1938, page 22 •
• " Undefiated ", that is, at current prices, or " deflated n by any sort
of price index.
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income, in his sense, " has nothing to do with the actual receipt
of cash ".1
The two magnitudes need not coincide, because income in the
sense of money value of output comprises items which do not give
rise to monetary transactions-e.g., " imputed "income (example:
the services of a house to its owner), or " bartered" income, or
the accumulation of stocks. But even if all transactions of goods
took the shape of purchases for, and sales against, money, there
would be certain discrepancies between the two types of income,
because money income is received at discreet intervals, while teal
income flows more continuously. Furthermore, if new money
is created and handed to somebody not in exchange for a service
performed by the recipient (e.g., an unemployed), this might be
called that person's money income to which, before the money is
spent, there corresponds no increase in the value of output.
In the case of non-wage and non-salary income, the concept of
actual money income is beset with further difficulties, which make
it impossible to define it by looking at the monetary transactions
alone without any reference to the sphere of real goods. Not all
money receipts and expenditures of a firm are income receipts and
expenditures. Which part of the total flow of money has to be
regarded as income and which as "intermediate transaction "
can be defined only with reference to the " real " sphere. But even
if this has been accomplished satisfactorily, it is in many cases
not possible, without more or less arbitrary conventions,. to
identify individual transactions (either the " real" or the corresponding "monetary" transactions) as income or non-income
transactions. It is, for example, not admissible to regard all
purchases of consumers' goods by the final consumer as income
transactions; for consumption can exceed income, the difference
being dissaving. Nor is it always possible toidentify an individual
purchase of a capital good as constituting new investment or
replacement-that is, a& belonging to the income sphere or not.
Income and new investment can be determined only in the
Some Notes on the Stockholm Theory of Savings and Investment ",
Mr. Lerner, on the other
hand, always speaks of acts of expenditure, .which are classified either as
consumption or investment, while both together constitute income.
1

U

Economic Journal, Vol. 47, 1937, page 65.
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aggregate, as residuals. By deducting from total output what is
considered necessary for maintaining the capital stock intact, we
determine income; and by deducting consumption from income,
we obtain the volume of new investment.
We now come to another set of definitions
The Swedish which gives meaning to the concept of a difference
ex ante and between S and I. This scheme has been worked
ex post out by a grou:p of Swedish writers such as Mr. Erik
angfysis. LUNDBERG, 1 Professor Erik LINDAHL, 2 Professor
Gunnar MYRDAL 3 and Professor Bertil OHLIN.·
A very similar scheme has been proposed by Mr. HAWTREy. 5
The Swedish writers distinguish for all the magnitudes concerned
-income, saving, investment and others-between an ex ante
and an ex post sense. 6 Looking back at any period of time
that has elapsed, one· can measure-at least in principle-what
Y, C, S, I, etc., actually were. This is the ex post, or registration
or accounting, sense of these magnitudes. Like Mr. KEYNES,
Professor MYRDAL and Professor OHLIN 7 define S and I ex post
in such a way that they are always equal-i.e., both as Y - C.
From the ex post sense of these concepts, the ex ante sense must
be ca.refully distinguished, and what is true of the ex post
phenomena of a certain kind need not be true of the corresponding
Studies in the Theory 01 Economic Expansion. London, 1937.
Studies in the Theory ot MOjtey and Capital, London, 1939.
• " Der Gleichgewichtsbegriff als Instrument der geldtheoretischen
Analyse n in Beitriige zur Geldtheorie, ed. by Hayek 1933 (an English
version of which will soon be published by William Hodge, London).
4 "
Some Notes on the Stockholm Theory of Savings and Investment ",
Econon'tic Journal, Vol. 47, 1937, pages 53 et seq. and 221 et seq, and
"Alternative Theories of the Rate of Interest ", ibid" pages 423 et seq.
& See especially his Capital and E'mployment, passim.
II Professor Myrdal was the first to introduce this distinction.
Professor
Ohlin's exposition is, however, more accessible and more developed.
Therefore, reference will be made. chiefly to him.
f Other members of the group seem to lean rather to Professor Robertson'$ definition. See Ohlin (loc. cit., page 57) :". . . my terminology
has been viewed with great scepti~ism by some of the younger Stockholnl
economists, chiefly because of my way of defining income so as to make
savings and investment always equal ex definitione". We shall, however,
see that the two analytical schemes,· if fully thought out, are by no means
exclusive of each other.
1

2
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ex ante phenomena. The ex al1te manifestations of income, saving,
investment, etc., are the expectations entertained by all the individuals and firms in .respect of those magnitudes at any point of
time for some period ahead of that point. Any member of an
economic society at any moment oftime expects a certain income, and
plans or intends to spend a certain part ofit on consumption and to
save another part. . The "plan to save" must be associated with the
"plan to increase the quantity of cash" or with the "plan to lend ".
(These are the only two alternatives " if the use of one's o"Tn
savings for new investment is treated as giving credit to oneself".)1
The entrepreneurs expect certain prices to rule, a certain demand
situation, certain interest rates and production costs to exist, etc.,
and, on the basis of these expectations, they plan a certain amount
of investment.
Summing up the expected income, planned consumption,
saving and investment of all individuals, we arrive at the ex ante
magnitudes of these phenomena for the economy as a whole.
" There is no reason ", according to this school
How equality of thought, " for assuming that planned saving and
of S and I js planned investment should be equal. But when
brought' about the period is finished, [realised] investment is equal
ex post. to [realised] saving. How does this equality come
about? The answer is that the inequality of
ex ante saving and ex ante investment sets in motion a process
which makes realised income differ from expected income, realised
saving from planned saving and realised new investment differ
from the corresponding plan. 2 This difference we can call
lI1Ie>fpected jnconle, unexpectednew investn;ent, and unintentional savings.
The business-man who, after the closing of his accounts,
Ohl~nJ

loco cit., page 425.
It will be noted that, in spite of the appearance to the contrary, no
statements about facts are involved in the following analysis. \Vhat
actually happens, if planned saving and investment differ, is assumed by
way of illustration. and can be described in terms of receiving and spending
of money and of movement of goods between individuals and into and out
of existence 'without using the terms" savings" and" investment". No
particular process is required to make S and I equal ex post All sorts of
reactions are possible, but, whatever actually happens, they must be equal.
because the terms are chosen in such a way.
1
I
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finds that he has had a larger net income than he expected and that,
therefore, the surplus over and above hie; consumption is greater
than his planned savings, has provided' unintentional savings'
which is equal to this unexpected surplus. Un expected new
investment, which, like unintentional saving, may, of course, be
negative, can mean simply that stocks at the end of the period
are different from what the entrepreneur expected..
"1
" Assume that people decide to reduce their savings and increase
their consumption during the next period by 10 millions, as
compared with realised savings and consumption during the
period which has just finished.
Assume further that the
planned investment is equal to the, realised investment during the
last period." (Since realised savings and realised investment are
equal, these assumptions imply that ex ante saving falls short by
1 0 millions of ex ante investment.)
"What will be the result?
Retail sales of consumption goods will rise 10 millions and the
stocks of retailers will, at the end of the period, be down-e.g.,
7 millions, the remaining 3 millions being extra income of the
retailers. This latter sum is 'unintentional' savings. Thus
realised saving is down only 7 millions, or the same amount as
realised investment."2 Realised investment is down because the
depletion of stocks by 7 millions is counted as unintentional
disinvestment. 3
Ohlin, Ioc cit., pages 64 and 65.
Ibid., pages 65 and 66.
a This ana\ysis can be readily translated into Robertsonian language.
We would have to say that investment actually exceeds saving by 3 millions. The difference is financed by other means than by saving from
(disposable) income". This way of expressing the matter has the advantage that it calls attention explicitly to the fact (which is, of course,
implied also by Professor Ohlin's analysis) that bank credits must be
expanded or that some people mustdishoard-i.e., "reducetheirquantity
of cash
(Ohlin. loco cit.• page 425.) The supply of loanable funds
must be elastic; otherwise the planned investments could not go ahead
undisturbed by the fact that people spend more on consumption than was
foreseen. This assumption about the elasticity of the money supply
may be correct in many cases, especially if the period in question is
sufficiently short. It need, however, not always be correct, and if it
is not, the rate of interest will rise so much (or credit will be rationed
in such a way) that the investment plans will be sufficiently scaled
down. This may very well lead to more or less serious disturbances in the
t
I

H

H.
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Similarly, other cases of differences between ex ante saving and
ex ante investment can be analysed. "When the State finances
public works with the printing of new notes, the increased investment is matched [ex post] by increased' real' savings ", although
ex aftle investments were in excess of savings, since it is assumed
that no planned savings corresponded to the planned Government
investment. "At the end of the period, some people hold, more
cash than at its beginning. This is evidence that they had an
income which they have not consumed-i.e., that they have saved.
Ex post, there is ex definitione equality between savings and
investment." 1
In a later article, 2 Professor OHLIN a has given
The ex ante important elucidations of his theories. He explains
concepts as there that his ex ante concepts of savings, investment
schedules. as well as the other closely related pair of concepts
-viz., demand and. supply of credit-are intended
to mean the same thing as demand and supply schedules. "Ex
ante saving " means the schedule showing how much people are
willing to save at different hypothetical rates of interest. And
" ex ante investment " is the schedule showing how much people
are planning to invest at different interest rates.
However, the rate of interest is not determined
Demand and by the interaction of the curves relating to saving
supplY of and investment; it cannot be explained by demand
credit
and supply of saving. "There is no such market
determine for savings and no price of savings" (page 4 2 4).
the rate
But there is a market for credit,' and" the price of
of interest. credit [i.e., the interest rate] is determined by the
supply and demand curves for credit or, which
amounts to the same, for' claims' " (pages 4 2 3 and 4 2 4).
capital-goods industries, as analysed by Professor Hayek. Thatshows
again that Professor Hayek's theory can be well expressed with the help
of the Swedish terminological apparatus.
1 Ohlin, loe. cit., page 69.
I " Alternative Theories of the Rate of Interest ". Economic Journal,
Vol. 47, 1937, page 423 et seq.
a It is not quite clear whether his Swedish colleagues all agree on this.
• Strictly speaking. there are different markets for different lands
of credit--short-term, long-term, etc.
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The two pairs of curves, relating to saving and investment on
the one hand and to credit or claims on the other, are interrelated,
but they are not identical. How are they interrelated? The
supply of credit (= demand for claims-e.g., for bonds) is not
equal to planned savings (the supply of saving), because" it is
possible to plan to save and to increase the quantity of cash instead
of lending. Also, one can plan to extend new credits in excess
of planned savings if one is willing to reduce one's own quantity
of cash."1
Similarly, the demand schedule for credit is not identical with
the curve for planned investment, because there may be a " desire
to vary the cash held, to cover expected losses or to finance
consumption ". 2
Obviously, a similar proviso as for " increases " or " decreases
of cash " held (in other words, for hoarding and dishoarding)
must be made for changes in the quantity of money made by the
banking system or the Govemment. An increase in the quantity
of money has the same effect as a reduction in cash holdings of
some individuals : it increases the supply of credit beyond ex ant,
saving. The case of a decrease in the quantity of money is similar.
Taking everything into account, it would seem
Diagrammatic that Professor OHLIN'S theory can be precisely
exposition. stated in the words of Mr. A. P. LERNER:
"The rate of interest is the price that equates
the supply of C credit '~ or saving plus the net increase in the
amount of money in· a period, to the demand for ' credit " or
investment plus net C hoarding' in the period.
. This is
illustrated by [the follOWing] Figure 7.
1 Lac. cit., page 425.
There are some other possible differences between
supply of credit and ex ante saving. "Besides, one can plan to extend
credit instead of reinvesting , capital made free '-i.e., ' depreciation
money' " (page 425). A failure of reinvesting depreciation quotas can
evidently be treated as negative investment, and could accordingly be
deducted from the investment curve (demand curve for credit, of which
the investment curve constitutes an element), instead of being added to
the supply of credit.
I Ibid.
The latter two it~ms could be considered as negative saving
and thus be deducted from the· supply curve (curve of ex ante saving),
instead of being added to the demand curve (curve of ex ante investment).
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"S is the supply schedule of saving, showing how much
would be saved (measured horizontally) at each rate of interest
(measured vertically). I is the schedule of investment showing
how much would be invested (measured horizontally) at each
rate of interest. These two schedules intersect at Pc, the
, classical' point of equilibrium, which shows the rate of
interest being determined at that level (AP J at which saving
equals investment, both being equal to GA. L is the schedule
showing the amount of net ' hoarding , that would take place
at each rate of interest. In the figure, this is shown as a positive
amount (i.e., at all the rates of interest considered, there would
be a net balance of' hoarding' and not a net balance of' dishoarding ') which is greater for lower rates of interest. There is no
reason for expecting C hoarding , always to outbalance' dishoarding' in the economy, and this is taken to be so in the figure
merely for the purpose ofsimplifying the diagram. ' Hoarding'
could be taken as· a negative quantity at some or at all rates of
interest (and ,shown by the L curve falling to the left of the
vertical axis) without affecting the argument in any way.
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" The M curve shows the increase in the amount of money
in the period and is here shown as a positive amoWlt and
independent of the rate of interest. Both of these conditions
are postulated merely for the purpose of simplifying the diagram.
A decrease in the amoWlt of money could be shown by drawing
the M curve to the left of the vertical axis, signifying a negative
increase in the amount of money. It might be the policy of
the monetary authorities to take the rate of interest into account
when deciding by how much to increase (or decrease) the
amount of money. Thus if they increase the amount of money
more (or diminish it by less), the higher is the rate of interest,
then the M curve will slope upward to the right. But all such
differences in assumptions would merely complicate the diagram
without affecting our argument in any way.
" The M curve is now added horizontally to the S curve~
giving the total net supply schedule of loans (or 'credit ')
marked S + M. The L curve is added to the I curve, giving
the total net demand schedule for loans (or' credit ') marked
I + L. The two new curves intersect at PI' giving an equilibrium into which the conlplications due to ' hoarding , and
to changes in the amount of money appear to have been
incorporated. " 1
~ " Alternative Formulations of the Theory of Interest ", in Economic
Journal, Vol. 48, 1938, pages 213 to 215. It is true, Mr. Lerner puts this
account of the matter forward as an interpretation, not of Professor
Ohlin's theory, but of " the position [of the theory of interest] as it
appears after the first step [from the' classical' to the modern' view]
has been taken" (page 213). This first step consists of the recognition
U that
hoarding " dishoarding' and. changes in the amount of money
also have something to do with the supply of' credit' and the rate of
interest-in the short period, at any rate " (page 21 I). This seems to me
precisely the position taken by Professor Ohlin. Mr. Lerner merely
does not take cognisance of the ex ante nature of supply and demand
curves of saving in Professor Ohlin's theory. He .interprets S and I
throughout ex post. Hence, in a second graph (page 216), he draws just
one curve, which is a saving and investment curve at the same time,
whilst Professor Ohlin emphasises that S and I ex ante are not necessarily
equal. Mr. Lerner probably has been misled by the fact that Professor
Ohlin introduces the interpretation of the ex ante concepts of S and I in
the schedule sense as an afterthought, as it were, in a reply to a criticism
by Mr. Keynes; in his original articles, he did not make it clear that he
meant schedules when he spoke of ex ante saving and investment.
f

I

I
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Let us draw a few corollaries from Professor OHLIN'S inter..
pretation of ex ante saving and investment as schedules and their
relation to the demand and supply curves of credit which determine
the rate of interest. Obviously, it is not strictly permissible to
speak in the singular of the difference between ex ante S and I.
There is a whole schedule of such differences, showing what that
difference would be at different hypothetical interest' rates. If
Professor OHLIN speaks of the difference, he probably refers to the
equilibrium 1 point, PI' in our diagram.
This point PI in a sense denotes an ex post position; for it
determines " the quantity of credit attually given ". At the rate
of interest corresponding to that point, ex ante saving and ex ante
investment need not be equal. In our figure, ex ante S exceeds
ex ante I by GR. This difference is equal to the amount of
money hoarded (DF) minus the increase in the amount of money
(DE), GHbeing equal to EF~2
It should be observed' that the diagram does not show savings
and investment ex post; nor does it depict "the process ",8 set
in motion by the ex ante difference between saving and investment, which brings about the equality ex post between saving
and investment.

1 Equilibrium in the sense of immediate market equilibrium.
There
need be no equilibrium in any more ambitious sense.
I Mr. Lerner says that" this exactly portrays the disturbed state of
mind of people who declare that saving can be greater than investment if
the difference is hoarded" (page 215). Mr. Lerner is led to this statement
by his erroneous and rather. naive imputation to other writers of his
own definition (a) of S and I and (b) of hoarding and dishoarding. He
defines S and I throughout a.s identical and ex post, while in the above
diagram it must be defined ex ante (or, as we shall see presently, a la
Robertson). Mr. Lerner's definition of hoarding and dishoarding, which
he shares with Messrs. Keynes, Harrod, Kahn and others, will come up for
discussion in· § 3 of this chapter.
J It may be noted once more that these words used by Professor
Ohlin are rather misleading. Strictly speaking, no process is needed,
because S and I ex post are equal at any moment of time. The word
" process" suggests--erroneously-that there is only a tendency towards
their becoming equal at the end of the process and that they are unequal at
the beginning and during that process. In reality, according to the
definition given, they are equal at any moment of time.
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Let us investigate a little. more the foundation
of Professor OHLIN'S theory and draw some further
conclusions from it, not all of which have been
stated by the author himself, probably for lack of
space. We shall see that Dr. LUTZ'S contention is
right, l that the Swedish ex ante analysis, if thought
through to its logical end, comes very near to
Professor 'ROBERTSON'S period analysis. As Dr. LUTZ points out,
in order to make use of the apparatus of denland and supply curves
relating to credit, saving and investment, the period of time
taken into consideration must be very short, at least so short that
there do not occur any revisions of the various plans during the
period. t · After the period has elapsed, people revise their plans
in the light of the experience gained during the period; in other
words, the curves relating to saving, investment, credit:. etc.,
shift to new positions.
The choice of the length of the unit period which suits Professor
OHLIN'S theory is not to be made on the basis of the same principles
as the choice of the length of Professor ROBERTSON'S unit period. s
The latter, Professor ROBERTSON'S " day", is chosen so as to
make it impossible, in view of the existing habits of payment, that
money received during the day should be spent during the same
day; Professor OHLIN'S unit period rests on the postulate that
plans should remain unchanged during the period.
Let us now concentrate on what happens during any unit
period. Professor OHLIN draws for the credit market an analogy
with a village market for eggs where people appear with" alternative purchases and sales plans" as represented in their demand
and supply curves.· It is not quite clear how far the author
wishes to carry this analogy, but if he carries it sufficiently far
by taking a very short period, his theory really coincides with that

Relation
between
the ex ante
tlIId the period
analysis.

) .. The Outcome of the Saving-Investment Discussion ", Qua'Yterly
]ou'Ynal of Economics, Vol. 52. August 1938. page 604.
I We abstract from a number of difficulties connected with the overlapping of the plans. which is due to the fact that plans of different
individuals are not always made at the same time and do not all extend
over the same period.
• This problem has been well discussed by E. Lundberg. loco cit.• passirn.
c Loc. cit., page 423.
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of Professor ROBERTSON, for ex ante saving then becomes saving
out of the income received on the day before. Perhaps he would
not want to go· so far,· because ex ante saving would then no longer
be savings out' of a future, expected and uncertain income, but
out of an income which has already been received. On the other
hand, the altemative construction presents very serious difficulties.
Clearly, if planned savings were to mean savings out of a future
income, which might not materialise at all, it would not be possible
to say that " the price of 3%bonds-and thus the long-term rate of
interest-is medon the bond marketbythedenland and supplycurves
in the same way as the price of eggs or strawberries on a village
market "1 and to explain that planned savings constitue a part of
the demand for bonds. 2 How can future savings constitute supply
of credit and affect the bond market before they are actually made ?3
We conclude that the most reasonable interpretation of Professor
OHLIN'S concept of ex ante saving is "saving from disposable
) Loc cit., page 424.

This is said very clearly, although not with these words, Ope cit.,
page 425. U Will not the planned supply of credit [= demand for bonds]
be equal to the planned savings?
. No, not quite." And then
follow the qualifications about hoarding, dishoarding, etc., which have
been mentioned above, page 184.
• An excess of ex ante saving over ex ante investment, we have seen,
leads to a deficiency of demand for consumers' goods and causes losses
to the retailers. This is one of the
processes" whicb bring about
equality between S and I ex post. Clearly, if this construction is to make
sense, ex ante saving cannot be interpreted as saving out of a future income.
That could not affect retail sales now. To be sure, expectations about
future income may affect present saving as a motive. But so will expectations about a hundred other things, and the manner in which, and extent
to which, they affect the present situation is by no means uniquely
determined.
These considerations illustrate a basic difficulty of the whole ex ante
(expectation) analysis : How can mere plans about the future influence the
present situation? Peopl~ are, on the whole, not so much influenced
by other people's expectations or plans, as by their actions. Does
not the whole expectation analysis stand in need of a behaviouristic
re-interpretation? As Professor Robertson puts it : "Changes in
, -nesses [he is speaking of thriftiness] and' propensities' do not in
themselves exercise any effect on the external world. Not" does a decision'
to get· up early necessarily indicate any reduction in the propensity to
lie in bed-it may rather indicate an increased determination not to
indulge in that propensity! U (Economic Journal, September, 1938,
page 555.)
I

U
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income". This conclusion is fortified by the fact (stressed by
Dr. LUTZ) that an excess of investment over saving has the same
consequences in Professor OHLIN'S scheme as in Professor
ROBERTSON'S : in both cases, it has a stimulating effect and is
a. characteristic of an expansion of business (prosperity phase of
the cycle).
If the foregoing interpretation of Professor OHLIN'S theory is
correct-that is to say, if it does not exceed what can be deduced
flom his theory) although it contains more than he explicitly saysthere remain certain inconsistencies and difficulties which call for
further modifications of the theory. 1
In so far and inasmuch as the actions of the
How can individuals are determined by, and foreshadowed
alternative in, the various schedules, everything happens
purchase and according to a plan-viz., to that one of the" altersale· plans be native plans" of the various individuals which
disappointed? corresponds to the interest rate emerging as the
actual market rate. Since Professor OHLIN identified the ex ante magnitudes with the alternative plans embodied in,
or represented by, these schedules, it is difficult to see how he can
speak of people's being disappointed by events going contra.ry to
their plans. It is said, for instance, that retailers may find themselves
with greater stocks than they expected (unintentional investment); or
with lower receipts than they anticipated (unintentional dissaving).
Are their actions leading to these results-viz., either leaving the
sale price unchanged (which entails the accumulation of stocks) or
reducing the price (which entails losses and a reduction in saving)not predetermined in their supply schedule? Everything happens
according to the various schedules, and if all the possible plans of
which Professor OHLIN speaks are embodied in these schedules,
there can be no upsetting of the plans and no disappointment.
There are various ways out of this dilemma. The best, which
rescues a maximum of Professor OHLIN'S theoretical edifice
1 Tnese difficulties have been clearly noticed by W. Fellner, " Savings,
Investment, and the Problem of Neutral Money", in Review of Economic
Statistics, Vol. 20, November 1938, page 188. Ct. also the criticism of
the ex aflte concept by Professor H. Neisser in Studies in [ftcome and
Wealth, vol. II, New York, 1938, page 172 et seq.
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appears to be the abandonment of the identification of the ex ante
concepts with the schedules mentioned. In other words, the
plans which may be upset and the expectation which. may be
disappointed should be distinguished from what Professor OHLIN
calls the " alternative purchase and sales plans " embodied in the
various demand and~ supply schedules. The former stretch into
the future, whilst the latter relate to a point or short period of
time.
At any moment of time, a man may have (more or less
consciously) alternative plans of action with respect to sales,
purchases, savings, investment, borrowing, lending, etc., under
different hypothetical prices, interest rates, etc., represented by
various schedules. Nevertheless, he has probably been expecting
for some time, more or less confidently, that one of these various
possible situations would actually arise, or that the occurrence
of some was more probable than of others. Moreover, he is
likely to have acted in the past on the expectation that some things
are more likely to happen than others : he has laid in stock or
placed orders for the delivery of goods in the expectation that
demand for, and the price of, his product will stand at a certain
level; he has started certain constructions (investment) in the
expectation that the situation in the loan market would enable
him to borrow at a certain interest rate, etc. Hence the realisation
of some of the situations foreshadowed in the instantaneous
schedules of alternative actions will be in accordance with the long
(or longer) range plans; the realisation of others will upset them.
But events are still running according to schedule-that is, according to the instantaneous or short-run schedules. 1
1 There remai,n unanswered, of course, a number of questions-philosophical questions, we may perhaps say-about the precise nature of the
instantaneous curves. Is it justifiable to characterise a demand curve,
as Professor Ohlin does, as a series of alternative plans? This language
suggests that the various, strictly infinite, alternatives are thought out
in advance in the mind of the individuals. A more behaviouristic
interpretation maybe better, because it allows one to .dispense with
this questionable assumption. We cannot here go into these problems
and, fortunately, need not; for, whatever we answer to these questions,
it remains true that the plans which are upset must be kept apart from
the" plans" or decisions represented in the instantaneous curves.
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Mr. HAWTREY'S distinction between" designed U
or "active" an d "undesigned" or "passive"
investment is very similar to Professor OHLIN'S
ex ante and ex post investment. Mr. HAWTREY
refrains, however, from interpreting designed investment as schedules and thus avoids obscurities
from which Professor OHLIN'S treatment suffers. The sum of
designed and undesigned investment is total investment, which
is defined as the " incren1ent of unconsumed wealth " and is also
called "saving". (There is no distinction between "active"
and "passive" saving in Mr. HAWTREY'S scheme.) Designed
investment is defined as the voluntary acquisition of items of
unconsumed wealth in the expectation that they will be remunerative; this is what Professor OHLIN calls "ex ante investment".
Undesigned investment is defined as an " increment of unconsumed
wealth, which is not acquired voluntarily in the expectation of its
being. remunerative; this. will be an involuntary accumulation
of unsold goods "-Professor OHLIN'S unexpected investment. 1
" Passive investment " may be a negative quantity; that is to say,
active investment may exceed saving, and the excess will be
represented by an undesigned disinvestment or decrement of
stocks of unsold goods. Thus active investment and saving
(= net total investment) may be unequal. If they are, the resulting
undesigned increment or decrement of unsold goods will be a
source of disequilibrium, leading to a decrease or an increase in
productive activity and possibly also in the price level. 2

M:r. Hawtrry's
designed and
undesigned
if/1)estment.

1 It is not quite clear whether" undesigned investment" is identified
with U an Involuntary accumulation of unsold goods n or whether the
latter is only a special case of the former. If the former interpretation
were correct, Mr. Hawtrey's undesigned investment would be a narrower
concept than Professor Ohlin's difference between ex ante and ex post
investment.
t Capital and Employment, London, 1937, pages 176 and 177.
See
also Economic Journal, 1937, page 439, where Mr. Hawtrey discusses the
relation between his and Ohlin's concepts. The distinction between
ex ante and ex post, designed and undesigned, S and I has been clearly
anticipated in Professor Robertson's Banking Policy and the Price Level.
His " spontaneous lacking ".corresponds clearly to ex ante or designed
investment and his U induced lacking" to undesigned investment, which
is the difference between ex ante and ex post investment. (This was
pointed out to me by Dr. J~ G. Koopmans, The Hague.)
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It remains to enquire why Mr. KEYNES finds it
necessary to distinguish between saving and investment. We have· seen that the formal definitions
which he gives on page 63 of his· General Theory are
such that, for society as a whole, S and I are not
only equal, but identical; viz., the value' of unconsumed output. If that definition were strictly
adhered to, S and J would be synonymous symbols, they could be
used interchangeably and there would be no necessity-in fact
it would be rather misleacling-toretain both expressions.
Now this is not Mr. KEYNES' practice. He uses both terms,
deliberately and not for purely stylistic reasons. Moreover, he
points out that the acts of saving and of investment are usually
performed independently by different people. 1 He insists that a
process is required to make S and I equal, and sees the " initial
novelty" of his theory in his " maintaining that it is not the rate
of interest, but the level of incomes, which ensures equality
between saving and investment". 2

Saving and
investment
in
Mr. Keynes'
system.

General Theory, pages 20 and 21, 210.
Economic Journal, Vol. 47, 1937, page 250. It is misleading to say
that income must change, in order to ensure the equality of S and I.
Whatever the level of income may be, 5 and I must be equal, because
they are made so by definition. The change of level of income comes
in as a condition only because Mr. Keynes takes the multiplier ' the marginal propensity to consume' (compare § 4 below for a
definition of these concepts)-as a constant quantity. He assumes that
there is a certain relationship between a (small) increase in investment
and in income. Suppose, for example, the multiplier is 3 (in other
words, the marginal propensity to consume is 2/3)-that is, to any small
i1?-crement in I, corresponds an increment in Y three times as great. If
that· assumption is to be borne out by the facts, we must find that,
whenever a change in investment has occurred, income must have changed
by three times as much. But the multiplier (alternatively expressed : the
marginal propensity to consume) need not be a stable magnitude, independent of the nature of the change in I and the surrounding conditions.
(This, Mr. Keynes himself has recognised.) Hence, if in a concrete case
we find that income did not change as we expected on the basis of what
we assumed about the multiplier, we shall not say , this is impossible,
because 5 is not equal to I " or'S can now not be equal to I " but we
shall say the multiplier (marginal propensity to consume) was different
from what we expected.
The same in slightly different formulation : If we assume (expect)
something about the magnitude of the multiplier, we implicitly assume
1

I

I
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He expressly rejects Mr. HAWTREY'S comment that Sand!" are
two diJferent names for the same thing " and " that, in any sentence
in which the word 'investment' occurs, the word' saving ,
could be substituted for it without any change in the meaning ".1
The explanation given of the paradox that the two things,
although identically defined, are not quite the same is this :
S and I are different aspects of the same thing. They" are necessarily equal in .the same way in which the aggregate purchases of
anything on the market are equal to the aggregate sales. But this
does not mean that' buying' and ' selling' are identical terms,
and that the laws of supply and demand are meaningless."2
The total purchases of a commodity must be identical with the
total sales of that commodity, but an individual's purchases need
not-and indeed ate unlikely to-be equal to his sales of the same
commodity. In the same way, total savings are identical with
total investment, if we employ Mr.' KEYNES' definitions; but an
individual's savings need not be equal to his investment. It may
be useful to retain the two separate terms " saving " and " investment ", since, even with Mr. KEYNES' definitions~ they are not
necessarily equal when reference is made to an individual.
There is a second reason for the retention of the two terms.
Although the total' purchases of a commodity are equal to the

(expect) something about the change in income subsequent to a change,
sayan increase, in investment. Income must change, not because it is
necessary to ensure the equality between S and I, but because we have
assumed it by assuming the multiplier.
We have here an example of a confusion between a terminological
relationship between symbols (in other words: a relationship between
concepts by definition) and an empirical relationship between conceptually
independent magnitudes. In other words: the impression is created
that a statement is made about an alleged regularity in the real world,
whilst in reality a rule is given for the consistent application of the terms.
On the relationship between multiplier' and «marginal propensity
to consume' in Mr. Keynes' system, compare § 4 below and G. I-Iaberler:
Mr. Keynes' Theory of the Multiplier " in Zeitsch'Yift fut Nationaloko,.omie, Vol. -7, 1936, pages 299 et seq. On the logical and methodological
principles involved, see T. W. Hutchinson : The Sig,.ificance and Basic
Postulates 0/ Economic Theo1'')', London, 1938, passim. n
1 Ibid., page 249.
I Ibid. Ct. also Gene1'al Theo.",', Chapter 7.
I

I
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total sales of that commodity, the motives of purchasers differ
from those of sellers. In the same way, the motives for investment
differ from those for saving; and the word U investment" may be
used for the value of unconsumed income when the context refers
to the motives of investors, while the word " savings " may be
used for the same quantity when it is desired to emohasise the
motives of savers.!

§ 3.

HOARDING,

LIQUIDITY

PREFERENCE AND

rHE

RATE

OF INTEREST

The theory of interest has for a long time been a weak spot in
the science of economics, and the explanation and determination
of the interest. rate still gives rise to more disagreement among
economists than any other branch of general economic theory.
For a long time, the theory of interest has had
The "pure" two distinct branches or stages. There is (a) the
theory
" pure" theory of interest in essentially nonof interest. monetary terms explainfug the rate of interest as
the price of capital, determined by the marginal
productivity of capital in a technological sense and by certain
psychological factors (time-preference) influencing the relative
urgency of present and future needs; Professor MARGET! calls
these doctrines "real capital theories". (That some writers,
chiefly the followers of Bohm-Bawerk, go on to interpret marginal
productivity of capital in terms of a lengthening or shortening
of the period of production, whilst other writers object to that
interpretation, has been mentioned on an earlier occasion.) a
1 Further elaborations will be found in G. Haberler: H National Income,
Savings and Investment ", in Studies in Income and Wealth. Vol. II,
published by the National Bureau of Economic Research. New York,
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• In a series of (unpublished) lectures delivered at the London School
of Economics, 1933, and in an unpublished paper submitted to the Ame..
rican Economic Association at its meeting in Atlantic City, December
1937. The history of the two groups of theories and of the attempts
at bridging the gap between them will be traced in Professor Marget's
forthcoming Vol. II of his Theory 01 Prices.
• See footnote 1 on page 40 above.
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We have (b) a monetary theory of the rate of
The" loanable- intere~ which runs in terms of demand for and
fund" theory supplr~loanable funds or credit or claims. Elaboof interest. rate attempts have been made at reconciling and
integrating these two branches. In the Wicksellian
and neo-Wicksellian literature-e.g., as reviewed above in Chapter 3
-a detailed analysis is given of the mechanism by which, and the
routes through which, pecuniary surface forces realise or falsify
the fundamental relationship postulated by the " pure " theory of
interest. One may very well hold that this integration has not
been satisfactorily achieved, but one cannot say in justice that the
problem has not beeri recognised.
The monetary theory ofinterest in terms ofsupply ofand demand
for loanable funds has to be regarded as a first approximation to a
more elaborate treatment of the rtlatter. It has been presented in
the first edition of this book; it is the theory expounded by
Professor OH!:~N, as reviewed above in § 2. of this chapter (page 183).
It is, as Professor ROBERTSON puts it,'" a common-sense account
of events " which attempts to give "precision to the ordinary
view enshrined in such well-known studies of the capital and credit
market as those of LAVINGTON 1 and HAWTREY, as well as in a
thousand newspaper articles ". 2
This "common-sense" explanation of the rate of interest,
and the more elaborate theory behind it, has been criticised by
Mr. KEYNES and .other writers. He has replaced it by a purely
monetary theory,. in which the rate of interest is completely
divorced from the demand and supply of saving and explained
instead by means of the " liquidity preference schedule " and the
quantity of money.8
The English Capita! Market, London, 1921 (3rd ed., 1934).
Economic Journal, Vol. 47, page 428.
I
Professor J. R. Hicks, too, in his book Value and Capital (which
appeared-Oxford, I939-wben this edition was already in print)
distinguishes between" real capital" theories Qf interest and" loanable
funds" theories (page 153). He calls this a" serious division of opinion"
which marks a" real dispute ". "But the real dispute has lately been
complicated by a sham dispute within the ranks of those who adhere to
the monetary approach. " This refers to the dispute between Mr. Keynes
and his followers on the one hand, and the demand-for-and-supply-ofloanable-funds theorists on the other hand.
1

2
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KEYNES'

!vir. Keynes' theory, we may clear the groWld by reviewing the
criticism of the reasons, given by Mr. KE1~ES and his followers, for
cc classical" rejecting the traditional theory of the ,rate of
theory
interest.
of interest.
The greater part of Mr. KEYNES~ criticism in
the chapter on "The Classical Theory of Interest '"'1
is directed against ,,~hat we have termed above the " pure theory
of interest" and, more particularly, against that version which
explains the rate of interest by the interaction of demand and
supply of saving or capital. Mr. KEThTES points out that there is
no " material difference" between " the demand curve [for capital]
contemplated by some of the classical writers " and his " schedule
of the marginal efficiency of capital or investment demandschedule ".2 Against this demand curve, some classical writers set a
supply curve of capital-that is, a curve showing how much saving
(or capital) would be supplied at different hypothetical interest
rates. The intersection of the two curves then determines simultaneously the rate of interest and the amount saved and invested.
Criticising this scheme, Mr. KEYNES rightly points out that the
amount saved depends, not only on the rate of ,interest, but also
on the level of income. In fact, most writers agree concerning
the manner in which the rate of saving depends on the level of
income: the··higher the income level of an individual, the higher
tends to be the amount saved. 3 It is not so clear, on the other
hand, how a rise in interest rates will affect the rate of saving.'

Ct. General Theory, Chapter 14, pages 175 to 193.
Loc cit., page 178.
I In some contexts, Mr. Keynes and many
other writers make a
stronger assumption : they assume that when incomes rise, not only the
absolute amount of saving rises, but also the proportion of income saved
goes up. This is, for instance, implied by the widely accepted proposition that a more unequal distribution of the national income tends to
increase the amount saved by society as a whole.
, It has frequently been pointed· out that some people may save less
at a higher than at a lower interest rate, although it has been widely
assumed that. for very low rates of interest, the saving incentive for
the community as a whole tends to vanish.
1
I
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For short-run fluctuations, however, itnportant
qualifications n1ust be made, even in respect of
the first-mentioned relationship-viz., that between
the amount of saving and the level of incon1e. If
we say that there is widespread agreement among
economists to the effect that the amount of saving
is positively correlated to the level of income, that refers to
individuals-not necessarily to society as a whole, because of
possible changes in the distribution of income-and under settled
conditions. Especially in the case of rapid changes, the rate of
change of income and recent fluctuations of the income level
undoubtedly play an important role. If, for example, the income
of a' person rises unexpectedly, at first consumption may not rise
at all; later on, the level of consumption will be gradually raised.
Furthennore, expectations entertained by the individual about the
level of income in future periods playa leading role and these
expectations will be profoundly influenced by the history of recent
fluctuations. 1
To return to the dependence of the rate of saving
Interdependence upon the level of income : for each income level,
of demand for a separate curve showing how much would be
aDd supplY saved at different interest rates ought to be drawn. 23
of saving. This being agreed upon, the next step in Mr. KEYNES'
criticism follows conclusively : the demand and

The,propensity
to COI1SUIJJe
in the
short-rlill.

1 These remarks are by no means intended to be exhaustive,
The
problem could be settled only by extensive empirical studies. Some
further observations will be found in Chapter 10, § 6, below. Here the
aim is to caution· the reader against accepting too easily the view now
prevalent that the positive correlation between income and the amounl;
of saving can be taken as a secure basis of further deductions for the
purpose of explaining the business cycle as well as for long-run tendencies.
2 It would be easy to construct a three-dimensional diagram exhibiting
the dependence of the rate of saving on the two factors : level of income
and rate of interest. A complete theory would hav.e to take still other
factors into consideration--e.g., the rate of change of income.
• Mr. Keynes has not included in his theoretical scheme (although he
has made some slight allusions to it) the obvious fact that investment
(demand for capital), must be assumed to depend, not only on the rate of
interest, but also on the level of income.
Mr. J. R. Hicks and Mr. O. Lange, in their respective diagrammatic
expositions of the Keynesian theory (H Mr. Keynes and the ' Classics ' ;
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supply curves of saving are not independent of one another. If,
for instance, there appears a new stimulus to investment, if, that is
to say, the investment demand curve shifts upward, income will, in
general, rise and the supply curve of saving will shift too. Likewise, a shift in the latter will make the demand curve shift.
To sum up : the main defect of the " classical " theory of interest,
according to Mr. KEYNES, is that it treats income as a given
nlagnitude, as a deternlinant of the system and not as a variable.
If this criticism is valid as regards the static or equilibrium
theory of interest,! it would not appear to apply to the short-run
or monetary theory of the rate of interest as developed by the
followers of WICKSELL. In this theory, the variability of income
depending upon the shifts in the investment-demand and savingsupply curve is not neglected; for a continuous and sustained
change in income is an essential feature of the Wicksellian cumulative process. A rise in income is characteristic of an expansion
process; a fall of income, of a contraction process. Moreover,.
this theory allows for the purely monetary influences on the rate
of interest; indeed, these influences operating on the actual market
rate of interest are, as we have seen in Chapter 3, the very essence
of the theory ,I
What, th~n, are 1fr. KEYNES' objections against the theory which
conceives of the r~te of interest as determined by demand for and
supply of credit?
A Sugg.ested Interpretation ", in Econom,trictJ, Vol. 5, 1937, and U The
Rate of Interest and the Optimum Propensity to Consume It, in Economica,
February 1938), have filled that gap. It would, however, seem to be
more correct to say that the investment demand depends on the rate of
change rather than on the level of income. That amounts to introducing
into the system the acceleration principle which is a dynamic relationship
(in a sense which will be discussed in § 6 of this chapter).
1 Whether this theory, in spite of its admitted shortcomings, has not
its merits, in relation to long-period equilibrium or as an idea.l case realisab}e under certain special assumptions or as a purely theoretical standard
of reference, we need not discuss in this connection, because we are here
concerned more with the short-run (monetary) variety of interest theory
which is used in business-cycle analysis.
• Mr. Keynes accuses the" orthodox" theory of having overlooked
these monetary influences; hence he must have the pure" theory of
interest in mind. ct. his" The Theory of Interest" in Lessons ot Monetary Experience, New York, 1937, page 147.
U
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We are not here concerned with the concept of
Criticism of the" natural " or " equilibrium " rate of interest (as
the Hlonetary discussed in Chapter 3), but with the underlying
theory
explanation of the market rate by means of demand
of interest. and supply curves of credit, as developed in
Chapter·3, and more fully in § 2 of this chapter in
elaboration of Professor OHLIN'S theory. We recall that demand
for and supply of credit is !not the san1e thing as demand for and
supply of (ex aIIte) saving, but that the curves relating to the
latter form a part of the curves relating to credit~
Objections are raised against that theory on the ground of its
implying (a) that" saving is not necessarily equal to investment",
(b) that "the amount of money hoarded is not necessarily equal to
the increase in the amount of money ". 1
The first of these two difficulties has already been discussed in
§ 2 of this chapter; it would appear to arise from the various
possible meanings which may be attached to the terms "saving "
and "investment". If these terms are defined in the manner
proposed by Professor ROBERTSON, the difficulty would seem to
disappear, and Profesor OHLIN'S analysis, if carried to its· logical
conclusion, gives the same result.
The second difficulty, concerning the term
The concept "hoarding", requires careful consideration, because
of
it has been an important source of confusion and
cc hoarding". misunderstanding in recent years.
The term" hoarding" is alien to Mr~ KEYNES'
terminological system. It is used only when reference is made to
theories of other writers. In such cases, however, it would seem
that the term is used in two distinct senses, and the sense which,
in most cases, is applied and attributed t9 other writers would seem
to differ from the meaning attributed to it explicitly or implicitly
by those· writers themselves.
According to this definition, " net new hoarding" (in the sense
of the amount hoarded; that is, of the result of this activity,
" hoarding", during a certain period) is the same thing as the
1 A. P. Lerner: " Alternative Formulations of the Theory of Interest ".
in the Economic Journal, Vol. 48, June 1938, page 215
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increase in the quantity of money during that period. For, if an
individual's net hoarding in any period of time is defined as the
addition which he makes to his holding of money during that
period, the net hoarding of the whole community must be equal to
the net increase in the amount of money in existence. " Dishoarding " (in the sense of the amount dishoarded) is the same thing as a
decrease in the quantity of money. The total amount hoarded
at any time "must be equal to the quantity of money ".1
cc Holding money" and "hoarding money" are thus synonymous
terms, and since all the money in existence at any moment of time
is held by somebody---:-if it were not" held " by somebody (if,
for example, it had been lost), it would not be counted as being in
existence-all the money is· always hoarded.
In a few cases, however, another definition is given ofhoardingviz. : " the quantity of money minus what is required to satisfy the
transaction-motive "l-in other words, idle or inactive money,
including notes, coins and deposits or whatever is regarded as
money. Net hoarding or dishoarding during a given period
means, then, an increase or decrease of idle balances. This
definition would seem to be roughly equivalent to the general
meaning of the term. 2 On some occasions, however, the two
concepts are used interchangeably although what holds true of
one of these concepts need not and will not be true of the other. In
particular, the theory 8 that any attempt of the public to hoard can
only push up the interest rate, but cannot increase the aggregate
amount hoarded unless the banking system increases the amount of
money, is correct only if hoarding is defined in the wider (unusual)
sense. If it is defined as an accumulation of idle balances, the
public can hoard without any help from the banks. Even if the
General Theory, page 174.
As is usual with economic terms, there are points of detail where
the general usage is not unambiguous. They will be discussed presently.
• This a.rgument has been frequently expressed in recent years. See,
for instance, J. M. Keynes, General Theory, page 174, and Economic
Journal, 1937, pages 250-251 ; A. P. Lerner, " Mr. Keynes' General
Theory of Employment, Interest and Money" (International Labour
Review, Vol. 34, October 1936, page 435; R. F. Harrod, Zeitschrift
tUlY Nationalokonomie 1937, page 494. R. F. Kahn, Eco11,omic Journal,
Vol. 47, 1937, page 67 1 •
1
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quantity of money is kept constant, the amount of idle balances
can be increased by the public at the expense of active balances.
It is desirable, therefore, to define more precisely the. meaning
of the term and to state some of its implications and corollaries.
The concept of " idle balances" presupposes the
The toncepi assumption of some sort of an average or normal
of " idle rate of turnover or velocity of circulation. For, in
ba/antes ". order to make the concept precise, it must be specified how long a balance is to remain idle, so that
it should be regarded as falling under the category of " idle
balances ". Overnight, all balances are idle, and over a sufficiently
long period, all may have been active, in the sense of having been
turned over.
People sometimes separate the balances which they keep " idle "
from those which they " use ", by putting the former on savings
or time accounts while keeping the latter on checking accounts.
But such is not always the case and, ifit is not, one cannot ascertain
whether an individual or society as a whole has hoarded or not by
comparing the amount of money held (by the individual or by all
individuals) at different points of time. We may express this by
saying that hoarding has a time dimension.
Hoarding and dishoarding thus means or implies
Hoarding a decrease or increase in the velocity of circulation
and the
of money ~ or an increase or decrease in the recivelodty of procal of V -that is to say, in the Marshallian 1 k.
tireu/alion Should we then say that "hoarding" (" dishoardof money. ing ") and " decrease (increase) of V" are synonymous terms? This is a terminological question which
it is difficult to answer definitely on the basis ofthe general usage of
the· terms involved. Let us briefly and roughly consider the main
forces responsible for changes in V (interpreting it, for the moment,
1 It is hoped that further details lying behind the concept of " velocity"
may remain undiscussed-viz.,the fact that we have, strictly speaking,
to distinguish between a "transaction-velocity", an "income-velocity" and
some other varieties, and correspondingly between a " transaction-k ",
an " income-k ", etc., the formal nature of the relation between V
and k-viz., that of reciprocity-remaining in all cases the same. On
this, compare the literature quoted _above, Chapter 3, § 6, page 62.
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as "transaction velocity"). V will change (a) if the habits of
payment (e.g., the income period) change, (b) if, with stable habits
of payment, some money is "withheld from circulation ", or (c) if
money flows into spheres (say agriculture) or regions 1 where its
velocity· of circulation is smaller' than in those spheres or countries
whence it came.
Some writers may prefer to reserve the term " hoarding " for
such changes in Vas are due to the factor (b), (or, perhaps, to (a)
and (b)); they would then have to say that V is also subject to
changes for reasons other than hoarding. To confine the term
" hoarding" to phenomenon (b) would seem to correspond best to
the definition ofhoarding as the accumulation ofidle deposits (unless
the term" idle deposit" is given a rather wide meaning.) Suppose,
for instance, that habits of payment so change that certain incomes
which have been, so far, paid out in weekly instalments are, from
now on, distributed in monthly payments. Assuming that before
and after the change in the length of the income period has occurred,
all money received is spent gradually during the resp~ctive income
period, then the velocity of money is decreased, the money rests, on
the average, longer in the pocket (or on the account) of the income
receiver. Nevertheless, such deposits would presumably still be
regarded as active, and not as idle, deposits.
The whole matter is, however, one of convenience and custom:
one might just as well say that the deposits in question have become
less active (that is, they are spent less frequently) and hence speak.
of an "act of hoarding ". But we need not here come to a
definite decision or, rather, make a definite terminological proposal.
Suffice it to call attention to the various possibilities.
From the. point of view of the feasibility of statistical measurement, the definition of hoarding as equivalent to a change in V
seems to be more convenient, because an actual separation of the
influence on V of the three factors mentioned above will, in
most cases, prove to be impossible.

1 This has been frequently mentioned in connection with international
flows of funds. Cf., for example, J. Viner: Studies in the Theory 01
International T'Yade. Chapters VI and VII, passim.
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One. more word on the definition and measure:.
ment of hoarding by an individual (person, houseD B.JlntttOn
"
•
h d" b hold, firm) may be 1n order. We shall say that an
o~r,d~n~d?Y' individual has hoarded (dishoarded) if the fraction
an tn tVt ua. "
" )
Income (or transactIon
decreases (increases). It
average cash holding
will be observed that this expression is the reciprocal of the
Marshallian k. 1 Hence, if an individual's volume of transactions
or income rises (falls) and his average cash holding rises (falls) •. in
proportion, the individual neither hoards nor dishoards. If, for
instance, somebody's monthly income used to be $200, was
received on the first of each month and spent evenly during the
month, and if the income now rises to $400, which is again received
on the first of each month and spent evenly during the month,
the average cash holding per day has become twice as high as
before; but n6 hoarding has occurred. The same is true if income
and average cash holding fall pari passu. It is, of course, possible
for a decrease in income to induce a person to dishoard-that is,
to reduce his expenditure by less than his income and to deplete
available cash resources. But looking at the average cash balance
alone, we cannot tell whether hoarding or dishoarding has
occurred or not. This point is frequently overlooked. 2
,1i. ""

if
0

1 k usually refers to in~om~ ; it is then the reciprocal of income velocity.
But the't"e is, as was pointed out above, a " transaction-k". It will be
observed th~t it does not matter whether we express the magnitudes
involved (income, volume of transaction, average cash.holding) in monetary or in " real" terms (e.g., in wheat~ as Professor Pigou, following
Marshall. does). because the denominator and numerator of the fraction
would have to be deflated by the same index number, if we changed from
one numeraire to another.
I If we adopt this definition in respect to individual hoarding. and if
we agree that any hoarding by society as a whole must be allocated to
certain individuals. we have implicitly answered the terminological
que~tions raised above as to the relation between the·" hoarding " and
" velocity H concepts. Suppose there is no change in the habits of payment ; if, then, demand shifts in such a way that the income of people
who hold a small proportion of their income in the shape of money
(whose k is relatively small) decreases, while the income of people who
hold a large proportion of their income in money (whose k is great)
increases, velocity of circulation decreases for society, whilst nobody
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Finally, it should be observed that the total amount which an
individual or a firm is able to hoard during a given period is by no
means always limited by the income received during this period or
by net new saving. It would perhaps be better to refrain from
saying that a part of income or of saving is hoarded and, instead,
to speak only of the hoarding of money. But whether this
terminological rule is observed or not, it should be clear that an
individual ,(firm) may hoard, besides money income, all the money
received from regular sales. We then speak of the hoarding of
amortisation quotas and of working capital. In addition an indi.
vidual may sell any asset in his possession and hoard the proceedsOr he may borrow (sell claims) and hoard the proceeds of the loan.!
We can pass now to Mr. KEYNES'· theory of the rate of interest
and investigate whether or not it is compatible with the traditional
views.
Mr. KEYNES holds that the rate of interest,
The definition contrary to the traditional view, according to which
of the rate of it is " the reward of not spending " (on consumpinterest.
tion), is "the reward of not hoarding ",2 "the
reward for parting with liquidity for a specified
period ".a It" is a measure of the unwillingness of those who
possess .money to part with their liquid control over it. The
rate of interest is not the ' price ' which brings into equilibrium
the demand for resources to invest with the readiness to abstain
from present consumption. It is the 'price' which equilibrates
the desire to hold wealth in the form of cash with the available
quantity of cash.".
need have hoarded, on our definition. This would, for example, be the
case if demand for agricultural products increases (assuming that the
farmer's k is greater than the industrialist's k).
1 Mr. Keynes is, of course, quite right in saying that" the decision to
hoard is not taken absolutely" (General Theory, page 174). It may
depend on the price obtainable for certain assets. _ Given a certain
situation, we may conceive of a demand curve for idle balances plotted
against the rate of interest.
S General Theory, page 174.
I Ibid., page 167.
Precisely the same definition has been given by
Professor Albert Hahn in his Volkswirtschattliche Theor'le·des Bankkredits,
Tubingen, 1920.
• Ibid., page 167.
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flowever, as Professor ROBERTSON 1 and others have pointed
out, one alternative would not seem to exclude the other : the rate
of interest may well be regarded as a reward both for not-consuming and for not-hoarding. In order to earn interest, one must
normally refrain not only from keeping money idle (from hoarding
it), .but also from spending it for consumption. But the first
(Mr. KEYNES') condition is, perhaps, less essential than the second.
As everybody knows, banks sometimes pay interest on demand
deposits. If, then, hoarding takes the form of keeping idle
deposits (rather than notes or coins), it does not preclude their
earning interest on the amount hoarded, and the rate of interest
cannot be said to be the reward for not-hoarding. It is true that the
rate of interest on demand· deposits is usually lower than the rate
on time deposits or the bond rate. But this is not necessarily so;
we can easily conceive of a situation where we have the same
rate for all kinds of assets, and there have been instances when
short-term rates of interest have been higher than long-term
rates. Hence, the deposit rate (reward for hoarding) may be higher
than, for instance, the bond rate (reward for parting with liquidity).
About the definition of the rate of interest, there is no real
difference of opinion. Everybody means the same by " rate of
interest" (at least, by the" explicit" rate of interest)-viz., " the
price of debt "2 or of a loan which is evidently the same as :l debt.'
Disagreement arises only when it· comes to explaining the factors
which determine the level ofand fluctuations in the rate of interest.

1 Er;onomic Journal,
1937, page 431. "The fact that the rate of
interest measures the marginal convenience of holding idle money need
not prevent it from measuring also the marginal inconvenience of abstaining frem consumption. Decumulation, as well as keeping-hoarded, is an
alternative to keeping invested."
• Keynes: General Theory, page 173, bottom.
• Everybody means by " the rate of interest" tb.e rate of interest
on money loans-money loans of different duration, security, etc. By a
money loan, we mean a loan which is expressed in terms of money.
Interest and principal could be expressed in terms of other things than
money. But even if they are expressed in money, the loan need not be
paid out or repaid in money (cash). It may be given and repaid in kind
and still be a money loan. Hence, what is needed is a numeraire and
not actual money of exchange.
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How does Mr.- KEYNES' theory in this respect :...
differ from the traditional views? According to
/h
Mr. KEYNES, the rate of interest is the resultant of \,~'
" "",,'
two factors : liquidity preference and the quantity of •
money. "Quantity of money" we can translate I
by " supply of money ". The money is taken as I
i ---l
fixed by the monetary authorities, or the banking system, according L
_
to some principles of monetary policy. It may conceivably be,a
1J /J1
function of the rate of interest-that is, the banks may, for example,
pursue the policy of expanding the supply when the rate of interest
rises. But, usually, this is not the case. It should be noted that
by " supply of money ", Mr. KEYNES means the total supply for all
purposes and not the supply of loanable funds alone. In this latter
sense, the term " supply of money " is frequently used in the
financial literature on the " money " market.
It is not so easy to interpret the term " liquidity preference ".1
" The subject is substantially the same as that which has been
sometimes discussed under the heading , Demand for Money '."2
Hence we may formulate : the rate of interest is determined by
demand for, and supply of, money rather than by demand for,
and supply of, saving or credit (loans).
At first sight, this theory seems indeed revolutionary and
to run counter to many well-established doctrines. This impression is strengthened by Mr. KEYNES' apparent denials that an
increase in the rate of saving, ceteris paribus, tends to lower the
rate of interest; that a rise 'in the marginal efficiency of capital
(demand for loanable funds) resulting, say, from a new invention
or from a turn of the general sentiment towards optimism tends,
ceteris paribus, to raise the rate of interest. 3 He seems to imply,
furthermore, that any increase in the quantity of money, ceteris
paribus, tends to depress the interest rate (at least in the first
instance, notwithstanding indirect and psychological repercussions).

Liquidity
preference
demand
for money.

1 On the various meanings with which it is used by Mr. I{eynes in different places in his writings, compare, especially, Max Millikan: " Liquidity-Preference Theory of Interest ", in American Economic Ren'ew,
Vol. 28, June 1938, pages 247 et seq.
2 General Theory, page 194.
3 Ibid., pages 140, 165, 184 and 185.
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A more careful analysis of what is meant by" liquidity preference " or " demand of money " will show, however, that the real
difference between Mr. KEYNES' theory and the theory which
explains the rate of interest and its daily fluctuations by the interaction of demand for and supply of credit or loans (not saving)
is not so great as may at first s~ght appear. A fundamental
disagreement seems to arise, mainly because hidden assumptions
are overlooked, especially those which are covered by the ceterisparibu.r clause. The" other things " which are assumed to remain
unchanged are not the same for all writers. Hence their disagreement is frequently due to their failure to realise the fact that they
start from different assumptions, rather than to the fact that they
arrive at different conclusions under the same set of assumptions.
Mr. KEYNES distinguishes three motives for
Three
holding money : (i) the· transactions-motive, (ii)
motives 'the precautionary-motive and (iii) the speculativefor holding motive. The transactions-motive is defined as
money.
" the need of cash for the current transactions of
personal and business exchanges " 1 and is split up
into the" income-motive and business-motive ". 2 "One reason
for holding· money is to bridge the interval between the ·receipt
of income and its disbursement .
and, similarly, the
interval between the time of incurring business costs and that of
the receipt of sales proceeds."2 In other words, a certain
amount of money is required to " handle" a certain income and a
certain volume of transactions. How much money is needed
depends on the velocity of circulation of money and is determined
by the ~bits ofpayment and other factors which have been touched
upon in 'ah earlier chapter, where references to the relevant literature
are to be found. a
The precautionary-motive is described as the de,sire to hold
cash " to provide for contingencies requiring sudden expenditures

General Theor'Y, page 170.
Ibid., page 195.
a Compare footnote 1 on page 59 (Chapter 3, § 6).
The locus classicus
of the discussion of these problems is Professor Marget's Theory of Prices,
New York. 1938.
1
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and for unforeseen opportu~ties of advantageous purchases u.1
Mr. KEYNES assumes that the amount of money needed _for this
purpose, as well as the amount needed for transaction purposes,
depends on, and varies with, changes in the actual level of activity
(more precisely, volume of transactions).
By the speculative-motive, Mr. KEYNES means the inducement
to hold money for the purpose cc of securing profit from knowing
better than the market what the future will bring forth ". 2 If, .for
instance, one expects the price of debt (e.g., of bonds) to go downthat is, the rate of interest to rise-one will ~ry to change from debt
to money, to sell bonds and hold money. Mr. KEYNES believes
that " general experience indicates that the aggregate demand for
money to satisfy the speculative-motive usually shows a continuous
response to gradual changes in the rate of interest-i.e., there is a
continuous curve relating to changes in the demand for money to
satisfy the speculative-motive and changes in the rate of interest as
given by changes in the price of bonds and debts of various
maturities ".8
Mr. KEYNES believes, furthermore, that it is
Hoarding and roughly true that the total amount of money, M,
the rate of can be divided into two parts, M1 and M", of which
interest. the first part, MI , is held to satisfy the transactionsand precautionary-motives and the second part,
M2 , to satisfy the speculative-motive.' M1 may thus be called
active or circulating money, whilst M" is hoarded or idle or
inactive money. M 1 varies with the level of income or, rather,
with the volume of transactions. M" depends on the interest
rate in such wise that it rises when the interest rate falls and falls
when the interest rate rises.
This would seem to be the most important new relationship
introduced by Mr. KEYNES; new, not in the sense that it has never
1

General Theory, page 196.

2

Ibid., page

170.

• Ibid., page 197.
• Ibid., page 199. Mr. Keynes realises that this is not quite correct,
because " the amount of cash which an individual decides to hold to
satisfy the transactions- . . . and precautionary-motive is not
entirely independent of what he is holding to satisfy the speculative
motive ".
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been suggested in the literature, but in the sense that it has never
been carried through consistently. We may formulate this theorem
also by saying that hoarding tends to be stimulated by a fall,
and checked by a rise, in interest rates. Hoarding becomes cheaper
when interest rates fall, and costly when they rise. In still other
words, we may say that the velocity of circulation of moneyl is
positively correlated to the rate of interest. 2
It will be convenient in the following analysis to distinguish
sharply between liquidity preference in the wider sense and in the
narrower sense. By the former, we mean the demand for money
for all purposes, inclusive of the transaction purpose (MI + M 2 ) ;
by the latter, demand for idle balances, M 2 ) alone. The narrower
definition corresponds better to the everyday meaning of the term
cc liquidity preference".
We shall therefore call it "liquidity
preference proper ". If somebody sells an asset against money
and keeps the proceeds idle or if he refrains from spending all
his money receipts as usual, we may describe that as an increase in
his liquidity preference. Suppose, on the other hand, that wages
rise but interest rates remain constant because the banks increase the
money supply; then the average cash holdings of the working
population will rise, and we have to describe that in Mr. KEYNES'
terminology as a rise in liquidity preference in the wider sense :
more money is held for transaction purposes. 8

1 We think of the velocity of M, whilst Mr. Keynes (General Theory,
page 201) speaks of the velocity of M t alone. Mr. Keynes speaks further·
more of income velocity rather than of transactions velocity.
2 A very instructive mathematical and diagrammatic exposition of
these relq.tionships and of Mr. l{eynes' General Theory, in toto, has been
given by Dr. Hicks: " Mr. Keynes and the Classics 't, Econometrica, 'April
1937, and by O. Lange: " The Rate of Interest and the Optimum
Propensity to Consume ", in Economica, February 1938, pages 12 et
seq. Of the latter, Mr. Keynes says that it " follows very closely and
accurately [his] line of thought". (Eco'J1,on~ic Journal, Vol. 48, June 193 8,
page 321.)
• Mr. Keynes himself states his theory sometimes in terms of liquidity
preference in the wider sense and sometimes in terms of liquidity prefer.
ence proper. An example of the latter will be found in Economic Journal,
1937, page 250. "If we mean by , hoarding' the holding of idle balances,
then my theory of the rate of interest might be expressed by saying that
the rate of interest serves to equate the demand and supply of hoards ".
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This terminology does not appear to be in accord with everyday
language.
Let us now consider how far Mr. KEYNES' liquidity-preference
theory and the traditional demand-for-and-supply-of-loanable-funds
theory of interest are really at variance.
Take, first, an increase ofthe demand for capitalHow a rise in that is, in Mr. KEYNES' terminology, an upward
investment shift of the schedule of the marginal efficiency of
demand
capital, which is characteristic of the prosperity
influences the phase of the business cycle. Suppose an increase
interest rate. in consumers'expenditure (however brought
about) or improved expectations or inventions
make entrepreneurs eager to invest. They demand investible
funds, and, according to the traditional· views, that will tend to
drive up interest rates.
In spite of the impression to the contrary, this is not in contradiction with Mr. KEYNES' theory. We have only to translate what
we have just said into his terminology. There are, in fact, two
possibilities. First, if an entrepreneur borrows additional money
from the market in anticipation of a future increase in his expenditure for investment purposes, 1 this represents an increase in his
liquidity preference, for his demand for money bas increased
without either a fall in interest rate or, as yet, a rise in the volume
of transactions. But, secondly, the entrepreneur may borrow
additional funds no quicker than he spends additional funds on the
increased investment. In this case, as indeed in the previous
case also, there will be a rise in the volume of business transactions,
and this will lead, sooner or later, to an increased demand for
money to finance the larger turnover. This will involve a rise in
interest rates, according to Mr. I<EYNEs, because less of the existing
supply of money will remain available to satisfy the speculative
motive for liquidity.
In either case, therefore, if the supply of money does not rise,
the rate of interest must go up. This qualification about the
supply of money cannot give rise to any disagreement, for it will
1 This case is an example of the demand for
investment, which is discussed below, page 212.
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be accepted by the adherents of the traditional views. All agree
that, in spite of an increase in demand for loanable funds, the
interest rate will not go up if (a) the banks supply the necessary
funds or (b) the public supplies them by dishoarding at unchanged
interest rates.
Case (a) has been recently described by Mr. KEYNES, alternatively,
as an increase of the willingness of the banking system to become
illiquid, which cancels the rise in the liquidity preference of the
public~ "One could regard the rate of interest as being
determined by the interplay of the terms on which the public
desires to become more or less liquid and those on which the
banking system is ready to become nl0re or less illiquid." 1 Apart
from terminological differences, therefore, this theory and the
loanable-fund (in this case bank-fund) theory would seem to be
almost identical.
In Mr. KE'f'>,~I":S' terminology, case (b) would have to be construed
as a decrease in the l!quidity preference ofthose who are" willing to
release cash "2 which cancels the increase in the liquidity preference
of the entrepreneurs and thus leaves the interest rate constant.
When the entrepreneurs then spend the money on wages, etc.,
they become less .liquid (their liquidity preference decreases), but
the successive recipients of the money become more liquid (their
liquidity preference increases). This can also be expressed by
saying that· income (or transactions), which is one source of the
demand for money, goes up. More money is needed to satisfy
the transactions-motive, and this drives up (or keeps up) the
interest rate, unless less money is needed for satisfying the speculative-motive-in other words, unless somebody "releases cash"
(that is, dishoards).
In a recent contribution, "The 'Ex-Ante'
Planned invest- Theory of the Rate of Interest ",8 Mr. KEYNES has
mefJt and modified, and elucidated, his theory in a way which
interest rates. makes its similarity with the loanable fund theory
still clearer. In his General Theory, he explained
that the deman,d for money depended on the rate of interest
Eeon.omi.c Journal. Vol. 47. 1937, page 666.
• Ibid., page 667• Ibid., pages 663 et seq.
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(determining the demand for idle balances) and on the actual level
of activity (determining the demand for circulating balances).
This) it is now admitted, was an incomplete statement. cc The
additional factor, previously overlooked) to which Professor
OHLIN'S emphasis on the ex-ante character of investment decisions
has directed attention) is the following." 1 There is ~ third
factor affecting the demand for money-viz., the necessity of
providing what ~1r. KEYNES proposes to call ." finance" for
planned investment. Before activity has actually gone up, funds
for the intended outlay must be secured. "During the interregnum-and during that period only-between the date when the
entrepreneur arranges his finance and the date when he ·actually
makes his investment, there is an additional demand for liquidity
without, as yet, any additional supply of it necessarily arising "
(page 665). The adherents of the loanable-fund theory would
merely substitute "credits" for the word "liquidity" in this
sentence.
Mr. KEYNES rightly points out that this additional demand must
meet with additional supply, if the rate of interest is not to rise.
Somebpdy, the banks or the public) must cc deplete their existing
cash " (page 666), and he criticises Professor OHLIN for ~uggesting
that ex-ante saving out of future income can satisfy the demand for
finance. This is the same criticism as was made above when
it was said that ex ante saving in the sense of saving out of a future
income cannot affect the bond market now. This criticism loses
its validity, however, if ex-ante saving is interpreted, as was
suggested above, in the Robertsonian sense, as saving out of a
previously received income. The demand for finance can be
satisfied by increased saving in this sense or by dishoarding. Both
sources can be described (in Mr. :KEYNEs' words) as a depletion of
existing cash-cash from idle balances or, in the case of additional
savings, cash released from transactions balances by the reduced
expenditure on consumption goods.
One point regarding Mr. KEYNES' theory of " finance" has
given rise to an interesting discussion which throws much light

1

ECOf7,omic Journal, loco cit., page 665.
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on the whole issue. 1 It is ~.fr. KEYNES' insistence that" finance is
essentially a revolving fund.
As soon as it is ' used'
in the sense of being e..'q>ended, the lack of liquidity is automatically
n1ade good and the readiness to become temporarily unliquid is
available to be used over again." 2
Professor ROBERTSON objected that finance funds which have
been spent can be made available for new financing only if they are
saved (in Professor ROBERTSON'S sense) by one of the successive
recipients. 1fr. KEYNES' reply clearly indicated that there is no
disagreement except a terminological one, due to the different
definition of the concept of saving. Mr. KEYNES explains :
" The demand for cash falls away unless the completed activity
(associated with the expenditure of the finance funds) is being
succeeded by a new activity."3 It would appear that this condition might well be accepted by Professor ROBERTSON: for the
primary activity will be succeded by a new one, if the money is
again spent on consumption; if it is saved, the" chain of activi~ies "
is interrupted, the demand for cash falls away unless the saving
leads to a fall in interest rates which stimulates investment, or
unless the marginal efficiency of capital rises-ehanges which are
excluded by Mr. KEYNES' ceteris-paribus assumption.
On the question whether an increase in saving
The influence (a fall in the propensity to consume) affects the rate
of .raving on of int~rest or' not, Mr. KEYNES' views still seem to be
the rate of very different from the traditional views. He
interest.
expresses the difference in principle between his
and the traditional view as follows. Economists
assumed .
that, ceteri.r
have "almost invariably .
paribu.1, a decrease in spending will tend to lower the rate of interest
and an increase in investment to raise it. But if what these two
quantities determine is not the rate of interest, but the aggregate
1 Compare Professor Robertson's article, U Mr. Keynes on Finance",
in Econornic Journal, Vol. 48, June 1938, page 314 et seq., and Mr. Keynes'
reply, ibid., page 318. See also E. S. Shaw, U False Issues in the InterestTheory Controversy", in Journal of Political Economy, Vol. 46, December 1938, page 838.
t Economic Jounzal, Vol. 47, 1937, page 666.
, Econornic Journal, Vol. 48, 1938, page 319.
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volume of employment, then our outlook on the mechanism of the
economic system will be profoundly changed. A decreased
readiness to spend will be looked on in a quite different light if,
instead of being regarded as a factor which will, ceteris paribus,
increase investment, it is seen as a factor which will, ceteris paribus,
diminish employment." 1
Some misunderstanding seenlS to have arisen in this connection
froln different interpretations of the ceteris-paribus clause. The
classical writers, when they are not dealing with money and the
business cycles, are in the habit of taking total monetary outlay as
constant; it is included in the cetera that remain the same. Then
a decrease in one division (consumption spending) implies an
increase in. the other (investment). Assuming the marginal
efficiency of capital to be constant, this implies a fall in the interest
rate. Mr. KEYNES, on the other hand, includes liquidity preference
among the other things- that remain unchanged; then, since M has
remained unchanged, the rate of interest cannot fall. 2
Now the loanable-fund theorists would not deny that this might
happen, but they would describe it differently: people may hoard
the money which they fail to spend. In l\fr. KEYNES' theory, this
has to be described as a rise in liquidity preference proper; 8 demand
for money for "speculative purposes", M 2 , has risen. This
implies a decrease in M1 , which is connected with the fall in activity.
Thus total demand for money and the quantity of money remaining
unchanged, the rate of interest remains unchanged too.
If, however, the producers of consumers' goods who experience
a decrease in demand try to maintain activity by selling securities,
the rate of interest will rise, and these sales will have to be construed
as an increase in their liquidity preference.
There may be a difficulty in the timing of the processes; it is,
however, clearly possible to conceive of a case where people spend

1 General
Theory, page 185. This passage conveys the incorrect
impression that, in Mr. Keynes' opinion. ::tn increase in investment does
not tend to raise the interest rate.
2 This point was also made by T. W. Hutchinson: The Sign'ificance and
Basic Postulates of Economic Th~')'YY, London, 1938, pages 44 and 45a Compare the definition of this concept given above on page 210.
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less on consumption (save), but direct the money simultaneouslY to
the purchase of new securities.
It would appear from the foregoiPg discussion that Mr. KEYNES'
views on the question of how the rate of interest is influenced by
changes in the propensity to consume (save)1 are not so radically
different from the views of other authors as may at· first sight
appear. In a very recent exposition of his theory, Mr. KEYNES
has .himself suggested this. 2 "The analysis which I gave in my
General Theory of Employment is the same as the' general theory' by
Dr. LANGE on page 18 of his article. "8 On this page, Dr. LANGE
states that " the traditional statement that the rate of interest
moves in the opposite direction to the propensity to save
holds fully in our generalised theory ".t
There remains one more case in respect of which
Changes in the liquidity-preference theory seems to be at
M and the variance with· the traditional views-viz., the effect
rate of
of an increase in the quantity of money on the
interest. rate of interest. It would seem that, according
to Mr. KEYNES, such" an increase must always lead
to a fall in the rate of interest. This is, however, not Mr. KEYNES'
view, because in many cases, such an increase will, automatically and
uno actu, raise the liquidity-preference schedule. "Suppose that
M consists of gold coins and that changes in M can only result
from increased returns to the activities of gold-miners.
In this case, changes in M are, in the first instance, directly associated with changes in Y, since the new gold accrues as someone's
1 Since the propensity to save is equal to I minus the propensity to
consume, any proposition regarding the propensity to save can be translated into a proposition regarding the propensity to consume and vice
versa.
2 See footnote I, page 321, in Economic Journal, June 1938.
a Economica, February 193 8.
• Hence we must conclude that Dr. Lange is not right when he attributes, rather unqualifiedly, to Mr. Keynes, not bis general theory, but
a special case of it-viz., that case where the U inter.est elasticity of the
demand for liquidity is infinite" (page 19). It seems fair to say that
Mr. Keynes balds that this situation obtains under special circumstances
-viz., in deep depressions. It is" depression economics" (as Dr. Hicks,
loco cit' says) and not the" general theory". For further discussion of
tbis special case, see the text below, page 218.
l
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income. Exactly the same conditions hold if changes in Mare
due to the Government printing money wherewith to meet its
current expenditure;-in this case also, the new money accrues as
someone's income." 1 The increased level of income represents
increased demand for money; hence the increased M does not lead
at once to a rise in the rate of interest.
" The new level of income, however [Mr. KEYNES elaborates],
will not continue sufficiently high for the requirements of M I to
absorb the whole of the increase in M; and some portion of the
money will seek an outlet in buying ·securities or other assets until
the rate of interest has fallen so as to bring about an increase in the
magnitude of M 2 and, at the same time, to stimulate a rise in Y to
such an extent that the new money is absorbed either in M 2 or in
the M I which corresponds to the rise in Y caused by the fall in
the interest rate. Thus at one remove this case comes to the
same thing as the alternative case where the new money can only
be issued in the first instance by a relaxation of the conditions of
credit by the banking system u, and thus automatically entails a
fall in the interest rate. 1
This passage calls for some comments. The statement that
cc money will seek an outlet in buying securities " must surely
imply that the recipients of the money whose incomes have risen
save part of it, in Professor ROBERTSON'S sense? In this case,
saving will reduce the rate of interest, although that entails part of
the money going into hoards (increases the magnitude of M 2 ). If
people did not save, but spent all the new money on consumption,
M I would still absorb the whole increase in M.
The course· of events might presumably differ from the one
which Mr. KEYNES described: thus the increase in Y might
stimulate investment, and this might more than compensate the
tendency to a fall in the interest rate. Indeed, it is impossible to
say what the outcome will be. But it is clear that Mr. KEYNES'
theory does not imply that an increase in the quantity of money
must in aU circumstances entail a fall in the interest rate, and that

a

1

General Theory, page

• Ibid.
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'its stimulating effect is conditioned by its having previously
depressed the interest rate. l
Apart from terminological innovations, the real contribution
brought by Mr. KEYNES' General Theory of Interest would seem to
consist, as we have seen, of the proposition that hoarding is a
function of the rate of interest. This does not of course mean
that factors other than the rate of interest may not also exert an
influence as strong as that of the interest rate on the amount of
inactive balances. In other words, even in the short run, shifts of
the liquidity-preference schedule may be at least as important as
movements along the curve. 2
Besides and in addition to the general empirical
assumption about" demand for idle cash balances "
Infinite
elasticity (propensity to hoard), there is a more specific
of deJnand assurrlption about the shape of that demand curve
jor idle (liquidity-preference schedule proper) which frebalances. quently plays an important role in Mr. KEYNES'
theory. This more specific assumption constitutes
Mr. KEYNES' " special theory", as Dr. HICKS has aptly called it.
This assumption is to the effect that, for low interest rates,
" say 20/0 " (page 202.), the demand for idle balances (" demand for
liquidity") becomes more and more elastic and, at a rate well
above zero, absolutely elastic-that is, insatiable. In technical
parlance, the interest-elasticity of the demand for liquidity becomes

1 SOlne economists, however, have interpreted Mr. !{eynes' theory to
mean that an increase in the quantity of money could operate on the
economic system only via the rate of interest. For examplt, Mrs. J.
Robinson, in a review of Professor Bresciani-Turroni's Economics of
I nflation, remarks: " The author assumes that an increase in the quantity of money was the root caus~ of the inflation [in Germany, in 19191923]. But this view it is impossible to accept. An increase in the
quantity of money no doubt has a tendency to raise prices, for it leads to
a reduction in the interest rate, which stinlulates investment and discourages saving, and so leads to an increase in activity. But there is
no evidence whatever that events in Germany followed this sequence"
(italics not in the original). Econ01nic Journal, Vol. 48, 1938, page 509.
2

The same difficulties have to be faced by any two-dimensional

analytical apparatus when applied to such a complex phenomenon as
the demand for idle balances and the rate of interest. Compare on this
I.loint M. Millikan, loco cit" pages 254 et seq.
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infinite : 1 ,the schedule of liquidity preference proper becomes
horizontal. It is very important to realise that this is equivalent
to saying that, when this critical level of interest rates has been
reached, any amount of money which might be created by the
banks will be hoarded, in addition to any amount which people
save in excess of the current demand for investment purposes (in
Mr. KEYNES' terminology, we should rather say : any amount
of money which is released from balances held for business or
income purposes). Suppose, for instance, that, at the depth of
a depression, investment demand for loanable funds is at a low ebb,
and that the rate of interest has reached that critical level of (say)
2 %; suppose, moreover, that there is a reasonable degree of
con1petition, so that wages and prices continue to fall so long as
there is unemployment : then money is constantly released from
the transaction sphere. But instead of being directed to the
acquisition of assets, thus driving up their prices (which is equivalent to reducing the interest rate) and stimulating investment
and employment, all this money is being hoarded. Hoards grow
without limit in terms of money and, because of the fall in prices,
still faster in real terms.
If such a situation exists,-i.e., if the demand
A limit for money-to-hoard (liquidity preference curve
to the fall in proper) is perfectly elastic--" a rise in the schedule
interest rates. of the marginal efficiency of capital only increases
employment, and does not raise the interest rate· at '
all ".2 Likewise, a rise in the rate of saving (propensity to cOnsume) decreases employment without decreasing the rate ofinterest.
The idea that such a situation might arise is original and is of
considerable theoretical interest.
Let us ask how, according to Mr. KEYNES, such a situation
could come about, and whether, according to him, it has ever
arisen.
The reason for the existence of a minimum, below which the
rate of interest cannot possibly fall, we· may paraphrase in the
words of Dr. HICKS : "If the costs of holding rnoney can be
l
II

Lange, Ope cit., pages 18 and 19.
Hicks, Ope cit., page 154.
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neglected, it will always be profitable to hold money rather th:.n
lend it out, if the rate of interest is not greater than zero. Consequently, the rate of interest must always be positive. In an
extreme case, the shortest short-term rate may perhaps be· nearly
2:ero. But if so, the long-term rate must lie above it, for the long
rate has to allow for the risk that the short rate may rise during
the currency of the loan, and it should be observed that the short
rate can only rise, it cannot fall. This does not only mean that
the long rate must be a sort of average of the probable short rates
over its duration, and that this average must lie above the current
short rate. There is also the more important risk to be considered
-that the lender on long term [e.g., bondholder] may desire to
have cash bef()re the agreed date of repayment, and then, if the
short rate has ri~en meanwhile, he may be involved in a substantial
capital 10ss."1 Thus, in the words of Mr. KEYNES, " the rate of
interest is a highly conventional phenomenon. For its actual
value is largely governed' by the prevailing view as to what its
value is expected to be."2 The argument is perhaps more
!ntelligible when put in terms of asset prices (e.g., bond prices)
instead of interest rates. If asset prices are expected to fall (longterm rates to rise), asset prices cannot remain at a level much
higher than the expected price, because people would prefer. to
keep their resources in cash, in spite of very low short rates.'
Weighty arguments against the assumption that the expected
rate of long-term interest (asset prices) is likely to persist unchanged
for any .length of time, in spite of a fall in the current short-term
rate, have been brought forward by Mr. HAWTREY.' We need
1 Loc. cit., pages 154 and 155.
Compare also Professor Hicks' book,
Value and Capital, Oxford, 1939, especially Chapter XI.
I General Theory, page 203.
• When put in terms of asset prices, it becomes clear that it is an optical
illusion to say' that the rate of interest cannot fall farther because it is
" so ;lear to zero". Between, say, one per cent and zero per cent, there
are still as many interm.ediate positions as there are between the price
at $400 of a $roo 4% bond (corresponding to a capitalisation at an
interest rate of 1%) and the infinitely high,price of the same bond corresponding to a capitalisation at a rate of zero per cent.
& Capital and Employment, 1937, Chapter VII.
See also Mr. KaIdor's
reply to Mr. Hawtrey's criticism of Mr. Keynes," Mr. Ha,"rtrey on Short and
Long Term Investment ", in Economica, November 1938, pages 464 and 465.
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however, not go into this matter more thoroughly, because
Mr. KErnEs himself (quite rightly,. it would seem) believes that
this contingency of an "absolute liquidity-preference" is a
theoretical possibility which has actually not yet arisen. "But
whilst this limiting case", in which "the monetary authority
would have lost effective control over the rate of interest" (and in
which, we may add, no fall in wages and prices could depress the
rate of interest by releasing money from the transaction sphere),
ee might become practically important in future, I know of no
example of it hitherto. Indeed, owing to the unwillingness of
most monetary authorities to deal boldly in debts of long term,
there has not been much opportunity for a test." 1 Nor, we may
a.dd, has the alternative to a policy of increasing the quantity of
money-viz., a sustained fall of all prices and wages-been put
to a real test. 1
An almost perfectly elastic demand for idle
Summary. balances up to a very considerable amount may
occasionally occur, and has occurred temporarily
(Mr. HAWTREY'S temporary credit deadlock), but the hypothesis
that it may exist indefinitely has not yet been put to the test of fact. a

I Gene"alTheoyy, page 207.
It must, however, be admitted that there
are many passages in Mr. Keynes' writings which are difficult to reconcile
with this pronouncement and seem to assume the actual· existence of
cases of an· insatiable desire for liquidity.
• It should be understood that, according to Mr. Keynes' theory, the
two policies are alternative means only in one respect, which is, however
(in the present context). the important one. Both policies serve to
increase the quantity of money in terms of real purchasing power, " in
terms of wage units ", as Mr. Keynes says. On page 234 of his General,
Theory, Mr. Keynes says, for example: " The only relief [for an excessive
liquidity preference-that is, for an extreme desire to hoard]-apart
from changes in the marginal efficiency of capital--can come . . .
from an increase in the quantity of money, or-which is formally the same
tbing--a rise in the value of money. tt (Note that this passage contains
an explicit statement to the effect that a fall in wages and prices will
eventually bring relief. We wish, however, by no means to deny, nor
does Mr. Keynes, that in many other respects the two policies are very
different ahd cannot be regarded, from a practical point of view, as good
substitutes. Ct. § 5 of this chapter below.)
• Chronic unemployment with stable money wages is no proof of an
absolute liquidity preference.
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§ 4.

THE

"MULTIPLIER"

AND

THE

"MARGINAL

Part I

PROPENSITY

TO CONSUME"

"Three fundamental psychological factorsThe "psycho- namely, the psychological propensity to consume,
logical"
the psychological attitude to liquidity and the
deterfninanls of psychological expectation of future yield from
Mr. Kones' capital assets " (which govern, together with" the
system.
given factors ", capital equipment, etc., the marginal
efficiency of capital or demand for capital)lconstitute the skeleton of Mr. KEYNES' theoretical system which
" determines the national income and the quantity of employment". Mr. KEYNES is careful to explain that these psychological
propensities (together with some non-lJsychological factors
such as the wage unit and the quantity of money) can
only "sometimes" he regarded as the "ultimate independent
variables " (page 246). He recognises that they are " themselves
complex and that each is capable of being affected by prospective
changes in the others"2 and, presumably, a fortiori, by actual
changes in the others. (Thus we have seen that the liquidity
preference is influenced by actual and prospective changes in the
marginal efficiency of capital.)
As will be illustrated by various examples in the following
pages, we have here a source of frequent misunderstandings.
Those who have become accustomed to think in terms of
General Theory, pages 246 and 247.
Ibid., page 184. In the course of the discussion, Mr. Keynes l~
sometimes inclined to forget these limitations of his theory. This has
misled sorpe econonlists to overlook them altogether. The usefulness of
the system clearly depends on the degree of independence of these
variables. If t l1ey were highly interdependent, they could not be regarded
as " ultimate independent variables". This, is, of course, a ditnculty
which any interdependence theory, especially one in macro-economic
terms, has to face. It is impossible to build up a theory which explains
national income and employment in terms of a few complex, strictly
independent factors without having regard to their internal structure.
Such a procedure can yield only rough approximations. ~1r. Keynes is
well aware of these difficulties. See, for example, his remarks, General
Theory, page 297.
1
I
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}\'fr. KEYNES' system take the determinant propensities, the wage
unit,l etc., as given, and regard them as independent from one
another, whilst other writers, brought up in traditional modes of
thought, frequently make assumptions which imply a mutual
influencing of Mr. KEYNES' determinants, or tre~t some of them
as variables. These differ;nces in the starting-point are concealed
by differences in terminol gy.
.
.
1farginal efficiency of c pital (demand for capital) and liquiditypreference having been discussed, we now turn to an examination
of the concept " marginal propensity to consume " and the closely
related " multiplier ".
Mr. I(EYNES considers the theory of the so-called
The problem "multiplier"" an integral part of his theory of
of the
employment" (page I 13). The multiplier-k" flJultiplier ". "establishes a precise relationship, given the propensity to consume, between aggregate employment
and income and the rate of investment" (page I 13). "It tells us
that, when there is an increment of aggregate investment, income
will increase by an amount which is k times the increment of
investment" (page I I 5): ~ Y = k /).1, and ~ Y = ~C + ~I, if by
~Y, ~1 and !J.C we denote small increments of income, investment
and consumption respectively. (We need not go into the question
of the unit in which these magnitudes are expressed. Mr. I<.EYNES
discusses this question carefully and elects to express all these
magnitudes in "wage units". We may, however, think of
them just as well in "real" terms or in terms of money.)
" The fundamental notion " underlying the theory is that, if " we
conceive the monetary or other public authority to take steps to
stimulate or to retard investment, the ~hange in· thee amount of
employment" will not be confined to the investment industries,
but will extend to the consumption industries and "will be a
function of the net change in the amount of in~estment "; and
the theory aims " at laying down general principles by which to
estimate the actual quantitative relationship between an increment
1 In particular, the assumption regarding the stability of the wage
unjt. with its implkation of rigid money wages, is apt to be lost sight of,
but should be well kept in mind. (This will be discussed at greater
length below, § 5 of this chapter.)
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of net investment and the increment of aggregate employment
which will be associated with it " (pages 113 and 114).
The pure theory of the multiplier consists of the
The pure
establishment of a precise relationship between the
theory of the multiplier and the marginal propensity to consume.
" multiplier ". The propensity. to consume is defined as the functional relationship between" a given level ofincome"
and " the expenditure on consumption out of that level ofincome "
(page 90). The 17targina/ propensity to consume is then the relationship between an increment of income and the expenditule on
consumption out of this increment.

AC

It is measured by AY'

which is always smaller than unity, because " th~ normal psychological law " holds that, " when the real income of the community
increases or decreases, its consumption will increase or decrease,
but not so fast" (page 114).1 The marginal propensity to consume
" tells us how the next increment of output will have to be divided
between consumption and investment" (page I 15). A marginal
propensity to consume of, for example,

2.
means that -2.
10
10

of the

next increment of income will be consumed. If the marginal
propensity to consume is I, the whole increment will be consumed; if it is zero, the whole will be saved. It follows that
the (marginal) propensity to save has to be defined as I minus
the (marginal) propensity to

co~sume.

If the latter is

..2.,
10

the

former is ~, this being the proportion (of the next increment) of
10

income saved.

If the marginal propensity to consume is

I,

the

1 It may be observed, en passant,
that the marginal propensity
to consume of an individual may conceivably be greater than unity :
that is to say, an individual may be induced by an increase in his income
to spend more than that increment on consumption. This need not,
however, make his average propensity to consume greater than unity-in
other words, it need not mean dissaving. (An average propensity to
consume greater than unity means that C > Y -i.e., that the individual
dissaves, lives on his capital n.) Mr. Keynes does not consider this
cas.e. (Compare, however, Mr. G.R. Holden's paper" Mr. Keynes'
Consumption Function, A Rejoinder tt, Quarterly Journal of Economics.
August 1938, and Mr. Keynes' reply Ibid., November 1938.)
II
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marginal propensity to save is zero; if the former is zero, the
latter is I.
It should be kept in mind that the terms" propensity to consume
(save) " and " marginal propensity to consume (save) " are usually
used in the schedule sense-that is to say, they usually denote the
whole schedule, showing what proportion ofdifferent hypothetical
incomes or increments to income an individual or society as a
whole would consume (save). Sometimes, however, when speaking of the propensity to consume, reference is made to a particular
point (mainly the point actually realised) on the schedule of
altematives. Although it will usually be clear from the context
in what sense the word is used, it would be better to speak, when
not referring to the schedule as a whole, of" the rate of consumption (saving)" 1 or, better still, of " the proportion of income
consumed (saved) ".
What is the relation between the marginal propensity to consume
and the multiplier? The relationship is quite simple :
fj,¥=kfj,[
fj,¥
k=-·
fj,!
Since fj, Y = fj, C

k=

+ fj, I,

fj,¥
fj,Y-fj,C

I

fj,C
fj,Y

1--

Thus, the multiplier k is, by definition, equal to I divided by I
minus the marginal propensity to consume; and the marginal
I:!C
I.
fj,C.
propensity to consume, _.. , is equal to I -/e-' SInce I --y J S the
fj,Y
fj,
marginal propensity to save, we can also say that the multiplier is the
repicrocal of the marginal propensity to save, and vice versa. We
1 It will be observed that what is meant is not the time rate of consumption (saving), the amount consumed (saved) per unit of time, but the
income rate, amount consumed (saved) per unit of income. This rate of

consumption is measured by ~ ; the rate of saving
the rate of saving is

I

by;.

minus the rate of consumption:

Since S = Y -C,

~=

I

-~.
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have thus three interchangeable expressions for the same thing.
The expression " marginal propensity to consume " can always be
replaced, without a chaPge in meaning, by the expression " I minus
the marginal propensity to save U or by " I minus the reciprocal
of the multiplier ".
It follows that if, for instance, the margiral propensity to
consume is ~ (the marginal propensity to save being ~), the
10

10

multiplier is 10; " the total employment caused (for example) by
public works will be ten times the primary employment provided
by the public works themselves, assuming no reduction of investrnent in other directions" (pages I 16 and I 17). This result is
clearly implied by the assumption made. If we assume that an
increment in Y is divided in the proportion of I : 9 between I and C,
then we assume that an increase in I by x units will mean an increase
of 9X in C and an increase of lOX in Y. If we assume the marginal
propensity to consume to be zero-in other words, that an
increment in Y is wholly confined to·I-then we assume that an
increment in I increases Y by no more than its own amount. If
the marginal propensity to consume is assumed to be I -that is, if
we assume that " the next increment of output will have to be
divided between consumption and investment " in the proportion
of I to a-then, in order not to contradict that assumption, we must
assume that any increase in I is accompanied by an infinite increase
in C and Y: the multiplier is infinitely high. In plain English,
there can be no increase in I.
It will be well to keep in mind the logical nature of the " pure
theory of the multiplier" 1 which is clearly revealed by the
foregoing discussion. The theory is not intended by Mr. KEYNES
as a statement about a relationship in the real world between two
distinguishable phenomena; there are not two facts, the marginal
propensity to consume on the one hand, and the multiplier on the
other, of which the former influences and governs the latter. The
logical theory of the multiplier establishes a terminological rule

1 Mr. Keynes calls it the
Theory, page 122).

u.

logical theory of the multiplier" (GeneJ'al
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for the use of the two terms " marginal propensity to consume "
and " multiplier" and nothing more,
The practical problem to the solution of which
The practical the theory of the multiplier and the attempts at a
problems statistical measurement of its magnitude are directed
behind the is the determination, if possible in advance, of the
multipljer. indirect effects of Government expenditure on
public works and the like. The underlying idea
is that, if the Government spends several hundred million dollars
on public investment and thereby creates additional employment,
the first recipients of the money will spend at least a part of their
income on consumption; the consumption industries will be
stimulated; the money will be spent again and again; and a whole
series of successive income- and employment-creating expenditure
will emanate from the first investment. The question is, how
big will be the secondary, tertiary, etc., effects flowing from the
primary investment of a given magnitude?l For the reasons
given below, the pure theory of the multiplier cannot provide a
final answer to that question.
(I) The multiplier refers to the effect pf an
The problem increment of net investment. Hence, ~s Mr. KEYNES
of determining states, "if we wish to apply [the theory of the
" net inve.rt- multiplier] without qualification to the effect of
ment ".
(for example) increased public works, we have to
assume that there is no off-set through decreased
investment in other directions" (page I 19). In other words, a
concrete amount of public works cannot, without examination,
be accepted as net new investment; the public works policy may
have unfavourable repercussions on private investment (a) by
raising prices of material and labour; (b) by raising the interest
rate, because of the method of financing employed ; (c) owing to
repercussions "through psychology", if a Government deficit
1 The idea that investment stimulates consumption is almost as .old
as business-cycle theory. That it is inherent in the Wicksellian theory of
the cumulative process of expansion has already been said (see Chapter 3,
pages 33 et seq., above). Mr. Kahn, among others, has analysed the
problem in his article The Relation of Home Investment to Unemployment " (Economic Journal, June 1931), and has contributed the word
" multiplier ".
U
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shakes confidence; (d) through unfavourable influences on the
international balance of trade and payments.
Some of these factors have been discussed by Mr. KEYNES
(General Theory, pages I 19 to 12 I), Mr. KAHN (1oc. cit.), and by other
writers in the considerable recent literature on expansionist policies
in general and public works in particular. 1
(2) Mr. KEYNES speaks only of" adverse reactions
Secondary on investment" of a public works policy, but it may
investment. havefavourable reactions too. Indeed, it is generally
considered as a condition of success of a " pump
priming policy" that it should stimulate private investment.
Public investment may stimulate private investment either directly
or by first stimulating consumption. 2 All this is now well known
and has been thoroughly discussed, but it all lies outside the pure
theory of the multiplier.
(3) But the theory of the multiplier needs to be
The propensity expanded and qualified in other ways. By expressto consume for ing the multiplier in terms of the marginal prosociety a,r a pensity to consume, the impression is conveyed
who/e.
that it is possible to base the analysis on a fairly
stable psychological magnitude. People's habits
as to saving and spending are regarded as fairly constant, and this
constancy and stability is transmitted by definition to the multiplier.
A closer examination reveals, however, that this stability may be
exaggerated. Mr~ KEYNES speaks frequently of" the fundamental
psychological law, upon which we are entitled to depend with
great confidence both a priori from our knowledge of human
nature and from the detailed facts of experience" ; 3 this law is to the
effect that" men are disposed.
to increase their consumption as their income increases, but not by as much as the increase
in their income". He refers to the consumer, and sometimes
to society as a whole. But the marginal propensity to consume
of society as a whole (which corresponds to the multiplier)
1 See, for-example, A. D. Gayer, Public Works in Prosperity and Depression (New York, 1929), and J. M. Clark, Economics of Planning Public
Works (Washington, 1935).
s This latter relationship is described by the e;tcceleration principle.
a General Theory, pages 96 and 1°14.
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cannot be identified with a psychological law about the behaviour
of the individual consumer, for many other factors besides the
consumers" behaviour determine the marginal propensity to
consume of the society.
For a number of reasons, the stability of the multiplier. must
not be over-emphasised.
(a) As has been pointed out above (page 198), in the short run,
the psychological traits of the individual in respect to saving and
spending cannot safely be regarded as constant. l
(b) As Dr. STAEHLE! h3.s shown, changes in the
ChangeJ in distribution of income are very important for the
income
propensity to consume of society as a whole, even
di..rtriblltion. from the short-run point of view. Since the
propensities for different people or groups of
people. are different, a change in the distribution may' give an
unexpected tum to the marginal propensity to consume of society
as a whole (contrary to the fundamental psychological law), even
if the propensity of each individual is .constant and conforms to
cc the fundamental psychological law''', to which Mr. KEYNES
appeals. For this reason, in using the concept of the multiplier,
allowance must be made for the changes. in the distribution .of
income which are likely to be associated with a change in the level
of incomes.
(c) Laws relating to consumers' behaviour cannot be directly
applied to collective magiiitudes, because· what society' as a whole
invests .and consumes is· determined also by decis~ons of big
corporations and of public bodies which cannot be sd confidently
assumed to be subject to the '~ fundamental psychological law " on
which Mr. KEYNES depends for' his empirical genera1isations~
In .making use of the .multiplier, allowance must be made for the
proportion of any additional profit which companies are likely
to save by adding to their reserves.
1 Cf. Elizabeth W.Gilboy, 54 The Propensity to Consume" in Quarlet'Zy
Journal of Economics, Vot 53, November 1938, and Mr. Keynes' reply.
ibid., May 1939.
I " Short Period Variations in the. Distribution of Incomes ". Review
of Economic Statist~cs, Vol. 19, 1937 (pages 133 to 143) and the comments
by' F. C. Dirks, Reviewal ECtmOmic Statistics, Vol. zo, and rejoinder by
Dr. Staehle, ibid.
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Moreover, with respect to puhJic expenditure,
the distinction between consumption and investment is in many cases very arbitrary. Expenditure
connected with the construction of battleships,
river-dams and the like will be classified as
investment. Dole payments to unemployed and
expenditure for war veterans' bonus will be counted as consumption
expenditure and, if the Government borrows to meet this expenditure, as dissaving. But how are we to classify money paid to
unenlployed workers to perform" public works" ofvery doubtful
value? Suppose these works consist of digging holes in the
ground and filling them up again. Or suppose a road is built
at a cost which far exceeds its value to the community. 1 Evidently,
the classification, and still more the estimate of the value of
investment involved in such cases, is highly arbitrary and conventional. S But the magnitude of the multiplier will be influenced
by such arbitrary decisions. The fewer are the doubtful cases
regarded as investment and the lower is the investment vaIue
assumed in each case, the greater will be the multiplier-that is, the
marginal propensity to consume of society as a whole. Hence the
value of the latter will pro tanto depend upon these arbitrary
classifications and not on the· psychological propensities of the
consumer..
Fortunately, in order to form an opinion on the probable
secondary effects of public expenditure, classification as consumption or investment is generally of minor importance.
What matters are the factors stressed by traditional theory : the
methods used by the Government in raising the money, the
rapidity with which the successive recipients spend it, the manner
of spending, etc. In this latter respect, individual propensities
with regard to saving and consumption come into the picture, but

Govern1JJent
consumption
and
invest/Dent.

1 Compare, for instance, this case with another one where the same
road is built with less labour and at a much lower cost, andtlfe superfluous
workers receive a dole. Part of the total money spent ~is investment
and the other part consumption, whilst, in the case mentioned in the
text, all is counted as investment.
t These problems are discussed at great length in various 'contributions
to Studies in Income and Wealth, Vol. I and It (ed. by National Bureau
of Economic Research, New York, 1937 and 1938).
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together with many other determining factors, so that no simple
and unique relationship between them and the multiplier (marginal
propensity to consume of society as a whole) can be expected.
(d) Mr. KEYNES expresses the view that, in the short run, the
marginal propensity to consume (multiplier) may deviate from its
" normal " value, but he assumes that it will gradually return to
it. l Such a deviation will occur if producers of consumers' goods
do not foresee the increase in demand resulting from an expansion
in the capital-goods industries. Then, momentarily, prices of
consumers' goods will rise or stocks be depleted. The same is
true when full employment is reached or bottle-necks prevent
consumers' goods industries from expanding. All these factors,
which cannot be said to be governed by a psychological law,
must be taken into account in order to determine- the marginal
propensity to consume of the community (multiplier).
(e) Certain difficulties arise when we consider
The multiplier the relation between the multiplier and the income
and income velocity of circulation of money. Suppose the
velocity of psychological marginal propensity to consume of
money.
those who receive ·money from the Government
.
through public works is unity; that is, they save
nothing, but spend the whole amount they receive on consumption.
This is a conceivable situation, even if it is deemed unlikely. For
reasons which will be discussed at some length in the second part
of this book (Chapter 10, § 6), we should normally expect the
secondary effects of a public works policy to be greater in that
case than if the marginal propensity to consume was smaller than I.
But we should not expect to find an infinite rise in demand for
consumption goods. This is, however, what follows from the
assumption that Mr. :I<EThTES' marginal propensity to consume
for society as a whole is unity; for this latter implies, as we have
seen, that the multiplier is infinite. As Mr. KEYNES says,," the
logiol theory of the multiplier . • . holds good continuously,
without time-lag, at all moments of time ". 2 Hence, as there will,

I

Gene1'a! The01'Y, page 123.

I

Ibid.• page

122.
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in fact, be some time-lag between the receipt of money and its
expenditure, and since this time-lag will prevent an increase in
investment from causing an immediate rise in consumption to
infinity, we must say, in Mr. KEYNES' language, that there is a
temporary distortion of the propensity to consume, and that
consumption will only gradually tend to increase to infinity if the
net increase in investment expenditure is permanently maintained.
Hence, to determine the secondary effects, in time, of new public
expenditure, we need, in addition to the information about the
marginal propensity to consume of the various individuals, also
information about the income velocity of money. This point has
been well discussed by Professor ]. M. CLARK (op. cit.).
We are now in a position to sum up the concluConclusions. sions of our discussion. The pure theory of the
multiplier shows the definitional relation between
the cc propensity to consume· " and the multiplier. Many problems
which are frequently discussed under the heading " multiplier " lie
outside the pure theory of the multiplier. They can be divided
into two groups, those relating to (a) the determination of the
amount of net investment associated with a given amount of
spending under!· varying circumstances and (b) the determination
of the numerical value of the multiplier. The marginal propensity
to consume of the individu~l· to which Mr. KEYNEs' fundamental
psychological law refers, is only one of many factors which are
causally important for the determination of the marginal propensity
to consume (multiplier) of society as a whole. For this reason,
care must be taken not to exaggerate the stability of the multiplier,
which cannot· be treated as a datum, but must be included among
the variables (quaesita) ofthe theoretical system. l

1 This is also the opinion of Mr. E. Lundberg (ct. Studies in the Theo'f'Y 01
Economic Expansion, London, 1937, page 36), who believes that the
multiplier will exhibit· a cyclical movement over time.
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§ 5.

THE THEORY OF UNDER-EMPLOYMENT

Mr. KEYNES' theory does not furnish a ready-

, Application. made answer to the riddle of the business cycle, but
to the
business
cycle of
Mr. K!ynes'
system.

is intended to supply tools for the analysis of all
sorts of problems concerning short-term fluctuations
as well as long-run conditions. "The object of
our analysis is . . . to provide ourselves with
an organised and orderly method of thinking out
particular problems; and, after we have reached a
provisional conclusion by isolating the complicating factors one
by one, we then have to go back on ourselves and allow, as well
as we can, for the probable interaction- of the factors amongst
themselves. This is the nature of economic thinking."l
The analysis of the preceding pages should have made it abundantly clear that Mr. KEYNES' theoretical apparatus is not
incompatible with-anyone of the theories of the cycle, or particular
phases thereof, which have been reviewed earlier in this book.
All these theories can be expressed in Keynesian language.
Mr. KEYNES' own application of his theoretical apparatus to the
typical business cycles, as contained in his " Notes on the Trade
Cycle", 2 have been briefly reviewed above in connection with the
psychological theories (Chapter 6).
However, the theory, or theories, of economic
An over-saving depressions-cyclical and otherwise-which are
theory of generally associated with, or have emerged under,
depression. the influence of Mr. KEnms' General Theory of
Employment· can be best described as a special sort
ofunder-consumption or over-saving theory. All the determinants
which play a role in Mr. KEnms' system are always involved :
the liquidity-preference, the supply of money, the marginal
efficiency of capital and the propensity to consume. But it is
the last one which is stressed most. This under-consumption
theory is to be found in many passages of the General Theory and
in numerous writings of Mr. KEYNES' followers; it seems to refer
1

t

General Theory, page 297
Ibid., pages 313 et seq.
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primarily to depressions of longer duration; since, however, that is
not always quite clear, we shall simply speak of periods of underemployment.
Let us first consider the description, in Mr. KEYNES' terms, of
an equilibrium with less than full employment. Such situations
are described in earlier parts of Mr. KEYNES' book, before all
relationships (especially the liquidity-preference) have been
introduced, and hence are there presented without all the necessary qualifications. This fact makes the theory appear more
contradictory to traditional views than it really is. Suppose the
liquidity-preference and the quantity of money are given. Hence
the rate of interest is given. If the schedule of marginal efficiency
of capital is given, the amount of investment is determined. And
if the schedule of the marginal propensity to consume (multiplier)
is known, the level of income and employment is also determined.
Let us now consider the interrelation of the last two schedulesthe liquidity.;;preference schedule, the quantity of money and hence
the interest rate being given and remaining unchanged. In wealthy
communities, the propensity to save (consume) is great (small).
Therefore much investment is needed to " fill the gap " between
total output and that part of it which the ". community chooses "
to consume. There is no guarantee that at full employment there
are enough opportunities to invest (at the given rate of interest)
to maintain full employment.! If, as frequently happens, not
enough investment is forthcoming, the level of employment and
income must fall. This fall will induce people to save less of
their income; some may even draw on accumulated resources and
consume more than their income-i.e., may dissave. Likewise,
" the Government will be liable, willingly or unwillingly, to run
into a budgetary deficit", in order tq provide for relief, etc.,
which is equivalent to a strengthening of the propensity to consume
of society as a whole. Thus a new equilibrium will be reached
when saving has fallen sufficiently for investment to fill the
gap between ouput and consumption. It is not difficult to
introduce here the liquidity-preference schedule: when income falls,
money is liberated from the transaction sphere, M I falls, M 2 rises}
1

Compare, for example, General Theory, pages 31, 98 and 105.
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the interest rate falls, and equilibrium can ,be reached at a higher
level than if interest rates had not fallen.
The three schedules, together with the quantity of money and
some other data such as the available factors of production (labour,
equipment, etc.) and the wage-unit,! determine the level of
employment and unemployment. Hence it is impossible to blame
anyone of the three " psychological factors " (schedules) above
for the absence of full employment. Or, if one chooses, one may
attribute the existing unemployment to either one alternatively, if
all the other data are given: other things being given, employment
would be greater (smaller), if the propensity to consume was
greater (smaller) than it actually is. Or: other things being given,
employment would rise, if the liquidity-preference were to fall;
or if the marginal efficiency of capital were greater, etc.
It is now easy to see that anyone of the various
Other theories hypotheses concerning the causes of the downin Mr. K~'Ynes' turn or the upturn of the business cycle which
terms.
we have reviewed in the earlier chapters is compatible with, and can be expressed in terms of,
Mr. KEYNES' theoretical apparatus. Employment may start to fall,
(a) because the propensity to save has become stronger without an
offsetting weakening of the liquidity-preference; (b) because, for
one reason or the other, the. marginal efficiency of capital collapses
(that is Mr. KEYNES' own tentative hypothesis for the crisis in
the typical trade cycle) ; (c) because the liquidity-preference proper
becomes stronger (i.e., because M2 increases-i.e., people hoard) or
the banks contract the quantity of money. 2
Similarly, the various hypotheses concerning the forces which
may bring about an upturn in employment can be classified
according to the Keynesian categories. Employment and income
may start to rise (a) becaus~ of a shift to the right of the schedule of
the marginal efficiency of capital: this may be due to inventions,
1 See Gene'Yal Theo'Y'Y1 pages 4Iand 247.
That the wage-unit-that is,
"the money-wage of a labour unit "-must be given, is a highly important
fact which is frequently overlooked and will come up for discussion below
(page 238). It implies that an equilibrium with less than full employment can exist only if money wages are rigid.
2 For further details and hypotheses, see Chapter II, section B. below.
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to an increase of replacement requirements, or to an improvement
in expectations of entrepreneurs, however brought about. In all
these cases, traditional theory would add the condition that the
supply of investible funds must not be wholly inelastic. If that
were the case, the shift in the marginal efficiency of capital would
raise the rate of interest, but not the volume of investment. In
Mr. KEYNES' terms, we have to say that the liquidity-preference
schedule proper must not be a vertical straight.line. Mr. KEYNES
always assumes this to be the case, and most writers now agree that
this is true in times of depression. Employment will rise, (b) if the
propensity to consume increases. Assuming other things to be
equal and the liquidity-preference schedule elastic, this is clearly
the case. Some writers, it is true, would object to the assertion that
a decrease in saving will stimulate employment. The reason is,
however, that they assume an inelastic liquidity-preference
schedule. In that case, if some people save less and spend more
on consumption, correspondingly less will be spent on investment,
the rate of interest will rise and aggregate effective demand remain
unchanged. But most writers will agree that this is an unrealistic
assumption, at least in depressions.
Thanks largely to Mr. KEYNES, there is to-day almost general
agreement that Govemment spending, barring psychological
repercussions and assuming an elastic liquidity-preference schedule, will stimulate employment. This must be construed, in
Mr. KEYNES' terminology, either as an increase in the propensity to
consume or as a shift ofthe marginal efficiency of capital, depending
upon the classification of Government expenditure as investment
or consumption.
Similarly, dishoarding by private indiVIduals has to be described
as a decrease of liquidity-preference proper (shift to the left of the
liquidi~-preference curve) coupled with an increase either of the
marginal propensity to consume (if the money is spent on
consumption) or an increase in the marginal efficiency of capital
(if the money is spent on investment goods). In both cases, it
tends to stimulate employment.!
1 For further details and other hypotheses, see Chapter
below.
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The cumulative nature of a process of expansion and contraction
after it has once started cannot be deduced from Mr. KEYNES'
theory. It requires additional assumptions of a dynamic character,
as we find them in various business-cycles theories. These
dynamic. relationships can, however, be formulated in his terms.
Assume, for instance, that the marginal efficiency of capital drops
(rises) when income falls (rises) or that liquidity-preference proper
(propensity to hoard) rises (falls) when activity contracts (expands).
So far, we have detected a number of terminoVoltmtary and logical differences between 1fr. KEYNES' theory and
involtmtary .the traditional views as represented by, say, Professor
unemployment. PIGOU'S Industrial F ItlCtuations, Professor ROBERTSON'S
writings or the synthesis attempted in Part II of
the first edition of this book, which is reproduced" with slight
changes, in the present edition. In addition, we have suggested
(if. pages 209 and 2.18 above) that Mr. KEYNES has made an
important contribution by his insistence on the relationship
between" hoarding" and the rate of interest. Apart from this,
we .have not as yet discovered any essential differences between
Mr. KEYNEs' theory and that of the other recognised authorities.
According to Mr. KEYNES, however, there is a fundamental
discrepancy between the two, inasmuch as the " classical " theory
cannot conceive at all of an equilibrium with less than full
employment. "The classical theory is only applicable to the case
of full employment." 1 More precisely, it is involuntary unemployment which is, according to Mr. KEYNES, incompatible with
classical equilibrium; voluntary unemployment may, of course,
exist in equiUbrium; that is to say, if some people prefer not to
work at the prevailing wage, they are not counted as unemployed;
or " an eight-hour day does not constitute unemployment because
it is not beyond human capacity to work ten hours " (page IS).
Involuntary unemployment, which classical theory is accused of
havwg overlooked, or being unable to explain, is defined as follows:
" Men are involuntarilY unemployed if, in the event of a smallrise in thepria
of wage-goods relativelY to the money-wage [we could also say: in the
event of a fall in real wages], both the aggregate supPlY of labour
1

Ge,,,erat Theo'Y'YJ page 16.
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'J1;'illing to work for the current money-wage and the aggregate demand for if

at that wage would be greater than the existing volume of emplqyment. "1
This is a new definition. The incompatibility
Free
of involuntary unemployment in this sense with
competition classical equilibrium has therefore never been
in the labour explicitly denied. Is such a definition implicit in the
market and traditional position? The traditional view is
unemplqyment. generally taken to be that, under free competition
in the labour market, unemployment is incompatible
with equilibrium· because, with free competition, money-wages
will be flexible. Only if money-wages are rigid in the.downward
direction, if they are prevented from falling either by tradition,
by trade-union pressure, or by Government action, can unemployment exist in equilibrium. This position does not, however,
exclude the existence of involuntary unemployment in Mr. KEYNES'
sense. Suppose there is unemployment and wages are rigid
in the downward direction. Few classical writers will deny that
employment may and will rise when aggregate demand and prices
are raised by a revival of investment financed by new bank credit
or by dishoarding. As there was then previously involuntary
unemployment, its compatibility with· equilibrium is not implicitly
denied by the traditional view.
A difference of opinion can and does exist only in respect of the
consequences and desirability of free competition in the labour
market, which would ensure a complete flexibility of wages.
However, the following two propositions would presumably be
accepted both by Mr. KEYNES and by the cla&Sical. school.
First, if there is free competition in the labour market, moneywages will fall continuously, so long 'as there is unemployment.
A situation in which wages fall continuously can hardly be called
an equilibrium position. 2 Secondly, in point of fact wages are,
1 Geneyal TheOf'y, page
IS. Italics in the original. An extensive
discussion of this definition will be found in J. Robinson, Essays· in tke
Theory 01 Employment, London, 1937, Part 1. See also Viner's criticism,
Quarterly journal oj Ecofwmics, Vol. SI, 1936, pages 147et seq.
• Compare the following statement by Mr. J. E. Meade, U A Simplified
Model of Mr. Keynes' System " (Review 01 Economic Studies, Vol. IV,
page 99) : U If we suppose that the money-wage rate would fall so long
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and probably have always been, rigid, because of trade-union
resistanc~, unemployment relief, tradition, etc.
There seems to exist, however, a real difference of
Money-wages opinion between Mr. KEYNES and the classical
and real school concerning the influence of a fall in moneywageJ.
wages on employment. Mr. KEYNES expresses the
view that, " with a given organisation, equipment
and technique ", an increase in output and employment necessitates
a fall in real wages. 1 But whilst the "classical theory assumes that
it is always open to labour to reduce its real wage by accepting a
reduction· in the money-wage ",2 Mr. KEYNES' contention is that
" there may exist no expedient by which labour as a whole can
reduce its .real wage to a given figure by making revised money
bargains with the entrepreneur "; 3 the reason being that " prices
change in almost the same proportion, leaving the real wage
practically the same as before".' Mr. KEYNES is, however~
careful to add that "this argument would
contain
a large element of truth, though the complete results
of a change in money-wages are more complex ". 5 In Chapter 19,
cc Changes in Money-Wages ", he discusses the question in det9il,
and introduces many modifications into the original simple
argument; but the argument is sometimes presented by economists
as any .labour were unemployed, the system cannot be in equilibrium
without full employment. " Professor Alfred Amonn also points out that
only with monopolistic wage rigidities can there be equilibrium with
less than full employment. "Grundfragen der Konjunkturtheorie und
Konjunkturpolitik" in Festschrift fur Oshar Englander, Brunn, 1937,
passim.
1 General Theory, page 17.
Professor Viner considers this an unwarranted concession to the classical doctrine, as it is quite possible that real
wages may rise with increasing employment. Cf. Quarterly Journal of
Economics, Vol. 51, 1936, pages 149 and 150. This has been shown
statistically by J. T. Dunlop : U The Movement of Real and Money
V\~age Rates", Economic Journal, Vol. 48, 1938, pages 413 et seq.
"Ir. Dunlop's article has induced Mr. I{eynes to modify his position
somewhat. See his paper : " Relative Movements of Real Wages and
Output ", Economic Journal, March 1939.
I General Theory, page II.
II Loc. cit., page 13.
Mr. Keynes adds: " This will be our contention."
t Loc. cit., page 12.
5 Loc. cit.. same page, footnote 1.
See also page 269.
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in its simple unmodified form. l A closer analysis of this chapter
seems to suggest that there is no fundamental difference between
Mr. KEYNES' results and those reached by those more orthodox
writers (such as Professor PIGOU in his Industrial Fluctuations)
who pay attention to possible short-period repercussions of wage
reductions. Since there is substantial agreement, except in
terminology, between Mr. KEYNES' analysis and the one given
in Chapter t 1, § 9, of the present book, only a few points will be
raised in this connection.
According to Mr. KEYNES, the" accepted explana..
Reduction in tion" of the consequences of a reduction of moneymoney-wages wages starts from the assumption that aggregate
andag.~regate effective demand remains unchanged; then, naturally,
deflJand.
employment will rise. Mr. KEYNES points out
(as was observed in the first edition of dus book 2)
that this assumption assumes away almost·the whole problem. It
may be legitimate in a rigid equilibrium theory which deliberately
argues under the simplifying assumption of constant aggregate
demand; but it is certainly illegitimate in business~cycle theory,
and it is usually not made there.
In. his view, a " reducti9n in money-wages will have no lasting
tendency to increase employment except by virtue of its repercussions either on the propensity to consume for the community as a
whole, or on the schedule of marginal efficiencies of capital, or on
the rate of interest ". 3 This is true, because the three terms are
so defined that any change in output and employment resulting
from a fall in money-wages must be describable in terms of one or
the other, or a. combination of the three magnitudes mentioned. If

1 See, for example, Mr. A. P. Lerner: U Mr. Keynes' C General Theory
of Employment, Interest and Money''', International Labour Review,
Vol. 34, 1936. Mr. Lerner there" proves" that prices must fall" in
just the same proportion as wages " (pages 441 and 442) . It is true that
he qualifies that statement by admitting " that a reduction of money..
wages may have all sorts of indirect influences n_.. But this qualification is
again qualified, and the short paragraph devoted to the matter gives a
very cursory summary of Mr. Keynes' analysis.
2 See Chapter II, § 9, below.
• General. Theory, page 262.
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investment output rises, the rate of interest and consumption
having remained unchanged, the marginal efficiency of capital
schedule is said to have shifted; if consumption rises without an
increase in investment and without a change in the interest rate) the
propensity to consume of the community as a whole is said to have
increased, etc.
Mr. -KEYNES, however, characterises such -influences of wage
reductions on employment as "roundabout repercussions -")1
and suggests that the classical theory erroneously supposes that
there is a direct route _by which wage reductions may affect output
and employment without affecting the propensity to consume,
the ~rgina1 efficiency of capital or the rate of interest. But, in
fact, the repercussic.>n may be quite direct, even though it _can
always be expressed in Mr. KEYNES' - terminology if one desires
to -do so. Let us take the most straightforward case. Suppose
wages in a pure consumption trade, say, of domestic servants, are
reduced and the elasticity of demand for these services is unity.
Then the consumption of these services and employment will rise.
The effect of the wage reduction on employment is obviously
direct; but in Mr. KEYNEs' terms we must describe it as an influence
via an increase in the propensity to consume.
Mr. KEYNES quite rightly stresses that, in order to evaluate the
total effect of a wage reduction, it is not sufficient to consider it
only in its cost aspects; effects-through an increase or decrease of
workers' purchasing power must be considered too. This matter
will be taken up in extenso in Chapter I I below. He then discusses
various _routes via which wage reductions may react, in an
internationally closed system, or in an "open" one, through
.creating expectations on the part of entrepreneurs with respect to
future changes of wages in an upward or downward direction
or by producing " a more -optimistic tone in the minds of entrepreneurs, which may break through a vicious circle of unduly
pessimistic estimates of the marginal efficiency of capital and
set things moving again ooa more normal b~is of expectation"
(page 264).

1

Gene1'al Theo"", page 257 and passim.
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The most important influence which definitely
operates in the direction of a rise in employment
reductions and output (whilst many of the others may cut
increase
either way) goes via the liquidity-preference.
liquidity. " The reduction in the wages-bill, accompanied by
some .reduction in prices and in money-incomes
generally,· will diminish the need for cash for income and business
purposes; and it will therefore reduce, pro tanto, the schedule of
liquidity-preference for the community as a whole. Ceteris
paribus, this will reduce the rate of interest and thus prove favourable to investment" (page 263). A fall in wages and prices is
considered equivalent to an increase in the quantity of money.
" If, indeed, labour were always in a position to take action (and
were to do so), whenever there was less than full employment,
to reduce its money demands by concerted action to whatever
point was required to make money so abundant relatively to the
wage-unit that the rate of interest would fall to a level compatible
with full employment, we should, in effect, have monetary management by the trade unions, aimed at full employment, instead of by
the banking system" (page 2.67).
In our terminology, that amounts to saying that unemployment with flexible wages leads-in the unfavourable case where
the wage-bill falls in response to a fall in wages-to· an indefinite increase of idle funds (in liquidity) in terms of money
and still faster in real terms; and there must be somewhere
a limit at which people will stop hoarding and begin to
spend again, either on consumption or investment. (See below,
Chapter I I, § 8.)
We conclude once more that, according to Mr. KEYNES' theory,
his equilibrium with unemployment can exist only if money-wages
are rigid in the downward direction. This seems quite inescapable; and if Mr. KEYNES never quite admits it, at one point he
comes very near to doing so: if there were " competition between
unemployed workers", "there might be no position of stable
equilibrium except in conditions consistent with full employment,
since the wage-unit might have to fall without linut until it reached
a point where the effect of the abundance of money in terms of the
wage-unit on the rate of interest was sufficient to restore a level of

Wage
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full employment. At no other point could there be a restingplace."l
From this statement, with which all adherents
Does
of the classical school would agree, it does· not,
flexibility ~f however, follow that very flexible wages (absolutely
wages and perfect competition in the labour market) are
prices promote necessarily the best policy to get rid of unemploystability? mente One may still hold with KEYNES that, under
such conditions, prices may become very unstable,
whi{:h may make business calculations difficult and affect
unfavourably the marginal efficiency of capital. 2 The problem
is a pressing one which has not yet been solved satisfactorily.
Is absolute flexibility or is a certain degree of rigidity of prices and
money-wages more conducive to stability of real income? There
is one section where competition has been strong and prices have
been very flexible-viz., agriculture. During the last depression,
for instance, prices of agricultural products fell drastically, but
output and employment were maintained. In industry (especially
in capital-goods and durable-goods industries), prices were better
maintained, but output shrank. It goes without saying that, for
the farming population, that is a very unfavourable situation. But
many people would argue that, if industry behaved like agriculture,
prices would fall all around, but production would be well maintained. This may be so, but it must be said that 'it has not yet been
rigorously proven. It may well be, as KEYNES says, that violent
fluctuations of prices, and in particular reductions of prices, would
create gteat uncertainty and very unfavourably affect the demand for
capital and the willingness to invest. Thus the result may be
1 General Theory, page 253 (italics not in the original).
For this
reason, it is clear that the alleged intractability of slump conditions
(discussed in Chapter 17 of the Theory, especially on pages 229 to 235)
can refer only to conditions in which money-wages are not allowed to fall
indefinitely. It is therefore as true to attribute the persistence of unemployment to the rigidity of wages and prices as to attribute it to the
peculiarity of money as compared with other assets. This does not, of
course, exclude the view that unemployment may be relieved-perhaps
more effectively-by measures other than a reduction in wages-e.g., by
an increase in the quantity of money combined with Government spending..
t General Theory, page 269.
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that unemployment could be eliminated and the labour market
cleared by a very drastic cut in wages, but at the price of a fall of
real wages to a very low level. (Thus Mr. KEYNES' assertion that
prices would fall pari pa.ssu with a fall in wages~which has been
carried to extreme lengths by Mr. LERNER, loc. cit.-may be unduJ.y
optimistic.) In other words, if owing to rapid price changes
entrepreneurs became very pessimistic, or at least very uncertain
about the future, the demand for labour might become very
inelastic.
Hence, although the classical theory is right in saying that an
equilibrium with unemployment is incompatible with competition
in the labour market, it does not necessarily follow that plasticity of
wages would eliminate depressions. (Compare the cautious and
well-balanced treatment of this problem in Professor PIGOU'S
Industrial F luctuation.s, Chapter XX, " The Part· played by Rigidity
in Wage Rates ").1
At the beginning of tpjs section (see page z 33
Chronic above), it was stated that the depression theory most
depressions frequently associated' with Mr. KEYNES' theoretical
due to under- system is an under-consumption or over-saving
consumption. theor.y. This statement may not seem to have been
bome out.by the detailed analysis of Mr. KEYNES'
pure theory in the preceding pages. It is nevertheless true in the
sense that Mr. KEYNES, in many places, emphasises the low
propensity to consume prevailing in rich countries as the main
source of troubles. "But worse still. Not only is the marginal
propensity to consume weaker in a wealthy country, but, owing
to its accumulation of capital being already larger, the opportunities
for further investment are less attractive" (page 3I). Moreover,
in various places, the spectre is raised of a lower limit to a fall in
the rate' of interest " which in present circumstances may perhaps
be as high as z% or zi% on long term. If this should prove
correct, the awkward possibility of an increasing stock of wealth,
1 It is always possible to conserve the favourable effects of a policy of
wage reductions in its cost aspect, and at the same time to eliminate
the unfavourable ones, by combining the policy of wage reductions with
a policy of public works (or similar measures), so as to make sure that
total purchasing power does not fall.
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in conditions where the rate of interest can fall no further
under /ai.r.rez1aire, may soon be realised in actual experience." 1
cc The post-war experiences of Great Britain and .the United
States are, indeed,· actual examples of how an' accumulation
of wealth, so large that its marginal efficiency has fallen
more rapidly than the rate of interest can fall in the. face of

the prevailing institutional and psychological factors, can interfere,
in conditions mainly of laissez-faire, with a reasonable level of
employment and -with the standard of life which the technical
conditions of production are capable of furnishing " (page 2 I 9).
cc I should guess that 'a properly run community equipped with
modern technical resources, of which the population is not increasing rapidly, ought to be able to bring down the marginal efficiency
of capital in .equilibrium approximately to zero within a single
generation" (page 220). Mr. KEYNES believes "it to be
comparQtively easy to make capital goods so abundant that the
marginal efficiency of capital is zero" (page 221).
Among writers who accept, as well as among those who reject
these diagnoses and forecasts, the impression seems to prevail
-that they can be deduced from Mr. KETh.TES' General Theory, but
not from the traditional theoretical apparatus. This impression
appears to be unfounded. In either case, additional. empirical
assumptions are required to establish the validity of those
diagnoses, and, given these assumptions, they can be deduced
from, or rather expressed. in terms of, either one of the two
theoretical systems.
The empirical foundation and justification of these visions need
not be examined in this book, where we are interested more in the
formal logical structure of the general theory. If they are not
new, they have at least received a strong impetus from Mr. KEYNES'
General Theory. The views expressed have been elaborated by
various writers on the empirical side and much raiment has
been put· around Mr. KEYNES' bare contentions. We may
mention a few broad facts which have been adduced to support
his tllesis.
1 General Theo.ry, page 219.
already q-o.oted.

See also however the passage on page 203
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Investme~t opportunities are said to have become
The drying-up scarcer, as compared with the nineteenth century,
of ifJtJeslmenf because of the less rapid· growth of population;
opportunities. the cessation of migration on a large scale and of
the opening of new territories and continents; the
reduction of international1ending for the reason just mentioned
and others of an institutional and political character. More
precarious assumptions are also made-for instance, that capitalconsuming technical inventions are less likely to be made in the
future than in the past.
On the other hand,reasons are given which make ·it unlikely
that. the volume of saving will decrease, and it is stressed that
important changes in the structure of the supply of saving have
occurred which impede their smooth absorption into the available
investment channels: savings are increasingly made by institutions
such as life insurance and social insurance companies, which are,
in most countries, prevented from investing in equities. In
other words, capital has become less venturesome, more timid
than ·it used to· be in the .heydays of capitalism. This tendency
creates· a situation of scarcity amidst plenty in the capital market
and .eliminates a number of important outlets for investment.
These speculations· about secular tendencies and developments
are necessarily vague and are easily coloured by the subjective
attitude of the particular writer and the surrounding conditions.
Their persuasiveness often depends less op. the logical force of the
argument than on the way in which relevant facts are selected.
Temporary hitches in the flow of investment, due to psychological
shocks,... rigidities, etc., are frequently interpreted as being due
to a chronic lack of investment opportunities. The conditions
necessary for· chronic unemployment are overlooked or not
clearly .stated: for example, it is often not realised that either
money-wages and prices must be rigid against downward pressures,
or else, if they are allowed to fall gradually under the pressure of
competition, it must be assumed that people are willing to hoard
unlimited amounts of money.
However, the clear realisation of all the necessary qualifications
of these· theories cannot definitely disprove their validity, although
it may reduce their persuasiveness. Only the careful scrutiny of
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a mass of experience and the study of historical processes can
make the hypothesis more or less probable.!

§ 6.
SOMS

STATIC VERSUS DYNAMIC THEORIES:
METHODOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS

We may properly terminate the first part of this book by
reflecting briefly on certain fundamental characteristics of the
theories. reviewed, thereby reverting to the logical problems
touched upon in the first chapter.
On an earlier occasion, we characterised
Gmera/versus Mr. KEYNES' General Theory as a general ·interpartial
dependence (equilibrium) theory in macro-economic
'fjlli/ibrillfIJ. terms. The theory is a general interdependence
theory in the. sense that it explicitly embraces the
economic system as a whole and represents it by means of a limited
number of magnitudes interrelated by a few easily comprehensible
relationships. This explicit generality distinguishes Mr. KEYNES'
system favourably from many business-cycle theories which give
only a partial picture,· confining themselves, consciously or
unconsciously, to exhibiting only some particular .relationships,
which are supposed to be the crucial ones, and· leaving the rest
hidden, so that it is. left to the reader to supply from general
economic theory the missing relationships which are necessary to
make the system determinate.

1 The· most. balanced and best considered· statement is· to be found in
ProfessE>r Hansen's Full Recovery 0" Stagnation, New York, 1938.
passim, and in his paper, " Economic Progress and Declining Population
Growth tt, Amef'ican Economic Review, March 1939. A very good but
rather unqualified statement is to be found in A 11, Economic Program for
American Democracy by Paul M. Sweezy, R. V. Gilbert and others, New
York, 1938. Compare also Gerhard Calm and Fritz Lehman, Economic
Consequences of Recent American Tax Policy, Supplement I to Social
Research, New York, 1938 ; and G. Haberler, " Interest Rate and Capital
Formation tt, in Capital Formation and its Elements, ed. by the National
Industrial Conference Board, New York, 1939.
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Mr. KEYNES' system is conceived in terms of
macro-economic concepts, inasmuch as its fundamental data consist of complex magnitudes which
relate to society as a whole, such as national income,
savings, investment, volume of production of
producers' or consumers' goods, effective aggregate
demand, price levels, etc. Its macroscopic nature Mr. KEYNES'
theory has in common with most business-cycle theories. If a
theory which aims at representing the economic process as a whole
is to be manageable, it cannot avoid using broad averages and
aggregates of a collective nature. It is very well· to p~each a
microscopic approach and to urge the investigator to go back to
the individual units (households and firms). It is true, of cours'e,
that direct and indirect observations of individual behaviour and
happenings are the only source of information about the magnitude
and behaviour of collective phenomena. But the final l statements
at which the theory aims (as distinguished from the methods by
which they are reached) must practically always run in terms of
aggregates and averages. 2
The .broader these aggregates, the smaller their number, the
more easily manageable (theoretically and statistically) the resulting
system. Unfortunately, however, it is usually not possible to find
between very broad aggregates significant relationships which can
be relied upon to be borne out by the facts. If so, the aggregates

Macro.rcopic
versus
microscopic
analYsis. '

Final" ina relative sense.
Professor Frisch (U Propagation and Impulse Problems tt, in Ecoftomic Essays ift Honour 01 gu$tav Cassel, London, 1933, page 172)
uses the term" macro-analys,is " in the sense of " general" (embracing
the economic process asa whole) and" micro-analysis" in the sense ot
" partial equilibrium analysis ". He points out that a gefterat interdependence theory can be given in all de.tail (in our terminology: in microscopic terms) only U if we confine ourselves to a purely fO'Ymal theory.
Indeed, it is always possible by a suitable system of subscripts and
superscripts, etc., to introduce practically all factors which we may
imagine (all individual commodities, all individual entrepreneurs, all
individual consumers, etc.), and to write out various kinds of relationship
between these magnitudes, taking care that the number of equations is
equal to the number of variables. Such a theory, however, would have
only a ra.ther limited interest. In such a theory it would hardly be
possible. to study such fundamental problems as the exact time, shape
of the solutions, etc. " (page 172).
1 "
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must be subdivided, the method must be made more miscroscopic.
But so long as aggregates, even restricted in scope, are used, there
is always the danger that the intemal structure of these aggregates
(in other words, the relationships between their subdivisions) may
prove to be significant; this would force the economist to split up
the aggregates so far undivided and to try to construct his system
in terms of subdivisions of these aggregates. Thus the businesscycle theorist is always tom between the temptation, on the one
hand, to go into minute details and· to workout an endless number
of individual cases where the course of events is decisively
influenced by small details, and the passion, on the other hand, for
constructing sweeping theories with a few bold strokes of the pen.
The stony path of the economist working in this field leads constantly between the Scylla of a maze of individual cases of an
unmanageable casuistry and the Charybdis of ingenious and
clean-cut but lofty and half-true theories.
Mr. KEYNES' theory has still another characterS tati~ versus istic which distinguishes it from all business-cycle
dynamic theories : it is essentially static. By· a static theory,
theories. we mean a theory where all the variables (magnitudes
to be explained) relating to a certain point or period
of time are explained by data relating to the same point or period
of time. 1 Such a theory can never explain a movement in time.
It can only answer the question : Given certain data at. a certain
moment, what will be the result at that moment? True, if the
data change in time, then the results will also change. But a
change in data cannot be explained. (If it could, then the data
would cease to be. data and· become variables.) They must be
given (or assumed) anew for each successive point in time. This
method of dealing with economic change is frequently· called
cc comparative statics "':.
1 C/., for example, Frisch, loc. cit., and J. Tinbergen, " Suggestions on Quantitative Business-cycle Theory ", Econometf'ica, Vol. 3, 1935,
page 241.
• Usually, the, assumption is made that, after a change in the data has
occurred, a certain period of time must elapse before a new equilibrium
emerges. Comparative statics in the strict sensecon:fines itself to describing the two equilibria, the starting-point and the destination of the
economic system. Any attempt, on the other hand, at analysing in
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To explain the business cycle, or any change of the economic
system over time, we need either a law about a (cyclical) change in
certain data or a dynamic theory. In the first case, we speak of
an " exogenous" theory of the cycle. (See Chapter I.) The
paradigma is the weather theory of the cycle. But explanations
of this sort can be discarded at once as insufficient.
By a dynamic theory, we mean" a theory that explains how one
situation grows out of the foregoing. In this type of analysis, we
consider not only a set of magnitudes in a given point of time and
study the interrelations between them, but we consider the magnitudes of certain variables in different points of time, and we
introduce certain equations which embrace at the same time several
of these magnitudes belonging to different instants."l We may
also say that a theory is dynamic, if a magnitude is explained by
another relating to an earlier (or, more generally, to another)
point of time. In still other words : if there are lags in the causal
nexus. If we say, for instance, that the volume of production (of
a particular commodity or of commodities in general) is governed
by .the relation of cost and prices, we obviously must allow for a
certain lag : cost and prices to-day govern production to-morrow.
The acceleration principle is a dynamicrelationship: investment
is explained by a previous change in demand for the product.
The" multiplier relationship" may be formulated dynamically, by
allowing a time-lag between investment and the resulting increase
in consumption demand. (In Mr. KEYNES' system, it will be
recalled, it is a timeless terminological rule; only incidentally are
some remarks made about the probable change of the value of

detail the process of transition from one equilibrium to the other (e.g.,
in Marshallian manner, by distinguishing between short- and longperiod effects) marks the first step towards a " dynamisation " of static
theory. For it leads inevitably to the recognition of the fact that, as the
result of certain reactions, the process of transition, and hence the final
equilibrium, may be different. It also suggests that, after a given change
in the data, a stable position will be reached only under special assumptions (stability conditions), which cannot be taken for granted without
careful analysis.
1 Frisch, loco cit., page 171.
Tinbergen formulates : A theory [is
called] , dynamic' when variables relating to different moments appear
in one equation" (loc. cit., page 241).
U
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the multiplier, or of the marginal propensity to. consume, over
time. 1
Such a dynamic theory is endogenolls in. character. The·determinants atany moment of time cease to be simply assumed. Today's determinant data are yesterday's variables. (and are thus
explained), and to-day's variables .become to-morrow's .data.
The successive situations (short-run equilibria) are interconnected
like the links of a chain. Hence, in ordet to explain a movement
(cyclical or otherwise), we need not assume a corresponding
change in the data; I we need be given· only the first position or
an initial change in data, at the beginning. of the process.
The skeleton of Mr. KEYNES' theory, as it is represented precisely
in diagrammatic form by Professor LANGE, 3 is essentially static.
There are no time-lags, and all the data and variables relate to
the same point of time. There are, however, .many allusions
to dynamic relationships in incidental . remarks and illustrative
observations which are thrown out in great number all over the
book. Moreover, dynamic theories can be grafted upon (or, as it is
more correct to say, may be expressed in terms of)· Mr. KEYNES'
system. This has been done, for example, by Mr.H.ARRoD, ~
who introduoed the dynamic acceleration principle (and seems
to interpret the multiplier dynamically). Another example is
Mr. M. KALECKI'S theory,5 which introduces. a lag between
investment.decisions as determined by the current situation and
the actual volume, of investment. e

1 Professor Tinbergen, loco cit., has enumerated many different dynamic
relationships which have been used at one time or another in businesscycle theory.
.
I This was the definition of an endogenous theory.
Ct. Chapter I, page 9.
.. Economica, February 1938.. Mr. Keynes has accepted this exposition
as correct. See also J. E. Meade: " A Simplified Model of Mr. Keynes'
System ", in the Review of Economic Studies, Vol. IV, 1936/37, page 98.
4 The. T1'ade Cycle, Oxford, 1936.
5 HA Theory of the Business Cycle ", in. Review of EcOftomic. Studies,
Vol. IV, February 1937, pages 7i et seq., reprinted in Essays i.,. the TMory
of Economic Fluctuations, London, 1939.
G. These theories, although inspired. by Mr. Keynes' G,fJe,al Theory,
can be and have been expressed in a more classical terminology.
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There is, however, one feature about Mr.l<.EYNEs'
Are
system which has given the impression to many
,xpectations readers that the General Theory of Employment is a
a dynamic dynamic theory-namely, the fact that, following
,lement? the lead of Swedish writers such as· MYRDAL
and LINDAHL, it runs in terms of expectations.
Almost every concept is defined in terms of expectations :
"aggregate demand function ", "supply function ", "effective
demand ", " marginal efficiency of capital ", etc., ate defined
with the help of such concepts as "the prospective yield of
capital ", "proceeds which entrepreneurs expect to receive",
etc. 1 Now, in a sense it is true that the explicit introduction
of expectations tends to make a theory truly dynamic. In the
sense, namely, that the introduction of expectations into the causal
nexus is essentially an incomplete idea which requires, in order to
become at all useful, a complement which makes the theory
dynamic : if we confine ourselves to saying that it is not actual
(current) prices, costs, profits, etc., but expected prices, costs,
profits which induce an entrepreneur to produce and to invest,
we do not say very much, unless we give some hint as to how
these expectations are determined.
A .theory which takes the expectations as given at any point of
time, and does not say ~ything on how they grow out of past
experience, is of very little value; for such a theory would still be
static, and it is almost impossible to determine expectations as
such. I Only if it is possible to give some hypotheses about how
expectations are formed on the basis of past experience (prices,
state of demand, costs, profits, etc.) can a really useful and verifiable
theory be evolved. And such a theory is evidently dynamic in the
sense explained above, for it links the past with the present : past

1 General Theory, pages 24, 25, 46 et seq., 141, 147 et seq.
Compare
also what has been said earlier in this book in Chapter 6, § 2, on the r6le
of expectations.
• Expectations may almost be called" non-operational concepts ".
The only way of finding out something about them would be to question
individual business-men-a very questionable procedure.
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prices, costs and profits via the state of expe~tlon with present
production, consumption and investment. 1
Mr•. KBYNBS has, of course, much to· say on the formation of
expectations and the difficulties and limitations confronting
any theory on this subject. But all this is contained in the wealth
of remarks, observations and obi/e,. .Ji&'/a which-ela.bomting,
supporting, illustrating and, at times, contradicting and blurringsurround the main outline of his theory : the dynamic aspects do
not· penetrate the heart of his theory.
Professor ROBERTSON'S" period analysis ", on the other hand.
is a clear step in the right direction of a truly dynamic analysis,
Simila.tly, a number of Swedish writers, especially Dr. Eric
LUNDBERG

in his Stlldies in the Theory

of

EcOllOmi, ExpfJfUi(J1J,2

have visualised the problem clearly. Dr. LUNDBERG characterises
the method as cc sequence analysis " and has constructed a number of
macroscopic dynamic models-"model sequences" as he calls them. a
Dr. LUNDBERG'S models are theoretical-that
Theoretical is to say, the figures are assumed (not found statistiflerSllS
cally); the relationships postulated,although asswned
statisJi&al and selected so as to be not impossible on a prim
models. . grounds, are too simple and too few in number to
I From a strictly logical point of view, the psychological link between
the past and the present consisting of expectations may be dropped and the
theory stated in terms of a direct relationship ~tween observable phenomena at different points of time. Psychologically. it may, however, be
useful to retain the word" expectations ", or a similar concept, as a link,
because it reminds us· of the fact that those dynamic laws " (relationships) are nothing but hypotheses; that they can hardly ever be stated very
precisely in great detail; and that they may always be subject to rapid
change " without notice ".
I London, 1937, especially Chapter IX.
I Compare the following remarks from his book : U The introduction
of causal elements li.nk:it).g up economic factors in successive periods of
time means a more radical departure from equilibrium-theories than the
dynamisation claimed byMyrdal, and laterby Keynes, when paying attention to the independent r61e of expectations and anticipations. • • .
The introduction of expectations can, in a way, be said to mark the
stepping-stone to dynamic analysis, because they express the connection
linking present plans and activities with future events. However,
economists· have indulged in too much purely formal exercise with this
term. • . • It ·is sensible to link actions with expectations, only if the
latter can be explained on the basis of past and present economic events.
U
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give an adequate picture of
enormous complexity of real life. 1
Professor TINBERGEN, on the other hand, in a' number ofpioneering
studies, has tried to evaluate statistically a great number of dynamic
relations for particular countries and to construct concrete models
which give at least a. rough quantitative approximation of the
principal- economic magnitudes and of the dynamic laws by which
they are interrelated. 2
A dynamic theory of the business cycle, if fully elaborated in
precise terms, so as to do some justice to the enormous complexity
of the real world, requires a highly complicated mathematical
technique and presents formidable problems from the purely
formal logical point of view. 8

Total lack of correlation here would mean the complete liquidation of
economics as a science. • • • In every process of economic reasoning,
we. . . . have to make certain assumptions, often not specified,
concerning the relation between expectations, on the one hand, and
current or past prices, profits, etc., on the other" (loc. cit., page 175).
1 Dr. Lundberg is, of course, well aware of these limitations.
• See, for example, A n Economic A PPt'oach to Business-cycle Pl'oblems
and the companion volume, Les Fondements M athematiques de la Stabilisation du Mouvement des AUail'es, Paris, 1937 and 1938. For a detailed
discussion of the statistical methods and measurements involved, compare
Professor Tinbergen's memoranda published by the Economic Intelligence Service of the League of Nations, Geneva, 1939, in the series :

Statistical Testing. of Business-Cycle Theiwie$.
• Hence. this branch of economics has been cultivated by mathematical
economists. See especially the work of Frisch and Tinbergen.

Part II
SYNTHETIC EXPOSITION RELATING TO THE
NATURE AND CAUSES OF BUSINESS CYCLES

CHAPTER 9

DEFINITION AND MEASUREMENT
OF THE BUSINESS CYCLE

§ I'.

INTRODUCTION

There is complete unanimity among economists
Crisis" that the problem of the recurrence of periods of
and
economic depression and the cognate problem of
tt Depression". acute economic or financial crises cannot fruitfully
Qe discussed in isolation from the major problem
of which they form part~viz., the problem of the busip.ess or
trade cycle ; by which is meant, a wavelike movement affecting
the economic system as a whole. It is therefore with the major
problem that this study is, concerned.
To define cc depression ", we must also define "prosperity" :
for the two are correlated', concepts> since each is the negative of
the other.
Before we try, however, to define more precisely these' two '
cO(lcepts, it may be well to say a word about the meaning of the
two related. terms "crisis" and," depression ". 'They are frequently used indiscriminately. Throughout this paper, they will
be sharply distinguished.
" Depression." will be used to mean a process or a continuous
state of affairs of more or less extensive duration, which will be
described. and defined in following sections of this, chapter.
The term" crisis" has two meanings. In the technical sense
of business cycle theory, it, means the turning-point which marks
II
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the passage from prosperity to depression. In the ordinary sense
of everyday language, in which it is used also by the financial
Press and frequently in economic writings, it means a state of
acute financial stringency, panic, runs on the banks, drain of gold,
bankruptcies, .etc. A "crisis" in the technical sense-i.e., a
turn from prosperity to depression-is usually (but not always)
accompanied by an acute " crisis" in the ordinary sense. On the
other hand, an acute financial crisis may, and. occasionally does,
occur at a time when there is no " crisis " in the technical sense; in
other words, it does not always mark the turn from a period of
prosperity to a period of depression, but occurs sometimes during
a depression or even during a prosperity period without turning
the latter into a depression. l
§ 2.

DEFINITION OF PROSPERITY AND DEPRESSION
IN THE GENERAL SENSE

Depression and prosperity may exist in the case
of a branch of industry, a region, a whole country
or the whole world.
The international aspects and complications of
the cyclical movement will be considered in Chapter I I below.
In the earlier chapters, the reference will always be to the case of
a closed econolny-by which is meant, not a ~ompletely isolated
country, but a country in possession of all the attributes which
we shall find necessary for the full development of the trade cycle.
We 'may therefore have. occasion to allow for outside influences on
our " closed" country, even before we turn in extenso to all the
complications and qualifications in the argument necessitated
by the fact that in the real world we are concerned, not with a
number of independent economic systems, but with a system of
interdependent and interrelated countries.

A closetl
economy.

1 But, as has been touched upon in connection with the discussion of
the" psychological" theories, the ',' detonation" of a financial crisis is
likely to deteriorate the general situation, even if it does not bring about
an actual turn from prosperity to depression.
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Depression means a state of' affairs in which real
Alternative income consumed or volume of consumption per
tnteria. head, real income produced or volume of production per head! and the rate of employment are falling
or are subnormal in the sense that there are idle resources and
unused· capacity, especially unused labour.
Prosperity, on the other hand, means a state of affairs in which
the real income consumed, real income produced and level of
employment are high or rising, and there are no idle resources or
unemployed workers, or very few of either.
Depression and prosperity differ in degree rather than in kind.
It is not so much a question of a sharp line of demarcation between
the two, as of a scale of more or less depressed or more or less
prosperous conditions, ranging from deep depression to high
prosperity and from severe unemployment to full employment of
all the factors of production.
Real income consumed, real income produced, rate of employment-the three are comparatively precise concepts and even to
some extent measurable quantities. There. is little to be gained
by looking deeper, though it is always possible to regard each of
the three as in one way or another an index or a measure of a more
fundamental magnitude, i.e., of economic welfare. But "economic
welfare " is a vague expression which itself calls. for definition in
terms of more precise and measurable magnitudes-and, as such,
real income consumed, re.al income produced and rate of employment are at once indicated. For all practical purposes, therefore,
1 Professor Fisher, in his various writings, defines U national income ft
as volume of consumption (see his Nature 'of Capital and Income, New
York, 1912, his Theoi'Y of Interest; New York, 1930, and his article U Der
Einkommensbegriff· im Lichte der E:dabrung " in Die Wirtsckattstheorie
der Gegenwart, Vol. III, Vienna, 1928" page 28). It has, however,
become more and more usual to de fine national income as consumption
plus net investment-that is, for a closed economy, the saIne as what
we have called above "national income produced " or " volume of
production". Since investment can be negative (disinvestment, dissaving, capital consumption), the volume of consuIIlption may exceed the
national income. In Chapter 'IO, we shall have to come back to these
questions of definition. (CI.• e.g., Eric Lindhal : "The Concept of
_Income" in Economic Essays,in Honourot Gustav Cassel, London, 1933,
pages 399 et seq., and the statistical literature which has sprung up in
recent years.)
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prosperity and depression are. sufficiently precisely defined in
terms of one or the other or all three of these magnitudes.] .
In ,recent years, unemployment has frequently
cc Employ- been taken as the sole criterion of the economic
ment"
situation of a country.. It ,must not be forgotten
criterion. in this connection that a certain amount of unem-·
ployment is always present (frictional unemployment), and that there is a seasonal fluctuation of employment in
many' trades and countries. Even if these two factors are' disregarded, the fact remains that in some countries unemployment
remains on a high level over long periods--e.g., in England or
Austria after the war. In such a case, we speak of a chronic
depression: but this does not mean that cyclical fluctuations are
absent. They are merely superimposed on the mass of ustru~ral"
unemployment.
Even with all these qualifications-which are equally applicable
incidentally to the two other factors of real income consumed and
real income produced-the employment index cannot be regarded
.as an unfailing criterion in all cases. In agricultural countries,
for example, depressions, whether, due to crop failures.or to
1 The precise definition of the three variables-real income consumed,
real income produced and rate of employment-and the method of measuring them open up, of course, the possibility of infinite discussion and raise
a host of intricate problems. The whole literature on the construction
of index":numbers of the price-level and' volume of production and the
cognate problems which' they raise, has its relevance in this connection.
It need not, fortunately, detain us at this point, since (as we shall see)
the fluctuations with which we are concerned are so marked as to be
visible, whichever of the current definitions and methods of measurement
of the fundamental magnitudes is adopted. ExceptioJ;lal cases are
conceivable where reference to other criteria is indicated-for example,
where adverse influences on the real income consumed or the real income
produced are offset by harder work. In such a case, 'though the real
income consumed. and real income produced are unchanged, we are
compelled to record a deterioration of the position, because the economic
welfare is reduced.' The additional criterion which must
introduced
in this case is the length of the working-day. An alternative would be
to define real income in such a way as to cover the quantum of leisure
achieved and to make allowance in $ome manner for the toil and trouble
involved. The statistics, however, afford no ground for supposing that
such exceptional cases are of any considerable practical importance.
Hence we tnay refrain from going into the matter in greater detail.

be
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low prices, are not commonly accompanied by unemployment.
The fanilers and agricultural workers indeed may even work
harder, and more people may be called in to work-wives and
children, for example~in bad times than in good. The same
may be true, to a certain extent, in countries such as Japan or
Yugoslavia where industrial labour is not completely divorced
from the soil. Even in' a purely industrial country, if wages were
perfectly plastic, unemployment could possibly-although this is
an open question-be reduced to a very low point. On the other
hand, there are cases where unemployment is due to rapid techno.:.
logjcal progress: in such cases one can hardly speak of depression
or deterioration of the situation in spite of the high or rising level
of unemployment.!
In such cases, we fall back on the two other criteria above
mentioned-namely, real income consumed and real income
produced. 2 The' difference between the two consists in the fact
I No reference is made in this connection to statistical difficulties in
the measurement of unemployment-a frequent source of spurious
changes in unemployment figures., The introduction of schemes of
unemployment relief or insurance and alterations in existing relief schemes
always involve changes in the number of registered unemployed for the
reason that numbers of persons previously not 'registered are included
in the registration, while numbers of persons previously registered are
excluded. Changes in the situation in regard to unemployment relief
are also bound to influence the real volume of unemployment owing to
changes in wage-rates and the willingness of the workers to accept work
at the prevailing rates.
• It may be urged that, in manufacturing industries, which are not
dependen~ upon the weather, a divergence between volume of production
and rate of employment is impossible in the short fun. But this is not the
case--evenapart from the destruction caused by earthquakes, fires, explosions and the like. Where there is no reduction in the labour strength,
a fall in the volume ofoutput is conceivable, if less capitalistic methods
of production are employed. There are theorists who maintain that
this actually happens during the depression. Quantitatively speaking,
however, in the absence of unemployment, fluctuations in production
would certainly be reduced to r~latively small proportions.
Professor F. Machlup says: "If wages were perfectly flexible, there
would perhaps bP no sharp fluctuations in employment, but there would
be fluctuations in wage-rates instead It ( " Professor. Knight and the
Period of Production" in jout'nal oj Political Economy, Vol. 43, October
1935, page 624). See also J. Robinson on "Disguised Unemployment"
in Economic Journal, June 1936, reprinted in Essays in the Theory of
Employment, Lo~don, 1937, pages 82 et seq.
l
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that real income consumed is confined to consumers' goods and
services-that is to say, is equivalent' to cc volume of consumption" or, if we disregard changes in stocks of consumers' goods,
to U Bow of goods and services ready for consumption ",1
while real income produced. includes also additions to the stock
of goods of a higher order (producers~ goods, raw materials, etc.).
If wages or incomes in general are flexible, and
II Consumption" unemployment is, avoided more or less completely
criterion. by a fall in wages rapid enough to offset the deterioration in the economic situation, the deterioration
will take the form of a fall in the real income consumed' by the
community. In the case mentioned above of an agricultural
country, the rate of employment and the volume of production
may even rise in spite of the prevailing depression, if the foreign
demand for the product of the country has fallen as a result,
I.g.; of a depression in certain foreign countries ot the expansion
of a competitive source of supply.1 The criterion of the
deterioration is then a fall in the real income consumed represented
by a reduction of the -consumption of imported goods due to the
fall in price of home-produced exports.
In a closed economy, 'the situation is. usually less
"ProdllCtion" involved. But even here the movements of the
criterion. volume of consumption and real income produced
may diverge. It is c6nceivable that the volume of
consumption should remain constant or even rise while the volume
of production falls--e.g.) in the case of a community living on its
capital. Obviously, in such a case, the volume of production and
1 It is convenient to regard durable consumers' goods '(such as motorcars or dwelling-houses) as goods of a higher order, and their services
as the finished product. ,Professor Irving Fisher's Natt'r'e of Capital
and Income (New York, 1912) would seem to contain the most satisfactory discussion of the various accounting problems which arise in
this connection.
11 It is worth pointing out that the term "volume of production"
may be defined as meaning, not the volume of home production, but the
final outcome or result of the national labour.including (that is) the volume
of goods obtained for that part of the product which is exported to foreign
countries. Volume of production = amount produced at home -'- exports
+ imports. If we adopt this definition, the discrepancy in this case
between volume of production and real income consumed is avoided.
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the rate of employrrent have to be taken as criteria rather than the
volume of cOl~vumption.l
On the other hand, if a community adds to it$ capital equipment,
the volume of production may rise or remain constant. while the
volume of consumption falls. or does not rise so rapidly. In this
case, clearly the volume of production and the rate ofemployment
should be regarded as the true criteria.
This situation frequently arises, to a greater or smaller extent,
when business is recovering from a deep depression. The
production of producers' goods rises and additions are made to
the capital stock; but the flow of consumers' goods and services
usually rises only to a lesser extent.
We may conclude,that a combination of the three
ConeJIIS;on. indices-( I) employment, (2) real income consumed
and (3) real income produced-can be regarded as
the criterion of the existence, and measure of the degree, of
prosperity and depression and changes in the same. If all three
indices point in the same direction, the situation is clear. If they
diverge, it is as a rule possible to arrive at some indication on the
basis of the considerations above set forth.
We shall see that the fluctuations are usually so ma.rked that the
doubtful cases .are of no practical importance. But, before we
proceed to statistical examples, we may discuss briefly two other
criteria which are often used in the literature on the subject.
Fluctuations in profits (and losses) are frequently
Other
regarded as the essential characteristic of the
triteria.
business cycle : but it would not seem advisable to
rank them with the three fundamental elements
indicated above. The term" profit" is vague and misleading.
What are recorded statistically .as "profits" (,.g., profits of corporations) do not consist purely of profits in the sense in which
economic theory uses the term: they are, rather, a mixture of
interest, rent, monopoly gains, etc. Profits in the sense in which
economic theory uses the term are part of the national income
I Volume of consumption can be taken as the criterion, if the time
element is introduced. A community living on its capital is prosperous
for the time being; but the prosperity cannot last.
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and, as such, are included in "real income". The absence of
profits-or losses-in this, the strict, sense of the word is the very
essence of perfect equilibrium of the economic system; and a state
of Rerfect economic equilibrium, with full employment of all
available resources, is surely a state of high prosperity.
The term " loss " also lacks precision. An individual, commercial loss need not be a loss to the community. The invention of a
new productive process, for example, may involve losses on the
fixed plant used in the process supplanted : but such losses do not
constitute a deterioration in the economic situation of the
community. Profit-and-loss statistics are no doubt a valuable
symptom of the business cycle in the technical sense : but they
are not an unfailing criterion of the business cycle in the general
sense. (§ 3).
Our employment- and production-criterion seems to express
precisely what is meant by cc economic activity", which is
frequently used, more or less loosely, as criterion of prosperity
and depression. Evidently, if it is to be at all useful as such a
criterion, the concept must be capable of quantification, and if we
ask ourselves how the· degree or intensity of economic activity is
to be measured, the answer will be in terms either of input or
output, in terms, that is to say, of the· effort applied or the result
achieved. This is doubtless equivalent to measuring it in terms
of employment (not necessarily of the available labour factor
only) or of production.

§ 3.

THE BUSINESS CYCLE IN THE GENERAL SENSE AND
IN THE TECHNICAL SENSE

The business cycle in the general sense may be defined as an
alternation of periods of prosperity and depression, of good and
bad trade. This definition is, however, provisional, for it is
obviously too wide. It covers more than the business cycle in
the technical sense of business-cycle theory. That the general
economic situation is subject· to fluctuations, that the volume of
production, national income and level of employment should
sometimes be above and sometimes below the average or trend
is not indeed surprising. An alternation of periods of depression
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and prosperity is what we should normally expect. What calls
for explanation is, in the first place, the duration and wide amplitude
of the fluctuations-particularly those in the negative direction,
since the upward movement, the approach to full employment,
might be explained as a natural conseGuence of the inherent
tendency of the economic system towards equilibrium. Why do
we not -find short irregular oscillations around a trend, but long
swings in both directions?
It is not merely, however, the magnitude of the fluctuations,
but their peculiar nature, which constitutes the problem of the
cycle. What that nature is can be indicated at this point only
in negative terms. With the positive explanation of these fluctuations, the whole of the rest of this study is concerned. The
mysterious thing about them is that they cannot be accounted
for by such cc external" causes as bad harvests due to weather conditions, diseases, genetal strikes, lock-outs, earthquakes, the sudden
obstruction of international trade channels and the like. Severe
decreases in the volume of production, real income or level
of employment as a result of crop failures, wars, earthquakes
and similar physical" disturbances of the productive processes
rarely affect the economic system as a whole, and certainly -do not
constitute depressions in the technical sense of business-cycle
theory.l By depression in the technical sense we mean those
prolonged and conspicuous falls in the volume of production,
real "income and employment which can only be explained by the
operation of factors originating 'within the economic system
itself, and .in the first instance by an insufficiency of monetary
demand and the absence of a sufficient margin betwec;p price and
cost.
If external disturbances -of the kind referred to have a causal
relation to the occurrence of depressions in the technical sense-"which is unquestionably the case-it is not so much the material
obstruction of the production process that accounts for the fall
1

This by no mea.ns excludes the possibility of such external disturb-

ances having a:ij indirect influence on the business cycle in the technical
sense.

On the contrary, we shall see that those disturbances play their

rOle by starting or reversing" retarding, or accelerating, internal processes
of eJq>ansion and contraction of output and employment.
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GENERAL INDICES OF CYCLICAL MOVEMENT IN VARIOUS CoUNTRIES

For explanations, see Appendix I, page 509.
The principal crises are indicated by arrows.
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GBNBRAL INDICES OF CYCLICAL MOVBMENT IN V ARIOUS COUNTRIES

For explanations, see Appendix I. page S09.
The principal crises are indicated by arrows.
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in the volume of production as the peculiar response of the
economic system. l
The continuance of production is materially perfectly possible.
The necessary capital equipment is there; so is the labour-power :
so are the raw materials and semi-finished products. Yet somehow
a large part of the factors of production cannot be put to work;
the economic machine does not function smoothly : the price
system is out of equilibrium.

§ 4.

BASIC FACTS ABOUT THE BUSINESS CYCLE

In any attempt to apply our fundamental criteria
Four phases of prosperity and depression in order to locate and
of the cycle. measure in exact form, over any considerable length
of time, the phenomenon which is the subject of
our study, we are at once confronted with the difficulty that the
statistical data, especially for the earlier periods,;before the war
and in the nineteenth century, are very inadequate. Indices of
national income and employment (or unemployment) are very
unreliable, and in the case of a number of countries do not exist
at all. Indices of the volume of production are also far from
being complete or sufficiently representative.
The fluctuations with which we are concerned are, however, so
marked and extend over such a wide range of phenomena that it
is possible to identify them with a high degree of accuracy on the
basis of the existing· material, even in periods for which the latter
is not so complete. We begin with the attempt to determine
the length of the successive periods of prosperity and depression in
the case of a number of countries by fixing as exactly as possible
the turning-points from boom to slump and slump to boom. The
whole cycle is divided into four phases or parts:

(I) The upswing (prosperity phase, expansion);
1 This is clearly revealed by the fact that external disturbances, such
as a war or an earthquake which directly obstruct the productive process
and destroy wealth, nevertheless frequently tend tq bring about,an expansion rather than a contraction of employment and productjon.
J
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(2.) The downswing (depression phase, contraction);!
(3) The upper turning-point-that is, the turn from prosperity
to depression (down-turn, crisis in the technical sense);1
(4) The lower turning-paint-that is, the turn from depressit>n

to prosperity (up-turn, revival).
This distinction of four phases, or rather two phases and two
turning-points, should not be taken to imply more than is actually
said. It is not suggested that the duration of cycles should
necessarily be counted either from trough to trough (from revival
to revival) or from peak to peak (from crisis to crisis). It is not
maintained that each cycle (whether counted this way or that way)
is to be regarded as (so to say) an individual unit or an indivisible
whole, so that it must be explained by a single principl~, or, again,
that one phase grows out of the previous one and must be explained
with reference to it. Such statements may have a definite meaning
and value at the end, or in a later stage, of a study such as the
present one. At this early stage, we shall do no more than
register certain basic facts. 8
In the preceding graphs, the cyclical movement
T/arious in a number of countries is represented by various
indices, a description of which is given in Appenindices
recording dix 1. An inspection of the diagrams shows an
the cycle. almost perfect concordance in the movements ofdifferent curves. There are sometimes slight deviations;
out they seldom exceed one year. They can often be explained
1 The terms cc expansion" and U contraction" are sometimes used
in the purely monetary sense of expansion, and contraction of credit
or money. We shall use them where no other meaning is implied by
the context, to denote the complex phenomenon--expansion and contraction of production and. employment plus expansion and contraction of
the circulating medium. For the purely monetary aspect, we shall
usually employ the terms inflation-" and deflation".
I See page 257.
I Various writers have elaborated different typical cycle pat4:erns.
Tbe Ha.rvard Economic Service, e ,g., distinguishes five phases: depression,
recovery, business prosperity. financial strain, industrial crisis. Spietho:ff
has a still more complicated scheme. But these schemes are based from
the outset on a particular view as to the causation of these fluctuations.
They imply generalisations which do not fit all cases. Therefore they
cannot serve as starting-points, but are the result of the analysis.
J
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by inaccuracies in the figures or in the description in. the annals.
The conventions which have heen adqpted for the graphical representation of the "Annals" must be kept in mind, if a misleading
itllPression is to be avoided. Only. a few gradations of prosperity
and depression are distinguished, so that . neither the amplitude of
fluctuations nor the speed of recovery and decline at various
points can be adequately indicated. Both the high and the low
conjunctures tend to be represented by horizontal straight lines
masking the turning-points which come either in the· latter part
of the last· ye~t of the horizontal or in the first part of the
following year.
It must also be remembered that, whereas the .produetion
indices show a pronounced trend movement, on which. the cyclical
fluctuations are superimposed, in the· employment series-except
in the case of the United ·States of America~and the Reference
Cycle Curve, the trend is eliminated by the method·· of their
construction.
These curves represent the business cycle in the genenJ. senscthat is to say, they record the changes in production and employment Irrespective of the cause. But there is no doubt that, with a
very few exceptions, the ups and downs of production in our
curves are not the direct :ef£ect of material obstructions to the
production process caused by strikes, earthquakes, etc. The
direct influence of the weather on the volume of agricultural
production plays no role, since our production. and employment
figures relate to industry alone. .
Since reliable direct measurements of our fundamental criteriaemployment and volume of produetion-are·not always availabl~
it is necessary to have recourse to other statistical series~ which are
either themse1vesconstituent parts of the index of production,
or are empirically so closely related that they can be taken as highly
symptomatic for the ·direetion of the movement or magnitude of
fluctUations .in the fundamental variable. Such cc auxiliary" or
cc symptomatic "series, as, they may be called, are bank clearings,
bank deposits,. other monetary series, price series, transportation
figures, bankruptcies~ etc.
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THB SECULAR. TREND

The economic cycle i.p ·wmch we are primarily
VarioN.! interested is that alternation of relatively prosperous
IOOJponents· of and depressed times, together with all the concomittime-series. ant changes in all parts of the economic system,
which extends over the period of three to twelve
years. This movement we call the business cycle proper.
Besides (I) the business cycle proper, we find other movements
reflected in the time...series of important economic magnitudesnamely, (z.) a secular trend, (3) seasonal variations within the
span of one year, (4) occasional disturbances attributable to erratic
forces from outside the economic system in the strict sense, and
(,) the so-called cc long waves" covering periods of fifty years
or more.
The secular trend relates to the continuous rise
The meaning in volume of production, real income, production
of the trend of particular commodities, real wages, etc., which
in different has taken place, with relatively short setbacks, during
.Imes.
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Such a
tendency of the fundamental magnitudes to grow
is the criterion of a progressive economy. As we usually think
of societies as progressive, we assume-and have hitherto been
lucky enough to find-upward-sloping trend curyes for production and consumption. But it is by no means necessary that the
secular change should take place at a constant rate,. or that it
should always ~lope upward along a smooth curve which can
confidently· be extrapolated into the future. Nor is it excluded
that the forces which create the trend may tend to operate
spasmodically or cyclically.
Furthermore, it is evident that the secular trend may have
quite a different significance according to the economic magnitude concerned. A gradual rise of the total volume of production .and ·consumption is the natural consequence of growth
of population. An upward-sloping trend of physical quantities
of production and consumption per head of the population is tije
essence of material progress due to the accumulation of capital
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and the increasing. stock of technical knowledge. Obviously, the
situation is quite different in the case of money prices and money
values. Rising prices and money values are not an essential
characteristic of material progress. It is quite conceivable that,
because of the peculiar working of the money-profit-price
mechanism in an indiridualistic economy, a certain trend of prices
is required to ensure the smooth, uninterrupted· working of the
productive apparatus, and to make possible the complete and
rapid. realisat~on of ~ the benefits of technological progress.
But this.. is only a hypothesis, as to which there is unfortunately
no a.greement among economists. Some writers believe that
prices should gradually fall when production expands: others
predicate a stable price level : others, again, incline to think a
slightly rising trend of prices is the most beneficial for the
working of the economic rnachine. In any case, it seems to be
clear that a price trend-if there is one-should be interpreted
in quite a different way from a trend in the physical quantities of
production.
At this stage, being primarily interested in cyclical movernents of
the order of magnitude of three to twelve years, we are concerned
not so much with the " secular trend " as with the departures
from it which our series exhibit. As for the other movements
in the various economic magnitudes, the seasonal fluctuations
-not shown in the annual data-do not constitute a serious
theoretical problem, nor do the irregular changes or disturbances,
such, for example, as the general, strike in the United Kingdom
in 1926.
§ 6.

BUSINESS CYCLES AND LONG WAVES

A word of justification and explanation must, however, be said
as to why we concentrate on the short cycle instead of on the
long waves which according to many writers (KONDRATIEFF,
WOYTINSKI and others) show themselves quite clearly in a number
of long series such as those of production, wages and prices.
These long waves or trend cycles extend over a period of fifty to
s~ty years; and the short cycles, for which we reserve the expression "business or trade cycle", are superimposed on them (in

,
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much the same way as the seasonal fluctuations are superimposed
on the business cycle).
Avoiding figurative language and leaving aside
Facts about all speculations and dubious hypotheses, the broad
the long facts about these long waves seem to be as follows.
'/Paves.
It is possible to distinguish during the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries altemating periods in
which depression years and prosperity years respectively predominate. These periods extend from twenty. to thirty years,. and
each of them comprises two to five complete business cycles of the
short type. These periods are, according to Professor SPIETHOFF,
for Western Europe (I) 1822-1-84 2, (2) 1843-1873, (3) 1874-1894,
(4) 1895-1913.1 The first of these periods contains two business
cycles in which the depression phase was much longer than the
prosperity phase. In this .whole period, Professor SPIETHOFF
counts nine prosperous and twelve depressed years. In the
second period (1843-1873) prosperous times prevail. In three and
a-half business cycles there are twenty-one prosperous and ten
depressed years, dt7pressions being short and mild. The· third
period (1874-1894) begins with the prolonged and extremely
severe·· depression of the seventies. It contains two and a-half
cycles, and Professor SpmTHoFFcounts six prosperous and fifteen
depressed years. This gloomy period is followed by a fourth
period (1895-1913) which is overwhelmingly prosperous. It
contains two and a-half cycles, the last one be~g interrupted by
the world war. Only four depression years stand against fifteen
years of prosperity, depressions being short and mild.
We do· not deny' that there is an interesting
Necessity phenomenon in the "long waves" which calls for
for previous explanation. Some prima facie plausible hypotheses
analYsis of have· been put forward to this end. There are
short 'J1/pves. stimulating and depressing- forces, which do not
exhaust themselves within the span of one short
cycle but persist through a number of them, such as the up-anddown trends of gold production, the exploitation of technical
I According to other investigators, the dates are approximately the
same.
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innovations (equipment of a 'country-with railroads) or newly
discovered countries. 1 These forces may conceivably produce
a long wave in production and prices. But is not that a purely
fortuitous phenomenon? Is each of these long cycles the result
of the same type of force? 'Is there the slightest probability
that a cycle of fifty years or sq will always be produced? Are
we at all justified in extrapolating these waves? Is there any sense
in such statements as that the depression ofthe nineteen-thirties was
so severe because we were not only in the downgrade ofa short, but
also of a long, wave? Why is it that periods which are under the
spell of one of these long-range forces are themselves divided into
shorter periods of prosperity and depression? It would seem
that all these and other sceptical questions about the nature of the
long waves can be answered only after a fairly full insight into
the mechanism· of the short cycles has been attained. . For the
force.s which are said to produce the long waves do not work
independently of, and alternativdy to, those that produce the
short cycle. They work· through the latter-e.g., by tending to
increase continuously the supply of money (gold production),.
or by continual creation of new investment opportunities (e.g.,
railway development ofa country or rapid growth ofits population).
Until the working of the mechanism of the short cycle has been
explored, the nature of the long waves cannot be understood.
We are therefore compelled to attack first of all the problem of the
business cycle.
§ 7.

IS A GENERAL THEORY OF 'rHE CYCLE POSSIBLE

?

Until now we have discussed the essential characEach cycle teristics of the business cycle-that is, those qualities
an historical in the absence of which the phenomenon " business
individual. cycle" does not exist. Besides these, there is an
endless variety of changes in all spheres of economic
and social life which, without being essential features of the cycle,
are more or less regular concomitants of its progress. These
concomitant changes furnish the material which we have to seek
1

Thi$ is Professor Schumpeter's hypothesis about the long waves.
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out and. analyse.in order to find such clues to the causation of the
cycle as will enable us to verify or reject the explanatory hypotheses (theories of the cycle) which we find in the literature.
Most of these changes do not appear regularly· in all cycles.
Oose inspection .of the facts reveals 'very many irregularities and
far-reaching differences between the characteristics of the various
cycles-over. and above the differences in the length and amplitude
of the cycles (as defined in terms of. our fundamental criteria).
Each cycle) each period of prosperity or depression, has its special
features which. are not present in any, or not in many, others.
In a sense, each cycle is an historical individual: each is embedded
in a social-economic structure of ·its own. Technological
knowledge, methods of production, degree . of capital-intensity,
number, quality and age-distribution of the population,. habits and
preferences of. consumers, social institutions in the widest sense
including the legal framework of society,praeticein the matter
ofinterventions ofthe State and other public bodies in the economic
sphere, habits of payment, banking practices and so fortb-all
these factors change continuously, and are not· exactly the same
in any two. cases. It is therefore not at all surprising to find great
dissimilarities between cycles indifferent countries and different
periods. On the whole, it may be said that the differences and
dissimilarities between different cycles are much greater than
many cycle theorists seem to· assume.
This point with regard to the dissimilarities beA general tween different cycles raises the question whether it
Ihlory possible. is. possible to make any general statements at·all as
to the causes and conditions of cycles-in .other
words,·· whether the same theory holds for the cycles in the first
half of the nineteenth century and for those in the second. quarter
of the twentieth century, for the cycles in the industrial countries
of Western Europe and the United States and for those in the
agricultural countries of Eastern Europe and overseas. (" Cycle"
is here used in the technical sense as defined previously, disregarding those changes in volume of production, employment, etc.,
which can be attributed to the direct influence of the interruption or obstruction of the productive process by external
disturbances.)
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The question cannot be answered a priori. Logically, it is
quite conceivable that, under different social and economic
conditions, periods of prosperity and depression should be
produced by entirely different sets of causes, so that for different
groups of cycles separate theories would have to be devised.
We believe, however, that this is not the case. We believe,
on the contrary, that a very general theory of the most important
aspects of the cycle can be evolved, which will not on the one hand
be so formal as to be useless for practical purposes, while, on the
other hand, it will have a very wide field of application. The
precise conditions of its applicability will be discussed in the
following pages. They relate to monetary· and banking arrangements, the wage-price system and some elementary technological
facts-all deeply rooted in our present individualistic money-price
economy.
It should be noted that the mere fact that each cycle is an historical individual is. not a sufficient argument against a general
theory. Are there two men who are in all respects alike? Does
this dissimilarity in many respects destroy the possibility and practical usefulness of anatomy, physiology, etc.? .That each cycle
is unique in many respects. does not. prevent all cycles from being
similar in other respects, over and above those similarities which
constitute the furtdamental elements of the cycle. These latter
do not constitute causes of the cycle any more than pauvrete is the
cause of poverty. In other words, that each upswing shows a rise
in production and employment and each downswing exhibit~ a
fall of the same is not surprising, since that is how we have defined
the cycle. But, if there are other similarities, they may, as symptoms, throw light on the causes.
It will be shown that any economy organised on
Order of the such lines is liable to cutllulative, self-reinforcing
argument. processes of expansion and contraction. The first
thing to prove is that these processes are selfreinforcing-that is to say that, once expansion or contraction
has started (for whatever reason), forces are released which make
for further expansion or contraction. In other words, certain
deviations from the equilibrium are not corrected automatically,
but lead the system farther away from equilibrium. (This is, of
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course, figurative language. Its purpose is not to prove a proposition, but to convey a general meaning. It will presently be
replaced by precise analysis.)
The next step will then be to discuss why these processes of
expansion and contraction, always come to an end. Must they
come to an end ? Cannot they go on indefinitely? Why does
expansion not lead to stable equilibrium? Are p~riods of
expansion interrupted and reversed by accidental disturbances,
or, do they necessarily give rise to maladjustments ?
We shall see that in these 'respects, various possibilities are
open, which do not exclude one another, and that there is no
reason to postulate a single solution which must apply to all cases.
The guiding principle of our approach is to proceed cautiously
step by step. We do, not assume from the outset that there is a
cycle in the sense that prosperity must, necessarily be followed by
depression and vice ver.fa. That may be the final conclusion of
such a study as the present; but it cannot be assumed from the
beginning. Therefore we start with the most general aspects of
the problem, which do not yet imply the existence of a cycle in the
strict sense just indicated, and then proceed to less and less general
features, where the conclusions depend to an increasing extent
on the particular social-economic environment. This procedure
has the advantage that it does not close the door to more ambitious
theoretical constructions. But it would seem that such constructions cannot' be safely undertaken except on the basis of such
preparatory analyses.

§ 8.

TWO REGULAR FEATURES OF THE CYCL.E

There are tWo features which we can observe in
every cycle, probably without exception, although
they are not implied by our definition of the cycle.
They are therefore of the utmost suggestive valu~
and must be kept, in mind from ,the beginning.
The one is the fact that the cyclical ups and downs
of production and employment are accompanied by a parallel
movement of the money value of production and transactions;
the second is the fact that the cyclical fluctuations are more marked

Parallelism
of production
and monetary
demand.
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in connection with the production of producers' goods than in
connection with the production of consumers' goods.
The first of these facts is -so Jndubitable that it hardly calls for
special statistical verification at this point. It is only necessary
to recall that production rises in the upswing, falls in the downswing,
while prices in general (including factor prices, especially money
wages and prices of real estate -and" property rights) rise or remain
constant l in the upswing and faIl in the downswing. It follows
that the money value of production and of transactions rises and"
falls. In other words, the volume of work which the medium of
exchange has to perform expands and contracts with the-rise and fall
of the business cycle. MV, the quantity of money X velocity of
circulation-i.I., the flow of money against goods or the aggregate
demand for -goods in terms of money per unit of time-grows
during prosperity --and- shrinks during ,depression. This proposition is certainlJ true of the -money value of production and the
money value of transactions relating to goods-of the cc industrial
circulation n, to -use -an expression of Mr. KEYNEs. _It may not
always be true-or at any"- rate irregular fluctuations may occurifstock-exchange- transactions (that is, the " financial circulation"
in Mr. KEYNES' -terminology) are included.
It should be noted that these· propositions do not follow from
the definition of prosperity and depression, and are by no means
self-evident.- It -is_ not a logical necessity that fluctuations in thy
material volume of production should -always be accompanied be
parallel changes -in -its money· value. Fluctuation in real income
need not show itself by fluctuation in money income. Prices
might conceivably fall during the upswing and rise during the
downswing. I That the contrary is true, that a higher national
The be.c;t-known case of constant or even falling prices is that of the
Even in this .case it was only true of
commodity prices : factor prices and stock-exchange prices rose.
S This has, e.g., clearly been overlooked by Mr. R. F. Kahn, in his
Rejoinder to my Comments on his review of the first edition of this book.
(Economic Journal, Vol. 48, June 1938, page 335, last sentence of second
paragraph.)
• Where the -fall in the volume of production is due to a physical
obstruction of the process of production, unaccompanied by changes on
the money side, that _is what one would expect.
1 -

1926- 1929 boom in America.
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income in terlllS ofgoods always appears as higher money income,

.is a highly significant additional fact which. calls for explanation;
and its explanation is almost bound to afford clues to the understanding of the business cycle. 1
It would be rash to conclude from the fact that the monetary
circulation (in the sense of MV) rises and falls with the general
movement of the cycle that money-or rather monetary forces in
the sense of monetary policy (i.I., action on the part of the monetary
authorities)-is the impelling cause of the cyclical expansion and
contractiop of production and employment. We shall come back
to this point later. At this stage, we cannot· answer the question
definitdy; we· must confine ourselves to pointing out that money
may conceivably playa role of minor importance. It is possible
that in some, or even in all circumstances it adjusts itself to changes
in production without exerting an active influence.
We pass to the second regular feature of the cycle,
SpeciallY a less self-evident feature-namely, the fact that the
wide
production of producers' goods fluctuates much
jil«tuation.r more violently than the production of consumers'
in protiN&ers' goods. As may be seen from the following
goods.
graphs, this is true in a relative, and in many cases
also in an absolute, sense. If we measure the
amplitude of· the cycle either by changes in the total volume
of production or by changes in the total number of unemployed
or employed workers, we often· find that the changes in the
volume of production of producers' goods (goods of higher order)
and changes in the number of unemployed in these industries
contribute more to the change of the total than do changes in the
volume of production of consumers' goods and in the number of
workers employed thereon. Historically speaking~ with the
accumulation of capital) the Rroducers' goods industries have
grown relatively to the consumers' goods industries, till to-day
they are in many countries approaching or outstripping the latter
in importance~ as measured, I.g., by the number of workers
employed.in both branches. It may happen,however, in cOWltries
I Mr. R. F. Harrod, in his book, The Trade Cycle (London, 1936), has
also found it worth while to lay special stress on this fact.
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PRODUCTION AND EMPLOYMENT BY GROUPS OF INDTJSTRIES.

For explanations, see Appendix II, page ;512.
The principal crises are indicated by arrows.
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For explanations, see Appendix II, page, 512.
The principal crises are indicated by arrows.
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or semi-closed economies where the producers' goods inrlustries
are relatively undeveloped, that the absolute magnitude of these
fluctuations in production is greater in the consumers' goods
industries. .But in almost all cases it will be found that the
amplitude of the fluctuations measured with reference to
cc normal" production (i.e. the relative fluctuations) is greater
in the producers' goods industries. Moreover, not only is their
amplitude greater, but the fluctuations in these industries are
much more regular, and· conform much more closely with the
business cycle in general, than the fluctuations in the consumers'
goods industries.
When we speak of consumers' goods, we mean perishable
consumers' goods (such as food) and semi.. durable goods (such as
clothing, shoes and furniture). Durable consumers' goods (such
as apartment houses) show very wide fluctuations, and belong
rather to the category of capital goods, for reasons which have
already been discussed and will be touched upon again.
t

CHAPTER

10

THE PROCESS OF EXPANSION AND CONTRACTION

§ I.

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, the ,mechanism of·the expansion
The problem and contraction processes will be analysed. We
stated.
assurne that the process ofexpansion (or contraction)
has been started in one manner or another· and we

investigate what is meant by saying that the process is.·cumulative
and self-reinforcing, and on what factors this·· cumulative quality
depends. How such a process can be started, how in fact it is
normally started, whethet it can or cannot go on. indefinitely)
how it can be,. and how it is in fact, interrupted, .whether it is
automatically brought to an end-all these questions will be.. taken
up in ,xt,nJO in the next chapter, although it will be impossible
to avoid all reference to them in the· present chapter, if only by
way· of implication or illustration.
On the ~hole, it may be said that the problems considered in
this chapter are less controversial than those . which form the
subject of Chapter I I. If there is anything like common ground
in modem business cycle theory, we are likely to find it here.

A.
§~.

The Expansion ProcesJ

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE MECHANISM UNDER. THE

ASSUMPTION THAT THERE ARE UNEMPLOYED PRODUCTIVE RESOUR.CES

We begin our analysis ofthe process of expansion
EJa.stidty at its starting-paint-viz.) at the bottom of the
oj JIIPP!J. depression. This means in. effect· that we start
with a situation where there are unemployed
productive resources.· The analysis. of an expansion which has
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started with, or has advanced to the attainment of, a state of full
employment is more difficult: it will be attempted in § 3.1
If there is much unemployment, the supply of labour is completely or almost completely elastic in the upward direction-that
is to say, an increasing demand can be satisfied at the same or
only a slightly higher wage. The supply of other means of
production is also elastic, since there are stocks of raw materials,
under-employed capital equipment, etc. In such a situation, there
are no technical reasons why production should not be increased
at short notice all along the line in almost all stages and branches
of industry.
Suppose, now, expansion has been started for any reason
whatsoever-e.g., because new investment opportunities have
been opened up and large sums are being invested over a
considerable period of time. at some point in the economic
system (to build, say, a new railway line).
1 It has often been argued-e.g", by Professor Hayek-that an analysis
of the cycle must start from an equilibrium with full employment. One
cannot assume unemployment from the beginning, it is said;, because it
is the thing which has to be explained. But ~urely it must be possible
and legitimate to investigate what happens when business has begun to
expand after a depression which has created much unemployment and
over-capacity, without first explaining how the depression has been
brought about. This latter question
shall take up later. The order
in which the various problems connected with the cycle are considered is
a matter of exposition rather than of logical necessity. Furthermore,
the question whether an expansion can start from a sit1,1ation of full
employment, and what it looks like and how it develops when it does,
is not neglected, but only postponed.
It should be noted that the equilibrium concept of theoretical economics
by no means implies fun employment of all the factors of production.
There are, first,. apparent exceptions which really turn on the proper
definition of unemployment. (C/. A. C. Pigou, The Theory 0/ Unemployment, London, 1933. Part I, Chapter I.) In any economy, there are
means of production which could be used but are not used because it
does not pay-submarginal land, unemployable workers, etc. Secondly,
voluntary unemployment does not count. If, at the prevailing wage-rate,
certain people do not care to work, they are not to be counted as unemployed. Thirdly, if the prices of some factors of production (e.g., wages) are
kept too high by a trade union, by· State intervention, by tradition or for
any other reason, there maybe some unemployment (unused factors) consistently with perfect equilibrium. In a sense, this kind of unemployment,
too, may be called " voluntary ". (On this concept of " involuntary
unemployment" compare Chapter 8, § 5.)

we
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Assume that the necessary sums are raised in
such a way as to bring about an increase in the
effective circulation' of money. The funds for the
investment are not withdrawn from other uses,
but consist of money newly created by the banking
system, or come out of hoards of unused purchasirig
power. The monetary details will be discussed in
§ 4. Here it is enough to assume that, inane way or another, the
aggregate demand for goods in terms of money increases. Workers are hired; raw materials, semi-finished goods and implements,
etc., are bought or ordered. Note that there is no sort ofguarantee
that all the money thus Lfljected will remain in circulation. On
the contrary, th~re. will be numerous leakages (which need not be
discussed here in detail) 1 through which a smaller or larger
proportion of the new purchasing power will be withdrawn from
the active circulation and so sterilised. A.ssume, however, that
a part of the new money goes on circulating- that is to say, is spent
by the successive recipients. It is easy to see how it will stimulate
other branches of industry and spread the expansion to all parts of
the economic system.
The producers of materials and implements will increase their
production. 2 They may draw on idle funds at their disposal, or
borrow from the banks, or float a new issue in the market, in
order to hire workers and buy the material or equipment they
need. The additional earnings of the workers will be at least
in part spent immediately. The demand for consumers' goods
will go up and production of consumers' goods will be stimulated.
This reacts favourably -on ~e higher stages of production. Idle
monetary funds are set in motion; and the demand for all kinds

Reciprocal
stimulation
of investment
and
consumption.

1 The point has been discussed at length by Mr. Kahn, Professors
Arthur D. Gayer, J. M. Clark, etc., in connection with the probable
effects of public works.
I Additional supplies may be available, even of those raw materials
which are of agricultural origin,. if quantities have been held in store
during the depression. Whether the production of fixed capital rises
at once or with a lag will depend on the existence of excess capacity at the
moment when revival smrts, on the ." accumulation of investment
opportunities tt during the preceding depression, and a 'number of other
factors which will be discussed at various points in the following pages.
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of goods is further increased, which generates income. The
process is likely to proceed slowly at the beginning and then
to gather momentum. At first) it may easily be interrupted
by adverse influences. Later on,. when demand for many goods
has grown for some time and the expansionary movement· has
spread to many parts of the system, the increase in the total
demand for goods in terms of money per unit of time becomes
greater. Adverse influences which tend to decrease the flow of
money against goods will now only be able to decrease the rate
of increase in the flow of money and. to .slow down the general
expansion, whereas in the early stage of the upswing they would
have nipped the expansion in the bud. This is what is meant
by saying that cc the process has .gathered momentum u; it has
become strong enough to overcome obstacles of lesser magnitude.
There are other factors which are likely to come
Rise in into play after a while and to' reinforce expansion.
prices, costs A sustained and rapid increase in output due to,
and profits. or accompanied by, an increase in the flow of money
will certainly lead to a rise in production costs and
commodity prices at various points, even if the labour supply is,
for the time being, perfectly elastic. (See Chapter 4, § 2, above
for a detailed description.) Pronts will also rise all along the line,
owing· to the fact that rigid overhead costs can be spread over a
larger output and· wages lag behind prices.
A continued rise in demand, coupled with rising
Investment in prices and profits, is bound to create in the business
fixed capital world a more optimistic outlook in general and in
stimulated. particular an expectation-no matter whether justified or not-of a further rise of prices. This· will
induce entrepreneurs to embark on more ambitious schemes of
investment in fixed capital and either borrow more freely from the
money or capital market or use idle funds at their disposal for the
purpose. There will always be technological improvements
waiting· to be made, especi$lly at the end of a depression during
which investment has been at a standstill-improvements which
necessitate the installation of additional machinery (fixed capital)
and are profitable only at a certain ratio between price and
cost. Given the profitability at the existing price-cost-ratio, the
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investment will be undertaken only if the profitable price-cost ratio
is expected to last long enough to permit the amortisation of the
invested capital, and there ate no other disturbing factors such as
State interventions, revolutions, currency inflation, etc.) to prevent
the reaping of the expected pront. Naturally, the more durable
the investment projected the more important the expectation factor.
Thus the expansion proceeds in a progressive and cumulative
fashion. . As it advances, restraining forces come more and more
into play. These will be analysed in the section on the uppet
turning-point.
The above analysis of the expansion process can be put in more
technical language. If we describe the initial expansion as being
due to a divergence between the natural or equilibrium rate of
interest, on the one hand, and the money or market rate of interest,
on the other, the cumulative continuation of the expansion has to
be ascribed to the fact that the price rise (and profit rise) induced
by the initial divergence forces the equilibrium rate up, with the
result that the gap between the two rates is widened-which in
turn intensifies the rise in prices and profits, etc.
There are other terminological alternatives,I and terminological
as well as analytical niceties, which need not detain us' here: the
non-technical description of the expansion process as given above
is for the time being clear'and precise enough. We shall come
back to the monetary details in § 4.

§ 3.

THE MECHANISM OF EXPANSION UNDER THE ASSUMPTION
OF FULL OR ALMOST FULL EMPLOYMENT

In what sense can the expansi0!1 continue beyond

can is

filii the point of full employment? How
start
Imployment from a situation of full employment of all factors
bl attained? of production? These questions ue not intended
to suggest that the upswing is always, or generally,
Call

carried to the point of full employment.

On the contrary, it

1 The reader will observe that the reactions so far analysed have to
be described in Mr. Keynes' terminology as a shift to the right of the
schedule of marginal efficiency of capital coupled with an elastic liquiditypreference schedule.
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will be shown that the economic system. becomes increasingly
vulnerable when it approaches full employment, and that there is
a consequent possibility that the full employment level will not
be fully attained or, if attained, will not long persist. But for
completeness' sake the question must be considered.
Obviously, after full employment has been reached, output can
no longer expand at the same pace as before, since there are no
idle factors which can be drawn into employment. But it can
still expand in so far as improved methods of production are
introduced, the working population grows, and additions are
made to the capital stock.
Monetary expansion can of course go on, just as before; but
the consequences will not be the same.
As more and more unemployed factors of producFrom rise in tion are drawn into employment, the supply of
Olltpllt to rise factors of production and of goods in general
in prices. becomes more and more inelastic, and a constant
expansion in terms of n10ney will lead to a smaller
and smaller increase in output and to a larger and larger rise in
factor and commodity prices. In other words, at the beginning of
the expansion, a large part of the increase in monetary circulation
will have been absorbed by a rise in the' output and turnover of
goods, and a smaller part by increasing prices. When full
employment is being gradually approached, this necessarily
changes.
So .long as the supply of factors of production is plentiful and
elastic, output can be increased all along the line at the same time.
For reasons which will be discussed in § ~, the output of producers'
goods and durable goods rises much faster than the output of
consumers' goods. When one category of factors after the other
is becoming scarce-the transition to full employment is of course
gradual and not sudden-it becomes more and more difficult to
expand at various points at the same time. If one industry
increases its demand for means of production and succeeds in
attracting labourers by offering higher wages, it lures them away
from other industries. The same holds true of raw materials and
semi-finished products. The expansion of the industry is possible
only at the expense of a contraction somewhere else.
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If the monetary expansion through the creation of new money
by the banks for productive purposes goes on, there will be a
tendency for producers' goods industries to expand at·t..lJ.eexpense
of consumers' goods industries, the former drawing away factors of
production from the latter. We shall see that this process is not
very likely to continue for long-if it has a chance to start at all I
But for some time it may continue; and thus the expansion may
go beyond, or start from, the level of full employment.
Having sketched the process of expansion in general, we may
go on to consider vario;us points in detail. This will be done

in §§ 4-6.
§ 4.

THE MONETARY ANALYSIS OF THE PROCESS OF EXPANSION

An expansion of the monetary circulation, in the

Importance of sense that the money value ofthe volume of productotal demand. tion and total demand for goods in terms of money
per unit of time increases, is (as we have seen) a
regular feature and, we may add, an indispensable condition for a
rapid expansion of production after a slump. If the lllonetary
circulation could not somehow be expanded, prices of goods
and productive services,. especially money wages, would have to
fall pari passu with the rise of employment and production. We
need· not pause to explain why in that case re-emp)oyment and
recovery would come very slowly, if they came at all. Certainly
such a fall in prices is the contrary to what actually happens during
a recovery after a slump.
We have seen (Chapters 2 and 3 above) that the
The market expansion may be described in technical language
for investible as being due to a discrepancy between the money
funds.
or market rate of interest, on the one hand, and the
natural or equilibrium rate of interest, on the other.
If the former'is below the latter, a cumulative process of expansion
(a "Wicksellian process" as it is called) sets in. Since it is
difficult to define the 'natural or equilibrium rate,l it seems advisable
I Different interpretations have been given of the term "natural tt
rate. By some it has been defined as that rate (in terms of goods) which
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to adopt a slightly different approach to the problem, more in
accordance with the modern method of marginal analysis.
We may conceive a market·for investible funds which is divided
into a demand side and a supply side. This is not quite the same
thing as those sections of the demand and supply which actually
appear in the market for loans or credit, because abstraction is
made of the contractual element in the debtor-creditor relationship.
Entrepreneurs or corporations, for example, who invest their own
money appear both on the demand and on the supply side of the
market : they advance investible funds to thems':!ves. 1
would obtain in a barter economy where capital is lent out in natura.
This definition raises a host of difficulties which need not be discussed here.
By others the "natural" rate is defined as the equilibrium rate. But
what are we to understand by "equilibrium"? Four or five different
possible interpretations at once suggest themselves. Which one is best
calculated to preserve stability of output and employment? The rate
which, in given circumstances, tends to keep the price level-in one or
the other sense of this ambiguous term-stable? The rate which tends
to stabilise aggregate income, income per head, the price level of the
factors of production, MV, etc.? Everyone of these alternatives has
been, at one time or another, proposed as the right criterion. Our
discussion has, however, already made-and will make it abundantly
clear that it is very doubtful whether-is possible at all, by mere manipulation of the interest rate, to iron out short-term fluctuations in any
one of these .magnitudes. In any case, it would require drastic and
rapid changes of the rate which in themselves would probably become
a de-stabilising factor.
These difficulties need not-fortunately-be discussed here. It 'will
be sufficient to say that it is premature and inadvisable at the beginning
of the analysis to come to a decision as to what interest rate is best
calculated to preserve the economic equilibrium. It is not proposed,
therefore, in the present study to make any use of the terms Unatural"
or "equilibrium" rate; and it is hoped that the theoretical terminology
which is developed in the text will make it possible to express clearly
and correctly all that is indicated by these terms in trade-cycle literature.
1 Since we assume as a first approximation a perfectly smoothly
working market for investible funds with only a single rate of interest,
the problem of self-financing does not present special difficulties. It is
assumed that· it makes no difference whether the money invested is
borrowed or not. The opportunity cost is in all cases the market rate of
interest. In other words, the entrepreneur who invests his own money
must put on the debit side of his account the interest which he could
earn it he lent out the money in the market for investible funds.
This 3$sumption is of course regarded by many writers as incorrect.
It is alleged that Self-financing leads easily to Ie over-investment tt,
because people are not so careful when investing their own money in
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Investible· funds are supplied, and demanded, at a price which
we shall call the interest rate. For the moment, we may ignore
differences in the type and quality of investible funds, and
speak: as if there. was only one, instead of a whole range,. of
interest rates. We may suppose both the supply and the demand
for investible funds to be expressed in the form of curves or
schedules in the familiar Marshallian manner. Along the
horizontal axis of a system of rectangular co-ordinates we measure
amounts of investible funds, and along the vertical axis the price
of investible· funds-i.I., the rate of interest. ·For each amount
we suppose the demand price-that is, the rate of interest at
which this amount would be taken up by entrepreneurs for investment purposes-to be determined. If we join these points
together, we get the demand curve for investible funds. We shall
have occasion to make various hypotheses about the elasticity
of this curve. In general, we may assume that it slopes downward
from the left to the right, to represent the fact that at lower interest
rates larger quantities are demanded and invested 'for productive
purposes. Similarly, for each amount the supply price is deter~ed; and, by joining these points together the supply curve of
investible funqs is obtained. It may be· horizontal for a certain
range-in which case the supply is said to be perfectly elastic over
that range; that is frequently Mr. KErnEs' assumption. It may be
vertical-in which case the supply is said to be perfectly inelastic.
We may assume that) generallyl it slopes upward from the left to the
right-that is to say) that investors exact higher' rates of interest
when they are called upon to provide larger amounts of investible
funds.
It should be'remembered that a system of these curves refers
always to a point of time or a short period of time. We shall
their own enterprise. In other cases there may be a separation of
ownership and disposition. It is frequently the director of the corpora..
tion who decides how much of the corporate income is to be." ploughed
back "illto the business, and not the owner-viz., the shareholder. These
complications have been discussed to some extent in Chapters 3 and 5
above in connection. with the theories of F. Vito (page 44) and E. Preiser
(page 141). It may be added that the rationale of such measures as an
" undistributed-profit tax " is closely connected with the problem' on
hand.
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soon have to speak of shifts of these curves in time--that is,
betvleen successive points or short periods of time.
Let us now enquire about the factors which determine the
shape of these curves.
The demand curve for investible funds bears
The demand a close relationship to the curve of the marginal
curve for profit rate. By profit rate· we understand the rate
investible of profit in. terms of money which an entrepreneur
expects to derive from a concrete piece of investfunds.
ment. We may conceive the varibusinvestment
opportunities existing at a given moment of time as being arranged
in order of decreasing profitability, and construct a schedule or
curve sloping down from left to right. If, now, we suppose that
all the risks of investment are borne by the suppliers of investible
funds-and it is convenient to allocate all risks to one or the other
side of the· market-this schedule is identical with the demand
schedule for investible funds and the lowest or marginal profit rate
for a given amount of investment is identical with . the demandinterest rate for that amount of investible funds. 1
The reader will have noticed that this description of the capital
market is substantially the same as Professor OHLIN'S and Professor
ROBERTSON'S market for credit or loans which was discussed in
Chapter 8, §2, above (pages 177 etseq.). The only difference between
Professor OHLIN'S scheme (as represented by the graph on page 185)
and ours is that we choose to take on the demand side only demand
for purposes of real investment. Demand for cr~dit (loans) for
other purposes-e.g., for the purpose of strengthening cash resources

1 It will be seen that we do.notspeak of the profit rate obtaining in a
country. Naturally, for different investment plans different profit rates
are expected. We speak of the marginal profit rate aJ;ld we do not say
that there is a difference (or equality) between the interest rate and the
profit rate, but we say that the interest rate is equal to the ma,ginal
profit rate.
An alternative way of dealing with the risk factor would be to define
the profit rate so as to include the risk. There are further complications
about the risk. The same risk may be counted twice over, by the
borrower and lender, or it may not be counted at all. These complications we ignore for the time being. Compare, however, footnote I on
page 328 below.
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(for hoarding purposes)-we prefer to deduct from the supply
curve instead of adding it to the demand curve. 1. But the reader
can easily make the slight adjustment, if he prefers Professor
OHLIN'S scheme.
It may furthermore be observed that we need not dxclude short
time-lags between the floating of a loan in the market for investible
funds and the actual expenditure for the purchase of material,

equipment, labour, etc., of the money raised.2.
There is another point to be cleared up. Do we
" Net" count as investment only" net" (or" new") investinvestment ment or " total " (or " gross ") investment? The
and" gross '.f difference between the two is reinvestment or
investment. replacement requirement. Gross investment = net
investment + reinvestment. Gross investment is
roughly the same as production of producers' goods, the only
difference being production of consumers' goods which are not
consumed) but stored up in the shape of stocks, or of durable
consumers' goods (motor-cars, houses) : but. the latter are better
rtrgarded as producers' goods producing consumable services. If
we define investment as net investment, we must consider the
possibility of its becoming .negative (although this contingency
will not arise so long as we deal with the expansion process).
If, namely, gross investment does not cover replacement requirements, the difference between the two is negative investment:
disinvestment, capital consumption. Since we are concerned with
what actually happens in the market and "negative demand"
for investible funds is a difficult concept, we had better refrain
at this point from using the concept "negative investment".
1 Hence our demand· for investible funds is more nearly equivalent to
Mr. Keynes' schedule of marginal efficiency of capital than Professor
Ohlin's demand for credit.
I That would seem to be the most" natural" use of the terms, that is,
the one which follows most closely their everyday meaning. But there
are alternative constructions (terminologies) available and it should be
noted that the one proposed in the text implies that a current excess of
satisfied demand for investible funds-in short, of investment-over
saving (see below) will lead to an increasing income only with a short
time-big. Hence there is a slight deviation from Professor Robertson's
definitions.
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Hence, in some contexts, we mayeleet to interpret investment as
gross investment. 1 There are other reasons which would justify this
decision. First, the definition of the concept cc net investment U
presents great difficulties, because it implies definition of what is
meant by " keeping the capital stock intact U.2 Secondly, since
we assume that people· act rationally, it should really make no
difference whether a certain sum which is spent by an entrepreneur for productive purposes represents new investment or
reinv.estment. In the latter case, too, the prospective yield of
this investment should be compared with what can be obtained
from the same sum if lent out in the market for investible
funds or if kept in liquid form (hoarded).8
In thus defining investment on the demand side as including
reinvestment, we must be careful to apply a correspondingly
broad definition on the supply side, to the discussion of which we
now turn.
The supply of investible funds may he said to
SupplY flow from three sources-from amortisation quotas,
of investible from new savings and from "inflation" in the
funds.
broad sense (including, not only newly printed
notes and newly created bank money, but also
withdrawals from existing hoards of money). The first two
items, which we may lump together as cc gross saving ", leave
the total demand for goods (MV) constant. Infiation implies
an increase in total demand for goods, a rise in M and lor

v:

in

1

We may put the matter also this way : Gross investment is what

actually is invested. It is always a positive figure. Replacement
requiremeilt is a calculated magnitude-viz., that amount which will
have to be invested if the existing capital stock is to be maintained.
I Compare on the subject of these difficult points: Hayek, " Maintenance of Capital ", in ECOHomica, August 1935, pages 247 et seq.; Pigou,
Economics of WeI/are, Part I, Chapter V (" What is meant by maintaining
Capital intact "), and Economic Journal, June 1935, page 225 ; Keynes,
The General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money, pages 38 et seq.
I There may be psychological, and (in the case of corporations) institutional, differences between new investment and reinvestment. similar
to those mentioned above in connection with self-financing. But we
shall ignore them for the moment.
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This statement requires elucidation in various respects. l First,
a word of justification must be said. about the inclusion of amortisation quotas. This corresponds to' the inclusion of replacement
under investment on the demand side. For the individual firm,
the setting-aside of amortisation quotas out of total receipts and
theU expencli.ture for replacement of o~twOttl equipm.ent do not
always coincide in time. Amortisation will usually-though not
necessarily-be a continuous process, whereas the replacement of
durable means of production is usually discontinuous. For the
economy as a wholet both processes are more continuous and run
parallel. During
period of time, a number of firms use their
amortisation quotas to accumulate balances or to repay loans, thus
adding to the supply ofinvestible funds in the market, while others
draw on their balances or borrow from the market in order to
replace their equipment. The reason why it seems advisable to
include replacement on the demand side and amortisation quotas
on the supply side has been given above. Since, however, during
the process of expansion with which we are now c;:oncerned' net
additions to the capital stock are supposed to be made (whatever
the exact definition of this magnitude may be), we may deduct

any

1 Compare also Chapter 8. § 2.
V must not· be interpreted for our
purposes as' &c transaction velocity n. I have not outrightly defined
it as income. velocity, because of the difficulties connected with the
definition (not to speak of those connected with the measurement) of
,." income. As Mr. Hawtrey points out (see his review of the first
edition of thiS book, E&OnOm'&a.Vol. V (New Series), February 1938,
page 94). the use of the concept of" trade velocity " also presents certain
difficulties for our purposes, because MY so defined includes all. purchases of goods by one trader from another. But such purchases. whether
for the purpose of use as materials in manufacture or for simple resale,. do
not take the goods 011 the market. The goods continue to be offered
for sale tI. Mr. Haewtrey would ,prefer a " final-purchases velocity ".
and would include the purchase of new investment goods (e.g•• of a
maethine) in the volume of final purchases. But what is the relevant
difference between the purchase' ot .raw material (say coal) for manufacture which will eventually be sold in the shape of tOutput as, say. pigiron and the purchase of a not very durable machine whkh \fill also be
sold in the shape of its services which enter the output? Mr. Hawtrey
seems to have overlooked that a qualifieation has been made a~ut the
degree of " integration" of industry. (Chapter 3, § 6), which seems to
exclude from MY precisely those changes in the volume of purchases
which Mr. Hawtrey Wishes to exclude.
&C
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amortisation from the one side and replacement from the other
without running· the risk of obtaining a negative figure for investment and consequently for demand for investible funds. Therefore, so long as we are dealing with the expansion, investment
may be interpreted as net investment.! If we adopt this procedure
in order to simplify the further discussion, we have to distinguish
only two sources of supply-vi.%., saving and inflation.
The statement that the supply of investible funds
Savings and which would be forthcoming at a given point of
inflation. time or during a short period of time at various
hypothetical rates of interest may be made up partly
by c~rrent saving and partly by inflation implies that actual investment need not he equal to saving. During an expansion process,
the volume of investment is normally larger than the volume of
savings, the excess being financed by inflation. In other words,
demand for investible funds is so large that it cannot be
satisfied by current saving, so that inflationary sources of supply
are tapped.
As we have seen in Chapter 8, § 2., this convenient language,
which has been used by many writers, has given rise to intricate
. terminological difficulties. We need not again go over the
controversies discussed there. Suffice it to say that the definition
of saving to be given presently is identical with that of Professor
ROB~RTSON.s The reader who has read Chapter 8 will have no'
diffic~ties in translating, if he so desires, what will be said in the
following pages into other terminologies-e.g., the Keynesian,
which aV6ids speaking of differences between saving and
investment.
.By saving we understand-as everybody does-inSupplY come J::9inus expenditure for consumption. But it is
of saving. necessary to introduce the time factor. We must
distinguish between currently earned income, which
is simply the money value bf the net output of the economic

1 This we may do, even if we refrain from giving a perfectly exact
definition of net investment.
t See, however, the slight qualification alluded to in footnote 1 on
page 293 above.
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community, and incolne currently available for consumption. This
distinction rests upon the fact that, in the real world, income
earned is. distributed, not continuously, but periodically. Wages
are paid weekly, salaries monthly, dividfnds quarterly, half-yearly
or yearly : rents are paid at similar intervals; while farmers'
incomes also come in to a considerable extent annually. There
are, of course, exceptions to this rule, particularly in small-scale
trade and handicraft where entrepreneurial withdrawals may take
place practically continuously; but the exceptions are of so
little practical significance that they may be neglected in consideration of the immense analytical advantage of such a simplification.
The fact that incomes are earned continuously, expended
continuously, and distributed periodically has the consequence of
creating a time-lag between the monlent when a given sum is
earned and the moment when it becomes available for expenditure
on consumption. On the average, wages are available· for expenditure half a week after the moment of earning, salaries half a
month later, dividends (assuming six-monthly payments) a few
weeks to almost a year later, and so on. Of all the income
earned at a given moment, part will become available for
expenditure almost immediately, and other parts at various
intervals up to (say) a year.
This distinction between earned income and available income is of considerable importance in the description of the
process of change in investment and in total demand, through
time.
If in any short period chosen as a unit of time
SupplY from the income currently earned (that is, the sum of
inflationary consumption expenditure and investment) exceeds
sources.
the income available for expenditure, the excess
must be financed out of inflationary sources. That
is to say, the hoards of individuals and the reserve proportions of
banks must-in the absence of State inflation-be diminished in
comparison with the previous period.
Thus the money invested to-day is financed partly by savings out
of income earned yesterday and becoming available to-day, and
partly by inflation. But all that is invested to-day, inclusive of the
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part financed by inflation, becomes to-day's earned income 1 and
to-morrow's available income. If, then, a part of the latter
is saved to-morrow, it constitutes again current saving, although
it is historically of inflationary origin. (The influence which
changes in the rate of saving are likely to have on the development
of the expansion process will be discussed below in § 6.)
Having discussed savings and inflation as two separate sources
of the supply of investible funds and the implied inequality of
saving and investment, we have now a few observations to. make
in regard to the shape of the supply curve at a given point or
during a short period of time.
We shall have to make further assumptions as
The shape follows. The supply of investible funds is some..
of the supplY times very elastic, so that a higher demand can be
curve.
satisfied at slightly higher interest rates. At .other
times it is inelastic, so that a rise in demand is
calculated to lead tp a rise in interest rates rather than to evoke a
greater supply. Any hypothesis of this sort about the behavjour
of supply as a whole must be supported by an analysis of the
behaviour of the constituent parts of the total supply.
Let us first take that part which is furnished by saving from
current income. It is very probable that, ceteris paribus, the
amount of saving becoming available for investment ddes not
react strongly to changes in the interest rate. If there is a reaction
at all, its direction is not clear. When the rate of interest rises,
people may just as well save more and spend less on consumption
or save less and spend more of their income.
On the other hand, the elasticity of saving in respect to magnitudes and factors other than the rate of interest is probably great.
It is, I.g., generally assumed that the rate of saving rises with rising

I A reservation must be made as to that part of the invested money
which does not at once become income, but becomes amortisation
quota. If we work with· gross investment on the one hand and gross
saving on the other (as, strictly speaking, we should), this qualification
becomes superfluous. In this case, income which is a "net quantity" is
replaced by the corresponding" gross quantity "-viz., net income plus
amortisation for fixed and working capital.
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income. It is not unlikely that it varies, not only with the level
of income, but also with the rate of change of· income. There. are
yet other factors which make it probable that the rate of saving
exhibits a systematic movement during the course of the cycle.
We shall come back to this point later.I Here, where we are
concerned with the' shape of the supply curve at a given point or
during a short period of time, we may in all probability regard
the supply of savings as a constant magnitude) insensitive to changes
in the interest rate. In technical parlance, the supply of saving
is, at least in the short run, inelastic in respect to changes in the
interest rate. ~ence the asserted elasticity in the total supply
must depend on the elasticity of that part of the total which is
furnished by " inflation ".
We shall have to discuss the factors which determine the degree
of elasticity of supply of investible funds from inflationary sources
at various points in our analysis. .Here a few introductory remarks
will suffice. There are various inflationary sources of supplythe central bank, the commercial· banks and, last but not least,
liquid reserves of purchasing power (hoards) in the hands of
business firms and individuals.
The concept of elasticity of supply from the first two sources
does not ptes~nt analytical difficulties, and we know approximately
what the factors are on which it depends, how far the banks are
willing at any given moment to vary the supply of investible funds
in the fa""e of variations in demand and in the rate of interest which
they can obtain.
In the case of the third source-hoards of firms and individuals
--the situation is more involved. All the considerations which
have been put forward in recent times under the head of" liquidity
preferences ", " liquidity motives" and "propensity to hoard or
clishoard" and the like are relevant here. In a general way, we
may assume that, ceteris paribll.f, the higher the rate of interest
the greater the temptation to dishoard-that is, the larger
the supply of investible funds ,coming on the market from this
source.

1

Compare Chapter 8, § 3, and this chapter,:§ 6, below.
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The clause ceteris paribus calls to mind the limiMovements tations of our elasticity concept. If we say that
along, and the supply has a certain elasticity, this refers to a
mOV6Jnents of, point or short period of time. But what we want
the ctltlJes. is an analysis in time; we have to compare what
happens in successive periods of time. This we
can accomplish with our apparatus of demand and supply curves
by introducing movements of these curves in time. We substitute, so to say, a cine-camera for a simple snapshot camera : that
is, we take pictures of our demand and supply schedule at successive points of time and watch the movements of the curves. This
will become clearer when we proceed to put our simple analytical
instrument to work. It is hoped that it will enable us to describe
more precisely and simply the processes and relationships whic~
have been analysed in the literature in terms of differences between
the money or market rate ofinterest on the one hand and the natural
or equilibrium rate on the other. It is hoped, furthermore, that
it will be possible with the help of our method to dear: up a numb("r
of difficulties and paradoxes which have not been adequately
explained so far.
It shouJd, however, be kept in mind that there
Subdivisions. are other difficulties which are not removed by our
of the capital treatment of the matter. We speak of the rate of
market.
interest for investible funds, whereas there are in
reality a multitude of rates with complicated interrelations-shott-term and long-term rates with intermediate rates
and a great variety of gradation according to the standing of the
borrower, the nature of his business, the possibilities of furnishing
security, the risk involved, etc. The assumption of a homogeneous capital market is a drastic simplification. For the time
being, we try to overcome this difficulty by interpreting the market
rate of which we speak as somehow a properly weighted average
or composite of the existing rates. If we say the rate has risen
or fallen, we mean the complex ot the rates which we find in the
market. l
1 Compare especially R. M. 'Bissel : "The Interest Rate" in American
Economic Review, Supplement to Vol. XXVIII, 1938, pages 23 et seq.
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Let us now put our apparatus to work and try to analyse the
monetary side of the expansion proceSs which was indicated in
outline in §§ 2. and 3.
It has been assumed that, in one way or another,
Cumulative the expansion .has been started. The various
e~pans;on initiating forces or cc starters " will be discussed in
process. detail in the section on the revival. Here we
assume by way of illustration that new investment
opportunities have appeared and that a certain number of people
are prepared accordingly to borrow new money, or to utilise their
own reserves hitherto lying idle, on a larger scale. This can be
expressed by saying that the demand curve for money has shifted
to the right to such a degree that more than the current flow of
savings is taken up and inflationary sources are being tapped. The
total demand for goods in terms of money increases, and the
cumulative continuation of the process may be described, in terms
of our analytical scheme, by the statement that this increase of the
demand for· goods causes the demand curve for investible funds
to shift further to the right. If the flow of current savings does
not suddenly rise to an· extent sufficient to satisfy the growing
demand-which would seem very unlikely-and if the supply of
investible funds from inflationary sources is not inelastic, the result
will be a further inflow of new money, which in turn will tend
to force the demand curve -further to the right, and so on.
The force of the expansion is usually further
Repercussions intensified by a chapge on the supply side which is,
l1n . suPplY in itself, a consequence .of the expansion. The
of funds. supply is likely to become more plentiful-that is
to say,. the supply curve is likely to shift to the right
-because of a tendency to dishoard on the part of the public
and the banks. When production increases and prices rise, not
only the entrepreneurs-i.e., the borrowers-but also the lenders,
banks and investing public are ,likely to take a more optimistic
view. During the contraetion~ a series of bankruptcies and
failures will have made them more and more reluctant to lend.
Now, with the progress of expansion, many bad debtors unexpectedly begin to pay interest· on their debts or even to repay them.
Frozen credits begin to thaw, and fea'! of compulsory conversions
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and currency instability recedes. All this tends to make lenders
willing to lend at lower interest rates ft1nds which they had kept
in cash or other liquid forms.
.
It is impossible to generalise as to the time
Time
sequence of these various changes. The change
sequence. on the supply side may precede the revival in
demand and, once the process has started, one factor
tends to stimulate the others. If, with a rising deman~, people are
induced to disgorge the content of their hoards on the capital
markets, it may very well happen that for a considerable time the
rising demand for credit and rising prices and production go
parallel with falling interest rates-a development which, superficially regarded, might seem to contradict all accepted principles
of economic theory. 1 The situation in the gold- and sterling-blDG
countries in 1933 to 1936 seems to offer a good illustration.
In the sterling bloc, continued recovery, rising transactions and
demand have been coupled with comparatively low or even
falling interest rates. In the gold countries, contraction and
liquidation have been accompanied by comparatively high interest
rates and a tight capital market. 8
It is extremely important to realise from the
Volatility beginning that both the demand curve and the
of demand supply curve· for investible funds are subject to
for funds. frequent and rapid shifts. They are influenced,
not only by technological factors--e.g., by a new
invention or the qestruction of instruments by wear and tear
or fire· tending to move the demand curve to the right, which
is tantamount (loosely speaking) to increasing the demand for
funds-but also by "psychological" factors (optimism and
pessimism), .changes in demand for particular goods~ etc. Much
1 This can be expressed in Keynesian terms by saying that the liquiditypreference schedule shifts, or that the liquidity preference of the community as a whole becomes weaker. The transaction motive to hold money
has become stronger ; but this is over-compensated by an opposite change
in the speculative motive; M 1 increases; M s decreases. For details see
Chapter 4, § 3·
t This explains also the fact that sometimes increased borrowing by
the State for unproductive purposes (e.g., armaments) makes the money
and capital market more rather than less liquid.
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thtorising in this field has been vitiated by the tacit assumption that
the demand curve for funds is more or less ttxed by technological
circumstances (viz., the superior productivity oflonger roundabout
ways of production). H the demand curve is considered as relatively fixed, changes. in the flow of investible funds must be
.explained by shifts in· the supply (in the other terminology, by
changes in the money rate of interest rather than the equilibrium
rate). This assumption. cannot be reconciled with the facts, and
hence the conclusion is unavoidable that the demand for funds
is highly variable and sensitive to all kinds ofinfluence.
An important corollary of this proposition is ~t MV, the flow
of money or total demand for goods in terms of money, is also
highly changeable. Static economic theory for the most part
assumes a constant MV. It is very important to recognise in
principle that this need not be, and rarely is, the case. In the
investigation of concrete cases such as the probable influence of
some measure of economic policy (I.g., imposition of a tariff,
devaluation of a currency, public works, etc.), or of spontaneous
changes such as changes in ilie demand for particular commodities,
many perplexing consequences which are quite inexplicable on a
rigid static analysis, which assumes MV constant, can be cleared
up by taking into consideration changes. in MV produced or
induced by the measure or event studied. We shall have man)'
occasions to recognise the fruitfulness of this principle.1
An expansion in the monetary circulation, in the
Forms of broad sense in which the term is here employed, may
monetary originate in different ways. It remains to invesexpansion. tigate the ways in which it can, and the "rays in
which it will usually or normally, be brought about.1
As a first step, we may say that a change in the money stream
may be due either· to a change in M or in V, in the quantity of
money outstanding or in its velocity of circulation. This does
1

There is, of course, no intention to assert that this has been completely

overlooked.

It is only suggested that the variability of MV has not

been sufficiently stressed and that one of the disparities between businesscycle theory and general' equilibrium theory seems to have its root here.
a Statistical expJ.oratioD$ in this field have recently been made by Professor
1936 •

J.

W. Angell.' See his book, The Bekavicw of Money, New York,
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not, however, help very much, since neither M nor V is statistically ascertainable .(except by way of complicated indirect estimates
which are not very reliable). We shall do better to start with
those magnitudes which are statistically meas\1rable, viz. :

(a) Legal tender money, notes, coins;
(b) Bank: deposits subject to cheque;
(c) Velocity of circulation of (b).
These three items constitute) of course, only a fraction of the
total in which we are interested. We cannot readily measure the
velocity of (a). Furthermore, credit instruments (bills) frequently
function like money, and a number of transactions are settled by
direct offsetting without the use of money. (It is immaterial
whether one construes such cases as implying changes in the
velocity ofcirculation ofmoney proper or in the quantity of money.
In any case-and this is the important thing-an increase or
decrease in the total demand for goods in terms of money can be
effected by such practices.)

§ 5.

WHY DOES THE PRODUCTION OF PRODUCERS' GOODS AND

DURABLE GOODS RISE FASTER THAN THE PRODUCTION OF
PERISHABLE CONSUMERS' GOODS?

Many writers have pointed out that, for technical
The essence reasons, changes. in the demand for, and production
of the
of~ finished goods give rise to much more violent
" ar;-celeration changes in the demand for, and production of,
principle ". producers' goods. ·This is one of the most important applications of the so-called principle of the
acceleration and magnification of derived demand which we have
stated and dis'russed, with all necessary qualifications, in an
earlier part of this study (see Part I, pages 85 et seq.). It remains
to determine its place and function within the mechanism
of expansion.
The essence of the acceleration principle can, as we have seen,
be summed up in the statement that, to enable the output to be
exp~ded, it may be. necessary to make heavy immediate investments which will continue to bear fruit for some time into the
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future. The fact that capitalistic production utilises durable
instruments means that services or goods of a given sort currently
produced are in joint supply with services or goods of the same
sort at various future dates. Thus, if demand is expected to rise
over a certain future period, the supply will be provided in a lump
at the beginning and (as it were) stored up in the shape of stocks
and durable instruments.
Since consumers' .demand can be profoundly
R4perCIIJsions affected by changes in capital construction, it is
on demand illegitimate to presuppose a cyclical fluctuation of
for finished consumers' demand, and then to use the acceleration
goods.
principle to explain the larger fluctuations in the
production of capital goods.
The principle therefore-quite apart from the necessary qualifications previously discussed-must be given its proper place within
the framework ofa more elaborate theory ofinvestment, in connection with which it expresses the one-way causal relationship
from the demand fOf consumers' goods to the production of
producers' goods. The volume of production of producers'
goods (which, in order to avoid double reckoning, should be
measured as the sum ofthe value added to the product in successive
stages) is. equal to·· the sum of new investment and replacement
or reinvestment. As has already been pointed out, it may be
convenient to speak of " total " or " gross " .in-yestment in distinction to cc new" or "net " investment (which may also be
negative). Gross investment is then another way of saying
production of producers' goods plus changes in the stock of
consumables.
As we have seen, it is very difficult to give an exact definition
of new investment for the economy as a whole, since it involves
defining what is meant by maintaining the capital stock of society
intact. It is still more difficult to measure it statistically-that is,
to distinguish during a given period between replacement of
wom-out capital and additions to the capital ~tock. Fortunately
we do not need for many purposes to make the distinction. It
suffices to speak of production of producers' goods. But, roughly
speaking, the fact that production of producers' goods fluctuates
more violently than the production of consumers' goods-which
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is taken as an index for consumption1 -indicates that there is net
investment during the upswing and a drastic reduction of net
investment, or probably even net disinvestment, during the
downswing of the cycle.
The acceleration Frinciple deals with one of
Role of the factors which determine the volume of investexpectations. ment-namely, chang~s in demand for the finished
product. Obviously, demand must not be defined
in too narrow a fashion as actual demand. What matters is, strictly
speaking, anticipated demand. The investor expects that demand for
his product will be forthcoming. But actual demand is certainly
one of the most powerful factors in shaping the expectations
of business-men as to future demand. If actual demand rises,
and if the new level has been sustained for some time, or if the
rise has continued for a certain period of time, ·there is a good
chance that a continuation of the higher level or a further rise will
be anticipated. There is, however, no absolute certainty that
this will in every case be so; many special reasons are conceivable
which might prevent these optimistic expectations from being
induced in the mind of the producers. a
Supposing, 'however, that a producer of a certain
Ratio
commodity has formed his conclusions as to the
of capital probable volume of the future demand and is
to labour. resolved to acton his anticipation, and increase
production accordingly, then the acceleration principle postulates a rigid relationship between the volume of
production of the finished product per unit of time and the
volume of investment. The relationship is determined by the
durability of the equipment and machines which are required
for the production of the commodity in question and by the
1 A reservation must be made regarding the fluctuations in stocks of
consumers' goods. There is no consumption corresponding to that part
of the production of consumers' goods which goes to stocks.
I Strictly speaking, a whole scale of more or less optimistic anticipations
should be distinguished, ranging from the expectation .that the increase
in demand is only temporary, via the expectation that it will be maintained
to the expectation that it will go on rising at a constant or increasing
rate. In other words, there are various ways in which an actual increase
can be extrapolated into the future.
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importance of the ,machine services relative to other input items
(working capital and labour) in the production process-which is
as much.as to say, roughly speaking, by the degree of mechanisation.
Here an important. qualification is called for. This relationship
is not rigid for various reasons. In the first place, surplus'capacity
may-and at the beginning' of the' expansion after a more or less
severe depression usually .does~xist. If there is unused or
under-employed machinery' or equipment, production can be
increased by simply applying lIlore labour and raw material to
the existing eqUipment. The acceleration principle will then come
into play only after production has been increased by so.·much
that new machinery thought to be desirable. But the point
where it become~ desirable is not determined exactly by purely
technological considerations. .Usually the existing plant can' be
worked more or less intensively:. 'although at rising cost. The
decision to increase the plant is influenced~apart from the anticipations about future de~and-bythe rate of interest and certain
other factors which will be discussed presently.
Supposing, now, it has been decided in principle
Importance to extend· the fixed equipment, it is then necessary
of rate of to determine how it should be done. As a rule
infer,st. there is· a choice between different methods of
production. More or less durable equipment can
be installed, the more durable varieties involving as a. t;U1e higher
cost. In other words, methods of varying degrees of " roundaboutness ", involving investments of different magnitude, are
usually available. The magriification of derived demand-that is,
the increase in investment' induced by a given increase in· the
demand for, .and production of, a finished product-depends
accordingly on the choice' between these available methods,
on the durability of the instruments (or, in other words, the
"roundaboutness" of the process chosen). And this. choice,
in tum, .depends : (a) on the ·rate of interest, that is the terms
on which the necessary funds can be ra.ised, (b) on the estimation of the risk 1· involved and on the general outlook. The

is

1 Ct. M. Kalecki : " The Principle of Increasing Risk ", in Economica,
1937, page 440, reprinted in Essays in the Theo'YY of Economic Fluctuations,
London, 1939.
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lower the rate of interest, the more durable the instrument,
the longer the roundabout way of production, the heavier the
investn1ent and the larger the magnification of derived demand.
Furthermore, in an atmosphere of optimism and confidence in
an undisturbed development 'of economic life, people will be
more inclined to undertake heavy investment by which they are
committed for a long period than in a state of uncertainty and
apprehension.
We are now in a position to formulate the contriContribution bution of the acceleration principle to the explanaof the tion of the mechanism of expansion, and especially
acceleration of its cumulative nature. The technical fact that,
principle. in order to produce certain finished goods or services,
one must construct durable instruments, because
the finished goods cannot be produced otherwise or only at much
higher cost or in inferior quality, operates as a powerful intensifier
of the cumulative force of the expansion. If demand for such
goods and services rises, investment becomes profitable. The
profit rate rises or, to formulate it corre~tly in terms of our demand
and supply schema, the demand curve for investible funds is
pushed to the right. If the supply of funds is elastic, more
money is drawn into circulation, with the result that demand for
the finished product is further augmented and the expansion
proceeds with accumulated force.
It should be noted that our argument applies also
Application to durable consumers' goods. In their case, the
to durable finished product consists of the services which
flow f.rom the durable goods. If the demand for
COnSllflJlrs'
apartments rises (or is expected to rise), the deman~
goods.
for investible funds for the purpose of constructing
houses will rise. The construction of the houses is usually undertaken by entrepreneurs, not by the prospective dwellers. Thus
an increase in the annual demand for apartments may give rise to
investment many times the amount of the annual rent. The service
is being provided, so to speak, en bloc for many years to come.
In the case of semi-durable consumers' goods such as motor-cars,
furniture, radio sets and the like, there is the institutional difference
that these goods are usually bought by the consumer out of his
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own resources. But an instalment selling scheme may enable
consumers to extend their current purchases beyond their current
income. Thus slight increases in current income may bring about
a much larger increase in demand in. general.
We have here a factor which accelerates the
Inelastic expansion of the total demand for goods in terms .
supplY.
of money, and (if supply is still elastic in all
branches and stages of industry) of production
and employment as well. The restraining forces which gradually
make their appearance when full employment is being approached
will be discussed in the section on the upper turning-point. It
suffices here to point out that the acceleration principle cannot
work unobstruetedwhen supply becomes less elastic. Production
cannot then be expanded all along the line. It remains true,
however, that ,an increase in the demand for a commodity, the
production of which necessitates the installation of durable instruments, may still, by increasing the price of these instruments,
increase the amount of money required to purchase them. The
physical quantity of investment may remain unchanged, but its
money value increases,- and the demand for funds rises likewise.l
The question now arises how the increased proMethods of duction of producers' goods is· financed. The
financiflg. workers who are engaged in producing these durable
and non-durable means of production, and the
owners of other factors of production which contribute thereto,
must be paid. The answer has in fact already been given. The
necessary funds come partly from inflationary sources, partly out
of current savings.
1

Consequently, if the supply of investible funds is perfectly elastic-

i.e., if the rate of interest does not change-the increase in demand for
consumers' goods, and the resulting price rise, will spread throughout
the whole structure of production, replacement demand in terms of money
rising parallel with or even faster than the demand for the product. If
consumers' demand starts to rise from a given level, this will speedily
induce a proportionate or more than proportionate rise in the total demand
for goods in terms of money (including demand for intermediate goods
and replacement demand). Since consumers' demand is only a fraction
of total demand, a given increase in consumers' demand gives rise to a
greater increase in total demand. In this sense, the acceleration principle
can still be said to be in operation.

~IO
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We have seen that the cumulative nature of expansion hinges
on the growth in the total monetary demand-i.e., on the increase
in the flow of money. Therefore, the larger the proportion of
new investment financed by way of inflation (newly created bank
money or more intensive utilisation of existing funds) in preference
to voluntary saving, the more rapid the expansion-viz., the
expansion primarily. of the circulating medium and in addition
(so long as the supply of factors of production of various kinds
is elastic) of employment and production. l

1 A word must be said on the concept.of "forced saving", which has
been much misunderstood. If investments are financed by inflationary
means-if, .that is to say, the flow of money against goods increasesthose who spend the new money attract for their purposes goods which
would otherwise have accrued to somebody else. These other people,
whose purchasing power in real terms (real income) is now reduced,
because of the new entrants to the reservoir of goods, 'are said to ge forced
to save. Forced saving is inflicted upon them. If total demand for
goods in terms of money had not gone up, prices would not have risen, or
they would have fallen; and those members of society whose money
income has not been changed by the inflation could have consumed
more-i.e., their real income would have been greater.
This sounds quite unambiguous if we assume that (a) the magnitude
of the total flow of goods (output) is not changed by the inflation and
that (b) there are no secondary influences (apart from the addition in
question) on the flow of money. If the latter condition does not hold,
and there are secondary increases or decreases .in the flow of money
induced by the primary injection, the problem becomes more complicated;
but it is still possible to apply to these secondary additions or reductions
the same reasoning as to the fir~t.
If, however, the magnitude of the total flow of gQods is changed, the
situation becomes more involved. Suppose, e.g., that the increase in
the flow of money calls for an equal increase in the flow of goods-in
other words, that supply is perfectly elastic and, when the demand for
goods rises, production and supply, rise equally, so that prices remain
on the average unchanged. In thiscase, it is difficult to speak of forced
saving or a forced levy on particular persons. In practice, however,
perfect elasticity of supply is almost unthinkable, even at the bottom
of the depression. In other words, the flow of goods will increaf;e in a
smaller proportion than the flow of money : some prices will be higher
than they would have been without the inflationary increase in demandthat is to say, some prices will rise or be prevented from falling; and
therefore forced saving will be inflicted upon some persons to some extent,
although not necessarily to the extent indicated by. the increase in the
money stream.
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But this raises the very important question of the role of saving
in, and the influence of changes in the rate of saving; on" ", the
mechanism of ·eXpansion. This question, which has ...received
much attention in the recent literature on the trade cycle,'Wcmust
now discuss systematically.
§ 6.

SAVING AND THE EXPANSION PROCESS

Allusion has been made more than on~~,inth<;
Importancl course of the preceding argument to theacti.onsof
of sailings. income-receivers with respect :to spending. '. atl.cl
saving. On page 285, it was noted as an.<:ss~ntia1
link in the expansion process that the increased earnings of the
workers due to increased investment would in part . . be . . spent
immediately. ·Later (page 296) saving was mentioned .~s Rn~:()f
the two sources of the supply of investible funds, the otper·, beipg
inflation in the wider sense of the term. It is therefore of
importance to enquire,. in the first place, what are the :p~Qbabl~
consequences on the expansion of a change in the propowonof
income saved by the public as a whole and, secondly, what .a.rethe
factors which, at the stage of the business cycle with Whi~. w~
are now concerned, determine whether the proportion sa,ved., will
be great or small, whether it will rise or decline ? . : .' .... .
By the proportion of income savedi~ . meant
I1I&0ml
the average proportion of income not .,' spen~ •. otl
not at on&e . consumers' goods in the income period in.whicp it
disposable. becomes available. The distinction between the
period in which income is earned and that in which
it is available to be spent, or saved must be kept in mind.. ,'. E,v~n
if no saving whatever takes place, this does not mean ¢at, tl1~
incomes are spent as soon as they are earned. Allowancemustbe
made for the fact previously mentioned that incomes··.. are'paid.
out periodically and spent. in the course of the ensuing ~P<;riQd.
Thus, even apart from saving in the sense here employed,
income earned at a given moment of time will be spent·.. ~b9ut
a week later, if it takes the form of wages, a month laterul the
case of salaries, and a few weeks to a year later in tIie:case of
dividends.
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Suppose, now, that an impulse (CC starter") is
Expansion given to the recovery by some act of credit-expanwith zero sion on the part of the banks, or dishoarding on the
saving.
part of individuals or the State, whereby goods and
services are bought and additional money income
created. How should we expect the expansion to proceed in the
absence of saving? After a distributed time-lag, determined
(as explained above) by habits of payment and e~{penditure, the
entire additional income is spent on consumption goods.! This
increase in denland for consumption goods does not evoke an
immediate and equivalent increase in their production. Time has
to be given for the merchants to order new stocks and for
the manufacturers to produce the goods. In the meantime, the
merchants' stocks are reduced and the e~tra money receipts are
kept in easily available form. They may be added to the merchants'
bank balances, or used to repay a part of their debts to banks or
to their own suppliers. It is here assumed that any effect .this
may have in increasing the supply of investment funds, and so
affecting investment, is negligible. Ultimately, if we assume that
111erchants and manufacturers in the consumption-goods section
of industry desire at least to maintain their stocks and working
capital, the increased expenditure on consumption goods evokes
an equivalent rise in income, which, after a further lapse of time, is
again spent, and so on indefinitely. Thus, in the supposed circumstances of zero-saving, extra income, once created, will never
disappear.

1 It will be remembered that this assumption is not equivalent to a
marginal propensity to save of zero in Mr. ~eynes' terminology, because
Mr. Keynes does not allow for time-lags. (See Chapter 9, § 4, above.)
One may, of course, use Mr. Keynes' concept just as well, but one should
not forget that these little time-lags for" technical" reasons are absolutely
essential for a money economy, and that, in everyday language, when
one speaks of zero-saving one automatically takes these time-lags for
granted. The assumption that there are no such lags-the assumption, in
other words, that the money was spent and respent instantaneouslywould imply an infinite velocity of circulation of money, which would
be tantamount to assuming away the use of money altogether and assuming instead a barter economy with a numeraire but without a medium
of exchange (money).
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While these time-lags between the earning and
receiving of incomes, and again between the receivvelocity
ing and spending of them, are highly relevant to
oj monf:J. the determination of the proportion of money
which the economic community will hold relative
to its money income, it is not possible to deduce the "average
lag" between the primary and the secondary increases of income
directly from the magnitude of the average" income-" or " circuitvelocity" of the total stock of money, or vice ver!'a. In part, this is
because a certain portion of the community's cash holding is
primarily a reserve store of value in no close connection with the
routine receipts and disbursements of firms and of individuals.
Only a part rises and falls regularly as receipts exceed and fall
short of disbursements as determined by the lags which have been
mentioned. But even if we proceed to exclude from consideration
that money which is locked up in hoards, a distinction· must be
drawn· between what may be called average and. marginal time-lags
between receipts and disbursements. Our assumption· that no
part of the income is saved excluded the possibility of a divergence
between average and marginal time-lags in the case of incomereceivers. But it is quite likely in the case of business firms that
'X/fa receipts will take a longer or shorter time to b<: disbursed
than the average lag between all receipts and all disbursements. l
In a very interesting passage in his Economics of Planning Public
Works,s Professor J. M. CLARK estimates that the marginal period
of flow of purchasing power from ultimate income recipient to
ultimate income recipient (the length of the" cycle of secondary
effects") in the United States of America is very much shorter
than the average period expressed in the "income-velocity of
money".
After some time, the U braking" influence of some of these
time-lags will tend to disappear. Capitalists, at any rate, will
probably begin to anticipate the payment of their increased
IncoRle

1 This may, of course, also be expressed by saying that theavwage
time-lag or aveyage income velocity is likely to be changed by new additions to the income stream It is not safe, therefore, to regard it as a
comparatively stable magnitude.
s Washington, 1935, pages 87 and 88.
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See,however, Chapter 8, § 3, pages 217 et seq, above.
E.g., Professor Pigou, in his review of Mr. Keynes' General Theory
of Employment, Interest and Money in Economica, May 1936, page 12 5.
1

2
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The truth probably lies somewhere between these extremes.
The supply of investible funds from dishoarding, credit expansion,
etc., even where it is not completely elastic, is probably always
to some degree sensitive to the price of borrowing (i.e., the interest
rate).
This is true at any rate for the stage of the trade
Saving
cycle which we are now considering, though it may
and
cease to be true at a later point in the boom. The
hoarding. lower the interest rates, the more money will be
withdrawn from entrepreneurs and hoarded in sonle
form. Anything which lowers or even prevents a rise in the
interest rate will increase the quantity of money withheld from
entrepreneurs and hoarded, or reduce the quantity of money which
would otherwise have been dishoarded and offered to entrepreneurs.
It is probable that the effect of savings will be to bring about a
reduction or prevent a rise in the interest rate. If this does not
happen, there can only be two possible explanations. Either
the savings have been completely hoarded in the first instance, or
the·entrepreneurial demand for investible funds is perfectly elastic
over a range equal to the amount of savings which is offered for
investment. As for the first alternative, if even a part of the
savings is hoarded, it is obvious that they cannot give rise to an
increase in demand for producers' goods equivalent to the
reduction of demand for consumers' goods which they occasion.
In order to produce this compensating increase in investment,
all the. savings must be invested.. But, even if. the savers should
in the first instance seek to invest all their savings, this will not
increase actual investment to an equivalent extent unless the
demand for investible funds is such that entreprene~rs can
absorb the supply as increased by the full amount of the savings,
at the same rate of interest as that at which they might have
absorbed the same supply minllS the saving~. If they are unable
to do this, the saving will be in part sterilised by hoarding,
or a reduction in dishoarding, due to reduction of the rate of
interest, or. to its failure to rise; and the 11et effect will be
deflationary.
We may suppose that, in the case ofan increment ofsaving which
is not expected and which entrepreneurs have made no plans to
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meet, l the demand for investment funds will show very little
elasticity and investment will scarcely increase at all. On the
other hand, where investment projects, which (consciously or
otherwise) rely on such an increase in saving, have been conceived
in advance, the fall in the interest rate will be much slighter and
the relative deflation less severe. But always and in all circum..
stances-short of a complete insensitiveness of banks and capitalists
to the rate of interest in their decisions to hoard and dishoardsaving must tend to reduce the total demand for goods in terms
of money. The comparison, it must· be noted, lies not between
the state of affairs after the saving and before it, but between the
state of affairs at a given time with the saving, and what it would
have been had there been no saving. It may well be that the
extra saving is fully counteracted by an increase in investment ;
but, unless this investment would not have taken place in the
absence of such saving, it remains true to say that the saving has
a relatively deflationary effect.
An increase of saving, we have found, normally

Consequences exercises a deflationary effect at the moment of its
qf continued appearance. The amount of dishoarding is diminsaving.
ished, and the community's currently- earned income
rises less fast than it otherwise would have done.
If we pursue the consequences of this saving in subsequent periods,
we find the deflationary effect ~s, as it were, cumulated. A relative
fall in demand now leads to a relative fall in investment later, this
to a further fall in demand and so on.
If the increase in saving is repeated in subsequent periods, it
may not merely slow down the expansion but even prevent it
from reaching the height it would otherwise attain, and finally
turn it into a decline. This can be easily demonstrated on
somewhat abstract assumptions. The higher the proportion of
income saved, the less will the income level require to rise in order
that a given rate of saving may be attained. On the other hand,
according to the acceleration principle, the rate of investment will

1 C/. C. Bresciani-Turroni, "The Theory of Saving
Vol. III (New Series), 1936.
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be greater or less according as incomes are rising more or less fast,
and, since the greater the proportion of income saved the slower
will be the expansion of incomes, it follows that the higher the
proportion of income saved the less will be the rate of investment
. at any given income level. But the expansion will cease when
saving catches up with investment, and the higher the proportion
of income saved the lower will be the income level at which. the
expansion will cease. 1
The general conclusion of the foregoing argument is that saving
which is in progress during an expansion process tends to slow down
the expansion. Ce/eriJ paribtu, the more peoplC? save the slower
the expansion, and the less they save the more rapid the expansion.
It must, however, be kept in' mind, if serious
Qualimisunderstanding is to be avoided, that our analysis
fica/ions. is limited at this point to the peculiar economic
circumstances which are supposed to prevail during
a typical upswing. We assume that a credit expansion is under
way and, that the supply of investible funds from inflationary
sources is to some degree elastic. If that is so, then an increase in
the rate of saving leads to a slowing-down of the inflow of new
money (inflation), and a decrease in the rate of saving to an acceleration of the inflow of new money. If the money supply is
completely inelastic, the situation is different; for· in that case
we cannot assume that a deficiency in the supply of investible
funds caused by a decrease in the rate of saving will be automatically
made up, wholly or partly, by inflation. This is, however, not
the typical situation during the upswing, which is, Oft the contrary,
characterised by an elastic money supply from inflationary sources.
But, since (as will be shown in detail at a later point) this elasticity
in the money supply is likely to diminis!l with the progress of
the boom, the deflationary effect of saving is likely to become less
and less pronounced.

1 Compare Mr. Harrod's treatment of the interactions of the acceleration principle (which he calls the relation ") and the propensity to save
(or II the multiplier") in The Trade Cycle, London, 1936, Chapter 2.
tI
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Furthermore, exceptions to our rule are conceivInstitutional able in special institutional circumstances. Take,
complications. for instance, the following situation. Hitherto
we have assumed a homogenous capital market
with a homogeneous' object of transactions-viz., investible
funds. In reality, however, there are subdivisions in this market,
and the different types of investible funds which are marketed in
these subdivisions are not perfect substitutes.. We are thinking
here primarily of the distinction between long- and short-term
credit-that is, between the capital and money market. Now, it
may be that ~he inflationary sources of supply (e.g., bank credit)
serve mainly the money market, while the capital market is fed
chiefly by saving. It is true that in the real world this separation
is not complete. The sources from which the demand for' longterm credit is satisfied include inflationary sources. Banks, for
example, invest, not only in commercial paper, but also in securities;
money hoards of individuals and corporations go into long-term
investment and play a large role during the first phase of the
upswing. On the other hand, to a certain extent, short- and
long-term credit are also substitutable on the demand side. Investment in fixed capital may be financed by means ofshort-term credits.
which are continuously renewed.! But the substitutability is
certainly not perfect either on the demand or on the supply side.
Ifthat is the case to a considerable extent, if(that is to say) the money
market and the capital market are separated in the sense indicated
above and short- and long-term credit are not substitutable for
the entrepreneur, then the progress of the expansion may be
seriously hampered) and not' accelerated, by a low rate or a fall
in the rate of saving. The capital market may become tight; the
rate of interest there may be driven up and the volume of investment, so far as it requires long-term financing, will be reduced.
To the extent that different kinds of investment are complementary
so that long- and short-term funds are in joint demand, the inflow
of new money through inflationary faucets into the money market
.1 On this, compare M. Breit: uEin Beitrag zur Theorie des Geld- und
Kapitalmarktes tI in Zeitschyift. fuy N ationalokonomie, Band VI, Heft 5,
1935, pages 632 et seq.
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will be impeded. In order to appraise this possibility correctly,
it should be remembered that money flowing from an inflationary
source, after it has become income and is saved, has to be cOWlted
as saving.
It has been assumed by many writers-e.g., by
Mr. HAWTREy-that profits which have been brought about by
an inflationary rise in demand are the most important source of
supply of investible funds dbring the. upswing of the cycle.
But, even if such exceptions are deemed unimportant and our
rule that savings during the expansion slow down the latter remains
substantially unimpaired, it does not by any means follow that, for
the purpose of obtaining the maximum long-run productivity, a
low rate of saving during the upswing of the· cycle is desirable.
We are not yet in a position to give a definite answer to this question.
There can, however, be no doubt that good reasons can be adduced
for the proposition that an expansion which develops slowly
will last longer and give rise to less serious maladjustment than
one which progresses very rapidly.
We tum now to the· second problem preSaving dllTing sented at the beginning of this section. What
the earlY proportions of available incomes are likely to
expansion. be saved as the expansion develops? Are there
any reasons for believing .that the proportion of
income saved by the economic community varies at different
points in the cycle?
Unfortunately, for lack of statistical data, there is no possibility
of measuring directly how savings behave during different phases
of the cycle.! We have to rely· on very general considerations
which cannot provide a precise answer to the above questions.
So far as the wage-earning section ofthe community is concerned,
there are various considerations which do not all point in the
same direction. The real incomes of those who were employed
during the slump probably fall during at least the ~rst part of the
upswing. The proportion of income saved by such people will
probably tend to diminish, particularly as the danger of unemployment recedes. On the other hand, as the unemployed of the
slump are re-employed, they obtain a saveable surplus, and in some
1

Ct. America's Capacity to

Consume, passim.
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cases may have a strong incentive to save for the purpose of
repaying debts to tradesmen which they have contracted. Since
the real income of the working-class as a whole probably rises
during an upswing-especially in post-war cycles-it is possible
that the tendencies to increased saving prevail, but it seems unlikely
that the increase in saving from this source can be of much
importance.
Among the propertied classes, the fluctuations in the proportion
of income saved are probably much more important, because their
incomes fluctuate more widely. They skim the cream off the
boom and bear the brunt of the depression. Considering that
their standard of living is much less flexible than their incomes, it
appears plausible that they should' even dissave during the slump
and save ,considerably during the upswing and boom. This is
likely to be accentuated by the fact that they are, to some extent
at least, cycle-conscious. During good times, they save not
only for old age, children's education and inheritance, calamity,
etc., but also to some extent against the eventuality of a slump.
Business corporations pursue a policy of " dividend-stabilisation "
by accumulating reserves out of net revenue in good times to
disburse them in bad~
It is true .that the bond-holding section of the propertied class
is to some extent in a position analogous to that of wage-earners
who find their real incomes diminishing during the upswing.
This, however, is not likely to be, important in the earlier stages
of an expansion; and if we take capitalist-entrepreneurs, holders
of equity shares and holders of industrial bonds in the mass, there
can be no doubt that their real incomes greatly increase'during trte
expansion. Where there is a big national debt, the situation is a
little different. Here it is conceivable that the transference of
real income from taxpayers (poor and rich) to rentiers (mainly
rich) will be considerably diminished during the upswing, and
this will counteract the redistribution of income in favour of the
rich which will otherwise take place at that time, and to some
extent limit saving.
Consideration of public finance in a wide sense (including social
insurance institutions), however, brings in a further element which
decisively tips the balance in favour of increased saving. During
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the slump-largely as a consequence of the increased real weight
of social services, maintenance of unemployed and national debtGovernments are normally forced into budget deficits which· we may regard as dissaving. During the upswing, these deficits
disappear and may even be succeeded by budget surpluses.
The considerations set forth above are applicable
Saving during to the expansion in its beginnings and in its heyday:
the later but, as the boom reaches its height,. they may lose
expansion. some of their force. There are reasons for the
view that, in the later stages of an expansion, people
begin to spend once again a larger proportion of their available
incomes.
Workers, farmers, and business-men alike will probably have
accumulated a certain amount of debt during the depression,
which represents a psychological burden and a threat to their
security out of proportion to the actual money burden of interest.
Any additional income coming their way during the expansion
will be used to a considerable extent to repay these debts. Once
this is accomplished, however, it is very unlikely that the same
rate of saving will be maintained merely with the object of adding
to capital. A larger proportion of incomes received will temd
to be spent; and the consumers' goods trades will receive a fillip
thereby, which will transmit itself, if there is still a sufficiency
of unemployed funds and physical resources, to ~e investmentgoods trades. The new 'Ian which will thus be given to the
expansion will provoke a further fall in the proportion of income
saved, because the business world \vill be aware that bigger profits
are being-made and bigger dividends will in due course be distributed, so that a spirit of confidence will spread, which is very
favourable to spending.
Another influence may nlake its appearance which will have
more or less effect according to the social and economic structure
of the country concerned. Rising business .profits, and the
anticipation of a continuance of rising profits, will bring about a
recovery of equity values on· the stock exchange. As time goes
on, this boom may interest a larger and larger number of people
in a speculative capacity. They may be disposed to utilise gains
on the stock exchange as additional income, or they. may feel
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that, since the value of their shares is so high, the future is well
provided for and they can afford to do less saving out of current
a.vailable income.
When the boom arrives at the stage where
Saving
shortage of materials and men develops and prices
rise rather than production, it is probable that the
at the
peak.
tendency to greater spending is increased. Wages
in the latter stages of a boom no longer show the
same" stickiness ", workers' organisations become more and more
active, and wages rise as fast as profits. Further, it is probable
that the farmers and other producers of raw materials succeed in
getting a bigger share than before in the total income : and,
since they are on the average much poor~r than the industrial
population, they will probably spend a larger proportion of their
incomes.
In this way, the position envisaged by the .monetary overinvestment theorists at the end of the boom may possibly arise.
The proportion of spending to saving tends to increase. The
consumption-goods trades may draw labour away from the
investment-goods trades and so create difficulties for them.
Suppose now that, before the shortage of material means of
production becomes a factor of much importance, the liquidity
of the monetary system declines to such an extent that banks are
unwilling to expand credit or individuals to dishoard to any
considerable degree, even though interest rates rise very high. In
such circumstances, increased saving will only be slightlydeflationary, and a fall in saving only slightly inB.ationary. If, as has
been asserted, the proportion of expenditure to income tends to
increase at the later stages of the boom, the· stimulating effect
will be reduced to a minimum by the inelasticity of the supply of
credit. The money added to the demand for consumers' goods
will in large part be abstracted from the demand for producers'
goods and the dislocation caused thereby may precipitate a
deflation.
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B.' The Contraction Process
§ 7.

GENERAL DESCR.IPTION OF THE MECHANISM

The process of contraction, like the process of
expansion, is cumulative and self-reinforcing. Once
started, no matter how, there is a tendency for it to
go on, even if the force by which it-was-provoked
has -in the meantime ceased to operate.'
The -contraction may start from a state of full employment or
partial 'e~ployment; and the mechaoismis, in principle, the same
in both cases.
Deflation -in the sense of a gradual decrease in the total demand
for goods in terms of money plays an essential role in the contraction process. ' Deflation must not) however, be interpreted in the
narrow sense of a deliberate act or policy on the part of the
monetary authorities or commercial banks. A deflation in this
narrow sense mayt of course) act as a starter to the process, and it
usually comes in sooner or later as an intensifying element ; but,
when the process has once got under .way, a sort of automati~
deflation or self-defiation of the economic system (in contradistinction to a deflation imposed on it by the monetary authorities) -is

ROle of
deflation.

;w

just as much an effect as a cause.!
1 Writers on the subject have frequently used the term "secondary"
dellation. Their attention bas been concentrated mainly on the maladjustment which, they maintain, is the cause of the crisis. They conceive
of the depression, not -as a cumulative self-reinforcing proceSs, but· as a
period of adaptation during which the'economic system reverts to equilibrium and eliminates the maladjustments which have developed dur'ing
the preceding upswing and have been brought to light in the crisis.
The defiation is regarded as an' unfortunate accident~
,
More recent writers have, however, come to realise increasingly that
the above view is a misconception, that what it treats as an accidental
phenomenon is in fact the most important element in the depres~ion, that
the deflation may continue long after the mala~justment by which it
was started has been removed, that it may be started by purely monetary
forces without anything being wrong with the structure of production.
and that it does not revert directly to equilibrium, but, on the contrary,
carries the economic system a.long way away from equilibrium.
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In many respects, the contraction is the exact counterpart of
the expansion, so that large parts of the analysis of the latter can
be adapted to explain the former.
Suppose contraction has peen started for .any
Spread of reason whatsoever (e.g., because a large construction
deflation. scheme which was under way has had to be interrupted
owing to inability to raise the necessary funds for
financing it). Demand for construction materials and implements
falls off, and production in the industries which· provide those
things is curtailed. We might equally well take the case where
an act of deliberate deflation by the monetary authorities (which
again may be due. to a great variety of reasons or motiyes) starts
the ball rollirig. In the section on the down-turn (crisis), the
question of the possible or usual starters will be taken up. Here
we simply assume that a net contraction has been produced, and
that the total demand for goods in terms of money has shrunk
by a considerable amount.
When demand flags at various points, merchants will give lower
orders to producers, production will be curtailed and workers
will be dismissed. This reduces income. When incomes fall,
the demand for all kinds of goods is further reduced and depression
spreads to other parts of the system.
Like the expansion process, the contraction process will probably
proceed slowly at the beginning and then gather .momentum. 1
At first, when demand has fallen off in the case of only a few commodities, the contraction may easily be stopped or reversed
by favourable influences elsewhere. Later. on, when the demand
for a greater number of goods has fallen for some time and
contraction has spread to many parts of the system, expansionary
influences, which in the early stage of the process would have been
strong enough to outweigh the forces of contraction, will no
1 The spectacular events in the financial spherewhjch usually mark
the tum from prosperity to depression should not be allowed to obscure
the fact that the downward movement of production and trade usually
takes time to get under way. This was, e.g., the case after the crisis of
1929. Ct. Slichter in Review of Economic Statistics, February 1937, on the
1929 down-turn. In the autumn of 1937, the fall in production and
employment was much more rapid than in 1929, although there were no
spectacular breakdowns in the financial sphere.
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longer be sufficient to reverse the downward movement, but will
merely slow it down. This is what is meant when we say that
" the process has gathered momentum".
After the process has .continued for a while,
Intensifying intensifying factors are likely to come into play.
ftKlors.
Prices will soon begin to fall, and losses will be
made everywhere, because wages and other cost
item..; cannot readily be reduced. There will be a strong tendency
to reduce stocks and to curtail orders and purchases by more than
the apJount by which sales have gone down. A sustained ·fall
in demand and prices is bound to create in· the business world a
more pessimistic outlook in general and an expectation, whether
justified or not, of a further fall in prices. The profit rate will
be reduced all along the line, and new investment or reinvestment of amortisation quotas will be curtailed. Nobody dares to
embark on ambitious schemes of investment; and this will
intensify the tendency to reduce commodity stocks and to increase
money stocks;, that is to hoard-the counterpart of the tendency
to dishoard during expansion.
It is important to note that such a contraction process can
happen even in a ·pure cash economy with constant quantity of
money (M). In a modern banking and credit economy, powerful
intensifying factors come in. If a large part of the circulating
medium consists of bank· money (demand deposits subject to
cheque) and if the banking system as a whole or a number of individual banks get into difficulties, the banks will restrict credit. They
will call in outstanding loans and be reluctant to grant new ones,
and as a consequence M will shrink. If a run on the banks occurs
-if, that is to say, depositors want to change their deposits into
notes-the d~flation becomes still more serio1;ls. The same may
happen in the international sphere. There may be ~ run on the
central bank in order· to exchange notes for coins and foreign
money-that is to say, gold hoarding may develop or a flight'of
Capital may intensify the deflation.
Owing to the rigidity of a number of cost items, each decrease in
the t,otal demand for goods in tenDS of money is followed by a
certain shrinkage in production, and any reduction in the production of finished goods tends to be translnitted with· increasing
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violence to the preceding stages of production, which again tends
to reduce the demand for finished goods, and so on in a long and
painful process.
This general description of the contraction process may probably
be taken as a correct description of the common opinion on the
matter. The most important thing to remember is that the depth
to which the contraction develops depends on a number of
circumstances, partly of an institutional nature, of which many
are-or, at any rate, may be-quite independent of the factor
which first initiated the contraction or even of the intensity of the
preceding boom. The circumstances which are responsible for
the cumulative nature of the contraction process we must now
analyse in detail.
§ 8.

MONETARY ANALYSIS OF THE CONTRACTION PROCESS

The monetary manifestation of the cumulative
Fall in total process of contraction is the prolonged fall in MV
demand.
-i.e., in the total demand 1 for goods in terms of
money. If MV did not fall) there wo~ld be no such
rapid deterioration of the economic situation) no such swift fall
in production and employment, as· is in fact exhibited in the
course of cyclical depressions.· In this sense, one may call the
contraction a monetary phenomenon. But the description is
wrong, if it is ·taken (as it frequently is) to imply that the respon...
sible factor for the shrinkage in MV is always a deflationary policy
pursued by the banking system, or that the monetary authorities
can always effectively prevent a fall in MV if they refrain from
contracting credit, .or if they expand credit, by the ordinary
1 " Demand" in the sense of U actual demand" or U expenditure",
not in the sense of U demand schedule".
I It should be noted that this is not a tautological statement following
from the definition of depression. We have defined the latter, not in
monetary terms, not in terms of MV, but in terms of volume of production
and employment. Logically, a decrease in employment and production
may be accompanied by a rise instead of a fall in MV. This wi)) imply
a rapid rise in wages and prices. Something like that seems to have
happened during the last phase of the German post-war inflation. But
this is surely not the typical picture of a cyclical depression.
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measures of credit policy. Within the limits set by existing
monetary organisation and banking practice, the monetary
authorities can regulate the supply of money. But, in order
to arrest a fall in MV during a contraction, it will frequently
be necessary to regulate and stimulate demand as well as supply;
and this may require very dmstic interventions, which are hardly
possible without' far-reaching changes in the present institutional
framework.
We sha1l now analyse the contraction process
CIllllIIIatm broadly in terms of our demand-and-supply schedfa/I ill
ules of investible funds. It may be that not much
;lIIIuf11JI1If. is gained thereby; but,. as the analysis recapitulates'
the essence of the theories which explain the slump
by an excess of the market. rate of interest over the equilibrium or
profit rate, it may serve as an introduction to a n1.ore realistic
treatment ,of the matter.
'
When the demand for goods in general falls and production
shrinks, the demand for investible funds falls too-i.I., the
demand curve shifts to the left. Assuming that the supply
curve is unchanged, and is fairly elastic over the given
ran~ the new point of intersection will be to the left of the
old one-i.I., the amount of investment is reduced. But we
cannot assume that the supply of savings is as elastic as the
supply of investible funds. This means that part of the supply
of investible funds which is not taken up by the demand will
be diverted, not into expenditure on ·consumption goods, but
into hoards-i.I.) it will be withdrawn from circulation. .Hence
the total dema.t1d· for goods in terms of money faIls further,
prices fall still lower and production and employment are
reduced. This provides a further discouragement to the demand
for investible funds, and .the demand curve is shifted further to
the left.
On the other hand, the contraction process is
Dtyilll;-tp bound to give rise to unfavourable -reactions on the
of mpP!y supply side. Losses are made everywhere : defaults
of flllldr. and bankruptcies threaten or ~ctually occur. The
effect is to '. make the banks an4 the investing public
cautious and pessimistic The risk of lending' rises and the
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supply of investible funds decreases. In technical parlance, the
supply curve, too, shifts to the left. The interest rates are thereby
pushed up or are prevented. from falling, in spite of the falling
demand, which intensifies the deflation. As Mr. KEYNES and
Mr. M. BREIT have both pointed out, the same risk factor may be
counted twice over, on the demand and the supply side, by the
lender and the borrower, thus widening the gap between demand
and supply. 1
For a more detailed study of the monetary aspects of the
contraction process, especially a study which lends itselfto statistical
verification, it will be useful to start with the following considerations. MV, the total demand for goods in terms of money, shrinks:
1 See Keynes: The General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money,
pages 144 and 145. Mr. Breit (" Ein Beitrag zur Theorie des· Geldund Kapitalmarktes ", in Zeitschrift fur Nationalokonomie, Band VI,
Ifeft 5, page 654, footnote) describes five possible ways in which lender
and borrower may anticipate the sharing between them of the risk
involved in a-given investment. Each may believe that he will have to
hear the weight of the possible losses-in this· case there is a double
reckoning of risks. Both may regard the risk as faliing on the creditor
alone, or on the debtor alone. In either case there is a single reckoning
of the risk. Each may regard the other as the risk-bearer, and in this
case no allowance for risk is made by either party. Lastly, extremes
may be avoided and a single reckoning achieved where both estimate
that the risk will be shared in a given way between the two parties.
Mr. Breit, however, believes that the first possibility, that of the double
reckoning, is less unrealistic than the other pQssibilities. It might
perhaps be added that the question of the sharing of risk between lender
and borrower cannot be considered without reference to the wealth of
the borrower, and also to the probable distribution of returns e~pected
from the investment. If the. risk consists in a considerable possibility
of a small loss, there is more likelihood that the creditor will ignore the
risk factor than if it consic;t!~ in a slight possibility of a very large loss,
which the borrower could not possibly make good. In the course of a
deflation, the money value of the wealth of the debtor is likely to diminish,
the entire probability curve of returns is reduced, and, in consequence,
the range of possible losses which the debtor could not make good increases.
The debtor finds that a greater part of risk consists, not in the danger
of having to sell part of his property in order to pay his deht, but in having
to, go through bankruptcy courts. The creditor finds that he stands in
greater danger of not being able to recover his money. In those circumstances there is a greater likelihood of a double-counting of the risk. A
particular application of this principle occurs where the debt is secured
on specific assets. The deflation reduces the amount of cover that
borrowers can offer, and in consequence increases the risk premium they
bave to pay on their borrowings.
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this may be due to a shrinkage in the quantity of money and lor
to a decrease in its velocity of circulation. It must be possible to
demonstrate that (1) a part of the monetary circulation is destroyed
or leaves the country, and lor (2) money does not change hands so
frequently against goods, because it is hoarded or used for other
purposes. (3) In addition to the factors mentioned here as
effecting a reduction in MV, or the flow of money against goods,
it is conceivable that a deflationary influence may be exerted by
another development which does not affect the flow of money,
but adds to the work which money has to do-and that is an
increase in the turnover of goods. Goods in general will in this
case change hands for money more frequently in the course of
their journey from the primary producer to the consumer. There
is, however, no reason to believe that this disintegration of the
structure of production is a characteristic or necessary feature of;
the downswing. l (4) Financial transactions may immobilise a
larger part of the circulating medium, and>demand for goods falls.
We have now to answer the questions: At what
Forms of point does the money leak out of the circulation?
deflationary Where is it held up? Who hoards it? In what
pressure. shape is the money hoarded? How is it destroyed?
It is possible to enumerate a number of forms
in .which the monetary contraction may appear, beginning with
the more extreme and conspicuous cases and proceeding to the
less conspicuous and more subtle ones. Not all of these forms of
monetary contraction are regular Of unavoidable features of
every cyclical depression. The attempt is here made to arrange
them approximately in decreasing order of regularity and
conspicuousness.
Deflation by the central bank is a straightforward
case
which does not require much comment. A reOutright
deftation ~'Y striction by the central· monetary authorities of the
the centraJ circulation of gold coins, notes and short-term liabank.
bilities (central-bank money) means a decrease in the
flow of purchasing power~un1ess counteracted by
other ·forces : e.g., the substitution of bank credit for centralbank
1

See Ha} ek : Prices

ana Production. 2nd ed., pages! 18 et seq.
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money or an increase in the .velocity of circulation which will
take place. if the money flowing into the central bank comes out
of hoards. This happens sometimes on a large scale after a
period of panic which has led to a· great drain of cash out of the
banking system-e.g., in the United States after the bank suspension in 1933.
Active deflation on the part of the central bank is nowadays
almost always the consequence of a disequilibrium in the international balance of payments of a country, which may be due to the
withdrawal of foreign credits, the cessation of the inflow of capital,
a flight of domestic capital or a deficit in the balance 'of payments
on current account because of a relatively high price and income
structure (over-valuation of the currency).
An outright reduction of central-bank money is, however, not
an invariable feature of every ~epression : at least, it is usually not
pursued right through the whole course of the depression. It
is a common experience at the beginning of the depression, or
during the finaDcial' <:nsis which usually marks the turning~point,
or in some later financial crisis in the course of the depression, to
observe a sharp increase in the note circulation accompanied by a
decrease ,in the total demand for goods. This is proof that, at
some other point in theecpnomic system, money is being hoarded,
and that the central bank is providing the cash in order to avoid
a collapse of private banks and firms and to mitigate the drain on
the industrial circulation.
This again is a clear case of deflation. In the
Hoarding of first case, gold·is sought from the banks by the
gold and bank public in exchange for· notes so long as the latter
notes by are redeemable in gold. The circulation. is thereby
private
reduced and pressure is brought upon the bank of
individuals. issue to contract further in order to improve the
reserve ratio. In the second case, fl ')tes which
otherwise would have been spent on goods are hoarded, or bank
deposits are turned into notes; and so pressure is brought to bear
on the commercial banks to contract credit in order to preserve
their cash reserves. It should be noted that the amount of money
an individual can hoard is not limited, to the magnitude of
his current money income. He may sell other assets such as
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securities, real estate and commodities of all sorts aga..inst cash, and
hoard the proceeds of the sales. This has a double effect. On
the one. hand, money is withdrawn from circulation (except in
so far as the buyer of the assets manages to pay without decreasing
his other expenditure-e.g., if securities are taken up by banks
which create deposits ag~st them), and the demand for goods
falls off at some point. On the other hand, the price of the assets
in question is depressed, which may have serious repercussions.
To this extremely important aspect we shall return later.
Clearly, hoarding of gold and· bank notes by the public is not
a feature of every cyclical depression. It happens only in exceptionally severe .depressions and under special circumstances--e.g.,
when the banking system is in bad shape, as in the United States of
America in 1933, or when a Bight into foreign currencies takes
place, a$ in many European .States during recent years. If
money hoarding by the public develops, naturally it brings
with it a severe intensification of the deflation.
This probably has been, until now, an invariable
Contraction feature of any contraction in an economy with a
of credit by fairly developed banking system. It is one of the
thl &ommercial best known and most fully analysed aspects of the
banks.
depression and need not long detainus~
Since bank deposits are, under modern banking
organisation, ·a means of payment· (bank money), a liquidation of
bank loans and deposits is a clear case of deflation. This process
may proceed in a slow and orderly fashion without spectacular
bank failures, or rapidly to the accompaniment of bankruptcies.
It may be hastened by pressure from above and below, from the
central bank. and from a public that demands cash for its deposits.
Whether such complications arise or not and whether in consequence the contraction of credit goes ,a long way or not depends,
not merely on the. seriousness of the disturbance by which the
contraction process was first set afoot, but also-and presumably
in many cases to a larger extent-on institutional and psychological
circumstances, on the policy pursued by the monetary authorities,
on the international complications, on the methods of financing
production (short-term or long-term. credit, equities or fixedinterest-bearing bonds), etc. . By way of example, the habit of
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indirect investment through the banks may be mentioned as a
factor which tends to accentuate the deflationary possibilities of
the economic system. The public, instead of holding securities
directly, holds bank deposits (savings deposits or time-deposits)
and the banks in turn hold securities, or loans backed by securities. 1
If and when-possibly as a result of a fall in security values which
weakens the position of the banks-the public loses confidence
in the bank deposits and desires to turn them into cash, the banks
are forced to sell securities in order to find the money. This
precipitates a further he~dlong fall in security values, which of
course raises the real rate of interest at which business can raise
long-term capital. It may be objected that, if the public which
converts its deposits into cash does not use the money to buy up
securities as fast as the banks unload them on the market, this
shows that it prefers holding money to holding securities at the
current price, the effect of which-even in the absence of indirect
investment through banks-must be to force the price of securities down to the same extent. This objection probably assumes
too much "rationality" on the part of investors. It is likely that
people who have bought securities at a high price will hold on to
them when the market is low, even where they would no longer be
willing to buy the same securities at the same price. Moreover, the
very fact that the banks hold securities may lead-as a result of the
doubts which it engenders as to their ability to meet their obligations and the "runs" which it provokes-to a contraction of
commercial credit which will be even more deflationary than the
effect on security prices.
Even though an active policy of credit contraction on the part
of the commercial banks is in practice-though not of log~cal
necessity-an almost invariable feature in one phase or another
of every depression, it does not follow that it always continues to
the very end of the depression ·as the sole or principal deflationary
1 For an indication of the importance of the movement tQwards
indirect investment through the holding of bank deposits, especially in
Central-European countries since the inflation and in the United States
of America since the war, and for a discussion of the consequences
involved, see Commercial Banks 1925-1933, League of Nations, Geneva,
1934. Ct. also Ropke : Crises and Cycles, pages 126 and 12 7.
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factor. On the contrary, the contraction of credit may persist
even after the banks have stopped pressing for the repayment
of loans, the reason being that there are other, more subtle,
forms of deflation than those so far discussed. To these we
now turn.
Industrial and commercial enterprises tend, like
Hoarding by the banks, during a. general contraction to increase
industrial and their liquidity : that is, they endeavour to strengthen
commercial their cash reserves and to reduCe their debts with
firms.
the banks. (The liquidation of other than bank
debts, which is not so closely· connected with the
extinction of purchasing power as the liquidation of bank debts,
will be discussed below in connection with certain aspects of the
liquidation of debts in general.)
There is a twofold motive behind this attempt to increase liquidity.
There is,first, the uncertainty as to the possibility of raising funds
when they are·needed to meet liabilities falUng due.· During a
period of contraction, especially in its initial phase, it is difficult to
get credit from the banks or from the suppliers of raw material
and other means of ··production. There is the danger that such
credits may be difficult to renew. In addition, one is not sure of
being paid punctually by one's own debtors. All this makes
increased liquidity seeIll- advisable. SecondlY, there is the fact that, .
when prices fall.and losses are made and further losses are expected,
the replacement of fixed and working capital (reinvestment), as
well as new investment whi~h may have been contemplated before
the situation became too bad, is postponed or suspertded for
the time being. It does not pay to invest or reinvest; and,
instead, idle balances are accumulated, or· bank loans repaid even
when the banks are no longer pressing for repayment. (In
extreme cases, of course, the .hoarding may be e~ected in the
form of bank notes or gold rather than through the accumulation
of idle bank balances and the repayment of bank loans.)
The immediate effect is in all cases the same, whatever may be

the motives for, and the form o~ the pursuit ofliquidity. Demand
for goods shrinks, prices fall, production is curtailed and the
general situation is aggravated. So the initial achievement of
greater liquidity creates a need for further steps to maintain
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liquidity, and makes things worse than they were. Gradually,
however, with the fall in prices and wages and the curtailment of
production, funds are liberated and-it may be, not till after
a succession of setbacks and relapses-liquidity. increases all
round.
Needless to say, the policy of the central and commercial banks
is a decisive factor. By supplying or withholding additional
funds, they can intensify or mitigate the consequences of private
hoarding. Both factors-viz., banking and monetary policy on
the one hand and the liquidity policy of industrial and commercial
firms on the other hand-interact in a complicated way. But it
is nevertheless important to realise that the policy of the latteri.e., the hoarding by private business firms-is an independent factor which may make itself felt and provoke a general
contraction, even in a pure cash economy with no bank money
at all.
Quite apart from bank debts, a strong deflationary
Liquidation effect is probably exercised, at least in the first
of non-bank stages of the cyclical contraction, by the liquidadebts.
tion of inter-personal and inter-business debts.
But the connection between the liquidation of
debt in general and the decrease in the flow of money against
goods is more complicated and indirect than in the case of bank
debts.
The debts of a bank to its customers (that is, its deposits) are
normally used as money. The owner treats them as cash: they
constitute· purchasing power and have a velocity of circulation.
Hence the extinction of such debts through bank failures Ot
through a contraction of bank credit diminishes purchasing power
and demand for goods. Other debts may, of course, perform the
same function. A bill may circulate as money; and its settlement
has then the same effect as the liquidation ofa deposit. These cases,
however, we may safely regard as quantitatively unimportant
under our present monetary and banking arrangements (although
economic history can show instances where they have been important). Usually it is in a less direct way that the liquidation of
debts-or, if we prefer to take it from the opposite angle, credits
-exerts its deflationary influence.
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But, even if debts (credits) other than bank debts (credits) do not
circulate as money, they may be highly liquid assets-the degree of
liquidity depending on the standing of the debtor and the situation
of the market. Therefore, such debts are used as liquidity
reserves; and when during a process of general contraction
they diminish in quantity or lose their saleability, they can
no longer adequately fulfil this function and must be . replaced
by money, bank 'deposits, or central bank money. The demand
for money increases, its velocity of circulation tends ·to fall,
and total demand shrinks according to the process previously
described.
The liquidation of debts in general has, however,
Forced sales yet another aspect, which is of great significance.
of assets When a debtor is pressed to repay a loan, he is
/0 repay
not always in a position to meet his obligation
debts.
out of his current receipts. Ordinarily, he will be
forced to sell assets in order to raise the fund, for
the discharge of his debt. He may sell securities, real estate, or
commodities of different descriptions. These forced sales must
have a depressing influence on the price of the assets, with deflationary consequences.
It is important to realise clearly why it is that such forced sales
and the consequent price-falls produce or intensify deflation. It
might be argued that these transactions themselves (i.e., the sales
and purchases of such .assets) absorb money, temporarily at least,
and withdraw it from other uses. Purchasing power which
otherwise would have been spent for new investment or for
consumption is now spent for old securities and other assets which
are thrown on the market by harassed debtors. In the terminology
of Mr. KEYNEs' Treatise on Money, we may say that ". the financial
circulation is stealing money from the industrial circulation ".
It would seem, however,' that this temporary absorption of purchasing power in theaetual transference of assets is a comparatively unimportant factor in the general scheme. A much more
important factor is the indirect influence of the fall in the prices
of the assets in question. If the price of securities falls, this is
equivalent to a rise in the interest rate; and this must obstruct the
financing of new investment through the issue of securities (bonds
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or shares). Bank loans are frequently granted on securities; and,
if the latter fall in price, this will certainly not promote the willingness and ability of the banks to lend. If the price of real goods
--e.g., houses-falls, the production of these goods loses its
pro~tability and will be curtailed
We must not, however, forget the other side of the medal.
What does the creditor do with -the money? If he buys the
assets which the debtor sells, it is difficult to see why their prices
should fall at all. Since, however, we are dealing with what
happens during a general contraction, we may assume that the
creditor will rlpt promptly invest the money, but will keep it, at
least temporarily,·in liquid form. If that happens, then of course
the whole procedure is highly deflationary. But the villains of
the .piece are in such case the hoarders who try to accumulate
cash by calling in loans, and not the debtors who are forced to sell
assets. Given the decision of the creditor to hoard (in other
words, to increase his liquidity by turning debts into cash), the
effect is deflationary, even if the debtor is able to refrain from
selling assets and to meet his obUgations by cutting down his
expenditure on consumption OI, if he is a producer, on producers)
goods (investment and reinvestment).
Before leaving the question of debts, we may pause to point
out that the indirectly deflationary effects of default on debts are
probably much more serious than the directly deflational;Y effects
which may follow from their payment, since defaults are bound
to spread apprehension and to stimulate the liquidation of debts
and the hoarding of cash.
A special variety of this case has been discussed
Sales 'oj by Mr. KEYNES arid· Mr. DURBIN.1 They assume
securities, that somebody saves, that the demand for consumers' goods decreases, and that the producers of
efc., fo
cover losses. these consumers' goods make losses -and cover them
by selling" old-" securities in their possession (as
distinguished from new issues) in exchange for the savings which

1 J. M. Keynes : A Treatise on Money, Vol. I, pages 173 and 174 ;
Durbin: The Problem of Credit Policy, pages 95 et seq.
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have brought about the losses. We need not pause to discuss
the likelihood of this rather artificial case. We may consider
instead the more general case where losses, however brought about,
are covered by the sales of ·assets.
This case is very similar to the previous one but rather more
general. The idea is that a producer who is making losses does
not cut down his expenditure (whether the expenditure. for his
personal consumption or his disbursements for ·labour, raw
materials, semi-finished products, etc.) to a corresponding extent,
but keeps them up by selling assets to somebody else. His sales
in such' case will certainly have an indirect deflationary influence
,(as was pointed out in connection with the previous case) by
depressing the price of the' assets in question. But it is difficult
to see how any more direct deflationary effect is produced. 1
Money is transferred from a saver to the entrepreneur who
ex hypothesi spends it in various ways. Hence the demand for
goods does not fall (except in so far as these transactions themselves
absorb money temporarily). We may describe the process by
saying that the savings of a part of the public are compensated by
dissaving on the part of entrepreneurs. Savings are wasted to
cover losses. The situation is one which cannot ofcourse continue
for long; but at any rate the· procedure is not directly deflationary.a

1 This was pointed out by Professor F. A. Hayek: U Reflections on
the Pure Theory of Money of Mr. J. M. Keynes n. Part II in Eeonomiea,
February 1932, page 29.
i There may be in this respect a slight difference between the case
envisaged by Mr. Keynes 'and Mr. Durbin (where an increase in the rate
of saving is the cause of the losses) and the other case (where the losses
nave other causes). In the former case, it might be argued that the
path which the money has to travel from the moment when it becomes
income in the hands of the saver until it constitutes demand for goods is
lengthened, inasmuch as, before people decide to save, the money is
spent by them directly for consumers' goods. After they have decided
to save, it goes first through the capital' market buying old securities
I

before it reaches the hands of the producers of consumption goods.

Its

arrival at the final stage may be delayed en route-which is equivalent
to a hold-up in the flow of money against goods. In the other case,
where the losses are independent from the fact that somebody saves who
has not saved before, no turnover of money is interpolated, since the
sums saved have in any ease to pass through the capital market before

;;8
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It is even conceivable that the direct effect is rather inflationary
than deflationary. If the assets sold to cover losses are taken up
by the banks and new deposits are created against them, or if
somebody else is tempted to dishoard in order to buy them, the
flow of money may be increased rather than decreased.
We are left with the conclusion that we have here no new form
of deflation. It is the losses which tend to bring about deflation
and not the fact that losses are covered by the sale ofassets. On
the contrary, the effect may even be to mitigate the force of the
deflation. The alternative method of coping with losses-viz.,
retrenchment of expenditure-is certainly in its immediate effect
in a higher degree deflationary.
If the sales of securities and other assets are
Sales of induced, not by the necessity for repaying debts
securities, or covering losses, but by the speculative motiveetc., forfear that is, by the expectation that prices will fall, or in
of a fall in other words that the value of money will rise-we
their price. have a deflationary move pure and simple. It is,
however, important to note that what makes for
deflatio~ is not the demand for money for the p\lrpose of these
transactions, but the tendency to hoard-i.e., to change less liquid
assets into more liquid assets and to keep the latter unspent. It
does not matter much whether the seller performs the act of
hoarding after having' disposed of the assets at a low price or
whether the price of the assets falls without any transaction's
having taken place. When· everybody is equally pessimistic
about the future trend of security prices, prices will quickly fall
all round without any securities changing hand at all. On the
stock exchange, this is a well-known phenomenon. Prices are
" talked down " on a bear market, ifthere is a consensus of opinion.
If there are actual transactions, that is because the consensus of
opinion is not complete, those who buy being less pessimistic

being spent on real goods. Whether they buy old securities and cover
losses or new securities and finance new investment, they reach the
commodity market at the same time.
It is unlikely, however, that this difference is of much practical impor~

tance.
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than those who sell. To' be sure, the degree of pessimism will
never, be uniform; but the deflationary effect in no way depends
on there being differences of opinion and therefore actual transactions. (If, the pessimistic expectations of one part of the public
are offset by the optimistic expectations of another part, the
situation is of course different. Our present case is, however,
only one of clliferences in the degree of pessimism.)
Some writers have tried to devise, a general
Scales of formula for the motives which lie behind the various
liquidity.
forms of hoarding that take place during a cyclical
depression. They say that" liquidity preferences" in general rise.!
Banks, business enterprises and private individuals tend to
increase their liquidity-that is; they ,wish to hold a larger part
of their wealth in cash or in more liquid forms than before.
The attempt has sometimes been made to set up typical cc scales of
liquidity"-i.e., to arrange the various types' of assets in the
order of their liquidity. If we start from the mOst liquid assets
and proceed to less and less liquid ones, we arrive approximately
at the following scheme: gold, bank-notes, bank deposits, shortterm credits, ,long-term credits, bonds, shares, real goods.I It is,
however, impossible to regard such a scheme as invariable. The
order will differ indifferent circumstances, and all kinds ofanomalies may, arise. In a state of high inflation, for 'instance, shares
will rank above' bonds, real property above bank deposits, and
soon.'
It does not seem that such generalisations can add much "to
what is revealed by a detailed analysis such as has been attempted
in the previous pages.

1 Cf. J. M. Keynes: The Geneyat Theoyy of Employment, Interest and
Money and the various comments ~hich this. book has evoked, especially
from Professor J. Viner, " Mr. Keynes on ',the Causes of Unemployment. A ~eview "',in Quarterly jou'Ynal ot-Economics, Vol. 51, October
1936, pages 147-168 passim.
• Ct., e.g., Professor J. R. Hicks: Ie Glelchgewicht und Konjunktur ",
in Zeitschrift fur Nationalokonomie, Vol. IV, 1933, page 441.
• Cf. E. F~ 1\1:. Durbin: The Problem of Credit PoliC')! (1935), page 106.
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.WHY DOES THE PRODUCTION OF PRODUCERS' GOODS

AND DURABLE GOODS FALL FASTER THAN THE PRODUCTION
OF CONSUMERS

t

GOODS AND PERISHABLE GOODS?

Assuming the ratio of durable means of production (machines) to labour and raw material (working
capital) required for the production of a unit of
output to be' rigidly fixed (within a certain range
of output) by technological considerations-an
assumption which would seem to be a good approximation in the short run-the acceleration principle!
readily explains why demand for, and consequently
production of, durable producers t goods and the various materials
required for their production falls more rapidly than the demand
fort and production of, the finished product.
When in, the upward phase of the cycle all branches of the
economic system are expanding and production and employment
are increasing in all industries, the producers' goods industries
and especially the durable-goods industries experience a particularly
rapid growth. When the system stops expanding or even curtails
output, people naturally stop adding to their fixed equipment.
It is not at all paradoxical that no new investments should be made
when the existing equipment is insufficiently employed owing
to the fall in the demand for the product. The production of
durable means of production is reduced to the replacement required
for the maintenance of capacity and, in 'many lines of industry,
virtually no replacement may be needed for some time in view
of the fact that, during the preceding boom, the equipment has
to a large extent been renewed, presumably on the most up-to-date
lines.. If the depression is particularly severe and long-drawn-out,
it is possible that even replacement will be neglected and capacity
allowed to shrink.
We may put the matter in a different way. Suppose consumers'
demand falls to a certain level and production is curtailed so as
to bring the output down to the level strictly required by the new

The operation
of the
acceleration
principle
in the
contraction.

1

Compare § 5 of this chapter and §§ 17-2 4 of Chapter 3.
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(lower) levelof C( consumer-taking" (to use an expression. coined
by Professor FaIscH). Then the production of those goods and
services of which there are excessive stocks .(excessive in view of
the new level of output) will be discontinued altogether until these
stocks have been reduced to the level required by the new level of
output. Now, .as· has been pointed out, durable goods-<onsumers' goods as well as producers' goodsI-can be conceived of as
a stock or bundle of services available at successive points oftime.
Such' cc stocks" ·are usually more considerable than the actual
stocks of perishable goods.B
For these reasons, we should expect a sharper
The possi- decline in the production ofproducers' and durable
bility of goods than of consumers' and perishable goodspostponing and that, even where .the .decline in consumers'
th6
expenditure is quite. evenly distributed overall
IlClJllisititm types of finished goods and services. But this need
of durable not and probably will not be the case. Consumers
will cut down expenditure for different goods to a
goods.
varying degree, and changes in. income distribution
will lead to different reductions in demand for different types of
finished output. It is difficult, however, to generalise about the
Assuming· some arbitrary line of. separation so that, e.g., an apartautomobile is held ~o be a consumers' good and an
electrical power plant a producers' good.
• There is furthermore this difference. If there are large stocks of
transient goods-say sugar or coal-they can be U forced tt upon the
consumers and into consumption and thus eliminated from the market 1:>,.y
price-cutting. Nothi~gof this sort can be done with durable goods. A
machine or a house cannot be made to give up all its services in a short
time, even if its price (or the price of its services) is reduced to zero.
Sales of machines or houses can, of cQurse, be hastened by lowering their
price. But that does not eliminate them; they are still there, and their
very eDstence restricts the demand for similar. goods. It is only by
selling them and using them up. for scrap that they can be eliminated
outright. But this could only happen when their price had fallen so
low that reproduction, not to speak of adding to capacity, was out of
I

m~n~-houseor an

the question

It is, of course, another question whether a general

reduction in prices could. not revive production and investment all
around. We are, however, here concerned with another problem: Why
is it that, given a decline in production and ·activity in general, the production of durable goods and 'producers' goods declines more than the
production of transient and consumers' goods ?
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nature of the" marginal "expenditure, whether of the individual
or the community. One may characterise those goods which are
the first to be sacrificed when income shrinks as " luxuries". But
it is not clear why durable means of production should enter into
the production of luxuries to a particularly large extent. This has,
however, frequellt1y been implied by those who say that the production of durable goods falls more rapidly, because it is easier to
" do without them ", to postpone their purchase (or the purchase
of their services), than it is in the case of perishable goods. It
is easier to go without a new motor-car or any car at all than to
go without food. To a certain extent, it may be true that durable
goods and their services are at the margin of consumers' expenditure and will therefore be especially severely hit by any fall in
consumers' outlay :. but this reason for the comparatively rapid
fall in the production of durable goods would seem to be less
important and less inherent in the nature of the case than the
reason given previously.1
This description of the place and operation of
The role of the acceleration principle in the mechanism of
expectation.r. contraction must be supplemented and modified
much as was the description of the operation of
the principle in the expansion process. s Strictly speaking, it is
not actual but expected future demand for the product which
gives rise to the demand for equipment. The present level or
recent movement (that is, in our present case, the recently
1 If applied to producers' goods, the argument is more plausible and
does ;not really differ from what has been already said. It is frequently
possible within a certain range to vary the methods of production. In
particular, more or less durable, and more or less up~to-date, machinery
can be used. But- as soon as it is durable, expectations as to the future
development of, demand for, and prices of, the product become relevant;
and, if these expectations are pessimistic, machinery will not be installed
or replaced, even though it may be profitable on the basis of the present
cost and output situation-that is, assuming that the present level of
output and prices will persist. Producers will" do without "-that
is to say, they will work existing equipment beyond the "optimum "
point (optimum, of course, only from the longer-run point of view).
It is obviously in most cases impossible to vary in this way the requirements for working capital, nor is there the same motive for doing so.
I Ct. above, § 5 of this chapter.
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experienced .fa/l) of demand (and for prices) may be extrapolated
in different ways into the future. We may arrange a whole scale
of possible expectations, ranging from the more "optimistic"
down to more and more "pessimistic" varieties. It may be
assumed that the recent fall in demand is only temporary and will
be followed by a rise, or that the new low level will persist or that
the downward movement will continue at the same, or at an
accelerated, rate. If we say, for instance, that a gloomy outlook
is bound to be created by a prolonged contraction, what we mean
is that people become more and more inclined to expect that'a fall
in demand which .they have experienced in the recent past will
continue (at the same or at an accelerated rate).1.
Thus, logically speaking, the door is open for all kinds of
reactions; and it is only a question of fact which one is the most
frequent and typical. The supposition which underlies the rigid
application of the acceleration principle is that the present level
of demand is assumed to rule in the future also. Now, it is very
doubtful whether it is possible to generalise as to the exact behaviour
of producers in this respect. Fortunately for the broad ,result,
however, it is sufficient to indicate a certain range of expectations as probable and to eliminate others as highly unlikely.
Obviously, the cumulative process of contraction will go' on-not
necessarily indefinitely, but for a while-if the low level of demand
reached at any point of time during the downswing is expected to
persist, or if more pessimistic expectations prevail, the more
optimistic ones being regarded as on the whole unlikely.:I This
1 Professor J.. R. Hicks has tried to systematise the various possible
reactions. He introduced the concept "elasticity of expectations" which
he defines as the ratio of the proportional rise in expected future prices
• . .to the proportional rise in (the) current price". Tllus the
elasticity of expectations is unity, if a change in current prices will change
expected prices in the same direction and proportion. (Cf. Value and
Capital, Oxford, 1939, page 205.) He also expresses the cumulative.
nature of processes of change in terms of elasticities of expectations. As
was also shown at various points earlier in this chapter, changes give rise
to cumulative processes, if expectations move in the same direction as
the current price-that is to say, if the elasticity of expectation is at least
unity. (Ct. Hicks, Zoe. cit., pages 251-252).
I It is sufficient if this is the case in the majority of industries.
Occasional exceptions would not alter the result.
II
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would seem to be a fairly plausible assumption and· perhaps it
may even be somewhat relaxed without any fundamental change
in the result.
The 1:esult is the cumulative process of contraction through the
interaction of consumers' and producers' spending, through
the operation of the acceleration principle and the dependence of
consumers' purchasing power on gross investment (production of
producers' goods).1 Expenditure on consumers' goods falls off.
This in turn reacts violently on the production of producers'
goods (acceleration principle). Demand for investible funds
shrinks. MV is reduced in one way or the other as described
in § 8 above. Income and expenditUre on consumption are. further
curtailed, and so on. 2

1 This description of the dependence of Gonsumers' purchasing power,
and through it of the activity in consumption industries, on investment
is analytically somewhat different from the use of the Multiplier"
concept by Kahn, Keynes and Harrod. But, substantially, the same
thing is referred to in both cases, and it can be said that the idea of the
multiplier is more or less explicitly implied in any description of the
U Wicksellian process".
• How long this process will last before it is finally brought to an end
will be discussed below in Chapter I I, section B.
II
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THE TURNING-POINTS.

§ I.

II

CRISIS AND REVIVAL

INTRODUCTION

In the preceding sections, we have discussed the

The problem. reasons why our economic system is subject to
cumulative processes of expansion and contraction.
We have shown why, once started, such processes are cumulative
and self-reinforcing. The question now arises how they can be
started, how they actually or usually are started, and how they can
be, and usually or actually are, brought to an end.
The problem falls into two parts.
A. How can an expansion be, and how is it in the normal
course of events, brought to an end? Why does it not go on
indefinitely? Why does it not lead up to a position of· stable
equilibrium instead of being always followed by a more. or less
severe contraction? The problem is closely connected-it is
indeed almost identical-with the problem of how a contraction
process is started. We therefore call it the problem of the upper
turning-point or crisis.!

B. How can a contraction be terminated, and how is it usually
reversed? The problem is identical with that of the initiating
causes of the expansion. We call it therefore the problem of the
lower turning-point. or revival.

1

See remarks on pages 257 and 258.
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In ,both cases, we can distinguish between two
"Accidental" types 'of disrupting or mitigating forces-viz.,
and" organic" those which arise quite independently of the process
restraining of expansion or contraction which they interrupt
forces.
and those which are usually or necessarily brought
about by. the process of expansion or contraction
itself. In other words, an expansion or contraction may be
interrupted on the one hand by an accident such as changes in
the harvest due to weather conditions, influences from abroad
(other than such as are induced by the contraction or expansion
itself), spontaneous. shifts in demand, etc., or it may on the other
hand itself give rise to maladjustments in the economic system
(counter-forces) which tend to check and reverse the very process
(i.e., the expansion or contraction) by which they were brought
about. These maladjustments or counter-forces may be very
various : they may be of a monetary or non-monetary character:
they may be treated as the inevitable consequence of any expansion
or contraction, or as dependent on circumstances not necessarily
to be found in every expansion and contraction.
Most cycle theorists have tried to prove that the second type
of restraining forces is all-important. Indeed, they usually accept
the existence of such forces as a dogma, at 'least so far as the
expansion is concerned. If this can be definitely established, the
cyclical movement is in' a higher degree an essential attribute of
our present economic systeml than in the first case. We shall investigate both possibilities. For, even if the second hypothesis can
be proved to be correct-if, that is to say, a process of expansion
or contraction cannot go on for ever because it generates forces
which will counteract and ultimately reverse it-it is none the
less important to show that it may be brought to an end by certain
accidental factors, before those forces come into operation. An
analogy will make this clear., It is true that every man must die
1 The term" cycle" carries with it the suggestion that it is a coherent
whole in the sense that one phase necessarily grows out of the other.
We have used the term in the less ambitious meaning of a mere alternation
of prosperity, and depression, leaving it open whether one phase is the
inevitable outcome of the preceding one, or whether the connection
between the successive phases has to be conceived as less rigid.
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sooner or later of old age: but it is none the less true-a~d deserv-

ing of attention-that many die earlier because they catch an
infection or are victims of an accident.
The importance of this consideration lies in· the fact that (as has
already been indicated and will be shown in detail) an expansion
becomes more sensitive to accidental disturbances~ after it has
reached a certain stage, and similarly a contraction can be more
easily stopped and reversed. by some stimulating factor, after it
has progressed for some time. Therefore, even if we were not
in a position to prove rigorously that expansion generates contraction and contraction generates expansion, a fairly regular succession
of peri~ds of prosperity and depression, of expansion and contraction, might be explained by accidental shocks distributed in a
random fasWort over time.
A.The Down-turn : Crisis
§

2..

THE METHOD OF PROCEDURE

It has already been pointed out, by way ofillusThree stages tration, that a deliberate· policy of deflation, pursued
of' the for whatever reason by the monetary authorities,
argument. or the interruption of an ambitious construction
scheme may start a process of contraction. We
shall now consider how this works out in detail and what other
events or factors must be held in mind. As a. first step (§ 3),
we shall suppose that sU:ch disturbances occur, and. enquire how
they exert their depressing influence and, in particular, how an
expansion may be interrupted and a general contraction be started
by a factor which directly affects only a more or less restricted part
of the economic system. At first we assume such disturbances
to occur independently of the cycle. That is to say, they may
arise in any phase of the cycle, during the contraction phase just as
well as during the expansion. If they occur when a general
contraction is going on, the contraction will be intensified. If
they occur during a general expansion, the expansion' may be
slowed' down or) if the shock is violent enough, cut short.
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As a second step (§ 4), we shall show why the system becomes
more and more sensitive to disturbances after the expansion has
progressed for a while, so that such disturbances are likely to
have much more serious consequences 1:: they arise in the later
phase of the upswing than in its earlier part.
The third step (§ 5) consists in discussing those unfavourable
influences or maladjustments wWch are likely to arise during the
course of the upswing, or which are inevitably brought about
by the expansion.)
§ 3.

THE PROXIMATE CAUSES OF CONTRACTION

An outright and deliberate contraction of the
circulating medium may be the proximate cause of
the down-tum. Then we have at once a decrease in
the total demand for goods; and it is comparatively
easy, as has been shown in the preceding sections, to
explain'the further development of the contraction.
It is much more difficult, however, to explain how
a disturbance which does not in itself consist of a decrease in
aggregate demand and which affects directly only a part of the
economic system-as, for example, a particular branch ofindustry-can lead to a decline in aggregate demand rather than to a mere
shift in demand from one commodity or group of commodities to

Contraction
in aggregate
demand
versus sectional
disturbances.

1 In the literat~re on the subject, the group of problems listed under
the third head have attracted most attention, and the first two categories
have been somewhat neglected. The first step in our scheme is, however,
an indispensable preliminary to the third. Even if we are able to demonstrate that the expansion process creates maladjustments in tbe structure
of production, it remains to show how difficulties which affect a part of
the industrial system are generalised and spread over the whole economy
so that a partial breakdown brings about a general contraction. The
problem is the same, whether the maladjustment has arisen independently
or been brought about by the expansion itself. (There may, however,
be a quantitative di~erence to the extent that ma,ladjustments due to the
expansion maybe assumed to be especially serious.)
Until all the three groups· of problems and possibilities distinguished
in the text are clearly recognised and analysed, we cannot hope to build
up a thepretical structure which will do justice to the manifold complexities
we meet with in real life.
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anotner. If we have explained how it brings about a decrease in
aggregate demand, then we may rely for the further explanation
on the cumulative forces of contraction as analysed in the preceding
section.
We start by discussing the simpler cases where we have from the
very beginning a decrease in the aggregate demand for goods due
to a decrease in the supply of investible funds.
If a Government decides to deflate (that is, to
Deflation by retain a part of its revenue from taxation .~r other
Governments sour.ces), the situation is quite clear; but this occurs
or banks. only in very exceptional circumstances. A case
of greater practical importance. is that of a restrictive
credit policy undertaken by the central bank of a country. It is
not difficult to find examples in financial history. The motive is
usually to stop an internal drain on reserves or, to restore external
equilibrium. The latter may be threatened by a great variety of
causes. Prices in general may be too high in respect to prices
abroad, because of an expansion at home or a devaluation 'or
deflation abroad. A flight of capital or a cessation in the inflow of
capital may have occurred. The loss of foreign markets due to a
rise in tariffs or to some other reason (e.g., the tise of a foreign
competitor) ma.y have rendered the international balance of
payments unfavourable. A bad harvest in an important crop may
reduce exports or necessitate increased imports.
Without being forced either by the external situation or an
internal drain on its cash resources, the central bank may contrac~
credit because it fears the consequences of a prolonged expansion,
no matter whether these apprehensions are justified or not.
The commercial banks may contract credit for similar reasons
on their own initiative without being forced or warned by the
central bank.
The catalogue of possible cases might be lengthened. Each of
the cases mentioned might be analysed in greater detail and minor
variations might be distinguished. But, at this stage, it may
be sufficient to say what is true of all cases equally;-namely, that a
tightening of the supply of funds by the monetary authorities
has a depressing influence and is capable, if strong enough, of
interrupting an expansion and of ushering in a contraction. .
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This explanation will frequently be adequate to explain why a
process of expansion has been· slowed down or turned into a
·contraction in a particular country at a particular· point of time.
It is not, however, a sufficient answer in all cases-otherinterrupting
forces will be discussed presently-a.tid, even if in a particular
case a restriction of the money supply can be shown to have
brought an expansion to an end, it does not follow that the expansion could have continued very long had the restrictive measures
not been taken. This point will be discussed in § 5.
All these cases turn on a tightening of the supply of funds.
The proximate cause of the contraction is a decrease in the supply
of funds, while, in the cases to be analysed next, the demand for
investible funds falls and .ushers 'in a cumulative process of contraction. (As soon as this process has once got under way, contraction
of demand and of stipply interact and reinforce one another in a
cumulative fashion as already shown.)
We have now to discuss whether a disturbance
Consequences occurring in a particular branch of industry can give
ofa partial rise to a general contraction and, if so, how. Supbreakdown. pose that, in an individual indu~try (say motor-car
production), a number of firms are forced to curtail
output or to cease operating altogether.
The causes and attendant circumstances of such a partial
breakdown of an industry may pe very different in different cases,
so that it is impossible, without a number of spe,cific assumptions,
to say. anything definite as to its probable co~sequences. The
causes of the breakdown may be such as to exercise stimulating
influences in some other direction in addition to the immediate
depressing influences to which they give rise, so that the two
tendencies may conceivably cancel out. This would be .the case,
I.g., if the breakdown was caused by an unexpected shift in demand.
Then we might have an increase in demand for commodity A and
a decrease in demand· for B. That which depresses industry B
stimulates industry A. Even in this case it does not necessarily
follow that the two influences offset one another in so far as the
effect on total demand is concemed. 1 Moreover, in other cases
1

See Chapter· 3, § 24, above.
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arising from different causes, there is no such instantaneous and
automatic increase in demand at all, as we shall see presently.
We shall discuss first the probable influences on total demand
of such a partial breakdown under different circumstances irrespective of automatic counter-influences s~t up by the cause which
brought about the breakdown. Afterwards we shall enquire
about the latter.
A reduction in the level of output of a particular industry will
reduce the earnings of the factors employed: the wage-bill will
diminish: and this will cause some decrease in the demand for
wage goods. If sales go on for a while in the process ofliquidating
stocks, the proceeds may be used for·· repaying bank loans and
other debts instead of being reinvested in the purchase of labour,
materials, etc--and this will have a deflationary effect.
We have furthermore to consider the repercussions on the
subsidiary industries. The magnitude of these repercussions will
depend on a number of circumstances. It will be greater if
the reduction in output occurs unexpectedly than if it has been
foreseen. If the industry in question has been expanding for
some time and a further expansion has been anticipated, a corresponding expansion in the subsidiary industry may come to a
sudden end and the repercussions may be very serious. The
conditions may vary in detail, international complications may
come into the picture-e.g., the· industries furnishing raw materials
and other means of production may be located in another (:ountry
than the industries using them-and thus many cases with
quantitatively different reactions and repercussions are conceivable.
In any case, howev~r, there is a clear tendency towards a reduction
in the flow of money, a fall in total demand.
This tendency will be intensified if the firms involved happen
to be heavily indebted to the banks. If a bank gets into difficulties
and proceeds to contract credit, we have a clear deflationary
move: we may refer to what has been said on earlier pages for
an explanation of the consequences. But, even if no. bank is so
seriously involved that it is forced to liquidate credit, difficulties
of an important industry or of .particular big fitms may be taken
as a warning signal for caution and may make the banks more
reluctant to grant or renew loans.
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So much for the consequences of such a partial
breakdown irrespective of the causes by which it
was brought about. Now we tum to the latter
and consider whether they are likely to set up
stimulating counter-tendencies.
The curtailment in output of a particular industry may be due
either to a decrease in demand or to an- increase in cost. If a
decrease in demand is the consequence of a deflationary move, we
obviously cannot expect to find an offSetting increase in demand
elsewhere. There is then no opposing force to the deflationary
influences spreading from the breakdown in the industry concerned.
But this case is ruled out in the present instance, because what we
are seeking to explain is how a reduction in the total flow of
purchasing power can be brought about by a disturbance which
neither in itself involves nor results from such a reduction. If
contraction is already underway, it is (as we have seen)
comparatively easy to explain how it develops further.
If a decrease in demand for commodity A is due to a shift in
demand to commodity B, then we have a decrease and an increase
at the same time, and it depends on a number of circumstances
which have been discussed in connection with the acceleration
principle of derived demand 1 whether on balance it works out as
an increase or decrease in total demand. In the absence of further
indications, we may classify this case as neutral.
Suppose, however, that a fall in production has been brought
about by the producers' being disappointed in their expectations
about demand. Production has been begun or expanded in anticipation of a certain increase in demand. If this demand is not
forthcoming, or if the expectations are revised in a downward
direction, a resulting fall in production will not-except by
chance-bc" offset in its influence on the flow of money by a
simultaneous increase in demand somewhere else. This would
seem to be a very important case : it will be specially apt to arise
during the upswing of the cycle, when production is being carried
in various· directions into unknown territory.

Possible
tONntertendencies.

1

See Chapter 3, § 24, above.
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It may be argued that a decrease of investment
Delayed in a number of branches of industry will liberate
reaction of investment funds, reduce the rate of interest, and
investment. thus provide an incentive to invest the funds somewhere else. But this is unlikely to happen all atonce.
Even in the most favourable case, where no business failures result
from the cessation of investment and no banks are affected so that
no special inducement to hoard is produced, there will usually be a
delay between the new funds' becoming available and their use for
new investment. Investment plans are not always prepared in
advance, so that they 'can be put into operation at short notice
when the situation changes. They must be planned; and, even
when they are planned, a certain amount of pteparatory· work is
usually required before orders are given and the money is actually
spent. Therefore, a temporary hQld-up in the flow of money is
an eminently probable contingency.
The same is true where a shift in demand is such that the increase
is to the advantage of foreign goods, while the decrease is· to the
. disadvantage of home industries.
,
We turn now to the case where the curtailment
Rjse in fost of output is due to an increase in cost items. If the
as caNse
capital cost, that is the rate of interest, rises because
of a partial the hanks are forced to restrict credit or because
breakdown. capital goes abroad, the situation is clear. Here
the rise in cost is the modus operandi of a contraction
in the supply of funds and the reduction in output caused thereby
will intensify the contraction. There are,in this case, no automatic
and instantaneous offsets provided by the crircumstance (viz.,
the rise in cost) which is responsible for the reduction in output.
Nor, again, is there any direct offset in the important case where
the increase in cost is due to public intervention or to the monopolistic action of the owners or producers of one of the means of
production. Suppose that wages are being raised by trade-union
action or by Government decree and that this' rise in cost leads
to a reduction in output. In this case, no offset is provided against
the deflationary influences set up by the reduction in output.
The same will usually be true where the price of a raw material or
semi-finished good is raised by the producers' monopolistic action.
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A somewhat different situation arises where die rise in cost of
industry A is due to increased competition for the means of
production by other industries'. Then a compensatory change is
provided in the shape of the increased production of the other
industries.
This discussion leaves us with the conclusion
Conclusion. that a breakdown in an individual industry may
very well cause at least a temporary fall in total
demand below the level at which it would otherwise stand.
Whether this will start a cumulative process of contraction or not
depends, first, on the magnitude of the disturbance and secondly
on the general situation. If a general expansion is going on which
has not yet exhausted its force, such a disturbance may be overcome,
provided it is not too strong. If, however, the expansion has
already lost -its elan, the economic system "'\\Till be vulnerable and
may easily be plunged into a process of general contraction. This
point we propose to consider in the following section.
A word may be said as to the relation of this
Static theory analysis of the probable consequences of partial
disturbances to the familiar . analysis qf the same
and the
cumulative events on the basis of static equilibrium theory.
According to the latter, a. reduction of output and
precess.
employment in a particular industry liberates
forces which tend to restore equilibrium.: wages should fall, and
this should make for re-employment of the dismissed workers. Of
course, wages may be kept up and the mobility of the workers may
be defective-in which case unemployment may persist for a long
time. But this need not cause a general contraction. On the
other hand, if the process of investment in a particular industry is
interrupted or scaled down, because expectations about the future
demand have been revised in a downward direction (for any reason
whatever), funds which otherwise would have been invested in the
industry in question are set free: the rate of interest should fall,
and this should induce investment somewhere else.
The tacit assumption underlying this reasoning, in so far as it
applies to a monetary economy at all, is that the total flow of
mortey) MV, is not reduced-so that on this assumption it is
impossible to explain why such a partial disturbance should lead to
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a general contraction. Our analysis has shown that the static
theory is inadequate. It describes (as it were) an ideal case which
may occur, but only under particular favourable circumstances.
In the probable event of a hold-up--even a temporary hold-up-in
the total stream of purchasing power, the forces of contraction may
drive the economy farther away from equilibril1m; and the equilibrating tendencies may not have time to come into play or, if they
do come into play, may not be strong enough to restore equilibrium~
since the disturbance of the latter will have been still further
increased in the meantime. What is treated in the static theory
as an instantaneous adjustment may be a long-drawn-out and
painful process of contraction. It may occupy the whole period
of the downswing of a business cycle) during which the whole
situation may undergo far-r~aching changes, so that the equilibrium
eventually attained will in all probability differ considerably from
the equilibrium which in more favourable circumstances might
have been reached, if not at once, at any rate sodn after the occurrence of the disturbance.

§ 4.

WHY THE ECONOMIC SYSTEM BECOMES LESS AND LESS

CAPABLE OF WITHSTANDING DEFLATIONARY SHOCKS AFTER
AN EXPANSION HAS PROGRESSED BEYOND A CERTAIN POINT

We have seen that an expansion is in its fir§t
W~ the
phase of a somewhat precarious nature, so that it is
expansion liable to be reversed. by an accidental disturb~ce.
tails off. If it has a chance to develop undisturbed for a while,
it is likely to gather momO(ltum and then becomes,
to a certain· extent, immune against disturbances, such as those
analysed in the preceding section, which tend to reduce total
demand and bring about a general contraction. This immunity is
the result of the fact that total demand is increasing so fast that
an adverse influence, which in other circumstances would have
initiated a contraction process, does not lead to an absolute fall of
tqtal demand, but only to a slowing-down of the upward movement.
Expectations are not yet excessively optimjstic and are again and
again surpa&sed by results. We must now enquire why the
movement should necessarily slow down after a while and
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eventually come to a standstill, so that there is a growing danger
that a contraction process may be started by some chance disturbance, such as is at any time liable to occur.
The two· most essential conditions for the smooth
Inelasticity progress of an expansion are, broadly speaking,
of money an elastic supply of mon~y and an elastic supply of
suPP!J.
means ofproduction. Both conditions are essential.
If either is lacking, the situation becomes precarious.
Suppose that the money supply is inelastic in the upward direction
(with or without full employment of the means of productionthat is to say, with or without perfect inelasticity of the supply of
means, of production). By an inelastic money supply. we mean
in this connection that an increase in the demand for investible
funds evokes no further increase-or only a small increase-in
the total supply of money (i.e., ofMV, which is another expression
for the aggregate demand for goods) and exhausts its effect instead
in a rise in the rates of interest. It must not be assumed, however,
that the supply ofmoney is equally inelastic in a downward direction
-that is, that a decrease in demand will produce at once a sharp
fall in the rate of interest so as to stabilise MV. If, in such a
situation, a partial disturbance arises of the sort analysed in the
preceding section, tending to produce a hold-up in the stream of
money, we get an absolute decrease in MV (not only a decrease
in the rate of increase), which may easily engender a general
contraction.
In a general way, it is evident-we shall come back to this point
-that, under alnlost any monetary organisation with which we
are acquainted, a continuous expansion will in practice lead sooner
or later to a growing inelasticity in the money supply. The
potentialities of monetary expansion which were stored up during
the preceding depression are gradually exhausted-not to speak
of restrictive counter-tendencies, to which we shall refer in the
next section.
Let us turn now to the other requisite for. a
I~e'aJticity
smooth development of the expansion-viz., a
ofsupplJ of
fairly elastic supply of means of production. Here,
means of
again, it is the elasticity in an upward directionproduction.
capacity for extension-which is in question. The
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supply of labour, at least, is presumed to remain extremely elastic
in a downward direction : that is to say, a fall in demand does
not lead to a heavy fall in wages in such a way as to stabilise
employment. Elasticity of supply· in the downward direction,
coupled with inelasticity in the upward direction, is equivalent
to a downward rigidity and an· upward flexibility in wages.
It .is of the very essence of. the' eJq)ansion that it leads to'
fuller employment and that the supply of the means of production
becomes less and less elastic in the upward direction. An increase
in demand lea~srather to arise in wages than to an increase in
supply and employment. Unfortunately, this lack of elasticity in
the labour supply, which is a desirable thing in so far as it is due to
increasing employment and to the. exhaustion of the reserve of
unemployed, has .(as will be explained presently) the same effect
as an inelastic money supply in that it makes the economic system
less resistant to the i~pact of deflationary forces. The situation is
the more serious in that-unlike an inelastic money. supply-it
cannot be remedied by purely institutional (i.e., monetary) reforms.
Take first an extreme case. Suppose there is full employment of
all factors ,of production. The money .stream, MV, must then
remain constant in face of the forces making for expansion-except
to the extent to which the natural increase in the supply of factors
(population gro.wth) and in their efficiency (technological progress)
permits of an increase in output-or else prices must rise and an
outright inflation develop. If the latter happens, it is easy to see
why the position is untenable, why the rise in prices will become
progressive and will lead .sooner or later to a breakdown. 1 If, on
the other hand, MV is kept constant, in spite of the rise in the
demand for. funds, equilibrium may be preserved; but (as has been
explained above) the system is then very sensitive to deflationary
sbpcks and may easily be plunged by some accident into a spiral of
contraction.
These considerations make it clear that, under full employment,
a given deflationary shock is more likely to entail a general
1 This statement might, perhaps, be somewhat modified : a slow rise
in prices may perhaps be maintained for a long time without degenerating
into a headlong inflation. This qualification does not. however. substantially affect the argumen.t.
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contraction than if the supply of labour and other factors
of production is elastic. In addition, it can be demonstrated
that certain events which necessitate a shift in production will
cause more serious disturbances, and are· therefore more likely
to produce a deflationary shock, under conditions of full
employment than when the aggregate supply of factors of production, and. therefore the supply of finished goods in general, is
capable of expansion.
Suppose, for example, there is a shift in demand.
Shift
The demand for commodity A increases and that
in demand forB decreases. An increase in the production
with rigid of A must, under full employment, have an unfavourfactor supply. able effect on the cost of production in other
industries. Since the factors are not perfectly mobile
and interchangeable, we cannot assume (except in very special
circumstances) that this pressure on other industries is at once
relieved by the liberation of factors of production in industry B.
This case can be generalised. Anything that necessitates an
increase of production in one industry will affect other industries
adversely by· raising their cost of production. Under full
employment, one industry can expand production only at the
expense ofa contraction of output in other industries, whereas, under
conditions of elastic supply of means of production in general,
anyone industry can to a certain extent expand production
without raising costs to other industrie, simply by drawing on
the existing reserves of unemployed labour and idle resources.
We have so far contrasted the two extremesS ecnonal full employment on the one hand and perfectly
inelasticity of elastic supply of all factors (and therefore with a
supplY of certain time-lag of finished goods) on the other
labour.
hand. What we find in reality is, of course, always
an intermediate state. Even at the bottom ofa severe
depression, the supply of factors and of finished goods is not
perfectly elastic, while at the height of the boom there is never
absolutely full employment. Technologically speaking, there is
almost always scope for increasing total production to a certain
extent by drawing into employment hitherto unemployed factors,
provided we assume sufficient mobility of the means of production.
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But this does not by any means invalidate the argument, since it is
sufficient to assume that, during the course of the upswing,. the
supply becomes less and less elastic, even if it does not start from
the one extreme or ever fully attain the other.
This leads to a very important conclusion. The sensitiveness
of the economic system to deflationary shocks will become great
long before completely full employment has been reached. The
reason is that the existence of a level of unemployment which
might at first sight appear relatively high can by no means be
taken as a safe indication of great elasticity of the supply of factors
of production or of output in general. In other words, the mere
fact that there is still·much unemployment does not justify the
conclusion that an increase in the total demand for goods in terms
of money will elicit an increase in output and employment
almost proportional to the increase in demand coupled with a
comparatively slight rise of·prices in general. 1
The unemployed workers of a country as
The appearance registered by the statistics at any particular moment
OJ cc bottu- are· not a homogeneous reserve army from which
necks"
each industry can draw the .men needed with the
required qualities at the prevailing wage rates.
The total of unemployed is made up of unemployables, men of
inferior quality, unskilled and skilled workers. Many of them,
especially of the last group, are specialis~d for a certain type of
work; and all of them are attached to a certain locality and cannot
be easily moved to another part of the country. The existence of
a large total does not in the least preclude the possibility of a
shortage of labour in many special fields. When employment
expands, there is naturally a tendency to re-employ first the better
men; and the farther the expansion progresses, the greater the
obstacle to general advance represented by the scarcity in
particular lines. The same holds· true, mutatis flJutandi.r, for other
means of production. "Bottle-necks" develop in the structure
of industry at various ,points, with the result that, if monetary
1

On these and the following considerations, compare L. :M:. Lachmann,

Investment and Cost of Production" in American Economic Review,
Vol. 48, September 1938, pages 469-481 passim.
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expansion continues and total demand increases, it is to an increasing extent prices rather than output or employment which rise.
In such a situation, it is clearly misleading to speak of elasticity
of supply or output as a whole, or of elasticity of labour or factors
,of productipn in general, and to measure it by the total figures of
unemployment or by some average over the whole industry of
the technically possible increase of output. The elasticity of
supply is not uniform: it depends very much on the path which
expansion tends to follow. In other words, it depends on the
increase in total demand and the distribution of the given increase
in demand among the various products. If, in the course of the
expansion, demand increases for the product of those industries
where a large part of unemployment and over-capacity is concentrated, the elasticity of supply and employment will be greater than
in the case when demand tends to flow into channels where there
are no unemployed factors. In the latter case, a, given increase in
demand will lead to a rise in cost and pricesl and the favoured
industries may draw away factors of production from those
industries where demand has not risen.! It follows that it is quite
1 A striking illustration is pr~vided by the situation in Germany during
the years 1933-1935, which is described in Die WirtschaftskuYve, herausgegeben unter Mitwirkung derFrankfurter Zeitung (Heft III 1933/36,
February 1936, pages 237.239) in a passage which may be summarised as
follows:
Credit expansion in the form of notes and deposits took place in
Germany in the years 1933 and 1934, though it was in part ofiset by the
continuance of hoarding and debt repayment. At the time, however,
the economy was just recovering from a deep 'depression; and raw
materials" plant capacity and labour were available in abundance.
Owing to the elasticity of supply in ali branches of industrial production,
the additional purchasing power was fully compensated by a l."-ise in production with scarcely any rise in prices.
In 1935. on the other hand, owing to the rapid recovery-and, in part
also, to the foreign trade difficulties-shortage of raw materials developed
in certain directions : stocks diminished : and here and there plant
capacity was exhausted, and even the labour supply ran short. The
elasticity of supply having thus declined, expansion became possible
only at increasing CORt; and, the writer considers, the limits of comllensatory credit expansion were reached.
It is true that the industries producing for consumption hung behind
the investment-goods industries to a greater degree than in any previous
upswings; and it was only \n the latter that there was any evidence of
approaching exhaustion of the forces of expansion. Conceivably, the
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wrong to think that there is no danger of a rapid rise in prices
from an expansion so long as there is considerable unemployment.
We may sum up the findings of this section as
Conclusion. follows. During the course of an expansion which
has started from the depth of a depression, the
economic system becomes the - more vulnerable the nearer full
employment is approached. That is to say, on the one hand the
system becomes more sensitive to deflationary shocks, and on the
other hand the deflationary possibilities of certain changes become
accentuated.
.
§ 5.

DISTURBANCES CREATED BY THE PROCESS
OF EXPANSION ITSELF

Having now shown that, with the progress of
Organic expansion, the economic system becomes more and
maladjustment. more sensitive to deflationary shocks, and that
certain changes in demand and production which
may occur at any time become more and more liable to produce
on balance a deflationary rather than an inflationary effect, we
proceed to enquire into the likelihood of the expansion itself (or
certain more or less regular features of the expansion process)
giving rise to serious maladjustments in the body economic
which operate as starters and intensifying factors of a cumulative
process of contraction. The analysis of existing theories of the
cycle has furnished a number of hypotheses. Few of these seem
to be definitely wrong or a priori impossible. What is unsatisfactory, however, is the exclusiveness with which many writers
proclaim one or other of these hypotheses as the only possible
solution. Our task therefore will consist in setting out in a
expansion might have been directed to the consumption industries but
for the programme of rearmament, under which Government orders
continued to be concentrated on investment-goods industries. In spite
of the possibilities of· expansion in the direction of the consumption
industries, a continuance of the policy of financing orders for the investment industries by credit expansion would have meant (the writer argues)
a transition from compensatory to inflationary credit expansion; and it
was for this reason that increased resort was had to taxation and to the
savings of the public for the purposes in question.
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logical order the various possibilities and determining their mutual
relationship.
We may distinguish two groups of disturbances
Monetary which may possibly be created by the expansion
versus
itself or, to speak more precisely, may be expected
non-monetary to arise in the economic system in the course of an
disturbances. expansion. (1) There may be a mechanism which
works in such a way that a monetan expansion is
after a while turned into a contraction without the latter being
induced by previous loss, or the expectation ofloss,.in any particular
industry. In other words, there may be no difficulty in any particular
industry: cost may everywhere be covered by actual and expected
selling price; but there comes a hitch in the flow of money, the
total· demand for goods falls off, and this gives rise to a cumulative.
process of contraction. (1.) The other and (as we shall see) much
more promising hypothesis is that, as a result of the maladjustments
in the structure of production which are regarded as inevitable in
any expansion, some particular industry or group of industries is
forced to curtail output and employment, and thereby start a
general COD traction in the manner described in § 3 of this chapter.
The first hypothesis may be called a purely monetary explanation
of the down-tum, while the second has a non-monetary character.
But it is not intended to attach special importance to this
terminology.
We begin by discussing the first hypothesis.
The purelY Under any monetary arrangement which implies a
monetary limitation of the quantity of legal tender money,
explanation such as the gold standard, there is an upper limit
of the (gradually approached during the upswing) to the
down-turn. expansion ofMV. This, as we have seen, explains
the fact that the economic system becomes more
and more sensitive to deflationary shocks. It does not) however,
explain why, 'in the absence of such shocks, an expansion of MV
should immediately be followed by a contraction rather than by
a period of stability in MV:
Mr. HAWTREY (as was shown in the first part of this book) has
endeavoured to establish the existence of a monetary mechanism
in which the mere cessation ofcredit expansion leads to a subsequent
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contraction. His theory is based on the lag of cash reserves
in the banks behind the expansion of credit. 'The drain of cash
continues after the expansiop of credit has come to an end. The
banks watch only the present position of their cash reserves and
do not foresee that these will shrink for a while after credit has
ceased to expand. So they are led to expand too long, and later
they are forced to contract in 'order to maintain their reserve
proportions.
The theory is not very convincing. It implies that all that is
required to forestall the contraction is for the central bank to
furnish the commercial banks with the necessary cash to relieve
them of the necessity for contracting credit. The discussion of
our second hypothesis and of the different cases which it covers
will show tbat this implication is hardly acceptable. Moreover, it
is difficult to believe that the banks 'Would not learn from experience, and would repeatedly make the same mistake of underestimating the drain of cash consequent on a given expansion of
credit. The following discussion, by showing that the situation
at the end of the boom is much too 'involved to be put straight
simply by preventing a contraction in the money supply, will
afford an effective criticism of this particular explanation of the
down-turn.
Besides the reason given by Mr. HAWTREY, is there any other
reason why a hitch in the flow of money should regularly occur in
the absence of difficulties in any particular line of production ?
It is easy to conceive of all kinds of chance disturbances of a purely
monetary or institutional character, arising at home or abroad,
which might be capable of inducing hoarding on the part of
somebody. But it is difficult to see why this should be a necessary
or probable result of an expansion, provided that it is not the
consequence of a disturbance in the productive proce~s. The
rise in interest rates which we almost invariably observe during
the upswing· as a result of a rise in the demand for investible funds
provides an incentive against hoarding. (High interest rates as
such may, of course, be the result of a tendency to hoard. But
this is rarely the case in the earlier part of the upswing. The
question is only whether such a tendency ·does not manifest itself
in the last phase of the boom.)
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We turn now to the second group of possible
disturbances which the expansion may bring about :
viz., maladjustments in the structure of production
arising out of the fact that, in some industries, the
selling-price of the product falls short of the cost
of production or, in other words, that demand is
insufficient to take up production at remunerative prices. There
is no initial decrease in the total monetary demand for goods-i.e.,
in the money stream; but the flow of goods does not correspond
in all its ramifications to the flow of money and its divisions,
and .therefore in some lines of production demand does not
cover cost. The expectations of some people have been disappointed, which need not be offset by favourable surprises of others.
Prima facie, it is not at all surprising that serious dislocations
in the structure of production should make their appearance during
the course of a general expansion, when far-reaching changes
occur in many parts of the production process. What we find
during an expansion are not slight adjustments on the margin of
production in this or that industry-in which connection it is
safe to disregard indirect repercussions and to assume, if not
perfect, at any rate approximately correct, foresight on the part of
the producers. On the contrary, we find that far-reaching changes
are under way: long-term investment is taking place in many
lines : new commodities are being introduced (though the line
between the introduction of " new" goods and the improvement
of the quality of old ones is very hazy) : goods, the consumption
of which was so far confined to the upper classes, are being made
accessible tor the consumption of the masses : new processes of
production are being put into operation : and all these changes
must profoundly influence conditions of cost and of demand for
any given industry. Consumers are induced to rearrange the
system of their expenditure. Relative prices of the various
finished products and of half-finished goods and factors of
production change.
Is it so astonishing that, under these circumstances, serious
maladjustments should develop in the industrial structure as the
expansion goes on? Without as yet being able to specify the
exact nature of these maladjustments, it would seem highly

Structural
maladjustments
liketJ·

i
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improbable that, in a rapidly expanding system, the expansion
should proceed smoothly and eventually tail offinto an equilibrium
state of full employment. 1
If we go on to enquire what kind of maladjustOperation ments are likely to develop during an expansion,
of the we must remember that an expansion' always starts
acceleration from a position of partial employment of labour
principle. and other means of. production. For some time,
output can and does rise all around-i.e. both in
consumers' and producers' goods industries-although the rate
of increase is not everywhere the same. As has already been
pointed out, an expansion could not go on very long if it started
from a state of full employment or after it has reached such a
state in the course of its progress. Prices would rise rapidly. No
industry could expand output except at the cost of a contraction in
other industries. That is certainly not the situation we actually
find during an upswing. We must put this picture from our
minds if we are to view what happens at the end of the boom in
the right perspective.
We have seen that an expansion, however it may have been
originally set afoot (whether by an initial increase in consumers'
or producers' spending, in consumption or in investment), is
characterised by a rapid increase in investment. During the
preceding depression, repairs, replacement and improvements in
all industries which require the investment of capital have been
postponed and, so to speak, stored up. Gradually all this latent
demand for investment becomes effective' and feeds the boom.
The expansion in investment generates income and demand for
consumers' goods. Consumption indu'stries expand, and this
enhances the demand for investment goods. Since there is a
reserve of idle factors of production, the process may continue
for some time unobstructed.
This is a fact of considerable importance. If a general expansion
can proceed a long way smoothly, the acceleration principle of
derived demand has time to work itself out. That is to say, a
1 This prima facie argument for the likelihood of a serious maladjustment's arising has been especially stressed by Professor Schumpeter.
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number of industries will be developed to a level which they can
maintain only if other industries (or the system as a whole) go on
expanding at a given rate. Quite apart from any limits which
may be set by insufficiency of demand or any other cause, this
rate of expansion is feasible only so long as there is a fairly elastic
supply of unemployed factors of production. This type of
maladjustment is not so likely to arise, or at least to develop to the
same extent, if an expansion starts from full employment. In that
case, it will very soon encounter strong resistance in the shape
of steeply rising costs, and it is not likely that any considerable
number of industries will be able, by' the installation of highly
, durable equipment, to. adapt themselves to' a rate of expansion in
other industries which it is not possible to maintain. At any rate,
the danger of the development of a serious maladjustment in' the
structure of production is much grea.terin the case where an
unusually rapid expansion all, along the line is mflde possible by
the existence of unused resources which are gradually drawn irlto
employment than in the other case where, we start from fairly full
employment. If a certain industry expands production and hence
increases its demand for producers' goods (say, machines), the
producers of these machines will, hardly jump at once to the
assumption that this increased demand will continue to be forthcoming for a very longtime. Consequently, they will not at
once adopt the most up-to-date capitalistic methods of production requiring the installation of highly durable plant which
cannot be amortised except over a considerable period of
activity on an enlarged scale. The longer, however, an expansion
of production in various directions continues unobstructed, the
more optimistic will become the expectations as to its future
continuation at the same or an increasing' rate. Producers in a
numher of industries get accustomed to a level of demand which
cannot continue for ever: possibly they are 'led to expect a rising
demand, or even rising prices-which' are still ·'less likely to be
long m~tained. It is very improbable" therefore, that the
system will be in equilibrium when it ,approaches the upper limit
of the expansion. The mere cessation, or even the slowingdown, of the expansion will produce aserio~ setback in a
number of industries; and this may very well lead to a general
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process of contraction in the manner described in § 3 of this
chapter.
If this analysis is correct, the following important
Effect of conclusion seems to be justified. If a general
credit
expansion which has been in progress for some time
.shortage comes to an end for purely monetary reasons,
on derived the economic system will very probably find itself
demand. in the presence of serious maladjustments in the
structure of production, which make it very likely
that the expansion will be immediately followed by a contraction
rather than by a period of stability. Let us analyse this case more
closely. An expansion is going on, so far undisturbed by any
maladjustment in the structure of production. There is scope for
a further expansion of production since there are still idle factors
which Can be drawn into employment, and no serious "bottlenecks'" have so far developed. There is a sufficient demand for
investible funds; the output of the capital-goods industries
increases; and so, although at a lower rate, does output in the
consumers' goods industries. Now, the monetary authorities
put the brake on the expansion of credit because of the international
situation of the country or for some other', reason. The total
demand for goods in terms of money ceases to increase and the
expansion comes to an end. It is possible, and even probable,
that this cessation in the inflow of new credit will at once produce
difficulties in the capital-goods industries, because a number of
investment schemes have been started which cannot be completed
in the absence of investible funds. But, even if we assume that
the difficulty in raising the necessary funds for their completion
can somehow be overcome-e.g., by inducing people to provide
the necessary capital through increased savings-there remains
the other more fundamental difficulty that the scale of output in
the capital-goods industries is geared to an expanding production
in the consumers' goods industries. If the latter stop expanding,
the former lose a part of their market and are compelled to scale
down the level of their activity-even where they might be able
to raise the necessary sums to carry on at the old level. Clearly,
the situation cannot at once be rectified by increased voluntary
saving for the' reason that the money saved will not, in the
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situation assumed, find an immediate· outlet in new investment.
It should be noted that this disrupting effect of a cessation of
monetary expansion is independent of: (a) any credit restriction
which the banks may be forced to make for the reason given by
Mr. HAWTREY; (b) the fact that, when MVis no longer rising, the
economic system becomes sensitive· to chance deflationary shocks
(as explained in § 4 of this chapter); and (c) the fact of a substantial
.rise in prices having taken place. The setback may occur in a
compar~tively early phase of the upswing, when supply of factors
is still fairly elastic and prices have not perceptibly risen. If prices
have gone up for a while and producers in various industries
have been led to expect a further rise, the disappointment
caused by the cessation of expansion and of the rise in prices
will be all the greater; but the rise in· prices is not an essential
condition.
In this case, the collapse of the boom and the onset of the
contraction could be avoided, for the time being, by removing the
hindrances to a further expansion of credit. (Whether this is
feasible from political, social, or psychological points of view
is another question, which we need not discuss here.) But it
goes without saying that it does not follow that the boom
could go on indefinitely, if only the supply of credit were kept
elastic.
Let us now drop the assumption that the expanEffect of sion comes to an end prematurely because of an
shortage of insufficient money supply. Let us suppose that
factors on it has a chance to develop without hindrance from
derived
the monetary side. What are then the possible and
probable outcomes?
demand.
Inl the previous case, we have assumed that
the gener(ll expansion of production comes to an end because
the increase in the flow of money is more or less suddenly stopped.
Suppose now that the check to expansion comes at an advanced
stage of the upswing when almost all idle factors, especially labour,
have been drawn into employment. On this assumption, the
general increase in employment and output must now come to an
end (or, more. precisely, slow down to the rate which is made
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possible by population growth, inventions, etc.). If at this point
the level of activity in a number of industries is still dependent on
the growth of employment and production in other industriesi.I., if replacement demand has not yet picked up by so much as to
absorb the whole output of machines I--the volume of output
will not simply stop expanding and go on at the level which
it has reached. It will actually decline in the capital-goods
industries, which are geared to the expanding consumers' goods
industries. 1
Evidently, the situation cannot be put straight simply by trying
to continue monetary expansion. The total production cannot
go on increasing at the rate so far maintained. Some capital-goods
industries are adapted to an expansion of the lower stages. Hence
there must be some change in the direction of production (or else
the production in the capital-goods industries in excess of replacement requirements must be taken on stock-an impossible assumption which we may discard a limine). Only a degree of foresight
on the part of producers in general which it is too much to expect
in the real world could obviate the appearance of such a situation.
If it has once arisen, serious repercussions on employment could be
forestalled only by a degree of adjustability of producers and
mobility of labour which does not exist in reality.
J

1 This possibility of smooth termination of a growth process has been
discussed in the first part of this book (see page 91).
I If I understand Mr. Harrod rightly, this is also his diagnosis of the
breakdown. "In a revival, consumption grows at a rate that cannot
possibly be maintained. At the outset, the slack of human capacity
available for work is greater than that of capital equipment, since the
former has been maintained and grown at its normal rate during the
slump, while the latter has not. After the revival has proceeded. a short
distance, therefore, the demand for capital goods arising out of the (abnormally high) pro~pective increase of consumption stands at a level at
which it cannot be maintained. The increase of consumption must slow
down, once a considerable proportion of the unemployment is taken back
into work. Consequently, a point is bound to 'come at which the volume
of orders for additional capital goods which it appears profitable to give
is reduced, and this . . . spells a major depression. (The Trade
Cycle, Oxford, 1936, page 165). The only difference between Mr. Harrod's
position in respect to the explanation of the crisis and the one taken in
these pages seems to be that Mr. Harrod puts forward the above as ,the
exclusive explanation, whilst here it is treated as one re3$on among
many others-although· one which it is especially difficult to avoid.
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Let us now try to compare this situation with
Shift in those which we have analysed in the first part of this
production report. Can we classify the situation with which
inevitable. we are now concerned as a case of under-saving
or over-saving? In the first part of this work, we
defined a maladjustment due to under-saving (shortage of capital)
as one which could be avoided if people would save and invest more
and spend less on consumption, and a maladjustment due to oversaving (under-consumption) as one which could be avoided by the
opposite procedure. In our present case, there must be some
shift in production. If this cannot be achieved, neither more nor
less saving on the side of the public can prevent trouble. If such
a change in production is possible, the further outcome depends on
the direction in which it can technically be achieved with least
resistance. If in the capital-goods industries which lose part of
their market "because the lower stages no longer expand output
capacity can be comparatively easily adapted to.produce other capital
goods, an increase in saving will be conducive tore-establishing
equilibrium, because it will enable various industries to adopt more
capitalistic methods of production-that is, to increase their
demand for capital goods without complementary resources
being available.! On the other hand, it may be that an adaptation
to the production of some sort of consumers' goods could be more
easily 3chieved. In that case, less saving will be better calculated
quickly to restore full employment. In both cases,however, it is
a question, not only of changing the ratio of spending and saving,
but also of consuming the required goods and investing in the
required direction.
Thus, as soon as one goes into details, the problem becomes
extremely involved: a number of variants have to be distinguished:
and it is almost impossible to tell which is the most likely outcome.
1 In Mr. Hawtrey's convenient terminology, we may say that a " deepening I t of the capital structure must take the place of the" widening"
which has come to an end, when the co-operating unemployed labour
resources are becoming exhausted. (Capital and Employment, London,
1937, Chapter 111.) Whether this can be achieved rapidly is very
doubtful. Probably a certain delay will be unavoidable which may
ea.c;ily be sufficient to cause a hold-up in the money stream, which in
turn will start a general contraction (as explained in § 3 of this chapter).
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It is, however, practically certain that important shifts in production
are necessary and that there is no guarantee that they can be effected
smoothly. Temporary unemployment is almost inevitable and
a certain number of breakdowns and bankruptcies are very likely
to occur. Hence·the probability that a contraction process will be
started would seem. to be great.
We have assumed so far that the expansion
Where will proceeds smoothly up to the point where all
" bottle-necks" unemployed factors have found .employment and
arise?
then comes to an end rather abruptly. This is,
of course, an extreme case, which will probably not
(and need not for our theory to hold) be realised in a pure form.
If the expansion does not happen to be directed along" the path of
least resistance" as determined by the distribution over various
industries of the available resources and their mobility, the situation
which we have discussed will arise before all unemployed factors
have been absorbed. This· will manifest itself in the emergence
of "bottle-necks "-that is, in the increasing scarcity of some
factors of production leading to a rise' in prices of certain
commodities and a slowing-down of the expansion in this or that
industry.
These bottle-necks may make their first appearance in any part
of the economic system. They may first appear in the consumers'
goods industries or in the ca.pital-goods industries, or may be
distributed in a' random fashion over the whole economic system.
It is hardly possible to generalise about their probable localisation,
which depends--:-given the distribution of the available resources
at the beginning of the expansion-on the direction in which the
latter develops. Let us briefly consider the main determining
factors. The boom may be concentrated to a higher or smaller
degree in the capital-goods industries. In oth~r words, the
roundabout ways of production which are undertaken during the
upswing may be longer or shorter. Whether they. are longer or
shorter depends: first, on the rate of interest and the elasticity
of supply of investible funds as determined (a) by monetary factors
(banking policy, supply of investible funds from private hoards.
etc.), (b) by the public's propensity to save part of their current
incoIne and (c) to an increasing extent by the budgetary policy of
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Governments; secondly, on technological opportunities to invest,
the nature of the "new combinations" which have become
available, etc. ; and, thirdly, on the amount and direction of
consumers' demand. Compare, on the one hand, a boom fed
and propelled by armament demands and public constructions
such as is in progress at the .present time in various countries,
where the share of. the capital-goods industries in the increase of
production as a whole is exceptionally great, and, on the other
hand, one which relies more on current consumption for private
purposes.
Clearly all these circumstances may be such that the physical
limits of expansion of production are first reached either in the
capital-goods industries or in consumers' goods industries; or
the bottle necks may be distributed in any other fashion.
Now, when a number of industries to which others are so
geared that their sales vary with the rate of the expansion of the
former reach the limit of expansion, a serious setback in the latter
is the consequence.
If we say that an industry has reached the limits
Monopolistic bf expansion, we must interpret this in a broad
restrictions way. It does not mean that it is physicallyabsoon supplY lutely impossible to increase production; but it
of factors. means that cost of production rises so much as to
make a further increase of production unprofitable.
This rise in cost may be due to the exhaustion of the supply of
particular means of production. Complaints about a scarcity of
this or that type of skilled labour in this or that industry become
frequent in the later phases of any boom. It is, however, clear
that this scarcity and the brake which it puts on the expansion
of output can be due to other factors than the exhaustion of the
reserve of unemployed. Two of these factors may be mentioned
(to which we have already had occasion to refer) : viz., a rise in
wages due to increased monopolistic pressure by trade unions
and an all-round decrease in efficiency.
There is no doubt that the attitude of labour organisations
stiffens during the upswing of the cycle. To be sure, money
wages will rise ev~n under a regime of perfect competition in the
labour market. But it is equally- certain that the bargaining
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position of the trade unions becomes stronger, £nancially and
morally, with rising employment, and that they use it to accelerate
the rise in money wages. The power of the labour organisations
is also used to reduce the mobility of labour by preventing the
entry of newcomers into particular industri~s, when the reserves of
unemployed labouratta.ched to these indust~ies have been absorbed.'!
Labour cost is further enhanced~in other words,
D8cliw
efficiency wages raised-by the fall in efficiency
in effidencye of the workers, which occurs everywhere during
the upswing. As was pointed out in Part I
(pages 108 ef seq.), two tendencies must be disftnguished. The
average output per worker falls, because inferior plant, lessqualified workers and so on are drawn into employment when
output expands. This is a consequence· of the gradual exhaustion
of the supply of idle means of production. We are here, however,
concerned with the other tendency : viz., the fall in efficiency of
each worker below the previous level for the reasons indicated by
Professor MITCHELL.·
These tendencies to. a rise in money cost may be,· and in many
cases actually are,. compensated or over-compensated by monetary
expansion and a rise in prices. But this will again tend to stimulate
the demands of organised labour, so that the spiral of rising cost
and rising prices will be accelerated.
It is very likely that the attitude of labour and the rise of
wages during the upswing will put a brake on the further expansion
of employment and output in a number of industries long before
the physical limits have been reached. This is especially true
when the money supply is beginning to give out for one reason
or another--e.g., because the pace of monetary expansion in the
country is more rapid than in neighbouring countries. Increasing
monopolistic pressure on wages and reduced mobility of labour
creat~ an artificial scarcity of labour, as it were, long before the
physically available stock of unemployed has been exhausted.
1 Compare, e.g., J. Robinson, Essays in the Theory of Employment,
LOndon, 1937, Section I. As the author says, "it is idle to attempt
to reduce such questions as trade union policy to a cut-and-dried scheme
of formal analysis, but it is plausible to say, in a general way, that in
any given conditions. of the labour market there is a . . . level of
employment at which money wages will rise" (page: 7).
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It goes without saying that the monopolistic restriction of the
supply of factors of production other than labour, and the raising
of prices other than wages, have the same effect of slowing-down
general expansion.
So far we have discussed the case where the
Drop in expansion is allowed to develop up to the limit
investment set by the amount ·and distribution and willingness
because of to work of the available means of production, or
insufficient where the expansion comes to a halt because of an
demand. insufficiency of the money supply. We have seen
that it is very likely that serious maladjustments
will make their appearance when the general expansion comes to a
standstill for the reasons indicated, or even when it slows down
to a certain extent.
We have now to enquire whether there is not a strong probability
that the expansion will be interrupted at an earlier stage for the
reason that it generates a type of maladjustment other than that
which we have discussed, before it reaches the limits in question.
The type of maladj ustment which we have in mind is an insufficient demand either for consumers' goods in general, or for certain
types of them, or for certain types of capital goods. It is that
type of maladjustment which Professor ROBERTSON ascribes to the
temporary " gluttability of wants", or which Professor PIGOU has
in mind when he says that the optimistic forecasts which have been
made during the boom, and have materialised irlheavy investments in different lines of industry, are brought "to the test of
facts "-ana, by that test, are found wanting-after the close of the
gestation period for a number of things the production of which
was started during the upswing. A maladjustment of this sort is
also what Professor SCHUMPETER has in mind in his explanation
of the collapse of the boom.
The idea is that the investment activity which takes place during
the upswing is to a large extent concentrated in particular lines of
industry-railway construction, automobile production, electrical
machinery, etc. Then comes a day when the investment opportunities in these fields are exhausted; the want-or, rather the
demand-is satisfied. Investment in these lines must come to
an end. There is no guarantee at all that replacement demand will
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meanwhile have risen to such an extent as to enable it to keep the
whole productive apparatus busy.
When this point of saturation has come, suddenly
Repercu.rsions or gradually, there are several possibi}.ities as to
not joreseen the outcome. The industries directly concerned
by prodNcers. may have correctly foreseen that demand is no
longer going to rise, and may· even fall, and
may have adjusted their output so that they are not involved in
difficulties. Alternatively, they may be taken by surprise:
the " competitive illusion ", undue optimism, or any other reason
may have led to an over-expansion of the particular industries
concerned.
In the second case- the boom will explode with a more or less
strong "detonation" of bankruptcy, to use an expression of
Professor PIGOu; and (as has already been shown in previous
sections) it is easy to explain when and why this will lead to a
general depression. In the first case, no such detonation occurs in
the industries directly concerned. They simply reduce output and
employment. But it is very likely that some tributary industries
which supply raw materials or equipment will be taken by surprise,
since it is unreasona.ble to suppose that all producers-including
those who are removed by one or two stages from the point where
the initial setback occurs-will foresee correctly what is about to
happen at this point and what its repercussions on other industries
will be. Moreover, there are always the unfavourable repercussions on the· consumption industries which are still less likely to
be foreseen by the producers. If output and employment fall at
any point, the demand for consumers' goods is bound· to suffer;
and this then reacts· on the higher stages of production. If the
primary satiation of demand in some lines and the consequent drop
in output have occurred, these repercussions on the consumption
trades are almost unavoidable. They could be avoided only
under perfect mobility of factors and a smooth working of the
capital market; and (as has been already explained in detail) neither
of these two conditions is likely to be fuliilled.We cannot assume
that the sums which are liberated by a decline or cessation of
investment in certain lines will automatically and instantaneously
find an outlet in other lines ofinvestment. It is more than probable
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that at least a certain lag will occur, which will be quite enough to
allow the deflationary tendencies to come into operation through
the agency of a fall in the demand for consumers' goods and other
developments.
There is no need to repeat op.r explanation of how these deflationary effects arising at any particular points may be compensated
by inflationary tendencies in other directions. Such a development
is not unlikely in the first part of the upswing, when the momentum of the expansion has not yet been lost, because investment is
still going on or is being started in a number of directions. But,
as has been explained earlier, this partial immunity against
deflationary shocks must sooner or later give way to a state of
greater vulnerability. If at that stage such a maladjustment as is
described above should occur, it may easily lead to a general
contraction.
But, to return to the nature of the first impact
This type of with which we are here concerned, is it possible
malatfiustment to say generally that such maladjustments are bound
inevitable? to occur during any expansion, or are likely to
occur, or the contrary? It would seem that theoretical reasoning, backed by a limited amount of actual experience
of broad tendencies, is not sufficient to prove rigorously either that
such maladjustments are the absolutely inevitable outcome of any
expansion or the reverse. We can only say there is a prima-fade
probability that they are. We can figure out the consequences
approximately-always again in terms of possibilities and probabilities : but only extensive empirical studies can show whether
the contention of so many well-known writers is correct, and it
is actually a fact that processes of expansion regularly develop
a certain type of maladjustment and in turn are brought to an end
by them.
Recently, Mr. N. KALDOR, in an interesting article,! adopted a
very similar position and tried to classify the probable reasons of
1 " Stability and Full Employment ", inEcQnomic]ournal, Vol. XLVIII,
December 1938, pages 642 et seq. The author starts from the assumption

that while it is not so difficult to say how a depression can be ended and
to engineer a boom, it is still an open question how a state of fa;irly full

employment can be maintained.
with.

It is the latter problem which he deals
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the breakdown of a boom along similar lines as in the preceding
pages, with some variations in detail (mainly of a terminological
nature). He attempts to put them in the order in which they
are likely to appear successively in time, and likens the boom to a
peculiar steeplechase where the .horse has to overcome a series
of hurdles and is almost certain to fall. at one of the obstacles.
B.The Up-tllrn : Revival

§ 6.

INTRODUCTION

We have now to answer the question what the
The order limits of a .cumulative contraction process may be,
of the and how it can be brought to an end. How is the
argument. downswing usually stopped and reversed? In
many respects, we need only adapt the assumptions
and arguments adduced when we discussed the opposite problem:
viz., that of the down-turn. Without pressing this parallelism too
far, we may proceed in the same order which we adopted there.
In § 7, as a first step, we shall discuss the inflationary counterparts of the deflationary shocks analysed in § 3 of this chapter.
We assume the occurrence of certain changes-such, for example,
as an inflationary move on the part of the monetary authorities
or anybody else, or a favourable turn confined to a particular
industry-and investigate how this may bring about a general
expansion. We leave open for the moment the question whether
such changes are more likely to occur in anyone phase of the
cycle-e.g., the latter part ofthe depression, rather than in any other.
In § 8, as a second step, we shall show why, after a contraction
has continued for a time, the economic system becomes more and
more sensitive to stimulating influences, in the same way as with
the progress of an expansion it becomes more and more exposed to
deflationary shocks.
In § 9, as a third step, we shall discuss those favourable reactions
and stimulating influences which are likely to be brought about in
the economic system after a contraction has gone on for some time.
The logical relation between the second and third steps may
also be stated as follows. A process of contraction is likely in
the course of time to exhaust its strength and lose its momet!tum.
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The downward movement may then be easily reversed by any such
favourable stimulus affecting a particular industry as is bound to
occur from time to time. The same stimuli· will not so easily
start an upward movement) if they occur at an earlier moment)
when the contraction has not yet spent its force.
Besides thus paving the way for the expansionary influence of
some chance event, the contraction is also likely itself to give rise
to inflationary stimuli. We shall see that it is sometimes difficult
to draw the line between the two types of stimulating shock : that
is to say) it is not always easy to decide whether a certain event,
which actually played the role of the starter for an expansion,
would have arisen in .the absence of the previous contract.on.
Neither the validity, however, nor the usefulness of our distinction
is destroyed by the existence of doubtful cases.
§ 7.

THE PROXIMATE CAUSES OF REVIVAL

An expansion can always be stopped and a
AsymmetfJ' contraction process started by a restriction of credit
between
by the banks. A contraction, however~ cannot
turning-points. always be ended promptly merely by making credit
cheap and plentiful. There will always be a rate of
interest high enough to discourage even the most eager borrower;
but, when prices and demand are falling and are expected to
fall further, the demand for investible funds may be at so low an
ebb that there is no rate (short of a negative figure) which will lead
to a revival of investment and entail an increase in the effective
circulation of money-that is, in the total demand for goods in
terms of money per unit of time. There is thus a certain asymmetry between the upper and the lower turning-points which necessi·
tates some departures in the· method of exposition from that
adopted in the corresponding section on the down-tum.
We shall now attempt to set out the various
Producers' possibilities and factors involved in an orderly and
spending. systematic fashion on the basis of our demand-andsupply schema for investible funds.
An expansion can be brought about by an increase in the expenditures. either of producers or of consumers. In the further course
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of the upswing, each type of expenditure stimulates the other:
but here we are concerned with the initiating forces. First we
propose to discuss the possibilities of an increase in producers'
spending-that is, of a revival in investment as the starter of an
expansion.
A stimulus to investment can come either from a change on the
demand side or, if there is still a latent demand fo~ investible
funds-latent, i.e. 'not effective, because the ruling rate of interest
is too high-from a change on the supply side. Anything that
has the effect (other things, including the demand for consumption
goods, being equal) of shifting the demand curve or the supply
curve to· the right tends to bring about an expansion. 1
Let us now discuss in turn those factors which.· affect supply
and those which affect· demand. 2
If the demand for investible funds is really so
Factors inelastic over a certain range that a change in the
increasing interest rate ha.s no influence at all on the amount
supPlY of of money invested (that is to say, if the demand
investible curve is a vertical straight line), a change on the
supply side will make no difference to investment
funds.
or to the .effective quantity of money. This is,
however, not the rule, even at the bottom of a depression. It
may be the case for certain types of credit-e.g., short-term
I In the Wicksellian terminology, anything that tends to raise the
equilibrium or natural rate andjorto depress the money or market rate of
interest has an expansionary inftuence. In Mr. Keynes' terminology
we have to express the expansionary factors as an increase of the propensity to consume ; or as a shift to the right of the schedule of marginal
efficiency of capital, both associated with an elastic schedule of liquidity
preference proper (elasticity greater than zero) ; or as a downward shift of
the liquidity-preference schedule. (See Chapter 8, §§ 3, 4. 5, above.)
I The distinction between factors affecting the demand for, and factors
affecting the supply of, investible funds, although useful,· should not
blind us to the·. fact that there 'are many measures and: events which
obviously affect both demand and supply--.e.g., the imposition of a tariff.
(Compare, on this particular case, Chapter 12.) Certain forces and motives,
which we describe as general optimism or pessimism, work on the mind
of both the borrower and lender, and thus. in1iuence both supply and
demand. If a firm has idle funds at its disposal--e.g., in the shape of
demand deposits-and the question is whether it should use them for
expanding production or not, it is borrower and lender at the same time,
so that demand and supply are in the same hands.
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loans : but usually there will be some latent demand which cO\lld
be satisfied if the terms of credit for the particular purpose
were less onerous. This is especially true of long-term credit and
the branches of production financed thereby, notably the constructional trades. The demand for private houses is especially sensitive
to the rate of interest on long-term loans, and shows a tendency to
rise in the depression, when interest rates are low) in spite of the
shrinkage of incomes. It is sometimes found, however, that the
public evinces a reluctance to lend for long periods at times when
short-term money is cheap. The reason for this is lack of confidence in general-i.e., the fear of risks of every sort. l Modern
economists are accustomed to describe this state of affairs by
saying that the liquidity premium is high or the liquidity preferences
ate strong. It requires a large differential between long-term and
short-term rates to induce people to part with their liquidity by
investing for a longer period rather than for a short one.
Given, then, the state of demand for loans of various types and
maturities, we may say that anything which makes supply more
plentiful tends to initiate an expansion. We cannot give here a
complete catalogue of all factors which might conceivably ·have
an influence in this direction. One of the most important influences is that of the central and commercial banks, whether exercised
through discount policy· with a view to increasing the liquidity of
the short-term (money) market or through open-market operations
which affect primarily the long-term market. There are, however,
1 In Chapter 8, § 3, page 220, it has been said that, according to Mr.
Keynes (whose views have been strongly endorsed by Mr. Kaldor-Economica, December 1938, page 464, footnote 1), only the expectation (risk)
that the long-term rate of interest may rise (i.e., that bond prices may fall)
can explain the short-term rate remaining for any length of time much
lower than the long rate. It would seem, however, that other kinds of
risks and apprehensions may very well produce the same result. If people
anticipate war, inflation, social upheavals or something similar, in a
somewhat distant future without entertaining any particular view about
the current interest rate. then they will be reluctant to buy long-dated
bonds except at a low price (high current yield), because they, will feel
uncertain about the solvency of the debtor or the possibility of collecting
the debt and of disposing of the receipts, though they may still buy shortdated debts at low interest rates. It would seem that these kinds of
risk usually constitute much more powerful motives than mere expectation
or uncertainty about the future course of interest rates.
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technical difficulties in extending· such a policy, at least so far as
the central banks are concerned, to other than Government
securities. Apart from the initiative of the banks, anything that
removes risks and strengthens general confidence will have an
encouraging effect on the supply of capital.
A change in the international economic situation of a country
will often be a prerequIsite to any increase in the supply of capital
or reduction in the rates of interest. The existence of price
discrepancies between countries and the consequent pressure on the
balance of payments in the high-cost country frequently block a
fall in the interest rates of the latter. The history of the post-war
period and ofthe recent past offers plenty of examples of the various
devices which may be employed to eliminate such price differences
(e.g., devaluation of the currency), or to prevent them from having
an influence on the balance, of payments and the internal money
market (e.g., rigid exchange control), or to remove the causes for
flight of capital from a country or to hinder it effectively. These
various measures need not be discussed here in detail.
We turn now to the discussion of factors exerIncrease in cising a favourable influence on the demand for
demand for capital. Whilst it seemed necessary to show by a
jlJ1)e.rtibJe detailed analysis why a partial disturbance, which
primarily affects production only in a particular
funds.
branch of industry, may under certain circumstances
produce a temporary hold-up in the money stream and thus
engender a general contraction, it would seem to be more obvious
that an event which leads to an increase in production in a particular
industry will in most cases also lift the total flow of money to a
higher level than it· would otherwise attain, if only the money
supply is elastic. If in an individual firm or industry output is
being expanded, workers must be hired, raw materials bought,
machines and other equipment ordered. If for that purpose
money is used which would not be used otherwise, the money
stream swells and the demand for other goods rises. It is of
course immaterial whether new money is created by the banks
or idle funds are utilised; in other words, whether the increase
in total demand is financed by an increase in M or an increase
in v.
'
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Are there no offsetting influences which tend to
nullify the expansion in the flow of money, corresponding to those which we have discussed in
connection with the problem of the .down-turn r
In some cases there are; but it would seem that in
most there are not.
If an increase in production in industry A is due to a shift in
demand, then there is of course a compensatory change in the
shape of a decrease in demand and output in industry B. We have
already discussed on what circumstances it depends whether a shift in
demand will have on balance an inflationary or a deflationary effect.
In many other cases there are no offsetting influences except
perhaps in very special circumstances. If a capital-goods industry
increases production because equipment must be replaced
somewhere, or if an invention is made which necessitates the
installation of capital equipment, or if the scale of output is raised
somewhere simply because an increase in demand is anticipated, or
if cost of production is lowered in a particular industry-e.g., by
the reduction of wages or of the price of some means of production,
so that the industry is induced to expand production and to disburse more money for labour and means of production-in all
these cases there is an immediate increase in the flow of money from
the rise in <output without offsetting influences coming into play.
At any rate, they will not come into play at once (it is always
possible, of course, to conceive of complicated attendant circumstances under which compensatory forces might be brought into
operation indirectly). Any such change may therefore act as a
starter for an expansion.
A general reduction in wages over the whole industry, on the other
hand, is a doubtful case which we shall discuss laters (§ 9 below).
The imposition ofa tariffwill usually stimulate capital investment
in the protected trades and thus raise their demand for investible
funds. Moreover, the supply of money will be favourably
influenced by a reduction in imports, except .where there are
indirect counter-effects (e.g., retaliation by foreign States).1

Discussion of
particular
stimuli to
investment.

I It should be remembered that we are here concerned only with the
short-run influences.. Many considerations, therefore, which play a
considerable part in the literature on international trade do not affect
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Reserves of gold and foreign exchange in the banks will be
increased as a result of the reduction in imports, and this will
tend to ease credit conditions. It should be noted that the two
effects which a tariff has on the demand and supply of money are
independent of each other. If, for example, durable plant is
installed in the protected industries, the influence on the demand
for investible funds during the period of construction of the plant
may be much greater than the influ~nce on the supply side. Under
other conditions, the " indirect )) influence on investment through
the supply of funds may be more important than the "direct"
influence through demand.
So far, we have discussed factors arising in the
Inneased sphere of production, prior to a rise in consumers'
consumers' demand, although leading subsequently to increased
spending. consumers' spending. We come now to the other
important group of phenomena referred to above
which may act as powerful stimuli on investment and on the
demand for investible funds : namely, inflationary increases
in the demand for consumption purposes. 1 An· increase of
the argument. In the long run, exports will. fall if imports are reduced ;
but, in so far as the reduction in exports is not due to retaliatory measures
of foreign States, the process must operate through the mo~ey mechanism
-that is, by contraction in the one, and expansion in the other, country.
It is precisely this transitional aspect of the matter which we are analysin~.
I t goes without saying that it is no part of our intention to give a general
recommendation to Protection as a policy for overcoming depression.
There can be no doubt that the fact that all countries .have during the
last depression tried to alleviate their own position by protective measures
bas operated as a most potent intensifying factor for the contractjonin spite of the fact that each country could" to a certain extent, have
attained its purpose, if all the others had refrained from doing likewise.
I How that has to be expr~sed in Mr. Keynes' terminology has been
discussed in Chapter 8, § § 3, 4, S. When people spend from hoards on consumption we have to say that the propensity to consume has become
stronger. This implies an increase in aggregate demand (in our terminology, an U inflationary" increase in demand) provided it is assumf'd
that the other determinants of Mr. Keynes' systetn (the quantity of
money, the schedules of marginal efficiency of capital and of liquidity
preference etc.) remain unchanged and that the liquidity-preference
schedule proper (demand for idle balances) is perfectly or highly elastic.
I t may seem simpler to state explicitly that an increase in aggregate
demand is assumed.
l
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foreign demand for home-produced goods will have similar
effects.
We have seen that an increase in consumers' demand is an
indispensable link in· the cumulative· process of expansion. It is
difficult to see a reason why an increase in consumers' spending
should not stand at· the beginning of such a process. Notwithstanding Professor SPIETHOPP'S opinion to the contrary, there can
be no doubt that, ceteris paribus, a net increase in consumers'
demand will not only lead to revival in consumers' goods industries,
but will also stimulate investment-always on the assumption that
there is an elastic money supply.
A net increase in consumers' spending might conceivably be
brought about by acts of dishoarding by private individuals.
Precipitate purchasing because of the fear of rising prices is
a case in point. This case, however, does not seem to be
typical ofthe process by which revival is set going after a depression.
A much more important influence-not so much for the past
as for the present and the future-is the increase in consumers'
spending deliberately induced by Government action in the shape
of public wor~s programmes, increases in ordinary expenditure
and relief measures, all financed in such a way as to create a net
increase in the total demand. We cannot here go into the numerous and complicated problems of a fiscal, administrative and
political nature connected with such schemes. Only this much may
be said-that from the short run economic point of view the main
task is to finance these works in such a way that they stimulate
demand for goods without restricting it in other directions, which
would probably be the case if the necessary funds were raised by
taxes. In the Anglo-Saxon countries it sl10uld furthermore not
be forgotten that only a few other countries can borrow huge sums
from the market without either making funds scarce for private
investors. or provoking psychological repercussions which may
easily check private investment. Such a situation may be created
by an alarming rise in central-bank money, especially in countries
such as Germany, where the memory of a hyper-inflation is still
fresh. It may be added that the budget deficit created by reduction
of Govemment revenue (e.g., tax remissions) may be just as effective
as one created by an increase in expenditure (e.g., public works).
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The tax remission method may recommend itself to many people,
in as much as it does not involve the danger of a permanent
extension of Govemment activities. 1
The upshot of the discussion in this section is
SlJmmory. that there are many different types of expansionary
~shocks and influences, each of which can conceivably
act as a starter for a general process of expansion. Whether they
actually do so or not depends in any given case on the magnitude
of the particular change and on the general· situation. If a process
of contraction is U11der way, a strong expansionary impetus is
required to- restrain and reverse it. If the contraction has spent
its force, a slight stimulus may be sufficient to start the· system on
the up-grade.

§ 8.

WHY THE ECONOMIC SYSTEM BECOMES MORE AND MORE

RESPONSIVE TO EXPANSIONARY'STIMULI AFTER THE CONTRACTION
HAS

PROGRESSED BEYOND

A CERTAIN

POINT

- We have seen that a process of contraction, if it
The contraction has had a chance to develop unobstructed fora
loses
time, gathers force and becomes' too strong to' be
momentum. reversed by expansionary stimuli such as those
analysed in the preceding section, except when these
are very powerful. This paralysis is the result of the fact that the
total demand is· shrinking continuously and idle capacity is piling up
everywhere, so that a stimulating event which under other circumstances ·would cause an increase in the total demand is now unable
to do more than retard the downward movement : it cannot tum
the tide. We shall now enquire why the contraction is likely
after a while to lose its strength, with the result that the economic
system regains its responsiveness to such expansionary forces as
may make themselves felt from time to time.
1 For an exhaustive discussion, see : J, M. Clark, The Economics of
planning Public Works, Washingtqn, 1935 ; A. D. Gayer, Public Works
in Prospe'Yity and Depression, National Bureau of Economic Research,
New York, 1935 ; E. R. Walker, " Public Works as a Recovery Measure tt,
in The Economic Record, Vol. XI, December i93S·,
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It has been demonstrated that the economic system during an
expansion tends to become increasingly vulnerable when it
approaches full employment, first, because the supply of means of
production in general ·and labour in particular becomes more and
more inelastic in the upward direction and, secondly, because the
expansion of total monetary demand, of MV, must sooner or
later slow down or else prices must rise continuously-which
again cannot go on for ever. We have now to apply this reasoning
to the inverse situation as its develops during a contraction process.
There is obviously a tendency-for the elasticity of
Restored supply ofmeans of production of all kinds, of labour
elasticity in and producers' goods (produced means of prosuPplY of duction) to become greater the farther a contraction
factors.
goes. The supply oflabour recovers its elasticity in
the upward direction: that is to say, an increased
demand for labour can again be satisfied at constant, or only
slightly rising, wages by abandoning short time or taking on new
men. (As has been explained earlier, the supply is elastic in the
downward direction -i.e., wages are rigid in that direction-even
at the height of the boom.) Similarly, monopolistic restriction
by entrepreneurs-whether by means of amalgamations, cartellisation, or other methods of organised j oint action by producers, or
whether it is the result of the lethargy of individual competitors
and their fear of "spoiling the market"-often .succeeds in
rnaintainingrelatively stable prices for certain goods and services
right through the contraction. In this way, elasticities are crea.ted
in the supply of means of production and products at various
stages of preparation. An effect similar to that of increasing
elasticity of supply may be brought about in the course of the
decline by an increase in the quantity of sub-marginal agents of
production-land, or industrial plant-which acquire a value and
a use as soon as demand revives. The' consequence is, as we
have already demonstrated elsewhere, that it becomes easier for
anyone industry to expand production in response to an actual or
expected increase in demand for its product, without thereby
increasing the cost of production of other industries. In. other
words, the depressing consequences of certain changes are thereby
mitigated, while the expansionary consequences have free play.
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The second prerequisite for an easy start and

Restored smooth development of the expansion process-viz.,
e/asticiry of an elastic money and credit supply-is eventually
credit supplY. restored in the course of the contraction. As prices
fall, the value 'Of central-bank money which is at
the base of the credit structure will rise. So .long as the structure
itselfremains undamaged" each tier will be broader-based than before.
The gold reserve will cover a larger proportion of the central...
bank money;' the cash reserve ofthe banks will rise relatively to their
short-term liabilities; circulating currency and deposits in the hands
of the public will rise relatively to the money income which they
receive and the capital which they possess. But this process need
not be continuous: it may encounter a whole seriesofsetbacks. The
mounting debt burdens and the struggle to avoid bankruptcy themselves create a need for ready cash, while bankruptcies and the fear
of good debts turning into bad ones give rise to a flight to liquidity
which is not satisfied even byincreased reserve proportions and rising
hoards. Ifthe credit structure gives way spasmodically, we may see
an oscillatory movement in which liquidity diminishes and increases
several times in the course of the. depression. It is, however,
only a matter of time till the course to bankruptcy is arrested, and
the monetary munition accumulates for a new expansion.
But, we must now ask, is there a bottom to the
Limits to fall. of MV, the monetary contraction? In the
the fall
corresponding problem of monetary expansion,
of MV. we were able to show that there is a limit to the
rise in MV, beyond which the continuation of the
expansion becomes very precarious. The limit in .that case was
found to· be inherent in the tendency of the expansion to produce
increasingly a rise in prices, rather than a rise in employment··and
production, as the state of full employment is approached. Is
there a corresponding limit to the fall in MV? The deflation can,
of course, be stopped by. anyone of the factors making for expansion analysed in the· preceding section. (These factors may arise
by chance; but, as· will be shown in the following se,ction, they
may be expected to arise in any case with the lapse of time as a
reaction against the contraction process.) Supposing, however)
that no such change for the· better, strong enough to turn the tide,
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occurs-is there a general reason why the contraction ofMV should
come to an end ?
Logically it is of course conceivable that, in the absence of an
expansionary impu1se~ the contraction should go on arid on
indefinitely: but there is good reason, based on general experience
of human behaviour, to suppose it will not do so. In this connection, there is one important consideration which is sometimes
overlooked. A. persistent shrinkage in MV-i.e., in the total
monetary demand for goods-must be accompanied either by a
continued destruction pf money or by a· continued accumulation
of money hoards. How far the process of destruction will go in
a concrete case depends on the ,monetary organisation, institu..
tional factors and international situation of the country concerned.
Nowadays, it is mainly deposit money, rather than central-bank
money, which is exposed' to destruction. To what extent the
destruction of deposit money goes depends on the organisation
of the banking system and· to a great extent also on factors which
may vary from one depression to the other, such as the methods
adopted in handling a panic, the special connections between the
banks and the particular industries especially hard hit by the
depression, and so on. The way in which the banking organisation
influences the severity of the deflation through money destruction
is well illustrated by a c;omparison between what happened in the
United Kingdom with its unified banking system on the one hand
and the United States with its thousands of small insolvent banks
Ott the other hand during the depression of 19 2 9 to 1933 as well as in
previous cycles. It is common knowledge what happened : the
sole purpose of the preceding remarks is to give the question ofthe
influence of the banking organisation its proper place in our system.
After the destruction of money has come to an
Accumulation end-as soon~r or later under any monetary system
of money it must do-continuance of the contraction must be
hoards.
accompanied by a growing accumulation of money
hoards in various shapes; liquidity increases, M 2
goes up. The magnitude of these hoar~s will increase, as measured
in terms of the monetary unit, at the expense of money in circulation: it increases still faster, owing to the fall in prices, in terms
of real purchasing power.
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These hoards will grow in relation to real income as well as in
relation to real wealth. In other words, people will hold an increasing proportion of their real income and wealth in the liquid form
of money. It should be noted that, so long as people are adding to
their hoards-in other words, so long as " the struggle for liquidity" goes on-the rate of interest (on investible funds) will be
kept relatively high in spite of the fact that the demand of producers
for money for investment purposes is at a low ebb. Under
unfavourable circumstances, such a situation may/ last· a long
time: but, as it implies that money hoards are growing all the
time in magnitude, we are probably justified, in the light of our
general knowledge of economic behaviour, in assuming that there
will be a limit to such hoarding. After liquid resources have
reached a certain high proportion of wealth, the· need for liquidity
will eventually become satisfied and people will stop adding to
their hoards. If the rate of interest remains high, because there
is still a demand for credit for purposes of real investment (as ,vill
be the case in poor countries rather than in rich communities),
hoarders will be tempted to put their funds on the capital markets
sooner than if the rate of interest has already fallen to a low level.
But, eYen if the rate is very low, there will come a point when
hoards reach such a· high proportion of income and wealth that
there is no point in increasing them. One or both of two
things will then· happen. Either more money will be lent
out on the capital market, with the result that interest _rates
will be forced down (beginning probably with the short-term
rates and ending later with the long-term rates) and investment
will revive; or, if the demand of producers for credit is absolutely
inelastic, people will become less disposed to save-in Mr. KEYNES'
terminology, the propensity to consume will rise in addition to
the decrease in the liquidity preference-and the demand for
consumers' goods will cease to fall, or may even.. rise. Instead
of putting away their money receipts in their hoards, people will
either spend them on consumption or lend them out through the
capital market. l
I.The whole analysis might be put into technical language; but itmay be doubted whether much would be gained by so doing. In terms
of our demand and supply schema, we can take the hoarding factor either
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The upshot of this analysis is that on very general grounds there
is a strong probability 1 that there is a limit to the fall in MV, even
in the absence of any special stimulus for expansion. An assump..
tion to the contrary would imply an increase ad infinitum of money
hoards in relation to income and wealth. When MV has ceased
to fall, when (that is) contraction has come to an end, the economic
system becomes very responsive to expansionary impulses and
comparatively immune from deflationary shocks. 2
This analysis is not intended to suggest that contractions always
or usually develop up to that very distant limit or that it is safe
or good policy to allow them to pursue their course to this
" natural U end. The object has been to present the problem
in its most general form to serve as an introduction for the following
on the supply· or on the demand side. We may either say that the
amounts which are hoarded reduce the supply of investible funds, or we
may say that hoarding is a special sort of demand which competes with
the demand for industrial purposes. We have chosen to take it on the
supply side because we have defined demand as demand for the purpose
of actual investment.
1 There is no question, of course, of an absolute certainty.
There
may be a rational incentive for indefinite continuation of hoardingviz., the expectation of a continued fall in prices. But. in all circumstances, it remains true that the incentive to dishoard must grow continuously with the growth of hoards in terms of money and goods. Compare
the interesting analysis by Professor J. Viner on the abhorrence of idle
cash-like the horrot' vacui of nature--displayed by the economic system,
and the various devices employed by the modern financial organisation
to satisfy the need for liquidity without increasing liquidity in terms of
cash. J. Viner, "Mr. Keynes on the Causes of Unemployment : A
Review tt, in Quarterly ]ouf'nal QJ Economics,- November 1936, Vol. 51,
pages 147-148 passim.
I This analysis does not exclude the possibility of a .more or less sta·
tionary state with unemployment and fairly stable prices as envisaged
by Mr. Keynes and hisfollowers. This has been discussed in Chapter 8,
§ 5, where it has been shown that a downward rigidity of money wages and
prices is a necessary condition for that to happen (which is admitted at
points but not sufficiently stressed by Mr. Keynes). Here we are
concerned not with .such an equilibrium state with unemployment, but
with the contraction process. A contraction may tail off into a more or
less stationary situation at a low level of employment (" depression
equilibrium tt, " bumping along the bottom of the depression "), but the
point made in the text is that it is more likely that the system wilt
automatically start on the up-grade again as soon as it has come to a
stable point.
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section. Ooselyconneeted with-and sometimes almost indistinguishable from-the factors which operate to limit the shrinkage
in .i\1V, there are other forces or reactions which make for an
expansion of MV. These it is now proposed to discuss in
conjunction with other expansionary impulses which are more
or less likely to arise. sooner or later, in connection with
the progress of a contraction.

§ 9. - EXPANSIONARY

TENDENCI£S WHICH ARE LIKELY

TO ARISE DURING THE CONTRACTION

In § 7 of this chapter, we analysed a number of
The "na/llrtlJ" factors which are capable of genetating an expanforce.! of sionary impulse and so starting a. process of expanreadjllSf11lenf. sion. The expansionary impulse was there taken
for granted as a point de dlpart, and the question
whether such hypothetical impulses arise by act of God or Government, or whether they may be expected to arise automatically with
the operation ofthe mechanism ofthe market.was left for subsequent
consideration. In the present section, we shall enquire whether
the economic system is capable of putting an end to a contraction
process and turning it into an expansion, on the assumption that
(a) the Government does not take active steps (such as a public
works scheme) to start an expansion, and (b) that no chance event
(such as a new invention or a series of good harvests or an impulse
from abroad) comes to the rescue. It is here that we shall have to
analyse the "natural'" forces of readjustment, the tendencies
towards equilibrium which are frequently too readily taken for
granted as being inherent in the economic system, if only the price
mechanism is allowed to function unobstructed. We shall see that
there are expansionary· impulses of this kind which can be relied
upon with a fair degree of certainty to occur automatically sooner
or later and to turn contraction into expansion. (But, in so saying.
we are not by any means arguing that it is desirable to wait until
these "natural forces n start the system on the up-grade, in preference to taking action to expedite the revival and, possibly, to
directing the expansion into channels other than those which it
would take if left alone.)
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In § 7, it was shown that an expansion can be started by some
event or factor which brings about in the first instance an increase
of consumers' spending, or by one that stimulates producers'
spending (investment). (After the expansion has once been
started, both types of expenditures stimulate each other : investment generates income and demand for consumers' goods, and an
increase in consumption induces further investment.) When we
look for automatic expansionary impulses, we shall find them
primarily in the shape offactors which directly stimulate producers'
spending (investment). Here, again, it is convenient to distinguish
between changes on the side of the supply of, and demand for,
investible funds; but it must not be forgotten that there are factors
which affect demand and supply at the same time.
We begin with changes on the supply side. We
Return of assume that demand for investible funds has not
confidence. completely vanished-that is to say, that there is
a latent demand at a positive rate of interest which
cannot be satisfied because the 'ruling rate of interest is too high
owing to the supply situation (lack of confidence on the part
of the banks and the investing public, high liquidity preference).
This being so, the cessation of the hoarding process, as described
in the preceding section, will not only bring the contraction in
MV to a halt: it will also lead in course of time to an expansion.
When the banks, industrial firms and private individuals have
on the whole reached the conclusion that their cash reserves are
large enough-in other words, when they have attained the degree
ofliquidity which they deem in the circumstances to be desirable or
necessary I-the rate of interest will fall, because a certain amount
of money will be put on the capital market instead of going into
hoards. Investment will pick up a little; and this will stabilise MV
and·· the aggregate demand for goods. It will also bring about
a stabilisation of employment and production. If such a state of
1 If the theory put forward in the text of the automatic cessation of
hoarding and contraction is not accepted, it will be necessary to rely on
those active stimulants which are likely to arise sooner or later (as
explained in the following pages). The rest of the argument is not afIected.
In particular, the proposition that MV is likely to rise, as soon as it has
stopped falling. holds good-whatever the factor may have been which
brought the fall of M V to a halt.
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comparative stability has lasted for a w bile without new business
failures and other shocks to confidence, confidence will return
and people will be tempted to reduce their hoards. When prices
have once ceased falling, or when they are expected to remain
stable or to rise, there is a strong inducelnent to dishoard, since
hoarding means the sacrifice of the profits of investment. 1 On the
other hand, during the contraction, the debt burden of industry
will have been reduced in various ways and thus the basis for a
revival of financing increased production by loans, etc., will have
been restored~
This process of a gradual restoration of the basis for a new
expansion of investment has been frequently described. The
analysis could be much more detailed. Such expressions as
" general state of confidence" or "pessimi~m "and "optimism ",
even if restricted to the suppliers of investible funds, relate to
very complex phenomena. Different types of risks and fears may
be distinguished, some of which refer only to long-term investments while others refer to long and short-term investments of
various types. A number of institutional complications might be
introduced. We confine ourselves to analysing the process in
outline. The basic fact which one has to keep in mind is that the
return of confidence and the disappearance of pessimism lead to
dishoarding, to an increase in the" supply of investible funds and,
if there is demand for such funds, to an increase of MV (demand
for goods) and of employment and production.
We turn to the demand sid~. When a contracRevival of tion has continued for a long time, when prices are
ifIV8.rfm8nf. sagging and demand is falling almost everywhere,
the demand for investible funds may have reached
almost the vanishing-point, so that a fall in the supply price (that
is, of the market rate of interest) even to a very low level may
have very little iafluence. Nobody dares to invest. But the
reason is not that the accumulation of real wealth has gone so
far that physically there are no investment opportunities left-i.e.,
that there is no possibility of increasing output by adopting
1

We need not pause to translate that into Mr. Keynes' terms.

pare Chapter 8, §§ 3, 4, 5.
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time-consuming processes of production. The reason is rather the
fear that prices will fall and a lack of confidence, a feeling of
uncertainty about the future in general. It follows that, when
total demand and prices have once settled down at some level
or other, the demand for investible funds will rise automatically
with the mere lapse of time. The fear that prices will fall further
will gradually disappear and certain investments, which would
have been possible and profitable but have not been undertaken
because of the fear that demand and prices would fall further, will
begin to be made.
It is very likely that during the contraction, when investment was
at a standstill, new inventions may have been made which, in
spite of the fact that (at the ruling prices) they would reduce the
cost of production,1 have not been put into application because they
necessitate more or less heavy investments which the entrepreneur
is not willing to make when he expects a fall in demand and prices.
Thus a stock of investment opportunities is accumulated, which is
likely to induce investment expenditure as soon as the general
price fall has been stopped. The way in which, after a long spell
of depression, the ice is broken by some enterprising spirits who
have the courage to try something new in some line of production,
and the way in which the example they set is followed by others in
the same or other branches of industry, are described in classical
language in the various writings of Professor SCHUMPETER.
cc Whenever . • . new things have been successfully done by
some, others can, on the one ~and, copy their behaviour in the
same line . • • and, on the other hand, get the courage to do
similar things in other lines, the spell being broken, and many
details of the behaviour of the first leaders being applicable outside
their own field of action." I
See Mitchell Business Cycles, Berkeley. 1913, page 567.
• Schumpeter, Economica, December 1927, page 298. See also his
Theory of Economic Development (English translation, 1934) and Pigou,
Indust,-ial Fluctuations, 2nd edition, 1929, pages 92 and 93. It should,
however, be noted that Schumpeter uses this argument, not so much
to explain how the lower turning-point is brought about, but to show how
the system is carried, during the upswing, beyond the equilibrium point
(colupare footnote on page 81 above). However, there seems to be no
reason why this dynamic factor should not in some cases make its appearance at an earlier point in the course of the cycle.
1

l
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Another factor closely connected with, or even
Replacement indistinguishable from, the revival of new investdemand.
ment (probably in new and untried combinations)
is the increase in replacement demand. During
the contraction, not only new investment, but also reinvestment
has been curtailed. On the other hand, the capital equipment of
industry deteriorates by wear and tear and obsolescence. Therefore,
even with the reduced volume of output, it is very probable that
sooner or later the need for replacement will make itself felt in one
industry or another, which leads to dishoarding or new borrowing
and an increase in MV.
There is a further point. Producers know from experience that
prices will not fall for ever. When prices have fallen for a time,
they will probably become more and more inclined to anticipate
a reverse in the price movement. Accordingly, they will not put
off imp.rovements and replacements for so long as is possible from
the technological point of view without impairing the process of
production: they will rather seize the opportunity of having the
improvements and replacements made when prices are stilllow. 1
Fall in
We must now discuss one very important type of
adjustment which under a competitive price system
wages.
would appear to be the natural cure for unemployment-namely, the reduction ofmoney wages and other cost items. 2
We are not here concerned with the social and moral aspects
of the problem. Nor do we focus attention on the problem of
whether a reduction in wages is the best method of bringing a
depression to an end (assuming that it is a possible method and
that there ate alternative methods). The problem with which we

1 The problem of " replacement waves n has been discussed in the
first part of the book (see page 84). Mr. Keynes, 'too, has availed himself
of this standard tool of cycle analysis (General Thecwy, page 253)
• An analysis in many respects similar to the following one was given
by Professor S. Slichter in his book Towards Stability, New York, 1935,
and in his paper" The Adjustment to Instability" in the American
Economic Review, Vol. 26 1936 (Supplement), pages 196-213 passim.
As- was pointed out in Chapter 8, § 5, above, the following analysis has
also many points in common with Mr. Keynes' treatment.
J
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are concerned is a more modest one, although it would seem that
its solution is an indispensable preliminary to any answer on the
questions of policy.
The problem is this. Is the fall in money wages which we
observe during any major depression to be regarded as a factor
which tends to put an end to the contraction? Would depression
be alleviated and revival hastened if money wages were more
flexible and fell more rapidly so long as unemployment persists ?1
This is a very-much-disputed question. Many economists see
in a redpction of wages the unavoidable. and infallible remedy
against unemployment. Others· denounce it as useless or even
detrimental.
A large part of what has been written on the
Monetary subject has been vitiated by the fact that the moneimplications. tary implications of the various theories have not
been made clear. l\fany argue on the tacitassumprion that MV can be taken as constant, or at any rate as independent
of changes in money wages. If this were true, if total monetary
demand were not influenced by a· reduction in money wages, then
of course, with lower money wages, ·employment and production
would be greater than with higher wages, because, with lower
wages and prices, the same amount of money would buy more
goods and provide more employment. Others have assumed tacitly
or without adequate proof that MV will fall by the same amount as
pay-rolls have been reduced (or even by more), so that the general

I An equivalent to a decrease in money wages is an increase in the
efficiency of labour which does not augment other cost items (e.g 0' capital
cost) at the same time. If the worker works harder, or if the work is
better organised so that a smaller labour force can do the same ~ork
without an increase in capital equipment, the position, so far as the
employer is concerned, is equivalent to a reduction in money wages.
From other (e.g., the social) points of view, there may be important
differences between the two methods of reducing labour cost. For the
purpose of our problem they are equivalent.
The statistical measurement .of efficiency presents extraordinary
difficulties, which cannot be discussed here. It may. however, be noted
that the ordinary statistical measure of Hefficiency-wages "-viz.,labour
cost per unit of output (pay-roll: volume of output)--cannot be taken as
a precise measurement of the magnitude we have in mind.
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situation remains unchanged (or even deteriorates). Each of
these extreme assumptions-or, for that matter, an' assumption
intermediate between the two-may be true under certain circumstances and false under others. Without specifying the attendant
circumstances and distinguishing a. number of different ca.ses~
nothing definite can be said.
We begin by assuming an isolated country, leaving eomplications
arising from international trade for later treatment. Wliat holds
true of an isolated country holds true substantially also of any big
country which need not allow its internal policy to be influenced
by considerations of international trade.
If an individual firm manages to reduce wages, it
Effect ofwage will usually .be able to expand production at the
reductions expense of other firms in the same industry, so that
a particuJar the others will be forced to follow suit. Therefore,
industry. we had better start with the assumption that money
wages are reduced throughout the entire branch of
industry concerned. What will be the possible or typical reaction
of the wage-cut on this industry---Ieaving aside for the moment
indirect influences on other industries and repercussions of these
secondary effects on the industry where wages were reduced?
We shall try to answer this question with special reference to the
problem of how MV is.likely to be affected.
A priori, there is a wide range of possibilities. At the one
extreme the industry. may expect a great increase in demand from
a fall in price made possible by the reduction of cost, and may
accordingly increase production by so much that employment
increases by more than the wage has fallen, so that the sum disbursed
for wages directly and indirectly through the purchase of raw
material and equipment is actually greater than it was before. (We
characterise this by saying. that the elasticity of the industry's
demand for labour, including indirect demand exercised through
the purchase of means of production, is greater·than unity-which
involves an even greater elasticity of demand for the product of
this industry.)1 In the other extreme, there is the possibility that
I Even if the output of the industry in question does not increase as
a consequence of a wage reduction, the industry may be enabled by the
reduction of its labour cost to give more employment, if it uses the money
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output and employment are not increased at all (the elasticity of
demand for labour being zero) so that the amount saved is withdrawn from circulation-e.g., by repaying bank loans or by not
contracting new ones. The position' of the banks is thereby
improved: but, since we are speaking of a period of contraction,
we cannot assume that the whole of the sums repaid will be re-lent
to other borrowers. We are certainly nearer to the truth if we
assume that at least a part will be used to strengthen the reserves
of the banks.
In order to avoid a post hoc ergo propter hot argument, we must
make the preceding statement more precise. We may say that
employment will, or may, rise to such an extent that wage disbursements (directly in the industry concerned, and indirectly in the
preceding stages through the purchase of raw materials and other
means of production, etc.) are raised above the level which they
would have attained had the reduction in the wage rate not occurred.
This formula covers the case (which during a general contraction
may easily occur) of a wage reduction inducing an industry to
refrain from contracting its employm.ent and pay-rolls by so much
as it otherwise would have been forced to do, so that the wage
reduction does not bring about an increase in employment and
pay-rolls in comparison with the preceding period but prevents
it from falling to a lower level. The other extreme is then the
case where employment is not increased at all above the level
which it would have attained if there had been no .reduction in
wages-a level, namely, which would probably be lower during a
general contraction than in the preceding period-so that the
amount of money withdrawn from circulation is greater than it
would be if no wage reduction occurred.
In the first case, the wage reduction has an expansionary influence,
so that the contraction is mitigated or even reversed. In the second
case, the influ~nce 1s de£l~tionary, and the contraction is hastened
and intensified.
saved to improve or replace its equipment--or, in other words, if it was
consuming its capital and the wage reduction puts a stop to such consumption. This is not, however, a typical case in a depression, since even the
existing equipment is not then fully utilised, though it is not denied that
capital consumpti<:>n may be going on.
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We now ask, Is it possible to decide on general
Willpay-rolls grounds which of the two possible outcomes of a
rise orfa'I? wage reduction is likely to prevail during a contraction process? Can the fall in money wages be
regarded as something which, on balance, mitigates and shortens
the contraction, or· is it an inten~ifying factor? We may certainly
assume that employment and output in the industry directly
concerned will be influenced fav~urably.1 It is hardly conceivable that an industry would react to a fall in money wages by
giving less employment than it would otherwise do. But it does
not necessarily follow that employment and output must rise to
such an extent that wage disbursements increase. For various
reasons, during a depression, especially its first phase, wage reductions are less likely to have a strong expansionary influence than
during the upswing ofthe cycle. There is excess capacity (surplus
equipment) in many lines of industry; and there may be large
stocks from which raw materials and semi-finished products can
I It may be, and has been, argued that, even if in principle a reduction
in wages may be expected to· exercise a favourable influence, the latter

will not materialise at once and the delay will be sufficient to stultify its
operation altogether. If an entrepreneur is led by a reduction in wages
to increase his investment, he will need some time to put his plans into
efiect. First, he is likely to wait for a while and see how things develop.
Secondly, his plans must be worked out in detail before orders can b~
given and t~e money actually be spent. In the meantime, wages and
pay-rolls will have been reduced, and consequently the demand for goods
in general will have fallen. This will cause the general situation to deteriorate, and may well induce the producer to drop his plan of increasing
his output. If, therefore, his investments are not made at once, they are
likely not to be made at all.
There is certainly much force in this argument; and we have already
had occasion in our analysis (page 353) to refer to this inevitable lag
between the conception of investment plans (or the occurrence of a
change which makes the investment in principle a profitable proposition)
and the actual expenditure involved.
But at this point of the argument the situation is somewhat different.
In the first place, we are concerned not so much with new investment in
fixed capital as with. a possible increase of production within the framework of existing plant. In the second place, it must be remembered
that a reduction in wages may not only stimulate an increase in output,
but may also induce the employer to refra~ from a curtailment of production and employment. In this latter case. the efiect of the wage reduction
may well be quite instantaneous.
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be obtained-i.e., output can be increased without heavy new
investment. If new investment in fixed· capital were required, it
would be difficult to raise the necessary sums. Pessimism prevails,
and people are reluctant to take the risk of investment for longer
periods. But, as we have seen, these conditions are likely to
change gradually when the contraction has progressed far enough.
On the other hand, a reduction in wages is bound to have a favourable psychological effect on business-men, and will make them
more inclined to invest and the banks more inclined to lend; and
this tends to mitigate deflation.
There is another very important point to be
Influence mentioned. The case ,\,\There producers use part
of cost of what they save through the cut in wages to
reduction strengthen their liquidity or to repay bank loans
on sales implies that total receipts from sales do not fall by
receipts under ~o much as pay-rolls. In other words, if prices fall
competition so much that all that is gained by cutting wages is
and monopolY. passed on to the consumer, the position of the
producer is not improved and there is no scope for
additional hoarding so far as he is conc€rned. This could only
happen under conditions of perfect competition and even then
not to a full extent. Even on the assumption of perfect
competition in the strict sense of economic theory, when every
producer regards the price at which he can sell as given independent
of his own action and expands his production accordingly up to the
point where his marginal cost equals the price-even on this
assumption total receipts will not fall by as much as pay-rolls except
in the improbable case of marginal prime cost being constant-i.e.,
the marginal cost curve being horizontal. In all cases where
marginal cost rises, only a part of the reduction in the total cost of
production which has been achieved by the cut in wages will be
passed on to the consumer. 1 In other words, gross profits will be
] It may be added that the view which one can frequelltlyhearexpressed
that a wage-reduction can have a stimulating effect only if prices are
correspondingly reduced, is not generally correct. Even if prices are not
reduced at all more employment may result from a reduction in money
wa~es, if entrepreneurs are· induced or enabled to resume the replacement of their equipment which they had neglected.
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increased-though net profits will still be negative, since the gross
profits do not cover amortisation of the fixed capital-and there is
therefore scope for increased hoarding or repayment of bank loans.
This is afortiori the case where there is not free competition in the
strict sense of economic theory, and prices under monopolistic
or quasi-monopolistic conditions (or simply as a result of friction
or fear of spoiling the marke~) are prevented from falling to the
point of equality with marginal cost-in other words, where
producers fail to expand production up to the point at which
marginal cost equals price.
We conclude, therefore, that the freer the competition and
the more flexible the price the greater the favourable effect of
wage reductions and the smaller the danger of an intensification of deflation. That conclusion is no more nor less· than
was to be expected. It does not follow, however, that such an
intensification of the hoarding process . as a consequence of a
wage reduction is impossible, even under competition in the
strictest sense.
Suppose employment and output in a particular
RBpermssions industry to have been somewhat increased in reon other sponse to a fall in money wages, but not by so much
industries. as wages have been reduced, sb that there results
a decrease in the disbursements of wages by the
industry in question. This increase in employment and output
is certainly desirable: but we have also to take into consideration
the effect on other industries. This depends on what happens to
the increased (gross) profits. Suppose a part of them is hoarded.
Then demand for other products will be reduced, 1 and the increase
in employment in the industry directly concerned will be partly or
wholly offset by a decrease somewhere else. This may even
react back on the first industry and partly nullify there the original
increase in empl9yment.
1 Of course, an increase in wage disbursements need not result in an
instantaneous increase in demand for wage goods~ since the wage-earner
may hoard part of it or use it for repaying debts. On the other hand, a
decrease may be temporarily offset by drawing on hoards or incurring debts. We disregard these factors here as being quantitatively
unimportant.
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It may be useful to put the same thing in a slightly different
way. It may happen that, if wages had not been reduced in the
particular industry, employment and output would be smaller in
this hldustry, but the industry, would have disbursed more money
for wages, etc., and would have financed this either by borrowing
more from the banks or by refraining from repaying bank loans
or from building up moneta~y reserves or by drawing on idle
funds at its disposal (by reducing its liquidity).
So far we have analysed the case from the standpoint of one particular industry, assuming other
Wage
reductions things being equal. But, if wage reductions occur
in many in a number of industries at the same time, or one
industries. after the other at short intervals, it is still more
difficult to tell what the aggregate result will be.
If the primary influences on each industry are such that on balance
no change in MV takes place, the hoardings induced in some'
industries being balanced by induced dishoardings 1 in other industries, the net result will be an increase in total employment. If the
dishoarding in some industries is larger than the hoarding in others,
the result will be a still greater increase in employment. But this
need not necessarily happen. ~n balance, the tendency to hoard
1 Some writers have displayed a certain aversion for the word
hoarding" (e.g., Mr. Kahn in his review of the first edition of this book).
Others have obscured' the concept by distinguishing all kinds of new
meanings which the word is alleged to have in the writings of different
writers without saying who those authors are (see Joan Robinson :
I I The Concept of Hoarding ",
Economic ] out'nal, Vol. XLVIII, June
1938, pages 231 to 237). It is difficult to attach any meaning to the statement that " , hoarding', except in the sense which is covered by the
conception of liquidity preference " has no causal force" (o.P. cit.,
page 236). The meaning of " hoarding" which is used here and which
was defined precisely in Chapt~r 8, § 3, is not the one to which alone
Mrs. Robinson attributes " causal force "" But it has certainly causal
significance in that the decision of individuals to hoard or not to hoard in
this sense is of great importance for future events. How it can be translated into Mr. Keynes' terms has been repeatedly indicated. In the
present context it may help to translate" dishoarding" into" greater
disbursements ", with the additional condition (carried by the expression
" dishoarding ", but not by the word" disbursement") that the
increase in expenditure is an addition to aggregate expenditure of society
as a whole.
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may be stronger than the tendency to dishoard. To be sure, a
certain amount of net hoarding, as evidenced by a decline in MV, is
consistent with an' increase in· employment and output. But, if
it goes beyond a certain poin~, the stimulating effect of a reduction
in money wages may be frustrated, the fall in wages being accompanied by a fall in demand and in prices. Employment and output
will be no higher; they may even be lower than they would have
been without the fall in wag~s.
But, even in this unfavourable. and perhaps
improbable case, where a reduction of money wages
Wage
reduction.! has the immediate effect of intensifying contraction,
increase the policy of reducing wages and prices, if pursued
liquidity• long e1iough, will be sufficient to create a situation
out of which a revival (a new expansion) is likely
to emerge sooner or later without any special expansionary stimulus,
from without being required.!
This follows from what has been said earlier in this and the
previous section. We there demonstrated that, with the continuance of contraction, banks and individual firms become more and
more liquid. Money hoards grow, both in terms of money andsince prices fall-still more in purchasing power. Now, it is
be accelerated if wages are reduced and
clear that this process
prices fall more than they would without a fall in wages. In
other words, the fall in money wages and prices reduces the volume
of work which money has to perform in mediating the exchange
of goods and services in the different stages of production.
Money is set free in 4this line of its employment, and becomes
available for hoarding.- Pari passII with the fall in prices, existing
money hoards (M2 ) rise in real value and, sooner or later, the point
will be reached where even the most cautious individuals will
find an irresistible temptation to stop hoarding and to dishoard.
We may put the matter in yet another way. Assume for the
moment that, independently of the behaviour of money wages,

rill

1

Compare footnotes Ion page 390 and 39 2 .

• In Keynesian terminology, less money is needed to satisfy the transactions motive and more becomes available for" speculative holding" :

M 1 decreases ; M i increases.
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there is a definite level of liquidity which must be reached before
the· economic system can again start on· the up-grade. It is clear
in this case that the more rapidly wages and prices are allowed to
fall the more quickly the desir~d level of liquidity will be reached.
Flexibility of money wages, and competition in the labour market
as a means to the attainment of flexibility may be regarded as a
factor conducive to the restoration of full employment. But the
problem is not quite so simple as that, because the level of liquidity
which must be attained need not necessarily be independent of
the movement in money wages. If wages are very flexible, and if '
this flexibility has an initial deflationary effect (as explained
above), disturbances may result, confidence may be shaken
and thus a higher degree of liquidity may be required than when
wages were somewhat more rigid. But, the argument runs,
even in this unfavourable case-which is by no means the
only possible case, or even the most probable,-there is somewhere a higher level of liquidity which is sufficient in all
circumstances.
The question with which the above discussion
Conclusions. began, as to whether a continued fall in money wages
under conditions of general unemployment is to be
regarded as a factor which will bring a contraction to an end, must
therefore, if we carry the argument to its logical conclusion, be
answered in the affirmative. It must, however, be emphasised
once more that this does not imply the necessity for a process of
contraction's always, or even in the majority of cases, running
its course through to its " natural "end. One or the other of the
expansionary impulses which have been analysed in the present
and the preceding section will usually intervene. Nor again, in
answering the question in the affirmative, is there any intention of
prejudging the issue of the advisability or otherwise, in the absence
of a spontaneous expansionary impulse, of attempts to check the
course of the contraction by State intervention in one form or
another. In answering that question, many extraneous considerations arise, some of them of a non-economic nature, which cannot
be discussed here. But so far as the problem in hand is concerned
-namely, the problem of the influence of the behaviour of money
wages-the following conclusions may be drawn.
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An isolated policy of keeping money wages up is
very dangerous; although it is impossible to deny
problems that a policy of wage·tutting may on occasion,
. of po/icy. up to a certain point, intensify the contraction before
its favourable influence on employment and output
makes itself felt~ It may be very difficult to decide beforehand
whether such a temporary intensification is, or is not, to be expected
from a given reduction in money wages in a number of industries.
If there are reasons to believe that even without a \vage reduction
contraction of MV will go on-and, as we have seen in the chapter
on the contraction process, a certain shrinkage in MV is the
invariable concomitant of a cyclical depression-it will certainly
increase unemployment and prolong contraction if wages are
not allowed to fall, If a contraction in a country is dictated by
its international situation, the situation is still clearer. Wages
and prices must be allowed to fall if a rise in unemployment
and a fall in output are· to .be prevented. (It is another
question whether, and in what circumstances, it is possible and
advisable to cut short this process of adjustJ:nent by currency
devaluation.)
. On the other hand, where a country need not consider its international economic situation and has a free hand as to its monetary
policy, it is comparatively easy to make sure that the possible
deflationary influences of wage reductions are eliminated while
at the same time the expansionary influences are not hampered.
All that is required is to combine a policy of wage reduction with
expansio~ary measures such as public works financed by inflationary methods. The effect will be to forestall any decrease in total
wage disbursements, and consequently in the demand for
consumers' goods, which might otherwise result from the wage
reduction.
What has been said of wages is equally true of other prices which , "
are kept up by monopolistic manipulation or State intervention.
Some
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INTERNATIONAL ASPECTS OF BUSINESS CYCLES

§ I.

INTRODUCTION

In the preceding chapters, the analysis of economic
fluctuations has been pursued without much
attention to their international aspects. In all
references to " countries ", we have had in ~d,
not indeed completely closed economies, but areas
within whose borders all the characteristic features
of the business cycle-the swings of rising and falling money
demand, the reciprocal interactions ~f demand for consumers'
goods and demand for producers' goods, the variation through
time in the degree of employment and scarcity of productive
factors-could come into pl~_y. Repercussions on, and disturbances- from, economic relationships with the outside world have
made their appearance in the argument at various points, but
only incidentally : they have been ,treated as isolated facts and
have not been further analysed. The attempt has now to be
made to deal with these international aspects in systematic fashion.
The argument has to be adapted, as and where necessary, to the
fact that the real world is neither one big economic unit nor a
congeries of closed systems, but a complex system of economic
relationships of various kinds between individuals. The closest
connections these individuals tend to have with their neighbours
and their own countrymen; but they are linked up-sometimes
directly, always indirectly-with the farthest corners of the earth.
This adaptation of the argument incidentally links up two
branches of economic theory which too often are kept apart
Previous
treatment of
international
aspects.
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-the theory of international trade and the theory of economic
change. 1
In setting out the international complications
Methods of in orderly fashion, there are two alternative methods
exposition. of exposition which we may adopt. The first
method would be to start from the assumption of
two or more completely independent and isolated. economies,
and proceed to introduce one by one the various types of economic
connections which we find in the real world (exchange of goods
and serVices, capital movements, the various .types of monetary
connections), and so investigate the influence of each of these
connections on the course of·the cycle in the various countries,
and the extent to which a parallelism in the alternation of periods
of prosperity and contraction in the different areas concerned is
thereby produced.
The other method of approach, which is that adopted in the
following pages, is to start with ~e hypothesis of a spaceless closed
economy embracing the whole world and to introduce one by one
the .circumstances which divide and disintegrate that economy.
The disintegrating factors are so arranged as to start with the most
general, natura] and inevitable physical facts, and from thes~ to
proceed to the more artificial human devices, in such a way as to
exhibit the operation of the earlier factors without the later factors
but not of the later factors without the earlier.
The first disintegrating factor to be introduced is transportation
cost-in other words, imperfect mobility of goods and services.
1 In addition to the book by H. Neisser, Some International Aspects
of the Business Cycle (Philadelphia, 1936), two articles may be mentioned
which deal expressly with the international aspects of the business cycles,
viz. : o. ~Iorgenstem. U International vergleichende Konjunkturforschung" in Zeitsch'Yijt ju'Y die gesamte Staatswissenschaft, 1927, Heft 2; and
A. v. l\Iiihlenfels) U Internationale Konjunkturzusammenhange" in
]ah'YbUcher fur Nationalokonomie und Sta.tistik,. 130, Band III, Folge 75,
1929 1. Moreover, the literature on international trade has become
more cycle conscious" in recent times and contains frequent references
to cycle problems. Ct. B. Ohlin, Interregional and International Trade
(1933); R. Nurkse, Intet'nationale Kapitalbewegungen (1935) ; R. F.
Harrod, Inte'Ynational Economics (1933) ; C. Iversen, Aspects ot the Theory
of Capital kIovements (1935) ; J. Viner, Studies in the Theory of Inter"ational T'Yade, New York, 1937, especially Chapter VII, Section V.
U
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The second is the localisation of investment, credit and banking
(imperfect mobility of capital). The third, perhaps the most
important, is national currency autonomy. Thus we have a
series of situations representing an increasingly close approach
to reality. In .the discussion at each stage of approach, it will be
necessary to make further distinctions in relation to what we
conceive to be the distribution of resources (in the widest sense of
the word) among the various "countries". It is the uneven
geographical distribution of economic resources and activities
that gives the disintegrating factors their importance. If each
area or country possessed all types of resources in sufficient
quantity, the existence of high transport costs between them would
be irrelevant.
It goes without saying that some of these disintegrating factors
-especially the first, but also the second to some extent-operate,
not only between countries separated by political borders, but
also within p(,litical areas between different regions. When,
~erefore, we speak simply of " countries ", the expression is to
be understood with the obvious qualifications implied by the
context.
§ 2.

'INFLUENCE OF TRANSPORT COSTS : IMPERFECT MOBILITY
OF GOODS

The most natural and inevitable of all disintegrating factors is the existence of costs of transport.
Costs of transport should be interpreted in a broad
sense as covering, not only the expenses involved
in transferring goods between producers, or from
producer to consumer, in different localities, but
also the trouble and expense involved in moving the consumer
to the goods and services. It is assumed that resources are to
a considerable extent localised, whether by nature or, in the case
of labour, by a multiplicity of causes. It should further be kept
in mind that, at this stage of the argument" we still assume a unified
money and credit system for the whole world.
Given a certain geographical distribution of resources, the
effect of transport costs is to permit of cumulative upward and

Localisation
ofexpansion
and
contraction.
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downward movements in money demand, not wholly confined to,
but centred in, particular areas. In the absence of transport costs
in the sense defined above, the specialisation of particular areas to
particular lines of production arising out ofthe unequal distribution
ofresources between localities would have full play. Suppose now
a fortuitous expenditure on the part of a group of people. There
will be a consequent primary increase of income accruing to the
workers and entrepreneurs producing the articles to which the
additional demand is directed. Probably this primary income
increase will affect some districts more favourably than others.
When the primary increase in income comes to he spent, however,
there will be a secondary increase in incomes; and there is no
reason to believe that this will accrue particularly to those
districts which enjoyed the primary increase, nor yet to those
whose fortuitous increase in expenditure set the whole process
going. There is no presumption that the cumulative expansion
process will be localised in or centred around its first startingpoint; but it will spread in a random fashion all over the economic
surface.
When we introduce transport costs, however, specialisation
and division of labour between areas· tend to diminish; and we
find that the primary employment and income increase tends to
accrue in a greater degree to those living near to the group
which increased their expenditure. The secondary increase in
incomes will likewise tend to accrue to those living and working
near the beneficiaries of the primary increase in incomes, and
so on.
The cumulative expansion movement need not,
of
course, be confined to any particular locality.
Counterinfluence of The influence of transport costs tends so to confine
it; but, on the other hand, the influence of the
uneven
distribution uneven distribution of resources tends to maintain
of resources. a geographical division of labour, to promote
'inter-regional exchange, and so to ensure that some
portion of the increased income of individuals in a given
locality is expended in the period immediately following on
cc imports" of one sort or another.
Thus, the more strictly the
various areas are specialised in particular types of economic
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activity the less scope there will be for local or regional monetary
expansions and contractions.
In seeking to picture an expansion from the point of view of
any particular country or area, we must bear in mind the fact
that each locality is differently placed in respect to the given
distribution of economic resources over the earth's surface. Each
locality has its own characteristic potentialities. for the production
of different goods and services, and its own characteristic constellation of transport costs affecting its exchanges with other centres
of production. As a result, a fortuitous increase in the monetary
demand for goods and services in one area may tend to confine
itself to that area, whereas in another area an increased demand
may rapidly overleap its own borders. l
In a country like the United Kingdom, for example, the primary
increase in income will be spent very largely on products (food,
textiles, and so on), the earlier stages of whose production are
located abroad. Thus, a considerable portion of the expenditure
of secondary and subsequent income increases will· be drained off
to agricultural countries; and the favourable repercussion on
British exports may be small and long delayed. A similar
argument will apply to a country like New Zealand, whose inhabitants will spend a considerable portion of a~y increase in income
on the manufactured products of the United States and Europe.
On the other hand, we may take the United States as an example
of a country in which only a very small proportion of an increase
in consumers' incomes will find its way abroad.
It is necessary, however, to keep in mind, not only the expenditure on consumption goods, but also· the expenditure on investment goods which is to some extent dependent on the former. In
an undeveloped country, without heavy industries, the process of
monetary expansion by way of reciprocal stimulation of consumption and investment-the so-called Wicksellian process-will be
of minor importance. If a revival of British industry takes place,
it provides n ~timulus for the building and extension of plant. The
1 Ct. the interesting article by F. W. Paish, U Banking Policy and the
Balance of International Payments". in Economica. Vol. HI (New Series),
November 1936.
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existence of a world capital market (which in this stage of the
argument is still assumed to function smoothly) ensures an
unlimited supply of investible funds, so that the investment can
proceed unhampered by rising interest rates. The funds invested
will be spent on the products of British heavy industries, and
the flow of money incomes will be enhanced. On the other
, hand, if the original impetus to prosperity develops in some part of
China, it may become profitable to extend, e.g., the railway system
-in which case a large proportion of the money' invested will
be drained off to Europe or America, who supply the required
capital goods.
It must not be assumed that the proportion of
Tendenry of expenditure in any country which finds its way
local
abroad in payment of imports will remain the same
expanJionJ to in all phases of a cyclical movement. As a local
overflow. expansion or contraction develops, there will be
changes in the distribution of income and expenditure which may involve a greater or smaller proportion of purchases from abroad; but there is no reason to expect any systematic
movement. More important is the point already touched on
that, as the volume of the demand for investment goods changes
in relation to the ~olume of the demand for consumers' goods,
the foreign drain will become less or more considerable. In this
event, some systematic movement in the direction of a greater or
smaller foreign drain is to be expected in each individual case;
but we cannot say in general which direction the movement will
take.
We can say, however, that the further a local expansion goes
the more it is likely to " spill over" into other regions-and that
for a different, a third, reason. Imports will increase, not merely
pari passu with incomes, but faster. As the expansion goes on,
stocks are taken up, unemployed workers reabsorbed" and plant is
used to fuller capacity. Hence wages and other prices will rise
and, by the operation of the mechanism described in the classical
expositions of international trade theory, both home and foreign
demand will be switched away from local products to foreign
substitutes. For a local ,boom even more than for a general boom,
the stage of price-inflation is a dangerous one and marks the
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beginning of the end. On the other hand, where prices are kept
steady as a result, e.g., of technological progress, the boom may
obtain a longer lease of life.
The effects of transport costs are not, however,
Coexistence confined to the imposition of a check on the spread
of prosperity of prosperity and depression from one area to
and depression another. They also make it possible that, at one
fadlitated. and the same time, a cumulative contraction process
should be taking place in one region and a cumulative expansion process in· another region. The simplest, though
not the most likely, cause of such a development would be a change
of taste or income distribution in the world as a whole, leading to
a transference of demand from the products.of one region to those
of another. In a "spaceless" economy, such "horizontal"
demand shifts, while significant for the industries directly
concerned and for their subsidiary industries, would be relatively a matter of indifference for the rest of the economic
system, unless the conse~uence of the shift was to set afoot a
net expansion or contraction. In the real world, the effect may
be to promote an upswing in one quarter and a downswing in
another.
A somewhat similar case is the effect of innovations in methods
of production or transportation, the introduction of new types of
finished goods, etc. In most of these cases, the stimulus provided
for the new industries will find its counterpart in a check to the
old competing industries-i.e., those industries which produce
the equipment or material replaced or rendered superfluous by the
new processes, and those which have lost their market because
demand has been drawn away by the newly invented types of
goods. This setback in the old industries·may not become serious
until after the new methods have been put into operation; but,
when it does, it is calculated-in a "spaceless" economy-to
precipitate the down-tum. If, however, the new industries are
localised in areas other than those in which their unsuccessful
rivals are to be found, the continuance of prosperity in the former
region may be but little hampered by the misery of the latter.
The danger of excessive anticipations in one country need not
drag the whole world down.
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Much of what has been said about the influence
Influence
of transport costs is equally applicable to tariff
of existing barriers and other hindrances to international trade.
tariffs.
Customs duties in particular resemble transport
costs in that they impose an obstacle to the movement of goods; but the obstacle can be overcome if the price
disparities in the exporting and the importing country are
sufficiently high. For this reason it is convenient· to mention
them at this point, though they may be regarded as more
" artificial " than some of the other disintegrating factors treated
below.
Whereas transport costs tend to increase the proportion of
demand directed to goods and services produced in· nearer or
more accessible. regions, Customs tariffs-being levied at political
frontiers only-tend to confine demand to the products of the
same State, or to other States whose imports are rel~tively little
affected by the tariff barriers. Often, this means that tariffs act
as an additional factor tending to localise monetary expansions and
contractions. It need not be so, however, since their effect may
be to divert demand from nearer to more distant sources of supply.
This will be the case for populations living close to political
frontiers and hence to Customs barriers. The effect of high tariff
protection will be that localities within the same country-or,
it may be, within the same empire-may tend to have their periods
of prosperitY and depression at the same time, whereas other
countries will tend to show a lesser degree of synchronisation.
Changes in tariffs have exactly the same conse..
Influence quences as changes in transportation cost-in
of changes which connection we may refer to the short analysis
in tariffs. of. the possible expansionary influence of the
imposition of a tariff in the protected country
which was given on page 382 above. (This type of analysis can
be easily adapted so as to apply to the effects of the removal of a
tariff on both countries concerned.)
Tariffs differ, on the other hand, from transport costs in the
fact that they can be altered by legislation, and therefore may be
changed as a matter of policy systematically throughout.the course
of a cycle. A country may conceivably succeed, by raising its
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tariff wall, in diverting demand from foreign to domestic sources
of supply (though, be it noted, a part of the demand thus diverted
from the purchase of foreign goods may be sterilised in the form
of hoards). It is conceivable, therefore, that a country might use
its power to vary its tariffs as a means of mitigating the violence
of its own industrial fluctuations, raising them when threatened
by deflation in other countries or by the appearance of deflationary
tendencies at home, and lowering them in the opposite case of
.danger of inflation whether originating at home or in other
countries.
Although the trend of international commercial policy has
been steeply in the direction of protection ever since the beginning
of the last quarter of the nineteeth century, a certain cyclical
movement is unmistakable. Every major depression brought a.
new outburst of protectioni~m, whilst prosperity periods have
usually been marked by short steps back in the direction of freer
trade.
But while it is conceivable that a single nation might succeed, by a
policy of raising tariffs in bad times and lowering them in good
times, in damping the impact on itself of the great international
business cycles, the consequence of such a policy simultaneously
pursued by all nations would be precisely the reverse. The
raising of a tariff means a limitation of the investment opportunities of the potential importers. The n10ney which is prevented
from leaving the country is in part hoarded. The demand for
foreign products will fall by more than the amount by which the
demand for home products rises : and, if such a policy is pursued
all round by every country, the depression will be rendered still
more severe in the world as a whole and very probably in each
individual country as well. For similar reasons, a policy of
reducing tariffs in the upswing, simultaneously pursued by all
nations, will not lead to stability in the total money demand,
but will rather afford a further expansionary impetus to each
country.
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INFLUENCE OF THE LOCALISATION OF INVESTMENT,

CREDIT AND BANKING :

IMPERFECT MOBILITY OF CAPITAL

In the last section, we introduced into our

Eqllalisation picture of the cy~lical movement the. influence of
of interest an uneven distribution of (a) resources and (b)
rates.
transportation cost of goods .and services. We
have continued, however, up till now to assume a
common money circulation within the whole of the area under
consideration. This assumption we shall still maintain in the
present section. We have further assumed perfect mobility of
capital. This assumption will now be dropped; and in its place
we shall int.roduce the assumption of a more or less complete
localisation ofinvestment and banking activity-in other words, we
shall assume imperfect mobility of capital.
Let us first enquire into the exact meaning of imperfect
mobility of capital and of its opposite. By perfect mobility
of capital we mean perfect mobility of loanable funds, that is
to say, a state of affairs in which loanable. funds will flow to
those parts of the world where demand is highest or, rather, in
whi~h they will be distributed over the various countries in such
a way that the rates of interest in general-or, more precisely»
the rates of interest for different types of loans with equivalent
maturities and risk-will everywhere be the same.
It should be noted that perfect mobility of capital,
Mobility of that is complete inter-local equalisation of the rate
capifaiversUJ of interest is not incompatible with high, or even
mobility of prohibitive, transportation costs (including artificial
goods.
costs such as tariffs) for goods in general and capital
goods in particular. Suppose two countries, A and
B, between which the transportation of capital goods of all kinds is
completely impossible, the trade between the two consisting
exclusively of consumption goods. If the currency of the two
countries is firmly based on gold, and if the position in respect
of debtors' morale, legal protection of investors and possibilities
of supervision of investments is the same in both countries, there
is no reason why the investors in the country where the interest
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tends to be lower should not turn to investments in the other
country. There will be a complete equalisation of the rate of
interest; and capital will eventually be transferred in the shape of
consumers' goods and luxuries. Short of the quite extreme case
where there is no exchange of goods or services whatsoever (a
case which need not detain us here), imperfect mobility of goods
does not directly reduce the mobility of capital. It cannot,
however, be denied that, indirectly, increasing restrictions on the
movement of goods and services tend to restrict the movement of '
capital, and render foreign investment more and more risky. If
the volume of trade between two countries is large, and if there are
many actual and potential export and import goods, the repercussions of the transfer of a ,given amount of investible funds (money
capital) will be slight. A mild expansion in one country relatively
to the other 1 will suffice to produce an export surplus from the
capital-exporting country. If, on the other hand, the volume
of trade is comparatively small, the movement of the same amount
of money capital will produce a more violent expansion, and
probably a sharp rise of prices, in the one count.ry·, and contraction and a sharp fall of prices in the other country. The same
thing can be expressed by saying that, where the volume of trade is
large and the economic connections are close between two countries,
the money which flows out of one country to seek investment in
the other will soon find its way back through increased exports
or reduced imports. If the volume of trade is small, it will
not return so quickly. The slump .in the capital-exporting
country may drive up the interest rate and thereby remove, at
least for the moment, the incentive for the migration of capital.
But it may also incite a flight of capital and precipitate
the crisis.
In the extreme case where no mo'Vement of goods or services
is possible, a transfer of money capital will be wholly inflationary

1 There need not in all cases be an absolute contraction in the capitalexporting country. A slowing-doWn. of the expansion may be sufficient.
There are also cases conceivable w'here no contraction-not even a relative
one-is required from the capital-exporting country-e.g., ifthe proceeds
of the loan are spent directly on goods of that ~ountry~
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in the one country and del;lationary in the other; 1 but even in this
case the transfer is not impossible, although it is difficult to see how
an equalisation in the rate of interest can be permanently achieved,
unless one believes the interest rate can be permariently lowered by
monetary inflation or permanently raised by deflation.
We may sum up as follows. The smaller the volume of trade
the more violent will be the inflation in·the borrowing, and deflation
in the lending, country consequent upon the movement of a certain
sum of money capital, or, if exchanges are allowed to vary, the
more violent will be the fluctuations in the exchange rate. If this
development does not directly check the tendency of capital to
migrate, it will at least affo~d incentives to State interventions such
as transfer moratoria and the like, and is for this reason indirectly
fatal to foreign investment.
So much for this digression. We return to the
The reasons main theme. As everybody knows, equalisation of
for differences interest between different countries is not the typical
in interest situation we find in the real world. What we find
rates.
is, on the contrary, a persistence of discrepancies,
sometimes of a very high order of magnitude.
The mobility of capital is usually far from being complete. People
tend to invest their money at home in local land, physical capital,
property rights, debts and so on, even though the rate of interest
which can be earned,is much lower than that to be obtained by
equivalent· investtnents abroad. The reasons for this are rather
obvious. Partly they are, so to speak, of· a physical nature.
Transport costs and costs of communication place obstacles in
the way of that personal supervision which is usually necessary
to obtain the highest income from investment in physical capital,
while they enhance the. difficulty of obtaining that first-hand
knowledge of the business and political situation in other countries
which is necessary to dissipate uncertainties in regard to business
propositions and the value of equities. But, on the whole, the
barriers to international lending and investment are less physical
than political, social and institutional. Ignorance of foreign
tongues, inadequacy of legal protection, risk of transfer restriction
1

Ct. Iversen, loco cit., page 47.
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or outright confiscation-and, to anticipate a little, fear of exchange
instability-are nowadays certainly more important factors than
actual distances..
We are not concerned here with the effects in the
Changes in long run of the immobility of capital on the economic
mobility of structure of the world and the economic developtapital.
ment of the capital importing and exporting countries. We do not try to answer questions as to
what, for exa.mple, the world would look -like to-day without the
enormous capital movements which took place in the nineteenth
and 1:\:\rentieth centuries. We are here concerned with (a) the
proximate influences of the imposition, removal, strengthening or relaxation of the impediments to international capital
movements, and (b) the modifications brought to the shortrun cycle of expansion and contraction by the very existence
of a certain degree of localisation of investment, credit and
banking.
On the basis of the analysis in the previous pages of the
nature and causes of cyclical expansions and contractions, it
is comparatively easy to answer the first of these questions.
Naturally, the answer cannot take· the form of a brief and
comprehensive formula: each case has to be taken individually.
But we can indicate broadly what are the factors which must be
taken into account.
Obviously, we must first distinguish between the effect on the
capital-exporting and that on the capital-importing country, and
must ascertain in each case in which phase of the cycle the change
takes place. What will be the influence on the supply of investible
funds _and the rate of interest in both coun~ries? Clearly, the
imposition (removal) of restrictions on capital movements will
tend to reduce (raise) the rate of interest in the capital-exporting
country, and to raise (reduce) it in the capital-importing
country. How will the demand for investible funds react to the
change in supply? This will, in turn, depend on the phase of
the cycle.
Thus the final outcome may differ according to circumstances.
But we are in a position to indicate what in any particular case
are the circumstances which determine that outcome.
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We turn now to the second question-that· is,
Tendency to to the effects of a certain degree of localisation of
damp down investment, credit, and banking. They can be
local booms most clearly brought out
supposing the tendency
and depressions. towards localisation to be so strong as absolutely
to prohibit lending and investment outside regional
or national boundaries. In such circumstances, the general world
market for capital (or investible funds) will be divided up geograpWcally or nationally into watertight compartments. In each
country, a different interest rate-or scale of rates-will prevail,
determined by the local demand for funds and the local supply.
The local supply will depend, among other things, on the
supply of money in the country, on the basis of which we may
suppose a more or less developed credit structure to have been
erected. What will be the conseque.t:lce of such an arrangement
on the length and amplitude of cycles in the different countries? Here, again, the answer cannot be contained in a single
formula.
On the one hand, localisation of credit tends to damp down
local booms and depressions. Suppose a local boom flares upbecause, e.g., the demand for the export goods of the area in question has risen or because of a purely internal stimulus to investment.
With an international capital market in operation, funds may in
such case be drawn from the whole world. The interest rate will
rise much less quickly than it would, were only local funds available. A local depression may also be alleviated or shortened by
imperfect mobility of capital. When the demand for investible
funds is at a low ebb, the fact that such funds cannot leave the
country will so reduce the rate ofinterest that the chances of revival
are improved.
On the other hand, there are a number of reserReservations. varions to tWs principle. While a boom, like a
fire, is more easily extinguished where the supply
of inflammable material is restricted, it may be that the causes of
the fire provide at the same time the inflammable material. If
the boom is caused by a rise in foreign demand, the influx of
money will increase the supply of investible funds as well as the
demand, and may, under a regime of localised credit, depress the
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rate of interest below the rate which would have prevailed had
capital exports been possible. In the same way, a depression due
to an adverse movement in international demand may be accentuated by a restriction of the supply of investible funds consequent
upon a drain of money from the country.
But even if we restrict the generalisation about the moderating
effect of credit localisation to booms and depressions where
external causation is lacking or unimportant, it is applicable only
to relative booms and depressions : that is to say, it is when a
country is more prosperous than other countries that it suffers
from the absence :]f capital movements. In the course of a general
world boom, countries which, though enjoying a cyclical upswing,
are less promising fields for investment than others may be drained
of funds if capital movements are possible. It will be seen that
anything which tends to hinder such movements may in the
circumstances prolong the prosperity of some countries while
limiting that 'of others. Similarly, localisation of credit may put
a brake on depression .in the most-depressed countries, while
prolonging it in less-depressed countries.
A still further limitation must be placed on the general principle
to allow for cases where capital exports and imports are not merely
cyclical phenomena, but trend phenomena. Suppose that in some
countries the supply of investible funds tends on the wholecounting in all phases of the cycle-to run ahead ofthe demand, and
so to depress the rate of interest below that prevailing in other
countries. If capital exports are possible, they will take place.
If not, a part of the funds will be invested at home, bringing down
the interest rate, while a part will be sterilised in hoards and cash
reserves. Taking an average over good years and bad, the hoards
will be larger if credit is localised than if it is not. But these
hoards may be invested in boom periods at home. Their presence
ensures that the supply of investment funds from domestic sources
will be fairly elastic. It is even conceivable that the localisation
of credit, by promoting the accumulation of hoards in advanced
countries which would otherwise be capital-exporting, may make
the supply of investible funds available to the entrepreneurs of
those countries more elastic than it would be if· international
capital movements were possible.
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Having attempted to ,sketch the effects of

Effect.! on credit localisation on the cyclical movements of
cc spreading" of individual countries, let us rtow turn to. the question
tyclical
of its effects on the spreading of such .cyclical
movements. mov~ments from country to country. Suppose
that' investment opportunities appear in country A,
and a boom develops accompanied by rising interest rates. With'
a perfect world capital market, this would mean that funds would
be drained from foreign countries, raising the rates of interest
there. Foreign countries would thus experience at the same time
a rise in their export trade to A, involving a rise in the demand for
investible funds and a fall in the supply of those funds. It cannot.
in general be said whether the inflationary effect of the forme·r
would outweigh the deflationary effect of the latter. If, on the
other han~ capital movements are impossible, the effect of A's
boom is unambiguous. A's trade balance will become less favourable .and money will tend to flow abroad, with the effect of
increasing there the supply of, as well as the demand for, investible
funds.
It might seem to follow from this argument that the localisation
of credit is a· factor tending to spread prosperity and depression
from one country to another. But, even in the case considered
above, this is not. necessarily true. It was pointed out in the
foregoing pages that in general-though there were exceptionsthe eff~ct of localisation of credit was to limit the extent of booms
and depressions. In so far as it has this effect, it also limits the
rise' in A's imports, which will· take place during an upswing
in A and SQ limit the extent of the stimulus to business in the outside world. If funds could be transferred to A from the outside
world, the increased investment there would have its repercussion
on imports, thus giving rise to an increased demand for goods in
the outside world. On the other hand, the transfer of the funds
will re~uce the supply of investible funds in the outside world:
but it is conceivable that the latter effect will be less important
than 'the former. This is likely to be the case when, during a
depression, the supply of lo~able funds is very elastic, the rate
of interest having reached a minimum level (set by institutional
circumstances) in the face ofa very Jow demand. Thus, localisation
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of credit may easily have the effect of hindering the spread of a
boom by hindering the boom itself. 1
The disparate organisation of the world capital
International market opens up a new series of possible repercustransfers sions from changes which involve a transfer of
OJ demand. demand from one country to another. The unequal
development of credit in different parts of the
world means that any movement of the balance of trade in favour
ofa country with~ a relatively highly developed credit structure will,
&eteris paribus, have a net inflationary effect in the world as a whole.•
Butt apart from this unevenness in the development of credit,
a movement of funds from one ·national credit market to another
brought about through changes in commercial currents will be
likely to have a net effect. Whether this effect is expansionary or
deflationary will depend on central-bank policy, confidence and
liquidity of the banks, elasticity of the industrial demand for
credit-all of which conditions are themselves largely dependent
on the phase of the cycle in which the countries concerned find
themselves when the change in demand occurs. In particular,
any very violent diversion of demand between countries, such as
may occur in the course of a world business cycle or as a result of
war or large-scale harvest fluctuations, will probably be deflationary
in its effect. The country losing money may be forced to contract,
while the country gaining money will be unable at first to employ
its new funds in investment. a
For the purposes of our exposition, we have so
Sectional far contrasted two extreme cases: viz., a state of
mobility 'affairs with no international lending and investment
of capital. at all on the one hand, and a world economy in
which there. are no hindrances to the flow of investible funds from anyone area to any other. In reality, of course,
1 Here the Neo-Marxian Theory of Imperialism referred to on page 85
comes to the mind.

• Ct. especially Viner, loco cit.
• This factor, which is probably of very great practical importance,
has been analysed with great force by Dr. Thomas Balogh, Some
Theoretical Aspects of the Central European Credit and Transfer Crisis tt
in International AUairs (Jopmal of the Royal Institute of International
Afiairs), Vol. II, May 1932 •
U
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while on the whole people do tend to lend and invest funds in their
home country to an extent which prevents the complete equalisation
of interest rates in different countries, there is normally a certain
amount of international lending and investment.
In order to investigate such intermediate cases more closely,
we must abandon the simplifying assumption that the market for
investible funds is completely homogeneous. In reality, there are
many sub-markets. One type of debt is not completely substitutable for another. It is therefore not surprising to find that the
markets for certain types of debts are much more international
than the. markets for others.
Some Government obligations, for example, command a world
market, whereas small business-men must borrow from those
who know them and have some legal redress against them if the
debts are not paid. For reasons of security, certain classes of
debts are held exclusively by co-nationals of the debtors.
Another factor closely connected with security ofrepaymertt is
liquidity, or quick saleability-a quality which makes debts to
some extent a substitute for money. It is obviously more convenient to have one's .current account with a local banker than with
one whose offices are abroad. Also, the fact that people prefer to
buy local securities is in itself a good reason for anyone's keeping
that part of his wealth which he wants to be cc liquid " in the form
of local claims.
It therefore remains true that, even at a time
J.\f.obility of when considerable intemational capital movements
short-term may be taking place, a Bow of money from country
A to country B on current account-i.e., as payment
and
long-term for goods and services exported by B in excess of
imports-will bring about a diminution, in the
fapital.
supply of investible funds available in A and an
increase in the supply of investible funds available in B. If the
capital market were international in all its branches, this would
not take place. There would be an increase -in the supply of
investment funds in B; but it would be available to entrepreneurs
in any country. In fact, however, the ipcreased money in B will
be deposited with the banks, and will lead to an expansion in the
loans of the banks to industry and to the bill market, as also to
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an increase in the banks' holdings of s~curities. If the bill market
,in B is well known internationally, the cheapness of discounting
there may lead to an afflux of exporters from A and elsewhere
desirous of benefiting by the low discount rates. Similarly,
the high prices of bonds in B, due to bank purchases, may make
it easier for other countrie~ to float new issues in B, and in addition
may induce holders of B bonds to exchange them for bonds of
other countries. The reverse process will take place in A. In
this way, a part of the money which leaves A on current account
will " leak" back on capital account, without, however, completely
nullifying the favourable effect on the supply of credit available
to borrowers in B or the unfavourable effect in A.
It may be a permissible' simplification of the situation to suppose
that there is a, world-market for long-term bonds and shares, but
that working capital has to be provided by each nation from
national sources. We may suppose that, in the case of two
countries A and B, opportunities for the absorption of long-term
funds are opened up, in A, whether such opportunities arise in
connection with real investment or with the phenomena of a
stock-exchange boom. The result in either case is a flow of
loanable funds from B to A, which may exceed the adverse trading
balance that A will probably develop as.incomes in:A rise. Now,
if all sections of the capital, market 'were international in scope,
business-men in B would suffer from the rise in interest rates
consequent on the rise in the demand by A for loanable funds,
and would gain by the increased demand for B goods in A. In
the circumstances of the supposed case, however, they will suffer
an additional handicap in that the flow of money from B to A will
induce the banks in B to restrict credit, and may render the supply
of working capital in B, scarcer than it is in A.
Even'in the case of those sections of the capital
Cyclical market which are comparatively international in
scope, the degree of internationalism depends upon
changes
factors---such as the policies of Governments and
in the
mobility the state of confidence of individuals-which vary
of capital. with the times. It may be possible to make the
generalisation that during the downswing of the
world business cycle, when the confidence of investors is at a low
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ebb, foreign lending is specially avoided as more dangerous than
domestic lending, so that the brunt of the depression falls on the
borrowing countries, while countries which normally are capitaJexporting obtain some relief through the 'improvement of their
balance of pa.yments. The role of capital movements in the
course of the world business cycle, however, is largely determined
by events on the foreign exchanges, to which.subjectwenowturn.
The broad result of our analysis in this section is
Summary. as follows. The influences of a localisation of
investment and credit on the cyclical movement are
manifold. Sometimes the tendency is to damp down local booms
and depressions: sometimes the influence is the reverse. Everything depends on the details of the general economic constellation.
While it may be said that the existence of transportation costs (that
is, of a certain localisation of real goods) tends definitely to disturb
the uniformity of the cyclical movement in the world and to make
local booms and contractions possible, no such general statement
can be made about the localisation of investment and credit in
general. Given the existence of transportation cost and the
geographical distribution of resources, it cannot .be .said that
increased mobility of capital tends to synchronise the cyclical
movement in al~ countries nor yet the reverse.

§ 4.

DIFFERENT DEGREES OF NATIONAL CURRENCY AUTONOMY
AND THEIR. INFLUENCE ON THE CYCLICAL· MOVEMENT

We have hitherto assumed a single basic money

Degrees tif throughout the world, in terms of which all prices
independence. and debts are expressed, constituting together
with bank notes .and deposits, which represent
essentially promises to pay the basic money, the sole medium
of exchange. We shall 'now attempt to bring out the full
significance of this assumption for the course of the cycle by
confronting this unified, worldwide system with a number of less
unified systems.
Recapitulating partly what has been said or implied in previous
seetionst we shall have to work through a whole series of casest
in which the monetary systems of the various countries become
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increasingly independent of one another. We shall eventually
arrive at the very opposite extreme to complete world unificationnamely, complete independence in the monetary systems of
different countries: i.e., completely free exchanges. 1
When we were arguing on the assumption of a
A "unified closed, spaceless system; we postulated the existence
money system of SOme basic money such as gold and a note circuwith mobility lation on that basis issued by a central bank. The
of capital. central-bank money (which includes deposits with
the central bank) forms in turn the basis for a credit
structure built up by the commercial banks. Evidently, we must
-make some assumptions about the supply of the central-bank
money : that is to say, we have to define the policy. of the bank
of issue in respect to the ratio between the note circulation and the
gold reserve which it seeks to establish at any given moment of
time.
Our previous postulate was maintained when we first introduced
the space factor by" assuming a certain geographical distribution
of resources and transportation cost for goods and services. The
same money circulated everywhere, and the conditions of the
supply of investible funds as furnished by the central bank~ commercial banks or other" sources were everywhere the same. We
saw that in this case, in spite of the fact that the supply of investible
funds was uniform-consisting~ as it did, of a single pool to which
would-be borrowers from all parts of the system had equal accesslocal booms and depressions were not excluded because, owmg to
a certain localisation of real resources, the demand for investible
funds might be concentrated in pa.rticular localities.
We may conceive of the central-bank money as supplied by a
single institution with branch offices in various localities, all of
which pursue the same policy. They issue notes by discounting
bills at the same rate (and under the same conditions) or by
buying and selling securities at the same prices. The cash (gold)
reserve-if any-is pooled and not kept separately for each
branch.
I" Professor John H. Williams has attempted a similar analysis: U International Monetary Organisation and Policy", in Lessons ot Monetary
Experience, New York, 1937. Ct. also Viner, loco cit.
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So long as we adhere strictly to the assumption
Deceniralised that perfect mobility of investible funds implies
banking with 100% equalisation of interest rates, we do not raise
mobility of any basically new problem if we proceed to assume
capital.
that the issue of money in each area is effected by
independent institutions. Each area has its own
central bank; but the money such banks issue is expressed in the
same units and is accepted everywhere. All of these. banks are
forced to pursue the same policy. If one. of them charges a lower
rate for discounts than the others, it will be overwhelmed by an
increase in demand diverted from all the others. Either its rate will
haye to be raised again, or else the other banks will have to follow
suit by lowering theirs in order to retain their customers. Supply
conditions for investible funds will still remain the,same everywhere,
and it will be impossible for one country separately to effect a local
expansion or contraction by a manipulation of the supply of funds.
Differences in prosperity between countries can only come from
the demand side. (An artificial increase in demand can of course
be brought about for any particular country by State intervention
--e.g., by State borrowing for public works. Whether and to
.what extent the ensuing boom will be localised will in such case
depend on the localisation of resources, transport cost and the
flow of purchasing power--that is) on the way in which the flow
of new money is distributed by the successive recipients as between
home goods and import goods.)
The problem remains of how the terms of lending, which must
be the same for all the banks of issue, are determined.! Several
systems are conceivable. The system which is the most important
in practice is to make the determining factor some ratio-not
necessarily constant-of the note circulation to a gold reserve.
If the gold-reserve ratio of anyone of these banks falls to a level
which is considered as the lower limit, it will restrict lending. But,
since we still assume perfect mobility of capital, the effect of this
will be that borrowers· are diverted to other banks, and that there
is merely a redistribution of borrowers as between the different
1 The same problem arises in a 56 spaceless" economy, if there are
several banks of issue, or in a U cashless" economy (as imagined by some

writers) where the circulating medium consists solely of bank deposits.
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banks. No differential rate can be charged by anyone bank
because we have ex I:jypothesi a perfect market for loanable funds.
This analysis may seem somewhat strange and
Central-bank unfamiliar. Our actual 'gold-standard experiences
poliry with are certainly very different. The reason is that we
localised are not really accustomed to assume perfect mobilcredit.
ity of loanable funds, although we are not always
aware of the fact. The assumption of perfect
mobility of loanable funds· does not indeed correspond to reality.
Any abandonment or relaxation of the assumption at this stage
will bring us much closer to the familiar realities of our goldstandard experience.
We 'shall continue to argue on the basis of a gold standard,
under which the money is everywhere convertible into gold and
a certain minimum ratio between the monetary circulation and the
gold reserve is maintained. But we now propose to assume a more
or less complete localisation of credit, and especially of centralbank credit. This will give the monetary authorities a somewhat
wider scope in the pursuit of a policy of expansion or contraction
by means of variations in the supply·of investible funds, independently of what happens in other countries. The central bank of
any particular country need not be afraid of being swamped by an
immediate flood of demand for credit if it lowers its rate below the
rate ruling in other countries. Needless to say, there are other
limits to an independent policy in the fact that we still assume a
common monetary standard : 'viz;, gold. These limits depend
on (a) the degree of localisation of credit and (b) the degree of
closeness of trade connections as determined by the localisation
of resources, transportation cost and the direction which is given
to the flow of money by its successive recipients.1 Up to a certain
point, these limits can be widened by increasing tariffs and other
impediments to the import of goods.
Within these limits, the central bank of a country may try to
offset expansionary or depressing influences from other countries.
If, for example, the balance of payments takes an unfavourable
I

Ct. Paish, loco cit., who introduces the concept of

Propensity to Import
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turn and gold is withdrawn from the central bank for export, the
central bank may maintain or even increase the amount of its
liabilities by the purchase of some other form of asset such as
Government securities. The length of time for which a country
on the gold standard can persist in a policy of neutralising inflows
and outflows of gold is, however, limited, in the case of an outflow,
by the stock of gold in the possession of the central bank and, in
the case of an inflow, by its stock of saleable assets other thap gold.
Even within these limits, the monetary authorities may be unable
to .CC insulate " the country against fluctuations in the money flow
due to international causes. Few would question their power to
check a tendency to expand by means of a restrictive credit policy :
but the deflationary effect of an unfavourable change in the balance
of trade may be too strong to be counteracted by any purely
banking policy. A mere maintenance of the outstanding volume
of central-bank money (notes and deposits), while it obviates the
necessity for the commercial banks to pursue an active policy of
credit restriction, is probably insufficient to compensate the deflationary effects of an adverse balance of payments. It cannot
completely compensate these effects unless the adverse balance is
" caused" by an export of capital in the shape of purchases of
foreign ex~hange and sales of.Government and other national
securities. If the cause of the adverse balartce is a switch-over of
demand from home-produced. goods to foreign goods, we may
presume that the higher price of Government securities and the
continued willingness of the banking system to lend on short
term will be unable to obviate-at any rate .immediately-the
deflationary consequences of a worsening of the anticipations of
business-men.
The chief advantage of such a system as has been discussed is
its ability to prevent the "secondary" unemployment which
will otherwise follow a temporary dropping-off in foreign demand,
and to counteract to a. large extent the export of·capital and the
decline in capital imports. The chief disadvantage of the system
is its tendency to give rise to doubts as to the maintenance of the
gold parity, and encourage large-scale capital movements which in
turn render much more difficult the task of maintaining the gold
parity.
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By mentioning the possibility of a variation in

Different the exchange ratios between the various currencies,
national however, we introduce a new factor of considerable
money units. importance into our analysis. This we must now
investigate more closely. So far we have assumed
that there i$ the same money in all countries. We shall now
suppose that each country has a money of its own-dollar, pound
sterling, franc, etc.-which within its frontiers is everywhere
acceptable as payment for goods and services, taxes, etc., but is not
normally acceptable outside these frontiers.
So long as we assume these currencies to be closely linked by a
common standard which involves a constant exchange ratio between these currencies, and so long as we assume that no question
arises in any quarter as to the stability of these exchange rates, and
that nobody anticipates the possibility of a variation in these rates,
no new problems of any importance are raised by the introduction
of a variety of national monetary units.
A new element of great importance, however, is introduced into
the analysis when the possibility arises of variations in the exchange
ratios between the different currencies.1 It is not even necessary
that such exchange variations should actually take place. The
mere anticipation or apprehension of exchange variations will
suffice to give rise to speculative movements of capital from one
currency to another. People will naturally prefer to hold money
(and claims expressed in money) which is expected to appreciate
than to hold money (and claims expressed in money) which is
expected to depreciate. The "movement of capital will probably
affect also the equities ofthe two countries, as well as the bonds, unless there is some reason to expect that a relative rise in dividends will
take place in the country whose currency is expected to depreciate.
S
~ Ii
Speculation on foreign exchange, like all specula~GUfia ~n tion, plays a double role. It may have a tendency

t.;

on
orell!!' either to offset or to accentuate disturbances
ex&. anges. arising from other sources. If it is believed that

no change will take place in the exchange rates, short-term
1 This new element clearly may arise without the previous introduction
of a variety of national monetary units. But it would seem convenient
to introduce it together with the latter.
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capital movements of a stabilising character will appear whenever
the other items in the balance of payments tend to disturb those
rates. -In the case of a long-continued movement in one direction,
such as might be caused by a transfer of demand for goods from
country A to country B, speculative capital movements from B to
A may offset the elfect on the exchanges for some time; but later,
either money (gold) must Bow from A toB, or A's currency must
depreciate with reference to B's. If, however, the adverse development of A's balance on trading account is expected to be sufficiently
considerable and sufficiently lasting to cause a transfer of gold
from A to B on such a scale as to lead to the abandonment of the
gold· standard by A, there will· be a " Bight" from A's currency to
B's, which will accentuate the gold export and either advance the
day. when the gold standatd must be ab~doned or force A to a
more severe deflation than would otherwise be necessary. Anticipations .regarding movements in the foreign exchanges tend to
their own ful61ment. Similar pessimistic expectations, with
similar unfortunate consequences, are likely to be aroused by any
signs of unwillingness onA's part to exercise a deflationary pressure
in response to an adverse trade balance,/ or by such devaluation on
the part ofB as makes a more adverse trade balance for A probable.
Under a gold-standard regime, the appearance of capital movements of the type described is. an unhealthy symptom. It means
that tl1.e regime. is thought to be in danger of breaking down.
When, on· the .other hand, national policies cease to regard the
maintenance of exchange stability as something which must
take precedence over all other considerations, and when even a
single important group of. countries decides to envisage the use
of exchange variation as an instrument oteconomic policy, speculation regarding the probable movement of the exchang~s, and
capital movements in connection with such speculation, are normal
and inevitable features of economic life.
Before proceeding to enquire what happens to
"Exchange the business cycle in conditions where countries use
stamJarJs." exchange variation as an instrument of economic
policy, we should perhaps pause to consider the
cyclical implications of some of the other methods-i.e., the
methods other than the gold standard-of maintaining exchange
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stability. So far we have assumed that each country offers to
exchange gold at a constant rate against its own currency, and keeps
a reserve of gold which varies in some ratio with the volume of the
monetary circulation. An alternative method of keeping the
exchanges stable consists in buying and selling foreign exchange
at a fixed rate and in treating foreign means of payment and claims
thereto (balances abroad) as reserve instead of gold. These are
the famous " exchange standards "--:-" gold exchange standard ",
" sterling exchange standard ", " dollar exchange standard", etc.
For convenience, we shall refer to the countries whose central
banks hold their reserves in the form of assets expressed in the
monetary unit of some other country or countries as " exchangestandard countries ", and to the countries whose exchange provides
the standard for the first group as "reserve countries ".1 A
group of countries in which some (the "exchange-standard
countries ") keep their reserves in the shape of the assets of the
others (the" reserve countries ") may be called a single" monetary
group" of countries-e.g., the" sterling bloc". To maintain the
unity of the monetary group, there must either be only a single
reserve country whose currency, itself independent, provides the
sta~dard for the group or the reserve countries must have a common standard--e.g., gold. a
From the point of view of the individual exchange-standard
country which thus" pegs" its exchanges to some other currency)
the external money mechanism is exactly the same as under the
gold standard; and the limits and possibilities of action to obviate
expansionary or depressing influences from outside also remain
in principle the same. If the policy is carried through by the
central bank, with foreign exchange taking the place of gold as
the reserve against liabilities which constitutes the country's basic

o

1 The term cc gold-exchange standard" is a little too narrow, because
it suggests that the cc reserve countries" keep their reserve in gold or
exchange their currency on demand into gold. This need not be the
case, as the example of the II sterling group" (CC sterling bloc tt) shows.
A two-sided or reciprocal exchange standard would be an arrangement
whereby each member of the group undertakes to treat claims on all the
others (foreign exchanges) as reserve. Under such a system, clearly the
country which pursues the most inflationary policy would set the pace for
all the others and would force them to inflate too.
•
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money, there is no difference from an ordinary gold standard. Ifit
is carried through by some other Government department which
issues no· money, such a.s an Exchange Equalisation Fund, the
effect'is still the same, though the details are slightly different. 1 If
the central bank sells foreign exchange, it diminishes its liabilities
to the public (including the commercial banks) and so stimulates
credit restriction. If the Exchange Equalisation Fund sells
foreign exchange and adds to its balance at the central bank, the
public's balances must diminish pro tanto and credit restriction will
follow as before.
From the point of view, however, of the world as a whole, the
adoption of the exchange standard in preference to the gold
standard may make a considerable difference to the money supply
and may thereby affect the cyclical movement.
The transition from the gold standard, where every country
holds a gold reserve in a certain proportion to its circulation, to
a system where a number of c9untries hold no gold is bound to
have an inflationary effect on the world as a whole. A change in
the opposite direction tends to have a deflationary effect.
.
The very existence of such a system-and not
The exchange merely its introduction or abandonment-is likely
standard to exert some influence on the supply of money in
in opera/ion. all the countries concerned. Under the gold standard, anyone country that expands faster than the
others will lose gold and be forced to stop expanding. With some
qualifications, which follow from what has been said in the previous
1 A policy of U offsetting
influences operating through the balance
of international payments on the internal situation which has been pronounced to be the main object of the various equalisation accounts
(ct., e.g., N. F. Hall, The Exchange Equalisation Account (1935), passim)
can be pursued and has frequently been pursued without a separate
fund by the central bank It must, however, be admitted that the
psychological, legal and administrative reasons for and advantages of a
separate account may be very important. On the policy of the British
fund compare also F. W. Paish : U The British Exchange Equalisation
Fund in 1935 ", Economica, 1936. Idem, 1935-1937, Economica, 1937·
S. E. Harris, in his Exchange Depreciatiof'l, 1986, discusses also the
American experience. On various technical points compare also
Th. Balogh:" Some Theoretical Aspects of the Gold Problem", Economica,
1937, and the Memorandum on Money and Banking, Vol. II published
.annually by the Economic Intelligence Service of the League of Nations.
It
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sections, we may say that, under the gold standard, the country
with the least-rapid expansion sets the pace for the whole system.
Under the new system, where a number of countries belong to a
single monetary group in the sense defined above, this restraining force will cease to operate in one direction. The reserve
country or countries, even if they themselves are "on gold",
need not be afraid of losing gold to the dependent exchangestandard countries. This restraining force is, however, still
effective in the opposite direction. When the exchange-standard
countries expand more rapidly than the reserve countries, the
monetary reserves of the former-that is, their balances with the
latter-tend to be depleted.
The mechanism of the exchange standard may however,
provide automatically a certain substitute for the gold brake,
rJJthough an unreliable and a weak one. Suppose an expansion
takes place in the reserve countries, and their balance of payments
vis-a-vis the exchange-standard countries becomes unfavourable
in consequence. The .latter will find their central-bank reserves
increased accordingly. Much will then depend on the precise
form in which these reserves are kept. If they are held as demand
deposits in the reserve countries, .the latter-while suffering no
reduction in their own gold, or other, reserves-will nevertheless
experience s( me deflation. Money will have been withdrawn from
circulation, as it were, and sterilised in the form of demand deposits.
This deflationary effect will be attenuated almost to vanishingpoint, if the extra reserves of the exchange-standard countries are
invested on the bill market or in securities. In any case, the
expansion in the reserve countries will not experience to the full the
usual'" braking" effect of the rise of the adverse trade balancenamely, a fall in the gold reserve and a consequent credit restriction
by the banking system.
On the other· hand, under a gold standard, if one country
expands and loses gold to others, it exerts an expansionary effect
on the latter by strengthening their gold reserves. With the
exchange standard in operation, this expansionary influence ceases
to be effective in the direction from the exchange-standard couhtries to the reserve countries. If an exchange-standard country
expands, the reserve countries do not experience an increase in
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their basic money supply. On the other hand, this expansionary
influence still operates in the opposite direction. When the reserve
countries expand, the exchange-standard countries will find themselves with an increased money supply and will be tempted to
expand also.
From this argument, it would seem to follow that an upswing
(or downswing) starting in a" reserve country will be likely to
spread more easily to 'other parts of the world, and go farther
than it would under gold-standard conditions, because the exchangestandard ~ountries will benefit (suffer) both in respect of their trade
and in respect of their reserves while the reserve countries will not,
as under the gold standard, lose '(increase) their reserves. Similarly, an upswing' (downswing) starting. with the exchangestandard countries will be less likely to spread, and will go less
far, than under a gold standard.
So much, however, cannot be said without qualification, at any
rate when we are considering a gold-standard system where localisation of credit is not complete. Suppose, for example, an expansion in reserve country A. A's trade balance with exchangestandard country B deteriorates; but capital movements from B to
A may be induced in such quantities that A's balance ofpayments
with B actually improves. Under gold-standard conditions, A's gold
reserve will rise in spite of the adverse trade balance; and this will
help to increase ,liquidity and the supply of funds through the
machinery of the banking system in A. The effect ofthe exchange
standard may well, be such as to counteract the influence of these
capital movements. When capital moves from B to A-that is,
when B's citizens are buying A~s equities-the central bank in
B will be forced to realise on its reserves. It may, e.g., sell A's
Government securities if its reserves are invested in such securities.
The favourable effect on A of the capital movement from B will
thus be largely offset.
We may now return to the discussion of the point
Variations in raised earlier in this section-viz., the influence on
exchange the cyclical movement of systems which either use
rates.
variations in the exchange rate as instruments of
policy or allow the exchanges to vary whenever the
forces of the market tend to bring about a change in the rate.
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We have seen that a most important-and, we may say, very
disturbing-consequence of systems in which stability of the
exchanges is no longer regarded as axiomatic is to be found in the
extensive and irregular capital movements to which such systems
give rise. By" irregular capital movements'" we mean movements which are not induced by differences in the interest rate and
do not therefore necessarily proceed from the rich countries to the
poor countries, but on the contrary (so to say)" up-stream ", andwhat is perhaps the most disturbing feature of all-are subject
to rapid fluctuations and abrupt changes of direction.
Naturally, there are different degrees of uncertainty as to the
furore of the exchanges. Different people will react to a prospective change in the exchange rate with different intensity. In
the case of small countries where exchange transactions are familiar, or populations (e.g., in Central Europe) where the memory of
drastic depreciation of the currency is still fresh, a slight change
or the danger of such a change will mean more, and will induce
a more violent reaction, than in other countries. Furthermore, the
effect of changes in the exchange rate on international capital
movements frequently cannot be separated from other factors
often alternative to changes in the exchange rate, such as
transfer moratoria, partial defaults and the like. Therefore, so
far as the details and the magnitude of the reaction are concerned,
it is impossible to generalise : each case must be considered on its
own merits. In a general way, we can only say that unstable
exchanges unquestionably hamper normal international lending.
They are one of the most powerful obstacles in the way of equalisation of interest rates between countries. The irregular capital
movements to which they give rise introduce an erratic factor
wlUch may considerably disturb the cyclical movement, giving it
sometimes a quite unexpected turn.
After these general considerations, we shall now discuss two problems : (I) the consequences· on the business cycle of a defL...ute act of
devaluation-that is, ofa deliberate and substantial change ofthe exchange rate, and (2.) certain peculiarities (not to say paradoxes) arising
under a system of" free exchanges "-that is, under a system where
the exchanges are allowed to vary with the variations of supply and
demand in the market and no attempt is .made to keep them stable.
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Recent years have provided many· examples of
CurretIfY deliberate and - substantial ./changes in exchange
devaluation. rates. Since the gold value of a currency is still
regarded as the norm, -and -since the initiative IS

almost invariably taken by the country whose currency is depreciated, these changes in the exchange rate are commonly referred
to as a depreciation or devaluation of a currency in terms of the
other currencies, although the depreciation of one currency
necessarily implies the appreciation of the others. The consequences of these changes on the international and domestic trade
of all the different countries involved have been extensively
discussed in connection with recent experiences. 1 Jt is not proposed to reproduce all the arguments which may be, or have been,
advanced for or against devaluation under the various possible
circumstances. It is proposed, instead, to apply our analysis of
the cyclical movement in -order to trace the main channels through
which alterations in exchange rates are likely to exert an expansionary or depressing influence on the national economies concerned, and to indicate the relevant circumstances on which
the resulting effect will depend.
We assume that, before and after the devaluation, the countries
concerned will pursue a policy of stabilising the existing rate, at
any rate for the time being. If the exchanges are allowed to
fluctuate freely with the changes ofsupply and demand, we have the
.system of" tree exchanges" which will come up for discussion later.
In order to make it easier for the reader to follow the analysis, we
shall refer to the country or countries whose currency has been devalued as " D countries " or simply''; D " and to the country or
countries whose currency has appreciated as "A countries~' or "A".
We have first the effect of an act of devaluation
Effects on on the flow of goods-i.e., on international trade.
exchange of (We shall disregard for the moment effects due to
goods.
the stimulation of capital movements.) In the
case with which we are concerned) the influence

is clearly expansionary for the D country. Exports are stimulated;
imports are made more difficult.

Export industries and industries

1 Compare
the exhaustive treatment by S. E. Harris, Exchange
Depreciation (<;ambridge, Mass.), 1936.
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which compete with imports will benefit. Their demand for investible funds will rise, or cease to fall off, or cease to fall off so rapidly;
and this will have favourable repercussions on other trades. The
fact that imported raw material rise in price in terms of the domestic
currency is unlikely to nullify altogether the benefits referred to.
So far as these raw materials enter into export goods, their rise in
price will offset only a part of the export premium afforded by the
depreciation of the currency. So far as they are used for domestic
purposes, the adverse influence may possibly be more potent.
Devaluation has a favourable effect, not only on the demand for,
but also on the supply of) investible funds. The augmentation
in the supply is due to the increased gold reserve resulting, not
merely from the improvement in the balance of trade, but also from
the marking-up of the value of the existing reserve in. terms of the
local currency. If there was a pressure on the gold reserve of the
central bank, it will be lessened or removed; and so an obstacle
to recovery may be eliminated.
For similar reasons, in so far as the influences on exports and
imports ofgoods and services are concerned, the effect of a variation
in the exchange rate on the A country or countries will tend to be
depressing.
What will be the influence on the world as a
Influence
whole ? Will the combined effect on both the D
on the world
and the A countries be expansionary or deflationary ?
as a whole.
So far as the influence exerted through the supply
of investible funds is concerned, it is poss~ble to make some
generalisations. If, as is likely, the devaluation takes place
under the pressure of a declining gold supply, and if· the A
countries have an ample gold reserve,. the combined effect
will be expansionary. The result will be an alleviation in the D
countries and- no particular" tightness" in the A countries. If the
roles of the two groups are changed, the result will be the opposite.
We may also put it this way. The result wilt be expansionary if
the devaluation constitutes a movement towards an " international
equilibrium ",. and deflationary if it leads away from equilibriumthe criterion for an international equilibrium being the absence
of persistent gold movements and of abnormal capital movements
motivated by an anticipation of a fall or rise in the exchange rate.
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Again, it '\\Till be expansionary \vhen it corrects an " over-valuation"
of the depreciated, and an "under-valuation" of the appreciated, currency : it will be deflationary when such a disparity is
accentuated.l The criterion of over-and under-valuation is
the divergence from the equilibrium level as defined above. 2
Naturally, the devaluation may be so strong as to create a disparity
in the opposite sense. It is common knowledge that this has in
fact frequendy occurred.
It is much more difficult to say anything definite on the world
effect, so far. as the influence on the demand for· investible funds
is concerned. In the D country, owing to the encouragement of
eAl'0rts and discouragem~t of imports, the demand for investment funds will be stimulated. In the A countries, the demand
will be unfavourably influenced, even if (owing to the existence of
ample reserves) the supply of investible funds is not affected at all.
It is impossible to say whether the expansionary effect in D or the
deflationary effect in A will be stronger. Much will depend on
certain lags. If, for example, a cumulati-ve expansion process in
D has time to develop before a contraction in A has got under
way, it will- have favourable repercussions on A, so that A may
be relieved from the initial pressure produced by the devaluation.
It is, however, probable that the total result will
Effect on be decisi'lely influenced by other factors to which we
capital
must tum now. We are thinking of the influences
movements. which a variation in the exchange rate may exert
through capital movements and possibly through
" psychology ". (In practice, there are, of course, still other
factors to be considered-viz., the probability of retaliatory
measures in the sphere of eurrency manipulation or of commercial
policy. There is also the effect on the international economic
policy of the D country itself to be considered. The devaluation
may enable a country to relax impediments to international
1 Compare P. B. Whale: "The Theory of International Trade in the
Absence of an International Standard" in Economica, London, February
1936, pages 33 and 34, for a discussion of the terms" over-valuation tt
and under-valuation", and Harris, Zoc. cit., passim.
I Measurements of U purchasing-power-parity" based on comparisons
of price levels or of changes in price levels in both countries afiord only
very rough and unreliable criteria of over- and under-valuation.
U
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trade such as quotas, tariffs or exchange restrictions. These
considerations may sometimes be of vital importance: but they fall
outside the scope of the present study.)
A devaluation is bound to have a strong influence on the move..
ment of capital; and the fundamental effect on the trade currents
may be blurred as a result. Since it is not probable that a devaluation will come quite unexpected out of the blue, it may be assumed
that it will be preceded by capital outflows from the D country.
After the operation has been accomplished, it is likely that these
capital·flows will cease or even be reversed. It will be apparent,
if this happens, that the operation of these developments does not
run counter to the fundamental influence exerted on the D and A
countries through the effect on the export and import of goods
and services, but, on the contrary, accentuates and anticipates it.
In this case, the devaluation will be regarded as successful from the
point of view of the D cQuntry. This result depends, however,
on certain expectations being created-in particular, the expectation that the devaluation will be definitive for a considerable time
to come. It does not necessarily follow that this expectation will
be created. The devaluation may be regarded as no more than a
first step, to be followed by others in the same direction. In that
case, capital movements away from the D countries may be induced,
and the favourable effect on the supply of investible funds in the
D economy will be postponed.
While ordinarily the effects of devaluation in a single country on
the world situation-through changes in the trade balances and
revaluation of the gold reserves of the countries affected-may be
said to be on the whole inflationary, the capital movements which
may be induced will probably have a deflationary effect on the
world as a whole; and the deflationary effect may be stronger on
balance than the inflationary effect.
Ordinary capital movements-i.e., movements
Deflationary induced by disparities in interest rates or profit rates
effects of in different countries-must be counted as expansion..
tapital flights. ary, because money which may have been in part
hoarded in the country of origin owing to its lower
rates of interest will be invested to a greater extent in the capitalimporting country because of its higher rates of interest.
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This presumption does not hold good of capital movements
motivated by the desire to profit by, or to avoid losses from,
expected exchange movements. It is even likely to be reversed if
the movement of funds assumes large proportions. The potential
extent of such cc abnormal" capital movements, when people are
thoroughly scared, is much larger than any cc normal" capital
movement could be; and they may expose the capital-exporting
country to a much more serious drain of gold than is likely to
develop in a short period of time from an adverse movement in
the trade balance. Consequently, the funds will in all probability
tend to move from a country with a high rate of interest to one
with a low rate.
This in itself would render probable the view that the capital
movement is· deflationary: but, in addition, there is the attitude of
the receiving country to the extraord1nary import of capital to
be taken into account. .It will be realised· that funds of this
nature are liable to be withdrawn as· quickly as they appear.
Banks with which foreign balances are deposited regard them as
"bad" or "hot " money, and will not re-Iend more than a relatively
small proportion of them. If the banks are incautious, the central
bank will probably realise that the increase in its gold reserve
occasioned by the afflux of foreign funds is liable to disappear at
short notice, and will refrain from expanding central-bank
money accordingly. Thus) while the flow of funds will cause
a considerable reduction in investment in the countries from
which it comes, it will be largely sterilised in those to which it
goes.
We tuIn now to the discussion ofan eJttreme case
Free
in our scale of. possible relationships between the
exchanges. currencies of different countries-viz., the case
where the different national currencies are completely independent of one another. This is the exact opposite
of a completely unified world· monetary system. This system of
free exchanges ", as we may call it, gives rise to a number of
peculiarreaetions, which s~d in sharp contrast to our familiar
gold-standard experience. It is not suggested that such a system
has ever existed in a pure form. It is nevertheless· instructive to
enquire into its probable consequences : first, because there are
U
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monetary arrangements which come near (and tendencies which
.would bring us near) to such a system and, secondly, because
certain implications of familiar views derived from gold-standard
experience are brought out very clearly by contrast.1
Let us first give a precise definition of what we understand by
" complete independence of two national currencies". Independence implies, of course, the absence of an in.ternational standard.
The exchanges are allowed to vary according to the. situation of
demand and supply in the tnarket. No central bank or other
institution interferes in order to .stabilise the exchange at any
particular level. While, under the gold standard, a disparity
between demand and supply in the exchange market leads to a
flow of gold from one country (or region) to the other, no such
money flows are possible under the "free-exchange system".
While, under the gold standard, equilibrium in the balance of
payment is eventually restored by contraction in the amount and
flow of money· in one· country and expansion in the other, with
free exchanges this equilibrating function is assumed by variations
in the exchange rates. The free-exchange system may also be
described in the following manner. The money circulating in
any given country is strictly confined to the territory of that
country. There is no arrangement to enable money in one
country to be transferred to another country and used there for
paying debts and buying goods, whether directly or indirectly
through the intermediary of a central bank or an Equalisation
Fund with a stock of foreign money which it sells at a more or
less fixed price against domestic money, thereby contracting the
circulation of the one, and expanding the circulation of the other,
currency.· . Any()ne who wishes to buy foreign means of payment
for the purpose of buying foreign goods or making investment

1 Compare the very illuminating article by P. B. Whale. Ope cit.,
pages 24 and 38.
-We shall see that it would be incorrect or, rather, that it would beg
important issues and exclude important eventualities if we were to
conclude from this that, in any given country, the total demand for goods
in terms of money (MV) remains constant in face of changes in the
mtemational transactions (owing to fluctuations in commodity trade or
capital movements).
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abroad must secure them through the market from those who
desire, for similar reasons, to sell foreign means of payment.
When considering a state of affairs where variaThe
tions in the e~change rate are used to restore
cc impact" equilibrium in the foreign-exchange market, we are
rate of confronted at the outset with a difficulty.! At any
exchange. given moment, there is a volume of international
payments to be made under existing contracts.. If
there is a deficit in country A's balance at a certain point of time,
it is by no means certain that it can be wiped out by any variation
in the exchange rate. Whether this is possible or not depends on
the currencies in which the debts falling due at a given moment are
expressed. "If all payments contracted .for between two countries are fixed in terms of the currency of one of them, it is clear
that no variation in the exchange rate can alter the relation between
the two sides of the account." 2 If all the credit items of country
D are expressed in D's currency and all debit items in A's currency,
a deficit in D's account will for the moment be aggravated by a
depreciation in D's currency (although, if the· depreciation had
time to exert its influence on exports. and imports, it might restore
equilibrium). The deficit could immediately be wiped out by an
appreciation in D's currency; but it is difficult to See how the
market mechanism can produce such an ·appreciation under the
assumed circumstances : for, if there is .a deficit in D's balance,
D's demand for A's money will rise and A's currency will appreciate-which, as we have seen, aggravates the situation. (This
is what GRAHAM calls a " self-inflammatory" exchange variation.)
It is .only when D's debit items are fiXed in D's currency and its
credit items in A's currency that we can expect the exchange
market to achieve a smooth adjustment automatically through
a depreciation of D's currency.
1F. D. Graham has called attention to this difficulty in his article
"Self-limiting and Self-inflammatory Movements in Exchange Rates"
in Quarterly Journal of Economics, Vol. 43, February 1929, pages 221-249.
See also by the same author: Exchange, Prices and Production in Hyperinflation: Germany 1920-1923 (1930)' pages 136 et seq. Compare also
P. B. Whale, op. cit., pages 27 and 28.
I P. B. Whale, Ope cit., page 27.
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We may, however, get round this difficulty
(which is probably of no practical importance) by
relaxing our assumptions a little, so as to allow of
some private or official transactions with the object
of preventing these short-term fluctuations. Suppose, then, that there are no capital movements at
all other than those involved by the ephemeral transactions just
mentioned. In these circumstances, a switch-over of demand
from country D to country A occurs 1 by reason (say) of a change
in the ta.ste of the consumers in A and / or D, or the introduction
of a new tariff in A, or a rise in cost of production in an export
industry of D, or a reduction in cost in a competing industry
in A. In the assumed conditions, the value of D's currency
must fall relatively to that of A's currency. The farther it falls
the cheaper will D goods· become in tetms of A's currency and
relati~ely to A goods. If the elasticity of demand for imports in
terms of the local currency can be assumed to be greater than unity
both in A and in D, D will spend less Dmoney on imports from A
and A will spend more A money on imports from D. The rate of
exchange will be such as to equilibrate the value of D's import (A's
exports) and A's imports (D's exports). Thus, the more elastic the
reciprocal demand of A and D for each other's products, the less
the need for D's currency to fall in value relatively to A's currency.1
What will be the consequence of this' change on the internal
situation in A and D? Under the system of " free exchanges ",
there is no flow of money between countries. D's banking
system is not any less liquid, or A's any more liquid, in consequence
of the change in demand than before. There is thus no reason
for a change in the supply of investible funds in the two countries.
Nor is it clear how the demand for investible funds will be affected.
The initial transfer of demand meant greater profitability in the

Transfer of
demand
under" free
exchanges"•

I We call the two countries A and D in order to keep in mind that A
is the country the currency of which will appreciate, and D the country
the currency of which will deprecia'te.
• If we suppose the two countries to have close trading' connections,
with competing industries and potential export and import capacity,
we may safely assume an elasticity greater than unity. This is still truer
of one country vis-a.-vis the rest of the world.
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A industries and less profitability in the D indusuies directly
affected; but the modification in the exchange rate provided an
exactly equivalent stimulus to the D industries and a setback to the
A industries. The conclusion must be that~ if the transfer of
demand from D to, A has any effect whatever of a stimulating or
depressing nature on either D or A, it must be because of some
peculiarities in the industries involved. In both countries, there
is a horizontal shift in demand; and the outcome will depend on a
number of factors which have been analysed in an earlier chapter.
The only a priori justification we might have for expecting an
upswing in A and a downswing in D is that the initial switch-over
in demand may be anticipated by the indus~ries concerned to a
greater extent than the counter-effects on export industries as
a whole due to exchange variations.
It will be noted that this is very different from
Comparison what we ·are accustomed to expect under a goldwith
standard regime. We have, e.g., argued that, under
gold standard. the gold standard, the imposition of a tariff has an
expansionary effect on the country which imposes
the tariff and a deflationary effeCt on the country whose goods are
shut out from the market of the former. This role does not hold
good under a system of f~ee exchanges. The difference between
the two systems may become clearer, if w;e put it in yet another
way., Assuming no capital movements, an increase in exports
from country A to country D under a free-exchange system will
produce an immediate equal increase in imports. Under the gold
standard, some time will elapse before the effect is apparent. In
the meantime, money will flow from D to A---:or rathert under a
one-sided or two-sided exchange, standardt money will not flow
physically, but the central bank inA will expand on the basis of
increased balances in D. This intermediate step is cut ·out under
a system of free exchanges; and thus the necessity for expanding
in the one, and contracting in the other, country is eliminated.1

1 It is interesting to note that, frequently, free traders use arguments
which are appropriate '(as a short-run proposition) only to a free-exchange
system and not to a gold standard-e.g., when they point out· that a
decrease in imports must be followed by a decrease in exports and vice tier-sa.
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By reasoning not essentially different from the
above, it can be shown that, under free exchanges
without capital movements, there will be no
tendency for prosperity or depression to communicate itself from country to country. On the
other hand, they will tend to spread more thoroughly throughout all the industries within the
country than they do under gold-standard conditions.
Suppose an expansion process is started in country D. Prices
and incomes rise. Imports will go up, and D's currency will fall
relatively to A's currency. But, pari passu with the rise in imports,
exports will grow, so that the boom in D will develop unweakened
by a drain of money abroad. Country A, on the other hand, will
experience an increase in exports no less than in imports. Whether
on balance these two changes will be expansionary or deflationary
will depend on the same set of circumstances as the expansionary
or deflationary character of a. horizontal shift in demand. Under
a system of free exchanges, the powerful factor which under a
gold standard dips the balance on the side of expansion-viz., the
inflow of money-is lacking. By analogous reasoning, it can be
shown that contractions also lose much of their contagious
character. The free-exchange system eliminates from the economic
interchange of different countries the most important carrier of
the boom and depression bacillus-namely, the flow of money
across frontiers.
Let us now consider the effect ofcapital movements
Capital under a system of free exchanges. Suppose people
movements in D seek to invest money in A for any reason, or
IInder free people in A seek to borrow money from D. No
exchangeJ. money can move; but the demand for A money rises,
and D's currency falls in value accordingly. D's
exports rise, and lor imports fall, by the amount which is being
invested abroad. The capital movement at once· brings about
an export surplus in D's balance of trade~ which is an import
surplus from ·A~s point of view.
The effect of this movement on D, the capital-exporting country,
- is very likely· to be expansionary. Demand for goods as a whole
has certainly not fallen: hut it may well have risen if even a small

Localisation
of prosperity
and
depression·
complete.
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part of the money which seeks inves tment abroad comes out of
hoards, or would have been ho~rded if the transfer abroad had
not been possible.
In the capital-importing country A, the effects are the contraryviz., deflationary. The money which people in D want to invest
in A can be made available only by an import surplus in A -that is,
it is withdrawn from the sales of A prodJlcts. More goods are
offered for sale in A ,: but total demand has not risen. It will be
seen that this deflationary effect obtains everi on the most favourable assumption: viz., the assumption that the money made
available in A for investors in D is spent on goods-i.e., is really
invested. If-as may be the case with speculative movements
of capital-a part of the money is kept in liquid form, the
deflationary effect is. accentuated.
From the point of view of our gold-standard'
Contrast experience, it appears highly paradoxical that the
fIIith
capital-exporting country should be stimulated
gold standard. and the capital-importing country" depressed as a
result of capital movements I
The diHerence between the modus operandi of the two systems
may again be put this way. Under a gold standard, capital export
will usually not p!oduce an immediate corresponding movement
of goods.1 It \\jll first lead to a money flow, which will then
induce a flow of goods. This intermediate phase is cut out un~er
the operation of a system of free exchanges.
In the light of this analysis of the effects of capital movements
under free exchanges, we may reconsider the case ofa switch-over of
demand from D goods to A goods. D's currency will depreciate.
This may induce speculative capital movements. Suppose the
movement ofthe exchange is believed to be temporary and likely to
I Under exCeptional circumstances. it may happen that the money
which D lends to A is spent in A .entirely on D's or A's export goods, so
that the change in the balance of trade is brought about without friction
-that is, without a relative or absolute contraction in the lending, and
a relative or abSolute expansion in the borrowing. country. (Compare

R. Nurkse, Ifz,ternationaleKapitalbewbgungen. Vienna, 1935, pages 121.
122 and 144.) Owing, ho\vever, to transport cost and the resulting

localisation of demand for goods. this will rarely happen to the extent of
100% of the sum transferred.
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be reversed-as it will be, e.g.) in the case of seasonal movements.
In that case there will be a movement out of A values (money, debts
and bonds) into D values. This flow of funds will run counter to
the initial transfer of demand and will to some extent obviate a fall
in D's money. It will also produce an import surplus in D. The
result-in accordance with familiar gold-standard experience-will
therefore be that the transference of demand stimulates business in
the country to which the demand is transferred, and depresses it in
the country from which the demand is transferred. The role ofgold
movements is thus taken over by speculative capital movements.
It is, however, clear that things. -may take an entirely different
turn, and ,that the- gold-standard reactions may be, not reproduced,
but reversed under free exchanges. People in D may become
fearful of their currency's falling still lower. In that case,
capital movements from D to A will set in, and D's·currency will
be depressed still more. The result, as explained above, will be
that D, the country which lost the trade in the first instance, will
be stimulated by the export of capital, while depression will spread
in the country which originally gained the trade.
In the foregoing pages, we have assumed a capital
Capital
m0vement to take place however occasioned,
movements
and have investigated its influence on the
induced by
general economic situation and the cyclical fluctuathe ryele.
tions in the two countries concerned. But the
cyclical variations themselves are likely to give rise to capital
movements which in tum will react on the cycle in those countries.
An analysis of these reciprocal influences leads us to reconsider
a case discussed a few pages earlier.l Arguing under the assumption that no capital movements were taking place, we there
reached the conclusion that, under the ·system of free exchange,
the most important channels through which prosperity and depression spread from country to country are blocked. This result
must now be modified through the application of our analysis
of the consequences of capital movements.
Suppose that a boom flares up in country D because new
investment opportunities have appeared~ If this attracts foreign
I

See above, page 446.
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capital, the·. expansionary stimulus is. at once transmitted to the
other (capital-exporting) countries, while the expansion is hampered
in the country D, where the stimulation first arose.! If, on the
other hand, the expansion in D is brought about or fostered by
a cheap-money policy and if thereby capital is driven out of the
country D (to take advantage of the higher interest rates abroad),
the expansion in D is still further intensified by the outward
capital movement. The outside world, instead of basking in
the rays of prosperity cast by D, feels a chilling wind from that
quarter and may even be thrown into a vicious spiral of deflation.2
It would not be difficult to construct other cases and to analyse
them along the lines indicated. But the general conclusion
already stands out clearly: our previous result that under free
exchanges the cyclical movement in different countries is independent needs modification if capital moves freely. It is, however,
not quite correct to say without qualification (as has· sometimes 8
been said) that capital movements tend to reproduce gold-standard
conditions. On the contrary, they may produce exactly the opposite result from what we would expect under an international gold
I It is impossible in this case to decide on general grounds whether
D's currency will appreciate or depreciate, because there are two conflicting
forces at work. The inflow of capital tends to push up the value of D's
money, the rise in prices and incomes tends to depress it. We may
perhaps suppose that' the first factor is likely to exert its influence first,
so that the currency will appreciate. The result is, however, in prin~iple
independent from the direction in which the exchange rate moves.
Compare next footnote.
I It should be noted that this is not because D's currency has fallen
in value, but because of the export of capital from D. The same result
that prosperity in one country spreads depression to others could obta4't
with the D currency appreciating. Suppose the present case is complicated
by a fortuitous shift in demand from A- to D-goods, strong enough to
over-compensate the influence on the exchanges exerted by the capital
outflow from D, so that D's currency actually appreciates. It follows from
our preceding analysis that, abstracting from fortuitous circumstances
which may work out either way, this shift in demand is neutral; it does
not· tend to stimulate the country to which demand has shifted and to
depress the other from which it was drawn ·away. It goes without
saying, however, that exchange fluctuations may become relevant by
inducing speculative capital movements. Unfortunately, there is no
possibility of telling in general which way these speculative capital
movements will go.
I Ct., e.g., Whale, loco cit.
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standard. Under free exchanges with free flow of capital, the
cyclical movements in different countries are not independent of
each other; in that respect, the system of free exchanges with free
mobility of capital resembles gold-standard conditions. While,
however, under a gold standard an exp~sion (contraction) in one
country tends to produce expansion (contraction) in the other,
under free exchanges with capital movements expansion (contraction) in one country may just as well induce a contraction
(expansion) abroad as an expansion (contrac~ion).
The short-run nature of the preceding analysis
Umitation should be kept in mind. We have been concerned
of foregoing with the effects of temporary fluctuations in capital
analYsis.
movements, not with the ultimate effects on the
economic development of. a country of a longcontinued flow of capital imports or exports. Moreover, even the
short-run effect of individual items in a continuous flow to which
the countries concerned have already adapted themselves is a quite
different matter from the effects of extraordinary fluctuations.
The classical contention that capital exports from the industrial
countries of Western Europe and the United States to the other
parts of the world were indispensable for the rapid development
of the latter and beneficial to the whole world, including the capitalexporting countries themselves, is not in the least invalidated or
made conditional upon the existence of an international gold
standard 1 by our somewhat paradoxical result to the effect that,
under free exchanges, capital imports and, under an international
standard, capital exports are likely to have a deflationary influence.
It should be remembered furthermore that this deflationary
influence is relative to the situation which would otherwise
prevail. If a rapid monetary expansion is in progress, the deflationary check which an inflow of capital provides may be very
whol~some. This will be the case especially if the supply of unemployed factors of production is small and· inelastic, as it is likely
to be in poor and industrially undeveloped countries. Once again
1 It is, of course, another question whether the ah~en<;e of an interna..
tiona.! standard would not irtcreasetherisk of foreign lending so much
as to restrict it considerably.
-
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the reader must be requested not to ascribe indiscriminately a
positive value to expansionary and a negative value to deflationary
effects.
The reader would do well to regard this chapter
Possible as containing an exposition of a method of analysis
Ixlension of rather than a presentation of definite results which
preceding can be applied without further investigations to
analYsis. concrete cases. With this caution, it is possible
to apply the analysis of the effects of capital movements, flJl/tatis mutandis, to other types of unilateral payments such
as interest and dividend payments reparations payments, war
debts and the like. But this extension of the argument must be
made with great care, keeping in mind all the assumptions, especially those as to the elasticity of supply of investible funds from
inflationary sources, on which the results of our analysis were
based. l

1 It is quite likely that, say, reparation payments from one coun~
to another will a:ffect the U propensity to consume" or the II propensIty

to save

u

(to borrow these expressions from Mr. Keynes) in a different

way from ordinary commercial capital movements. In the receiving
country, e.g., the propensity to consume m~ght be stimulated. If that is
the case, we must expect results different from those resulting from
capital movements.

Part III

FURTHER REFLECTIONS ON RECENT
DEVELOPMENTS IN TRADE
CYCLE THEORY

CHAPTER 13

THE MULTIPLIER, INSTITUTIONAL RIGIDITIES
AND PUBLIC SPENDING

§ 1.

FURTHER OBSERVATIONS ON THE THEORY OF THE
MULTIPLIER

In Chapter 8, § 4, the basic ideas of the multiplier have been discussed. . Since that was written the theoretical discussion about the
usefulness of the approach has been continued and numerous attempts
have been made to determine statistically the magnitude of the multiplier. 1 As is always the case, the application· of a theory to concrete
figures tends to clarify the issues and to bring· to light difficulties and
ambiguities which before had escaped proper attention.
A problem which must be faced squarely in any concrete investigation concerns the nature of the units in which the magnitudes, related by
the multiplier, are to be expressed. The main choice is between real
and monetary units. The theoretical analysis usually runs in real
terms-employment (wage units, labour days, etc.) or units of physical
output. Mr. COLIN CLARK, on the other hand, measures all relevant
magnitudes in money units. HIt is proposed that the multiplier to be
used should be a money-income multiplier, and should relate money
expenditure on investment goods to changes in the money level of gross
national income as a whole." 2 The main reason seems to be that in
1 See especially the various writings of Colin Clark.
A brief review of the
statistical work done will be found in his book,· The Conditions of Economic
Progress, London, 1940, Chapter XV. Several important new works have appeared recently, too late to be considered in the text: J. W. Angell, Investment
Ilnd the Business Cycle, New York, 1941, A. H. Hansen, Fiscal Policy and
Business Cycles, New York, 1941, H. H. Villard, Deficit Spending and National
Income, New York, 1941, and B. Higgins and R. A. Musgrave, "Deficit FinanceThe Case Examined", in Public Poli~y, Vol. II, Cambridge, Mass., 1941.
2 "Determination of the Multiplier", Economic JOllrnal, September 1938.
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this formulation the multiplier analysis is applicable also to the full
employment case where an economic stimulus arising from investment
expenditure cannot lead to a larger output or employment but only to
a rise in prices.
The choice of the units of measurement seems to be connected also
with the question of whether the. multiplier is to be interpreted as an
instantaneous, timeless relationship or as a ratio which tends to be
established through a series of successive expenditures. An intermediate
position is the interpretation as a lagged relationship-investment today
with income at some later date.
In Chapter 8, § 4, we discussed chiefly the timeless instantaneous interpretation of the multiplier as put forward by Mr. KEYNES. It
may be appropriate to add a few words on what might be called the
"successive-spending" approach represented by Professor J. M. CLARKl
and recently byProfessorMAcHLuP2 which is gaining more and more
in popularity.3 The fundamental idea is so simple that it might be
called the common sense approach. Suppose I dollars are spent on new
investment and that the marginal propensity to consume, c, is constant.
By marginal propensity to consume we now designate the fraction of increments in income that will be spent on consumption in the next income period. 4 The total income generated in successive periods, by the
initial expenditure of I dollars will be:

}' ., I

5
+ Ie + Ic + Ie s + ... = I . _1_.
1-C
2

Here we have again our familiar multiplier formula but with a different interpretation: The income is spread out over many successive
periods and the generating expenditure need not be investment expenditure; any type of expenditure will generate a series of increments to
1

The Economics of Planning Public Works.

"Period Analysis and Multiplier Theory", in Quarterly Journal of Economit:s, Vol. 54, November 1939, pages 1-27. See also the suggestive articl~ by
E. S. Shaw, "A Note on the Multiplier," in Review of Economic Studies, Vol.
VI, October 1938.
3 It has been embraced also by Colin Clark, loe. cit., pages 439-440.
4 This evidently corresponds to Professor Robertson's concept of saving (cf.
2

page 177, above).
2
5 The formula for the sum of any geometric series is: Sn ::;: I + C + c
(3
en = I - en +1 , as will be seen at once if the equation is multi-

+ ...+

+

1-(,

plied by c and the equation so obtained is subtracted from the original one. If,
now, c

<

I

and n approaches infinity this expression becomes -

I

I-C.
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income. 1 All magnitudes are defined in monetary units (dollars) and
it is immaterial whether and to what extent an. increase in money income
will be translated into increased output and employment or will be
reRected only in a rise of prices.
Suppose now we have not one additional expenditure, but. a whole
series of such expenditures of, say, 100 dollars each in successive periods
and suppose c is %, that is to say 80 per cent of the increment in income during any period is spent on consumption in the following
period. In successive. periods, we obtain then the following series of
expenditures representing increases in income:
TABLE

Num· Inibe,
tial
of expendiperiod tures

I

Income receipts through successive expenditures of four-fifths
of receipts in preceding period 2

100,

2

lOa

3

lOa

4

100

5

lOa

6

lOa

7

100

8
9

100

10

lOa

lOa

80,
64 ,
80 64
80 64
80 64
80 64
80 64
80 64
80 64
80

51.2
51.2 ~0.96
~1.2 40.96 ~32.77
51.2 40.96 32.71~26.21
51.2 40.96 32.77 26.21 '-20.97
51.2 40.96 32.77 26.21 20·97~16'7~
51.2 40.96 32.77 26.21 20·97 16·79 13·42

1 In the field of government finance the concept "net income creating expenditure" has been coined as a substitute for "investment," because it has been
realised that the classification of all government expenditure in excess of tax
receipts as investment is in many cases somewhat artificial. There are other expressions for the same magnitude, such as "net contribution to buying power or
to disposable cash income", "stimulating expenditure and depressive withdrawals".
Monthly series of income creating expenditures of the Federal Government have
been developed by L. Currie, Arthur Gayer and Martin Krost. For a comprehen.
sive discussion and references to the literature and sources see H.H. Villard,
Deficit Spending ana National Income (1941), Pait III, and a forthcoming
volume published by the "Conference on Research in the Field of Fiscal Policy"
of the National Bureau of Economic Resea1'ch.
For an analysis of analogous problems. in another field, viz., in the field of
consumer credit, see the forthcoming study, Haberler, Consumer Instalment
Creait ana Economic Fluctuations (National Bureau of Economic Research,
Monograph NO.9 of the Financial Research Program, New York, 194 1 ).
2 The figures are taken from the more elaborate table in Professor Machlup's
article, loco cit., page 18.
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In this table the diagonal sums, as those indicated by the arrow,' represent the successive income generated by the primary expenditures.
They approach

lOa. _ I _

I-%

=

500,

if continued long enough. The hori-

lontal sums (in each line) represent the sum total of income generated
in the period which corresponds to the line in question by the initial
expenditure in that periodptus the indirect contribution to the period
in question of all the previous original expenditures through the reexpenditure in each period of four-nfths· of the receipts in the preceding
period. This sum too approaches eventually. (for remote periods) 500
dollars. The ratio of this sum to the primary expenditure again can be
regarded as the multiplier. It measures the income per unit period
which will eventually be generated by a continual stream of primary
expenditures. 1 Obviously this multiplier is different from the one
measured diagonally in our table. But the two meanings are not distinguished carefully enough in the, literature on the subject. 2
A number of baflling question~ arise in connection with this serial
interpretation of the multiplier. First, is it possible at all, in this case,
1 For further exercises in the mechanics or rather arithmetics of these schemes
see J. M.' Clark and F. Machlup, 10(. dt. There is one further property of the
series which is worth pointtng out because it has been the source of a tangle of
confusion. It will be observed that the sum of the successive differences of the
diagonal series is equal to the initial investment expenditure which started the
series: (100-80) + (80-64) + (64-51.2) + (51.2-40.96) . . .
100. In
general terms, the sum of the successive differences of the series I + C + c2
c3 • • • is: (I-d
(c-c 2 ) + (C 2_C3 )
(C 3_C 4 )
I. It will also
be observed that these successive differences are nothing but the amounts saved
in successive periods-saving in each period being defined in the Robertsonian
sense as income received in the preceding period minus consumption of the given
period. Hence we may say: aggregate saving induced in successive periods by
any act of investment approaches the amount of the initial investment, implying
that S and I. are different for any finite period, the difference becoming smaller
with the length of the period. It is interesting that Mrs. Robinson and Mr. Kahn,
both champions of the Keynesian equality or rather identity of S and I, have
adopted that way of looking at the matter. (See J. Robinson, Introduction to the
Theory of Employment, pages 20 and 21, and Mr. Kahn's first statement of the
multiplier theory, "The Relation of Home Investment to Unemployment" (E(onomk Journal, June 1931). They deduce that nobody needs to worry lest investment might exc~ed saving and thus cause inflation, because each act of
investment automatically draws' all the necessary saving in its wake. It is probably
no longer necessary to unravel at length the tangle of confusion contained in this
argument.
.
2 The reason is probably that they are numerically equal, if we have a constant stream of primary expenditures. If this stream is not constant, diagonal
and lateral sums will not tend to be equal.

=

+

+

+.
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to speak of the multiplier? Is the multiplier not different according to
length of the period which we take into consideration ?One answer
to this question has been to treat the infinite series as if it could run
its course instantaneously. This. is a rather confusing procedure and
really amounts to ignoring the problem altogether or to interpreting
the multiplier in the instantaneous, timeless sense. In this case the
interpretation of the multiplier as the result of an in.finite series has no
economic meaning. 1
Mr. COLIN CLARK is only slightly more explicit. ttThe various- stages
of the readjustment take place in very quick succession (a very large
part of the whole national income is always spent within a week of its
being earned) and, thinking in terms of the' three-month time unit
which we are using, can be regarded as immediate." 2 This can only be
described as slurring over a major difficulty.3 , "Each stage of the series
1
C
c2 +. . . after the first involves a complete income circuit"
and Hconsiderably more time than one week must be allotted to each
of the multiplier savings." 4 Professor MACHLUP offers a careful theoretical discussion of the type of income period that is involved, but
nobody has, so far as I know, made an attempt to determine it statistically.
Next the question arises about the relationship between the instantaneous multiplier and the one reached through successive spending.
The question has never been faced squarely, but it can be' surmised that
the answer will be that in case of a change it takes time before the
multiplier (i.e., the marginal propensity to consume for society as a
whole) reassumes its Hnormal" magnitude. In the short run, it is
subject to<distortions, but it speedily returns to its normal level. There~
fore, it is said, in the very short run one would not expect to .find a
stable relationship between AI and AY; a lag must be allowed, but
the question about its length is still a moot one as far as theoretical
reasoning is concerned.
th~

+ +

1

See ]. Robinson aQd Mr. Kahn,

Jo~. ~it.,

and in Harrod, International

B~o

nomics (1939 edition), Chapters VI and VII, passim.
2 Lo~.

cit., p. 439.
Messrs. R. W. Jastram and E. S. Shaw have demonstrated in detail this and
other shortcomings and defects of Mr. Clark's procedure. "Mr. Clark's Statistical
Determination of the Multiplier", in E~onomi~ Journal, June 1939, pages 358365. See now also Villard, lo~. ~il.
4 Jastram and Shaw, loco til., page 364.
3
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Mr. COLIN CLARK assumes the marginal.propensity to consume to be
constant over considerable periods, and bases this assumption on his
statistical findings. This assumption is in contradiction to the Keynesian doctrine according to which the multiplier ought to become
imaller with rising real income. The justification of Mr. CLARK'S procedure may be that linearity is a good approximation for the range of
income changes which occurred during the period covered by his investigations. This is at the same time the only valid justification for using
a money-income rather than a real income multiplier. For if there had
occurred changes in real income large enough to make the assumption
of a constant income rate of saving untenable, it is pretty clear that, in
the case of divergence between real and money income, precedence
must be given to the former. That is to say, one is more likely (apart
from transitional disturbances) to find a stable consumption function
with respect to real rather than to money incomes.!
Another question which has caused much difficulty among economists
outside the group of multiplier addicts is the nature of the "leakages."
What happens to the money that leaks out· of circulation at each round?
Is it assumed to be all hoarded? ~ The answer IS: not necessarily. It
must not be forgotten that the multiplier traces incom~ propagation only
through one of several possible channels, namely, through successive
consumer spending. It is not excluded thereby that there are other
vehicles of propagation, although most multiplier enthusiasts pay little
or no attention to them. If, for example, money not 'spent on consumption found an outlet in investment (as it is sometimes assumed), from
1 The opposite assumption, if adhered to a outrance Would imply too much
reliance in the power of what older writers called the "money illusion" and
would involve a denial of what is· now called "the homogeneity postulate", that
is, the postulate "that all supply and demand functions with prices taken as independent variables and quantity as dependent one, are homogeneous functions
of the zero degree" (see W. Leontief, "The Fundamental Assumption of Mr.
Keynes' Monetary Theory of Unemployment" in Quarterly Journal of Econom;cs,
November 1936, page 192). Mr. Tobin, in his "Note on the Money Wage
Problem" (Quarterly Journal of Econom;a, Vol. 55, May 1941), has called
attention to the fact that Me. Keynes assumes a somewhat contradictory behaviour
of the same people in their capacity .as wage earners and as savers. "Whereas
Keynes' wage-earners are codcerned with· their money wages and .are not at all
conscious of the price level, Keynes' consumers keep an eagle eye on the price
level and are solely concerned with their real incomes." (page 5 1 4).
2 The leakage through imports will be considered in connection with the
foreign trade multiplier in the following section.
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the point of view of the multiplier analysis, it would still be regarded
a~ having "leaked from the circulation," to though in a real sense it
has not.
We shall now discuss first the application of the multiplier analysis
to a special problem, viz., to exports, imports and the foreign balance
and then the combination of the multiplier with the acceleration principle in dynamic model sequences.

§ 2.

THE FOREIGN TRADE MULTIPLIER

The multiplier analysis has been applied by various writers to international trade problems. In fact, if an attempt is made to evaluate the
multiplier statistically, it is imperative to come to a decision on how to
treat exports and imports, etc., in the calculation. The concept of a
"foreign trade multiplier" has been introduced and given a different
meaning by different writers. 1
The most natural and easiest method of dealing with international
trade relations in the multiplier analysis would seem to be to adjust
the multiplicand (and not the multiplier). In a closed economy the
multiplicand is the value of (net) investment2 (expressed in monetary
or real terms). In an economy which has trade relations with other
countries, investment must be so interpreted as to include the "foreign
balance." This is, for instance, Mr. KEYNES' approach. celt is most important to understand", he says, cethat the, effects of loan expenditure
1 See the illuminating note by Professor Robertson:
"Mr. Clark and the
Foreign Trade Multiplier", in Economic Journal, June 1939.
2 There are certain conceptual difficulties (apart from statistical ones) involved in the separation of replacement from net investment. It is frequently said
that replacement (reinvestment) also generates income and should be included
in the multiplicand along with net investment. On the other hand, it seems
obvious that "current' replacement cannot be regarded as income along with
current consumption, because this procedure would clearly involve double counting. The solution must hinge upon the distinction between current replacement
and replacement in the historical sense; and this distinction, in turn, depends
on the length of the period for which the calculation is made. For example, if
at the bottom of a long depression, investment activity revives, it may be regarded
as re-investment in the (historical) sense that the capital structure is brought
back to the level of the preceding peak. But from the point of view of the depression low the same activity has to be counted as new investment. It is this
latter interpretation that matters for the multiplier analysis.
I
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[by the Government, which he treats as investment] and of the foreign
balance are in pari materia." 1
What is meant by Hforeign balance" is, on the whole, pretty clear,
although there may be room for disagreement with respect to certain
minor details. Suppose, first, the balance of payments consists exclusively of the following items: (I) Exports and imports of goods and
services (including transportation, shipping, insurance services and
tourist expenditure); ( 2) capital movements (equivalent to exports
and imports of securities and other "evidences of indebtedness", ~ short
and long term); (3) currency movements (gold and paper money).
In that case the foreign balance which has to be treated as part of the
multiplicand is simply the difference between exports and imports of
goods and services, the trade balance in the narrower sense. The reason is this: an increase in exports, unaccompanied by an increase in
imports, "will generate income without increasing the quantity of goods
available, and thereby start an upward fluctuation" 3; similarly, a decrease in exports, unaccompanied by a decrease in imports, will cause
a drop in income and will tend to start a downward movement. 4
Suppose, secondly, that there are other items in the balance of payments such as interest and dividend payments, immigrant remittances,
political tributes like reparations, etc. Then "foreign balance" must
be defined so as to include all these payments along with the balance
of trade. For example, "a decline in the annual amounts payable overseas on account of interest and dividends has ex~ctly the same effect
The Means to Prosperity, London, 1933, page 36.
The authors of the annual Department of Commerce Bulletin, The Balance
of 11lternatimzal Payments of the United States, use that expression (see the 1937
edition, page 5). For example, a statement of a bank about the creation or change
of a deposit balance in favour of a foreigner must be regarded· as the export qf
an evident:e of indebtedness (of the bank to the foreign deposit holder).
:1 C. Clark and]. G. CrawLrd, The National Income of Australia, London,
193 8 , page 93.
4 A similar argument holds with respect to a decrease in imports unaccompaniedby a fall in exports. If imports fall because, say, a spontaneous or a tariffinduced shift of demand from imported to home-produced goods· has taken place,
expenditure on home-produced goods increases, which is, as Mr. Keynes says,
in pari materia with home investment or government deficit spending. If imports
fall because of a prior fall in national income, the situation is not different in
the respect which matters for us. Some writers speak in this case of "consequential" as against "autonomous" changes in imports. We shall come back to
it on page 469, below.
1

2
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as an increase in expor~ income, and should be included with it.·.. 1 The
foreign balance should be defined then as the difference between the
sum of payments made to and received from foreign countries. 2
Let us now elaborate the multiplier formula given in Chapter 8 by
introducing the foreign trade items. In addition to the previously· used
symbols I (investment), C (consumption), Y (income), S (saving) ,
let us employ the following notation; X _ value of exports (standing
value of imfor all the active items in the balance of payments), M
ports (standing for all· the passive items in the balance of paymen~),
V
expenditure on investment goods (home produced and imported)

=

=

minus replacement3 , c == propensity to consume _

.£
.
y

In most cases

we shall use all these terms in the marginal or incremental sense, omitting, however, for simplicity, the 4 sign.
We may now formulate this first method of introducing international
economic relationships into the multiplier formula as follows: .Total
net investment, the multiplicand, is defined inclusive of the foreign balV
X - M and
ance: I

= +

y= (V

+X -M)

1

. . . (I)

I-C

The multiplier, _1_, is not different from the multiplier discussed in
I-C

§4) Chapter 8 (page

223 above).
Another approach is to take account of the international trade factors not only in the multiplicand but also in the multiplier. There are

Loc. cit.
It might be objected that· amounts received from abroad on account of different transactions are not equally likely to be spent and respent. E.g., a larger
proportion of money received as interest will be saved than of money received
for agricultural exports.' This is quite true, but it does not affect the formal
theory of the multiplier. although it affects the concrete magnitude of the multiplier and should be allowed for in the evaluation of the multiplier. It also
throws further doubt on the alleged stability of the. multiplier. This stability,
although not a necessary condition for the validity of the logical theory of the
multiplier, is essential for its practical usefulness. It must not be forgotten that
all objections and doubts concerning the multiplier technique as such apply also
to the foreign trade multiplier.
S V is thus the increment in the real capital stock.
If replacement were npt
deducted, we would have an act of double counting. (See footnote 2, page 461,
above.) Furthermore, it should be understood that individual acts of expenditure on producers' goods cannot, or can only in rare cases, be identified either as
net investment or replacement.
1

2
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various ways of doing it. Mr. HARROD proposes the following: 1 What
generates income, he says, is not the excess of exports over imports but
the volume of exports, or more precisely that part of it that does not
represent there-export, during the same period, of imported raw materials.
Similarly, of the total investment outlay only that part should be taken
which is sp~nt on wages and home produced materials and implements.
The multiplicand-Mr. HARROD calls it the Hbase" of the multiplier calculation-thus becomes (V - M v )
(X - M:c), where M v stands for
the value of imports of investment goods and Mal for the value of imports of materials to- be embodied in exports. If Me denotes the value
Me == M (total imof imports of consumption goods, M v M:c
ports). The new multiplicand is greater by Me than the multiplicand of
formula (I):

+

+

+

Hence the multiplier must be made smaller in the same proportion. As
Professor ROBERTSON has shown, it becomes

I

I-C(I-q)

,if by q we

denote the proportion of consumption expenditure spent on imported

==

Me. It follows that cq == Me. It is the
C
y
proportion of income spent on imported consumption goods and may
be called the "(marginal) ,propensity to import consumption goods."
Moreover, c-cq is the proportion of income spent on home produced
consumption goods and may be called the (marginal) propensity to
consume home produced goods." Mr. HARROD'S multiplier formula becomes:
Y~(V-Mv+X-M$)
I
. . . . . (2)
I (c-cq)
It is easy to see that this formula gives the same result as formula (1).2
As Professor ROBERTSON says, the difference between the two is only
that "whereas in (I) the q factor is implicit in the multiplicand, in (2)
it is explicit in the multiplier." 3
consumption goods

ct

1 The Trade Cycle, pages 149 and 153-4, and International Economics, revised edition, 1939, Chapters VI-VIII.

2y = (1

+ Me)

I

C

Me =(1

1--+y
Y

+ Me)

[he left hand side of the equation reduces to Y.
a Loc. cit., page 354.

y _ CY+Me ; since Y-C

==

1,
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In terms of the successive spending interpretation of the multiplier,
we can derive formula (2) as follows: Suppose there is an increase
in investment expenditure and exports. National income generated in
the first round is (V - M v
X -:- M.x)' Of this a fraction of c is
spent by the recipients on consumption. But since cq is spent on foreign consumption goods, only (c-cq) is spent on home-made consumption goods. The whole series of income generated in successive expenditures becomes:
(V - M v
X - M.x)' [I
(c-cq)
(C-cq)2
which ap-

+

+

+

proaches (V - l\1 v

+X -

+

j\1,r).

+ ...]

1

1-

C

(I - q)

.

when the number of

rounds becomes very large.
Mr. HARROD'S formula has not been used in practical statistical work
so far as I know. Anyway it would be difficult of application because
the M,r cannot easily be determined. 1
A somewhat different formula which is much easier to apply statistically has been used by Messrs. CLARK and CRAWFORD in their Australian study. They use a multiplicand which is greater than that of
formula (2), viz., investment expenditure plus total exports: V
X
I +M. Therefore, they must make allowance for total imports in the
.multiplier, making it smaller than in (2).
The formula becomes:

+ =

(V

+ X)

1

I

-

,).........

(c - q

(3)

where q' denotes the proportion of total income spent on imports, i.e.,
the (marginal) propensity to import 2

= ~.

This formula gives the

same result as (I) and (2).3
We must now ask the question: what are the criteria for choosing between these different formulae? We saw that they are compatible with
one another. One can be translated into the other by simple algebraic
1 The situation is, of course, different in different countries. As Mr. S. Laursen
pointed out to the present writer, it is possible to determine M z in a country

like Denmark, because there is a fairly constant ratio between feed imports and

the export of refined agricultural products.
2 Including imports for investment and for export. purposes.

3(I+M)

C
I-

Y

M=I+My_C+M=Y

y +y
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operations. Does this imply that there is nothing to choose between
them? In a sense it does imply that. If all data are given, it does not
matter which formula we use. Formula (2), however, requires more
data than either one of the others; this makes it less useful. Formula
(3) does not require more data than formula (I). It is true it contains
the q' factor, which is not explicitly contained in (I). But this factor
defined as ~ can be computed from items contained in formula (I).
Y

From the practical-statistical point of view the situation is somewhat
different. We never have complete statistical information on all the
magnitudes of the formula. If we had, there would be no point in
going to all the trouble of calculating the multiplier. The essence of
the matter is that the multiplier analysis is a useful device, only if-and
in so far-as the multiplier can be assumed to be fairly stable over time
(or else if its law of change were known), so that it cart be determined
independently and be extrapolated with some confidence. If it were
subje~ to just as rapid and unpredictable changes as the multiplicand
and hence had to be computed for each period anew there would be no
advantage in separating the determining factors of national income (or
of anything else) into a multiplicand and a multiplier.
We ·saw1 that an attempt has been made to establish the relative stability of the ordinary multiplier in a closed economy by Hnking i,t with
certain psychological traits in the huma~ mind,. namely, with the "propensity to consume" in the psychological sense, which can be assumed
to be stable with. a certain plausibility. We saw also that the link between the multiplier and its psychological basis is not so close as the
first proponents of the multiplier believed it to be and that the stability
of that basis itself maybe less than it was thought. But let us assume
that these doubts are exaggerated and that as a matter of statistical fact
-by chance, we almost might say-the multiplier, is sufficiently stable
to make it a useful analytical device. Is there a reason to believe that
the more complicated multipliers of formula (2) and (3) are more
stable, or at least as stable, as the simpler one of formula (I)?
It has never been maintain~d that ,it is (because the problem has
never been approached from this point of view) ; but since the formulae
(2) and (3) contain the factor q and q' in addition to c, there is a
i

1

Chapter 8, § 4.
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prima facie assumption that the more complicated multipliers are less
stable. than the simple one.!
'
Since formulae (2) and (3) c~ be converted into (I) by simple
algebraic 'operations, it is not a valid argument to say that (2) and (3)
are -superior to (I) for the reason that what .generates income and acts
as a stimulant is an increase in exports, as such, rather than in the excess of exports over imports (foreign balance). This idea seems, however, to be in the mind of many writers on the subject. Mr. HARROD,
for example, puts forward a.lengthy argument to the effect that what
matters is "volume of exports" rather than "excess of exports." 2 But
his reasoning is unconvincing, though here only. a few remarks will be
made. In Chapter 12, above,s it has been discussed at great length
under what kind of international monetary arrangements a change in
exports (imports) brought about by (say) a tariff or a shift in demand
will be automatically offset by an equal change in imports (exports) 4 ;
and under what circumstances or assumptions a parallel shift in exports and imports (in contradistinction to an export or import surplus)
will be a stimulating· or depressing factor. There it was pointed out
that an increase in exports accompanied by an increase in imports (without a lag) is equivalent to a shift in demand from goods displaced by
imports to export goods. Similarly a simultaneous decrease in exports
and imports is equivalent to a shift in demand from export goods to
goods competing with imports. Now, it is not impossible that a shift
in demand will, on' balance, stimulate aggregate effective demand (cf.
pages 99-100, above). If new investment in plant and equipment are
induced in the industries where demand has risen and only replacement
of outworn equipment falls away where demand has fallen, there will
1 There is, however, the logical possibility' that ( - ( q (or c-q') is more stable
than either ( or q (or q') if there were a tendency for fluctuations in both elements to offset one another. The writer cannot, however, think of any good
reason why. that should be the case and it has never been asserted that it is.
Clark and Crawford in their Australian study determine ( and q' separately and
assume them both constant over the relevant period, implying that their sum is

not more stable than each part.
2 International Economics, 2nd ed., 1939, page 143, et seq.
s Page 444, ff.
4 A strictly bilateral clearing system which· completely excludes currency and
capital movements by preventing the accumulation of clearing balances is a case
in point. Under most other arrangements temporary balances do occur, but exchange rontrol usually holds them down to small proportions.
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be an increase in aggregate effective demand. This reasoning can
readily be applied to export and import industries when exports and
imports both rise or fall.
The point is that what will happen depends on special conditions,
whilst in the case of an excess of exports over imports (or the opposite)
the primary effect is clearly stimulating (or depressing). It follows that
on the level of abstraction and simplification on which ,the multiplier
analysis is carried out traditionally" dealing as it does with broad aggregates and averages, only an excess of exports over imports can be regarded as a stimulating factor, whilst a parallel shift upward of both
exports and imports must be assumed to be neutra1. 1
There is, of course, an entirely different situation if, following an
increase in exports, imports rise with a Jag. Then there is temporarily
an export surplus. It is possible that the secondary and tertiary effects
(multiplier plus acceleration effect) of this export surplus are so strong
that the subsequent rise in imports will not interrupt the expansion.
In other words, a cumulative process may be started which gathers momentum so that it is not interrupted by a lat~r rise in imports. But such
a development can no longer be understood and analysed by means of
the multiplier alone.
Messrs. CLARK and eRAWFORD introduce foreign trade into the multiplier analysis with the following statement: "In the short period there
is no necessity that an increase of exports should be followed by an
increase of imports, and, therefore,2 an increase in either the volume or
price of exports will generate income without increasing the quantity of
goods available and thereby start an upward fluctuation." 3 This state..
ment implies or' at least suggests that an increase in exports will exert a
1 Those who maintain that changes in exports must be put into the multiplicand irrespective of whether they are or are not accompanied by parallel
changes in imports, may have a point; but t1ley are stepping outside the multiplier analysis. There is no objection to that provided that the conditions under
which the stimulating effects of the increase in exports exceed the depressing
effects of the increase in imports are precisely stated. This haSt in fact, not
been done. It is worth noting that, if the case is correctly stated, it follows
that also a decrease in exports may have to be regarded as a stimulating factor
if it is accompanied by a decrease in imports, because the stimulating effects felt
by the industries favoured by the fall in imports may be greater than the depression caused in the export industries.
2 Not in italics in the original.
3 op. cit., page 93.
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stimulating influence, only if-and insofar as-it leads to an export surplus; in other words, if it is not at once offset by an equal rise in imports. Later on, however, the two authors distinguish between what
they call ttautonomous" and ttconsequential" changes in imports. 1 The

distinction is not unimportant. Consequential changes in M are those
which are induced by prior changes in income. Autonomous changes
are those caused by other factors, e.g., tariffs and other protective measures, currency depreciation, changes in consumers' demand. Mr.. CLARK
believes that in the case of Australia they succeeded in separating statistically the two types of import changes. Autonomous changes-decreases
--in AtI they found in the years 1928-29 and 1929-3° and instead of
taking care of this factor by adjusting the multiplier, for these two years
they made allowance for the ttautonomous" changes of imports in the
multiplicand. 2
This procedure could possibly be defended on the ground that it
makes the multiplier a more stable and predictable magnitude. s Mr.
CLARK gives, however, another reason which is very misleading and has
actually led him into error. He points out, rightly, that "an autonomous increase in imports has exactly the same effect as a decline in ex1 Loc. cit., p. 95. See also Clark's paper, "Determination of the Multiplier",
in Economic Journal, September 1938, page 438 et seq. and his "Comments on
Mr. Robertson's note", Economic Journal, June 1939, page 356. See also William
A. Sillant, "Foreign Trade Policy in the Business Cycle" in Public Policy, Vol.
II, 1941, pages 208-231.
2 Hence their formula is, strictly speaking, not (3), but a slightly different

one which may be written: V

+

(

,t

M a.

I

, where M a denotes
q
autonomous imports and q' is redefined so as to represent the ratio of M - M a
consequential" imports) to. Y.
S This presupposes, of course, that autonomous changes in imports are not
too frequent or else can be predicted and measured from independent sources.
Unfortunately, this will rarely be true, as Mr. Clark's own experience with the
English case shows.
The matter throws further light on the limitations and presuppositions of the
multiplier technique as such. Even in the ordinary multiplier for a closed economy it may be necessary or at least useful to distinguish between autonomous
and induced changes in consumption. For clearly consumption. may change for
other reasons than prior changes in investment. Such changes in consumption
could and should be taken care of by putting them into the multiplicand (rather
than by adjusting the multiplier). In the case of "collective consumption" through
governmental channels this is actually done, though under the guise of treating
government expenditure as "honorary investment" as Professor Robertson has
put it.
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ports" and will "neutralize the stimulating effect of an [equal] rise in
exports." But he continues that this is not true in the case of consequential increases in imports.! This reasoning cannot be accepted. Any
increase in imports, whether of the one or the other sort, is a negative
factor, a "leakage." 2 According to Mr. CLARK'S own formula, it
either reduces the multiplicand or the multiplier, the latter through
increasing q', the propensity to import. 3 It is misleading to say that
while autonomous changes in imports are a cause, consequential changes
are an effect of changes in national income. 4 If consequential imports
were different from what they are, that would clearly influence national
income in the next period. They are "causally relevant," although by
assumption they can be explained as the effect of a change in income in
a previous period.
The essence of the matter is that all these new concepts as the marginal propensity to import, the multiplier, etc., become really useful only
if they are a part of a truly dynamic theory, that is to say, a period or
sequence analysis which carefully distinguishes between successive periods. Such analyses were clearly envisaged by Professor ROBERTSON in
his saving-investment-hoarding studies and have been worked out in increasing number by such writers as LUNDBERG, TINBERGEN, SAMUELSON, etc. In such a scheme there is then no difficulty in assigning a
dual role of cause and effect to the various elements. 5 A rise in export
1

Economic Journal, September 1938, pages 438 and 439.

It must not be forgotten, however, that imports will affect favourably national
income of the countries- where they are exports. This will lead to increased exports-"consequential exports" of the first country. Hence imports cannot be
treated unqualifiedly as leakages. Only if we deal with a small country as against
the rest of the world can that be done. (See on this point Machlup, "Period
Analysis and Multiplier Theory," Quarterly Journal of Economics, Vol. 54,
November 1939, page 21.)
3 In the English case, Mr. Clark was not able statistically to separate autonomous from consequential changes in imports. He deals with this situation by
putting all imports into the multiplicand, which becomes V
X - M as in
formula (I). Naturally he has to adjust the multiplier, making it larger as
compared with (3). However, on the theory that the multiplicand has been
made too small by deducting not only autonomous but also consequential imports,
he overad;usted the multiplier, making it larger than in formula (I). He thus
obtains a formula whi~h is clearly wrong. (For details see Professor Robertson's note, page 355, and Villard, loco cit., pages 172-5.)
4 National Incof'1 e of Australia, page 100.
5 In Professor Tinbergen's statistical models, imports and exports have always
figured among the variable elements. A theoretical model a la Lundberg, with
special reference to imports and exports, has been constructed by Mr. Svend
Laursen in an unpublished doctoral· thesis (Harvard 194 1 ).
2
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due, say, to an increase in foreign demand in period 1 will raise income,
which will be spent in period 2 and will lead to a rise in imports in
period 3, which constitutes a "leakage" and prevents income from rising
as high as it otherwise would.
A few observations may now be added on the relationship between
the new type of analysis of the cyclical implication of foreign trade
changes and the -more traditional approaches on which Chapter 12 of
the present study is based. The concepts of the foreign-trade multiplier
and the marginal propensity to import are new, but the underlying ideas
can be traced back a long way in the history of economic thought,
though sometimes only in a rudimentary form.
It has always been held that an excess of exports (favorable foreign
balance) will lead to a rise in prices and incomes. It is true that a
large part of traditional ("classical" ) analysis was carried out under
the assumption of full employment. In consequence too much emphasis
was laid on changes in the price level, although the critics of the classical theory should not forget that a price rise implies also a rise' in
money incomes; hence income changes were not completely neglected.
In any case it is not difficult to amplify the theory by pointing out that
if there are idle productive resources available, incomes, in monetary
and real terms, can rise even without a change in the general price level.
Similarly, when the foreign balance becomes unfavorable, incomes will
fall not only when prices fall, but also if prices are rigid and remain
unchanged. In the latter case the fall in incomes is brought about by
a fall in output and employment.
It is true that traditional theory has laid much stress on gold flows
as a necessary condition for price and income changes, while the modern
analyses tend to minimise the importance of gold flows. 1 In the traditio~al
theory it is often assumed that if an export surplus is offset by an inflow
of gold, prices and incomes will rise, but not if it is offset by an outflow
of capital. This conclusion depends upon the full employment assumption and the assumption of a constant MV or ,at least V, which is made
frequently, but by no means always. This assumption can, however, be
dropped. If it is assumed that the supply of loanable funds is perfectly
elastic, an export surplus will bring about a rise in prices and/or incomes irrespective of whether it is financed by an. import of gold or an
export of capital.
1

See esp. Harrod, op. cit., passim.
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Another difference between the "classical" analysis and the "modern"
approach is this: In traditional theory, capital movements are usually regarded as an active, autonomous, factor which induces a change in the
trade balance. In the modern view this relationship is almost reversed:
It is assumed that if exports rise (or imports fall) the gap is likely to
be filled by induced capital movements. The trade balance does not
become favorable because there was a capital export, but the other way
round: there was a capital export because the trade balance became
active.lIn certain circumstances and within limits, (e.g., under a sterling exchange standard) this is clearly possible: Foreign balances may
be piled up by the banks or clearing offices of the country with the
favorable trade balance, or private individuals may be induced by
changes in interest rates to acquire foreign assets. It should, however,
not be forgotten that this is never a purely automatic process, but the
result of a deliberate policy: somebody, private banks, central banks,
government, stabilization funds, clearing offices or private individuals
must decide to hold the foreign assets. The situation will be different
under different institutional arrangements and policies. These matters
have been widely discussed; much can be said about them, but easy and
sweeping generalisations as those underlying a mechanical multiplier
analysis are rather a step backward than forward.
The concept of the marginal propensity to import seems to have been
introduced first by Mr. PAISH.2 The underlying idea is, however, an
ancient one. An increase in imports induced by a rise in incomes is an
integral part of the classical model of the international trade mechanism. 3 The modern innovation consists essentially in the assumption of
a fairly constant and predictable relationship between changes in income
and imports. The traditional theory, on the other hand, does not try
to establish a stable relationship but insists that the rate at which income
1 This was very clearly brought out by Mr. Keynes in his famous discussion
with Professor Ohlin on the transfer of reparations.
2 See reference on page 410 above.
See also Hayek, Monetary Nationalism
and International Stability, 1937, and Imre De Vegh, "Imports and Income in the
United States and Canada" in Review of Economic Statistics, Vol. 23, August 1941.
3 Again it must be said that many writers have overemphasized the role of
general price changes and have overlooked the possibility of equilibrating income
changes without any price changes whatsoever. The view which stresses this
possibility is called by Mr. Carl Iversen in his well-known study, International
Capital MovementJ (1st ed., 1935), the "modern theory" as against the "classical theory." But Mr. Iversen himself is able to trace the modern theory almost
as far back in the history of economic thought as the classical theory.
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changes induce import changes depends on many other factors; among
them the degree of employment prevailing in a country; and hence the
phase of the cycle is certainly a very important one: If a high degree of
employment has been reached (near the cyclical peak) a rise in income
will lead to a sharper increase in imports than in the case where there
is much slack and unemployment.
If we want to formulate the difference of the two approaches in .one
sentence we could say this: These new theories try to analyse sequences,
transitions from one equilibrium to another in ~concrete terms, while the
traditional theories were more interested in the description of equilibrium positions and have a tendency to minimise transitional processes.
But it is a difference in degree rather than in kind.

§ 3.

THE COMBINATION OF THE ·MULTIPLIER AND THE
ACCELERATION PRINCIPLE IN DYNAMIC MODELS

In many places of this book1 it was stressed that the reciprocal stimulation of consumption and investment is an integral part of many cycle
theories. The cumulative nature of expansion and contraction processes
is explained largely by the interplay of producers' spending (investment) and consumers' spending. The two-way relationship between
consumption and investment has been discussed by economists under the
heading "multiplier" (influence of investment on consumption) and
"acceleration principle" (influence or consumption, or rather changes
in consumption or income on investment). The technique of the theoretical analysis of these relationships has been greatly improved in
recent years. The analysis has become more explicitly dynamic, 2 that
is to say the relationships in question are all interpreted so as to imply
time lags; the magnitudes are being carefully "dated" (HICKS). Moreover, a number of writers have constructed complete models showing
that cyclical fluctuations can be obtained with the help of these two
relationships without having recourse to anything else. These simple
c10dels are, of course, purely theoretical. A system which runs in terms
See, e.g., page 344.
Mr. Keynes' system is still completely static. Mr. Harrod's system is in~
completely dynamized; he introduces the dynamic acceleration principle but he
still interprets the multiplier as. an instantaneous relationship.
1

2
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of these two relationships only cannot claim to be realistic. Of this their
authors are well aware, but it'seems that most of them believe, and they
certainly convey the impression, that the factors and relationships which
enter these models are more important than those stressed in older
theories: changes.·in price levels, interest rates, wage rates, efficiency of
labour, etc., have receded somewhat into the background.
The following writers may be mentioned in this connection: Mr. N.
KALDOR,l Mr. M. KALECKI,2 Mr. E.- A. RADICE3 and Professor P.
SAMUELSON. 4

Of these schemes, the one worked out by Professor SAMUELSON is
the simplest .and at the same time technically most perfect. It states
all assumptions clearly and is therefore best suited as a starting point
for the discussion of some general principles underlying this type of
analysis.
Following a suggestion by Professor HANSEN, Professor SAMUELSON
has elaborated the pure multiplier model sequence of the type represented in Table I of the preceding section by assuming that changes in
.".~onsumption induce private investment.
The tCadditions to the national income consist [now] of three components: ( I) governmental
deficit spending, ( 2) private consumption expenditure iriduced by
previous public expenditure, and (3) induced private investment, assumed according to the familiar acceleration principle to be proportional to the time increase of consumption." 5 In the pure multiplier
analysis only the first two components are considered.
1 "A Model of the Trade Cycle," Economic Journal, March 1940, page 78.
Mr. Kaldor's analysis is somewhat encumbered by the use of the clumsy and
vague terms ex ante and ex post saving and investment. Moreover, investment
is made a function of the level of "activity" rather than its rate of change,
which makes his model a shade more unrealistic than the others. But as far as
its formal structure is concerned it can be translated into a straightforward dynamic sequence or period analysis.
2 "A Theory of the Business Cycle", Review of Economic Studies, February
1937, reprinted in Essays in the Theory of Economic Fluctuations.
3 "A Dynamic Scheme for the British Trade Cycle, 1929-193 i', Econometrica,
Vol. 7, ]an,uary 1939. This is the only attempt to apply such a simple scheme
to a concrete case.
4 P. A. Samuelson, "Interactions between the Acceleration Principle and the
Multiplier," Review of Economic Statistics, May 1939, and "A Synthesis of the
Principle of Acceleration and the Multiplier", The Journal of Political Economy,
Vol. 47, December 1939.
5 Review of 'Economic Statistics, Vol. 21, 1939, page 75.
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The following numerical assumption will illustrate the possible implications of these assumptions. ClWe assume governmental deficit spending of one dollar per unit period, beginning at sQme initial time and
continuing thereafter. The marginal propensity to· consume, c1 is taken
to be one-half. This is taken to mean that the consumption of any
period is equal to one-half [of the increment in] the nati~nal income
of the previous period. Our last assumption is that indyced private
investment is proportional to the increase in consumption betwee~ the
previous and the current period. This factor of proportionality or relation, {3, is taken to be equal to unity; i.e., a time increase in consumption
of one dollar will result in one dollar's worth of induced private investment.
ClIn the initial period when the government spends a dollar for the
first time, there will be no consumption induced from previous periods,
and hence the addition to the national income will equal the one doUar
spent. This will yield fifty centsQf consumption expenditure in the
second period, an increase of fifty cents over the consumption of the
first period, and so according to the relation we will have fifty cents
worth of induced private investment. Finally, we must add the new
dollar of expenditure by the government. .The national income of the
second period must therefore total two dollars. ,Similarly, in the third
period the national income would be the sum of one dollar of· consumption, fifty cents induced private investment, and one dollar current
governmental expenditure. It is dear that, given the values of the
marginal propensity to .consume, c, ind the relation, {3, all succeeding
national income levels can be easily computed in succession.· This is
done in detail in Table II. It will be noted that the introduction of
the acceleration principle causes our series to reach a. peak'" at the 3rd
year, a trough at the 7th, a peak at the I I th, etc." 2
From a pure multiplier sequence no such oscillatory movem~nts could
be obtained. It will be noted that in this particular case the oscillations
are damped, that is to say, the violence of the fluctuations (amplitude)
decreases rapidly as they go on in spite of the fact that the force which
brings them about-government spending-continues at a constant rate.
Professor SAMUELSON then shows that by merely changing the as1
2

Professor Samuelson calls it a.
Loc. cit., pages 75-6.
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sumptions about the magnitude of the marginal propensity to consume
and of the relation qualitatively different results emerge. If, for example, the relation is very small no oscillations in national income result
from a COhstant stream of governmental expenditure, but an asymptotic
approach to the pure multiplier level _.!-.
I

TABLE

-

If c

C

=~

and f3

=

2,

II

The Development of National Income As a Result of a Continuous Level of
Governmental Expenditure When the Marginal Propensity to Consume Equals
One-Half and the Relation Equals Unity
(Unit: one dollar)

Period

Current
g"Overnmental
expenditure

2

1.00
1.00

CUt't'ent
consumption
induced
by
previous
expenditure

CUt't'ent
private
investment
proportional
to time
increase in
consumption

Total
national
income

0.00

0.00

1.00

0.5 0

0.5 0

2.00

0·50
0.25

3

1.00

1.00

4

1.00

1.25

5
6

1.00

1. 2 5

0.00

1.00

-0. I2 S#'

2.00

7

1.00

1. 12 5
1.00

-0. 12 5

1. 8 75

8

1.00

0·9375

-0.06 2 5

1.8 75

9
10

1.00
1.00

II

1.00

0·9375
0.96875
1.00

0.03125
0.031 2 5

2.03 12 5

12

1.00

13

1.00

1. 01 56 2 5
1. 01 562 5

0. 01 562 5
0.00

2.0 1 56 2 5

14

1.00

1.0078 12 5

....... .

2·50
2·50
2.25

0.00

1.9375
2.00

-0.007 812 5

2.03'125
2.00

....... .
-

* Negative induced private investment is interpreted to mean that for the
system as a whole there is less investment in this period than there otherwise
would have been. Since this is a marginal analysis, superimposed implicitly
upon a going state of affairs, this concept causes no difficulty.
regular undamped fluctuations are produced. If c and f3. are greater,
the oscillations become explosive ("anti-damped"), that is their amplitude increases from cycle to cycle. For still higher values of the two
coefficients a constant level of governmental expenditure will result in
an ever increasing national income without any oscillations.
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Professor SAMUELSON gives a brilliant general solution dividing all
possible combinations of c and /3 into four groups in such a way that
each group comprises all th?se combinations which give rise to a type
of behaviour which is qualitatively different from the resqits of combinations belonging to another group.

The assumptions on which these model sequences rest are, of course,
.very rigid and unrealistic. But in many respects they can be relaxed
easily without materially changing the results. Naturally what holds of
governmental expenditure holds also of other types of investment and
consumption expenditure. Moreover, in many cases the qualitative
results are not changed if, instead of a continual stream of governmental
expenditure, a finite number of expenditures is assumed; even then
oscillations damped, undamped or antidamped, follow for certain values
of the two coefficients. What is changed by assuming a finite number
of impulses (expenditures) instead of a continual stream is, as Professor SAMUELSON shows, the level around which the oscillations play
rather than their nature.
It is, of course, impossibly unrealistic to adhere to the assumption of
a constant marginal propensity to consume and relation. In real terms
they cannot remain constant when the movement is in the upward direction; for when full employment is reached (or approached with .bottlenecks) a .further rise of consumption and investment ·in accordance with
a constant multiplier and r.elation is' physically impossible. In monetary terms the expansion could conceivably continue unchanged even
then; but in that case prices would have to rise, and moreover a perfectly elastic credit supply would have to be presupposed. If credit
supply is not perfectly elastic, the rate of interest (or some sort of
credit rationing) has to be introduced as an additional factor influencing investment. There are a hundred other ways in which these simple
sequences, would .in practice require to be elaborated and complicated.
But even in their simplest forms they are useful because they reveal
the implications of assumptions which are frequently made more· or
less loosely in business cycle theory. And as the simplest cases dearly
demonstrate, the~e implications are such that it is absolutely impossible
for the untutored eye to foresee them in all their complexity. This is
naturally still more true if the assumptions are made more realistic and
therefore more complicated.
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Mr. LUNDBERG in his Studies in the Theory of Economic Expansion 1
has worked out a number of more complicated model sequences, and
Professor TINBERGEN has set himsel£ the herculean task of constructing
such models, not theoretically, but statistically for concrete countries
and in considerable detail. He does not assume, hypothetically, a
limited number of relationships; he tries on the basis of theoretical
reasoning and statistical researches to select those relationships that are
actually significant and to measure lags and coefficients instead of assuming arbitrarily certain ,:alues for them. 2 This is, of course, a tremendously ambitious undertaking. A general dynamic thepry comprisi~g., the economic system as a whole in great detail is reminiscent of
LAPLACE'S famous world formula. Given the state of the economic
universe at a single point of time (or during a short period) such a
formula would enable the human mind to reconstruct the course of economic events into the remote past and to foresee its evolution in the
distant future; to an intellect equipped with such a theory "nothing
would be uncertain and the future as well as the past would be present
before its eyes" (LAPLACE).
Everybody is aware, however, that this is a distant unattainable ideal.
Nobody, least of all Professor TINBERGEN himself, would dare to extrapolate these dynamic models in either direction (past or future) far
beyond the limits of the period for which it was constructed. On· the
other hand, some extrapolation, some prediction of the future (or of the
past) must be possible if the scheme has any value, not only from the
practical, but also from a purely scientific, point of view. Of course
these predictions need not concern the movement of the system as a
1

Lond~n, 1937. See esp: Chapter 9.

See especially his two volumes, Statistical Testing of Business-Cycle Theories,
league of Nations, 1939. Very interesting elucidations of the theoretical and
statistical foundations of his work will be found in his article, "Econometric
Business Cycle Research", in The Review of Economic Studies, Vol. VII, February
1940, and in his reply to Mr. Keynes' criticism of the volumes mentioned above
in the EC01lOmic ]o"rnal, 1939. See also T. Koopman's "The Logic of Econometric
Business-Cycle Research" in Journal of Political Economy, Vol. XI, April 1941.
It should ,be noted, however, that Professor Tinbergen does not make use of
the acceleration principle.' He uses instead other dynamic relationships, explaining investment by :profits (and/or changes in the. profit stream [~epresenting. the
influence of "speculation"]) in a preceding period. (See, for example, the
simple theoretical model, illustrating the formal nature of the system in the
introduction to Vol. II of Statistical Testing of Business-Cyc~e Theories} League
of Nations, 1939, pages 15-18.)
2
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whole (as a true world formula would do) but only certain aspects or
reactions to certain impulses (disturbances) from the outside.
It is impossible here to go into the question of the actual degree of
extrapolation that is possible, in other words into the question of the
concrete explanatory value or validIty of Professor TINBERGENtS
models. That would require not only an extensive discussion of his
statistical data and techniques, but also of fundamental epistemological
questions. At .this point we could indicate only the logical nature of
the ideal to which it aspires.

§ 4.

THE PROBLEM OF THE TURNING POINTS

If we were in possession of a perfectly endogenous theory of the kind
discussed in the preceding pages, the problem of the turning points
would present itself in a different light from that in which it was
viewed in Chapter I I of the present study. In fact, as Professor
TINBERGEN argues, 1 no special explanation (theory) of the turning
points is needed in that case. The assumed relationships together
with the concrete magnitude of the coefficients which constitute the
theory explain the cumulative process in either direction as well as
why it comes to an end and reverses itself. If, for example, in the
table above we ask for an explanation of the downturn in income from
period 4 to period S, the only adequate answer can be a reference to,
and a further elucidation of, the equations which constitute the model.
Does it follow that there is no sense in the question for the reason
of the turning point, that there is no merit in a special turning point
analysis-an analysis, that is to say, which tries to find out what happens during the period in which a depression or revival begins? This
does not follow by any means. First, it is always possible that a turning
point may be brought about by a disturbance from outside, that is to
say by a factor which even the most ambitious and optimistic theorist
cannot hope to include in his system. But, second, even if we disregard
such hopelessly e~ogenous factors, there is no, or should be 'no, overlooking the fact that complete sequence models of the kind discussed
in the last section are still in the theoretical stage; they constitute a sort
1

Review of Economic Studies, Vol. VII, 1940, ",ages 84-5.
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of ideal which may perhaps be reached in the future but is far from
realisation at present. What we now hold in our hands are short
threads, and any fabric woven of such material must be tentative and
full of loose ends. In other words, we have only short causal links,
some of untested strength, which in many places can be connected only
by tentative hypotheses and hence cannot yet be forged into a solid
band capable of spanning whole cycles. We must always be on the
lookout for possible modifications and improvements of the tentative
models which we set up. Turning point theories and analyses of particular turning points. may be regarded as phases of model construction
or modification. There is always the possibility that we may find it
necessary or expedient to explain a turning point by going outside or
Inodifying a model which we may have set up tentatively instead, of
by applying it. To go back to the example mentioned before, we may
say that the turning point bet~een period 4 and 5 would not have
occurred (at that time, or not at all) if the marginal propensity to consume or the relation were greater than assumed. Or we might go still
further outside the model and' say that the, turning point would come
earlier, if the marginal propensity to consume were assumed to become
smaller when income increases and vice versa (instead of being constant).
'Thus, special turning point analyses seem to be called for not only
for the purpose of testing but also for. the construction of theoretical
models. The testing of assumed relationships would seem to be particularly fruitful under the most extreme circumstances (maximum and
minimum output and employment) offered by the business cycle, that is
at the turning points. Relationships which hold well to a, constant
level during long stretches of, say, the upswing, may change their value
when full employment is being approached. The marginal propensity
to import may be an example.
We may summarise by saying that special turning-point theories have
their place in business-cycle analysis, although it may eventually be
possible to incorporate them into a general theory which is capable of
explaining the cycle in all its phases.
We now turn to some specific theories of the upper turning-point.
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PROFESSOR HAYEK'S RICARDO EFFECT

In an interesting new article! which has not yet attracted the attention which it deserves, Professor HAYEK has modified his original
theory which was discussed in Chapter 3 of the present study.
The new version is potentially more comprehensive than· the old one:
Professor HAYEK sketches a whole theory of the cycles, 2 and not only
a theory of the upswing and the crisis (as he did in his original
exposition); but the theory of the expansion and the upper turning
point is worked out more fully than the theory of the contraction and
the lower turning point.
It will be remembered that his original theory assumed full employment from the start. But while for the descriptio~ and analysis of the
cumulative process of expansion the full employment assumption was
unnecessary and, in fact, inadmissible3-because an expansion could
not well develop., if no idle factors could be drawn intu employmentfor the Hayekian theory of the upper turning point the full employment assumption seemed to be essential and also less objectionable. 4
Now, according to the new version of his theory full employment is
no longer necessary. Nor is it necessary for the rate of interest to rise
and for consumers' goods industries to entice away factors from the
higher (earlier) stages of production. The rate of interest and money
wages are assumed to remain unchanged throughout the upswing (or
1 "Profits, Interest and Investment" which is the. first paper in a collection of
essays published under the same title, London, 1939 (pages 3-71). In this
volume most of the articles by the author which are quoted in other parts of the
present book are reprinted. The capital theory underlying Professor Hayek's
views of economic fluctuations is now set forth in great detail in his voluminous
monograph, The Pure Theory of Capital, Macmillan, 1941; which appeared too
late to be considered in the text. See also Tom Wilson, "Capital Theory and
the Trade Cycle" (Review of Economic Studies, Vol. VII, June 1940, pages
J6sr-I80), which contains the only critical discussion which Hayek's new ideas
have drawn until now.
2 He limits the scope of his article by saying: "This paper does rtot attempt
to give a comprehensive or complete account of the causes of industrial fl\lctuations. It provides merely another theoretical model which ought to help to
elucidate certain essential relationships" (loc. cit., page 6). This statement does,
however, not restrict his theory to certain phases of the· cycle, but seems to indicate that the theory is not worked. out in full detail and that alternative explanations (models) are not exc1uded.
8 For a discussion of this point, see pages 63-64, above.
4 See pages 50-51, above.
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even throughout the whole cycle). Professor HAYEK does not say that
in fact the rate of interest does not change. But he believes that it is
more stable (sticky) than it is assumed in pure theory; and he tries to
show that even if it remained perfectly stable throughout the upswing
(i.e., if the supply of loanable funds were perfectly elastic at a constant
rate of interest), the breakdown of the boom would come just the same.
The function, which in his- earlier writings was attributed to changes in
the rate of interest, is now performed by changes in the rate of profit.
Expansion is now brought to an end and depression started by a. drop
in the inducement to invest. The fall in investment demand is not due
to a rise of interest rates or to a rise in factor prices or to the fact that
scarce factors are drawn away from investment industries (earlier
stages of production) into consumption industries (later stages of production) ;1 nor is it due to an absolute decrease in consumption expenditure or to a decrease in its rate of growth. ,The real reason, according
to Professor HAYEK'S new version is, paradoxically, a rise in consumers'
goods prices brought about by an increase in expenditure on consumption and the approach of full employment of factors of production
attached to the consumption goods industries. In other words, the fall
in the inducement to invest is explained by a rise (beyond a certain
limit) in the rate of profits in consumer goods industries. 2 This
rather perplexing conclusion, which is about the opposite of the acceleration principle, is based on the so-called Ricardo effect. "Its substance
is contained in the familiar Ricardian proposition that a rise in [real]
wages will encourage capitalists to substitute machinery for labor and
vice versa." 3 Assume that, with constant money wages and unchanged
interest rate, product prices rise. This, it is asserted, will entail a shift
in the relative profitability of more and less tCcapitalistic" ("capital intensive," «round-about") methods of production in favour of the latter.
Hence methods of production will tend to become less capitalistic; that
1 At one point, however, a rise in certain raw material prices is mentioned
as a factor which adversely affects investment (loc. cit., pages 30-3 I). This is
reminiscent of the old version of Hayek's theory, but seems to be unnecessary for
(although not incompatible with) his new version.
2 Rate of profit must be interpreted as the expected rate. The point of Professor Hayek's theory is not, as it might be thought, that a high actual rate may
create doubt with respect to the stability of the situation.
3 Loc. cit., page 8 et seq. The passage in Ricardo referred to is in P-rinciples,
Chapter I, Section V, Works, ed. McCulloch, page 26 f.
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is: less capital will be used per unit of output 1 and investment may decrease. In a slightly different form the proposition will sound more
familiar: an increase in prices of fin.ished goods-money wages remaining constant-is equivalent to a decrease in real wages; and with the
rate of interest unchanged, Fall in real wages will induce asobstitution
of labor for capital.
We may now summarise Professor HAYEK'S theory as far as it concerns the upswing and the upper turning point as follows: in the later
stages of an expansion real wage rates fall. This brings about a shift
to less capitalistic methods of production, reduces demand for loanable
funds and spells depression.
A similar development in the opposite direction is sketched for the
depression: real wages rise and this rise eventually, by inducing a substitution of capital (or labour, that is the adoption of more capitalistic
methods of production, stimulates investment demand and brings about
a general revival. Whilst, however, for the upswing and the upper
turning point the sketched theory is put forward as an exclusive explanation 2 (apart, probably, from the possibility that external disturbances may interrupt an expansion), it is not clear whether the same
principle is meant to apply to all contractions and revivals to the exclusion of other explanations.. At any rate the theory is not a fullfledged
cycle theory. It is not worked out as a complete sequence model; hence
it is difficult to decide whether the elements presented are formally
sufficient to explain cyclical oscillations or whether it is necessary to
supplement them by other factors such as "secondary deflation", "speculative exaggerations" and the like in order to obtain oscillations.
We shall therefore confine our critical examination of this interesting
theory to the following points: (I) The validity of the Ricardo effect
as an abstract proposition. Is it true that there is a tendency to shift to
i

a

1 On the question of the precise definition and measurement of "capital intensity" of production see N. Kaldor, "The Recent Controversy on the Theory
of Capita!"', Econometrica, July 1937; "On the Theory of Capital: A Rejoinder
to Professor Knight", ibid., April 1938; "Capital Intensity and the Trade Cycle",
Economics, February 1939 and his controversy on ~his subject with Dr. Hawtrey
~n Economica, February 1940. Professor Hayek states that he uses these concepts
in "very much the same sense" as Mr. Kaldor (loc. cit., page 17).
2 "Once the cumulative process has been entered upon the end must always
come through a rise in profits in the late stages [that is, at the consumption end]
and can never come from a fall in profits or an exhaustion of investment opportunities." (Loc. cit., page 56.)
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less capitalistic methods when, other things being equal, product prices
rise? ( 2) What, according to Professor HAYEK, is the typical course of
an expansion which tends to bring the Ricardo effect into play? ( 3)'
Is it at all realistic to assume that in the short run methods of production can be shifted sufficiently to bring about the contemplated results?
(4) Is it really "one of the best established empirical generalisations
about industrial fluctuations that at this stage r at a point somewhere
half-way through a cyclical upswing'l prices of consumers' goods do
as a rule rise and real wages fall?" 1
We shall take up these four points in order.
(I) Professor I-IAYEK explains the Ricardo effect by means of the
following schematic example: Suppose that for the production of one
particular product there are several methods available which differ with
respect to "the time which must elapse before the commodity can be
brought to the market" (RICARDO). The length of the production
period is 2 years, I year, 6 months, 3 months and I month, respectively.
Suppose furthermore that at the outset these methods are equally profitable (on the margin )-6 per cent per annum. Now the price of the
product rises by, say, two per cent, all other things-wages, rate of
interest, etc.-remaining unchanged. In that case the per annum rate
of profit of these various methods will rise, but it will rise by more
for the shorter than for the longer methods of production, as shown in
the following table:
Labor invested for
2

Initial amount of profit
on each turnover in
per cent.
Add 2 per cent additional profit on each
turnover due to rise
of price of product.
Resulting profit rate per
annum
(compound
interest neglected).

years

I

year

6 months

3 months

1

month

6
3
Ilh
lh
(all corresponding to 6 per cent per annum)

12

14

8

7

8

3~

10

14

30

There is nothing wrong or mysterious about this result; it is correctly deduced from the assumptions. But let us make the situation
quite clear by a more detailed example. We assume c<point-input and
1

Loc. cit., page

I I.
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point-output" production, i.e., that all investment is done at one point
and all output appears at one point (no cooperating labor being required between input and output) 1 ; in that case the "total" investment
period is equal to the "average" investment period. Suppose we have
to compare a one-year and a half-year method. One hundred dollars'
worth of input yields 106 dollars' worth of output in one year corresponding to a per annum rate of profit of 6 per cent. If the 6 months
method is to be equally profitable, 100 dollars' worth of input must
yield 103 dollars' worth of output in 6 months. Compound interest
neglected, 100 dollars invested for one year in the 6 r.:lonths method will
then also yield 6 per cent. However, the total an'nual output per 100
dollars in investment will be nearly twice as large in the 6 months
method than in the one year method; it is 206 dollars' worth in the 6
months method compared with 106 in the one-year method. Hence, if
the price of the product rises by 2 per cent, gross receipts rise for the
6 months method by 4. 12 dollars (206 dollars, plus 2 per cent) and
f or the one year method by only 2. I 2 dollars (106 dollars, plus 2 per
cent) . Since it was assumed that input (labour cost) has remained
unchanged, net profits rise more for the 6 months than for the oneyear method.~:
(2) From the RICARDO effect it only follows that an increase in" consumer demand that leads to a rise in prices and fall in real wage:> ma),
bring about a decrease in investment. Professor HAYEK elucidates his
theory by relating it to the acceleration principle. The acceleration
9

As in the wine and forest examples in pure capital theory.
Mr. Tom Wilson, loe. cit., page 177, draws another conclusion. He makes
the same assumption about "point-input and point-output" as we made above,
gross receipts - (initial cost + interest
and derives the formula: "net-profit
charges on initial cost)" (We disregarded interest on initial cost, but that does
not materially affect the outcome.) He concludes: "It is clear at once that
changes in real wages will have no influence on the choice in met.hod, for net
profits will be changed by the same amount on all methods" (page 177) . Now,
this is a non sequitur. Mr. Wilson overlooks the fact that for the shorter methods
gross receipts per unit of dollar invested per unit of time must be greater than
for the longer method, if net profit per unit of time and dollar invested is to be
the same for both methods before the change in price has occurred. Hence by
a given change in pr~ce, the profitability of the shorter method will be affected
more than the profitability of the longer method.
It will be observed 'that real wages must be defined in terms of the immediate
product of the industry concerned. If it is an industry which does not produce
wage goods but luxuries or producers' goods, real wages in the welfare sense
need not fall.
1

2

=
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principle in its simplest form ("first approximation") assumes a constant relation between investment and increases in consumption. ttThe
demand for capital goods according to this theory is the result of final
demand multiplied by a given coefficient. We shall refer here to the
two factors which determine this product as the "multiplicand" and
the "multiplier" respectively, the former being final demand and the
latter the ratio at which this final demand is translated into demand for
capital goods." 1 (This multiplier is, of course, Mr. HARRon's relation, the f3 in Professor SAMUELSON'S model, and not the Keynesian
multiplier. )
It has been discussed at different points in the present study, why this
multiplier will not remain constant.~ It was pointed out that the
methods of production adopted, and hence the amount of investment
induced per dollar increase in consumption, will depend among other
things upon the rate of interest. If the rate of interest is low, more
durable equipment will be used than if the rate of interest is high.
Professor HAYEK'S new theory amounts, to saying that, assuming
the rate of interest constant, the multiplier of the acceleration principle depends on the rate of profit. If the profit rate rises, the multiplier tends to become smaller. If the profit rate falls, the multiplier
beco~es larger. What happens to investment during'the upswing will
depend on the relative movement of multiplicand and multiplier. The
multiplicand rises, for final demand goes up. But it is maintained th':'t
the multiplier will fall sooner or later so' that the product of the two,
i.e., investment demand, will fall.
The multiplier will fall because profits in the later stages of production are bound to rise sooner or later. So long as they are relatively
low, investment will be stimulated by each rise in the 'demand for
consumption goods. Each increase in investment must" in turn, give
rise to an increase in consumers' expenditure, unless investment were
financed by "voluntary saving." This is, however, excluded by the
assumption that the rate of interest remains unchanged, which implies
an elastic supply of loanable funds. Professor HAYEK here 3 describes
the cumulative process in very much the same way as it was described
Hayek, Joe. cit., page 19.
See page 96 et seq. and esp. page 307, above.
3 See loco cit., esp. pages 52-56.

1

2
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above in Chapter 10, Section A, of the present volume. Up to a certain
point the impasse to which an expansion is likely to lead and the maladjustment which brings about the crisis and ushers in the depression is
described in a way reminiscent of what was said above in Chapter 11,
§ 5 (especially pages 367 to 370). There it was argued that during
an upswing which starts from a position of low employment capital
goods industries are likely to be stimulated to a level of output which
can be maintained only so long as all industries expand capacity. Hence,
when full employment is reached (or if the general expansion is stopped or slowed down for other reasons) demand for investment goods
will fall abruptly.! This might be described by saying that capital
widening cannot continue beyond full employment. 2 It is impossible
to shift to capital deepening sufficiently quickly so as to counteract the
drop in investment caused by the. cessation of capital widening; nor is
it possible to- transfer factors quickly from the capital goods to the consumers' goods industries.
Professor HAYEK envisages a situation which is similar in many respects to the one just indicated. "There is ... every reason to doubt
whether full employment with the given distribution of l~bour between
industries can be a stable position. This distribution is the legacy of
former booms" which led to an over expansion of "the earlier stages
of capital goods industries" "But so long as the capacity for producing consumers' goods is not much increased by a transfer of labour from
the capital goods industries to the consumers' goods industries . . .
all attempts to create full employment ... will come up against the
difficulty that with full employment people will want a larger share of
the total output in the form of consumers' goods than is being produced in that form." 3
The difference between Professor HAYEK'S position and the present
writer's (which, it is believed, is being shared by Mr. KALDOR) is this:
1 A similar although more elaborate analysis has been offered by N. Kaldor
in "Stability and Full Employment" (Economic Journal, Dec. 1938; see esp.
page 652) and "Capital Intensity and the Trade Cycle" (Economictl, February
1939) and his discussion with Mr. Hawtrey on this subject (ibia., .February

1940 ).
2 Full employment must, of course, always be interpreted cum gNlno salis.
A bottleneck situation may be equivalent to it.
S Loc. cit., pages 59-60.
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first, according to Professor HAYEK investment activity could continue
if the propensity to save were larger than it is, because this would prevent a rise of the rate of profits in the consumers· goods industry or
would even reduce it. With a sufficiently low rate of profit, deepening
of capital would be undertaken and the level of investment could be
maintained. The present writer, on the other hand, believes that a
sufficiently large shift to deepening cannot be expected in the short
run. Secondly, Professor HAYEK believes that a high propensity to
consume will bring about a "shortening of capitar' (opposite of deepening), implying a drop in investment demand. Now, the present writer
would' agree that, in the particular situation described above, which is
characterized by a cessation of capital widening, a decline in investment
activity cannot be forestalled by a rise in the propensity to consume.
But the reason is different from the one given by Professor HAYEK: It
lies in the scarcity of labour and not in the high rate of profits. Even if
demand for consumers· goods is.high, the consumption industries would
find it impossible to maintain the rate of expansion which was possible
so long as there existed unemployed workers who could be drawn into
employment. Consumption industries cannot expand any more and,
therefore, do not add any more to their equipment.! The resulting
drop in demand for capital equipment is independent of whether in
the consumers' goods industries the rate of profits is low (if, e.g., trade
unions are able to exact higher wages) or high (if wages lag behind
prices) .
. (3) These differences seem to have their root in a different judgment about the possibility in actual life of rapid changes in the relative utilisation of capital and labour. It seems to the present wdter that
Professor HAYEK tremendously overestimates the short-run possibility
of substituting labour for capital and vice versa in response to changes
in the rate of profit (or the rate of interest). 2 This is, of course, an
1 It might be objected that they will try to use more labour-saving equipment,
more "automatic" machines than before. But the point is that such a shift to
other methods of production (implying as it does a deepening of capital) cannot
be accomplished .quickly enough to provide an offset for the drop in widening
demand for capital.
2 An entirely different matter is, of course, a change in the proportion of
utilisation of capital and labour which is brought about by changes in technological knowledge. It may also be advisable to distinguish changes in the above
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ernpirical question which can only be settled definitely by factual investigation. Such an investigation cannot be undertaken at this point. But
certain empirical investigations into the analogous problem of the influence of the rate of interest and of changes in real wages on investmentl suggest that in the short run the opposite assumption from the
one made by Professor HAYEK comes closer to the truth; that is to say,
it is more correct to assume that labour and capital are complementary
(must be used in a fixed proportion), than that they can be easily substituted for one another.~ It is certainly misleading and unrealistic to
assume that producers are able and ready to choose and shift freely and
quickly between different methods of production involving such enormous differences in the length of the average period of production (or,
to put it differently, in capital intensity) as suggested in the numerical
example (quoted above) by means of which Professor HAYEK explains
the Ricardo effect. Mr. T. WILSON 3 has called attention to the fact that
if we assume a choice between inv:estment periods of, say, 3, 4, 5 years
(which probably corresponds better to reality than a choice between
periods of I, 3, 6 months, etc., as assumed in Professor HAYEK'S example), a rise in product prices by 2 per cent will raise the annual rate
of profit from 6 per cent to 6.8, 6.6 and 6.5 per cent respectively (and
not to 10, 14 and 30 per cent as in Professor HAYEK'S example). The
resulting differences in the relative profitability .of different methods

proportion induced by a mere change in the rate of profit (wh~ch Professor Hayek
primarily has in mind) from those changes which are induced by an acute scarcity
of labour. Furthermore, it should be pointed out that large shifts in the labourcapital proportion may result when excess capacity is taken up by increasing
employment. But what Professor Hayek and we are interested in at this point
is what might be called the normal ratio of capital and labour under full utilisation of equipment. (For a more careful discussion of this distinction, see N.
Kaldor, "Capital Intensity and the Trade Cycle," Joe. cit.)
1 Cf. H. D. Henderson, "The Significance of the Rate' of Interest" and ]. E.
Meade and P. W. S. Andrews, "Summary of Replies to Questions on Effects of
Interest Rates" in Oxford Economic Papers, No. I, October, 1938. T.N.E.C.
Monograph NO.5, Washington, D. C., 1940. See esp. Part II, Chapter IV,
"Changes in Technology," pages 136-137.
2 This assumption is 'made by Mr. Kaldor in his article, "StabiIityand Full
Employment" (Economic Journal, December 1938) and finds support in Professor W. W. Leontief's study, The Structure of American Economy, 19 1 9- 1 9 3 9,
Cambridge, Mass., 1941, pages 39-41.
3 Loc. cit., page 170.
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to 0.3 per cent~ are quite negligible. 1 It would seem that factors
other than change~ in the profit rate are much more important in
determining the volume of investment.
Experience suggests that when demand for a product increases and
its price goes up the short run reaction of producers will be to produce
more, using the available methods of production which are actually in
usc or ready for application. If there is excess capacity of fixed equipment, there will be little investment. If there is flo excess capacity,
investment will be larger. How much will be invested, to what extent
the producer will try to do without investment in plant and will instead work overtime or introduce double shifts" will depend primarily
on his expectations:! with respect to the duration of the higher prices (or
stronger demand), availability of equipment, perhaps to some extent on
the rate of interest. But it sounds rather fantastic that, given all these
factors, if the price of his product rises he should be induced to invest
less than he would have invested if the price had not gone up.
(4) The last point which we have to make concerns the alleged fact
that "sor.oewhere half-way through a cyclical upswing" real wages always fall. H It is interesting to note that Mr. KEYNES in his General
Theory made a similar or even bolder generalisation. "It will be
found," he says, "that the change in real wages associated with a
change in money wages, so far from being usually in the same direction,
is almost always in the opposite direction. When money wages are
rising, that is to say, it will be found that real wages are falling; and
when money wages are falling real wages are rising."" Since money
wages rise in upswings and fall in downswings of the cycle, it would
follow that real wages move against the cycle.
These wideIy accepted generalisations have not been supported by
(0.1

1 It is true that price changes can be assumed to be of a much higher order
of magnitude. It must, however, be remembered that it is the excess of the price
rise over the rise in money wages which matters. See point (4) below.
2 Professor Hayek tries to dispose of the objection that the influence on expectations of a price rise i-s more important that the Ricardo effect. But what he
says is not convincing because it is based on the extreme assumptions of his
numerical example, loco cit., pages 16-18, esp. footnote, page 18.
3 Loc. cit., page I!.
4 General Theory, page 10.
It goes without saying that Mr. Keynes does not
draw the same conclusions as Professor Hayek.
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statistical investigations. Dr. DUNLOP in his well-known studyl came
to the conclusion that almost exactly the opposite is true. "Statistically,
real wage rates generally rise with an· increase in [money] wage rates,
rise during a first period after the peak and then fall under the pressure of severe wage reductions.":.! It is true that Dr. DUNLOP also
finds that "on most occasions, though not always, the cost-of-living
index outran wages just at the top of the boom" (page 4 30 ) . Moreover, Professor HAYEK could argue that for his theory it is really the
rate of profit and not real wages that matter. Even if real wages rise
in the upswing, profits may rise too. But in any case the facts are more
complicated and uncertain than Professor HAYEK would make us believe, and one cannot help getting the impression that he builds his
theory on a rather shaky empirical foundation.

§ 6.

PRICE INFLEXIBILITY, WAGE RIGIDITY AND
UNEMPLOYMENT

There is still much disagreement and confusion concerning the· question whether a regime of flexible prices· and wages would be compatible
with the existence of involuntary unemployment. Would it. not be
possible to reduce or even to abolish unemployment and (what need
not be the same thing) mitigate or cure economic depressions of a
cyclical or secular nature by making all prices and wages flexible? These
problems which we have already touched upon in various places:1 can be
viewed from many different angles. We shall deal here only with a few
aspects of the matter which can be clarified by theoretical reasoning.
It is one of those problems where it is still necessary to formulate the
1 "The Movement of Real and Money Wage Rates", Economic Journal, September 1938. Dr. Dunlop's pioneer work has :evoked much discussion and some
criticism. (See L. Tarshis, "Changes in Real and Money Wages", Economic
Journal, March 1939; J. H. Richardson, "Real Wage Movements", Economic
Journal, September 1939; R. Ruggles, "The Relative Movements of Real and
Money Wage Rates", Quarterly Journal of Economics, November 1940.) But
nobody has tried to re-establish the "generalisation" which Dr. Dunlop demolished in his article. The criticism was concerned with matters which are
unrelated to our present subject.
2 Loc. cit., page 434.
3 (Cf. especially Chapter 8, § S, pages 237 et seq. and Chapter 11, § 9, pages
395 et seq.) These passages should be consulted in conjunction with the followinganalysis.
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crucial questions and to direct attention to the real empirical issues
which, though not entirely overlooked, have been neglected and overlaid
with much faulty reasoning and tautological pseudo-solutions.
It is not easy to define precisely and to measure unambiguously price
rigidity and flexibility. Much has been written on this subject but none
of the proposed definitions and measures is quite satisfactory. 1 We
shall not go into these questions of definition and measurement, although they are very interesting and important. What we have to say
can be said by contrasting ideally extreme cases where the difficulties
of defining and measuring price rigidity and/or "stickiness" do not
arise. We shall consider on the one hand the case of perfect competition (especially in the labour market) where prices are quite flexible:!
and on the other hand a case where prices remain unchanged in the face
of changes in demand and cost conditions. We shall have to distinguish
also between short run and long run rigidity. Our interest at this point
is mainly in the short run rigidity, that is the lack or insufficiency of
response of prices and wages to cyclical fluctuations in aggregate effective demand. Long run or structural rigidity,. i.e., delay or insufficient
response to long run changes in relative demand and cost conditions,
is a less controversial matter ; most economists agree that price flexibility
in that sense is desirable. 3
With respect to the desirability and consequences of cyclical price and
wage rigidity and flexibility, there are still two almost diametrically opposed schools of thought. There are first many economists who believe that there could be no or only little and temporary ("frictional")
unemployment if prices and wages were perfectly flexible. To that
1 See especially the various writings of Gardiner C. Means: Industrial Prices
and Their Relatit1e In/lexibility (74th Congress, I st Session, Document No. 13,
Washington, 1935); The Structure of the American Industry, Part I (National
Resources Committee, Washington t 1939); Caroline F. Ware and G. C. Means,
T he Modern Economy ;n Action,. ,E. S. Mason, "Price Inflexibility" t in Review
01 Economic Statistics, May, 1938; E. Dohlin, "Some Aspects of Price Inflexi..
bility" in Review of Economic Statistics, November 1940.
2 It does. not follow that rigid prices and monopoly prices are the same thing.
Only under special circumstances will monopoly lead to price rigidity. Professor Hicks speaks of "monopolistic action of the sleepy sort which does not strain
after every gnat of profitt but prefers a quiet life" (Value and Capital, page 265)·
It is not clear why under an aggressive monopoly unhampered by fear of government intervention or public opinion prices would be more rigid than under competition.
3 See t e.g., Hansen, Fiscal Policy and Business Cycles, page 314.
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I. KING,! F. H. KNIGHT,2 L. MISES,
and others; pet:haps we might count here
also Mr. G. MEANS who seems to go at least as far as Professor KNIGHT
in suggesting that a flexible price system would exert a stabilising in·
HENRY SIMONS, 3

J.

fluence on output. 5

WILFORD

VINER4

.

1 "Are We Suffering from Economic Maturity r' in JOII,nal of Political Economy (Vol. 48, October 1939) and "Can Production of Automobiles be Stabilized
by Making Their Prices Flexible?"' (Journal of the American StatiJti"al Association, Vol. 34, December 1939). He answers the question in the affirmative
in criticism of the contributions of C. F. Roos, V. v. Szeliski and others, The
Dynami" of Automobile Demand. It must be remembered, however,' that the
problem of price flexibility and employment with respect to a particular industry
is very different from what it is for industry as a whole. Tn the case of a single
commodity it may always be argued that the elasticity of demand is low and
hence price cutting of no avail. Against this argument the advocate of price
flexibility will answer, that in that case consumers will save money which they
will spend on something else. It would be wrong~however, to conclude that
the elasticity of demand for goods in general with respect to price must be unity.
That would amount to the assumption that MV remains constant. (See pages
396, above, et seq.)
2 "The Business· Cycle, Interest and Money" in Review of Er:onomi" Statistir:s,
Vol. 23, May 1941. In a free market, Professor Knight says, the dislocations
caused by cyclical changes in effective demand-he prefers to say "effective money
in active use"- "would be temporary but even then they might be serious"; but
"with important markets as unfree as they actually are-and prices as sticky. and
labor and capital as immobile-the results take on the proportions of a social
disaster" (page 65).
3 See, e.g., his review of The Structure of the American Economy, Vol. 2,
especially of Professor Hansen's contribution to that volume on "Price Inflexibility" (See Review of E"onomic Statistics, November,I94 I ).
4 See his statement that "in the absence of price rigidities· substantial fluctuations in this ratio [of employed to employable resources] are inconcei.vable."
J. Viner, "Business Cycle Theory-Can Depressions Be Tempered or Avoided?"
Lectures in Current Economic Problems, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Graduate
School, November 1936, pages 31-45. Quoted by J. Mosak, "Some Theoretical
Implications of the Statistical Analysis of Demand and Cost Functions for Steel"
in Journal of the American Statistical Association, Vol. XXXVI, March 194 1,
p. 109·
1) None of these writers, however, goes so far as to "explain business fluctua·
tions in terms of price movements" (Hansen, Fiscal Poli", ana Business Cycles,
page 316). Professor Hansell contrasts this "explanation of the business cycle"
with another one according to which business fluctuations are due to "fluctuations
in the rate of investment." It is not clear who the writers are who hold the first
view. But as far as the writers who were mentioned in the text are concerned,
it is· safe to say that they do not. deny the importance of fluctuations in invest·
ment, .but at the same time maintain that a given drop in the inducement to invest will have less serious consequences if prices are flexible than if they are rigid.
The two explanations of the cycle which Professor Hansen distinguishes are per·
fectly compatible with one another.
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Secondly, we have the large group of economists who believe that
rigid prices and wages exert· a stabilising rather than a de-stabilising
influence on output. To this group belong Mr. KEYNES and his followers and Professors HANSEN and HICKS. 1
Professors PIGOU,:! SCHUMPETER and H. S. ELLIS3 may be mentioned as holding a more qualified intermediate position with leanings
towards the first group.
The strong argument of· the first school of thought is that (involuntary) unemployment4 and flexible wages and prices are incompatible
with each other. So long as there is unemployment under a regime of
perfect price flexibility,. wages and prices would fall until everybody
who wants to work at the prevailing rate has found employment. This
proposition is incontrovertible, but it does not mean very much, unless
it can also be shown that this point of full employment will be reached
at a reasonable level of real wages. This second proposition is not so
evident as the first, in fact it is not evident at all, but it is probably in
most cases tacitly implied by those who state or criticise the first proposition.
Mr. KEYNES and still more his popularisers like Dr. LERNER are,
for that matter, very optimistic when they assume that real wages will
not have to fall when money wages are reduced, because prices must

1 In the case of Professor Hicks, one is left in doubt whether he wants merely
to say that rigid prices tend to stabilize the price level or whether he is thinking
also of output. Probably he means both, regarding a stable price level as a
condition for stable output. But he attempts to give something like a proof
only for the first proposition, that rigid prices stabilise the price level.
2 See his Industria/Fluctuations (1929), Theory of Unemployment (1934)
and Equilibrium. and Employment (1941).
3 See his well-balanced and impressive paper "Monetary Policy and Investment," passim (American Economic Review, Vol. XXX, Supplement, March
1940). See also William Fellner, "The Technological Argument of the Stagnation Thesis" in Quarterly Journal of Economics, Vol. 55, August 1941.
4 We shall only consider involuntary unemployment, but defined in the traditional sense according to which· a worker is involuntarily unemployed, if he
wants to work and would accept work at the prevailing money wage rate but
cannot find it. (The elements of this definition are best discussed in Pigou's
Theory of Unemployment. For Mr. Keynes' rather unusual definition, see above,
pages 237-8.) Voluntary Unemployment, that is, cases where people do not
work because they do not care for it at the prevailing wage (even if they would
work if the wage were higher) are usually not counted as unemployment.
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fall pari passu with money wages. l The "classicist" Professor PIGOU
is much more cautious and pessimistic in this matter when he says that
in certain situations (under slump conditions) wages sometimes would
have to fall to zero in order to bring about immediately full employment. 2
In order to arrive at a definite conclusion on this question, it would
be necessary to work. out a whole theory of employment and output" in
dynamic terms. We would have to study wage changes in their influence on costs as weB as demand (buying power of the worker). The
relative speed of the various reactions and the order in which they occur
would be very important. If, e.g., a reduction of labour cost induced
producers to expand output quickly, payrolls may remain unchanged or
1 The assumptions underlying this contention have been"" well analysed and
their unreality and inconsistency with other assumptions made in Mr. Keynes'
theory conclusively demonstrated by Mr. James Tobin in "A Note on the Money
Wage Problem:' in Quarterly Journal of Economics (Vol." 55, May 1941, pages
508-16). The Keynesians deny, of course, that a price and wage decline will
necessarily lead to full employment. But it will be shown that this denial is
untenable. What could be denied is that full employment will be reached at a
real wage level short of zero.
2 See" pages 242-44, above.
The argument could be put also in terms of
employment rather than" in terms of unemployment. But it should be observed
that even in the short run (with the total labour population unchanged) a given
change in unemployment does not necessarily imply an equal change (in the
opposite direction) of employment. In the event, e.g., that un~mployment decreases in response to a fall in wages, employment may increase by more if the
sllpply curve of labour is positively inclined, i.e., if more people are eager to
work and if workers are eager to work "longer hours at a lower wage than at a
higher one. Or a given decrease in unemployment may be associated with a
smaller increase in employment, if the supply curve of labour is negatively inclined, i.e., if fewer people care to work at a lower wage level than at a higher
one.
These relationships are impottant and must be kept in mind in practical discussions about the level of unemployment. It has, for example, been said that
the unemployment figures in this country are misleading, because if a part of
the unemployed found work other members of their families would no longer
seek work. Hence to eliminate a certain amount of unemployment, employment
need rise only by less. For a discussion of these matters, see the article by
Russell A. Nixon and Paul A. Samuelson, "Estimate of Unemployment in the
United States" in" Review of Economic Statistics, Vol. 22, August 1940, pages
zoz et seq. and W. S. Woytinsky, ibid., May 1941, pages 68-77.
In order to make the proposition at all interesting some lag must be allowed
between the wage reduction and its effect 'on employment. In the very short
run which is insufficient to make the necessary technical arrangements for more
employment the elasticity of demand for labour may be close to zero.
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even rise, and unfavourable reactions on the demand side would be
forestalled. If there is a delay in entrepreneurs' reactions, payrolls and
workers' demand will fall initially and this may discourage any expansion of output. 1 Influences exerted via expectations of producers with
respect to further changes in prices and wages are of the utmost
importance. 2 The mobility of labour as between different industries
and localities and the adjustability and versatility of management is
certainly an extremely important factor. The more immobile and the
more separated in non-competing occupational and local groups the unemployed labour force ·is, the lower will real wages have to fall, unless
the existing occupational and local distribution is, by .chance, the one
which is needed.
Even a cursory examination of all these matters would be a task of
major proportions which cannot be undertaken at this point. It is
certainly utterly insufficient to assume, or to derive from, very general
considerations, the shape (elasticity) of the demand schedule for "labor
in general" and then to read off the result of a given 'wage change.
We shall confine ourselves to probing a little de~per into a solution
of the problem which runs in terms of the few broad aggregate magnitudes and their interrelations which constitute Mr. KEYNES' system.
This type of analysis, which has been considerably improved and elaborated by Professor HANSEN,3 seems to cut the Gordian knot and to solve
the problem without going to the trouble of making all the laborious
investigations which were deemed necessary in the above sketch.
It has been pointed out on pages 240-241 above that any influence,
even the most direct one, of a reduction in money wages on total output
and employment must be describable in terms of a change of M (quantity of money in real terms, wage units), the schedules of the marginal
propensity to consume, the marginal efficiency of capital and the liquid1 In order to get rid of the pure lag effect it might be possible to make wage
reductions contingent upon the maintenance of payrolls.
2 For some further elaborations see Chapter II, -§ 9, pages 39') et seq. above
and compare Keynes, General Theory, Chapter 19; Pigou, Industrial Fluctuations
and Theory of Unemployment; R. M. Bissel, "Price and Wage Policies and the
Theory of Employment" in Econometrica, Vol. 8, July 1940, and his forthcoming volume on employment.
3 Fiscal Policy and Business Cycles, Chapter XV, "Price Flexibility and Full
Employment," pages 313-"340. This chapter was originally published as a contribution to The Structure of the American Economy, Part II: Towards Full U.re
of Resources (National Resources Planning Board, Washington, 1940 ).
I
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ity preference. 1 The influence on M and from M via the liquidity
preference on the rate of interest is the most clear-cut. If wages and
prices fall, M (in real terms, Mr. KEYNES' "wage units") rises, and the
rate of interest is reduced in accordance with the liquidity preference
schedule; this stimulates investment as determined by the schedule of
marginal efficiency of capital and raises consumption by way of the
multiplier. Thus in Mr. KEYNES' usual case full employment is being
restored. 2 Only by making special and extreme assumptions about the
1 This is not an empirical statement but follows tautologically from the definition of the Keynesian cORcepts.
2 Professor Hansen seems to have a different interpretation of the Keynesian
system, He criticises the classical argument that a rise in the propensity to save
will not produce unemployment, because it will depress the rate of interest and
so automatically stimulate investment. (A fairly unqualified recent statement of
that position will be found in Professor Schumpeter's Business Cycles, Vol. I,
e.g., page 188. See also Professor Robertson, Essays in Mo'netary Theory,
pages 18-20.) Professor Hansen's argument is as follows: "The low rate of
interest is, however, the result of the fact that the economy is depressed" in consequence of "the impact of an increase in thrift upon consumption expenditure
and, therefore, upon the income level." "The depressed condition causes the
low rate of interest, and the rate of interest continues low only as long as the
economy is depressed. Under these circumstances, the decline in the rate of interest will not stimulate investment sufficiently and, therefore, cannot bring the
economy back to full employment" (Joe. cit., pages 329-30). Even if we
accept without reservation Mr. Keynes' theory, Professor Hansen's conclusion is
correct only if prices and wages are rigid. In that case the rate of interest can
fall only if the physical volume of transactions falls, that is to say, if the economy
becomes depressed. Professor Hansen overlooks, however, that "his argument does
not hold any longer (except under special circumstances), if wages and prices
fall. He continues on page 330: "This is not to say that a low rate of interest
achieved through monetary policy has no effect on the volume of investment.
If one assumes no change in thriftiness and, therefore, no decline in the volum.~
of consumption expenditures, a fall in the rate of interest brought about through
the action of the monetary authority would inject a positive new factor into the
situation. Consumption expenditures being maintained, the low rate of interest
might in certain areas bring about an expansion of investment." It must, however, not be forgotten that in Mr. Keynes' system a fall in money wages and
prices is equivalent to a rise in M. Mr. Keynes put that very drastically by
saying that "we should, in effect, have monetary management by the trade unions,
aimed at full employment, instead of by the banking system", if whenever there
was less than full employment money wages were sufficiently reduced "to make
money so abundant . . . that the rate of interest would fall to a level compatible
with full employment" ( Gt.'neral Theory, page 267)·
To make his point, Professor Hansen must rest his case not on Mr. Keynes'
usual case but on special assumptions with respect to the shape of some or all
of the determining propensities, e.g., on .the assumption that the demand for investment is inelastic with respect to the rate of interest or that the liquidity
preference schedule is ,perfectiy elastic, etc. These possibilities are further discussed in the text.
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shape of some of the various functions, or by making them variable in a
certain way, is it possible to arrive at other conclusions. It may be, for
example, that the liquidity preference schedule is perfectly elastic, that
is to say demand for idle balances may be infinitely elastic at the ruling
interest rate; or, in still other words, people may be prepared to hoard
unlimited amount5 of money, in which case the rate of interest will not
fall. (See Chapter 8, pages 218-220, above.) Or the marginal efficiency
of capital may be quite inelastic with respect to changes in interest rates,
in other words investment demand may be insensitive to a fall in the
interest rate. That is what many authorities now assume to be the case. t
Both these assumptions are very extreme. But let us make them for
argument's sake. Let us assume, that is to say, that the rate of interest
does not fall or else that its fall does not induce additional investments,
because the schedule of marginal efficiency of capital is inelastic or because it is shifted to the left by the fall in prices so as to leave investment unchanged. 2
In that case there are good reasons to believe that equilibrium with
full employment will be restored by a rise in the propensity to consume.
This was argued at greater length in Chapter I I above, 3 although the
argument was couched in a different terminology. When prices and
wages fall, more and more money is released from transaction· duties.
Idle funds grow in terms of money and still faster (without any limit
even if the quantity of money remains unchanged or decreases) in real

1 See .Hansen, loco cit., page 330-31; Hicks, Value and Capital, pages 225-6.
"Interest is too weak for it to have much influence on the near future; risk is
too strong to enable interest to have much influence on the far future; what place
is left for interest between these opposing perils?" See also J. F. Ebersole, "The
Influence of Interest Rates on Entrepreneurial Decisions in Business", Harvard
Business Review, Vol. 17, pages 35-3'9; J. E. Meade and P. W. S. Andrews,
"Summary of Replies to Questions on Effects of Interest Rates", in Oxford Economic Papers, No. I. Prof. Tinbergen also is inclined to believe that the influence of the rate of interest has been exaggerated by economists. See, however,
Trygve Haavelmo's criticism of Tinbergen's analysis, "The Effect of the Rate of
Interest on Investment: A Note", in Review of Economic Statistics, Vol. 23,
February 1941, pages 49-52.
2 The still stronger assumption, that investment may fall because the marginal efficiency of capital shifts so sharply to the left as to overbalance the possible effect of the fall in the interest rate, will be introduced later.
3 See especially page 403 and also page 242.
It should not be regarded as
a novelty, but as inherent in the classical position.
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terms.! It was argued that sooner or later when money hoards (inactive deposits, Mr. KEYNES' M 2 ) have reached a certain level people
will stop .saving (that is, in this case, they will cease to add to their
hoards) . That amounts to saying that the rate of saving is not only an
. increasing function of the level of (real ) income, but also a diminishing function of the wealth the individual holds. 2
This is strongly suggested by a consideration of the possible motives
for saving. Any desire for security (however strong) for oneself as
well as for one's children can be satisfied by larger money holdings. So
long as there is a positive rate of interest the desire for future income
can also be satisfied. If the rate of interest should fall to zero (without
inducing new investment!) larger amounts of money will be needed
to satisfy the desire to save, but even then a point will come when the
thirst for saving will be completely quenched. 3
We might even make the assumption that people will continue for
ever to save a certain portion of their incomes, in other words, that
1 It should be noted that there is no limit imposed on the speed of that
accumulation process. Prices can be slashed overnight!
2 Mr. T. de Scitovszky in his interesting paper, "Capital Accumulation, Employment and Price Rigidity" (Ret/iew of Economic Studies, Vol. VIII, February
1941, page 71), makes the same assumption. He adds: The assumption "that
the accumulation of wealth diminishes the desire to save I have never seen mentioned," (page 72) which exemplifies a curious but widespread colour blindness
for everything that is not presented in the familiar jargon. He believes that the
proposition "is unlikely to hold good about individuals but is probably true when
we consider several successive generations" (page 72).
In the text it will be argued that it holds rather of individuals. It is probable that the situation is very different for. different kinds of wealth. It sounds
possible or even probable that, if there are investment opportunities and a positive rate of interest and hence wealth takes the form of real goods, the desire
to save will go unchecked or almost so by the accumulation of wealth; but when
all investment opportunities are exhausted and, therefore, wealth cannot be accumulated except in· the form of money balances, the desire to save will rapidly
vanish.
3 This will, of course, not be a point where nobody saves, but a point where
saving by some people is offset by dissaving of others. It is also likely that a
high degree of liquidity will make people more willing to assume risk and to
invest. We might describe this as a shift to the right in the schectule of marginalefliciency of capital.
We may add to the list of motives for saving the. quest for power, influence,
ostentation. It seems reasonable, however, to assume that these desires too can
be satisfied by increasing cash holdings. Moreover to a large extent they will
give rise to expenditures which can be construed according to the objects on
which e1Cpenditures are made, either as a strengthening of the marginal efficiency
of capital or of the propensity to consume.
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the propensity to save will not fall with increasing wealth. In that
case (if the rate of saving is greater than the current rate of invest·
me$t), l prices and wages would have to fall for ever. But the /insati.'
al11e desire to save, i.e., to add to one's wealth, could be satisfied' by the
ever-increasing value of the existing money stock. ~ Hence no f ali in
employment and output need result. 3
1 It is difficult to see why "a perfectly flexible price system, undisturbed by
technological change, will always tend toward an equilibrium position in which
there is no net investment" (Hansen,loc. cit., page 334). One may, of course,
be of a different opinion from ,Bohm-Bawerk, his followers and from Professor
Knight who believe that there are almost unlimited investment opportunities at any
moment of time even without advance in technological knowledge, which gradually will be exploited when the rate of interest falls. But, however that may be,
the situation should be. the same under a rigid and a flexible price system.
2 Professor Hansen seems to overlook this, when he speaks of "the fundamental fact that people desire to save a part of their income and that they would
wish to continue to do so, regardless of how the prices of consumption goods
might fall relatively to money income" (Joc. cit., page 327), and draws the
conclusion that unemployment would persist, even with perfectly flexible prices
and wages, unless the rate of saving was sufficiently reduced.
Only if we assumed that people a tout prix insist on not consuming a part
of their real income. in other words, that their desire to save, to add to th~ir
wealth cannot be satisfied by the rise in the value of their money holdings, we
would reach an impasse. Perfect flexibility of prices is inconsistent with that
assumption. Prices would fall to zero, at once, not steadily as in the case discussed in the text. The system would collapse. But we would have gratuitously
assumed the catastrophe by sticking a outrallce to the assumption that people do
not want to consume their whole output even if all conceivable purposes of
saving can be achieved by the accumulation and appreciation (in terms of real
goods) of their money holdings. This assumption cannot be considered an established empirical fact. Saving statistics prove that other things being equal
saving is an increasing function of individual income. They are not incompatible with the assumption that saving is also a decreasing function of an individual's wealth (in general or of special kinds of wealth such as money
balances) and still less that an unsatiable desire to save cannot be satisfied by
larger money holdings (in real terms).
a It might be objected that the argument holds only for money other tl;1an
credit money, that is for money which is somebody's liability. In the case of
credit money (e.g., bank deposits or bank notes if we conceive of the latter
as a liability of the bank of issue) the increase in the real value of the asset of
the creditor is cancelled by the increase in the value of the liability of the
debtor. It would be reasonable, however, to assume that the institutional debtors
who issue money (especially the banks of issue, but also to an increasin~ extent
the commercial banks) display a different behaviour from the public. They are,
after all, the "monetary authorities" and thus subject to different rules of conduct. Hence what is nominally credit money can be safely treated as "real"
money like gold. Moreover, what holds of money holds also of certain other
"old assets" such as precious stones, art objects, etc., whose prices can be bid
up and which can thus satisfy the desire to save.
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All that will strike the reaqer as abstract and superficial; and it is
so in fact. The problem is much too complex to be solved by the
manipulation of a very few broad aggregate quantities. 1 -But it serves
to direct the discussion into more fruitful channels. Futhermore, what
has been said should not be interpreted as a plea for laissez jaire for
a policy of inaction relying entirely on price and wage flexibility and
perfect competition for the cure of slulnp conditions. That this implication is not intended has been made clear in Chapter I I, but deserves
to be stressed once more. There are many aspects of the matter which
have not been touched upon. One is the influence of a sharp fall in
prices on outstanding contracts. The creditor class would be favored at
the expense of debtors, entailing wholesale bankruptcies and/or a redistribution of income, which would be a very serious matter, reacting
probably unfavorably upon the propensity to consume and the marginal
efficiency of capitaI.2
The real difficulty which a regime of perfectly flexible prices would
have to face·is that it may make the price level very unstable and thereby
affect unfavorably the marginal efficiency of capital. If prices were sub- .
ject to much greater and more frequent changes than they actually are,
people might becofile so uncertain about the future that they would be
reluctant to invest. Especially a protracted fall of the price level would
probably create expectations for a further fall which is bound to discourage investment (and reinvestment!). If the marginal efficiency of
capital (including reinvestment) falls sharply, the level of real wages
at which full employment could be reached would also fall possibly to
a very low level.
The possibility of an unstable general price level resulting from too
much flexibility has been stressed by Professor HICKS, Mr. T. DE SCITOVSZKY (loc. cit.) and others. They emphasize the likelihood of price
rises engendering expectations of further price rises and of price falls
making people believe that prkes will fall further. However, on the
level of abstraction on which their-and our-discussion has been carj

1 This is not to say that what Professor Schumpeter calls the "aggregative
method" and what we called the "macroscopic approach" (page 248) is not
permissible. Any manageable theory must utilise aggregates. But their number
must not be too small and correspondingly their content too large.
2 But" it could conceivably be overcome by adjusting debts fOf price changes,
that is, by the introduction of a .. tabular standard for long contracts" (see
Pigou, Industrial FJuctuatioJlJ. Part II, Chapter IV).
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ried on, it is impossible to speak of more than possibilities and rather
vague guesses about what might happen. It is quite possible that the
fear of violent instability is exaggerated and that comparatively small
fluctuations in price and wage levels would be sufficient to maintain
fairly full employment, especially if some time is allowed for adjustments in employment and output.
As was indicated at the end of Chapter I I, from a practical point of
view th~ situation is. much It;ss serious than might be thought on the
basis of our theoretical analysis: By combining a policy of wage and
price flexibility with a policy of monetary expansion (including if necessary, an active spending policy), it would be possible to make absolutely
sure that no runaway deflation follows from price and wage cuts.
Here the question will be asked, why not rely entirely on monetary
expansion? Why couple it with a politically and socially extremely difficult and frictional policy of making prices and wages more flexible?
There is some justification in that attitude. But the problem goes beyond the scope of the present essay. A few additional observations,
however, may be made: There is universal agreement that structural,
long-run flexibility of (relative) prices and wages is desirable from the
point of view of optimum allocation of resources and material progress.
There is also much agreement that some of the most powerful forces
which make for cyclical movements in output and employment, namely,
technological progress, capital accumulation, discoveries, etc., are identical with those factors which shape the secular trend in real income and
wealth and necessitate structural changes in relative prices. It seems to
follow that complete cyclical rigidity of prices and wages would not
be compatible with structural flexibility.
There is, however, an essential difference between cyclical and longrun flexibility: The latter is conceived of as requiring only changes in
relative prices, leaving the price level unchanged, while cyclical flexibility necessitates changes in the price level (value of money), if it is
to operate through influencing the rate of interest and through providing an outlet for saving in larger cash balances. The question may be
asked: is it possible to make relative prices flexible without changing
the price level? (We'· are considering, of course, a {,ree enterprise
economy and not a controlled war or totalitarian economy where economically all these problems become much easier because they are re-
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duced to questions of political and administrative feasibility and efficiency.) Should we then recommend, in a depression, that some prices
and wages ought to be reduced and others to be raised in order to avoid
a change in the price level? Obviously th~t would not be advisable.
Fortunately, however, we need not be afraid that any change in the
general price level will upset stability. Only protracted and violent
changes will. Hence a workable compromise can be easily found. Perfect flexibility, implying instantaneous downward adjustment of wages
and prices as soon as demand falls may court disaster. 1 But delayed,
selective and moderate adjustments would be sufficient to assure structural price flexibility without provoking serious instability. Such a
policy would, of course, have to rely if necessary on strong expansionary
policies, including deficit· spending.

§ 7.

ON CERTAIN LIMITATIONS TO A" SPENDING POLICY

A few words may be added on certain limitations to a spending policy
which have been much neglected in the literature on the subject. The
reason for this neglect is that this literature in recent years was essentially depression economics; that is to say, it was developed under the
influence of the Great Depression and proceeded with few exceptions
on the tacit or explicit assumption of excess capacity and unemployed
resources in practically all sections of the economy, in investment and
consumption industries alike.
In such a situation it is easy to bring about a rise in output and employment. A spending policy can confidently be expected to achieve
that purpose, provided a few conditions are satisfied""'-'-conditions which
are sometimes politically difficult to realize in view of existing prejudices
1 Writers who like mechanical analysis will find comfort in the fact that in
mechanical theory complete absence of friction is no! generally assumed to assure
stability. ct., for example, the following remark by Professor Knight: "Incidentally, it is interesting to note that economic theory has generally treated the
absence of friction as a condition requisite for establishing and maintaining
equilibrium. Pure mechanical theory generally has the opposite implication, that
only the presence of friction will put an end to oscillations, and only a particular
kind of friction (fluid viscosity) will result in a position of rest coinci-dent with
the position of theoretical equilibrium." ("Business Cycle, Interest, and Money,"
in RetJiew of Economic Statistics, Vol. 23, May 1941, page 54.) Professor
Schumpeter frequently expressed the view that a certain amount of friction is
necessary to prevent the economic system from developing violent fluctuations
which might have disastrous consequences.
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rooted in the acceptance of the taboos of sound finance," the exigencies
of the international situation of a country and similar" obstacles, but
which must be considered as much less serious limitations to a successful policy than those which we are going to discuss in this section.
Some of these conditions are, briefly: The government deficit must be so
financed as not to restrict the supply of investible funds for other uses:
the objects of expenditure must be so chosen and the policy so managed
as to avoid unfavorable repercussions upon private investment decisions;
the spending policy must not be coupled with cost-raising measures.
If these conditions are fulfilled by and large (or else if the volume
of spending is such as to overcome the existing obstacles), it does not
matter where and on what the government spends. Wherever the new
money stream is directed in the first instance and wherever it flows from
there through the expenditure by the successive recipients, it always
meets elastic supply and induces an increase in output rather than a rise
in prices.
Gradually, however, the situation changes when full employment is
being approached in the course of the upswing. The elasticity of supply of factors and products decreases in different places and industries,
bottlenecks make. their appearance and price rises begin to take the
place of increases in output in response to the continuously expanding
volume of monetary demand. 1 All this need not be elaborated in greater
detail. The analysis so far has followed conventional lines and there
is nothing controversial or mysterious about the fact that with the approach of full employment the expansion of monetary demand, whether
propelled by the cumulative forces of the economic system or fed by
government spending, must taper off, lest outright price inflation ensue.
The limitations and difficulties of a spending policy which we· have in
mind at this point are different and more serious. They are connected
with the situation which was d~scribed and analyzed in Chapter I I,
above. 2
to

1 This does, however, not exclude that price inflation may start before full
employment has been approached. Suppose aggressive trade unions force wage
increases when employment rises, prices may be driven up all along the line
even if supply is still elastic in almost all directions.
2 Pages 365-377, 370.
See also N. Kaldor, "Stability and Full Employment", in Economic Journal, Vol. 48, December 1938, esp. pages 651-652; and
Robertson, "Survey of Modem Monetary Controversy", in Essays in Monetary
Theory,esp. page 146.
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There it was pointed out, it will be recalled, that when in the course
of a cyclical upswing the physical expansion hits a ceiling-because full
employment has been reached or an intractable bottleneck situation has
arisen-the economic system is not likely to be in an equilibrium situation at which it might come to a rest. Owing to the operation of the
acceleration principle the investment goods industries are likely to have
been overexpanded during the upswing-that is, they were expanded
to a level of output which can be maintained only so long as the system
as a whole is expanding and adding to its equipment. In Mr. HAWTREY'S convenient terminology we may describe the situation by saying
that so long as unused resources, mainly labour, were available, capital
widening took place. When the supply of unemployed labour is exhausted, demand for capital for widening purposes comes to an end.
Theoretically, of course, it is conceivable that deepening of capital
(utilisation of more ~apital per ~nit of labour and output) will take the
place of widening and so 'the volume of investment and full employment will be maintained. But this conclusion is too optimistic; it rests
on -an exaggerated impression about the adjustability of the production
structure and the mobility of labour. In reality this situation will lead
to a collapse of investment demand (marginal efficiency of capital)
which will usher in a more or less serious depression.
Let us now ask whether, given this situation, the onset of the depression could be prevented by an appropriate spending policy (assuming that there' are no monetary, political, psychological obstacles). No
doubt demand for investment goods could be maintained; the government could step into the breach left by the cessation of capital widening,
and spend on the same things or on things to the production of which
the investment goods industries could turn without delay. The problem is no longer just a question of the volume of spending, but also
one of spending in the right direction, on the right things. For example,expenditure on consumption would not do any good because, in
the assumed situation, there are no unemployed factors in the consumption industries.
But that is not all. Since a spending policy can at best·choose the
point of injection of money, but has no control over the money after it
has been spent, inflation would ensue, whether the money was or was
not spent in tbe correct places in the first instance. A large part of the
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money spent by the government would be re-spent on consumption and,
since the production of consumption goods can no longer expand (as it
could up to the point where excess capacity and unemployed resources
had been absorbed), prices would have to rise. This is the dilemma
which we· have had in mind: If government spending is continued, inflation is brought about; if spending is discontinued, investment demand
collapses and depression ensues. A mere -spending policy (even if it is
directed in. the right direction) cannot solve the problem of maintaining
output without interruption. 1 That could be achieved only if government spending were coupled with a policy designed to control the rate
of saving. In our case an increase in the rate of saving (reduction of
the propensity to consume) would be required: if people could be persuaded or compelled to save more (e.g., by means of an appropriate
tax policy), demand for investment could be maintained and at the same
time an excessive (or any) rise in prices of consumption goods prevented. This is certainly a much more difficult task than .a spending
policy pure et sirnple. The result of our analysis can be summarised
by saying that it is comparatively easy. to lift the economic system out
of a deep depression, but that it is much more difficult to maintain the
high level of employment and output which is reached at the end of
the upswing.
This situation has been considered as a (possible and likely) outgrowth of an ordinary cyclical expansion. The analysis permits, however, application to situations other than cyclical peaks and to types of
policies other than government spending. For example, if it were possible, when capital widening comes to an end at the top of a boom,
to induce deepening of capital by an easy money policy (if, that is to
say, the short-run elasticity of investment demand for capital deepening
with respect to the rate of· interest were high), the same dilemma would
a·rise: If the easy money policy is undertaken, inflation will ensue; if
1 A. spending policy could, however, prevent the cumulative process from
pushing output and employment far down. Although a fall in investment cannot
be avoided (except at the price of inflation), it could be prevented·from reacting upon consumption, consumers' outlay could be maintained and the cumulative process arrested. This analysis sheds some light on the much debated
question of the cor;ect timing of a spending policy. Should spending be started
at once after the upper turning point (during Mr. Harrod's "breathing speU")
or only after· some downward adjustments have taken place?
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it is not undertaken, investment will collapse and depression set in.
Only by bringing the propensity to consume under control, could the
dilemma be avoided. 1
In recent years pre-war armament booms and war booms offer several
examples of essentially similar situations, although tremendously complicated by other factors which cannot be gone into at this point. Germany in her armament boom reached virtually full employment round
about 1935. If at that time she had stopped or curtailed armament
expenditure, investment industries would have collapsed. A. simple
continuation of expenditures, on the other hand, would have led straight
-into price inflation. Hence a complicated policy of controlling con~~umption (and of private investment and many other things) had to be
evolved. Great Britain entered this phase during the war and the
United States is entering it only now. But it is not the purpose of this
book to deal with war economy.
1 The question may be asked: what would happen in this case if wages and
prices were perfectly flexible? What are the implications of our analyses in the
preceding section upon the present case? The answer seems to be that no unemployment could result, but probably at least a temporary drop in investment
activity could not be prevented and hence real wages would have to fall to a low
level. The case needs, however, further analysis for which space is lacking.

Appendix I
DESCRIPTION OF THE INDICES ILLUSTRATING CYCLICAL
MOVEMENT IN VARIOUS COUNTRIES t
The " reference cycle curve " gives for each country for the years
1880 or 1890 to 1931 a diagrammatic picture of the, general fluctuations

in business activity as described by W. L. THORP in the volume Business
Annals (1926, National Bureau of Economic Research; dontinued in
the NatiOMJ Buyeau News Bulletin, No. 43, September 1932). This
verbal account has been expressed in visual terms·by assigning a numerical
value to the main characteristics cited for each year, as follows :
Exceptional prosperity .
Prosperity.
Mild prosperity
Mild depression
Depression .
Deep depression .
Revival (Recession)

-3
preceding level

+ (--)

1

Each year is indicated on the curve by a point,. the level of which is
intended to represent the average activity during the year. In cases
where a reversal of the situation occurred during the first half of the
year, the level is determined by the situation prevailing after the turningpoint. If the reversal occurred during the second half of the year, the
situation before the turning-point has been held decisive. The other
indices are described below, country by country :
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Industrial Production.
1880-1920 .: Index of the volume of mining output~ E. E. DAY,
Review of Economic Statistics.
1899:-1920 : Index of the volume of manufacturing output.
E. E. DAY, ibid.
1920-1935 : Federal Reserve Board indices of industrial production: general index and group index for mining.

t

See pages 266 and 267.
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Employment ift M aftu/acturiftg I Mustries.
1899-1923 : Professor P. H. DOUGLAS' index, The Theory of
Wages.
1919-1935 : Bureau ·of Labor Statistics index.

UNITED KINGDOM
I ttdustrial P1'oduction.·
1880-1931 : HOFFMANN'S index.
Weltwirtschaftliches Archiv,
September 1934.
1927-1935 : Board of Trade index.

Employment.
188.0-1925 : Percentage of employment (== 100 - th~ percen
tage of unemployment) -among trade-unionists. Abstract of
Labour Statistics.
1926-1935: Idem, among compulsorily insured workers. Abstract
of Labour Statistics.
GeHef'al Busifl8ss Activity.
1880-1913 : Miss D. S. THOMA~' index. ]out'ftal 01 the American
Statistical A ssociatiOft, MarchI926.
1924-1935 : The Economist index (The EcoNomist, July 25th,
1936), deviations from trend.

GERMANY
Ifldustrial Production.
1880-1913, 1925-1935
Index of the Institut fiir Konjunkturforschung, Vierleljah1'esh6fU 1U1' KonjUftktu'/01'schung, Sonderheft Nr~ 31, 1933. KonjUftktu1'statistiscMs HandbucIJ, 1936.

Employment.
1904-1932 : Percentage of employment (::::I 100 - the percentage of unemployment) among organised workers. Statistisches ] ahf'buch lfi, das Deutschl Reich.
1931-1935: Idem, based on the percentage of registered unemployed to workers under Health Insurance. International
Labour Office.
FRANCK

1 fId-ustrial Prod'UCtion.
1898-1913, 1919-1935 Index of the Statistique generalede
la France. A nnutJif'e stfMisti.que de la P1'ance.
SWEDEN
1 fldust1'ial Production.
1913-1935 : Index of the Kommerskollegium.
M eddelanden.

Kommersi,Ua
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Employment.
19 11 - 1 935 : Percentage of employment (=

of unemployment) among trade-unionists.

100 -

the :RC'rcentage

Statistisk

A,.sbok.

CANADA

Il1dust,.ial- P,.oductiOft.
1919- I 935 : Index of the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Monthly
Review 01 Business Statistics.

Employment.

Percentage of employment (:::Ill 100 - the percentage
of unemployment) among trade-unionists. TA. Cc,mada Yea,.·

19 1 5- 1 935 :

Book.
AUSTRALIA

Employmeftt.

Percentage of employment (= 100 - the percentage
of unemployment) among trade-unionists. Official Y,a,.·Book

1906-1935 :

of the Commonwealth 01 A ust,.alia.
Gene,.al Business .A ctivity.
1880-1922 :

Yearly index of Roland

WILSON.

The Economic

RecO'Yd, 1930.

Note.-With the exception of the United States, all employment indices
are corrected for trend : the currently available labour supply is taken
as equal to 100 and the :fluctuations shown are relative thereto. In
the case of the United States, the fluctuations in employment are related
to the employment .(not the available labour supply) of a given base
period, 1923-1925.
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DESCRIPTION OF CURVES ON PRODUCTION
AND EMPLOYMENT BY GROUPS OF INDUSTRIESI

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

I ndustl'ial Pl'od'Uction.
Indices of production in investment goods industries and in
consumers' goods industries.
1880-1918 : Economic Intelligence Service of the League of
Nations.
1919-1935 : Federal Reserve Board.
Etn:pl(Y)lment.
A. Indices of employment in producers' goods and in consumers'
goods industries.
1899-1918 : From Professor P. H. DOUGLAS, The Theol''Y of
Wages.
1919-1935 .: From the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
B. Actual number .of workpeople employed in producers' goods and
in consumers' goods industries according to the Censuses of
Manufactures.
1919-1935 : Census years.
UNITED KINGDOM

I ndustt'ial Production.
Index of production of producers' goods and of consumers' goods.
1880-1928 : HOFFMANN.
TtVeltwirtsckaftlickes At'chiv, September
1934·
1929-1935 : From the Board of Trade.

Employment.
A. Percentage of workpeople wholly employed (= 100 - the percentage of unemployment) in producers' goods and in consumers'
goods industries.
1880-1923, among trade-unionists (for consumers' goods up to
1914 only) : Abstract of Labour Statistics.
1924-1935, among compulsorily insured workers : Abstract of
Labour Statistics.
1 See pagel 280 and 281.
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B. Number of workpeople wholly employed among compulsorily
insured workers in producers' goods and in consumers' goods
industries.
192 4- 1935 : Abstract of Labour Statistics.

GERMANY

1Mustrial Production.
Indices of production of producers' goods and of consumers' goods
of the Institut fur Konjunkturforschung.
1880-1913 : Vierteliahreshefte z'Ur Koniunkturforschung, Sonderheft Nr. 3 1 , 1933.
192 5- 1935 : Koniunkturstatistisches Handbuch, 1936.
Employment.
A. Percentage of workpeople wholly or partially employed among
organised workers in producers' goods and in consumers' goods
industries.
1924-1932 : Statistisches ]ahrbuch f'ir das Deutsche Reich.

B. 1888-1912, 1923-1934 : Number of persons insured against accident
in German industrial unions, in capital-producing and in other
industries. Statistiches]ahrb'Uch far dasDeutsche Reich. (Figures
for 1888-1909 have been reproduced from G. CASSEL, The Theory
of Social Economy, Vol. II, and his classification has been adopted
for the rest of the period.)

SWEDEN

I Mustrial Production.

Indices of production of investment goods and of consumers'
goods.
1880-1912 (Consumers' goods, 19°9-1912) : Economic Intelligence
Service of the League of Nations.
1913-1935 : From the index of the Kommerskollegium.
Employment.
A. Percentage of employment among trade-unionists in pr-oducers'
goods and in consumers' goods industries. Statistisk A rsbok.
1920-1935 : Producers' goods industries.
1921-1935 : Consumers' goods industries.

B. Number of workers engaged in producers' goods and in consumers'
goods industries.
1913-1935 : ltidustri, annual report of the Kommerskollegium.
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AUSTRALIA

Employment.
A. Percentage of employment among trade-unionists in producers'
goods and in consumers' goods industries.
1912-1935 : Official Yea'Y-Book 01 the Commonwealth of Aust,·alia.
B. Number of workers employed in producers' goods and in consumers'
goods industries.
1904-1935 : P'Yoduction Statistics. Annual report of the Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics.
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-"- under-consumption
theories,
n;8-41, 244-5.
- - upward sloping trend of, 271.
Contraction (Depression. DoWnswing):
- - breakdown in particular branch
of industry, effects of. 350-2.
- - definition of, 14n, 257, 258-64,
269n.
- - due to under-consumption, 233-5.
244-5·
- - expansionary tendencies arising
during, 378, 391-5.
- - Importance of psychological elements in, 79-80.
- - localisation of, 408-9, 411-12,
421 , 42 5, 446 , 449.
- - as a process of readaptation,
57, 323, 391-2.
- - proximate causes of, 348-61.
Contraction process. cumulative :
- - according to Fisher, 114.
- - according to Hawtrey, 21.
- - according to Keynes, 237.
- - according to Spiethoff, 80-3.
- - drying-up of supply of investible
funds dur4tg, 327-9.
--fall in demand of investible
funds during. 350.
- - general description of, 323-6.
- - intensifying factors in, 325-6.
- - monetary analysis of, 326-44.
Corporate saving, 44.
Costs, adjustments in. 80.

- - expectations as to,

114.

- - increase in. as cause of crisis,
106-10, 353.
See also Agriculture, ,Prices,
and Transport costs.
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Credit. banking system and, 17.
- - cyclical implications of seasonal
vatb.t.io'ls in, 66-7.
- - deadlock, theoretical po~ibi
lities of, 23, 21-8-21.
- - deflation and inflation of, 1619. 21, 138, 139. 362.
- - demand for, 37-8. 183, 302.
- - elastic supply' of, 101, 309,
35 6, 3 86 -7.
- - expansion of, with stable prices.
5 2 -5.
- - instability of. 16-17.
- - localisation of, 408• 415-25.
- - results' of contraction of, 20-1,
47, 33 1 -3. 349, 36 7- 8, 377-9·
- - results of expansion of, 17, 41,
51, 54-5, 63"4·
- - role in bringing about business
cycle, 14-15.
See also Investible funds.
Crisis, See Down-turn.
Crop variations, 6, 7, 8, 10, 16, 69,
265.34 6 .
- - period of, 152.
Cunency : autonomy, national, 42251.
- - devaluation of, and consequences, 69, 381 , 437-4 1, 447.
- - over-valuation of, 330, 439.
- - under-valuation of, 330, 439.
Cycle, See Business cycle.
Dealer, See Merchant.
Debts. debt deflation theory of
depressions, 113-17.
- - deflationary effects of default
on t 336.
- - deflationary effects of liquidation of, 333, 334-6, 35 1.
- - liquidation of non-bank debts,
334-6 .
- - over-indebtedness as cause of
drpression. 113-17.
See also War debts.
Deflation, definition of, 269n, 323.
- - depressing influence on economic activities, 16.
- - forms of deflationary pressure,
329-39, 348-50 .
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Deflation (con'.), secondary deflation,
58-9,3z3n .
- - spread of deflation, 324-5.
Demand, for consumers' goods,
increase as factor in upturn,
378-83, 383-4, 392.
- - effect of . credit shortage on,
36 7-9.
- - effect of shortage of factors on,
368:'7°.

- - expectations regarding. 37-8n,
102, 144n,. 147-8 , 306, 342-3.
- - international transfers of, 422,
444-5·
- - for· money for speculative purposes, 215-17.
-.- and supply of saving, interdependence, 198.
See also Shifts in demand
and Supply and demand
schedules.
Depression, See Contraction.
Derived tiemand, See Acceleration
principle.
Devaluation, See Currency.
Discount rate, 18, 20, 22.
See also Banks and banking.
Discoveries, See Jnventio~s.
Downswing,. See Contraction.
Down-tum (Upper turning-point, Cri·
sis), capital shortage as cause
of, 47-52, 75-80, 103, 127-37,
3 6 7-9.
- - definition of crisis, 257.
- - drop in investtnent bE-cause of
insufficient demand as cause
of, 374;
- - error theories, I I I - 12.
- - inevitability of, 52-7, 83-4 104,
368 -9.
- - insufficiency (,f consumers' demand as cause of, 127-37.
- - maladjustments in structure of
production as cause of, 29-30.
'70~t, 110- 13, 361 - 2• 36 4-9, 370.
- - lnonetary explanation of, 20-1.
348 -5 0 , 362 -3.
- - onset of, 5°-2.
- - over-capitalistic processes as
cause 01, 45-52.

Down-tum (cont.), partial breakdown
as cause, of 350-4.
- - rise in wages as cause of, 107,
109, 372-4.
- - shortage of factors of production
'" as cause of, 77-8, 368-75.
Durable goods, definition of, 29. 88,
262n 282..
- - over-production of, 76-7.
5e, also Acceleration principle and Producers' goods.
l

Eastern Europe. 275.
Efficiency, of· capital, marginal, 197.
21g. 222, 234. 245. 293 tt , 379n .
- - of labour, log-IO, 372-4.
- - of plant, 106-7, 110, 373.
Elasticity, of demand for agricultural
produce, 155-8, 160-3.
- - of demand for idle balances,
218-9, 221.
- - of eXPectations, 343n.
- - of factors supply, 284, 308,
356 -61 • 368~9, 38 6-7.
- - of farm output, 165.
- - of money supply, 33, 101, 146,
30 9n , 3 1 7,35 6, 36 7, 387.
- - of supply of funds from itlflationary sources, 299, 302n,
309. 37 1 •
- - of wages, 238-9. 243-4, 357, 386.
Employment, under-employment, and
unemployment:
- - agricultural, 160, 167, 261.
- - definition of prosperity and
depression from point of view
of, 258-62. 263-4.
- - expansion from position of full
or partial employment, 283-9.
- - free competition in the labour
market and, 238-9.
- - indices of, unreliabi1j~y of, 268.
- - influence of wage reductions on.
239-44, 395-40 5.
- - and production by groups of
industries, 280.
- - quantity of. and national income, 222.
theory of u11der-employmel1t,
233-47·
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Bmployment, etc. (cont.), voluntary
and involuntary, 237-238.
See also Labour.

Endogenous and exogenous theories
of cycle, 8-10, 250, 251.
Exchange, control 69, 381.
- - equalisation fund, 433.
- - methods of maintaining stability of, 441-7.
- - speMllation on foreign, 430.
Bzchange standards, 431-6.
Expansion (Prosperity, Upswing),
definition of, 14n, 269n.
- - elastic supply of credit and
factors of production requisite
for, 356-7, 386-7.
- - financing of, 70, 101, 139.
289-3°4.
- - localisation of, 4°8- 11 , 425, 446,
449·
- - reasons for collapse, 54-7.
- - smooth tailing-off of, 92, 369n.
Bspansion process, cumulative, 19,
74, 86, 101, 23;, 282-304·
- - diminished resistance of system
at ~nd of, 289, 301-2, 355-62.
- - disturbances created by, 322,
361 -77.
- - monetaryC analysis of, 19, 36-42,
289-3°4·
- - from position of full or almost
full employment, 387-9.
- - from position of partial employment, 63-4, 283-7, 366.
- - reciprocal stimulation of consumption and production, during, 285-6.
- - saving and, 311-22.
Bxpectation~, 37-8n, 102, 114n , 134-4,
145-8, 180-3, 189, 306, 342-3.
- - a dynamic element, 252-3.
elasticity of, 343D.
Bzports and impOrts, 409-10, 416,
43 8, 440, 444, 445, 44 6 -:7.

- - during different phases of. business cycle, 70-1.
Factors of production, elasticity of
supply o~, 284, 308, 354-61,
368 -9, 386-7.

Factors, etc. (cont.), mobility of, 15960, 35 8, 370, 373.
- - monopolistic restrictIons of,
372 -4.
- - price level of, 27.
- - unused, 96, 284n.
Financial organisation and the severity of the aepression, 116-17.
Food industries. influence of agricultural fluctuations on, 158.
Forced saving, 42, 43,53, 55, 138•
3 10n .
France. 26 7, 454.
Free exchange system, 44 I - 5 I.
- - capital movements under, 446-8.
- - contrast with gold standard,
445, 447, 450.
- - impact'rate of exchange under,
443-4·
- - localisation of prosperity and
depression under, 446, 448.
- - transfer of demand under, 444.
Germany, 71 , 72, 73, 384.
- - general indices of cyclical mOTement in, 266, 454.
- - post-war inflation in, 48, 71,.
218n, 326n.
- - production and employnlent by
groups of industries, 281, 457.
- - situation in, 360n.
Gestation period, 136.
Gold-bloc countries, situation in, 302.
Gold exchan~e standards, 60-1, 432n.
Gold production, 274.
Gold standard, 55, 69, 362, 428-9,
43 1 -3, 434, 435, 44 1, 449-5 0 .
- - as contrasted with free exchange
system, 445, 447, 449-50.
- - responsible for cycle. 20,24-5,55.
Harvest theories of the business
cycle, 151-67.
Harvests, See Crop variatioBS.
Hoarding and di~hoarding, 60, 67, 80,
Z97, 329, 330-'1, 333. 40 3.
- - definition, 35n, 170,200-2,204-5,
210n, 236.
- - interest rates and, 184, 205-7,
209-11, '218-19, 237, 363.
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Hoarding, etc. (cont.), limits to hoarding, 388-91, 392-4.
- - propensi~y to, 291.
See also Liquidity.
- - and saving, 123-4, 315-16.
- - supply and demand schedules
and, 389-90n.
- - and velocity of circulation of
money, 202.
Holding money, motives for, 208-9.
Idle balances, 202, 210n, 213, 218.
221, 390n.
Set also Hoarding.
ImPOrt.~, see Exports.
Income, definition, 175n, 178-80.
- - distribution. changes in, 229-30.
- - earned and ,"vailable (disposable), distinction between, 177,
296-7, 312.
- - money income versus money
value of output, 178-80.
- - national, defu;dtion of, 259n.
- - national, and quantity of employment, 222-3.
- - national, unreliability of indices
of, 268.
- - time lag in movements of, 137-8,
140 •
- - unequal distribution of, 80, 123.
139-4 1 •
- - unexpected, 181.
See also Real income.
Income velocity of money, 15, 61,
23 1 - 2, 3 13-4.
Industries, production and employment by groups of, 280-1.
Inflation, definition of, 172-3n, 269n.
- - influen('e on economic activities,
16.
- - post-war inflation in Germany,
48, 71, 218n, 326n,
- - as source of supply of investible
funds, 172-3, 296, 297-9 8, 299300 , 3°9·
Instability, of credit system, 16-1 7.
- - of economic system, 10-I I.
- - of velocity of circulation, 19-20.
Interest rates, 108-9, 138, I.~6, 234, 299,
30 7- 8 , 3 1 5, 37 1, 38o , 389, 392 .

Interest rates (cont.). artificial lowering, of 4 1-2.
- - " classical theory of ", 197-9.
- - definition, 205, 206n.
determined by demand for, and
supply of, credit, 183-4, 2JI-12,
3°1-2.
- - determined by demand for, and
supply, of money, 207-8.
- - equalisation of, 415, 417.
- - equilibrium rate, 34-6, 62, 65,
.200, 287.
- - and hoarding, 195-221, 363.
- - influence of saving on, 214:'16.
--- limit to the fall in, 219_
- - market rate, 34.
- - natural rate, 34, 35, 36-8, 200,
289-90n .
- - nominal and real rates, 37- - planned investment and, 2IID,
212- 1 3.
- - " pure" theory of, 46n, 195.
See also Profit rate anti
Supply and demand schedules.
International aspects of business
cycle, 27, 68-72, 85, 162-3, 406.5 1 •
International forces as cause of crisis
or revival, 70.
Inventions and discoveries, 6, 7, 8, 10,
32, 63, 81, 82, 84, 120, 152, 153,
273-4, 382 , 394, 4 12.
Investible funds, effect of devaluation
on supply of, and demand for,
43 8 .
- - factors affecting supply of, 39981, and demand for, 381-3.
- - sources of supply of, 294-8, 299.
31 I, 318, 379-80.
- - . supply and demand schedules,
149, 29 1, 294-3 0 3, 308 .
- - theory of interest rate, 196,
211-12, 215.
See also Supply and demand
schedules and Credit.
Investment, agricultural fluctuationa
and, 161.
- - concentration of, in particular
lines, 136 , 374.
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Investment (coni.). connection between consumption and, 97-8.
- - definition of, I23n, 170, 172,

293, 2g6, 305.
- - delayed reaction of, 353, 399.

- - designed and undesigned, 192.
- - ,~ tlnte and '6 1'0s', 131, 176,
180-92, 212-13.
- - financing of 70, 101, 213-14,
309-10.
- - government consumption and
investment, 230-1.
- - indirect, through banks, 332.
- - localisation of, 117, 408, 415-25.
- - monetary over-investment theories, 7, 33-72.
- - net and gross, 221, 294, 296,
3°5·
also Replacement.
- - non-monetary over-investment
theories, 7, 72 - 85.
- - opportunities, drying-up of,
246-7·
- - planned investment and interest
rates. 211n, 212-13.
- - saving and, 3Sn , 41n, 123, 126,
131-2, 16C), 17Q-9S, 314-16.
- - secondary investment, 228.
- - unexpected, 181.

s,.
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Lag, of bank reserves behind expansion of credit, 363.
- - between earned and available
income, 297, 312,' 313.
- - of investment behind supply of

funds, 353, 399.
- - time-lags. 250-1, 3I2D, 313D.
- - of wages. 21. 24. 75. 108, 137,
137-8 • 14°·
- - between wage reduction and
increase in production, 399n.
Liquidity. liquidity preferences. 60,
16C). 299. 333, 339, 380. 383D,
38 7, 4°4·
- - infinite elasticity of demand for,
218-9.
---- in~retation, 207, 208. 210.
- - liquidity preference proPer, 210,
215, 218, 219.
- - and rate of interest.. 195-221,
2 34.
- - scales o~. 339.
_.and wage reductions.. 242-3.
Localisation, of credit. 408, 415-25- - of prosperity an~ depression,
408-9, 4 11 - 12, 421 , 425, 446,
449·
- - of resources. 408-9.
Long waves, 265.
Losses, SH Profits.

Japan, 261.

J oint-stock system,

rising importance

of. 117.
Labour, agrlcu1tura1lluctuatioDS and
demand for. 155-7.
- - changes in efficiency of, log, 110,
373, 3gC)n.
- - elalSticity of supply of, 284, 356-

62, 386.
- - free competition in the labour
market and unemployment,
2 38 -39.
- - migration of, between toWD and
country-side, 159, 167.
- - ratio of capital to, 306-7.
- - real yield of, 155.
- - shortage of, 77-8, 372.
Labour organisations,S" Trade
Unions.

Maladjustments in structure of production, 29-3°, 71. 127-8. 150,
362 • 364-9. 37°·
- - horizontal. 29-3°, 110-13, 132-3.
- - vertical, 29-30, 110, 112-13, 128,
1 32 -3.
Marginal, analysis, 282.
- - cost, 106. 401, 402.
- - efficiency of capital, 197, 222,
234, 293n , 379n .
- - profit tate, 292n.
- - propensity to eonsume (save),
42n, J93D, 222-3 2, 234, 3 12n•
- - propensity to import, 428n.
- - time lags, 313.
Merchants, strategic position of, 18-19,
I39D·
MQbility of capital, 408, 415-25.
- - changes in, 41B.
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Mobility _of capital ( cont.), cyclical
.
changes in, 424-5.
- - versus mobltity of goods, 415-17.
- - sectional, 422-5.
Mobility of goods, imperfect. 408-14.
Mobility of labour, 159, 358-9, 373.
Model sequences, 253"'4.
Monetary circulation, coutraction and
e~pansion of, as cause of cycle,
16-17, 348, 3M -3, 373-4·
- - lormsof contraction, 329-39.
- - forms of expansion of, 303-4.
- - instability of velocity of, 19, 66.
- - limits to tontraction of, 387-8.
Monetary demand, parallelism of
production and. 277-9.
Money, effective quantity of, 61-2, 66.
- - elasticity of supply, 33, 101,
14 6, 30 211, 309D, 3 1 7, 356 , 367,
387.
- - instability of quantity of, 16.
- - money loans, 206n.
- - relationships between interest
tate, price level and quantity
of, 33-9, 216-1 7.
S" also Investible funds.
Money contracts, effects of rigidity
of, 116-17.
Monopolistic restrictions,. 144n, 353,
372,. 386, 401, "4 0 5.
Monopoly, of central bauks to issue
bank-notes, 65.
Multiplier, SIn, 193-411, 222-32, 250 ,
3 I 7D., 344n .
New Zealand, 5,

l~

163.

Open-market operations, 22,. 33.
Opportunity costs, 290n.
Optimism and pessimism, 6, 84,
14S-9, 306n , 370n .
Ses also Psychological factors.
Over-capitalistic processes as cause of
down-tum, 4S-8~
Over-indebtedness, as cause of crisis,
113-16•

Over-investment theories, 2g-10.5.
Over-saving, See Under-consumption.
Partial breakdown, consequences of
350 -S·

Pessim!sm, S" Optimism.
Population growth, and quantity of
money, 121.
Prices, boom with stable, 14n, 52-7,
278 •
- - connection between interest
.rates and, 36-7.
- - effects of rising prices, 19.
- - effect of wage reductions on,
400- 1 •
- - expectations as to, 144.
- - indices of, 260n, 439n.
- - progressive rise In, as cause of
breakdown, 3S7.
- - rigidity of, and economic stabi- .
lity, 243-4.
- - trend of, 272.
- - under-consumption and the
secular ,fall of, 120-2.
Producers' goods (Capital goods),
lluctuations of production of,
compared with those of consumers' goods, 26. 29-30 , 73,
279-82.
- - increase in demand for, as
factor in up-turn. 80, 378-83,
392.
- - industries, ~panding at expense
of consumers' goods industries,
288-9.
- - Proportion between demand
for consumers' goods and demand for, 48-52.
- - reciprocal action of demand for
consumers' goods and production of, 98, 100, 28S-6,
4 11 •
SeB also Acceleration principle.
Production, capitalistic structure of,
39-40, 71 , 102, 1 2 5, 135, 302 ,
30 4-S, 307, 372 •
- - definition of prosperity and
depression from point of view
of, 2S9, 262-5.
- - and employment by groups of
Industries, 280.
- - indices of, 266-7, 270.
- - necesstty for shifts in, to prevent
down-tum, 368-7°.
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Production (coni.). parallelism of
monetary demand and. 277-87.
- - upward sloping trend of, 271.
- - volume of, definition, 262n.
56' also Maladjustments.
Profit rate, 36n, 37, 81.
Profits, 26.
--- "excessive,assouteeofsaving, 139.
- - fall in, without losses, as cause,
of breakdown, ,150n.
- - ' in1iationpronts,owing to time
lag in rise. of wages, '137.
- - in1iuence of rise in, 141, 286.
--- and losses, as" characteristics of,
business cycle, 263-4.
- - and losses, definition of, 263-4.
- - paper, 49.
Propensity, to consume (save), 42n,
126, 162, 198, 2100, 219, 224,
228-g, 231. 298, 319-22, 383n.
S. also Multiplier.
- - to hqard, 299. '
- - to import, lnarginal, 428n.
Prosperity, Se, Expansion.
Protection,S" Tariffs.
Psychological factors, 81, 83-4, 143,
145-7,222-3, 235, 301 , 302, 343.
Psychological theories, 143-50.
Public works, 228, 372, 384, 427.
- - classification of expenditure on,
23°·
Se, also Multiplier.
Purchasing power parity, 439n.
Railways, 40, 100, 103, 136, 274, 374.
Real income, continuous rise during
nineteenth and twentieth centuries in, 271.
--- definition of prosperity and
depression from point of view
of, 259-62.
- - of working class during upswing. 320.
Reparation payments, 116n, 451n.
Replacement, 89-92, 293-., 295, 305,
395·
- - cycles, 84-.5.
S" fUsO Investment.
Rhythm and periodicity of business
cycles, 24-5, 64-8, 83-4·

Risk factor. 29211, 328n.
Roumania. 5. 163.
Russia, 45-6, 104.
Saving and Savings, autonomous and
heteronomous, 141.
- ,-' corporate saving, 44.
-'definition: general, 123n, 170;
according to Keynes, 35n,
171-2.296; according to R.obertson, 177-8.296, according to
Swedish economists, 131, 116,
180-92, 212-13.
- - deflationary effect of, 118n,
3 1 4";15, 316.
- - effect of agricultural lluctuations on. 162.
- - ex ants and ex post. 131, 176.
180-92.
- - excessive profits as source of,
139·
- - and the expansion process, 31122.
- - forced saving, 42 , 43, 53, 55, 138,
310n.
- - function of, 125-7.
- - institutional complication in,
3 18- 1 9.
- - ' interdependence of demand aDd
supply of, 198-9.
- - and interest. 40.1, 216-8.
- - and investment, relations of,
35n, 41n, 123-4, 126, 131-2,
16g, 170-95, 3 14-19.
- - main ,source of, 26, 80, 123,
139-41.
- - over-lf&ving theory of depres/ sion, See Under-consumption.
- - rate of saving, 127, 133-4, 162,
298-9, 319-22, 33711·
- - as source of supply of investible
funds, 296-8, 299, 311 •
- - unintentional, 181.
Secular trend, 122, 271-2.
SeCurities, sales of, 336-9.
Self-financing, 148-9, 290, 294n.
Sequences, model, 2.53-".
Shifts in demand, 99-100, III, 358,
370 - 1, 4 12, 422, 444, 44~n.
Short waves, 273-4.
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Shortage of capital &41 callse of breakdown, 48-52, 75-9, 103, 112, 12 7-37,
140, 36 7-9.
Smooth termination of expansion, 92,
36gn.
Speculation, demand for money for,
21 5- 1 7.
- . - on foreign exchanges, 430-1.
··State intervention, 60, 230-1, 302n,
391, 404, 40 5, 42 7.
S" also ]Public works.
Static theory, assumptions of, 249,
30 3, 354-5·
Sterling-bloc countries, 302, 430.
Stocks, 18, 19, 21, 94-5.
See also Acceleration principle.
Supply and demand schedules, 149,
291, 294-30 3, 308 .
-..- instability of, 303.
- - movements along, and movements of, the curves, 300.
Sweden, 267, 281, 454, 457.

69, 383, 413-4, 428 , 445·
Theories, See Business cycle theories.
Time dimension of capital, 40n.
Trade Unions, attitude of, during upswings, 32~, 372-4.
Transport costs, 407-14.
Trend, secular, 122, 271-2.

Tariffs, 60,

Under-consumption theories, 118-41,
233-5, 244-5·
Under-employment, S" Employment,
etc.
Under-saving, See Shortage of capital.
Unemployment, See Employment, etc.
United Kingdom, banking system of,
388 .
- - chronic unemployment in, 260.
- - general indices of cyclkal movement in, 266, 454.
- - production and employment by
groups of industries, 280, 456-7.
- - propensity to import in, 410.
United States· of America, banking
system of, 130, 331, 388 .
- _ . boom of 1929 in,lI4n,[52, 57, 137,

140. 278D •

United States of America (con',),
distribution of income in, 116u.
- - elasticity of demand for crops
in, 162-3.
- - general indices of cyclical investment in, 266, 453-4.
- - income velocity of money in,
3 1 3.
- - indirect investment through
banks in, 332n.
- - production and employment by
groups of industries, 280, 455.
- - propensity to import in, 410.
Unused capacity, definition of, 96.
- - expansion with, 283-7.
- - expansion without, 288.
See also Factors of production.
Upswing, Ses Expansion.
Up-turn (Revival), expansionary tendencies arising during contraction, 377, 37 1 -4°5.
- - f~l In wages as cause of, 3954 0 5.
- - increase in consumers' spending as cause of, 378, 383-4.
- - increase in producers' spending
as cause of, 37B-B3, 392.
- - monetary explanation of, 22-3.
- - natural forces of readjustment
and, 63, 391-2.
- - necessity of outside stimuli for,
BI.
- - responsivenes.4I of economic system to expansionary stimuli
after contraction has progressed
beyond a certain point, 377.
385-9 1 •
- - restored elasticity of credit
supply as condition of, 386-91.
-_. restored elasticity of factor
supply as condition of, 386.
-Velocity of circulation of money, 61.
- - and hoarding, 202-3.
- - increase in, a.~ form of monetary
expansion, 304.
- - instability of, 19.
-_. interpretation, 202n, 295D.
Se, also Income velocity.
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Wage goods, 155-6.
Wages, effects of fall in, 239-44, 39540 5.
- - efficiency, 109, 396ft.
- - elasticity of, 23 8 -9, 243-4. 357,
386.
- - failure of, to rise sufficiently

as cause of excess of booms,
133-4, 137-4 1•
- - lag of, 21, 24, 75. 108, 12 7.
137-41.
- - real, continuous rise during
nineteenth and twentieth centuries in, 271.
-_. real, infiuence of agricultural
fiuctuations on, 159.

Wages (cOttl.). wage-unit, defiDttiou.
23sn.
- - wage unit and level of employment. 235.
--.- and workers' organisations, 284D,
322, 353, 372•
War debts, 116n, 451.
Western Europe,S. 273. 275. 450.
Wicksellian process, 34-5, 196, 227!l,
28 7. 289, 344n, 4 10•
'Vorking capital, 18, 23, 26, 342n.
Yugoslavia. 261.
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Acceleration principle and multiplier,
combination of, See Multiplier.
Andrews, P. W. S., and interest rates,
489n, 49 8n .
Balance of payments, See Foreign trade
multiplier.
Bissel, R. M., and employment, 496n.
Bohm-Bawerk, and invest~ent, 500n.
Clark, C., and foreign trade multiplier,
461n, 462, 46 5, 467n, 468-7°.
- - and multiplier, 455-6.
Clark, J. M., and multiplier, 456, 458n.
Crawford, J. G., and foreign trade
multiplier, 462, 465, 467n, 468.
Currie, 1., 457n.
Doblin, E., and price inflexibility,
49 2n .
Dunlop, J. T., and wage rates, 491.
Dynamic models, and multiplier, 473-9.
Ebersole, }. F., and interest, 498n.
Ellis, H. S., and price rigidity, 494.
Employment, See Price inflexibility.
Foreign balance, See Foreign trade
multiplier.
Foreign trade multiplier, 461-73.
- - and balance of payments, 462-3.
- - and capital movements, 471-2.
- - cyclical changes, 471-3.
- - and "foreign balance", 461-3.
- - formulae, 463-7, 469n.
- - "leakages", 470.
- - and replacement and net investment, 461n.
Gayer, A., 457n.

Haavelmo, T., and interest rates, 498n.
Haberler, G., and consumer credit,
457 n .
Hansen, A. H., and multiplier, 455n,
474·
- - and price rigidity, 492n, 493n,
494, 496-7 n, 50 0n .
Harrod, R. F., and acceleration principle, 473n.
- - and foreign trade multiplier,
464-5, 467, 47 1n, 486 .
- - and spending policy, 506n.
Hawtrey, R. G., and intensity of production, 483ft.
- - and Ricardo effect, 4870.
- - and speQding policy, 505.
Hayek, F. A., and propensity to import, 472n.
- - and rate of profit, 482.
- - and Ricardo effect, See Ricardo
effect.
- - and upper ,turning point, See
Ricardo effect.
Henderson, H. D., and rate of interest, 489n.
Hicks, J. R.~ and acceleration principie, 473.
- - and interest, 4980.
- - and price rigidity, 49 20 , 494, 501.
Higgins, B., and multiplier, 455 n .
Inflexibility, price, See Price inflexibility.
Interest rates, and employment, 497-8·
- - and hoarding, 498·
Iversen, C., and. ,.pital movements,
47 2n .
}astram, R. W., and multiplier, 459n .
Kahn, R. F., and multiplier, 4580,
459n .
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Kaldor, N., and employment, 504n.
- - and intensity of production,
483n.
- - and Ricardo effect, 487n, 487-8,
488n,48 9n.
-.-.- and trade cycle, ·..74.
Kalecki, M., and business cycle, .. 74.
Keynes, J. M., and acceleration principle, 473n, 478n.
- - and foreign trade multiplier, 461,
462n, 472n.
- - and multiplier, 456, 460, 486.
- - and price flexibility, 494, 496n,
496-7.
- - and Ricardo effect, 490.
- - and saving, 499.
King, W. I., and price rigidity, 493.
Knight, F. H., and equilibrium, 503n.
- - and intensity of production, 483n.
- - and price rigidity, 493, 500n.
Krost; M., 457n.
Laplace's formula, 478.
Laursen, S., and foreign trade multiplier, 465n, 4700.
Leontief, W., and labour, 489n.
- - and unemployment, 460n.
Lerner, A. R., and wages, 494~
Lundberg, E., and model sequences,
478.
Machlup, F., and multiplier, 456-7,
458n, 459, 470n .
Mason, E. S., and price inflexibility,
492n.
Meade, ]. E., and interest rates, 489n,
498n.
Means, G. C., and price rigidity, 492n,
493·
Mises, L., and price rigidity, 493.
Monetary expansion, 502-3.
Multiplier, and acceleration principle,
473-9·
- - and foreign trade, See Foreign
trade multiplier.
- - formulae, 456.
- - instantaneous, 459-60.
- - "leakages", 460-1.
- - money-income, 455.
- - and Ricardo effect, 48,-6.
- - "successive-spending", 45&-9.
- - theory, 455-61.
Musgrave, R. A., and multiplier, 455n.

Nixon, R. A., and
495n.

unemployment,

Ohlin, B., and trade balance, 472n.

Paish, F. W., and propensity to import, 472.
Pigou, A. C., and price rigidity, 494~5,
496n, 501n .
Price inflexibility, wage rigidity and
unemployment, 491-503.

Radice, E. A., and trade cycle, 474.
Ricardo effect, definition, 482.
- - Hayek's, 481-91.
- - how engendered, 483, 485-8.
- - and industrial fluctuations, 484,
490-1.
- - realistic aspect, 484, 488-90.
- - validity, 484-5.
Richardson, ]. H., and wage movements, 491n.
Rigidity, wage and price, See Price inllexibility.
Robertson, D. H., and foreign trade
multiplier, 461n, 464, 469n,
470.
- - and monetary theory, 497n, 504n.
- - and multiplier, 456n.
Robinson, ]., and multiplier, 458n,
459n.
Roos, C. F., and price rigidity, 493n.
Ruggles, R., and wage rates, 491n.

Samuelson,P. A., and dynamic models,
474-7,486.
--- and foreign trade· multiplier, 470.
- - and unemployment, 495n.
Saving, 499-5°0.
Schumpeter, J., and price rigidity, 494,
497n, 50 1n, 503 n .
Scitovszky, T.de, and price rigidity,
4990, 501.
Sequences, dynamic model, See Dynamic models.
Shaw, E. S., and multiplier, 456n,
459 n .
Simons, H., and price rigidity, 49~.
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Spending policy, limitations, 503-7.
Szeliski, V. v., and price rigidity,
493 n .

Turning-points, 479-80.
- - upper, See Ricardo effect.
Unemployment, See Price inflexibility.

Tarshis, L., and wages, 491n.
Tinbergen, J., and dynamic models,
478-9.
- - and foreign trade multiplier, 470.
- - and interest rates, 498n.
- - and turning-points, 479.
Tobin, J., and money wage, 460n,
495 n .
Trade multiplier, See Foreign trade
multiplier.

Villard, H. H., and multiplier, 455n,
459n .
- - and national income, 45 7n.
Viner, ]., and price rigidity, 493.
Wage rigidity, See Price inflexibility.
C. F., and price rigidity, 492n.
Wilson, T., and "net profit", 48,n.
- - and trade cycle, 48In.
~are,

